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• • I shall not now speak of the knowledge of the 
Hindus, .. . of their subtle discoveries in the science of 
astronomy discoveries even more ingenious than those of 
the Greeks and Babylonians-- of their rational system of 
mathematics, or of their 1nethod of calculation which no 
words can praise strongly enough I mean the system 
using nine symbols. If these things were known by the 
people '\Vho think that they alone have mastered the sciences 
because they speak Greek they would perhaps be convinced, 
though a little late in the day, that other folk, not only 
Greeks, but men of a different tongue, know something as 
well as they.,. 

"'fhe Syrian astronomer-monk 
SEVERus SEBOKJJT (writing A.D. 

662) . 
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PREFACE 

T If r s book has been \Vritten to interpret ancient Indian civilization, 
as I understand it, to the ordinary Western reader who has little 
knowledge of the subject, but some interest in it. The three nations 
of the Indian Sub-continent, since the momentous days of 1947 when 
they gained complete independence, have been playing an ever
gro\ving part in the affairs of the world, and there is perhaps room 
for a new outline of their ancient culture, to replace the many excellent 
works now out of print, and to further our understanding of the 
civilization of these new states in the contemporary \VOrld. 

As this book is intended for the general reader I have tried, as 
far as possible, to leave nothing unexplained. And as I believe that 
civilization is more than religion and art I have tried, however 
briefly, to cover all aspects of Indian life and thought. Though prim
arily intended for Westerners (hope that the book may be of some 
interest to Indian, Pakistani and Sinhalese readers also. as the inter
pretation of a friendly mlecclza, who has great love and respect for 
the civilizations of their lands, and many friends among the 
descendants of the people whose culture he studies. "fhe \YOrk rnay 
also be of help to students who are ernbarking on a course of serious 
lndological study; for their benefit I have included detailed biblio-
graphies and appendices. But, for the ordinary reader, the \Vork is 
cumbersome enough, and therefore I have not given references 
for every statement. I have tried to reduce Sanskrit terms to a 
n1ini1num, but the reader without background lmowledge will find 
definitions of all Indian words used in the text in the index, which 
also serves as a glossary. 

Sanskrit, Prakrit and Pali words are transliterated according to 
the standard system at p14esent used by Indologists; this, witb its 
plethora of diacritic 1narks, may at first seem irritating, but it is the 
only soW1d method of expressing the original spelling, and gives a 
clear idea of the correct pronunciation. Modem Indian proper names 
are generally given in the most usual spelling• with the addition of 
marks over the long vowels, to indicate their approxintately correct 
pronunciation. I have tried to employ consistently the names and 
spellings officially adopted by the new states of the Sub-continent 
(e.g. Danaras for Benares, Uttar Pradesh for United Provinces, etc.,) 
and as these do not appear in pre-war atlases they arc shown in the 

• Except in a few cases where, to avoid confusion, I have substituted ll for the more 
usual v, e.g. P~mjab, Satlej, etc. 

•• 
Vll 
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map o£ modem India in the endpaper. ' Throughout this work the 
word .. India .. is of course used in its geographical sense, and includes 
Pakistan. Though very inadequately, I have tried to include in the 
scope of this survey Ceylon, whose culture owed much to India, but 
developed many individual features of its own. 

The translations, except where specified, are my own. I lay no 
claim to great literary merit for them, and have not been able to 
reproduce the untranslatable incantation of the originals. In most 
cases they are not literal translations, since the character of Indian 
classical languages is so unlike that of English that literal translations 
are at the best dull and at the worst positively ludicrous. In places 
I have taken some liberty with the originals, in order to make their 
purport clearer to the Western reader, but in all cases I have tried 
to give an honest interpretation of the intentions of their authors, as 
I understand them. 

In the course ofwriting this book I have asked the advice of several 
friends and colleagues, and have also received their encouragement 
and help in other respects.. I must special] y thank (in alphabetical 
order) Mr. F. R. Allchin, Dr. A. A. Bake, Dr. L. D. Bamett (my 
respected teacher, whose Antiquities of India, written over forty 
years ago, has to some extent served as a model for this book), 
Professor j. Brough (who first suggested that I should write this 
book), Mrs. Devahuti, Profes.sor A. T. Hatto, Mr. }. R. Marr (for 
translations on p. 464ft'), Dr. A. K. Narain, Professor C. H. Philips, 
Mr. P. Rawson, Mr. C. A. Rylands, and Dr. Arthur Waley (for 
translations on p. 4 77f). I \vould also thank the numerous institutions 
and individuals who have kindly allowed me to reproduce illustrations 
of which they hold the copyright, and whose names are recorded above 
each plate • : and the Librarian and· Staff of the Library of the School 
of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, for their 
courtsey and help. Fmally, I am greatly indebted to my wife for 
much encouragement. 

A. L. BASHAM 
London, 195S 

1 Endpapers not included in this edition. 
8 At the time of going to press it has not been possible to trace the present owners 

,,f the copyright of the following illustrations: plates XVIb, XIXc. XXa, XLllb .. 
LIX. They are asked to communicate with the Publisher . 
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• The dates given for these dynasties are the periods of thei.r importance. In many 
cases their ex.istencc can be tTaced both earlier and later. 



PRONUNCIATION 

MoaE detailed notes on the Indian alphabet and its pronuncia
tion are given in App. X. p. 506ff. The following is a rough guide 
for the general reader. 

"l"he vowels a, i, u, e, ai, o, au a.-e long. and have approximately 
the same pronunciation as in Italian. or as the vowels in the English 
words calm, "lackine, rule, prey. titne, go and cow, respectively. 
A, i, u are short, and ~qui valent to the vowels in the English words cut, 
bit and bull. ~ .. he reader should avoid the tentptation to pronounce 
a as in English sat. Thus Sanskrit sama is pronounced as English 
summer. l.l is classed as a short vowel, and is pronounced as ri in 
rick. 

The aspirated consonants tk and pk 1nust never be pronounced as 
in English tiJin and phial, but as in pothole and shepherd. C is pro
nounced as eh in church. $ and! are both generally pronounced as 
English sk in shape. ~·he distinction between the other sub-dotted 
.,. retroflex .. consonants (/, lh, 1/,, tf,h and ~) and the dentals, without 
dots, is not important to the general reader. 

FOOTNOTES AND REFERENCES 

NoT£ s marked with •, t, t, etc., are given at the bottom of the 
page. Those marked with figures are references only, and are given 
with classified bibliographies at the back of the book; they may be 
ignored by the reader who does not intend to pursue the topic further . 
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INTRODUCTION: INDIA AND HER ANCIENT 
CULTURE 

THE LAND OF INDIA 

THE ancient civilization of India grew up in a sharpJy demarcated 
sub-continent bounded on the north by the wor)d•s largest mountain 
range the chain of the Himalayas, which, with its extensions to 
east and west, divides India from the rest of Asia and the world. 
The barrier, however, was at no time an insuperable one, and at all 
periods both settlers and traders have found their way over the high 
and desolate passes into India, while Indians have carried their 
commerce and culture beyond her frontiers by the same route. lndia·s 
isolation has never been complete, and the effect of the mountain 
wall in developing her unique civilization has often been overrated. 

The importance of the mountains to India is not so much in the 
isolation which they give her, as in the fact that they are the source 
of her two great rivers. The clouds drifting northwards and west
\Vards in the rainy season discharge the last of their moisture on the 
high peaks, whence, fed by ever-melting snow, innumerable streams 
ftow southward, to meet in the great river systems of the Indus and 
the Ganges. On their way they pass through small and fertile 
plateaux, such as the valleys of Kashmir and Nepal, to debouch on 
the great plain. 

Of the two river systems, that of the Indus, now mainly in Paki
stan, had the earliest civilization, and gave its name to India. • The 
Fertile Plain of the Panjab (.,.Five Rivers,.), watered by the five 
great tributaries of the Indus the ]helam, Chenab, Ravi, Beas and 
Satlaj had a high culture over two thousand years before Christ, 
which spread down the lower course of the Indus as far as the sea. 
The lower Indus, in the Pakistan province of Sind, now passes 
through barren desert, though this \Vas once a well watered and 
fertile land. 

• The Indians knew this river as Sit~dllu. and the Persians. who found difficulty in 
pronouncing an initials. called it Hindu. From Persia the word passed to Greece. where 
the whole of India became known by the name of the western river. The ancient Indians 
knew their sub-continent as JQmlrudvlpa (the continent of the jQmbu tree) or lJMrDitnNUfiJ 
(the Land of the sons of Bharata, a legendary emperor) ( p. 488f). 11te latter name 
has been in pan revived by the present fndian government. With the Muslim invasion 
the Persian name returned in the foam Hindustan, and those of its inhabitants who followed 
the old religion became known as Hindus. 

I 
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CJ - TliE \VOKJ>ER TliAT WAS INDIA 

The basin of the Indus is divided from that of the Ganges by the 
Thar, or desert of Rajasthan, and by low hills. The watershed, to 
the north--west of Delhi, has been the scene of many bitter battles 
since at least 1000 B. c. The western half of the Ganges plain, from 
the region around Delhi to Patna, and including the Doiib, or the 
land bet\veen the Ganges and its great tributary river jan1na, has 
always been the heart of India. 1-Iere, in the region once kno,vn as 
Aryiivarta, the land of the Aryans, her classical culture \vas formed. 
Though generations of unscientific fartning, deforestation, and other 
factors have no"v much reduced its fertility, it was once among the 
most productive lands in the world, and has supported a very large 
population ever since it \vas brought under the plough. At its 1nouth 
in Bengal the Ganges forms a large delta, which even in historical 
times has gained appreciably on the sea; here it joins the river Drah
maputra, \vhich flo.,vs from Tibet by way of the Valley of Assan1, the 
easternmost outpost of Hindu culture. 

South of the great plain is a highland zone, rising to the chain of 
the Vindhya mountains. These are by no n1eans as impressive as 
the Himalayas, but have tended to form a barrier bet\veen the North, 
formerly called Hir1dustan, and the Peninsula, often kno\vn as the 
Deccan (meaning simJ>ly .. South"), a term used sometimes for the 
whole peninsula, but more often for its northern and central portions. 
Most of the Deccan is a dry and hilly plateau, bordered on either 
side by long ranges of hills, the w·estern and Eastern Ghats. Of 
these t\vo ranges the western is the higher. and therefore most of 
the rivers of the Oeccan, such as the Mahanadi, the Godavari, the 
Kistna or Kr~l)a, and the Kaveri, flo\v east\\'ards to the sea. Two 
large rivers only, the Narmada and the Tapti, flow westwards. Near 
their mouths the Deccan rivers pass through plains \vhich are smaller 
than those of the Ganges but almost as populous. The south-eastern 
part of the Peninsula forms a larger plain, the Tamil country. the 
culture of which was once independent, and is not yet con1pletely uni
fied with that of the North. The Dravidian peoples of Southern India 
still speak languages in no \vay akin to those of the North, and are 
of a different ethnic character (p 24f), though there has been n1uch 
intennixture bet\veen Northern and Southern types. Geographically 
Ceylon is a continuation of India, the plain of the Nortl1 resen1bling 
that of South India, and the mountains in the centre of the island 
the w·estem Ghats. 

From Kashmir in the North to Cape Comorin in the South the 
sub-continent is about 2,000 miles long, and therefore its climate 
varies considerably. 'rhe Himalayan region has cold winters, with 
occasional frost and sno\v. In the northern plains the winter is cool, 
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with wide variation of day and night temperature, whereas the hot 
season is almost intolerable. The temperature of the Deccan varies 
less with the season, though in the higher parts of the plateau nights 
are cool in winter. The Tamil Plain is continuously hot, but its 
temperature never rises to that of the northern plains in summer. 

1"he most important feature of the Indian climate is the monsoon, 
or u the Rains". Except along the west coast and in parts of Ceylon 
rain rarely falls from October to May, when cultivation can only 
be carried on by carefully husbanding the water of rivers and streams, 
and raising a winter crop by irrigation. By the end of April growth 
has practically ceased. The temperature of the plains rises as high 
as 110° F. or over, and an intensely hot \vind blo\vs. Trees shed 
their leaves, grass is almost cotnpletely parched, wild animals often 
die in large numbers for want of water. Work is reduced to a 
minimum, and the world seems asleep. 

Then clouds appear, high in the sky; in a few days they grow 
more nuJnerous and darker, rolling up in banks from the sea. At 
last, in June, the rains c.ome in great downpouring torrents, with 
ntuch thunder and lightning. l"he temperature quickly drops, and 
\Vithin a few days the world is green and smiling again. Beasts, 
birds and insects reappear, the trees put on ne\v leaves, and the earth 
is c.overed with fresh grass. The torrential rains, which faU at 
intervals for a couple of months and then gradually die away, make 
travel and all outdoor activity difficult, and often bring epidemics in their 
wake; but, despite these hardships, to the Indian mind the coming of 
the 1nonsoon corresponds to the coming of spring in Europe. For 
this reason thunder and lightning, in Europe generally looked on as 
inauspicious, have 110 terrors for the Indian, but are welc.ome signs 
of the goodness of heaven (p. 255). 

It has often been said that the scale of natural phenomena in India, 
and her total dependence on the monsoon, have helped to form the 
character of her peoples. Even today major disasters, such as flood, 
famine and plague, are hard to check, and in older times their control 
\vas almost irnpossible. Many other ancient civilizations, such as 
those of the Greeks, Romans and Chinese, had to contend \Vith hard 
winters, which encouraged sturdiness and resource. India. on the 
other hand, was blessed by a bounteous Nature, \vho demanded little 
of man in return for sustenance, but in her terrible anger could not 
be appeased by any human effort. Hence, it has been suggested. 
the Indian character has tended to fatalism and quietism, accepting 
fortune and n1isfortune alike without con1plaint. 

Ho\v far this judgentent is a fair one is very dubious. Though 
an element of quietism certainly existed in the ancient Indian attitude 
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to life, as it does in India today, it \vas never approved by moralists. 
The great achievements of ancient India and Ceylon their immense 
irrigation \vorks and splendid temples, and the long campaigns of 
their armies do not suggest a devitalized people. If the climate 
had any effect on the Indian character it \vas, \ve believe, to develop a 
love of ease and comfort, an addiction to the simple pleasures and 
luxuries so freely given by Nature a tendency to \vhich the impulse 
to self~enial and asceticism on the one hand, and occasional strenuous 
effort on the other, were natural reactions. 

THE DISCOVERY OF ANCIENT INDIA 

The ancient civilization of India differs from those of Egypt, 
Mesopotamia and Greece, in that its traditions have been preserved 
\vithout a break down to the present day. Until tbe advent of the 
archzologist, the peasant of Egypt or Iraq had no knowledge of the 
culture of his forefathers, and it is doubtful \vhether his Greek 
counterpart had any but the vaguest ideas about the glory of Peri
clean Athens. In each case there had been an almost complete break 
\vith the past. On the other hand, the earliest Europeans to visit 
India found a culture fully conscious of its own antiquity a culture 
'vhich indeed exaggerated that antiquity, and claimed not to have 
fundamentally changed for many thousands of years. To this day 
legends known to the humblest Indian recall the names of shado\vy 
chieftains who lived nearly a thousand years before Christ, and the 
orthodox brahmal} in his daily worship repeats hymns composed even 
earlier. India and China have, in fact, the oldest continuous cultural 
traditions in the \vorld. 

Until the last half of the 18th century Europeans made no real 
attempt to study India's ancient past. and her early history \vas 
kno\vn only from brief passages in the works of Greek and Latin 
authors. A few devoted missionaries in the Peninsula gained a deep 
understanding of contemporary Indian life, and a brilliant mastery of 
the vernaculars, but they made no real attempt to understand the 
historical background of the culture of the people among whom they 
worked. "'Chey accepted that culture at its face value, as very ancient 
and unchanging, and their only studies of India's past \vere in the 
nature of speculations linking the Indians with the descendants of 
Noah and the vanished empires of the Bible. 

Mean\vhile a few Jesuits succeeded in mastering Sanskrit, the 
classical language of India. One of them, Father Hanxleden, \vho 
worked in Malabar from 1699 to 17S2, compiled the first Sanskrit 
grammar in a European tongue, which remained in 1nanuscript, hut 
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was used by his successors. Another, Father Coeurdoux, in 1767. 
was probably the first student to recognise the kinship of Sanskrit and 
the languages of Europe, and suggested that the brahmaJJs of India 
were descended fro1n one of the sons of Japhet, whose brothers 
migrated to the West. Yet the Jesuits, for all their studies, gained 
no real understanding of India's past: the foundations of lndology 
were laid independently, in another part of India, and by other hands. 

In the year 178S one of the 1nost brilliant men of the 18th century, 
Sir William Jones ( 17+6'- 94) (pl. IV a), came to Calcutta as a 
judge of the Supreme Court, under the governor-generalship of 
Warren Hastings, who himself had deep sympathy with both Muslim 
and Hindu culture. ]ones was a linguistic genius, who had already 
learnt all the more important languages of Europe as well as l-Ie brew, 
Arabic, Persian, and Turkish, and had even obtained a snJattering of 
Chinese with the aid of the very inadequate anatcrial available in 
Europe at the time. Before coming to India he had recognized the 
relationship of European languages to Persian, and had rejected the 
orthodox view of the 18th century, that all these tongues \vere derived 
from Hebrew, which had been garbled at the Tower of Babel. In 
place of this dogma jones suggested that Persian and the European 
languages \vere derived from a comnton ancestor which was not 
Hebrew . 

Of the little band of Englishmen who adnlinistered Bengal for the 
Honourable East India Company only one, Charles Wilkins ( 1749-
I8S6), had managed to learn Sanskrit. With tl1e aid of Wilkins 
and friendly Bengali paJJ4its Jones began to learn the language. On 
the first day of 1784 the Asiatic Society of Bengal was founded, on 
]ones' initiative, and with himself as president. In the journal of this 
society, Asia.tic Researches, the first real steps in revealing India·s 
past were taken. In Novernber 1784 the first direct translation of 
a Sanskrit work into English, Wilkins·s Bhagavad Gitii, was com
pleted. This Wilkins follo\ved in J 787 with a translation of the 
Hitopadela. In 1789 Jones translated Kalidasa's Saltuntala, which 
went into five English edi rions in less than twenty years ; this he 
followed by translations of the Gila Govinda ( 1792), and the law
book of Manu (published posthumously in 1794 under the title 
l1utitutes of Hindoo La:lu). Several less important translations 
appeared in successive issues of Asiatic Researches. 

Jones and Wilkins were truly tl1e fathers of lndology. They were 
followed in Calcutta by Henry Colebrooke ( 1765-18S7) and Horace 
Hayman Wilson ( 1789-1860). To the works of these pioneers 
must be added that of the Frenchman Anquetil-Duperron, a Persian 
scholar \Vho, in 1786, published a translation of four Upani~ads frorn 
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a 17th~entury Persian version the translation of the whole manu
script, containing 50 Upani~ads, appearing in 180 J. 

Interest in Sanskrit literature began to gro\v in Europe as a result 
of these translations. In 1795 the government of the French Republic 
founded the Ecole des Langues Orientates Vivantes, and there Alex
ander Hamilton ( 1 762-1824), one of the founding members of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, held prisoner on parole in France at the end 
of the Peace of Amiens in 180S, became the first person to teach San
skrit in Europe. It was from Hamilton that Friedrich Schlegel, the first 
German Sanskritist, learnt the language. The first university chair 
of Sanskrit was founded at the Coll~ge de France in 1814, and held 
by Leonard de Chczy, while from 1818 on\vards the larger German 
universities set up professorships. Sanskrit \vas first taught in 
England in 1805 at the training college of the East India Company 
at •lertford. The earliest English chair \vas the Boden Professor
ship at Oxford, first filled in 1882, \vhen it was conferred upon H. H. 
Wilson, \vho had been an important member of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal. Chairs \vere after\vards founded at London, Cambridge 
and Edinburgh, and at several other universities of Europe and 
America. 

In 1816, Franz Bopp ( 1791-1867), a Bavarian, on the basis of 
the hints of Sir \Villiam jones, succeeded in very tentatively recon
structing the comanon ancestor of Sanskrit and the classical languages 
of Europe, and comparative philology became an independent 
science. In 1821, the French Societe Asiatique \vas founded in 
Paris, followed two years later by the Royal Asiatic Society in 
London. Fro1n these beginnings the \vork of the editing and study 
of ancient Indian literature \vent on apace throughout the 19th 
century. Probably the greatest achievement o~ lndological scholar
ship in 19th-century Europe \vas the enonnous Sanskrit-German 
dictionary generally known as the St. Petersburg Lexicon, produced 
by the German scholars Otto Bohtlingk and Rudolf Roth, and pub
lished in parts by the Russian Imperial Academy of Sciences from 
1862 to 1876. F:ngland·s greatest contributions to Sanskrit studies 
\vere the splendid edition of the /Jg Yeda, and the great series of 
authoritative annotated translations, Sacred Books of the Easl. Both 
of these \vorks \vere edited by the great German Sanskritist Friedrich 
Max MUller ( J82S- 1900), \vho SJ>ent most of his \vorking life as 
Professor of Comparath'e Philology at Oxford. 

Mean\vhile the study of ancient Indian culture \vas proceeding in 
another direction. The first \vork of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 
had been almost entirely literary and linguistic, and most of the 19th
century Indologists \vere primarily scholars, '"orking on \vritten 
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records. Early in the 19th century, however, the Bengal Society 
began to turn some of its attention to the material remains of India·s 
past, as the East India Company's surveyors brought back many 
reports of temples, caves and shrines, together with early coins and 
copies of inscriptions in long-dead scripts. By \vorking backwards 
from the current scripts tlre older ones were gradually deciphered, until 
in 1887 a gifted amateur, james Prinsep, an official of the Calcutta 
Mint and Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, interpreted for 
the first time the earliest Brahmi script and was able to read the 
edicts of the great emperor A.§oka. Atnong Prinsep's colleagues 
in the work of decipherment was a young officer of the Royal 
Engineers, Alexander Cunningham (pi. IVb), the father of Indian 
archreology. Frotn his arrival in India in IBSI Cwmingham devoted 
every minute he could spare from his military duties to the study of 
the material remains of ancient India, until, in 1862, the Indian 
government established the post of Archceological Surveyor, to \vhich 
he was appointed. Until his retirement in 1885 he devoted himself 
to the unravelling of India's past with complete single-heartedness. 
Though he made no startling discoveries, and though his technique 
was, by modem arche20logical standards, crude and pri1nitive, there 
is no doubt that, after Sir William Jones, lndology owes more to 
General Sir Alexander Cunninghatn than to any other worker in the 
field. Cunningham was assisted by several other pioneers, and 
though at the end of the 19th century the activities of the 
Arch~ological Survey almost ceased, owing to niggardly govern
ment grants, by 1900 many ancient buildings had been surveyed, 
and many inscriptions read and translated. 

It was only in the 20th century that arch~ological excavation on a 
large scale began in India. Thanks to the personal interest of the 
Viceroy, Lord Curzon, in 1901 the Arch~ological Survey was re
formed and enlarged, and a young arclt~ologist, jolm (later Sir 
John) Marshall (pl. IVd). appointed as Director General. For a 
country of the size of India the Arch~ological Department was still 
lamentably stnall and poor, but Marshall was able to e1nploy a 
number of expert assistants, and had funds for excavation on a scale 
more extensive than anything previously attempted. For the first 
time traces of d•c ancient cities of India began to come to light
arch~ology, as distinct from the surveying and conservation of an
cient ntonuments, had begun in real earnest. The greatest triumph 
of the Arch~ological Survey of India under Sir jolm Marshalrs 
directorship \Vas undoubtedly the discovery of the Indus civilization. 
The first relics of India's oldest cities were noticed by Cunningham, 
who found strange unidentified seals in the neighbourhood of 
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Harappa in the Panjab. In 1922 an Indian officer of the Arch~o
logical Survey, R. D. Banerji, found further seals at Mohenjo 
Daro in Sind, and recognized that they were the remains of a pre
Aryan civilization of great antiquity. Under Sir John Marshall' s 
direction the sites were systematically excavated from 192+ until his 
retirement in 19S 1. Digging was interrupted by financial retrench
ment, and by the Second World War; but further important dis
coveries were made at Harappa during the brief directorship of Sir 
R. E. Mortimer Wheeler just after the war, though the sites are 
still by no means fully cleared. 

Much has yet to be done. Many mounds as yet unexcavated 
may throw floods of light on the dark places of India"s past: unpub
lished manuscripts of great importance may yet lie mouldering in 
out-of-the-way libraries. India. Pakistan and Ceylon are poor 
coWl tries, desperately in need of funds with which to raise the stand
ard of living of their peoples; but with the resources available the 
arch~ological departments of all three countries are working to their 
fullest capacity to reveal the past. 

Even in the last century, much valuable work was done by natives 
of India, especially by such Sanskritists and epigraphists as Drs. 
Bhau Daji, H1tagavanlallndraji, Rajendralal Mitra, and the great Sir 
R. G. Bhandarkar (pi. IVc). Now the chief initiative in lndology 
comes frotn the Indians themselves. Indians are well on the way to 
completing tbe first critical edition of the gigantic Maltiiblziirata, and 
have started work on the enormous Poona Sanskrit Dictionary, which, 
when complete, will probably be the greatest work of lexicography 
the world has ever seen. The Director General of the Arch~ological 
Department is now an Indian (Dr. A. Ghosh), and today the 
European lndologist cannot hope to be more than the helper and 
friendly critic of the Indian. In tirnes like these, however, when 
Asia is reacting against a century and a half of European domination, 
and a new culture, \vhich will contain elements of East and West in 
6nn synthesis, is in the process of binh. the European student still has 
a useful role to play in lndology . 

. 

THE GLORY OF ANCIENT INDIA 

At most periods of her history India. though a cultural unit, has 
been torn by internecine \var. In statecraft her rulers were cunning 
and unscrupulous. Famine, flood and plague visited her from time 
to time, and killed millions of her people. Inequality of binh was 
given religious sanction, and the lot of the huntble was generally 
hard. Yet our overall impression is that in no other part of the 
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ancient world were the relations of man and man, and of man and the 
state, so fair and humane. In no other early civilization were slaves 
so few in number. and in no other ancient lawbook are their rights so 
well protected as in the Arthafastra (p. 152f). No other ancient 
lawgiver proclaimed such noble ideals of fair play in battle as did 
Manu ( p. 126). In all her history of warfare Hindu India has few 
tales to tell of cities put to the sword or of the massacre of non
combatants. The ghastly sadisrn of the kings of Assyria, who 
flayed their captives alive, is completely without parallel in ancient 
India. There was sporadic cruelty and oppression no doubt, but, in 
comparison with conditions in other early cultures, it was mild. To us 
the most striking feature of ancient Indian civilization is its humanity. 

Some 19th-<entury missionaries, armed with passages from Hindu 
and Buddhist scriptures, often taken out of their context, and with 
tales of famine, disease, and the evils of the Hindu caste and family 
system, have helped to propagate the widespread fallacy that India 
is a land of lethargic gloom. The traveller landing at Bombay has 
only to watch the rush-hour crowds, and to compare them mentally 
with those of London, to realize that the Indian character is neither 
lethargic nor unhappy. This conclusion is borne out by a general 
acquaintance with the remains of India's past. Our second general 
impression of ancient India is that her people enjoyed life, passionately 
delighting both in the things of the senses and the things of the spirit. 

The European student who concentrates on religious texts of a 
certain type may well gain the irnpression that ancient India \Vas a 
land of" life-negating., • ascetics, imposing their gloomy and sterile 
ideas upon the trusting millions who were their lay followers. The 
fallacy of this impression is quite evident from the secular literature. 
sculpture and painting of the time. The average Indian, though he 
might pay lip-service to the ascetic and respect his ideals, did not 
find life a vale of tears from which to escape at all costs; rather he 
was willing to accept the world as he found it, and to extract what 
happiness he could from it. DaJJ~in's description of the joys of a 
simple meal served in a comparatively poor home ( p. 41-4ff) is prob
ably more typical of ancient Indian everyday life than are the Upani
~ads. India was a cheerful land, whose people, each finding a niche 
in a complex and slowly evolving social system, reached a higher 
level of kindliness and gentleness in their mutual relationships than any 
other nation of antiquity. For this, as well as for her great achieve
ments in religion, literature, art and mathematics, one European 
student at least would record his admiration of her ancient culture. 

• This cenn, as applied to Indian religion, thought and culture, is that of the great 
Dr. Alben Schwcitzcr (lndi4n TluJughl and its DtwiDJmrmt, pass&m). 
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PREHISTORY: THE HARAPPA CULTURE AND . 

THE ARYANS 

PRIMITIVE MAN IN INDIA 

L 1 K E prehistoric Europe, Northern India experienced ice ages, and it 
was after the second of these, in tl1e Second Interglacial Period, from 
about 400,000 to 200,000 s.c., that man first left surviving traces in 
India. These are the palzolithic pebble tools of the Soan Culture, 
so called from the little river in the Panjab \vhere they have been 
found in large numbers. In type they resemble tools widely distri
buted all over the Old World, from England to Africa and China. 
In India no human remains have been found in association \vith the 
tools, but else,vhere such industries have been shown to be the \vork 
of primitive anthropoid types, such as the Pithecanthropus of Java 
and China. 

In the South there existed another prehistoric stone industry, which 
is not conclusively dated, but which may have been the approximate 
contemporary of that of the Soan Valley. The men of tl1is culture 
made core ~ools, especially fine hand axes, formed by striking off 
flakes from a large pebble, and they evidently had much better 
command over their material than the Soan men. This Madras 
Industry, as it is called by the archz ologists, has affinities with similar 
core tool industries in Africa, western Europe, and southern England, 
\vhere it has been found in association \vith a more advanced type of 
man a true Homo sapie11s. 

The Ganges Valley is one of the newest parts of the earth's surface, 
and many geologists believe that at the time of these two stone-age 
industries much of it \vas still a shallo\v sea; but there may have been 
contact between them by \vay of Rijasthan, for the tools of one 
culture have been found sporadically in the region of the other. The 
men \vho used these palzoliths must have lived in India for many 
millennia. Who they \vere and what became of them \Ve do not 
kno\v. Their blood may still flo\v in the inhabitants of modem India, 
but if the pebble industry of Soan \vas the work of proto-human 
anthropoids they must have vanished long ago, like the Neanderthal 
men in Europe and the Pithecanthropi of the Far East. Homo 
sapiens continued in India, his skill and technical equipment imper
ceptibly improving do\vn tl1e ages. He learnt to fashion microliths. 

10 
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tiny and delicate stone arro\\'heads and other implements, which have 
been found in n1any parts of India, from the N.-W. Frontier to the 
extreme south. Similar microlithic industries occur in many parts 
of the Near East and Africa, but their chronological relationship with 
the micro lithic industry of India is not clear. In parts of the Deccan 
microliths are often found together with polished stone axes, and it 
\VOuld seem that in the ren1oter parts of the Peninsula their use \Vas 
only fully replaced by that of iron tools around the beginning or the 
Christian age. 1 

THE FIRST VILLAGES 

Palreolithic man \Vas a hunter and food gatherer, and lived 
in very small comn1unities, \\'hich \Vere usually nomadic. In the 
course or time he leann to kindle fire, to protect his body fro•n 
the \Veather '.vith skin, bark or leaves, and to tame the \Vild dog ,vhich 
lurked roWld his camJ>fire. In India, as all O\'er the \VOrld, men 
lived thus for many n1illennia. 

Then, very recently in the perspective or geological time, great 
changes took place in lnan·s \vay of living. Certainly not much 
earlier than 10,000 n.c., and perhaps as late as 6000 B.c., man 
de\'eloped \Vhat Professor Gordon Childc calls ··an aggressive atti
tude to his environmeuf". He learnt ho\v to grow food crops, he 
tamed domestic animals, he made pots, and he wove garments. Before 
discovering the use of metal, he taught himself to tnake \\'ell-polished 
stone implements far in advance or those or the palreolithic age. 
Such in1plen1ents have been found all over India, but mostly in the 
North-West and in the Deccan, and usually on or near the surface. In 
much or the country neolithic culture survived long, and many of the 
\Vilder hill tribes of the present day have only recently emerged from 
this stage. 

Developed agriculture and permanent villages probably began in 
the 5th millennium B.c., in the Middle East. In India the earliest 
remains of a settled culture are of little agricultural villages in 
Baluchistan and lo,ver Sind, perhaps dating from the end of the 4th 
millennium. 

Classical \\'riters shO\V that \Vhen, in S26 B.c., Alexander or Mace
don crossed the Indus, the climate of N .-W. India \Vas much as it is 
today, though perhaps a little moister. The river valleys were 
fertile and well \VOoded, though the coastal strip to the \Vest of tbe 
Indus, now called the Makran. and much or Baluchistan. were already 
dry and desolate. But in sooo s .c . the climate \Vas very diff~rent. 
The ,vhole Indus region was 'vell rorested, providing fuel to bum 
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bricks and food for \Vild elephants and rhinoceros, and Baluchistan, 
no\v aln1o.st a \Vaterless desert, \Vas rich in rivefs. This region 
supported n1any villages of agriculturists, who had settled in the 
upland valleys of Baluchistan and in the then fertile plain of the 
Makran and the lower Indus. 

1 .. hese people belong£d to several cultures, pri1narily distinguished 
by different types of painted pottery. Each culture had distincrive 
features of its O\vn, but all 'vere of the satne generic pattern as those of 
the Middle East. Though their settlen1ents \Vere sntall, rarely n1ore 
than a few acres in extent, their material standards \\'ere cotnparatively 
high. The villagers dwelt in co1nfortable houses of 1nud brick with 
lower courses of stone, and 1nade good pottery, \vhicll they painted 
\Vith pleasant patterns. They kne\v the use of n1etal, for a few cop
per i•nplen1ents have been discovered in the sites. 

a. b. c. d. 

Fig. ii. Terracotta Figurines of Goddesses. a. Kulll. c. 2500-2000 B. c . 
b. Zhoh, c. 2500-2000 B.c. c. Harappa. c. 2000 o.c. d. Kau~ambi. 

C. 100 IJ.C. 

'fhe village cultures had varying custon1s, for the secluded valleys 
of the Brahui Hills and the co1nparative sin1plicity of the lives of 
inhabitants did not encourage very close contact. Thus the northern 
villages made predon1inantly red pottery, and the southern buff; 
the people of the Kulli Culture, in the Makran, burnt their dead, \vhile 
those of the Nal Culture, in the Brahui Hills, practised fractional 
burial, or the inhutnation of the bones after partial disintegration by 
burning or exposure. 

Their religion was of the type practised by other early agricultural 
comnllmities in the Mediterranean region and the Middle East, 
centring round fertility rites and the \VOrship of a Mother Goddess. 
Figurines of the Goddess have been found in n1any sites, and in those 
of the Zhob Culture, to the north of Quetta, phallic en1blems have 
also been found. In many ancient cultures the worship of the Mother 
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Goddess was associated with that of the bull, and these were no 
exception. Bull figurines have been discovered, and the bull forms 
a favourite motif for the decoration of the pottery of Kulli and Rani 
Ghundai, one of the most important of the Zhob sites. 

The people of the Kulli culture excelled in making small boxes of 
soft stone, delicately engraved with linear patterns. Such boxes 
have been occasionally found in early Mesopotamian sites, and we may 
assume that they were exported by the Kulli people, perhaps filled 
with unguent or perfu1ne of some kind. At Susa and elsewhere 
have been found a few pieces of painted pottery which are evidently 
imitated from the wares of the Kulli people, who obviously traded 
with the Middle East. Otherwise there is little evidence of contact. 
No certainly identifiable Mcsopotantian remains have been found in 
Baluchistan, and there is no trace of objects from the KuJli Culture 
along the overland route. It seems that the Kulli people made 
contact with the earliest Mesopotamian civilizations by sea. 

THE HARAPPA CITY CULTURE 

In the early part of the Srd millennium, civilization, in the sense 
of an organized system of government over a comparatively large 
area, developed nearly simultaneously in the river valleys of the 
Nile, Euphrates, and Indus. We know a great deal about the 
civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamia, for they have left us written 
material which has been satisfactorily deciphered. The Indus 
people, on the other hand, did not engrave long inscriptions on stone 
or place papyrus scrolls in the tombs of their dead; all that we know 
of their writing is derived from the brief inscriptions of their seals, 
and there is no Indian counterpart of the Rosetta Stone. Several 
brilliant efforts have been made to read the Indus seals, but none so 
far has succeeded. Hence our knowledge of the Indus civilization is 
inadequate in many respects, and it must be classed as prehistoric, for 
it has no history in the strict sense of the ter1n. 

The civilization of the Indus is known to the archzologist as the 
Harappi Culture, from the modem name of the site of one of its two 
great cities, on the left bank of the Rivi, in the Panjib. Mohenjo 
Daro. the second city, is on the right bank of the Indus, some 250 
miles from its mouth. As well as these two cities at least three small 
to\ms are known, and a large number of village sites, from Riipar 
on the upper Satlaj to Rangpur in Kathiiwir. The area covered by 
d1e Harappi Culture therefore extended for some 950 miles from 
north to south, and the pattern of its civilization was so uniform that 
even the bricks \Vere usually of the same size and shape from one 

. 
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end of it to the other. Outside this area the village cultures of 
Baluchistan seem to have continued much as before. 

This great civilization owed little to the Middle East, and there is 
no reason to believe that it was fonned by recent im1nigrants: the 
cities were built by people who had probably been in the Indus 
Valley for several centuries. The Harappa people were already 
Indians when they planned their cities, and they altered hardly at 
all for a thousand years. We cannot fix a precise date for the 
beginning of this civilization, but certain indications synchronize it 
roughly with the village cultures of Baluchistan. ~rhe site of Rana 
Ghundai produced a stratification which sho,ved, in the third phase 
of the village"s history, a type of J)Ottery with bold designs in black 
on a red background. From evidence discovered by Sir R. Mortimer 
Wheeler in 1946' it seems that the city of 1-larappi was built on a 
site occupied by people using similar pottery. There is no evidence 
of the date of the foundation of the other great city of Mohenjo 
Daro, for its lowest strata are now below the level of the Indus, 
whose bed has slowly risen with the centuries; though diggings 
have reached SO feet below the surface, flooding has prevented the 
excavation of the earliest levels of the city. 

Thus the Harappa Culture, at least in the Panjab, was later in its 
beginnings than the village cultures, but it was certainly in part 
contemporary with them, for traces of mutual contact have been 
found; and some of the village cultures survived the great civiliza
tion to the east of them. From the faint indications \vhich are all 
the evidence \Ve have, it would seem that the Indus cities b~gan in 
the first half, perhaps towards th~ 1niddle, of the srd millennium n.c. ; 
it is almost certain that they continued well into the 2nd millennium. 

When these cities were first excavated no fortifications and few 
\veapons were foWld, and no building could be certain! y identified 
as a temple or a palace. The hypothesis was then put forward 
that the cities were oligarchic commercial republics, without sharp 
extremes of wealth and poverty, and with only a weak repressive 
organization; but the excavations at Harappa in 1946 and further 
discoveries at Mohenjo Daro have shown that this idyllic picture is 
incorrect. Each city had a well-fortified citadel, which seems to 
have been used for both religious and goven1mental purposes. The 
regular planning of the streets, and the strict uniformity throughout 
the area of the Harappa culture in such features as weights and 
measures, the size of bricks, and even the layout of the great cities, 
suggest rather a single centralized state than a number of free 
communities. 

Probably the most striking feature of the culture was its intense 
• 
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conservatism. At Mohenjo Daro nine strata of buildings have been 
revealed. As the level of the earth rose from the periodic flooding 
of the Indus ne\Y houses would be built almost exactly on the sites 
of the old, with only minor variations in ground plan; for nearly a 
millenniunt at least the street plan of the cities remained the same. 
The script of the Indus people was totally unchanged throughout their 
history. There is no doubt that they had contact with Mesopo
tamia, but they showed no inclination to adopt the technical advances 
of the more progressive culture. We must assume that there was 
continuity of government throughout the life of the civilization. 
1·his unparalleled continuity suggests, in the words of Professor 
Piggott, ••the unchanging traditions of the temple'' rather than 
·• the secular instability of the court·· .2 It seems in fact that the 
civilization of Harappi, like those of Egypt and Mesopotamia, was 
theocratic in character. 

The two cities were built on a similar plan. To the west of each 
\Yas a .. citadel'", an oblong artificial platform some S0-50 feet high 
and about 400 x 200 yards in area (pi. V). This was defended 
by crenelated walls, and on it were erected the public buildings. 
Below it was the town proper, in each case at least a square mile in 
area. The main streets, some as much as so feet wide, were quite 
straight (pi. VIa), and divided the city into large blocks, within 
which were networks of narrow unplanned lanes. In neither of the 
great cities has any stone building been found; standardized burnt 
brick of good quality was the usual building material for dwelling 
houses and public buildings alike. The houses, often of two or 
more stories, though they varied in size, were all based on much 
the san1e plan a square courtyard, round which were a number of 
rooms. The entrances were usually in side alleys, and no windows 
faced on the streets, which must have presented a monotonous vista 
of dull brick \Yalls. The houses had bathrooms, the design of which 
shows that the Ilarappan, like the modem Indian, preferred to take 
his bath standing, by pouring pitchers of \Yater over his head. The 
bathrooms were provided \Yith drains, which flowed to se'\vers under 
the main streets, leading to soak-pits. The sewers were covered 
throughout their length by large brick slabs. nle unique sewerage 
system of the Indus people must have been maintained by some 
municipal organization, and is one of the most impressive of their 
achievements. No other ancient civilization until that of the Romans 
had so efficient a system of drains. 

The average size of the ground floor of a house \Yas about so feet 
square, but there were many bigger: obviously there \Yere numerous 
well-to-do families in the Indus cities, \Yhich perhaps had a Jnidd]e 
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class larger and more i•nportant in the social scale than those of the 
contemporary civilizations of Sumer and Egypt. Remains of work
men's dwellings have also been discovered at both sites parallel 
rows of t\vo-roomed cottages, at Mohenjo Daro with a superficial 
area of 20 x 12 feet each, but at Harappa considerably larger; they 
bear a striking resemblance to the "coolie lines" of n1oden1 Indian 
tea and other estates. At Harappa rows of such buildings have been 
found near the circular brick floors on which grain was pounded, and 

Ill ...... 
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Fig. iii. Interior of a House of the Harappa Culture 
(By #"mission CMpt. ofllrcluzology Govunmmt of /r~.dia, and lfrlhur ProbJtluJin, umdon. ) 

they \vere probably the dwellings of the workmen whose task was to 
grind con1 for the priests and dignitarie~ who lived in the citadel. 
Drab and tiny as they were, these cottages were better dwellings 
than those in which many Indian coolies live at the present day. 

The most striking of the few large buildings is the great bath in 
the citadel area of Mohenjo Daro. This is an oblong bathing pool 
S9 x 2S feet in area and 8 feet deep, constructed of beautiful brickw·ork 
made watertight with biturnen ( pl. Vlb) . It could be drained by 
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an opening in one corner and was surrounded by a cloister, on to 
which opened a number of sJ1lall rooms. Like the "tank •• of a Hindu 
temple. it probably had a religious purpose, and the cells may have 
been the homes of priests. The special attention paid by the people 
of the Harappi culture to cleanliness is hardly due to the fact that 
they had notions of hygiene in advance of those of other civilizations 
of their time, but indicates that, like the later Hindus, they had a 
strong belief in the purificatory effects of water from a ritual point of 

• vaew. 
The largest building so far excavated is one at Mohenjo Daro with 

a superficial area of 2SO x 78 feet, which may have been a palace. 
At Harappa a great granary has been discovered to the north of the 
citadel; this was raised on a platform of some 150 x 200 feet in area 
to protect it from floods, and was divided into storage blocks of 
60 x 20 feet each. It was doubtless used for storing the corn which 
was collected from the peasants as land tax, and we may assume that 
it had its counterpart at Mohenjo Daro. The main food crops were 
wheat, barley, peas, and sesamum, the latter still an important crop 
in India for its seeds, which provide edible oil There is no clear 
evidence of the cultivation of rice, but the Harappa people grew and 
used cotton. lt is not certain that irrigation was known, although 
this is possible. The main domestic animals known to modem 
India had already been tamed humped and humpless cattle, buffa
loes, goats, sheep, pigs, asses, dogs, and the domestic fowl. The 
elephant \Vas well known, and may also have been tamed. The 
Harappi people may have known of the horse, since a few horse·s 
teeth have been found in the lowest stratum of the Baliichlstan site of 
Rana Ghundii, probably dating from several centuries earlier than 
the foundation of Harappa. This would indicate that horse-riding 
nomads found their way to N.-W. India in small numbers long before 
the Aryan invasion; but it is very doubtful whether the Harappa 
people possessed domestic horses themselves, and if they did they 
must have been very rare animals. The bullock was probably the 
usual beast of burden. 

On the basis of this thriving agricultural economy the Harappi 
people built their rather unimaginative but comfortable civilization. 
Their bourgeoisie had pleasant houses, and even their workmen, who 
may have been bondmen or slaves, had the comparative luxury of 
tw()...roomed brick-built cottages. Evidently a well organized com
merce made these things possible. The cities undoubtedly traded 
with the village cultures of Baliichistan, where outposts of the Harappi 
culture have been traced, but many of their metals and semi-precious 
stones came from much longer distances. From Kithiiwar and the 

. . .. ...... 
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Deccan they obtained conch shell, which they used freely in decoration, 
and several types of stone. Silver, turquoise and lapis lazuli were 
imported from Persia and Afghanistan. Their copper came either 
from Rijasthin or from Persia, while jadette was probably obtained 
from Tibet or Central Asia. 

Though their culture extended nearly to the mouth of the Indus 
the people of Harappi and Mohenjo Daro seem to have cared little 
for the sea. Only two representations of ships have been found 
among their remains, and these are of small river vessels. But 
whether by sea or land, the products of the Indus reached Mesopo
tamia, for a number of typical Indus seals and a few other objects 
from the Indus Valley have been fowtd in Sumer at levels dating 
between about 2SOO and 2000 D.c. Evidence of Sumerian exports 
to India is very scant and wtcertain, and we must assume that they 
were mainly precious metals and raw materials. The finding of 
Indus seals suggests that merchants from India actually resided in 
Mesopotamia; their chief merchandise was probably cotton, which 
has always been one of lndia·s staple exports, and which is known to 
have been used in later Babylonia. 

It seems that every merchant or mercantile family had a seal, 
bearing an emblem, often of a religious character. and a name or 
brief inscription in the tantalizingly indecipherable script. The stand
ard Harappi seal was a square or oblong plaque, usually made of the 
soft stone called steatite, which was delicately engraved and hardened 
by heating (pi. IX). The Mesopotamian civilizations employed 
cylinder seals, which were rolled on clay tablets, leaving an impressed 
band bearing the device and inscription of the seal; one or two such 
seals have been found in Mobenjo Daro, but with devices of the 
Harappa type. Over 2,000 seals have been discovered in the Indus 
cities so far, and it would seem that every in1portant citizen possessed 
one. Their primary purpose was probably to mark the ownership 
of property, but they doubtless also served as amulets, and were 
regularly carried on the persons of their owners. Generally they 
depict animals, such as the bull, buffalo, goat, tiger and elephant, 
or what appear to be scenes from religious legend. Their brief 
inscriptions, never of more than twenty symbols and usually of not 
more than ten, are the only significant examples of the Harappa 
script to have survived. 

This script had some 270 characters, evidently pictographic in ori
gin, which had an ideographic or syllabic character. It may have been 
inspired by the earliest Sumerian script, which probably antedates it 
slightly. but it bears little resemblance to any of the scripts of 
the ancient Middle East, though attempts have been made to connect 
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it wit11 one or other of them. "'rhe most striking similarities are 
\Vith the symbols used until comparatively recent times by the natives 
of Easter Island, in the eastern Pacific,s but the distance in space and 
time between the t\VO cultures is so great that there is scarcely any 
possibility of there having been any form of contact or influence. 
We do not kno\v ,..-hat writing media \Vere used, though it has been 
suggested that a small pot found at the lesser site of Chanhu Daro is 
an ink\vell. Certainly the Harappans did not inscribe dteir docu
ments on clay tablets, or some of these would have been found in the 
remains of their cities. 

They were not on the whole an artistic people. No doubt they had 
a literature, with religious epics si1nilar to those of Sumer and Baby
Ion, but these are forever lost to us. The inner waUs of their houses 
\Vere coated \vith mud plaster, but if any paintings were made on 
these walls all trace of them has vanished. The outer walls, facing 
the streets, were apparently of plain brick. Architecture \Vas aus
terely utilitarian, a few examples of simple decorative brickwork 
being the only ornamentation so far discovered. No trace of monu
mental sculpture has been found anywhere in the ren1ains, and if any 
of the larger buildings were temples they contained no large icons, 
unless these were made of wood or other perishable material. 

But if the Harappi folk could not produce works of art on a large 
scale they excelled in those of small compass. Their most notable 
artistic achievement \vas perhaps in their seal engravings, especially 
those of animals, \vhich they delineated \Vith powerful realism and 
evident affection. The great urus bull \vith its many dewlaps, the 
rhinoceros with knobbly armoured hide, the tiger roaring fiercely, 
and the many other animals (pl. IX) are the work of craftsmen 
who studied their subjects and loved them. 

Equally interesting are some of the human figurines. The red 
sandstone torso of a man (pi. VIlla) is particularly impressive for 
its realism. The modelling of the rather heavy abdomen seems to 
look forward to the style of later Indian sculpture, and it has even 
been suggested that this figurine is a product of much later times, 
which by some strange accident found its way into the lower stratuln; 
but this is very unlikely, for the figure has certain features, nqtably 
the strange indentations on the shoulders, which cannot be explained 
on this hypothesis. The bust of another male figure, in steatite 
{pl. VII), seems to sho\\· an attempt at portraiture. It has been 
suggested that the head is that of a priest, with his eyes half closed in 
meditation, but it is possible that he is a man of Mongolian type, the 
presence of \vhich type in the Indus Valley has been proved by the 
discovery of a single skull at Mohenjo Daro. 
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Most striking of the figurines is perhaps the bronze "dancing girl'" 
(pl. Vlllb). Naked but for a necklace and a series of bangles 
almost covering one arm, her hair dressed in a complicated coiffure, 
standing in a provocative posture, with one ann on her hip and one 
lanky leg half bent, this young woman has an air of lively perbtess, 
quite unlike anything in the work of other ancient civilizations. Her 
thin boyish figure, and those of the uninspiring mother goddesses, 
indicate, incidentally, that the canons of female beauty among the 
Harappi people were very different from those of later India. It has 
been suggested that this "dancing girt•• is a representative of a class 
of temple dancers and prostitutes, such as existed in contemporary 
Middle Eastern civilizations and were an important feature of later 
Hindu culture, but this cannot be proved. It is not certain that the 
girl is a dancer, much less a temple dancer. 

The Harappi people made brilliantly naturalistic models of ani
mals, specially charming being the tiny monkeys and squirrels used 
as pinheads and beads (pl. IXg). For their children they made 
cattle with movable heads, model monkeys which would slide down 
a string, little toy carts, and whistles shaped like birds, all of terra
cotta. They also made rough terracotta statuettes of women, 
usually naked or nearly naked, but with elaborate head-dresses 
(fig. ii, c); these are certainly icons of the Mother Goddess, and are 
so numerous that they seem to have been kept in nearly every home. 
They are very crudely fashioned, so we must assume that the goddess 
was not favoured by the upper classes, who commanded the services 
of the best craftsmen, but that her effigies were mass produced by 
humble potters to meet popular demand. 

Though they had not completely given up the use of stone tools 
the Harappa people used implements of copper and bronze; but in 
many respects they were technologically backward in comparison with 
Mesopotamia. The Sumerians very early invented knives and spear
heads with ribs in the middle for extra strength, and axeheads with holes 
for the shafts; but the blades of Harappa were flat and easily bent, 
while the axeheads had to be lashed to their shafts; only in the top
most levels do we find toois of a better type, which were probably 
left by invaders. In one respect the Harappi people were technically 
in advance of their contemporaries they had devised a saw with 
undulating teeth, which allowed the dust to escape freely from the 
cut, and much simplified the carpenter·s task. From this we may 

· assume that they had particular skill in carpentry. They made 
beautiful beads of semi-precious stones and faience, and their pottery, 
though m9sdy plain and uninteresting, was well ntade, and a few 
specimens are delicately painted (fig. iv). 
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The men wore robes which left one shoulder bare~ and the gar
menb of the upper classes were often richly patterned. Beards were 
worn, and men and women alike had long hair. The elaborate head
dresses of the Mother Goddess figures probably had their counter
parts in the festive attire of the richer women. The goddesses often 
wear only a very short skirt, but on one seal women, perhaps priest
esses, are depicted with longer skins, reaching to just below the 
knee. n,e coiffures of the women were often elaborate, and pigtails 
were also popular, as in present-day India. Women loved jewellery, 
and wore heavy bangles in profusion, large necklaces, and earrings. 

As far as we can reconstruct it from our fragmentary knowledge, 
the religion of the Harappi people had some features suggesting 
those characteristics of later Hinduism which are not to be found in 
tl1e earliest stratum of Indian religious literature. The Mother 

Fig. iv. Painted Pottery of the Harappll Culture 

Goddess, for instance, reappears only after the lapse of over a thous
and years from the fall of Harappi. As already stated she was 
evidently the divinity of the people, and the upper classes seem to 
have preferred a god, who also shows features found in later Hindu
ism. As well as the figurines already mentioned, which may represent 
divinities, there are a few in terracotta of bearded nude men with 
coiled hair; their posture, rigidly upright, with the legs slightly 
apart, and the arms held pa-rallel to the sides of the body, but not 
touching it, closely resembles the stance called by the Jainas ltiiyot
sarga, in which meditating teachers are often portrayed in later times; 
the repetition of this figure, in exactly the same posture, would 
suggest that he was a god. A terracotta mask of a homed deity has 
also been found. 

The most striking deity of the Harappi culture is the homed god 
of the seals ( pl. IXc). He is depicted on three specimens, in two 
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seated on a stool or small dais, and in the third on the ground ; 
in all three his posture is one well known to later Indian holy men, 
with the legs drawn up close to the body and the two heels touching, 
a position quite impossible to the average European \Vithout much 
practice. The god's body is nude, except for many bangles and what 
appear to be necklaces, and he wears a peculiar head-dress, consisting 
of a pair of horns, which may have been thought of as growing from 
his head, with a plant-like object between them. On the largest of 
the seals he is surrounded by four wild animals, an elephant, a 
tiger, a rhinoceros and a buffalo, and beneath his stool are two deer, 
as in the representations of the Buddha preaching his first sennon in 
the Deer-park at Banaras. The animals, the plant-like growth from 
the head, and the fact that he is ithyphallic, indicate that he is a fer
tility god. His face has a fierce tigerish aspect, and one authority 
has suggested that it is not meant to be human ;4 to the right and 
left of the head are small protuberances which v.•ere believed by Sir 
John Marshall to represent a second and third face on either side. 
Marshall boldly called this god Proto-Siva, and the name has been 
generally accepted; certainly the homed god has muclJ in common 
with the Siva of later Hinduism, who is, in his most important 
aspect, a fertility deity, is known as Palupati, the Lord of Beasts, and 
is sometimes depicted witlt three faces . 

Sacred animals played a big part in the religion of the Indus people. 
Though all the animals shown on the seals may not have been par
ticularly sacred, the bull occurs in contexts which prove that he at 
least was so; on many seals he stands before a peculiar object which is 
evidently not a manger, and has no utilitarian purpose, but is a .. cult 
object"", probably a table on which corn was grown for fertility 
rites.a On some seals small lines emerge from the table, which may 
represent the growing corn, no doubt eaten by the sacred bull a.q 
part of the ceremony. The bull is usually depicted with a single 
horn, and has sometimes been referred to as a unicorn, though there is 
little doubt that the artist was trying to portray a nortnal bull, whose 
second horn was concealed by the first. In Hinduism the bull is 
specially associated with the god Siva, but he does not seem to have 
been connected with the ""Proto-Siva '' of Harappi, for he is not 
among the animals surrounding the god on the famous seal•. The 
cow, so revered in later Hinduism. is nowhere depicted. 

Certain trees were sacred, as they are in Hinduism ·today, notably 
the piplll, which is specially honoured by Buddhists a.q the species 
under which the Buddha found enlightenment. One very interesting 
seal (pi. IXd) depicts a homed goddess in a pi pal tree. worshipped 

• The horns of the .. Proto-Siva '• are evidently those of a buffalo. 
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by a figure also \vearing horns, with a huJnan-headed goat \vatching 
the ceremony and a ro\v of seven pigtailed women, probably priest
esses, in attendance. · 

One of the few traces of Sumerian contact is to be found in the seal 
sho\ving a hero grappling \vith two tigers (pi. IXe) a variant 
of a famous Mesopotamian motif in \vhich the hero Gilgamesh is 
depicted fighting t\vo lions. The rotund face of the hero, and the 
peculiar treatment of his hair, suggest that he represents the sun, and 
that the night-pro\vling tigers are the po\vers of darlmess. 

Phallic worship \V~ an important element of Harappa religion. 
Many cone--shaped objects have been found, \vhich are almost cer
tainly forn1alized representations of the phallus. The linga or 
phallic emblem in later Hinduism is the symbol of the god Siva, \vho 
is more commonly \vorshipped thus than as an icon; it is a fair infer
ence that these objects \vere connected \vith the ithyphallic .. Proto
Siva .. of the seals. It has been suggested tha~ certain large ring
shaped stones are formalized representations of the female generative 
organ and were symbols of the Mother Goddess, but this is most 
doubtful. 

Until Sir Mortimer Wheeler's \vork at Harappa in 1946 nothing 
\vas known \vith certainty of the \vay in which these people disposed 
of their dead; but from a cemetery then discovered, containing at 
least 57 graves, it appears that burial was the usual rite. The \vhole 
cemetery has not been excavated and the evidence is not yet fully 
assessed, but it is clear that the dead \vere buried in an extended 
posture \vith pottery vessels and personal ornaments. 

Who \vere the people \vho built this great civilization? Some 
Indian historians have tried to prove that they \vere the Aryans, the 
people who composed the ]Jg Yeda, but this is quite impossible. 
From the skeletal remains so far examined it appears that some of the 
Harappans \vere people of the long-headed, narro\v-nosed, slender 
Mediterranean type, found aJl over the ancient Middle EaBt and in 
Egypt, and forming an important element of the Indian population 
at the present day. A second element \V~ the Proro-Australoid, 
\vith flat nose and thick lips, related to the Australian aborigines 
and to some of the wild hill-tribes of modern India. A single skull 
of Mongolian type has been found, and one of the short-headed 
Alpine type. The bearded steatite head to \vhich \ve have referred 
sho\vs elements of both the latter types, \vhile the bronze dancing 
girl seems certainly Proto-Australoid. Then a3 no\v, N.-W. India 
\vas the meeting-place of many races. 

The modern South Indian is usually a blend of Mediterranean and 
Proto-Australoid. the two chief ethnic factors in the Harappa culture; 

• 
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moreover the Harappi religion seems to show many sinlilarities with 
those eletnents ofHinduis•n which are specially popular in the Dravidian 
country. In the hills of Baluchistan, where the people of the Nil 
and Zhob Cultures built their little villages, the Brihuis, though 
ethnically now predominantly Iranian, speak a Dravidian language. 
Thus it has been suggested that the Harappi folk were Dravidians, 
and Father H. Heras, one of the authorities who have tried to read 
their script, has even claimed that their language was a very 
primitive fonn of Tamil. 

It might be suggested that the Harappi people consisted of a 
Proto-Australoid element, which at one tinte 1nay have covered the 
whole of India. overlaid by a Mediterranean one, which entered India 
at a very early period, bringing with it the elernents of civilization. 
Later, under the pressure of further invasions, this Mediterranean 
element spread throughout the sub-continent, and, again mixing 
with the indigenous peoples, formed the Dravidians. The chief 
objection to this theory is that the megaliths erected by the early 
Dravidians in South India have been sho\vn to be not very ancient; 
a recent theory even holds that the Dravidians ca1ne to India from the 
west by sea as late as the second half of the 1st JnilleMium s.c.e 
We can only say with certainty that son1e of the inhabitants of the 
Indus cities were of a type widely found further to the west, and that 
their descendants must survive in the present-day population of 
India. 

There is no arch~ological evidence of cities of the Harappa people 
beyond the Indus basin, but small outposts existed in Kathiawar; 
yet it does not tollow that the rest of India was wholly ignorant of 
the Harappa culture. Certain finds of copper implements in the 
district of Ranchi (S. Bihar) suggest that the peoples of North India 
learnt the use of metal from Harappa, for the blades are without the 
strengthening midrib; but the dating of these objects is very uncer
tain, and they may be much later than the fall of Harappa. 

Whatever the case may be, pre-Aryan India 1nade certain advances 
in husbandry for which the whole world owes her a debt. Cotton 
was to the best of our knowledge first used by the Harappi people. 
Rice was not one of their staple crops, nor was it grown in neoli thic 
China, whose main food crop was millet. Wild rice is known in 
Eastern India, and it is here, in the swampy Ganges Valley, that it 
was probably first cultivated by the neolithic conternporaries of the 
Harappi people. The water buffalo, known to the Harappi people, 
was a comparatively late arrival in China, and it may have been first 
domesticated in the Gangetic Plain, though some authorities believe 
that it originated in the Philippine Islands. 
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Perhaps the most widely appreciated of prehistoric India·s gifts to 
the world is the domestic fowl. Ornithologists are agreed that all 
domestic species descend from the wild Indian jungle fowl. The 
Harappa people knew the domestic fowl, though its remains are few 
and it is not depicted on the seals. It was probably first tamed by 
neolithic Indians in the Ganges Valley, whence it found its way by 
the Burrna route to China, where it appears in the middle of the 2nd 
millennium. The Egyptians knew it at about the same time, as a 
rare luxury bird.1 Clearly India, even at this remote period, was 
not wholly cut off from the rest of the world. 

THE END OF THE INDUS CITIES 

When Harappi was first built the citadel was defended by a great 
turreted wall, 40 feet wide at the base and S5 feet high. In the course 
of the centuries this wall was refaced more strongly than before, 
though there is no evidence that the city was dangerously threatened 
by enemies. But towards the end of Harappi's existence its defences 
were further strengthened, and one gateway was wholly blocked. 
Danger threatened from the west. 

First to suffer were the Baluchistan vi1Iages. The earliest level of 
the site of Rani Ghundii shows that bands of horse-riding invaders 
were present in the region before SOOO s .c. , but they soon disap
peared, to give way to the peasant culture which occupied the site in 
the Srd millennium and was conten1porary with the Indus cities. 
Then, in 2000 s.c. or a little later, the village was burnt, and a new, 
coarser type of pottery appears evidently invaders had occupied the 
site. Soon afterwards came other invaders, using unpainted encrusted 
pottery. Similar though less complete evidence appears in other 
North Balilchistan sites, while in South Balilchistan an intrusive 
culture founded a settlement at Shahi l'"un1p, not far fron1 Sutkagen 
Dor, which was the Harappa Culture·s most westerly outpost. The 
Shahi Tun1p people used the shaft-hole axe and round copper seals, 
and replaced the earlier local culture, known to archceologists as the 
Kulli Culture. In the last phase· of the life of Mohenjo Daro painted 
pottery and stone vessels resembling those of Baluchistan appear, and 
this may indicate a large influx of Kulli refugees, who brought their 
crafts with them. 

Mter the barbarians had conquered the outlying villages the ancient 
laws and rigid organization of the Indus cities must have suffered 
great strain. At Mohenjo Daro large rooms were divided into 
smaller, and mansions became tenements; potters· kilns were built 
within the city boundaries, and one even in the middle of a street . 
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The street plan was no longer maintained. Hoards of jewellery 
were buried. Evidently the city was overpopulated and law and 
order were less well maintained, perhaps because the barbarians were 
already ranging the provinces and the city was full of newcomers, 
whom the city fathers could not force into the age old pattern of the 
city"s culture. 

When the end came it would seem that most of the citizens of 
Mohenjo Daro had fled; but a group of huddled skeletons in one of the 
houses and one skeleton of a woman lying on the steps of a well 
suggest that a few stragglers were overtaken by the invaders. In 
this level a fine copper axe has been found, with a very strong shaft
hole and an adze blade opposite that of the axe a beautiful tool, 
adapted both for war and peace. and superior to anything the Harappi 
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Fig. V. Axes or the Indus Cities 
a. Inscribed unsocketed axe--head. b. Shaft-hole axe-adze 

people possessed (fig. v). Swords with strengthening midribs 
also make their appearance. A single pot burial of a man of some
what Mongol type may be that of one of the invaders. 

From Harappi comes evidence of a different kind. Here, near 
the older cemetery of interments, is another cemetery on a higher 
level, containing fractional burials in pots of men with short-headed 
Armenoid skulls. A skull of similar type was buried in the citadel 
itself. At Chanhu Daro, on the lower Indus, the Harappa people 
were replaced by squatters, living in small huts with fireplaces, an 
innovation which suggests that they came from a cold er climate. 
These people, though unsophisticated in many respects, had superior 
tools and weapons. Similar settlements were made in Bah1chistan at 
about the same time. Among the scanty remains of these invaders 
there is clear evidence of the presence of the horse. The Indus 
cities fell to barbarians who triumphed not only through greater 
military prowess, but also because they were equipped with better 
weapons, and had learnt to make full use of the swift and terror
striking beast of the steppes. 

The date of these great events can only be fixed very approximately 
from synchronisms with the Middle East. Sporadic traces of contact 
can be found between the Indus cities and Sumeria, and there is some 
reason to believe that these contacts continued under the First 
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Dynasty of Babylon, which produced the great lawgiver 1-lammurabi. 
This dynasty was also overwhelmed by barbarians, the Kassites, 
who came from the hills of Iran and conquered by virtue of their 
horse-drawn chariots. After the Kassite invasion no trace of con
tact with the Indus can be found in Mesopotamia, and it is therefore 
likely that the Indus cities fell at about the same time as the dynasty of 
Hammurabi. Earlier authorities placed the latter event in the first 
centuries of the 2nd millennium B.c., but new evidence, which 
appeared shortly before the outbreak of the Second World War, has 
resulted in a revised chronology. ·rhe fall of the First Babylonian 
Dynasty is now thought to have taken place about 1600 B.C. 

The earliest Indian literary source we possess is the l].g Yeda, 
n1ost of which was composed in the second half of the 2nd millennium. 
It is evidently the work of an invading people, who have not yet fu11y 
subjugated the original inhabitants of N.-W. India. In his great 
report on the excavations at Mohenjo Daro, Sir John Marshall 
maintained that some two centuries or more elapsed between the 
fall of the Indus cities and the invasion of the Aryans: but the more 
recent excavations at 1-larappa and elsewhere, the revision of the 
chronology of Dabylon, and indications in the IJg Yetla itself, have all 
tended to reduce the gap. Many competent authorities, led by 
Sir R. Mortimer Wheeler, now believe that Harappa was over
thrown by the Aryans. lt is suggested that the inte~ments in the 
later cemetery at 1-larappa are those of utrue Vedic Aryans ... , and 
that the forts or citadels which the Vedic war-god lndra is said to 
have destroyed included 1-larappa in their number. 

There is not enough evidence to say with certainty that the 
destroyers of the Indus cities were members of the group of related 
tribes whose priests conlposed the {lg Yeda, but it is probable that 
the fall of this great civilization was an episode in the movement of 
charioteering peoples which altered the face of the whole civilized 
world in the 2nd naillenniwn D.c. 

INDO-EUROPEANS AND ARYANS 

The invaders of India called themselves Aryas, a word generally 
anglicized into Aryans. ·rhe name was also used by the ancient 
Persians, and survives in the \\'Ord Iran. \Vhile Eire, the name of the 
most westerly land reached by lndo-European peoples in ancient 
times, is also cognate. 1-lere we cannot discuss the many theories 
on the origin of these people, but can only give that which seems to 
us most reasonable, and \vhicb, we believe, would be accepted by a 
majority of those who specialize in the subject . 

• 
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About 2000 B.c. the great steppeland which stretches from Poland 
to Central Asia was inhabited by semi-nomadic barbarians, 'vho 
were tall, comparatively fair, and mostly long-headed. They had 
tamed the horse, which they harnessed to light chariots with spoked 
wheels, of a much faster and better type than the lumbering ass~rawn 
cars with four solid wheels which were the best 1ncans of transport 
known to contemporary Sumer. They \vere mainly pastoral, but 
practised a little agriculture. Though they may never have come 
into direct contact 'vith the Sumericuts, they had adopted some Meso
potamian innovations, notably the shaft-hole axe. In the early 
part of the 2nd millennium, whether from pressure of population, 
desiccation of pasture lands, or from both causes, these people 
were on the move. They migrated in bands westwards, south
wards and eastwards, conquering local populations, and inter
marrying with them to form a ruling class. They brought with 
them their patrilinear tribal organization, their worship of sky gods, 
and their horses and chariots. In most of the lands in which they 
settled their original language gradually adapted itself to the tongues 
of the conquered peoples. Some invaded Europe, to become the 
ancestors of the Greeks, Latins, Celts and Teutons, while others 
appeared in Anatolia, and from the mixture of these with the original 
inhabitants the great empire of the Hittites grew up. Yet others 
remained in their old ho1ne, the ancestors of the later Baltic and 
Slavonic peoples, while others moved southwards and, front the 
Caucasus and the Iranian tableland, led many attacks on the Middle 
Eastern civilizations. The Kassites, who conquered Babylon, were 
led by men of this stock. In the 14th century B.c. there appeared in 
N.-E. Syria a people called Mitanni, whose kings had lndo-lranian 
names, and a fe,v of whose gods are familiar to every student of Indian 
religion: lndara, Uruvna (the Vedic god VarUI)a), Mitira, and 
Na!atiya. As well as the Mitanni other chiefs in Syria and Palestine . 
had names of lndo-Iranian type. 

The marauding tribesmen gradually merged 'vith the older popu
lations of the Middle East, and the ancient civilizations, invigorated 
by fresh blood and ideas, rose to new heights of material culture; 
the peaceful and conservative cities of the Indus valley could neither 
\Y.ithstand nor absorb the invaders. The culture which was to succeed 
that of Harappa was, as we shall see, diaJnetricaJly opposed to its 
predecessor. Only after many centuries did some elements of the 
older civilization, kept alive no doubt by the poorer people and serfs, 
begin to influence the conquerors. 

The Aryan invasion of India was not a single concerted action, but 
one covering centuries and involving many tribes. perhaps not all 

• 
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of the same race and language. It seems certain that many of the old 
village cultures of the western hills were destroyed_ before the cities 
of the Indus Valley, but otherwise the course of Aryan expansion 
cannot be plotted, owing to the paucity of material remains. Evi
dently the invaders did not take to living in cities, and after the fall 
of 1-larappa and Mohenjo Daro the Panjib and Sind became a land 
of little villages, with buildings of wood and reed the remains of 
which have long since perished. For over a thousand years from the 
fall of 1-larappa India is almost an archzological blan~ which at 
present can only be filled by literary sources. 

THE ARYANS IN INDIA. THE PROTO-HISTORIC PERIOD . 

Among the many peoples who entered India in the 2nd millennium 
B. c. was a group of related tribes whose priests had perfected a very 
advanced poetic technique, which they used for the composition of 
hymns to be sung in praise of their gods at sacrifices. These tribes. 
chief of which was that of the Bharatas, settled mainly in East Panjib 
and in the region between the Satlaj and the Jamni which later 
became known as Brahmavarta. The hymns composed by their 
priests in their new home were carefully handed down by word of 
mouth, and early in the lst millermium s.c. were collected and 
arranged. They were still not committed to writing, but by now 
they were looked on as so sacred that even minor alterations in their 
text were not permitted, and the priestly schools which preserved 
them devised the most remarkable and effective system of checks 
and counter checks to ensure their purity. Even when the art of 
writing was widely kno\vn in India the hynms were rarely written, 
but, thanks to the brilliant feats of memory of many generations of 
brahmal)s, and the extreme sanctity which the hymns were thought to 
possess, they have survived to the present day in a forn1 which, from 
internal evidence, appears not to have been seriously tampered with 
for nearly three thousand years. This great collection of hymns is 
the {lg Ytda, still in theory the most sacred of the numerous sacred 
texts of the Hindus. 

The period of the Vedas, Brahmal}as and Upani~ads is a sort of 
transition from prehistory to history. If history, as distinct from 
archzology, is the study of the human past from written sources, 
then lndia·s history begins with the Aryans. The IJ.g Ytda, and the 
great body of oral religious literature which followed it in the first 
half of the lst millennium m. c., are part of the living Hindu tradition. 
The Vedic hymns are still recited at weddings and funerals, and 
in the daily devotions of the brihm~. Thus they are part of 
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historical India, and do not belong to her buried prehistoric past. 
But they tell us little about the great events of the time, except 
in irritatingly vague incidental references; even on social conditions 
their information is scant; only on religion and thought is the his
torian more fully informed. 

Yet from the hymns of the {lg and Atlwrva Yedas, the sacrificial 
instructions of the BrihmaJ)as. and the mysticism of the Upani~ads, 
the outlines of a culture emerge, though often all too vaguely. 
and here and there we see the faint wraiths of great sages and 
tribal leaders, whose importance for their times was such that their 
names were recorded in sacred literature. Around these phan
toms later tradition draped a glittering mantle of legend, legend in 
which many Indians still implicitly believe, and which. in other 
contexts, is exceedingly imponant. But when the mantles are re
moved only vague shadows remain, little more than the names of 
chieftains who three thousand years ago waged sureessful war 
against their enemies. For the period before the time of the Buddha 
we can only uace the general character of the civilization which 
produced the Vedic literature and give a brief and tentative sketch 
of its expansion. 

. 
THE CUI .. TURE OF THE RG YEDA • 

No real synchronisms are contained in the IJ.g Ytda itself, to give 
us any certain information on the date of its composition. Some 
authorities in the past claimed an exceedingly early date for it, on 
the basis of tradition and ambiguous astronomical references in the 
hymns themselves it was even believed by one very respected 
Indian scholar that it was as old as 6000 B.c. The discovery of the 
Indus cities, which have nothing in common \Vith the culture described 
in the Veda and are evidently pre-Vedic, proves that the hymns 
carmot have been composed before the end of Harappi. The great 
development in culture, religion and language which is evident in 
the later Vedic literature shows that a long period must have elapsed 
between the time of the composition of the last hymns of the {lg Peda 
and the days of the Buddha perhaps as much as 500 years. It is 
therefore probable that most of the IJ.g Yeda was composed between 
1500 and 1000 B.c., though the composition of some or the most 
recent hymns and the collation of the whole collection may have 
taken place a century or two later. 

When the hymns were written the focus of Aryan culture \Vas the 
region between the Jamna (Sanskrit ramuna) and Satlaj ( Sutudri), 
south of the modern Ambala, and along the upper course of the river 
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Sarasvatl. The latter river is now an insignificant stream, losing 
itself in the desert of Rajas thin, but it then flowed broad and strong, 
and probably joined the Indus below the confluence of the Satlaj. 
The Vedic poets knew the Hi1nalayas, but not the land south of 
the Jamna, and they did not mention the Vindhyas. To the east the 
Aryans had not expanded far beyond the Jamna, and the Ganges 
( Ganga) is mentioned only in one late hymn. 

At this time the Aryans had not wholly subjugated the indigenous 
inhabitants. Though many hymns refer to battles between one 
Aryan tribe and another, there is, wtderlying this intertribal rivalry, 
a sense of solidarity against the Diisas or Dasyus, who evidently repre
sent the survivors of the Harappi Culture, and kindred peoples of the 
Panjab and the North-West. The Dasas are described as dark and 
ill-favoured, bull-lipped, snub-nosed, worshippers of the phallus, and 
of hostile speech. The}' are rich in cattle, and d\vcll in fortified places 
called pur, of which the Aryan war-god lndra has destroyed hundreds. 
The main work of destroying the settlements of the Dasas had been 
accomplished some time before the composition of the hymns, and 
the great battles which must then have taken place are already misted 
over with legend; but the Disas are still capable of massing armies of 
10,000 men against the invaders. 

Other enemies of the Aryans are the Pa~is, who are described as 
wealthy people who refuse to patronize the Vedic priests, and who 
steal the cattle of the Aryans. They were not so strongly hated as 
the Disas, and their settlements seem often to have continued un
molested. It has been suggested that the Panis were Semitic traders, 
but the ~vidence is so slight that this conclusion cannot be accepted. 

The Aryans were not uninfluenced by the earlier inhabitants. In 
classical Sanskrit the word dasa regularly means "slave ... or ··bond
man .. , and in the later hymns of the IJ.g Yeda it was already acquiring 
that meaning, while the feminine form daJi is used in the sense of a 
"slave-girl .. throughout the book; but, though tnany of the van
quished Dasas must have been enslaved, some seem to have come to 
terms with the conquerors, and one Disa chief is mentioned as 
following Aryan ways and patronizing the brihmans.• One result 
of this contact of Aryan and non-Aryan is evident even in the earliest 
stratum of the IJ.g Yeda, the language of which is appreciably 
affected by non-lndo-European influences. All Indian languages, 
from Vedic to the modem vernaculars, contain a series of sounds, 
the retroflex or cerebral consonants, which cannot be traced in any 
other Indo-European tongues, not even in Old I rani an, which is 
closely akin to Sanskrit. These sounds must have developed quickly, 
from the efforts of non-Aryans to master the language of their 
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conquerors. No doubt the invaders often married indigenous 
women, \vhose children \vould be bilingual, and after a few genera
tions the Aryans' original language \vould sho\v the effect of the 
admixture of aboriginal blood. Numerous \vords in the l.lg Yeda 
are not connected \vith any known lndo-European roots, and \vere 
evidently borro\ved from the natives. Non-Aryan influence on 
religion and culture must also have been felt very early, and the 
gradual disappearance of much of the originallndo-European heritage 
beneath successive layers of non-Aryan innovations can be traced 
through the early religious lit~rature of India. 

The primitiveness of early Aryan society was much exaggerated 
by some 19th-untury lndologists, who thought they found in the 
highly forJnalized and rigidly controlled style of the IJ.g Yeda the first 
outpourings of the human spirit and an echo of Rousseau's noble 
savage. In fact, by the time that even the earliest hymns were -composed the Aryans \vere not savages, but \vere on the fringes of 
civilization. Their military technique \vas in advance of that of the 
Middle East, their priestly schools had raised the tribal sacrifice to 
a fine art, and their poetry \vas elaborate and formalized. On the 
other l1and they had not developed a city civilization. The complete 
absence of any \vords connected \vith \vriting in the IJ.g Yeda, despite 
its size and the many contexts in \vhich such \vords might be expected 
to occur, is almost certain proof that the Aryans \vere illiterate. 
They were a people of \Varlike stockbreeders. organized in tribes 
rather than in kingdoms. Their culture bears a generic likeness to 
that of Beowulf. the earlier Icelandic sagas, and the old Irish prose 
epics, and was less advanced than that depicted in the Iliad. 

The tribes were ruled by chiefs \vho bore the title riija, a \vord 
related to the Latin rex. The raja was not an absolute monarch, 
for the government of the tribe \vas in part the responsibility of the 
tribal councils, the sabhii and samiti. These t\vo \vords occur together 
in many contexts and the distinction between them is not \vholly 
clear perhaps the first was a meeting of the great men of the tribe, 
\vhile the second \vas a mass gathering of all free tribesmen, or of 
heads of families. These two bodies exerted much influence on the 
king and their approval \vas necessary to ensure his accession. Some 
tribes seem to have had no hereditary chief, but were governed 
directly by the tribal council, for in one passage' we read of kings 
sitting down together in the assembly, which suggests that, as in 
some later oligarchic clans, the title of raja \vas taken by all the great 
men of the tribe, \vho governed it through a folk-moot. 

But hereditary kingship \vas the rule, and the raja, d\velling in a 
fine hall, had a rudimentary court, attended by courtiers (sablzasad) 
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and chiefs of septs (grama?Zi) . Already he had a general (senanl), 
who was responsible under the king for minor campaigns and cattle
raids against neighbouring tribes. Very important was the chief 
priest (purollita ), who by his sacrifices ensured the prosperity of the 
tribe in peace, and its victory in war. Often the purohita appears as 
a tribal n1edicine-man, performing magical ceremonies and muttering 
spells for victory both before and during battle. 

The Aryans looked on the king primarily as a leader in \var. 
responsible for the defence of the tribe. He was in no sense divine 
at this early period. and had no religious functions, except to order 
sacrifices for the good of the tribe and to support d1e priests who per
formed them. The priest-king of some other early cultures had no 
counterpart in Vedic India. There was no regular revenue system and 
the king was maintained by the tribute of his subjects and the booty 
won in battle. If the king had judicial functions, as he certainly had 
later, there is no reference to them ; nturder was probably punished 
by a system of wergeld, as with the Anglo-Saxons and some other 
early lndo-European peoples, but beyond this we have no informa
tion on the administration of justice in the time of the IJg Peda. 

Several chieftains are mentioned by name, and around so1ne of them 
later tradition has embroidered very unreliable stories but only one 
r~ji is recorded in the l.lg Peda as performing any deed of historical 
importance. This is Sudis, king of the Bharatas, the tribe dwelling 
on the upper reaches of the Sarasvati River. Three poems of the 
collection describe the great "Battle of the Ten Kings.... at which 
Sudas defeated a coalition of ten tribes of the Panjab and the North
West. on the banks of the River Paru~l)i. the modern Rivi. The 
most powerful of these ten tribes was that of the Purus, who dwelt 
on the lower Sarasvati, and were the Bharatas' western neighbours; 
their king, Purukutsa, was apparently killed in the battle. In the 
succeeding age we hear no more of either Bharatas or Purus, but a 
new tribe, that of the l{urus, controls the old land of the Bharatas and 
much of the northern Ganges-jamni Doib. In the traditional 
genealogy of the Kuru chiefs both Bharata and Puru occur as names of 
their ancestors, and they are referred to indiscrilninately as ··sons of 
Bharata•• and "sons of Piiru... The two tribes no doubt merged 
a.s a result of the conquest of one by the other, and this process of 
fusion. whereby tribes became peoples and nations, must have been 
going on all through the Vedic period. -When the Aryans entered India there was already a class division in 
their tribal structure. Even in the earliest hymns we read of the 
lt1atra, the nobility, and the vis, the ordinary tribesmen, and the 
records of several other early lndo-European peoples suggest that a 
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tribal aristocracy was a feature of lndo-European Bociety even before 
the tribes migrated from their original home. As they settled 
among the darker aboriginals the Aryans seem to have laid greater 
stress than before on purity of blood, and class divisions hardened, to 
exclude those Dasas who had found a place on the fringeB of Aryan -society, and those Aryans who had intenuarried with the Dasas 
and adopted their ways. Both these groups Bank in the social scale. 
At the same time the priests, whose sacrificial lore was becoming 
Jnore and more complicated, and who therefore required greater 
skill and training, were arrogating higher privileges to themselves. 
By the end of the ~g Vedic period society was divided into four great 
classes, and this fourfold division was given religious sanction and 
looked on as fundamental. This is evident froni one of the most 
important hymns of the collection, in which the four classes are said 
to have emanated from the dismembered primeval man, who 'vas 
sacrificed by the gods at the beginning of the world {p. 240f). 

The four classes, the priest ( brahma~a), 'varrior ( k§atriya), peasant 
(vaiJya) and serf (ludra), were crystallizing throughout the period 
of the {lg Jl'eda. TI1ey have survived to the present day. The 
Sanskrit word used for them, var?ZD, means •• colour··. and itself in
dicates their origin in the development of the old tribal class structure 
in contact with people of different complexion and alien culture. The 
ter1n van}a does not mean .. caste", and has never meant "caste"', 
by which convenient word it is often loosely translated (p. 148). 

The basic unit of Aryan society was the family. A group of re
lated families for1ned a sept or griima, a tern1 which later regularly 
meant .. village"', but which in the J.lg Jl' eda usually refers to a group 
of kinsfolk rather than to a settlement. The family was staunchly 
patrilinear and patriarchal. The wife, though she enjoyed a respect
able position, was definitely subordinate to her husband. Marriage 
was usually monogamous, and apparently indissoluble, for no refer
ence to ~ivorce or the remarriage of widows occurs in the {lg Jl'eda. 

The Aryans follo"·ed a mixed pastoral and agricultural economy, 
in which cattle played a predominant part. The far1ner prays for 
increase of cattle; the warrior expects cattle as booty; the sacrificial 
priest is re\varded for his services with cattle. Cattle were in fact a 
sort of currency, and values were reckoned in heads ofcatde. There 
is no evidence that they were held sacred at this time the cow is in 
one or two places given the epithet "not to be killed". but this may 
only imply her economic importance. In any case it is quite clear 
that both oxen and cows were slaughtered for food. 

The horse was almost as important as the cow, though mainly for -military reasons. TI1e chestnut horBes of the Aryans, harnessed to 
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light chariots, must have terrified the people of the Indus Valley, as 
the horses of the conquistadores terrified the Aztecs and lncas. A 
few hymns of the I_lg Ptda. \Yhich, according to the rubric, describe a 
divine horse Dadhikri, contain some of the finest lines on the horse 
in the world·s literature, and recall the famous passage in praise of 
the war-horse in the Book of job. tO 

.. Rushing to glory, to the capture of herds. 
swooping down as a hungry falcon, 
eager to be first, he darts amid the ranks of the chariots. 
happy as a bridegroom making a garland, 
spuming the dust and champing at the bit. 

u And the victorious steed and faithful, 
his body obedient [to his driver] in battle. 
speeding on through the mel~e. 
stirs up the clust tO fall On his brO\VS. 

• ·And at his deep neigh, like the thunder of heaven, 
the foemen tre1uble in fear. 
for he fights against thousands, and none can resist him, 
so terrible is his charge ... U 

Though there are passages which appear to refer to riding, the 
horse normally drew a chariot. References to this vehicle a 
favourite subject for similes and metaphors are so numerous that 
it is possible to reconstruct it in considerable detail. lt was a light 
chariot with two spoked wheels, dra'vn by two horses yoked abreast, 
and carrying two warriors. 

Among other domestic animals the Aryans knew the sheep, which 
provided wool, their chief textile, and the goat. The elephant is 
only mentioned in late hymns, and then as a ,..,j}d animal. A divine 
bitch, Sarami, plays an ilnportant part in a legend which cannot be 
fully reconstructed, but the dog did not mean a.~ 1nuch to the people 
of the I_lg Yeda as it did to a kindred Aryan pastoral people, the 
ancient Iranians, who made it a sacred animal. 

Though stockbreeding receives more attention from the poets, 
agriculture must also have been important, but it seems to have been 
looked on as rather plebeian, and therefore was not much referred to. 
Only one word is used for corn--yava, which later meant barley, but at 
this period may have implied all species of cultivated grain. There 
are references to ploughing and reaping, aJ!d others which have been 
doubtfully interpreted as showing that the Aryans knew something of 
irrigation. 

The Aryans were a wild, turbulent people and had few of the taboos 
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of later India. They were much addicted to inebriating drinks, of 
which thev had at least two, som.a and surii. Sotna was drunk at ... 
sacrifices and its use was sanctified by religion (p. 2S5f) . Sura was 
purely secular, and was evidently very potent; in more than one 
passage it is mentioned with disapproval by the priestly poets. 

They loved ntusic, and played the flute, lute and harp, to the ac
companintent of cymbals and drums. They used the heptatonic scale, 
similar to our own ntajor scale, '\vhich is thought by some to have 
originated in Su1neria and to have been spread by the lndo
Europcan peoples. 1 ... here are references to singing and dancing. 
and to dancing-g irls, who 1nay have been professional. 

Besides these amuse1ncnts the Aryans delighted in gambling. At 
all times India has loved to gamble. In the remains of the Indus 
cit ies numerous dice have been found, and the Aryans have left their 
own record of their gatnbling propensities in the beautiful "'Game
ster's Lament••, one of the fe\\' predominantly secular poems which by 
lucky chance have fow1d their way into the IJ.g Peda (p. +OSff) . 

Though they had not developed a city civilization, and did not 
build in stone or brick, the Aryans were teclmically well equipped. 
Their bronze-smiths were highly skilled, and produce<] tools 
and weapons Jnuch superior to those of the Harappa Culture. 
They, and the carpenters and chariot-makers, are frequently referred 
to in the hymns with much respect. There is no good reason to 
believe that iron was used in India at this period. Ayas, one of the 
terms for metal in the /J.g Yedil, came to mean iron at a later date, and 
is related to the German ''.:ord Eisen and the English iron ; but it is 
also akin to the Latin aes, meaning bronze, and it certainly means this 
metal or copper in the IJ.g Yeda. ~o trace of iron has been found 
in the upper levels of the retnains of the Indus Culture, and at tllis 
period iron i1nplements were rare, even in the advanced civilizations 
of Mesopotatnia. Iron ore is common enough, but its smelting de
mands higher skill than the Aryans had developed. At the time of 
the composition of the IJ.g Yeda the process of smelting iron was 
hardly known outside Anatolia, '"·here the Hittite kings tried to keep 
it a secret. Only at the very end of the 2nd Jnillennium did the use 
of iron begin to spread widely over the civilized world, and it is 
verv unlikely that it had reached India by this time.I2 

... -As might be expected of a people without cities, the Aryans did 
not have an advanced economic syste1n. In Mesopotamia the silveT 
shekel, though unstampcd, served as a means of exchange, but the 
Arvans relied for their unit of value and means of barter on the un-... 
wieldy cow. The nijka, a terrn later used for a gold coin, is also 
mentioned as a sort of currency, but at this time was probably a gold 
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ornament of some kind. There is no evidence of a regular class of 
merchants or moneylenders, though indebtedness is sometimes re
ferred to. 

The religion of the early Aryans, about which we know much more 
than we do about their everyday life and customs, will be discussed 
in a later chapter (p.2S2 ff). 

THE LATER VEDIC AGE 

Between the composition of the IJ.g Yedd and the age of the Buddha, 
when we begin to trace the history of India with comparative clear
ness, a period of some four or five hundred years elapsed. During 
this time the Aryans pushed eastwards do\\n the Ganges, and their 
culture adapted itself to changed conditions. Very recently Indian 
arch2ologists have excavated a site which belongs to this period, 
that of the ancient city of Hastinipura, the lowest level of which has 
been reasonably fixed at between 1000 and 700 B.c., the time of the 
later Vedas.l3 The town was almost completely destroyed by flood 
at the end of its existence, and little remains but sherds of painted 
grey pottery, a few copper implements, and traces of houses of un
baked brick. The typical pottery has been found from the Sarasvati 
Valley in the west to Ahicchatra, near the upper Ganges, in the east. 
With these exceptions we have scarcely any direct knowledge of the 
period, and our sources are still almost entirely sacred texts, the 
later Vedas, BrihmaJ)as and Upani~ads, which will be treated else
where from a religious and literary point of view (p. 24 t If). 

Besides these contemporary documents there are many legends 
contained in other sources, notably the Epics and PuriJ:sas, which seem 
to refer to this period; but these are so overlaid by the accretions of 

: later centuries that no attempt at interpreting them historically 
· bas so far won general acceptance, and it may never be possible to 

sift the fact front the fiction. Even the social conditions described 
in the Epics, the stories of which may have been composed in a 
primitive form at this time, mainly refer not to this age, but to the 
obscure period between the Mauryan and Guptan Empires. 
Attempts of some earlier authorities to create an ''Epic Age .. in 
the history of India, as distinct from the age of the later Vedas, 
are quite unconvincing. There was no Epic Age, and for our 
knowledge of this period we may only rely on the literature of the 
period itself. This, like the /Jg Yeda, is wholly religious, and tells 
us little more than the older source about the history of the time. 

One event, not definitely recorded in these contemporary sources, 
but so strongly remembered that it must have been very important, 

• 
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was the great battle of Kuruk~etra, not far from the modern Delru. 
This battle, magnified to titanic proportions, fornaed the basis of the 
story of the greatest of India•s epics, the Malzabhiirata. According 
to the legend the whole of India, from Sind to Assam and front the 
Himalayas to Cape Comorin, took part in the war, which arose 
through a dynastic dispute in the great Kuru tribe (p. 408). It is 
by no means certain that the war was in fact a civil one, and the story 
has been plausibly interpreted as a muddled recollection of the con
quest of the Kurus by a tribe of Mongol type from the hills . . But 
certainly a great war took place, and succeeding generations looked 
on it as marking the end of an epoch. The names of many of the 
heroes of the ·MahabMrata may genuinely be those of contemporary 
chieftains, but \Ve must regretfully record that the story is of less 
use to the histo.-ian even than the Iliad, or most of the Norse and 
Irish saga literature. It compares better to the Nibelungenlied, the 
product of an age very different from that which it purports to 
describe, and the result of the assimilation of many diverse martial 
traditions. lt is as futile to try to reconstruct the political and social 
history of India in the 10th century B.c. from the Mahiibharata as it 
would be to '\VTite the history of B.-itain immediately after the evacua
tion of the Romans from Malory·s Morte d·Artkur. 

According to the most popular later tradition the Mahabharata 
War took place in 8102 B.c., which, in the light of all evidence, is 
quite impossible. More reasonable is another tradition, placing 
it in the 15th century B.c., but this is also several centuries too 
early in the light of our archzological knowledge. Probably the 
war took place around the beginning or the 9th century B.c.: such a 
date seems to fit well with the scanty archzological remains of the 
period, and there is some evidence in the Brahm~a literature itself to 
show that it cannot have been much ear)ier. 14 From this time onwards 
the centre of culture and political po,ver shifted to the Gangetic 
Doib and the Kuru capital, Hastinipura or Asandivant. Through
out most of the later Vedic period the Kurus and their neighbours 
the Paficilas '\Vere the greatest and the most civilized of Indian 
peoples. The names of several Kuru kings have been passed down in 
legend and two at any rate, Parik~it and janamejaya, are mentioned 
in the literature of the time as mighty conquerors. 

Early in this period the Aryans pressed further east\vard, and set 
up kingdoms in Kosa)a, to the east of the Doib, and in Ka~i. the region 
of Banaras. The former, which grew in importance with time, was 
the realm of Rima. the hero of the second of the great Indian epics. 
the Riinuiyar;za (p. 4Jif). For all his later fame the literature of the 
period ignores Rima and his father Dasaratha completely, so we must 
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conclude that they were both contJ>aratively insignificant chieftains, 
whose exploits were by chance rententbered, to be elaborated and 
magnified by later generations of bards until, around the beginning 
of the Christian Era, they received their final form. It is not even 
certain that Ra1na was a king of Kosala at all, for the earliest version 
of the legend that we possess n1akes him a king of Banaras, \vhich 
was for a time a kingdom of some importance, but \vas conquered 
by Kosala towards the end of this period. 

Another important kingdom '\.vas Videha, to the east of the River 
Gandak and north of the Ganges. One of the Brahmal}asts tells 
that once the fire-god Agni rnoved east"vards, burning up the earth, 
until he came to the Hiver Sadanira (the n1oden1 Gandak), where he 
stopped. In his wake follo\ved a chieftain from the Sarasvati, 
Videgha Mathava. Before his arrival no Aryan would cross the 
river, bt-cause the purifying tire-god had not burnt the land on its 
easten1 banl<; but Agni instr~cted Mathava to carry him over, and 
thus the land of Videha was Aryanized, and took its na1ne from that 
of its first colonizer. The legend is important because it is the only 
significant account of the p.-ocess of colonization in an approxin1atel y 
conte1nporary source. In the progress of Agni, burnin_g up the earth, 
we see not only the gradual eastward expansion of the Aryan fire cult, 
but also the clearing of jungle and waste by bun1ing, as bands of 
migrating "'·arrior peasants founded ne\v settletuents. 

Though Ra1na is ignored in the literature of the period his tradi-
ional father-in-la,.;, Janaka, king of Videha, is more than once men

tioned and is clearly a historical figure. J-[c was a great patron of 
the herntits and wandering philosophers v.rho propagated the new 
rnystical doctrines of the Upani~ads, and himself took part in their 
discussions. By the time of the Buddha the kingdom of Janaka had 
disappeared, and his capital city, MithiHi, had lost its importance. 
The kingdom was replaced by the tribal confederacy of the Vrjjis, 
headed by the Licchavis, \vho 1nay have been ~1 ongols froln the hills, 
but were perhaps a second \vave of Aryan in1migrants. · 

South of Videha, on the right bank of the Ganges, \\ras the region 
known as Magadha, then of little account._ It was not wholly 
Aryanizcd, but bands of non1adic renegade Aryans called vriityas, 
who did not follow the Vedic rites, roamed the land "'-ith their flocks 
and herds. Only in the tiJne of the Buddha, under the great Icing 
Bimbisara, did Magadha begin to sho\v the energy and initiative which 
were to lead to the setting up of the first great Indian empire. To 
the east of Magadha, on the borders of the modenl Bengal, the small 
kingdom of Ailga had arisen, \vhile, beyond Ai'tga, Bengal and Assam 
were still outside the pale. 
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Thus the texts of the period are mainly concerned with the region 
from the Jamna eastwards to the borders of Bengal. The area south 
of the Ganges receives little attention, and it has been reasonably 
suggested that the main line of Aryan penetration was not do\vn the 
river, the banks of which were then probably thick swantpy jWlgle, 
but along the Himilayan foothills. Expansion was not wholly 
confined to the north of the Ganges, however. Contemporary 
literature has little to say about the rest of Nortl1em India, but con
ditions at the time of the Buddha were such that it 1nust have 
been colonized some time previous I y, and this is confirmed by 
tradition. On the Jamna the tribe of the Yadavas had settled in the 
region of Mathura, while further down the river the kingdom of 
Vatsa was ruled from its capital of Kau~imbi, very important in later 
times. By the end of this period the Aryans had advanced down the 
Chambal River, had settled in Mal wi, and had reached the Narmada. 
Probably parts of the N.-\V. Deccan were also Wlder Aryan influence. 
According to the Epic tradition Kathia\var was colonized by a branch 
of the Yidavas, led by tl1e great hero Kr~~a. and, though the associa
tion of Kr~a with the story is probably unhistorical ( p. S04f), the 
legend may be _foWlded on fact. 

While the Aryans had by now expanded far into India their old 
home in tlle Panjab and the North-West was practically forgotten. 
Later Vedic literature ntentions it rarely, and then usually \vith dis
paragement and contempt, as an in1pure land where the Vedic sacri
fices are not performed. It anay have been once n1ore invaded by 
lnd~Iranian tribes who did not folio"' the orthodox rites. 

The culture of the later Vedic period was materially much in 
advance of that of the IJ.g Yeda. The Aryan tribes were by no\v 
consolidated in little kingdoms, \vhich had not '"holly lost their 
tribal character, but had permanent capitals and a rudimentary 
administrative system. The old tribal assemblies are still from time 
to time referred to, but their po,ver was \vaning rapidly, and by the 
end of this period the king's autocracy was in most cases only lilnited 
by the power of the brahmaQs, the weight of tradition, and the force of 
public opinion, which was ahvays of so1ne influence in ancient India. 
Here and there the old tribal organization succeeded in adapting itself 
to the changed conditions, and gai)D.S, or tribal republics, survived for 
many centuries in outlying districts; but political divisions based on 
kinship were giving place to those based on geography, and in many 
parts of India the tribes \Vere rapidly breaking up. This, and the 
strong feeling of insecurity which it caused, may have been an impor
tant factor in the growth of asceticism and of a pessimistic outlook 
on the world, which is evident throughout this period. 
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If the popular assemblies had lost power, another element in the state 
was rising in influence the ratnins, or ••jewel bearers'', tbe relatives, 
courtiers and palace officials of the king, who were looked on as so 
important that at the king's consecration special sacrifices were per
formed to ensure their loyalty. The list of ratnins includes the puro
hita, or chief priest of the palace, the general, the chamberlain, the 
king· s charioteer, and various other influential palace servants. Two 
of the ratnins, the Sa'flgrahitr and blzdgadugha, have been dubiously 
explained as treasurer and revenue~ollector respectively, and if 
these interpretations are correct they indicate a rudimentary minis
terial system and civil service. 

The period saw a great development of the sacrificial cult, 
which took place p11r1.· passu with rising royal pretensions. Much 
of the Brahmana literature is devoted to instructions for the • 
meticulous performance of new royal sacrifices, not mentioned in the 
IJ.g Yeda; among these were the lengthy riijasilya, or royal consecra
tion, and the vajapeya, or .. drink of strength'', a sort of rejuvenation 
ceremony, which not only restored the vital forces of a middle-aged 
king, but raised him from the status of a simple raja to that of a 
sat]traJ, a complete monarch free of all allegiance and with lesser 
kings subordinate to him. Most famous and significant of all the 
new sacrifices was the oJvamedka, or horse-sacrifice, wherein a speci
ally consecrated horse \\'as set free to roam at will for a year, followed 
by a chosen band of warriors. Chieftains and kings on whose terri
tory the horse wandered were forced to do homage or fight, and if it 
was not captured by a neighbouring king it was brought back to the 
capital and sacrificed at the end of the year. It was the ambition of 
every important king to perfortn a horse-sacrifice. and the evil effects 
of the sacrifice on inter-state relations were felt to the end of the Hindu 
period. 

By now the Aryans had nearly all the equipment of a civilization of 
the ancient type. Where the J.lg Yeda speaks only of gold and 
copper or bronze the later Vedic texts also mention tin, lead, and 
silver. and probably _iron. • The elephant was tamed. though little 
used in war. The Aryans now cultivated a large range of crops, 
including rice, and they understood something of irrigation and 

• manurang. 
Specialized trades and crafts had appeared. In place of the few 

occupations in the IJ.g Yeda many are now referred to, including 
jewellers, goldsmiths, metal-workers, basketmakers, ropemakers, 

• .. Blacl' bronze·· is referred to in the rajur PediJ. but no iron has been discovered in 
tlte remains or Hastinlpura at thi!J level. Iron was probably a comparatively rare metal 
until Mauryan times. 
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weavers, dyers, carpenters and potters. Various types of domestic 
servant are mentioned, and a rudimentary entertainment industry 
existed, with professional acrobats, fortune-tellers, fluteplayers and 
dancers, while there are also references to usurers and merchants. 

Though Aryan culture had by now made great advances there is 
still no mention of coined money or writing, both of which were 
certainly used in India before the tirne of the Maurya..c;. Coinage 
may have been introduced to\vards the end of the 6th century B.c., 
through Persian influence, but it is not completely certain that we 
can accept the negative evidence of later Vedic literature to show that 
writing was wholly unknown. This literature was intended for a 
limited audience of priests, who had developed a unique system of 
memory training, and who may well have looked on writing as an 
objectionable innovation. "'fhere is evidence in the literatu•·e itself 
of faint contacts with Mesopotamia, notably in the Indian flood 
legend (p. S02), which first appears at this time, and bears some 
similarity to that of Babylon. After a break of many centuries 
Indian merchandise was again finding its way to Mesopotamia, and 
it is possible that Semitic merchants, or Indian merchants returning 
from the West, brought an alphabetic systetn of writing, which was 
gradually taken up by the learned, and adapted to the phonetics of 
Indian speech, to become the Bralnni script of Mauryan times ( p. S94f) . 

The most important developments of this age were relig~ous, 
and will be considered elsewhere ( p. 242ft"). Cultural! y the period 
of the later Vedic literature saw Indian life and thought take the 
direction which it has followed ever since. 1·he end of this shadowy 
age, with its kings growing in power, its priests arrogating to them
selves ever greater privileges, and its religious outlook rapidly 
changing, marks the beginning of the great period of India's culture 
in which the pattern of her society, religion, literature and art 
gradually assumed something of its present shape. 
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HISTORY: ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL 
EMPIRES 

SOURCES OF HISTORY 

AT the courts of ancient Indian kings careful records were kept 
of the events of chief importance to the state, but unfortunately 
these archives arc completely lost to us. In the 12th century A.D. 

a Kashmiri poet. Kalhal)a, thought fit to \Vrite the history of his 
native land in verse, but his .. River of Kings,. ( Rajalarangi!Ji), 
although of great value for the study of the history of Kashmir, has 
little to tell us about India as a \Vhole, and there is no real evidence 
that similar chronicles \Vere composed else\vhere. The Ceylon 
Chronicle ( MaAavatp.sa) is primarily a history of Buddhism in Ceylon, 
though it gives reliable infonnation on political history. It is per
haps unjust to maintain that India had no sense of hlstory whatever, 
but what interest she had in her own past was generally concentrated 
on the fabulous kings of a legendary golden age, rather than the great 
empires which had risen and fallen in historical times. 

Thus our knowledge of the political history of ancient India is 
often tantalizingly vague and uncertain, and that of the medieval 
period, which we may take as beginning in the 7th century A.D., is 
but little more precise. History must be pieced together from pass
ing references in texts both religious and secular, from a few dramas 
and works of fiction purporting to describe historical events, from the 
records of foreign travellers, and from the many panegyrics or other 
references to reigning monarchs and their ancestors whlch have 
been found engraved on rocks, pillars and temple walls, or incorpor
ated as preambles to the title-deeds of land grants; the latter, fortu
nately for the historian, were usually engraved on copper plates 
(pi. LXXXIX). The early history of India resembles a jigsaw puzzle 
\Vith many missing pieces; some parts of the picture are fairly clear; 
others may be reconstructed with the aid of a control1ed imagination; 
but many gaps remain, and may never be filled. Few dates before 
the middle ages can be fixed with certainty, and the history of Hindu 
India, as far as \Ve can reconstruct it, is almost completely lacking in 
the interesting anecdotes and vivid personalities which enliven the 
study of history for professional and amateur historians alike. More
over there is much disagreement among competent authorities on 
many important topics. 
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As our knowledge is so vague and unsatisfactory the reader may 
well suggest that the political history of Hindu India should be left to 
the expert; here, however, \Ve cannot agree \vith him. Too Jnany 
lndologists bave studied Indian religion, art, language and literature 
in a political and historical vacuum, and this has tended to encourage 
the widespread fallacy that ancient Indian civilization was interested 
almost solely in the things of the spirit. However defective our 
knowledge n1a y be, we have a1nple evidence to sho\v that great 
empires rose and fell in India, and that, as in religion, art, literature 
and social life, so in political organization India produced her own 
system, distinctive in its strength and \Veakness. Therefore some 
knowledge of her political history is essential for a true understanding 
of her ancient civilization. 

THE AGE OF THE BUDDHA 

lt is in the 6th century B.c. that Indian bistory emerges fro1n legend 
and dubious tradition. No\v for the first time \Ve read of great 
kings, whose historicity is certain, and some of \vhose achievements 
are kno\vn, and fron1 no\v on the main lines of India's political 
development are clear. Our sources for this period, the Buddhist 
and Jaina scriptures, are in many respects admittedly inadequate as 
historical documents. Their authors cared little for political affairs; 
like the Vedas, these texts \vere passed do\VIl by \Vord of mouth for 
centuries, but, unlike the Vedas, they evidently gre\v and altered 
with time. Yet they contain authentic reminiscences of historical 
events, and, though composed independently in different languages, 
they partially confirm one another. 

The age in which true history appears in India \Vas one of great 
intellectual and spiritual fennent. Mystics and sophists of all kinds 
roamed throughout the Ganges Valley, all advocating some form of 
mental discipline and asceticism as a means to salvation; but the age 
of the Buddha, \vhen many of the best minds \Vere abandoning their 
homes and professions for a life of asceticism, \Yas also a time of 
advance in commerce and politics. It produced not only philosophers 
and ascetics, but merchant princes and men of action. 

By no\v the focus of civilization had shifted eastwards, and four great 
kingdoms, outside the earlier area of brihmanic culture, had eclipsed 
the old land of the Kurus in both political and economic importance: 
these \vere Kosala, Magadha, Vatsa and Avanti, of which the first 
three have been located in the last chapter and the fourth \Vas 
approximately equivalent to the region later kno\vn as Milwi. Of 
the four we kno\v most about Kosala and Magadha, the chief scenes 
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of the activities of the Buddha and of Mahavira, the founder of 
Jainism. Kosala, the home of the legendary Rama, was already in 
decline. Her king, Prasenajit (in Pali, Pasenadi), was indeed still a 
mighty monarch, ruling an area little smaller than France; but from 
fleeting references in the Buddhist scriptures it seems that he was 
inefficient, and squandered his time and wealth on holy-men, both 
orthodox and heretical. His kingdom, which was infested by robbers. 
was loosely controlled through tribal chieftains and vassal kings. 

Bimbisira of Magadha, on the other hand, was a man of a different 
stamp. The sources show us a resolute and energetic organizer, 
ruthlessly dismissing inefficient officers, calling his village headmen 
together for conferences, building roads and causeways, and travelling 
over hls kingdom on tours of inspection. In general he seems to 
have been a man of peace, and to have kept on good terrns with the 
kingdoms to the west of him, exchanging courtesies even with the 
king of far-offGandhira on the upper Indus. His one conquest was 
that of the little kingdom of Anga, on the borders of the modem 
Bengal. Campi, the capital city of Anga, was already of considerable 
commercial importance, for it was a river port from which ships 
would sail down the Ganges and coast to South India, returning 
with jewels and spices whlch were already much in demand in the 
North. Although Anga was Bimbisara's only conquest, he seems also 
to have gained control of part at least of the district of Ki~i ( Baniras), 
as the dowry of his chief queen, who was the sister of Prasenajit of 
Kosala. His capital was Rijagrha, some sixty miles to the south-east 
of the modem Patna. 

Bimbisara was deposed, imprisoned and murdered about +90 
a. c. some seven years before the death of the Buddha by his son, 
Ajata~atru. Soon after usurping the prosperous kingdom built up 
by his father, the parricide went to war with his aged uncle Prase
najit, and gained complete control ofKul Just after this Prasenajit, 
like Bimbisira, was deposed by his son, and died. The new king. 
Viru<Ptaka (in Pili, Vi4u4abha), then attacked and virtually annihi
lated the little autonomous tribe of the Sakyas, in the Himilayan 
foothills, and we hear no more of the people whlch produced the 
greatest of Indians, the Buddha. Probably Viru<Ptaka, like Ajita
'atru of Magadha, had ambitions of empire, and wished to embark 
on a career of conquest after bringing the outlying peoples, who had 
paid loose homage to his father, more directly under the control of 
the centre; but his intentions were unfulfilled, for we hear no more 
of him except an unreliable legend that he was destroyed by a miracle 
soon after his massacre of the ~akyas. A little later his kingdom was 
incorporated in that of Magadha. 
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After his war with Prasenajit Ajata§atru turned his attention to the 
tribal confederation of the Vrjjis, on the north bank of the Ganges, 
'\Vhich had often caused trouble by raiding Magadhan territory. 
After a protracted war he succeeded in occupying their chief city, 
Vai§ali, and in annexing their lands. The chief element of the con
federation, the tribe of the Licchavis, succeeded in preserving its 
identity, ho,vever, and survived at least wttil the 4th century A.D., 

'\vhen it was again influential in the politics of Eastern India. The 
early stages of Ajata~atru's '\Var with the Vrjjis took place around the 
time of the Buddha • s death. in about 48S B. c. 

The accounts of the reigns of Bimbisara and Ajita~atru give 
evidence of a definite policy, aimed at the control of as much of 
the course of the Ganges as possible. It seems that they were the 
first Indian kings to conceive the possibility of a far-flung empire. 
Legend indeed tells of earlier emperors '\Vho controlled the '\Vhole 
land from coast to coast, but these very shado,vy figures are almost 
certainly the exaggerations of later story-tellers, inspired by the 
memory of the mighty Mauryas. There is little doubt that the 
legendary emperors, such as Rama, do represent historical figures of 
the days before the Buddha, but they were probably small tribal 
chieftains only po,verful in comparison with their fello\vs. For the 
tradition of their immense conquests we have no historical evidence 
'\vhatever. 

If there '\Vas any source of the inspiration of the t'\VO great kings of 
Magadha it must have been the Ach~menid Empire of Persia, \Vhose 
founder, Cyrus the G.-eat ( 668-680 B. c.), came to the throne about 
sixteen years before the accession ofBimbisira, and proceeded rapidly 
to build up the greatest empire the world had then seen. At this 
time the city of Tak~a§ila, in the North-West, '\Vas already a centre 
of learning and trade. Yowtg men from Magadha were sent there 

: to finish their education, and Bimbisira '\Vas in diplomatic contact 
with Pu~lc:arasirin (in Pili, Pukkusiti ). king of Gandhira, '\Vhose 
kingdom probably included Tak.;a§ili. But in an inscription of 
about 619 s.c. Darius I, the third of the Ach~menid emperors, 
claims possession of Gandhara, and in a slightly later one he also 
claims Hz"ndusk, or '·India", which, according to Herodotus, became 
the twentieth satrapy of the Pet·sian Empire. The extent of the 
Persian province of Hindush is not certain. but it probably included 
much of the Panjib. lt is hardly likely that the kings of Magadha 
were ignorant of '\Vhat '~as happening in the North-West; we 
believe that their expansionist policy was in part inspired by the 
example of the Persians. 

The Buddhist and Jaina scriptures give w little information on the 
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events which took place after the deaths of their founders, and there
fore we know scarcely anything about the latter part of Ajita~atru•s 
reign. There is evidence that he fought Pradyota, king of Avanti, 
and that for a time at least the fortunes of war did not favour him ; 
but he certainly succeeded in creating the 1nost po\verful empire India 
had yet known, controlling both banks of the Ganges from Banaras 
to the borders of Bengal, which was then still beyond the pale of 
Aryan civilization. In the succeeding century and a half Magadha 
continued to expand, for, when the curtain is again lifted on lndia•s 
past in the 4th century B.c., Pataliputra (now Patni ), the new capital 
of Magadha, controls all the Ganges basin; the rest of Northern 
India, with the exception of Rajasthin, Sind, Panjib and the North
West, is part of the Magadhan En1pire, and the other kingdoms are 
either annihilated or reduced to insignificant vassalage. 

ALEXA N DER A ND THE MA URY.I\S 

In the 1niddle of the 4th century B.c., Mahapadn1a Nanda was 
emperor of Magadha. He was an unpopular upstart. but, as far as 
can be gathered fron1 the fe,v references to him, he \Vas an energetic 
and ambitious king, who succeeded in gaining contr<!_l of Kalmga 
(the modern Orissa and the northem coastal strip of Andhra), and 
perhaps of other parts of the J)eccan. His death seems to have been 
followed by a disputed succession, which coincided with important 
events in the North-West. Out of the confusion of the times 
emerged the greatest and most powerful of lndia·s many empires. 

In SSO o.c . Alexander of Macedon defeated Darius Ill, the last 
of the Achzmenids, and set out to subdue the whole of the former 
Persian Empire, which had long ceased to exercise effective control 
over its remoter provinces. In the decisive battle of Gaugamela 
Alexander had already n1et Indian troops, for a small contingent of 
soldiers from the west of the Indus, with fifteen elephants, had fought 
with Darius. Over a hundred years earlier Greeks had already 
measured swords with Indians, for, according to Herodotus, a detach
ment of Indians fought in the Persian anny at Platza. 

After a long campaign in Bactria, the region on the borders of the 
modern Soviet Union and Afghanistan watered by the River Oxus, 
Alexander crossed the Hindu Kush and occupied the district of Kabul. 
Then, fiercely but unsuccessfully resisted by the hillmen, he descended 
the Kabul Valley and reached the Indus, which he crossed in the 
spring of S26. Omphis, • king of Tak~a~ila (kno\m to classical 

• This is the name as given by classical sources. It probably represents the Sanskrit 
AmbAi. 

• 
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writers as Taxila), had already submitted, and the city offered no 
resistance. Beyond the Jhelam, however, lay the territory of the 
most warlike king of the Pan jab, Porus, • for fear of whom Omphis 
had willingly thrown in his lot with Alexander. It was only with 
great difficulty, after a surprise crossing of the Jhelam, that the Mace
donians succeeded in defeating the troops of Porus, who was captured. 
Porus was a very tall and handsome man, whose courage and proud 
bearing made a great impression on the Greeks; when brought before 
his conqueror he was found to have received nine wounds, and he 
could barely stand: but when Alexander asked him how he wished 
to be treated he boldly replied: u As befits me like a king 1 .. 
Alexander was so impressed by his captive that he restored him to 
his kingdom as a vassal and, on the retreat of the Greek forces, left 
him in charge of the Panjib. 

After the defeat of Porus Alexander continued his advance, sub
duing numerous tribes and petty kingdoms; but at the Beas he was 
forced to turn back, for his generals feared mutiny if his troops were 
made to advance further into unlmown country. Alexander returned 
across the Panjab and fought his way down the Indus, often meeting 
stiff opposition from the martial tribes. At the mouth of the Indus 
the artny divided, part returning to Mesopotamia by sea, and part. 
led by Alexander himself, by land, following the coast through the 
desolate Makrin. After much hardship both detachments reached 
the Euphrates, together with a smaller body which had been sent 
back earlier by way of Arachosia (the modern Kandahir). There 
is no doubt that Alexander intended to retain control of his Indian 
conquests, for he left garrisons behind him and appointed satraps 
to govern the conquered territories. But revolts in the Indian pro
vinces and the sudden death of Alexander in S2S B. c. made the Mace
donian position in India untenable, and the last of Alexander· s 
generals, Eudamus, left the North-West in S17. 
· Although the Greeks had kno\\'11 something of India before the 
invasion of Alexander, their knowledge was mostly of the nature of 
fantastic travellers" tales. Now for the first time Greelu and Indians 
came into close contact. It is clear from classical accounts of Alex
ander's campaign that the Greeks were not unimpressed by what they 
saw of India. They much adn1ired the courage of the Indian troops, 
the austerity of the naked ascetics whom they met at Talq~a~ili, and 
the probity and simplicity of the tribes of the Panjib and Sind. 

The immediate effects of the invasion were slight. The little 
kingdoms and tribes of the North-West were disorganized and 

• Probably the Sanskrit PtlJITtl'IJIJ, wblrJt would coMec:t l)orus with 1he old Kuru tribe. 
or who~ ruling ramily this was a cognomen. 
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overthrown, but Alexander made so small an impression upon India 
that in the whole of her surviving ancient literature there is no refer
ence to him. In later centuries the Indians came to know the Greeks, 
but of Greek influence in India at this time there is scarcely a trace. 
However, it may be that the invasion. and the political vacuum created 
in the North-West by Alexander's retreat. had indirect effects of the 
utmost importance. 

Classical sources speak of a young Indian named Sandrocottus 
-identical with the Candragupta Maurya of [ndian sources who 
supported the invaders. Plutarch states that Sandrocottus advised 
Alexander to advance beyond the Be as and attack the N anda en1peror, 
who \Vas so unpopular that his people \Vould rise in support of an 
invader. The Latin historian justin adds that later Sandrocottus 
offended Alexander by his boldness of speech, and that the conqueror 
ordered that he should be put to death; but he escaped, and, after 
many adventures, succeeded in expelling the Greek garrisons and 
gaining the throne of India. \\'·hether or not these stories are true, 
it is reasonable to believe that the emperor Candragupta Maurya, 
who rose to power soon after Alexander· s invasion, had at least 
heard of the conqueror, and perhaps derived inspiration from his 
exploits. 

Both Indian and classical sources agree that Candragupta over
threw the last of the Nandas and occupied his capital, Pitaliputra: the 
latter add that after Alexander·s retreat Candragupta subdued the 
North-West, driving out the Greek garrisons. It is not clear 
which of these operations was first undertaken, and, with the annoy
ing uncertainty of much ancient Indian history, estimates of the date 
of Candragupta's accession vary within a decade ( S24-818 B.c.); but 
though the detailed history of his rise to power is uncertain, it is 
evident that he was the chief architect of the greatest of India's ancient 
empires. According to aU Indian traditions he was much aided in his 
conquests by a very able and unscrupulous brihmal) adviser, called 
variously Kautilya, Cfu)akya and Vi~l)ugupta; indeed in the play The 
Minister•s Signet Ring, a \York of the 6th century A. D., which purports 
to describe the last stages of Candragupta' s triumph over the N anda 
(p. +41 ), the king is depicted as a weak and insignificant young man, 
the real ruler of the empire being C~akya. 'fhe minister is the 
reputed author of the Artha/astra, or ··Treatise on Polity,., a very 
valuable source of infonnation on state administration. The text as 
we have it at present is certainly not the work of Kautilya (p. 79), 
but it is very valuable nevertheless, and contains genuine Mauryan 

• • rem1n1scences. 
Soon the Greeks were again at the doors of India. Alexander's 
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general Seleucus Nicator had succeeded in gaining control of most 
of the Asiatic provinces of the shortlived Macedonian Empire, and 
turned his attention to the East. About S05 B.c. he met Candra
gupta in battle, and seems to have suffered the worst of the engage
ment, for not only did he fail in his attempt to recover Alexander·s 
Indian provinces, but he was compelled to yield parts of what is now 
Afghanistan to Candragupta, receiving in exchange only 500 ele
phants. The peace was concluded by a matrimonial alliance, the 
exact nature of which is uncertain;• but it is not impossible that the 
successors of Candragupta had Greek blood in their veins. 

Seleucus sent an ambassador, Megasthenes. to reside at the Mau
ryan court at Pataliputra, and the envoy wrote a detailed account of India 
which became the standard textbook on the subject for later classical 
writers. Unfortunately no manuscript of Megasthenes· description 
of India has survived, but many Greek and Latin authors made abun
dant use of it, and from their works it may be partially reco~structed. 
The record of Megasthenes, though by no means as complete and 
accurate as might be wished, is of great importance as the first 
authentic and connected description of India by a foreign ~raveller. 
lt is evident from a comparison of the fragments of Megasthenes with 
the .Artluz!iistra that the Mauryan empire had developed a highly 
organized bureaucratic administration, which controlled the whole 
economic life of the state, and that it had a very thorough secret 
service system, which was active among all classes from the highest 
ministers to the submerged tenth of the towns. 

Megasthenes much admired the Emperor Candragupta for his 
energetic administration of justice, which he presided over personally 
in open darbar. • He dwelt in great luxury in an enormous palace at 
Pi~aliputra, which, though built wholly of wood, was of lmbelievable 
beauty and splendour; but his life w~s not a happy one, for he was in 
constant fear of assassination, ~ ever-present danger to many Indian 
kings, and very stringent precautions were taken for his security. 
The capital was a large and fine city, surrounded by a wooden wall; 
it was controlled by an adminis!J"ative board of thirty members, who 
regulated in detail the whole social and economic life of the city. 
Megasthenes noticed the existence of caste, though his classification 
of the population in seven endogamous groups is certainly erroneous 
(p. 147). 

According to jaina tradition Candragupta abdicated the throne, 
became a jaina monk, and fasted to death, in the manner of Jaina 

• In this context this word is an anachronism, as it is Persian. and was Introduced 
by the Muslims, but it is better known and leu ambiguous than the equivalent Sanskrit 
word. sDbM. 
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saints, at the great Jaina temple and monastery of Srava.J)a Belgoli, 
in the modern M ysore. Whether or not this legend be true, he 
'vas succeeded after a reign of twenty-four years by his son Bindusira, 
about \vhom little is known except that he was in touch with Antio
chus I, the Seleucid king of Syria. According to Athenceus, Bindu
sara requested of the Greek king a present of figs and wine, together 
with a sophist. Antiochus sent the figs and wine, but replied that 
Greek philosophers were not for export. This quaint little story 
seems to indicate that Bindusara, like many other Indian kings, shared 
his attentions between creature comforts and philosophy, but he was 
certainly energetic enough to hold the great empire intact, and it is 
even probable that he added to it in the Deccan. He was succeeded, 
about 269 s.c., probably after a short interregnum, by his son ASoka, 
the greatest and noblest ruler India has known, and indeed one of the 
great kings of the world. 

According to Buddhist sources A~oka usurped the throne, killed all 
possible rivals, and began his reign as a tyrant, but this story is not 
borne out by Asoka"s own inscriptions, which are the oldest surviving 
Indian written documents of any historical significance. They con
sist of a series of edicts engraved in very similar form on rocks and 
pillars at widely scattered points all over India (fig. vi), and form 
a unique rnonu1nent to a great king·s memory. The edicts are in 
part inspired by Achzmenid precedent, but their contents are very 
different from the great inscriptions of Darius I, for instance, 
which glorify the emperor, catalogue his conquests, and enumerate 
the peoples and tribes under his sway. Asoka·s edicts are in the 
nature of official pronouncernents of policy, and instructions to his 
officers and subjects. They contain ntany personal touches, and the 
drafts were probably written by the emperor himself. 

They tell us that when the king had been consecrated eight years 
he underwent a complete change of heart, and embarked on a new 
policy. In A~oka·s own words: 

• • When the King, of Gracious Mien and Beloved of tbe Gods, had been 
consecrated eight years Kalinga was conquered. 160,000 people were 
thence taken captive, 100,000 were killed, and many more died. Jun 
after the taking o£ Kalinga the Beloved of the Gods began to follo\Y 
Righteousness, to love Righteousness, to give instruction in Righteousness. 
When an unconquered country is conquered, people are killed, they die. or are 
made captive. That the-Beloved of the Gods finds very pitiful and grievous .... 
Today, if a hundredth or a thousandth part of those who suffered in Kalinga 
were to be killed, to die, or to be taken captive, it would be very grievous to 
the Beloved or the Gods. 1£ anyone does him wrong it \Vill be forgiven as 
far as it can be forgiven. "fhe Beloved or the Gods even reasons with the 
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forest tribes in his empire. and seeks to reform them. But the Beloved of 
the Gods is not only compassionate, he is also powerful, and he tells them 
to repent, lest they be slain. For the Beloved of the Gods desires safety, 
self-control, justice and happiness for all beings. nte Beloved of the Gods 
considers that the greatest of all victories is the victory of Righteousness, 
and that (victory] the Beloved of the Gods has already won, here and on all 
his borders, even 600 leagues a·way in the realm of the Greek king Antiyoka, 
and beyond Antiyoka an1ong the four kings l"uramaya. Antikini, Maga and 
Alikasudara, and in the South an1ong the Colas and Pia:t"yas and as far as -Ceylon."2 

Thus \Ve see that the keynote of Asoka's reform was humanity in 
internal administration and the abandonment of aggressive war. In 
place of the traditional policy of territorial expansion he substi
tuted conquest by Righteousness (as we here inadequately translate 
tl1e very pregnant word dhar1na). He claims to have won many 
victories by this method, even among the five Hellenic kings whose 
names, loosely disguised by lndianization, are to be read in the above 
extract Antiochus 11 Theos of Syria, Ptolemy 11 Phlladelphus of 
Egypt, Antigonus Gonatas of Macedonia, Magas of Cyrene and 
Alexander of Epirus. It seems that A~oka believed that, by setting 
an example of enlightened government, he ntight convince his neigh
bours of the merits of his ne\V policy and thus gain the mora) leader
ship of the \Vhole civilized world. He by no means gave up his 
imperial ambitions, but Jnodified them in accordance \Vith the humani
tarian ethics of Buddhism. 

In domestic affairs the new policy \Vas felt in a general relaxation 
of the stem justice of earlier times. Asoka declared that all men 
were his children, and more than once reproved his local governors for 
their failure to apply this precept thoroughly. He strongly sup
ported the doctrine of ahi1p.Sa (non-injury to men and aniJnals ), then 
rapidly spreading among religious people of all sects, banned animal 
sacrifices, at least in his capital, and regulated the slaughter of anin1als 
for food, completely forbidding the killing of certain species. He 
took pride in the fact that he had substituted pilgrimages to Buddhist 
holy places for hunting expeditions, the traditional sport of the Indian 
king. and he proclaimed that he had reduced the consu1nption of 
1neat in the palace to negligible proportions. Thus Asoka·s encour
agement was in part responsible for the gro\vth of vegetarianism in 
India. 

From the passage above c1uoted, as well as from other indications, 
it is clear dw.t A~oka was not a complete pacifist. 1"he \Vild tribes
men of hill and forest \vere a constant source of danger to the more 
settled parts of the empire, and it would seem that earlier kings had 
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kept them in check by ruthless campaigns of exterrnination. A~oka 
clearly intended to try to civilize them, but it is quite evident that 
he was ready to repress them by force if they· continued their raids 
on the more settled parts of his empire. He made no mention of 
reducing the amty, and if, under the ~nfluence of Buddhism, he had 
done so, he would surely have taken pride in the fact. Despite bis 
remorse at the conquest of Kalinga, he \vas too n1uch of a realist to 
restore it to its original rulers, whoever they •nay have been, but 
continued to govern it as an integral part of his empire. For all his 
humanitarianisn1 he maintained the death penalty. which was abol
ished under some later Indian kings, and merely granted a stay of 
execution of three days to men condemned to death, so that they 
•night put their affairs in order and prepare their minds for the next 
world. Though Buddhist tradition records that he abolished judicial 
torture, this is not clearly stated in his edicts. 

Among his positive social servie<!s A§oka 1nentions the improve
ment of communications by planting fruit trees along the roads to 
provide shade and food, digging wells at intervals, and setting up 
rest-houses for weary travellers. He developed the cultivation of 
medicinal herbs, which, with other drugs, were supplied to men and 
animals alike. To ensure that his refonns were put into effect he 
inaugurated a new· class of official, the ·'Officers of Righteousness'' 
( dkarma-mallarnatra), who, taking their instructions direct from the 
centre, were ordered to investigate the affairs of all the provinces, 
to encourage good relations betwe~n anan and 1nan, and to ensure 
that the local officials carried out the new policy. Thus A§oka"s 
refo1·ms tended to centralization rather than devolution. 

It is evident that, after his change of heart if not before, A~oka 
was a Buddhist, and so1ne authorities believe that he actually entered 
the Buddhist order. But the inscriptions show that he was no meta
physician, and indeed he probably had little interest in or understand
ing of the finer points of Buddhism. Although he never mentions 
the Buddhist ~Jiroii~la, he speaks frequently of heaven; and he seems to 
have held the naive belief that, as a result of the growth of morality 
through his reforms, the gods had manifested themselves on earth, a 
phenomenon which had not occurred for many years previously. a 
For A§oka, Buddhism seems to have been a system of 1norals which 
led to peace and fello,vship in this world and heaven in the next. His 
metaphysical presuppositions \Yere not distinctively Buddhist, b~t 
were evidently those traditional in India at the time. A streak of 
puritanism in the Emperor is to be inferred from the edict banning 
rowdy popular fairs and allowing religious gatherings only. 

A§oka"s Buddhism, though enthusiastic, was not exclusive. More 
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than once he declared that all sects were worthy of respect, and he 
dedicated artificial caves to the sect of Ajivikas, who were among the 
chief rivals of the Buddhists. His relations with the Buddhist clergy 
seem to have been erastian, for he had no compunction in prescribing 
passages of scripture which the order was specially to study, and he 
instn1cted local officers to ensure that all ill-behaved Buddhist monks 
were unfrocked. It was in A~oka"s reign that Buddhism ceased to be 
a simple Indian sect and began its career as a world religion. 
According to tradition a great coWlcil of the Buddhist clergy was held 
at Pa~aliputra, at '"·hich the Pali canon was finally codified, and after 
which missions ,...-ere sent throughout the length and breadth of 
India and beyond. 

Tradition unanilnousl y ascribes the conversion of Ceylon to 
Mahendra (in Pali, Mahinda), the son, or in some sources tl1e 
brother, of Asoka, who had become a Buddhist monk. Though the 
relationship of the apostle of Ceylon to Asoka is very doubtful, there 
can be no doubt of his historicity, or of that of King Devanampiya 
Tissa, his first convert. Though Aryans may have settled in Ccylon 
nearly three centuries before this tilne, it was now that the culture of 
the island began to develop, Wlder the fertilizing influence of Bud
dhism. The Ceylon Chronicle, which, being nationalist in its sym
pathies, is not likely to be false in this particular, implicitly admits 
that Tissa was looselv subordinate to Asoka. since it states that he ... 
\mderwent a second consecration and was converted to Buddhism on 
Asoka's instructions. Thus at least one of Asoka·s .., victories of 
Righteousness ·' outside his empire was successful; his atten1pts at 
the moral conquest of the Hellenic kings certainly ended in failure, 
for there is no reference to his embassies in any classical source, 
and if they reached their destinations they can have had little effect 
on the ambitious successors of Alexander. 

To the 1nodem student Asoka towers above tl1e other kings of 
ancient India, if for no other reason than that he is the only one among 
them \Yhose personality can be reconstructed \Yith any degree of 
certainty. But even Asoka is not as clear a figure as we would 
wish, and his policy has been the subject of varied judgements. 
Critics have accused hin1 of ruining the Mauryan Empire, either by 
antagonizing the brahnlaJ)S or by sapping the martial spirit of the 
ruling classes.4 We carmot accept either of these accusations. It 
appears that the old Emperor, who died about 2S2 B.c., somewhat 
lost grip in his latter years,a and the succession was disputed by his 
sons. The En1pire began to fall apart on his death, when tl1e 
governors of the great provinces, usually members of the royal 
family. established their virtual independence. The successors of 
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A.Soka \vere lesser men than he, and little is known of them but 
tbcir names. 

The Asoka of the Buddhist legends is, in the words of a 19th
century authority, ''half n1onster and half idiot'',& his humanity and 
practical benevolence overlaid by the accretion of monkish legends 
of later centuries: but the king of the rock and pillar inscriptions 
cotnes alive, as a real man, and .a 1nan far ahead of his ti1nes. Asoka 
was by no means an otlu~r-\vorldly dreamer, but every inch a king, 
a little naive, often rather · self-righteous and potnpous, but inde
fatigable, strong-willed and imperious. It is with good reason that 
the Indian Republic has adopted for the device of its state seal the 
capital of an Asokan column (p1. XXIIIa). 

THE AGE OF INVASIONS 

For some fifty years }.lfauryan kings continued to rule in Magadha 
until, about 188 o.c., Pu~yantitra Sunga, a brahrnal) general of 
Brhadratha, the last Mauryan king, succeeded in gaining power by 
a palace revolution. Pu~yamitra was a supporter of the orthodox 
faith, and revived the ancient Vedic sacrifices, including the horse
sacrifice; but the flourishing state of Buddhism at this period is 
attested by the remains at Bharhut, and the stories of his persecution 
of Buddhist monks are probably ntuch exaggerated by sectarian , 
tradition. The kingdom of the Sung as was by no means a close) y-
knit centralized empire, like that of the Mauryas, but one of a looser 
type, which was to become normal in Hindu India, and \vhich may 
be broadly termed feudal (p. 9Sff). Its centre was in Vidi~i (E. 
Malwa), which at most ti1nes seen1s to have been directly controlled 
by the king, \vhose domains were surrounded by a circle of vassal 
states, small and great, in varying degrees of subservience, but some 
evidently autonontous enough to issue their O\Vn coins. Beyond the 
realm of Pu~yantitra much of the old Mauryan Empire was now 
independent, and little is kno\vn of the condition of Magadha, the 
former centre of culture and power. 

The inspiration of the Mauryas \Vas soon almost forgotten. Later 
the Guptas tried to build an empire of a more centralized type, and 
directly controlled ntuch of North India for over a hundred years, but, 
\Vith this major exception and a few minor ones, all later Hindu 
imperialism was of the quasi-feudal type, loose and unstable. The 
memory of Asoka"s renunciation of further conquest \Vas soon for
gotten, and aggressive war again became the sport of kings, and 
was looked upon by theorists as a normal activity of the state. In 
general the history of post-Mauryan India is one of the struggle of one 
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dynasty with another for regional dominance, and tbe political, though 
not the cultural, unity of India was lost for nearly two thousand years. 

Pu,yamitra is mentioned in several sources, and his name is 
recorded in one brief inscription, referring to an obscure descendant . ., 
He did not take regal titles, but was throughout his reign referred 
to by the simple title seniipati, or u general". Agnimitra, his son, 
who seems to have been king during his father's lifetime, is known 
from Kilidisa' s drama Makzvika and Agnimitra, while his grand
son Vasumitra is recorded in the same source as having defeated 
the Greeks. An inscription on a column at Besnagar (pi. Xc), 
near Bhllsi. records that a Sunga king Bhigabhadra received an 
ambassador named Heliodorus from a Greek king of Tak,a~ili, 
Antialcidas. Otherwise the Sungas are mere names, recorded, 
usually in garbled for1n, among the 1nuddled king-lists of the 
Puril'as, religious texts dating from Gupta times on\vards. 

Meanwhile events were taking place on India's north-western bor
ders whlch were to have a profound effect both on her own history 
and on that of Asia generally. A series of invasions, all inadequately 
documented, brought the whole of what is now West Pakistan, Malwa 
and Kithiiwir, much of Uttar Pradesh and Rijasthan, and even for 
a while part of the Western Deccan, under the control of alien kings. 

The first invaders were the Bactrian Greeks. Small colonies of 
Asiatic Greeks had been settled in Bactria hy the AchiEmenids, and 
these were strengthened by settlements established by Alexander 
and Seleucus Nicator. About the middle of the Srd century s.c. 
Diodotus, the governor of Bactria, declared himself independent of 
the Seleucid Empire, and the Iranian province of Parthia became 
independent at about the same time. Diodotus was suc.--ceeded by 
his son, also named Diodotus, who was soon overthrown and replaced 
hy a usurper, Euthydemus. Euthydernus came to terms with the 
Seleucid emperor, Antiochus Ill, who had vainly attempted to regain 
the lost province; now with his flank secure, he began to expand over 
the Hindu Kush, and gained a foothold on the N.-W. Frontier, which 
had probably already broken away from the Mauryan Empire. 
Demetrius, the son and successor of Euthydemus, early in tbe 2nd 
century n.c. pressed further into India. He and his successors 
occupied most of the Indus Valley and the Panjab, and led great raids 
far into India, at least one of which, perhaps led by King Menander, 
reached Pitaliputra. Soon the home domains of the Bactrian Greeks 
were wrested from them by another usurper, Eucratides, but descen
dants of Euthydemus continued to rule in the Panjab and parts of the 
North-West. Then the Eucratids, too, were tempted to try their 
fortunes beyond the mountains. and gained control of the Kabul 
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Valley and the district of Tak.,a§ila. The Greek domains in India 
were divided into several petty kingdoms, those of the Kabul 
Valley and the N.-W. Frontier chiefly ruled by kings of the line of 
Eucratides, and those of the Panjab under the line of Euthydemus. 

Little is kno\vn of the history of the Greeks in India, and their 
fortunes can only be faintly reconstructed from their remarkable coins 
(pl. LXXXIV), 1nost of which bear legends in Greek on the obverse 
and in J>rakrit on the reverse. Frotn now on, however, the ravanas 
(a term borrowed by India through the Persian from the Greek 'l&oves) 
are mentioned from time to time in Indian literature. Through the 
Greco-Bactrian kingdoms Western theories of astrology and medicine 
began to enter India, and perhaps the development of the Sanskrit 
drama was in part inspired from this source. More than one 
Indian tradition speaks of great Yavana raids. One of the Greek 
kings of the Panjab is specially retnembcrcd by Buddhism, as the 
patron of the philosopher-monk Nagascna; this \vas Milinda, or 
Menander, \vho ruled at Sakala { ?Sialkot), and whose long discussions 
with the sage are recorded in a \vell known Pali text, the Questions 
of Milinda. Menander is said to have hecome a Buddhist, but the 
Besnagar column, to which we have already referred, shows that the 
Greeks also sometimes supported the orthodox creeds, for it was 
erected by the ambassador Heliodorus in honour of the early Vai~J]a
vite deity Vasudeva. Thus some of the Greeks. \vhile not completely 
1nerging with the Indian population, soon felt the influence of their 
ways of thought, and made many compromises \.\'ith their culture. 
The author of the Ja,v-book of Manu, 'vriting probably a century 
or two later than Heliodorus, describes the Yavanas as degenerate 
k$atriyas, or nleJnbers of the \varrior class, and thus gives them a 
place in Hindu society . 

.. rhe Greco-Bactrian kingdoms, ho\vever, did not long survive. 
Bactria itself "·as occupied by the Parthians early in the second ha)f 
of the 2nd century B. c., and the Greeks were confined to their posses
sions in India and Afghanistan. Then fresh invaders appeared from 
the north. A con1plex chain of causes, climatic and political, led to 
new n1ovements of the peoples of Central Asia. The consolidation 
of the Chinese Empire under the great emperor Ch"in Shih Huang Ti 
(247-210 B.c.), and perhaps also the drying up of their pasture 
lands, had driven large bands of nomads west\vards, from the confines 
of China to the region east of the Caspian. Soon a nomadic people, 
called by the Chinese YUeh-chih, \vas bearing heavily on the Scythian 
tribesmen on the borders of Bactria. The Scyths, whom India was 
to know as Sakas, \vere driven by pressure fro1n the north and east 
to attack Bactria, which they occupied, soon to be followed by the 
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Yileh-chih. The Sakas moved on from Bactria to attack first the 
Parthian rulers of Iran, and then the Greeks in India. By the middle 
of the 1st century o.c. only a few petty Greek chiefs still ruled in 
India, and the power of the Sakas reached as far as Mathura. The 
Sakas continued the earlier practice of issuing coins \vith inscrip-
tions in Greek and Prakrit. The earliest Saka king known to have 
ruled in India was Maues ( ? c. 80 B.c.). 

Towards the end of the tst century B. C. a line of kings with Iranian 
names, usually known as Pahlavas, gained the brief suzerainty or 
N.-W. India. One of them, Gondophemes, is \vorthy of mention, 
as the ruler to whose kingdom St. Thomas is said to have brought 
India's first kno\vledge of Christianity ( p. S42). Some authorities 
have cast doubt on the truth of the legend, maintaining that 
Gondophemes· date was too early for him to have been ~t. 
Thomas's contemporary;& but at any rate he was important enough 
for his fame to reach the West, and that St. Thomas preached in 
India is by no means impossible. 

The Pahlavas were in turn conquered by the YUe~hih. The racial 
affinities of these people are uncertain; physically they were of Turkish 
type, but they perhaps spoke an Iranian language, like the Sakas. 
For a century or tnorc they dwelt in Bactria and the neighbouring 
regions of Central Asia, divided into autonomous tribes, until control 
was consolidated in the bands ofKujula Kadphises, of the tribe of the 
Ku~al}as. At some time in the first half of the 1st century A.D. 

Kujula led his \varriors over the mountains, and he and his son Vima 
Kadphises between them gained control of N.-W. India. Kujula 
was perhaps responsible for the extinction of the last of the Greek 
kings, Hcrnueus, whose line had held out in Kabul against the Sakas. 

Vinaa Kadphises was succeeded, probably after a short interregnum, 
by Kani~ka, who controlled all the western half of Northern India at 
least as far as Banaras, and whose dominions in Central Asia were 
very extensive. The Chinese annals speak of a l{u~il}a king, either 
Kani~ka or one of the Kadphises, demanding the hand of a princess of 
the imperial house of Han in marriage, and being soundly defeated 
for his arrogance by the great general Pan Ch"ao, who, at the end of 
the 1st century A.D., carried Chinese anns as far as the Caspian. 

This period was a very important one in the history of Buddhism, 
and Kani~ka is re1ne1nbered in Northern Buddhist tradition as a great 
patron of the faith. Numerous remains testify to the importance 
and popularity of Buddhism at the time, and it was now that it began 
to spread to Central Asia and the Far East. Some intimations of the 
Indian religion had already reached China, but it exerted no real 
influence until no,v, \\·hen the Ku~ir)a and Chinese empires were in 
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Valley and the district of Tak.,a§ila. The Greek domains in India 
were divided into several petty kingdoms, those of the Kabul 
Valley and the N.-W. Frontier chiefly ruled by kings of the line of 
Eucratides, and those of the Panjab under the line of Euthydemus. 

Little is kno\vn of the history of the Greeks in India, and their 
fortunes can only be faintly reconstructed from their remarkable coins 
(pl. LXXXIV), 1nost of which bear legends in Greek on the obverse 
and in J>rakrit on the reverse. Frotn now on, however, the ravanas 
(a term borrowed by India through the Persian from the Greek 'l&oves) 
are mentioned from time to time in Indian literature. Through the 
Greco-Bactrian kingdoms Western theories of astrology and medicine 
began to enter India, and perhaps the development of the Sanskrit 
drama was in part inspired from this source. More than one 
Indian tradition speaks of great Yavana raids. One of the Greek 
kings of the Panjab is specially retnembcrcd by Buddhism, as the 
patron of the philosopher-monk Nagascna; this \vas Milinda, or 
Menander, \vho ruled at Sakala { ?Sialkot), and whose long discussions 
with the sage are recorded in a \vell known Pali text, the Questions 
of Milinda. Menander is said to have hecome a Buddhist, but the 
Besnagar column, to which we have already referred, shows that the 
Greeks also sometimes supported the orthodox creeds, for it was 
erected by the ambassador Heliodorus in honour of the early Vai~J]a
vite deity Vasudeva. Thus some of the Greeks. \vhile not completely 
1nerging with the Indian population, soon felt the influence of their 
ways of thought, and made many compromises \.\'ith their culture. 
The author of the Ja,v-book of Manu, 'vriting probably a century 
or two later than Heliodorus, describes the Yavanas as degenerate 
k$atriyas, or nleJnbers of the \varrior class, and thus gives them a 
place in Hindu society . 

.. rhe Greco-Bactrian kingdoms, ho\vever, did not long survive. 
Bactria itself "·as occupied by the Parthians early in the second ha)f 
of the 2nd century B. c., and the Greeks were confined to their posses
sions in India and Afghanistan. Then fresh invaders appeared from 
the north. A con1plex chain of causes, climatic and political, led to 
new n1ovements of the peoples of Central Asia. The consolidation 
of the Chinese Empire under the great emperor Ch"in Shih Huang Ti 
(247-210 B.c.), and perhaps also the drying up of their pasture 
lands, had driven large bands of nomads west\vards, from the confines 
of China to the region east of the Caspian. Soon a nomadic people, 
called by the Chinese YUeh-chih, \vas bearing heavily on the Scythian 
tribesmen on the borders of Bactria. The Scyths, whom India was 
to know as Sakas, \vere driven by pressure fro1n the north and east 
to attack Bactria, which they occupied, soon to be followed by the 
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Yileh-chih. The Sakas moved on from Bactria to attack first the 
Parthian rulers of Iran, and then the Greeks in India. By the middle 
of the 1st century o.c. only a few petty Greek chiefs still ruled in 
India, and the power of the Sakas reached as far as Mathura. The 
Sakas continued the earlier practice of issuing coins \vith inscrip-
tions in Greek and Prakrit. The earliest Saka king known to have 
ruled in India was Maues ( ? c. 80 B.c.). 

Towards the end of the tst century B. C. a line of kings with Iranian 
names, usually known as Pahlavas, gained the brief suzerainty or 
N.-W. India. One of them, Gondophemes, is \vorthy of mention, 
as the ruler to whose kingdom St. Thomas is said to have brought 
India's first kno\vledge of Christianity ( p. S42). Some authorities 
have cast doubt on the truth of the legend, maintaining that 
Gondophemes· date was too early for him to have been ~t. 
Thomas's contemporary;& but at any rate he was important enough 
for his fame to reach the West, and that St. Thomas preached in 
India is by no means impossible. 

The Pahlavas were in turn conquered by the YUe~hih. The racial 
affinities of these people are uncertain; physically they were of Turkish 
type, but they perhaps spoke an Iranian language, like the Sakas. 
For a century or tnorc they dwelt in Bactria and the neighbouring 
regions of Central Asia, divided into autonomous tribes, until control 
was consolidated in the bands ofKujula Kadphises, of the tribe of the 
Ku~al}as. At some time in the first half of the 1st century A.D. 

Kujula led his \varriors over the mountains, and he and his son Vima 
Kadphises between them gained control of N.-W. India. Kujula 
was perhaps responsible for the extinction of the last of the Greek 
kings, Hcrnueus, whose line had held out in Kabul against the Sakas. 

Vinaa Kadphises was succeeded, probably after a short interregnum, 
by Kani~ka, who controlled all the western half of Northern India at 
least as far as Banaras, and whose dominions in Central Asia were 
very extensive. The Chinese annals speak of a l{u~il}a king, either 
Kani~ka or one of the Kadphises, demanding the hand of a princess of 
the imperial house of Han in marriage, and being soundly defeated 
for his arrogance by the great general Pan Ch"ao, who, at the end of 
the 1st century A.D., carried Chinese anns as far as the Caspian. 

This period was a very important one in the history of Buddhism, 
and Kani~ka is re1ne1nbered in Northern Buddhist tradition as a great 
patron of the faith. Numerous remains testify to the importance 
and popularity of Buddhism at the time, and it was now that it began 
to spread to Central Asia and the Far East. Some intimations of the 
Indian religion had already reached China, but it exerted no real 
influence until no,v, \\·hen the Ku~ir)a and Chinese empires were in 
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close contact. The period is also noteworthy for the Gandhira 
school of art, which was influential not only in India but also, in
directly, in the Far East (p. S68f) . 

The date of Kani~ka, like the chronology of the whole Saka
Ku~iJ.:la period, is very uncertain, and estilnates of the year of his 
accession have varied from 58 B.c . to A.D. 288. At present opinions 
of most competent authorities are divided between A.D. 78 and 144. 
The forn1er date is that of the foundation of one of the n1ost wide
spread Indian systems of dating, later known as the Saka Era. 
Kani~ka was not, strictly speaking, a Saka, but the term \Vas very 
loose} y applied, and he is known to have founded an era. Though 
the date A.D. i8 fits \veil \Yith other Indian evidence, certain conl
plicated synchronisms mainly based on non-Indian sources suggest 
that he reigned some decades later than this, and the question cannot 
be finally settled until new evidence apJ>ears. The successors of 
Kani~ka continued to reign in N.-W. India, but their empire was 
soon much reduced. About the middle of the Srd century Visudeva, 
one of Kani~ka's successors, was soundly defeated by Shapur I, of the 
ne\v Sasanian dynasty of Persia, and from now on the North-West 
came much under Iranian influence. 

Mean\vhile new kingdon1s had been set up in the Peninsula. In 
Orissa a great conqueror, Khiravela, appeared about the middle of 
the tst century B.c. ; he raided far and wide over India and was a 
great patron of Jainism; but his empire was short-lived, and we know 
nothing of his successors. At about the same time an important 
kingdom arose in the N.-W. Deccan from the ruins of that of the 
Mauryas the kingdom of the Satavahanas or Andhras, centred on 
Prati~thana ( n1oden1 Paithin ). This survived for SOO years or more, 
until the Srd century A.D., its po,\·er often reaching beyond theNar
mada into Malwi and, in the 2nd century A.D., fro1n coast to coast. 
Traditionally the first Satavahana king, Sin1uka, put an end to the 
last insignificant Sungas and to the l{iQva kings, wbo reigned for a 
short time in part of the old Sunga Empire. For a while. around the 
beginning of the 2nd century A.D., the Satavihanas were driven from 
the N.-W. Deccan by invading Sakas of the clan of K~aharata, whose 
great satrap Nahapana left a nun1bcr of inscriptions; but the Satavi
hanas, under the greatest of their rulers, Gautamiputra SitakarJ)in. 
recovered their lands about A.D. ISO, and nothing 1nore is heard of 
the Ksaharatas . 

• 

Another Saka dynasty, generally known as the uwestem 
Satraps ··, gained control of Kithiiwir and Malwi at about the 
same time, and ruled until soon after A.D. 888, at its height govern
ing much of Rajasthan and Sind. The greatest ruler of this line 

.. 
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was Rudradaman, who has left the earliest important inscription 
in correct Sanskrit, a long panegyric '\vhich records his martial 
exploits and his reconstruction of a great artificial lake at Gin1ar in 
Kathiawar, which had been excavated under Candragupta and 
improved in the time of A~oka. This inscription is among the 
earliest certainly dated records of ancient India, and proves that 
Rudradaman was reigning in A.D. 150. 

At this time the Dravidian South first begins to aJ>pear in the light 
of history. Traditionally the Tamil country has always been 
divided into three kingdoms Co!a (the Coromandel Coast), Kerala 
or Cera (Mala bar), and Pal}~ya (the southern tip of the Peninsula). 
These three are mentioned by A~oka as the scenes of his ,. victories 
of Righteousness.. beyond his own dominions, and a few rough 
inscriptions indicate that Buddhist and jaina ascetics visited the Tamil 
land before the beginning of the Christian era. In the earliest 
stratum of Tamil literature, which was probably composed in the 
early centuries A.D. , we find the three kingdoms in a state of almost 
continual warfare. Their kings, and the nun•erous lesser chieftains 
\'lho are also mentioned, seem to have ocen Jnore bloodthirsty than 
those of the North, and the literature contains hints of massacres and 
other atrocities such as are rarely heard of in Sanskrit literature; one 
passage even suggests cannibal feasts after battle.& The ancient -Tamil, by no means perfectly Aryanized, was a man of very different 
stamp from his gentle and thoughtful descendant. Wild and ruth
less, delighting in \var and drink, worshipping fierce gods with bacch
analian dances, passionate in love, he compares strikingly with the 
grave and knightly \varriors of the Sanskrit epics. which were 
probably receiving their final fonn at the time when the poems of the 
Tamil anthologies were being written. A few centuries were to 
alter the picture somewhat, and the next stratum of 1."'amilliterature 
sho\\·s a much deeper penetration of Aryan ideals and standards, 
but a streak of ruthlessness and disregard for individual life is evident 
in the Dravidian character down to the fall of Vijayanagara. 

Very early the Tamils took to the sea. Even in the 2nd century 
s .c . they t\\·ice invaded Ceylon, the first time soon after the death of 
the great king Devanampiya Tissa, and the second a little later. The 
latter invasion resulted in the long oa:upation of the whole of the 
northern half of the island by the Tamil king EJara, who was ex
pelled \vith great difficulty by the Sinhalese national hero, King 
Du~ugamul}u (in Pali, Du~hagamal}i) (I61-IS7 s.c. ). Tamils 
probably found their way to S.-E. Asia at about the same time, and in 
the 1st century A.D. were in close contact with Egypt and the l{oman 
Empire, through the flourishing trade with the West (p. 227ff). 
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THE GUPTAS AND HARSA 
• 

We know little of events in North India after the decline of the 
Ku,aJ:tas, but it seems that by the Srd century A.D. all India east of 
1he Panjab and Malwi was in the l1ands of small Indian kings and 
tribal chie[fi. Some authorities l1ave tried to depict the great Gupta 
emperors as liberators of India from the foreign yoke, but it seems 
that by this time the invaders had become thoroughly lndianized, and 
that their expulsion was the work of the little known predecessors 
of the Guptas. 

In A. D. S20 a new Candra Gupta, • arose, whose successors in 
great measure· restored the splendour of the Mauryas. He owed his 
rise to power largely to his marriage with a princess Kumiradevi, 
of the tribe of the Licchavis, who now reappear on the scene, eight 
centuries after their defeat by Ajatasatru. Frorn the prominence 
given to the Licchavi princess in the genealogies of later Gupta kings, 
and the minting of special coins to commemorate her marriage to 
Candra Gupta (fig. xxiva, p. S81 ), it seems that the Licchavis 
had profited by the absence of any strong central control to carve 
a ne\V kingdom, and were very influential in Magadl1a at the time. 
Candra Gupta I possessed fairly large domains, including the regions 
of Magadha and Kosala. 

Under his successor, Satnudra Gupta (c. A. D. 3S6-S76}, Pitali
putra once 1nore became tile centre of a great empire. Samudra"s 
power reached from Assam to the borders of the Panjib. He aimed 
at the establishment of a closely knit empire of the Mauryan type, 
for in his great Allahabad inscription he is said to have "violently 
uprooted ... no less tl1an nine kings of Northern India, and to have 
annexed their kingdon1s to his own. The martial tribes of Raja
sthan, howe\'er, merely rendered him homage, as did several kingdoms 
on his frontiers, while in the Eastern Deccan, where Samudra led 
a very successful expedition as far as Kanci (Conjeeveram), the 
defeated kings were reinstated on giving homage and tribute, and 
probably heard no more of their titular overlord. 

Samudra Gupta"s main effort \Vas in the direction of the west, 
where the Sakas had ruled for over 200 years and the land \Vas en
riched by the lucrative western trade. From their capital of U.ijayini 
(modern Ujjain) the Sakas still controlled Malwi and Kathiawar, and 
were a power to be reckoned with. Though Samudra"s inscription 
makes a vague reference to his receiving homage from "the Saka 
Lords .... , it is probable that he did not measure swords with them. or, 

. 
• We divide the name into its two component parts to distinguish this king and Candra 

Gupta 11 from Candragupta Maur)'a. In Sanskrat the names are identical. 
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if he did, was unsuttessful, for it is unlikely that he would have 
allowed them to remain independent if he could have prevented it. 
There is indeed a story that on his death the Sakas actually succeeded 
in shaking the Gupta Empire, and forced a weak king, Rima Gupta, to 
conclude a dishonourable peace. Most authorities reject the story, 
and deny the historicity of Rima Gupta, but the recent discovery of 
copper coins bearing this name tends to strengthen our belief that it 
has a basis of fact.IO 

It was Candra Gupta 11 (c. 876--415), the son of Samudra and 
younger brother of the shadowy Rima Gupta, who finally defeated 
the Sakas, soon after A.D. S88. Thus he became the paramount 
sovereign of all Northern India, with the exception of the North
West; and he had some control over much of the Northern Deccan, 
thanks to the marriage of his daughter Prabhivati with Rudrasena, 
king of the Vika~akas, who ruled a large kingdom in the modem 
Madhya Pradesh and Hyderabad. Rudrasena died young, and his 
\Vidow reigned until her sons came of age. It is evident from 
Prabhivatr s charters that during her regency the Vakataka court was 
much under Gupta influence. 

The reign ofCandra Gupta 11 perhaps n1arks the high waternaark of 
ancient Indian culture. Later Indian legend tells of a great and good 
King Vikranliditya, who drove the Sakas out of Ujjayini, and ruled 
over all India, which in his reign was most prosperous and happy. 
Vikramaditya was certainly one of the titles ofCandra Gupta 11, and 
the legend seems therefore to refer to him. The only important 
discrepancy is that the traditional Vikramiditya is said to have 
fotmded the Vikrama Era, the most important of India's many systems 
of dating, which is still widely current in North India, and which 
commences in 58 o.c.: thus legend places him son1e 4c00 years too 
early. Kilidisa, the greatest of India's poets and dramatists, is 
traditionally associated with Vikramaditya, and the internal evidence 
of his works points to the fact that he wrote at about this time. 

The prosperity and happiness ofCandra Gupta's empire is attested 
by another foreign traveller, unfortunately not as observant and 
informative as Megasthenes. This was Fa-hsien, a Chinese Bud
dhist monk who travelled to India in order to obtain authentic copies 
of the scriptures. The account of his travels gives much information 
about temples and monasteries, and repeats n1any Buddhist legends, 
but only a few passing phrases mention social conditions, and nothing 
at all is said about Candra Gupta himself, although Fa-hsien was in 
India for some six years of his reign. The pilgrim did, however, 
note the peacefulness of India, the rarity of serious crime, and the 
mildness of the administration. He stated that it was possible to 
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travel from one end of the country to the otl1er witl1out molestation, 
and without the need of passports. In his remarks on social custom 
he noted that all respectable people were now vegetarians, meat 
eating being confined to low castes and untouchables, in regard to 
whom he gives us the earliest clear reference to ''pollution on 
approach"". He found Buddhisnl flourishing still, but theistic 
1-Iinduism very widespread . 
. , The record of Fa-hsien shows that India had changed much since 

tJ"ie days of Megasthenes, some 700 years earlier. 'fhe mild ethics 
'?.fBuddhism and Jainism had gradually leavened Indian society, which 
was now more gentle and hun1ane than in the days of the Mauryas. ln place of the old sacrificial Brillmai)ism, Hinduism had appear~d, in 
fornt not very greatly different from that of recent centuries. Soon 
harsher and .. more primitive elements were to re emerge, but in the 
best days o{ the Gupta Empire Indian culture reached a perfection 
which it was never again to attain. At this time India was perhaps 
the happiest and most civilized region of the world, for the effete 
Roman Empire was nearing its destruction, and China was passing 
tl1rough a time of troubles between the two great periods of the Hans 
and the T'angs. 

Candra Gupta I I was succeeded by his son Ku1nara Gupta I (c. 
+ 1 5--45+), who, like Samudra Gupta, performed the V edic horse-
sacrifice, which, in theory at least, might only be performed by great 
conquerors. There is no evidence, however, that he added to his 
empire, although for 1nost of his reign he preserved it intact. But in 
the last years of Kumara Gupta I the empire suffered a severe blow; 
as with many other important events of early Indian history, details 
are annoyingly absent, but it is clear that among the chief enemies 
with whom the Guptas bad to contend were new invaders, called in 
India tl1e HW)as. They were a Central Asian people, known to 
Byzantine writers as Hephthalites or White Huns, and it is usually 
considered that they were a branch of the great group of Turko
Mongol peoples who were threatening Europe at about the same 
time; certain modern scholars, however, claim that they were in no 
way related to tl1e Huns of Attila, but were of Iranian stock.ll The 
HW)as had occupied Bactria some time before, and now, like the 
earlier Greeks, Sakas and Ku~il)as, they crossed the mountains and 
attacked the plains of India; it is probable that kindred Central Asian 
tribes came in tl1eir train. 

Once more Western India was the prey of fierce raiders. who were 
with the greatest difficulty kept at bay by the Emperor's son, Skanda 
Gupta. During the war with the Hiil}as Kumi.ra Gupta died, and 
Skanda Gupta (c. 455-467) assum~d power. though not born of the 
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chief queen and therefore not the regular heir to the throne. He 
succeeded in re-establishing the Gupta Empire, and by the end of 465 
it was again at peace; but he reigned for little more than twelve 
years, and on his death the great days of the Guptas were over. The 
empire continued. but central control weakened, and local governors 
became feudatory kings with hereditary rights. Beyond Magadha 
and Bengal the Gupta etnperors now exercised litde more than titular 
control. 

At the close of the 6th century fresh Hiil}a inroads occurred, and 
this time were even more difficult to repel. The empire was dis
united. and no strong man of the calibre of Skanda Gupta came 
forward to drive out the invader. For some thirty years. from 
A. D. 600 onwards, Western India was in the hands ofHW)a kings. two 
of whom, Toram~a and his son Mihirakula, were apparently mighty 
monarchs. The latter is remembered by the 7th century Chinese 
traveller Hsiian Tsang as a fierce persecutor of Buddhism, and in 
Kashmir, one of the centres of his power, memories of his sadistic 
tyranny were still alive in the 12th century, lvhen they were recorded 
by the historian Kalhal)a. Mihirakula seems to have been driven 
from the plain of the Ganges by Narasirpha Gupta, who had the 
cognomen Biliditya, under which his triumph is recorded by Hsilan 
Tsang; about 5SO Mihirakula was also defeated in Western India, 
this time by Ya~odharman, an energetic king of Manda.sor, who 
built a large kingdom which did not survive his death. Though 
Mihirakula apparently retained his hold on Kashmir and parts of the 
North-West, Hiil}a power never again seriously threatened India. 
and the HuQas soon lost their individua1ity. 

These incursions were the death-blo\Y of the Gupta Empire, which 
by A.D. 550 had con1pletely vanished. A new Gupta line, probably 
not related to the great one, ruled in :tvlagadha until the 8th century. 
North of the Ganges another kingdom, that of the Maukharis, rose 
to prominence, aJld first gave intj.Jortance to the city of Kinyakubja, 
the modern Kanauj, which \Vas to become the cultural centre of 
Northern India until the co•ning of the Muslims, and its largest and 
most prosperous city. In Gujarat a line of Gupta feudatories, the 
Maitrakas. becan1e strong and independent. Evidently all sem
blance of political unity had again vanished. It is at this time tl1at 
we first bear of the Gutjaras, a new people who were to provide one 
of the strongest dynasties of the Middle Ages. The invasions of the 
l{iil}aS destroyed or dispersed the older martial tribes of Rajasthin. 
and their places were taken by newcomers, probably acclimatized 
invaders, from \vhorn n1ost of the Rajput clans of the Middle Ages 
were descended. 
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The centre of interest now shifts for a time to Sthinvisvara • 
(modem Thanesar), in the \vatershed of the Satlaj and the Janmi, 
\vhich is so important for India's security, and where so many decisive 
battles have been fought. Here a local king, Prabhikaravardhana of 
the family of Pu~yabhuti, had grown in power as a result of successful 
raids on Western India and against the HW)as, who still held parts 
of the Panjab. His mother was a princess of the second Gupta line, 
and his daughter, Rajyasri, \vas married to the Maukhari king, 
Grahavarman. Thus Prabhakaravardhana kept on good terms with 
his neighbours in the east, while he gathered strength in the west. 
But the Guptas and Maukharis \Vere hereditary enemies, and, at 
about the time of Prabhakaravardhana·s death, war broke out between 
them. Rijyavardhana, the new king of Sthil)vi~vara, hurried to the 
support of the Maukharis, \vhile the Guptas had the assistance of 
~iilka, the king of Bengal. In the \var both Grahavartnan of 
Kinyakubja and Rajyavardhana of Sth~vi.fvara were killed. The 
fonner died without an heir, and the two kingdoms 'vere combined 
under Har~avardhana or Har~a, the second son of Prabhil<aravar
dhana and the brother-in-law of Grahavarman. 

Har~a ascended the throne in 606 at the age of sixteen, and in the 
forty-one years of his reign he succeeded in partially restoring the 
glories of the Guptas. Some of his fame is due to the fact that, in 
comparison with most other early Indian kings, his reign is remark
ably well documented. The poet Bal}a, \vho \Vas patronized by 
Har~a, has left a florid account of the events leading up to his rise to 
power (p. 446ft'), \vhile in the latter part of his reign India was visited 
by another Chinese pilgrim, HsUan Tsang, who wrote a very valuable 
description of India. \vhich, unlike the account of Megasthenes, has 
survived intact. While his n1ain purpose, like that of Fa-hsien, was 
to obtain Buddhist manuscri))ts and visit sacred sites, Hsilan Tsang 
was less other-worldly than the earlier pilgrim, and be was in close 
touch 'vith Har~a, \vbont he much adn1ircd and who gave him an 
honoured place at his court. His \vork is therefore of •nuch greater 
historical value than that of Fa-hsien. 

Although Har~a gained control of n1ost of Northern India, fro•n 
Kathia\var to Bengal, his en1pire was feudal in structure. Outside 
the immediate domains of Kanyakubja and Sthanvi~vara, many of the 
old kings retained their thrones. Sasanka, the fierce anti-Buddhist 
king of Bengal, \vho overran Magadha at the time of Har~a·s acces
sion, \vas driven back to his o'vn domains and his kingdom fell to 
Har~a. but Deva Gupta. the king who had been chiefty responsible 
for the downfall of Har~a·s brother-in-law Grahavarnlan Maukhari, 
was replaced by a relative, Midhava Gupta, and the Maitraka king of 
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Kithiawar, after being defeated by Har~a. was allowed to retain his 
throne as a vassal. Har~a controlled his great empire by cease
lessly travelling from province to province, both in his own domains 
and in those of his feudatories, who seem to have spent much time 
in attendance on their overlord. When he died without heirs it is 
not surprising that his empire fell to pieces. 

Har~a seems to have been a man of great gifts and intense energy. 
As Candragupta by Megasthenes, he is described by Hsiian Tsang 
as hearing the complaints of his humbler subjects 'vith unwearying 
patience, not in his audience hall, but in a small travelling pavilion by 
the roadside. He loved pomp, however, and in his progresses he \vas 
accompanied by a tremendous train of attendants, courtiers, officials, 
Buddhist monks, and brahmal')s. He was a loyal and 'varm friend, 
and, if we can believe the sources, fantastically generous to those 
whom he favoured. He loved philosophy and literature, and in 
his leisure found time to write three very con1petent dramas 
(p. 4+1 ). 

His empire was very extensive. Even Bhaskaravanuan, the king 
of remote Assam, attended his court, and if not technically feudatory 
to him was much under his influence. It would seem that Dhaskara
varman assisted Har~a against Sasanka at the beginning of his reign, 
and the two kings were lifelong friends. Only in the Deccan Har~a 
could n1ake no progress. Here he attacked the Calukya king Pula
ke§in 11, but was thoroughly defeated, and could never again pass 
the N armada. 

Hsilan Tsang shows that Buddhism was definitely declining in 
India at this time, although in the latter part of his reign Har~a fell 
increasingly under its influence. Now certain elements of later 
Hinduism, of which there are few traces in the tin1c of the Guptas, 
were strongly in evidence. The growth of tantric cults (p. SS7) and 
of such practices as sati (p. 187f) sho\vs that a cultural decline had 
already set in. Law and order were not as well n1aintained as in 
Gupta times, for, in contrast to J."'a-hsien, who was so impressed by 
the peaceable and la\v-abiding state of India, HsUan Tsang was twice 
robbed by bandits in Har~a·s do1nains, and on one occasion was nearly 
sacrificed to the goddess Durga by river pirates, in the very heart 
of the empire. 

THE MIDDLE AGES IN THE NORTH 

The history of the succeeding centuries is a rather drab story of 
endemic warfare between rival dynasties. It can be followed in some 
detail, thanks to the numerous inscriptions and copper-plate charters 
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of the period, but the detail is monotonous and uninteresting to all 
but the specialist. 

On Har,a's death there was great confusion. A usurper, AruQi .. 
sva, temporarily seized Kanyakubja, and attacked Wang HsUan-ts'~, 
\\"ho had come with a small detachment of troops as ambassador to 
Har~a from the Chinese emperor, rr'ai-tsung. Wang escaped with 
his little force and gathered reinforcements from Tibet, Nepal and 
Assam; with the aid of these he captured ArW)a~va, who was taken 
back to China to end his days in attendance on the T·ang Emperor. 
After this Bhiskaravarman of Assam extended his power west\vards, 
and occupied part of Magadha. Meanwhile the second Gupta 
dynasty revived, and Adityasena Gupta was the most important 
monarch of the latter half of the 7th century, and one of the last 
great Indian kings to perforn1 the Vedic horse-sacrifice. Early in 
the 8th century an upstart named Y a~ovar1nan established an empire 
at Kinyakubja, which for a while controlled much of the North, but 
which soon fell to Lalitaditya, one of the few Kash1nir kings to play 
an important part in the politics of the Gangetic Plain. In tbe follow
ing two centuries two great dynasties, the Palas of Bihir and Bengal, 
and the Gurjara-Pratiharas of Kinyakubja, divided the hegemony of 
Northern India between thent. 

The Palas of Eastern India were the first to gain the ascendancy, 
and for a while, in dle early part of the 9th century. were the masters 
of Kanyakubja. The long reign of the great king Dharmapila 
(c. 77o-8t0) marks the apogee of Pila power; by the time of his 
death control of Kanyakubja \Vas lost, but his successor, Devapala 
(c. 8Jo-860), was still a very important king, who was in diplomatic 
contact with the Sailendra kings of Sumitra. The PaJa kings 
are chiefly notable for their patronage of Buddhism, which, in a 
rather corrupt forrn, flourished in their dominions during the three 
centuries of their rule. It was from the Pala empire that Buddhism 
was introduced into Tibet, 'vhere, co1nbined with many native beliefs, 
it survives to the present day. 

In the 9th and lOth centuries the Gurjara-Pratihiras, who probably 
originated in Rijasthan, were masters of Kanyakubja, and the most 
powerful kings of Northern India. They successfully resisted the 
Arabs, who, in i I 2, had occupied Sind, and who for over a century 
made frequent attacks on tbeir eastern neighbours. The t\\'O most 
powerful Pratihara kings, Mihira Bhoja (c. 84Q-885) and Mahendra
pala (c. 885-910), pushed back the Palas, and v.·cre overlords of 
most of Northern India as far as the borders of Bengal. But they 
were weakened by the repeated invasions of the Ra~trakutas of 
the Deccan, lvho, in 916, temporarily occupied Kanyakubja. These 
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persistent raids from the south seem to have turned the attention of 
the Pratihara kings away from the North-West, where ne'v forces 
\Vere gathering which \vere ultimately to overthrow Hindu India. 
1."hough the Pratihiras regained their capital after its occupation by 
the R~p-akii~as, they never regained their strength. and throughout 
the 10th century the Pratibara feudatories grew Jnore and 1nore 
powerful at the expense of tbeir forrner n1asters. 

In Afghanistan a line of Turkish chieftains had established a power
ful kingdom at Ghazni, and began to look covetously at the rich 
plains of India. In 986 one of their amirs, Sabuktigin, made his 
first raid on the tnost important king of N.-\1\ .... India, Jayapala: in a 
second raid he occupied Pesha\var. In 99i he was succeeded by his 
son Mahntud, who soon en1barkcd on a deliberate policy of raiding 
the rich and divided kingdonts of India. In 1001 he defeated and 
captured Jayapala, who conunitted suicide. Jayapala's son, Ananda
pala, fonncd a league of 1-lindu princes against the invader, but the 
unwieldy and disunited Indian forces, basing their strategy and tactics 
on ancient precepts and relying on the unpredictable tnorale of the 
fighting elephant, \Vere defeated near Peshawar by the s1naller and 
anore rnobile !vfusli•n arn1y, and the \vhole of India lay open to the 
invader. Beh\·cen 1001 and 10~; Mahmiid made seventeen great 
raids on India. The whole ,.;estem half of the land felt the force of 
the Turu;kas; palaces and te1nples were looted and desecrated, and 
enorntous caravans of booty and slaves \vere taken back to Ghazni. 
The raids reached as far as the great shrine of Somnath in Kathiawar, 
and the kingdo1n of the Candcllas in Dundelkhand. Among India's 
great cities Kanyakubja and Mathura were captured and plundered. 

Mahmiid did not remain in India, however, for, though Muslin1 
chroniclers de)lict him as a staunch propagator of Islam. intent on 
converting the infidel and bringing India under the control of the true 
faith, his expeditions \\·ere rather for the purpose of plunder than of 
conquest. But the N.-W. Frontier and the Panjab were armexed 
to his kingdon1, as were the Arab kingdon1s of Sind, which had long 
ceased to be a 1nenace to the rest of India. After the sack of Kinya
kubja the g reat Pratihara dynasty, which had been losing power for a 
hundred years, soon disappeared. Its last ianportant king, Rajya
pala, ""'as defeated and dethroned by his neighbour Vidyadhara the 
Candella, ""those kingdon1 had for1nerly been tributary to the 
Pratiharas, and who Jlrofited by their disco1nfiture at the hands of the 
Muslim to extend his o\vn power; but Vidyadhara himself was too 
\veak to resist Mahmud effectively, and was forced to pay him tribute. 

For about a century and a half Northern India retained its indepen
dence. In Banaras and Kinyakubja a new ruling family, the Giha4a-
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valas, managed to build a fairly prosperous kingdom. In Rajasthin 
the dynasty of the Cihamanas rose in protninence and power. The 
influence of the Candellas of Bundelkhand grew with the fall of the 
Pratihiras. In Gujarat there ruled the prosperous line of the Caulu
kyas or Solailkis, much under the influence of Jainism. In Malwa 
the Paratnara dynasty flourished under King Bhoja ( 1018-1055), 
famous in legend, who was an accomplished scholar and a great 
builder of dams and artificial lakes for irrigation (p. 192f) . Madhya 
Pradesh was in the hands of the Kalacuri dynasty. In Bengal the 
Palas were replaced by the Senas, who were strong supporters of 
orthodox Hinduism, and who inaugurated sotnething of an anti
Buddhist reaction. 

Thus Northern India, in the twilight of Hindu independence. was 
hopelessly divided. As well as the main dynasties, whose nantes we 
have tnentioned, there were many lesser lines, theoretically tributary 
to the greater, but virtually independent in their own territories and 
always ready to revolt against their overlords. The conservative 
king.s of India had learnt no lessons from Malunud·s raids. They 
were still incapable of serious co-operation, and their enorntous 
armies were slow and un,vieldy. At the end of the J 2th century 
the three chief kings of Northern India Prthviraja Cahamana, 
jayaccandra Giha~avila, and Paramardideva Candella • were in a 
state of tripartite war. 

A nen' Turkish ruling house supplanted the line of Mahmud in 
Afghanistan. In 117S Ghiyis-ud-din of Ghor annexed Ghazni. 
His younger brother, Shihab-ud-din. usually kno,vn as Muhatnmad of 
Ghor, proceeded to conquer the Ghaznavid possessions in the Panjab 
and Sind, and then turned his attention to the Hindu states. The 
initiative in resistance caane from Prthviraja, who patched up his 
quarrels and prepared to meet the invader. In 1 191 the Hindu ar1ny 
met Muhatnmad at Tarain, not far fro1n Thanesar, once the capital 
of the great Har~a. The invaders \vere defeated, but in the follow
ing year they returned \vith a larger force. This time the Jnounted 
archers of the Muslims overpo,vered the Hindu anny and Prthviraja 
\vas defeated and killed. He is remembered to this day by the Riijputs 
as a tnodel of chivalry and courage, and is the hero of •nany folk 
ballads. 

Muhammad returned home, and left the work of conquest to his 
generals. The chief of these, Qutb-ud-din Aibak, occupied Delhi, an 
important city of the Cahamana l<ingdoJn, and made it his headquar
ters. Another general, Muha1nmad ibn Bakhtiyar, pressed on down 

• These names arc often met in their 1-Jindl forms: Prit/jvfraj or Pilhora Clu211/z4n, 
Jaiclulnd G4Jurnudr, and Parmil Candtl. 
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the Ganges and overran Bihar, where he put many Buddhist tnonks 
to the s\vord. He then occupied Bengal \Vith little difficulty. The 
Candella kingdom of Bundelkhand fell in 1203. In 1206 Muham
mad, \Vho had succeeded his brother as sultan of Ghor, \Vas assassi
nated, and his general Qutb-ud-din, a manumitted slave, became the 
first sultan of Delhi. 

In Rajasthan and other outlying districts Hindu kingdoms con
tinued, sometimes paying tribute to the more energetic sultans, but 
often virtually free, \Vhile regions \Vith sharply defined natural 
boundaries, such as Kashmir, Nepal, Assam and Orissi, retained their 
autonomy. These kingdoms had al\vays been in effect independent, 
only occasionally rendering tribute and homage to the greater kings 
of the Plains, and in general they had little political effect on India as 
a \Vhole, and were little affected by it politically. FroJn no\v on, 
until the J8th century, Muslim rulers dominated Northern India, 
and the great days of Hindu civilization were at an end. 

THE MIDDLE AGES IN THE PENINSULA 

While in Northern India the standards of Hindu culture declined 
some\vhat after the Gupta age, in the Deccan they flourished and 
advanced. By this time Aryan influence had penetrated the whole of 
the Peninsula, and the contact of Aryan and Dra'\·idian produced a 
vigorous cultural synthesis, \Vhich in tun1 had an inuuense influence 
on Indian civilization as a \Vhole. 

Po\vcr was generally centred on two foci, one in the ~·estern Dec
can and the other in the Cola country, the Coromandel coast. The 
political history of the medieval Deccan is largely wncerncd with the 
struggles bet\veen the dynasties controlling these t\vO centres. 
Mal)y lesser kingdoJus also existed, ho\vcver, often tributary to the 
larger ones, but so1netilnes rising to considerable po\ver. 

In the Northern Deccan the Vakatakas vanished at about the same • 
time as the Guptas, and in the middle of the 6th century the \Vest and 
centre of the Peninsula caane under the control of the Calukya 
Dynasty, ruling from Vitapi (no\v called Badami) in Hyderibid. 
Its greatest king. Pulake§in 11 (c. 609-642 ), \Vas the approximate 
co~temporary of Har~a. \Vhonl he suc.cessfully resisted, only to be 
def~ated at the end of his reign by Narasirphavannan, the Pallava 
kipg of Kiiici (Conjee\'eram). The Jlallavas, \Vho had been ruling 
since the 4th century, \Vere great temple builders ( p. 855), and see1n 
to have much encouraged the gro\vth of .. ~ryan institutions in the 
South. 

In the 7th century the Calukyas divided into eastern and western 
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branches, and in the following century the western branch was re
placed by the R~traku~as of Manyakhe!a (modem Milkhed, in 
Hyderibid ), whose martial efforts were largely directed against the 
North, and who made many raids beyond the Narmadi. A revived 
Cilukya line, ruling from Kalyil)i~ replaced the Ri~~rakiitas in 97S, 
and controlled the Deccan until the end of the 12th century, when their 
empire was divided between the Yadavas of Devagiri in the Northern 
Dettan, the Kakatiyas of Warangal in the Telugu-speaking areas of 
the east, and the Hoysa}as of~Dora.samudra in M ysore. 

The Pallavas of Kaiici persisted with declining fortunes Wltil the 
end of the 9th century, when their territories were annexed by the 
Cola kings of Tanjore, Aditya 1 (c. 870-906), and Parantaka I 
(c. 906- 969 ). The Co!a kingdom, one of the three great kingdoms 
of Tamil tradition. had been virtually submerged by the Pallavas for 
centuries. No'v it rose again, and for some 900 years ruled the Coro
mandel Coast and much of the Eastenl Deccan, giving a large measure 
of security to its people and supporting a flourishing social and cuJ .. 
rural life. The most notable of the Cola kings were Rajaraja I 
{986- 1014-) and Rajendra I ( 1014-1042), in whose reigns the power 
of the dynasty reached its zenith. The former conquered Ceylon, 
and the latter carried his power by land to the mouth of the Ganges, 
and sent out a great naval expedition, which occupied parts of Burma, 
Malaya and Sumitra. This \vas perhaps despatched \\·ith the inten
tion of suppressing the piratical activities of the Indonesian kings. 
\vho interfered with the flourishing trade between South India and 
China. The Co!a hold on S.-E. Asia does not appear to have lasted 
long, however, and Hajendra·s naval expedition is unique in the 
annals of India. 

The CoJas held Northern Ceylon until soon after I 070, when they 
were expelled by the Sinhalese king Vijayabihu I ( 107Q-J 1 I+). 
From now on the Cola power declined, and the Pil)4ya kings of 
Madurai were continually attempting to regain their independence. 
while pressure from the Calukyas increased. Vijayabahu of Ceylon 
inaugurated a period of success and prosperity for the island, which 
culminated in the reign of Parakramabihu I ( J 16S-1 186), the great
est of Sinhalcsc kings (pl. LX a), whose splendour can be seen in 
the remains of his capital, Polonnaruva, whither the scat of govern
ment had been transferred fro1n the earlier capital of Anuradhapura 
at the time of the Tan1il invasions. Parakramabihu for a while 
turned the tables on the Tamils, and Sinhalese troops, profiting by 
the P~4yan rebellions against the CO!as, attacked the Indian coast, 
and even temporarily occupied Madurai. 

Though their power declinect, the CO}as long maintained the central 
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part of their empire, the region around Kaiici and Tanjore. The 
political stability and freedom from attack afforded by their efficient 
government greatly encouraged Tamil culture, and the large number 
of donati\'e inscriptions of this period testifies to a flourishing ec<r 
nomy. Administratively the Co!a Empire is remarkable for the 
influence exerted by local autonomous bodies; village and district 
councils, under the supervision of the central government, introduced 
an element into the structure of the state which, if not democratic, 
was at least popular (p. 106). 

The Colas fell in the J sth century \vhen their territory was shared 
by the Hoysa!as of Mysore and the revived PaJ)4ya dynasty of 
Madurai. No'v the Deccan was soon to feel the force of Islam, which 
was already the master of Norrhem India. In the reign of the able 
sultan of Delhi. Ala' -ud-din Khalji ( 1296-1 s 15), a series of brilliant 
raids, led by the eunuch general Malik Kafur, a converted Hindu, 
crushed the Deccan kingdoms, and for a time a Muslim sultanate was 
set up even in Madurai, in the extrerr.e south. 

The Dravidians "'ere not finally subjugated, however. Within a 
few years of Malik Kafur~s raids, in ISS6, an independent Hindu 
kingdom was founded at Vijayanagara, on the Tungabhadra River. 
This kingdom, after desperately resisting the Ballmani sultans of 
the Northern Deccan, established its hegemony over the whole Penin
sula from the Kr~Qa River south'\vards. teaming soJnething of 
military strategy froJn their Muslim enemies, the kings of Vijayana
gara maintained their independence until the ntiddle of the 16th 
century, and, in a reduced foran, even later. Of the splendour and 
affluence of their capital we have European accounts, from the Italian 
Nicolo dei Conti, who visited India in the early 15th century and from 
the Portuguese tra\'ellers Paes and Nuniz, who n1ade contact with 
the kingdom of Vijayanagara about a h\mdred years later from the 
recently established Portuguese settlement of Goa. All were im
pressed by the splendour of the capital and the ·wealth of the court. 

The great king Kr~Qa Deva Raya ( 1509-1529) (pl. LXXI). had 
he lived longer, might have driven the Muslims from the Dec.can 
altogether. Of him Paes '\Vrote in terms rarely used by a European 
traveller of an oriental monarch: 

.. lie is the most feared and perfect king that could possibly be, cheerful 
of disposition and very merry; he is one that seeks to honour foreigners. . . . 
asking about all t11eir affairs \vhatever their condition may be. lie is a 
great ruler and a man of much justice. but subject to sudden fits of rage .... 
lie is by rank a greater lord than any. by reason of \vhat he possesses in 
armies and territories. but . . . he has nothing compared to what a man like 
him ought to have, so gallant and perfect is he in all things ... ll 
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Paes, in the reign of Kr~l)a Deva lliya, rentarked on the prosperity 
of the people and the cheapness of provisions; but N uniz, the second 
Portuguese traveller, who visited Vijayanagara in the reign ofKr~Qa·s 
successor Acyuta ( 1529-tl-2 ), was less impressed, and stated that the 
underlings of the king w·ere overbearing and the common people 
ntuch oppressed. It is evident that the benefident regime of K!1Qa 
Deva Raya was not continued after his death. His successors were 
weaker tnen than he, and embroiled themselves wmecessarily in the 
intrigues of the Muslim sultanates of the Northern Deccan, relying 
on the prestige gained for them by their more powerful predecessor. 
In 1565, at Talikota, the tk facto ruler of Vijayanagara, Rama Raja, 
\vas utterly defeated by a coalition of Deccan sultans, the great city 
\vas n1ercilessly sacked, and the greatness of the e1npire \vas at an end. 

This was the last important Hindu kingdom of the older type. 
·rhat of the M arathas, which arose in the Western Deccan in the late 
J. 7th century and was the most forceful element in Indian politics in 
the 18th, lies beyond our province. 

The ultimate ilnportance of this period in the history of the Penin
sula was cultural and religious. Jainisrn was once very strong in 
Mysore and other parts of the South, and often. under royal patron
age, it became virtually the state religion. But in the Ta1nil country 
at this period a ne\v ecstatically devotional theism arose, looking for 
inspiration rather to hymns in the vernacular than to the Vedas or 
earlier sacred texts in Sanskrit. This was subsequently to set the 
standard for the popular religion of the whole of India. through the 
work of anissionary theologians who travelled all over the sub-conti
nent in the later aniddle ages. The work and influence of the great 
medieval Dravidian saints anti philosophers will be discussed in 
another chapter. 

This brief outline of the political history of Hindu India sho\vs that 
she produced n1any bold adventurers and imperious conquerors. As 
our following chaJ)ter tells, they were ruthless in gaining and retain
ing po\ver, and looked on war as a normal political eXJ>edient. 
Except during the Mauryan period political Wlity was unknown, and 
the highly organized and tightly controlled adtninistration of the 
ancient Indian state had no counte•·part in inter-state relations, where 
endemic anarchy was only mitigated by a tradition of fair play in 
\varfa.re, which \Vas by no 1neans al\vays followed. Here, and in the 
conservatism of the medieval period, lay the g .. eat weakness of Hindu 
India, \vhich made her a prey to successive invaders. Of these the 
wild tribes of Central Asia ,,.ere rapidly assimilated, but the Muslims 
with their rigidly codified religion, were too much for even the 
omnivorous Hindu culture to digest . Interaction between the two 
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religions and ways of life indeed took place, and once at least a modus 
vi'Oendi was almost reached (p. 480). It is not wholly surprising, 
however, that, when India began to reassert herself, two nations 
6hould have replaced the single British Raj; but all impartial students 
must regret that the unity of the Indian sub<ontinent has been once 
1nore lost. and trust that the two great nations of India and Pakistan 
may soon forget the bitterness bon1 of centuries of strife, in co
operation for the comn1on welfare of their peoples. 

.. 



IV 

THE STATE: POLITICAl .. LIFE AND TIIOUGHT 

SOURCES 

FROM the days of Plato and Aristotle European thought has turned 
its attention to such questions as the origin of the state, the ideal 
form of government, and the basis of law, and politics has long been 
looked on a..~ a branch of philosophy.. India also thought on such 
questions, but she had no schools of political philosophy in the West
ern sense. The problems which form the stock-in-trade of the 
European political philosopher are answered in Indian texts, but in a 
take-it-or-leave-it manner, with little discussion; often indeed the 
only argument in favour of a proposition is the citation of an old 
legend, used much as Plato's adaptations of older myths to reinforce 
his theories. 

Though India had no fonnal political philosophy, the science of 
statecraft was much cultivated, and a nutnber of important textbooks 
on this topic have survived. Da!ltJaniti, the administration of force, 
or riijaniti, the conduct of kings, was a severely practical science, 
and the texts cursorily dismiss the more philosophical aspect of 
politics, but give comparatively detailed advice on the organiza
tion of the state and the conduct of governmental affairs. The 
later Vedic literature tells Ufl sontething, incidentally, about 
political life and thought in the pre-Buddhist period, and we can 
gather much from the Pili scriptures of Buddhism; but the earliest 
and most important textbook specifically devoted to statecraft is the 
Kau!iliya ArthaJastra, which is attributed to Kautilya, the famous 
minister of Candragupta Maurya (p. 60). Some authorities still 
1naintain the full autl1enticity of the work, but there are grave 
objections to this view. The text refers to people and places 
(notably China) which do not seem to have been kno\vn to the 
Indians in the 4th century B.C. It does not use much of the official 
terminology employed in the A.Sokan inscriptions or in the Pili 
scriptures, but it contains many governmental tenns which apparently 
did not become popular until post-l\fauryan times. Yet it is certainly 
pre-Guptan, and is, we believe, the elaboration of a Mauryan original 
which was perhaps the work of Kautilya himself. V\-'hatever its 
age, the Arthasastra gives very detailed instructions on the control 
of the state, the organization of the national economy, and the conduct 
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of war, and it is a most precious .source-book for many aspects of 
ancient Indian life. 

The next important source, in chronological order, is the great 
epic, the Mahiibharato, of which the twelfth book, known as the 
Santi Parvan, is a collection of many disparate passages on statecraft 
and hu1nan conduct, inserted into the body of the epic in the early 
centuries of the Christian era. Other passages on statecraft are 
found elsewhere in the MaMbh4rata, and in the second of the great 
epics, the Ramaya.~. The great body of literature generally called 
Smrti, giving instruction in the Sacred La\v, is very important in this 
connexion, and will be discussed later ( p. 128f) ; especially significant 
is the seventh .section of the lawbook ascribed to the primeval .sage 
Manu, probably composed early in the Christian era. 

From the Gupta period and the Middle Ages a number of political 
texts survive, the most important of " 'hich are the Nitisara ("Essence 
of Politics··) of Kamandakal' perhaps written during the Gupta period, 
the Nitivalcyiimrta (··Nectar of Aphorisms on Politics'') of Son1adeva 
Suri, a jaina writer of the 10th century, and the Nitz"Jastra ("Treatise 
on Politics") attributed to the ancient sage Sukra, but evidently of 
late medieval origin. These repeat much that has been said before, 
but here and there contain original ideas. Besides sources specifically 
dealing with political life and thought, ancient Indian literature as a 
whole, from the l.lg Yeda onwards, yields much information, and 
inscriptions of one kind and another are extremely valuable in this 

• connexaon. 
The texts do not discuss wholly impossible utopias; their advice 

is often pedantic, but usually more or less feasible. However, it is 
not likely that any king conducted his affairs wholly on textbook lines, 
and there is ample evidence that the recommendations of the experts 
were not al~vays put into effect. The reader must al\vays bear in 
1nind that in the texts on statecraft and Sacred Law· the authors 
describe things not as they were in fact, but as they believed they 
ought to be. Probably in no kingdo1n of ancient India, not even in that 
of the Mauryas, ~vas the influence of the state quite so all-per\'ading 
as in the .system envisaged by the Artho!astra, though its author evi
dently based his precept upon current practice. Similarly the vicious 
punishments laid down by Manu for religious crimes (for exatnp)e a 
'iidra \VhO ,. arrogantly teaches brahmaJ)S their duty" shall have 
boiling oil poured in his mouth and ears') are the suggestions of a 
fanatic and were rarely if ever put into practice. Moreover the 
texts are permeated with pedantry, and show the passion for sterile 
classification to "vhich the Indian paJJ4it has often been prone. It is 
unlikely that the more energetic and self-reliant rulers worried 
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overmuch about the ArtllaJiistra' s discussion of different schools of 
thought on such questions as whether it is better to acquire a wild 
and rebellious but prosperous country, or a pacific but poor one. 
Many errors have been made by historians through their uncritical 
acceptance of these political texts as giving an exact picture of things 
as they were. 

KINGSHIP 

The earliest legend on the origin of kingship occurs in the Ait11reya 
BriiAmD'!JII,t one of the later Vedic texts, perhaps of the 8th or 7th 
century B.c. This tells ho\v the gods and demons were at war, and 
the gods were suffering badly at the hands of their enemies. So 
they met together and decided that they needed a rajii to lead them 
in battle. They appointed lndra as their king, and the tide soon 
turned in their favour. This legend suggests that in the earliest 
times kingship in India \vas thought to be based upon human need 
and military necessity, and that the king's first duty was to lead his 
subjects in \Var. A little later the Taittiriya Upani1ad3 .repeats the 
story, but in a significantly altered fornl; the discomfited gods did 
not elect lndra, but sacrificed to the high god Prajipati, who sent his 
son lndra to become their king. At this stage the king was still 
thought of as primarily a leader in \Var "they who have no king 
cannot fight" says the text but kingship \vas already given divine 
sanction and the king of the immortals, who was the prototype of all 
earthly kings, held his office by the appointment of the Most High. 

Even at this time, before the days of the Buddha, the king was 
exalted far above ordinary mortals, through the magical power of 
the great royal sacrifices. The Royal Consecration ( rajosU]a), 
which in its full form comprised a series of sacrifices lasting for over 
a year, imbued the king with divine power. In the course of the 
ceremonies he was identified with lndra •• because he is a k~atriya and 
because he is a sacrificer"," and even with the high god Prajipati 
himself.& He took three steps on a tiger·s skin, and was thus magic
ally identified with the god Vi~l)u, whose three paces covered earth 
and heaven. The chief priest addressed the gods with the words: 
• w Of mighty po""·er is he who has been consecrated; now he has 
become one of yours; you must protect him. "8 The king was evi
dently the fellow of the gods, if not a god himself. 

The magical power which pervaded the king at his consecration 
was restored and strengthened in the course of his reign by further 
rites, such as the ceremonial rejuvenation of the vajapey11 and the 
horse-sacrifice ( DlvDmtdluz, p. 42). which not only ministered to his 
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ambition and arrogance, but also ensured the prosperity and fertility 
of the kingdom. Implicit in the whole brahmal)ic ritual w~ the 
idea of the king·s divine appointment, and though the rajasuya \vas 
replaced in later times by a simplified ablli§eka, or baptism, the 
ceremony still had this magical flavour. 

But the centre of brahmal)iC culture w~ the Ganges-Janmi 
Doab. If among the Kurus and Pa.~1calas, \vho were the chief tribes 
of this region, the king was hedged about with divine •nystery, else
where his status may have been less exalted, for the Buddhists had 
their own legend of the origin of kingship, \vhich involved no heavenly 
prototype, but looked back to a primitive social contract. 1 The story 
is put into the Jnouth of the Buddha himself, and, whether or not it is 
realty his. it certainly represents the thought on the subject in the 
eastern part of India in the centuries following the Buddha's death, 
for the jainas, who rose at about the same tin1e and in the same region, 
had a very similar legend.8 

In the early days of the cosmic cycle mankind lived on an immaterial 
plane, dancing on air in a sort of fairyland, where there was no need 
of food or clothing, and no private property, family, government or 
la\\·s. Then gradually the process of cosmic decay began its work, 
and mankind became earthbound, and felt the need of food and shelter. 
As men lost their primeval glory distinctions of class ( var~a) arose, 
and they entered into agreements one \vith another, accepting the 
institutions of private property and the family. With this theft, 
murder, adultery, and other crin1e began, and so the people met 
together and decided to appoint one man an1ong the•n to rnaintain 
order in return for a share of the produce of their fields and herds. 
He "vas called "the Great Chosen One" ( Mallasa1nnrota), aJtd he 
received the title of raja because he pleased the people. The ety-

. mology of the word riija from the verb raiijoyali ( •• he pleases"") is 
certainly a false one, but it was widely maintained and is found even 
in non-Buddhist sources. 

The story of the Mahasammata gives, in the form of a •nyth worthy 
of Plato, one of the world. s earliest versions of the widespread con
tractual theory of the state, which in Europe is specially connected 
with the names of Locke and Rousseau. It implies that the main 
purpose of government is to establish o.-der, and that the king, ~ 
head of the government, is the first social servant, and ultimately 
dependent on the suffrage of his subjects. 'fhus in ancient Indian 
thought on the question of the origin of monarchy t\vo strands are 
evident, the rnystical and the contractual, often rather incongruously 
combined. 

In thought, if not in practice, it was the mystical theory of kingship 

• 
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which carried most weight with succeeding generations. The 
author of the ArthaJiistra had no illusions about the king's human 
nature, and seems to have had little tinte for Jnysticistn, but he recog
nized that legends about the origin of kingship had propaganda value. 
In one place he advises that the king 's agents should spread the story 
that, when anarchy prevailed at the dawn of the aeon, nten elected 
the mythical first king Manu Vaivasvata to kingship.'l He thus 
encourages a contractual theory. In the same passage, however, he 
states ~hat the people should be told that, as the king fulfils the func
tions of the gods lndra (the king of the gods) and Y ama (the god of 
death) upon earth, all who slight him will be punished not only by 
the secular arm, but also by heaven. When the king harangues his 
troops before battle he is advised to tell them that he is a paid servant 
just as they arc;lo but at the same time he is told to go to the length 
of having his secret agents disguised as gods, and allowing himself to 
be seen in their company, in order that his simpler subjects •nay believe 
that he mixes with the gods on equal terms. ll A~oka and other 
Mauryan kings took the title ., Beloved of the Gods,. ( Devan.atnpiya ), 
and, though they seem not to have claimed wholly divine status, they 
were no doubt looked on as superior semi-divine beings. 

In the period of the later Vedas, though there is no evidence that a 
really large Indian kingdom had existed since the days of the then 
forgotten Harappa Culture, the possibility of a realm reaching to the 
sea was recognized, perhaps as a result of what Indians had heard of 
J3abylonia or Persia. With the Mauryas the possibility was realized, 
and though they too were soon largely forgotten, they left behind them 
the tradition of the Universal Emperor ( ca~-ravarlin }, which was in
corporated into Buddhist tradition, and, blended with later Vcdic 
imperialist ideas, was taken over by orthodox Hinduism. Just as 
Buddhas appear from time to tin1e in the cosmic cycle, heralded by 
auspicious omens and endo\ved with favourable signs, to lead all 
living beings along the road to P-nlightenment, so do Universal 
Etnperors appear, to conquer all Jambudvipa and rule prosperously 
and righteously. The concept of the Universal E1nperor was also 
known to the Jainas, and in the Epics numerous kings of legend, such 
as Yudhi~~hira and Rima, are said to have been digvijayins, con
querors of all the four quarters. The Uuiversal E1nperor was a 
divinely ordained figure with a special place in tl1e cosrnic scheme, and 
as such was exalted to senti-divine status. The tradition was an 
inspiration to ambitious monarchs, and in the Middle Ages some even 
claimed to be Universal Etnperors themselves. 

The invasions of the Greeks, Sakas and Ku~al)as brought new 
influences from West and East. Their kings, following the practice 
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of the orientalized Seleucids and other rulers of the Middle East, took 
the semi-divine title tratiira, equivalent to the Greek aCA>Tt'ap 
(saviour) : they \vere not satisfied \vith the simple title of rOJii, 
which had served A'oka, but were ., great kings" ( fnallariija) and 
"kings of kings" ( rajiitiriija) on the Persian model. The Ku~il)as, 
perhaps from the influence of China, \vhere the emperor \vas the Son 
of Heaven, took the further title .. Son of the Gods" ( devaputra). 
Later. from Gupta ti1nes on\\"ards, every important king \vould take 
some such title as .u Great King of l{ings, Supretne lArd,, ( ,naAiiriijii
dhiriija-paramabluzJ!iiraka). while even the title ntahiraja was used only 
for small vassal kings. 

Fig. ix. A Cakravartin 
After a relief fron1 the st\ipa of Jagayyapeta on the lower Ki.stna c. ~lOO s.c. 
On his right the wheel, symbolizing unaversal enlpire, and his chief queen On 
his left the chief ministea· and the crown prince. At his feet the imperial 

elephant and horse. 

With these influences at \vork the doctrine of royal divinity was 
explicitly prodaimed. It appears first in the Epics and the Lawbook 
of Manu. The latter derlares in dignified language: 

"'When the world was without a king 
and dispersed in fear in all directions, 

the Lord created a king 
for the protection of all. 
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" He made hint of eternal partide5 
Of lndra and the Wind. 

Y ama. the Sun and Fire. 
VaruJ.:~a, the Moon. and the Lord of Wealth • 

.. And. because he has been formed .. 
of fragments of all tltose gods. 

the king surpasses 
all other beings in splendour . 

.. Even an infant king must not be despised. 
as though a mere mortal, 

for he is a great god 
in human form. "12 
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To the ideal of the Universal Emperor was added the inspiration 
of the revival of such brihmaJ)ic ceremonies as the horse-sacrifice, 
which apparent!,y fell into desuetude under the Mauryas, but was 
revived by the Sungas, and \Vas perlonned by many later kings both 
in north and south. Even comparatively feeble and petty monarchs 
managed to perform horse-sacrifices of some sort, and claimed the 
exalted status of the emperors of legend. Mter the time of the Gup
tas these sacrifices became rare, however the last \Ve have been able 
to trace took place in the Cola En1pire in the IIth centuryia but the 
tradition of royal divinity continued. Kings referred to their divine 
status in their titles and panegyrics, and they were regularly 
addressed by their courtiers as Jeva, or god. The Co!a kings and 
some others were even worshipped as gods in the temples. 

In the period bet\vecn the Mauryas and Guptas anarchy frequently 
prevailed. Mass la\vlessne.ss, riot, pillage and rape, \vere \\·idespread. 
Raiding bands of invaders from the North-West penetrated far into the 
heart of India, and some brahmans even believed that the end of the • 
aeon was drawing near and that the \vorld would soon be destroyed. 
It \\'aS then that an almost pathological dread of anarchy ( "uil.sya
nyiiya. literally ''the \\'ay of the fishes .. , of whom the stronger eat the 
\\leaker) grew in the minds of Indian thinkers. In the \Vords of the 
Riim4ya~a: 

.. Where the land is kingless the cloud, lightning-wreathed 
and loud-voiced, gives no rain to the earth. 

•• \Vhere the land is kingless the son does not honour his father • . 
nor the wife her husband. 

'' Where the land is kingless men do not meet in assemblies, 
nor make lovely gardens and temples. 
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""Where the land is kingless the rich are unprotected, 
and shepherds and p(\asants sleep with bolted doors . 

.. A river without water, a forest without grass, 
a herd of cattle without a herdsman, is the land without a king. "'J.4 

Passages suc-h as this, which nlay be paralleled in Jnany sources, 
further assisted in strengthening the royal prestige, and it is in 
their light th"t \VC naust read later legends on the origin of kingship. 

There is a very ancient story of a first rnan, Manu, who con1bined 
the characteristics of Adant and Noah in Hebre\v tradition (p. S02 ). 
Tbis story appears in 1nany fortns and versions, one of 'vhich, fonnd 
in the ~.l!allliblziirllta, 16 tells that at the beginning of this period of 
cosn1ic titne, when greed and \vrath had disturbed hunlan relations, 
tnen inflicted untold Jnisery upon one another. As in the Buddhist 
legend, they agreed to respect each other·s life and property, but 
they had no confidence in their contra<:ts, and so they approached 
the high god, Braluna, to help them; he nominated Manu, here 
thought of not as a 1nan, but a god, to be their first king. Sotne such 
legend as this \vas in the Jnind of the author of the La\vs of Manu, 
\vhen he co1nposcd the passage we have quoted. Variants of this 
story occur in other parts of the Mallablziirata and else\vhere, so1ne 
n1aking the first king Virajas, the son of the god Vi~J}u.IO All 
adapt the earlier legends to stress th(~ divine status of the king, and 
his divine appointn1ent to the kingly office. \Vith the exception of 
a few Rajput fa1nilies who claitned descent fro1n the fire-god Agni, 
nearly all tuedieval Indian kings traced their genealogies back to 
Manu, either through his son Ik~vaku or his daughter Ila; descen
dants of lk~vaku are referred to as of the solar. and those of Ili as of 
the lunar line. 

Despite the growth of royal pretensions through the centuries the 
clairns of the king did not go unchallenged, and in practice his 
divinity often 1nade little difference to the body politic. Divinity 
was cheap in ancient India. Every brahmaQ was in a sense a god, as 
\\·ere ascetics with a reputation for sanctity. Householders sponsor
ing and financing sacrifices \vere in theory raised to divinity, at least 
for the duration of the ccretnony. '"hile even sticks and stones 1night 
be alive with inherent godhead. Moreover the gods \Vere fallible 
and capable of sin. If the king was a god on earth he \Vas only one 
god atnong n1any, and so his divinity ntight not ahvays weigh heavily 
upon his subjects. The Buddhists and jainas explicitly denied the 
king·s godhead, and one court poet at least, Diil)a, who 'vas patronized 
by the great Har~a, had the tetnerity to reject the \vhole rigtnarole 
of royal divinity as the work of sycophants who befuddled the tninds 
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of weak and stupid n1onarchs, but did not fool the strong and the 
\vise.l7 'fhe l<ing was usually held in great aw·e and respect, but it 
is doubtful if he was ever treated with <tuitc the saute abject servility 
as were, for instance, the 1nore psychopathic Roanan or Chinese 
emperors. 

Though the l<ing was an autocrat, not lintited by constitutional 
controls, there \vere many practical checks on his sovereignty. The 
Artha.!iistro, totalitarian and secular in tendency, Inaintains that royal 
ordinance can rightly override all other sources of la\-v, but n1ost 
theorists \-vould have disagreed \-vith this staten1ent. The king's 
function '\vas not conceived in tern•s of legislation, but of pro
tection, and this involved the protection not only of his subjects fron1 
invasion, but also of the order of society, the right \vay of life for all 
classes and ages { Vflr!liifratna-dJuutna., p. 1 S7), as laid do\\'n in the 
sacred texts. If he infringed sacred custont too blatantly he incurred 
the hostility of the brahntai)S, and often of the lo\ver orders also. In 
such a case his fate \\"as pointed out to him in many a cautionary tale, 
the n1ost cotntnon of \vhich \\·as that of the legendary VeQa. This 
king apparently took his divinity too seriously, for he forbade all 
sacrifices except to hitnself, and confused society by enforcing inler
class marriages. The divine sages (riis) relnonstrated \Vith hi1n, but 
Vel)a continued in his evil courses. .~t last the exasperated sages 
beset hi1n in a body and slew hiln \vith blades of sacred grass (kusa.), 
\\'hich nliraculously turned to S)lears in their hands. This .story, re
peated in nlunel'ous sources, tnust have been a continual \-varning to 
the sccularly-Jninded king ten1pted to flout the Sacred La\\'. No 
doubt many headstrong kings succeeded in breaking it \vith in1punity, 
but the recognition of the moral justification of revolt against an 
itnpious king ntust always have acted as so1ne check on his autocracy. 
More than one great dynasty, such as the Nandas, l\'lauryas and 
Suilgas, fell as a result of brahnlaQic intrigue. The ~Iahabhiirala 
explicitly sanctions revolt against a l<ing w·ho is oppressive or fails in 
his function of protection, saying that such a ruler is no king at all, 
and should be kilJcd like a 1nad dog. as 

The brahmal)s and the Sacred La\\' were not the only checl<s on the 
king. All textbooks on statecraft recomn1end the king to listen to 
the counsel of his ministers, \vho are advised to be fearless in debate, 

. and tnore than one king \vas overthrov.rn through the intrigues of 
his councillors. Another and very i1nportant check \Vas public 
opinion. The Vedic raja \Vas lilnited by popular or semi-popular 
assetnblies, and though these disappeared in later times kings \Vere 
invariably advised to keep a finger on the pulse of public feeling, and 
never to offend it too blatantly. The Buddhist jataka stories 
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(p. 267), which are certainly not historical, but reflect conditions in 
Northern India well before the beginning of the Christian Era, 
give more than one instance of kings deposed by mass revolt. In 
the legend of Rima ( p. + 12f), who was held up as an ideal king to 
later Hindu rulers, the hero exiles his beloved wife Sita, though he is 
himself convinced of her innocence, on hearing the news that his 
subjects suspect her chastity, and fear that her presence in the palace 
will bring misrortune on the nation. At the very end of our period 
the great king of Vijayanagara, Kr~l)a Deva Raya (p. 76) remitted 
a marriage tax because it was not popular. ll The Indian town mob 
was dangerous I y inflammable, and the king who seriously outraged 
popular opinion did so at his own peril. Most textbooks insist that 
he must at all costs keep the masses contented. 

Nevertheless ancient India had her supporters of passive obedience. 
The Mahabharata, which, as we have seen, in places expressly allows 
revolt against a wicked king, elsewhere states that any king is better 
than none. The dread of anarchy was a potent factor in preserving 
even a weak and oppressive king on his throne. 

·• A man should first choose his king. then his wife. 
and only then amass \vealth; 

for without a king in the world 
where would wife and property be?'"20 

THE ROYAL FUNCTION 

The idea of a body politic, or the state as an organis1n transcending 
its component parts, though it appears in a rather vague form, does 
not seem to have taken any great hold on ancient Indian thought. A 
classification popular with the theorists enun1erates seven elen1ents 
of sovereignty, • \vhieh are occasionally compared to the limbs and 
parts of the human body the king to the bead, the 1ninisters to the 
eyes, the ally to the ear, the treasury to the mouth, the arnty to the 
mind, the fortifications to the arms, and the land and people to the 
legs. Such \veak analogies carried little weight, however. Society, 
the age old divinely ordained way of Indian life, transcended the 
state and was independent or it. The king's function was the 
protection of society. and the state \\'as merely an extension or the 
king for the furtherance of that end. 

'''fhe king's flmction involved the protection not only of his kingdom 
against external aggression, but also of lire, property and traditional 
custo•n against internal foes. He protected the purity of class and 

• The Arllulli.Jlr11 significantly adds an eighth-the ennny • 
. 
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caste by ensuring that thos~ who broke caste custom \\'ere excom
nlunicated; he protected the family systent by punishing adultery, and 
ensuring the fair inheritance of fa.~nily property; he protected widows 
and orphans by making them his wards: he protected the rich against 
the poor by suppressing robbery; and he protected the poor against 
the rich by punishing extortion and oppression. l{eligion was pro
tected by liberal grants to learned brahntal}S and te1nples, and fre
quently to heterodox sects also. 1"he duty of Jlrotection \Vas often 
little n1ore than the preservation of the status quo, but it \Vas never
theless onerous, and involved posith'e duties, such as developing irri
gation, relieving famine, and generally supervising the econontic life 
of the realm. 

The ideal set before the king \vas one of energetic beneficence. 
Asoka was not the only king of India to proclaim that all men \vere 
his children, or to take pride in his ceaseless activity. 1"he Artha
/iistra, despite its advocacy of every dishonest expedient for the 
acquisition and maintenance of po\\·er, puts the kingly duty in sin1ple 
and forceful language, setting an ideal such as few ancient civiliza
tions can boast of. Comparing the king and the ascetic it says: 

-'".fhe king"s pious vow is readiness in action. 
his sacrifice, the discharge of his duty. 

• • • • 

••Jn the happiness of his subjects lies the king"s happiness, 
in the \\·elfare of his subjects, his welfare. 

The king·s good is not that which pleases hirn, 
but that \vhich pleases his subjects. 

•· Therefore the king should be ever active, 
and should stTive for prosperity, 

for prosperity depends on effort, 
and failure on the reverse ... 21 

Else,vhere the ArthaJastra suggests a tilne-table for the king's 
day, which allows hiln onJy four and a half hours· sleep and three 
hours for eating and recreation, the rest of the day being spent in 
state affairs of one kind or another. No doubt such a programme was 
rarely kept in practice, but it at least sho\vs the ideal at which the 
king \vas expected to ailn. Candragupta Maurya is said by Megas
thenes to have listened to the petitions of his subjects even while in 
the hands of his masseurs, while his grandson A~oka ordered d1at 
important business was to be set before him at all times, even when 
he \\·as in his harem. In all sources the king is told that he n1ust be 
prompt in the administration of justice and always accessible to his 

. 
• 
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people. The s'varnts of guards, ushers, and other officials who 
surrounded the king's person must often have demanded bribes, and 
otherwise have obstructed the areess of the subject to his sovereign, 
but the best of Indian kings at all times have made the public audience, 
or darbir. an important instrument of government. 

Nearly all the foreign travellers who visited India during our 
period 'vere much impressed by the pomp and luxury of the Indian 
king, and their impressions are confirmed by native sources. The 
king's splendid palace was controlled by a chamberlain, who had a 
large staff of palace servants of both sexes; the spiritual life of the 
palace was cared for by the coun chaplain, or purohita, and many 
lesser brihmaJ)s; while numerous astrologers, physicians, poets, 
painters, musicians and learned men dwelt in the purlieus of the 
palace and enjoyed royal patronage. An important figure in early 
days, though he is not referred to in the inscriptions of later times. 
was the suta, who combined the functions of royal charioteer, herald 
and bard. and was often the friend and confidant of the king. Another 
member of the royal entourage was the vidii.§aka, known to us chiefly 

· from the Sanskrit plays, who corresponded approximately to the 
court jester of tnedieval Europe. 

Many kings were almost constantly on the move, touring their 
kingdoms with enormous trains of troops, courtiers, 'vives, concu
bines and servants. On such tours business was combined with 
pleasure hunts were arranged and famous shrines visited, but also 
recalcitrant vassals were chastised and local grievances investigated. 
Many inscriptions on stone and copper, from the days of A~oka 
onwards, record the •nunificence of pious kings to religious founda
tions and brahmans \\·hile on such tours . 

• 
Kings were expected to patronize art, letters and learning. Like 

most tnen of the upper classes they were literate, and often devoted 
much of their leisure to hearing the recitations of their court poets. 
Some were themselves competent \Yriters, and numerous works 
ascribed to royal authors have survived. Samudra Gupta was a 
famous musician, and is depicted on some of his coins playing the 
harp {fig. xxivb, p. 881 ) . · 

Despite the injunctions of the ArtluJ.Jastra the king often found time 
for other, less intellectual, pursuits. Hunting 'vas usually among the 
chief of his pleasures, and though the doctrine of non-injury discour
aged it, a tacit exception was made in the case of kings and nobles. 
Kings are often referred to as gambling with their courtiers, and 
sometimes as indulging in drinking bouts, not only with the court, 
but in the privacy of the harem with the queens and concubines. 
The textbooks reprobate all these amusements, which are reviewed 
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in the Artha!astra, whose author quaintly quotes the opinions of 
various earlier authorities on their comparative perniciousness. 
/ .:·· The harem ( antal),pura) was in charge of an official ( ltailculrin), 
usually not a eunuch, as in many other ancient civilizations, but an 
elderly man, who is generally depicted in literature as a benevolent 
and fatherly friend both of the king and his ladies. The ladies of the 
harem, whether queens or concubines, seen1, from several plays and 
stories dealing with this aspect of palace life, to have been fairly well 
treated; though j>oth they and the king often went in some fear of 
the chief queen ( m.ahi§i), whose pcnve!. in the harem was very great 
and was often wielded rather harshly over the lesser queens and con
cubines. 

Ideally a royal family v;as of the k~atriya or warrior class, but in 
practice this was often not the case. The Sungas and Kil)vas were 
brahma.J}s. as were several other Indian dynasties; the family of 
Har~a is said by Hsiian Tsang to have been of the vai§ya, or mercan
tile class: \\·hile the Nandas, and perhaps even the Mauryas, sprang 
from the despised ~udras. In practice the aphorism" whoever bears 
rule is a k~atriya,. was applied, and after a few generations kingly 
families from the lower orders \Vere quietly assimilated in the 
martial class. 

Kingship was normally reserved for the male, though a few small 
Orissan ruling families in the Middle Ages seem regularly to have 
permitted a daughter to inherit the throne. Diddi, the wicked lOth
century queen of Kashmir, managed to retain control of the state by 
acting as regent for her sons, and putting them to death one after the 
other before they reached their Jnajorities. The benevolent queen 
of the Kakatiyas of Warangal, Rudrammi (c. 1259-1288), governed 
by a legal fiction, drafting her state documents in the · masculine 
gender. Queens did, however, act as regents during their sons· 
minorities, as in the case of Didda and Prabhavati Gupta (p. 65 ), 
and royal ladies sometimes wielded much P9~ver in the state. Thus 
Rajya~ri, widow of Grahavarman, the last Maukhari king of Kinya
kubja, regularly took a seat of honour beside her brother Har~a, and 
shared in state deliberations. Women in politics were often to be 
found in the medieval kingdoms of the Peninsula; for instance 
Akkadevi, sister of the Calukya king Jayasirpha 11 ( 1015-10+2), was 
a provincial governor, and KuJ.lcJavai, the elder sister of the great 
Co!a Rajarija I, seems to have played a role similar to that of Rajya§rt. 
Women even sometilnes took part in \var Akkadevi fought battles 
and superintended sieges, \vhile Umadevi, queen of the Hoysa)a king 
Viraballala 11 ( 117S- 1220), led two campaigns against recalcitrant 
vassals. 
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Succession was norntally by primogeniture, but exceptions might 
often occur for the Sacred Law did not allow a diseased, rnaimed or 
seriously infinn prince to ascend the throne, and the line could not 
pass through such a prince. Thus in the Malzablzarata legend 
(p. +08) the Pal}da,,a princes were quite within their rights in claim
ing the throne from the blind Dhrtari~tra. Moral perversity might 
also exclude a prince from succession. ·• A wicked son, though an 
only one,'· says the Arthalaslra,., should never ascend the throne ... 22 
Kings sometin1es nominated their successors, overriding the claims 
of their eldest sons if these were given to evil courses. Thus 
Samudra Gupta was non1inated by his father, Candra Gupta I, against 
other clain1ants, at a great darbar, after which the old king apparently 
abdicated; and similar instances can be found. The absence of a 
strict rule of pri1nogeniture wa..~ the cause of dynastic disputes, and 
hence undoubtedly led to the weakening of etnpires. 

l,rinces were trained with great care, and the heir to the throne 
(yuvaraja) \vas often associated \vith his father in governn1ent. This 
custom was widespread, and 'vas especially strong with the in,,aders 
of the North-\\,.est, and with the Co!as, whose cro\\ln princes often 
issued charters in their own natnes and acted independently of their 
fathers while the latter were still on the throne. The Sakas and 
Pahlavas often inscribed the nan1e of the ruling king on the obverse 
of their coins, while that of the sub-king was given on the reverse. 

Princes might be a great source of danger to their parents. 
According to a Buddhist tradition Magadha was ruled fro1n Ajata
~atru onwards by five parricides in succession, \vhich suggests that at 
the time this region of India followed the \videspread primitive 
practice of putting the king to death when his vital powers failed, a 
practice of which the customary nature was not remembered by suc
ceeding generations. Kings are warned against the intrigues both 
of sons and wives, "for princes, like crabs, eat their O\vn parents•".23 
The activities of the princes must be st•·ictly controlled, and they 
must be constantly spied upon, to ensure that they \vill not revolt 
against their fathers. 

The prince's impatience to acquire his patrimony \Yas often grati
fied by the voluntary abdication of an elderly king a practice 
approved by precept and tradition, examples of which may be found 
at all times and in all parts of India. Sometimes the abdication was 
followed by religious suicide. Several kings, the most notable being 
Candragupta Maurya, are said to have abdicated and slpwly starved 
themselves to death under the influence of Jainism. Others passed 
straight to heaven by drowning in a sacred river, notably the CaJukya 
king Some~vara I (c. 104i-1068), who, when his powers began to 
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fail, waded into the holy Tuiagabhadra and drowned himself to the 
sound of religious music, while his courtiers lined the banks. In 
some of the n1edieval principalities of Malabir the ritual suicide of 
the king becantc a regular institution. 

Other systen1s of inheritance prevailed in a few cases. Thus the 
throne of the Saka satraps of Ujjayini passed not to the king"s son, 
but to his younger brother, and only \vhen all the brothers were dead 
did the eldest son of the eldest brother inherit. There are indications 
that brother-to-brother succession \vas not wholly unknown elsewhere 
in India, and it v.'as almost regularly follo\ved in Ceylon. This 
system prevailed in China under the Shang dynasty (c. J5oo-
1100 D.C. ). and was also fonowed by many Central Asian tribes; it is 
still known in East Africa. 

In the early days of the Cera kingdom of Malabar inheritance was 
through the male line, but about the 12th century a 1natrilinear 
systen1 becante regular, according to which the heir to the throne 
was not the son of the king, but of his eldest sister. This system, 
called Marumlllkallaya.m, continued in Cochin and Travancore until 
very recent times, both for royal succession and the inheritance of 
estates. Perhaps it existed in Malabar at an early period, but was 
dropped by the upper classes for a while under brihmaJ)ical influence, 
to be revived in the course of centuries. Other traces of matrilinear 
succession can be found in ancient India, notably in the very common 
use of metronymics in royal titles, but it was not regularly followed 
by any in1portant kingdoms. 

If the king died with no heir to the throne much power was wietaed 
by the ntagnates of the reahn, for the courtiers, nobles, ministers, 
religious leaders and \\.-ealthy 1nerchants would sotnetimes 1neet 
together and choose a king. Thus the nobles of Kanyakubja invited 
Harsa to assume the throne when Grahavamtan died childless . 

• 

Gopala, the founder of the Pala line of Bengal and Dihar, was chosen 
as king by the great men of the land. A further example is the 
appointment of the boy Nandivarntan (7S5-797) as the Pallava king 
of Kaiici by an assembly of nobles and nlinisters. The Kashmir 
Chronicle provides other instances. 

QUASI-FEUDALISM 

Authorities differ on the definition of a feudal system. Some 
would confine the term to the complex structure of contractual rela
tions covering the whole of society from king to villein, which pre
vailed in medieval Europe. Others use the term so loosely that 
they apply it to any system where political power is chiefly in the 

• 
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hands of those \vho ow·n land. Most British historians would prefer 
the narro\ver definition, according to which ancient India never had 
a true feudal system. Something very like European feudalism did 
evolve arnong the Rajputs after the Muslirn invasions, but this is 
outside our period. Ancient India had, however, a system of over
lordship, \vhich was quasi-feudal, though never as fully developed 
as in 1--:urope, and resting on a different basis. 

In the later Vedic period there were already lesser chiefs tributary 
to the greater. Terms in these texts like adhiraja and sa1Jtra!, 
often loosely translated ., emperor", see1n actually to imply lordship 
over a nunJber of feudatories. Magadhan itnperialism aitned at a 
centralized reahn, though even in Mauryan times vassal chiefs 
existed in the more remote regions of the empire. VVith the fall 
of the Mauryas the typical large kingdom had a central core of 
directly administered territory, and a circle of vassal kingdoms 
subordinate in varying degrees to the emperor. The vassals them
selves had vassals of their own in petty local chieftains calling them
selves rajas. The Indian system differed from that of Europe in 
that the relations of overlord and vassal were not regularly based on 
contract, whether theoretical or other\vise, and ancient India had 
nothing quite conaparable to the European manor. 

When decisively defeated in battle a king might render homage 
to his conqueror and retain his throne. Thus vassals usually became 
so by conquest rather than by contract, though the Artha!astra 
advises a weak king to render voluntary hon1age if necessary to a 
stronger neighbour. This state of affairs was supported by the 
Epics and Smrti literature, which discouraged outright conquest . 
., Lawful conquest" ( dl1.annavijaya) did not involve the absorption 
of the conquered kingdom, but merely its reduction to vassal status. 
Though many later kings, such as Samudra Gupta, ignored the Sacred 
Law and incorporated conquered kingdoms into their empires, 
custom \vas against such a practice. 

The degrees of control of overlord over vassal varied much. 
Ideally the vassal \vas expected to pay regular tribute to his emperor, 
and to assist him with troops and funds in \var. He attended the 
overlord's court on cereJnonial occasions, and the panegyrics of 
po\verful medieval kings regularly tnention the jewels of many splen
did turbans glittering like the \vaves of the sea, as the vassals bo\v 
before their lord. In his charters the vassal was expected to mention 
the name and title of his overlord before his own. In sotne cases a 
resident representative of the overlord \vas stationed at the vassal· s 
capital. The vassal's sons might be ~ucated \vith the princes of his 
master, and serve as pages, and his daughters might be demanded 
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for the imperial harem. Often a vassal king acted as a minister of 
his suzerain, or a minister or favourite might be set up as a vassal 
king by his master. Hence in the medieval period the status of 
minister often merged \Vith that of vassal, and the provincial 
governor, holding office at the king's pleasure, tended to become a 
feudatory king or chief in his own right. 

The great vassal ( m.ahib•an1an.la) w·as always very powerful, and 
had his own administration and arrny. Among the many threats 
to the security of a king the revolting vassal \vas one of the most 
dangerous. The history of the Western Deccan offers typical 
examples. I·Iere, fro1n the 6th century on\vards, the Calukya dynasty 
held s\vay; a vassal, Dantidurga Ua~~rakiita, overthre\v it and estab
lished his O\\n dynasty about 7 53, and the Calukyas '\V ere reduced 
to insignificant vassalage; but sotne 200 years later they profited 
by the weakness of the Ra~~rakii!as to regain the hegemony, '\vhich 
they maintained w1til the end of the J 2th century, '"'hen their vassals, 
the Yadavas, Kakatiyas and I Ioysa]as, shared their don1ains behveen 
them. 

In fact the suzerain's haud \veighed very lightly on the more po'\\"er
ful and remoter vassals, and 1nany clailns to homage and tribute 
amounted to very little. Samudra Gupta, for instance, even clairned 
the king of Ceylon, Sri Meghavan;:ta, as his vassal; but it is clear from 
a reliable Chinese source that the (.:lain• was based n1erely on the 
reception of a Sinhalcse tnission bearing gifts and requesting per
mission to erect a Buddhist nlonastery at the sacred site of Gaya. 

The lesser chiefs, on the other hand, had little Jnore power than 
the lords of the manor in medieval Europe, though they claitned the 
proud title of raja. In this connection an interesting story is told 
in an inscription at Dudhpani, in S. Bihar, dating from the 8th 
century A.D. 

Three merrhant brothers \vere returning fro1n the port of Tamralipti to 
their hon1e in Ayodhya. \Vith a caravan of 1nerchandise and provisions, and 
rested for t~e night at a village called Bhramara§ahtlali. Mean\\·hile the 
local king, Adisirpha, pas"ed by on a hunting expedition, with a large train 
of followers, and, as was the custom, demanded food and fodder of the vil
lagers. But they \vere suffering from a temporary shortage, and could 
scarcely n1eet this demand. So they sent a deputation to the merchants, \vho 
at their request gave the king provisions from their own stock. The king 
found the companionship of the eldest brother, Udayan1:-ma, very agreeable, 
and so he and his brothers became 1uen1bers of Adisirpha's court. One day. 
Udayamana revisited the village of Hhra•nara.~almali, and the villagers, 
remembering his former kindness, asked hitn to beconte their king. King -AdisiiJlha approved the request, and .so the tnerchant Udayantana becan1e 
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rljl of Bhramara,ilmall, while his two brothers were made kings or adjoin
ing villages. 2~ 

This little story illustrates another means \vhereby quasi-feudal 
relations arose. After the Mauryan period it became usual for kings 
to pay their officers and favourites not \Vith cash, but with the right 
to coJiect revenue from a village or a group of villages. Such a right 
often carried other privileges, and usually made the recipient the 
intermediary bet'"·een king and taxpayer. It greatly encouraged the 
tendency to\vards de\'olution. instability. and inter-state anarchy. 

OLIGARCIIIES AND REPUBLICS 

Though n1onarchy \Vas usual in ancient India, tribal states also 
existed, \vhich were governed by oligarchies. The tenn "republic., 
is often used for these bodies, and though it has been criticized by 
so1ne authorities, it is quite legitimate if it is remen1bered that the 
ga!'.as, or tribes, ,-.·ere not governed like the Republic of India by an 
assembly elected by universal suffrage. The Roman Republic \vas 
not a democracy, but it ,vas a republic nevertheless, and the evidence 
sho\vs that in some of these ancient Indian republican communities a 
large nurnber of persons had some say in the government. 

Vedic literature gives faint indications of such tribes at a very 
early date (p. ss), and the Buddhist scriptures recognize the 
existence of many republics, chiefly in the foothills of the Hi1nalayas 
and in N . Bihar. These were mostly tributary to the greater king
doJns, but exercised internal autonomy. One such people \Vas the 
Sakyas, who dwelt on the borders of modern Nepal, and to \vhom 
the Buddha himself belonged. Though in later legend the Buddha•s 
father, Suddhodhana, is depicted as a mighty king living in great 
pomp, he was in fact a tribal chief, depending on the support 
of a large assembly of householders, 'vho gathered regularly to dis
cuss tribal politics in a meeting hall (in Pali, san.thligara) . 

The most powerful non-monarchical state at this time \vas the Vrj
jian confederacy, of which the chief element was the tribe of the Liccha
vis, and which long resisted the great Ajatasatru. According to a 
rather dubious Buddhist tradition the Licchavis had no less than 7707 
rajas, a term \vhich must have covered all the heads of fa1nilies of the 
tribe who were eligible to take part in the tribal assembly. jaina 
sources tell of an inner council of thirty-six tribal chieftains con
trolling the affairs of the Licchavis, M alias and allied tribes in their 
war " ·ith Ajata~atru. The \\'hole confederation had a raja-in
chief, an executive head who, like the riji of the Sakyas, seems 

• 
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to have held office for life and often to have passed on his office to his 
heir. 

It has been reasonably suggested that the organization of the 
Buddhist clergy, which is said to have been laid down by the Buddha 
himself, is modelled on the coruti tution of one of these republican 
tribes, perhaps the Sakyas. Buddhist monastic affairs were rnanaged 
by a general nteeting of the monks, with a regular system of 
procedure and standing orders, not very different from that of the 
business meeting of a present-day society. The Buddhist chapter 
differed from the modern committee, however, in that all decisions 
needed the unanimous consent of the assembled monks. Differ
ences \vhich could not be settled were referred to a committee of 
elders. 

In the Buddha·s day the free tribes were standing up with difficulty 
to the internal pressure of changing social and economic conditions, 
and the external pressure of the rising kingdoms of Eastern India. 
We have seen that both the Sakyas and the Vrjjis 'vere conquered 
at about the time of the Buddha's death, the former never to rise again 
(p. '1-6). 'lne Buddha himself, though a friend of kings, seems to 
have had a deep affection for the old republican organization, and 
in a remarkable passage he is said to have warned the Vrjjis shortly 
before his death that their security depended on ntaintaining their 
traditions and holding regular and 'vell attended folk-moots. 

Western India did not feel the force of imperialism as strongly as 
the east, and here republican tribes survived for much longer. 
Se"·eral such peoples are mentioned in the classical accounts of Alex
ander's invasion, and the Artlta.fiistra devotes a whole chapter to the 
means 'vhereby such tribes may be reduced to vassalage by an ambi
tious king the main method being to sow dissension between the 
leading tribestnen so that the tribal assembly loses its unanimity and 
the tribe is divided against itself. Such a procedure, accordang to a 
Buddhist legend, was employed by Ajata~atru's wily minister 
Var~akara to weaken the Vrjjis before invasion. Tite ArtlzaJaslra 
probably refers ironically to the martial arrogance and practical 
ineptitude of the republics when it states that the members of seven 
named tribes ., make a living by their title of raja •• .20 

The Mahiibl~rata takes full cognisance of the existence of republi
can tribes in Western India, and their survival until the 5th century A.D. 

is attested by numerous coins and a few short inscriptions. Perhaps 
the n1ost important \vestern republic was that of the Yaudheyas in 
Northern Rajasthan, which issued numerous coins, bearing the 
inscription ··victory to the Yaudheya tribe"; one of their official 
seals has been found, with the proud legend, •• Of the Y audheyas, 'vho 
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possess the n1agic spell of victory .. ; and one fragmentary Yaudheya 
inscription survives. This mentions the chief of the tribe, whose 
name has unfortunately been worn away by the weathering of the 
stone; he has dte regal title of maharaja, but he is also called malla
seniipati, or general-in-chief, and he is "placed at the head of the 
Y audheya people··. 28 

The Milava tribe 1nay be the same as the Malloi described by 
Greek historians as living in Panjib at the time of Alexander. If so, 
the tribe Jnoved south during the centuries, for its coins are found in 
Rajasthin, and it gave its name to Malwa, the region around Ujjayini, 
north of the Narntada. Son1e brief Srd.century inscriptions at 
Nandsi in Rajasthan refer to the Malava Srisoma, who •• supported 
the ancestral yoke of government .. , and whose position was therefore 
hereditary.21 It is probable that the Malavas founded the era later 
known as the Era of Vikrama, for several early inscriptions refer to 
this as "the Era handed down by the Milava tribe". 

Most of these western tribes became tributary to the Guptas after 
Samudra Gupta • s great conquests in the 4th century ( p. 6S). 
After this we hear little more of the1n, and they probably vanished as 
a result of the HiiiJa invasions. We know very little of their 
organization, which may have been loosely feudal, with a large 
number of petty chieftains more or less subordinate to a single head, 
who held office with their consent and could do little without their 
help. In any case modern India may take lcgitiJnate pride in the 
fact that, though she may not have had democracies in the modern 
sense. government by discussion was by no n1eans unkno\vn in her 
ancient civilization. 

COUNCILLORS AND OFFICIALS 

"A single wheel cannot turn"', says the Artha!istra, rather 
inaccurately, "and so government is only possible with assistance. 
Therefore a king should appoint councillors and listen to their 
advice. "'28 At the head of affairs \vas a small body of elder states
men, whom the king was advised to choose \Vith the utmost care. 
The size of this privy council ( 11lantri-parijatl) varied. and the 
authorities suggest figures ranging from seven to thirty-seven; we 
have little evidence of its size in practice. but it seents more often to 
have approached the smaller of these figures than the larger. 

The council was not a cabinet in the modern sense. but an advisory 
body, with few corporate functions. Thus the king is in one place 
advised to lay l1is rnost secret plans before only one member of the 
council, to avoid leakage~ The councirs purpose \Vas primarily to 
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advise and aid the king, and not to govern; but it ~~·as no mere rubber
stamping body, for all authorities stress that councillors should speak 
freely and openly, and that the king should give full consideration to 
their advice. 

In fact the council often exerted great po~~·ers . It might transact 
business in the king's absence, and the Asokan inscriptions sho~~· 
that it might 1nake minor decisions without consulting him. The 
Saka satraJ> Rudradaman ( p. 62) referred the (1uestion of rebuilding 
the Girnar dam to his councillors, who advised against it, so that he 
\vas forced to undertake the work against their advice, apparently at the 
expense of the privy purse and not of public funds. The Kashmir 
Chronicle gives one case of a privy council deposing the king, and 
another of its vetoing the king's non1ination of his successor. 

At its meetings the council took the strictest precautions to pre
serve secrecy of deliberations, for agents of the king's enemies at 
home or abroad \\'ere constantly in search of information. The texts 
advise that ~~·omen, notoriously unreliable, and even talking birds such 
as parrots and mynahs, ~~·hose vocal powers ~~·ere ntuch overestimated 
in ancient India, should be excluded from the vicinity of the council 
chamber. 

Though the Arlha/aslra advises the king to appoint ministers by 
merit alone it \vould seem that in later times most of the privy coun
cillors, and indeed of the whole civil service of the kingdom, enjoyed 
their positions by virtue of inheritance. Candella inscriptions show 
that a line of five generations of councillors held office during the 
reigns of seven generations of kings, and there arc many similar 
examples. 

Sometimes a minister succeeded in obtaining complete control of 
a kingdom, and the king became a mere puppet. This tendency ~~·as 
exemJ>lified in later tiJncs in the Maratha state. ~~·here the descendants 
of Sivaji ~~·ere cotnpletely eclipsed by the Peshwas, or hereditary 
ministers, and a similar state of affairs has prevailed in Nepal until the 
present day. In ancient India there wc:re Jnany cases of ministerial 
usurpation and of ministers who became de facto rulers under ~~·eak 
kings. The aged Rama Raja of Vijayanagara (p. 77), \vho lost 
the battle ofTaliko!a, and thus brought about the end of the last great 
empire of 1-lindu India, was not the legal king, but the hereditary 
minister of the insignificant Sadasiva, \vho ~~·as later murdered by 
Rama Raja·s brother. 

The functions of the councillors \Vere not al\vays sharply defined 
or delimited, and terminology varied considerably. There seems 
usuallv to have been a chief counsellor, the mantrin par excellence., 

01 

often called "great counsellor" ( nuzhama11tn-n) . With orthodox 
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kings the purohita or court chaplain was very influential, and one 
source even suggests that before coming to a final decision the king 
should deliberate privately \Vith him.2e The treasurer and chief tax
collector (called in the Artha!iistra sa1znitlhalr and samDJuutr respec
tively), '\vere important, as was the .. minister of peace and war,. 
(siindlz,·vi'grallika), a title which does not appear unt.il Gupta times. 
This minister approximated to the foreign secretary of the Jnodem 
state, but had more definite military functions and often accon1panied 
the king on campaign. The priit/viva!a, or chief judge and legal 
advisor, seems to have been important in medieval Hindu kingdoms, 
and the senapati, or general, was ahYays influential, while the 
mahiikjopaJalilca, or chief record keeper and S'-'Cretary no doubt attended 
the council meetings. 

In theory neither tbe king nor his council ,yere legislative bodies 
in the modem sense of the term. The royal decrees ( Jiisana) which 
they promulgated \vere not generally ne\v laws, but orders referring 
to special cases. Dharma and established custo1n were usually looked 
on as inviolable, and the king*s commands were merely applications 
of the Sacred La,Y. Heterodox kings, ho,Yever, did from time to 
time issue orders which \vere in the nature of new la\\·s, the most 
notable case being A~oka. 

To transmit the royal decrees a corps of secretaries and clerks was 
maintained, and remarkable precautions \\"ere taken to prevent error. 
Under the Colas, for instance, orders were first written by scribes at 
the king's dictation, and the accuracy of the drafts was attested by 
competent witnesses. Before being sent to their recipients they were 
carefully transcribed, and a number of witnesses, sometimes atnount
ing to as many as thirteen, again attested thetn. In the case of 
grants of land and privileges an important court official was generally 
deputed to ensure that the royal decrees were put into effect. Thus 
records were kept with great care, and nothing was left to chance; 
the royal scribes the1nselves were often important personages. 

Councillors and high officials in general are often referred to in 
early sources as n1al1am.iitras, and from Gupta times onwards as 
/cunwriim.iityas, or .. princely ministers"; · the latter epithet seems to 
have been a li tie of honour. There was no high degree of specializa
tion, and councillors, like modem cabinet ministers, often changed 
their posts. All of them, even aged ministers of the brihmaJJ class, 
might perfonn military functions. In sotne sources they are divided 
into two groups deliberative officials ( matisaciva or t!Aisaciva), and 
executive officials ( luumasac,:va). The fonner were councillors, 
while the latter approximately corresponded to high-ranking civil 
servants of •nodern times. 
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Of the seven occupational classes into whlch Megasthenes divided 
all the inhabitants of India, t\vo \vere connected with the governn:-ent; 
tlle last of the seven, .. those 'vho deliberate on public affairs .. , must 
represent the councillors, while the penu1tilnate class of .. overseers'' 
( rnlm<onot) are the adltyakjas or superintendents of the .Artha!a
stra. As well as most of the officials we have mentioned this text 
enumerates many others the superintendents of crown lands, of 
forests, .of forest-produce, of.· state herds, of \Vaste lands, of the 
treasury, and of tnines, the chief goldsmith, the comptroller of state 
granaries, the superintendent of comn1erce, of tolls and customs, of 
state spinning and weaving workshops, of slaughter houses, of pass
ports, and of shipping. Military requireJnents were cared for by the 
superintendents of the ar•noury, of cavalry, of elephants, of chariots, 
and of foounen, all of \vhom see1n to have been rather civil than 
military officials, as far as it is possible to dra\v a dividing line 
bet\veen them in ancient India. The less reputable an1usements of 
the populace were controlled by the superintendents of liquor, or 
gaming, and of prostitutes. A~oka inaugurated a further class of 
official called d/zarnuz-m.ahiin1iilra, or minister of Righteousness, 
whose duty was to supervise the affairs of all religious bodies, and to 
ensure that the officials follo\ved the Etnperor' s new policy; this 
class of official existed under different titles in some later empires, 
as did officers who administered the great royal donations to 
religious establishments. 

1'hus in Mauryan times every aspect of the life of the individual 
was watched over, and as far as possible controlled, by the govern
ment. Though no later state developed the sa1ne degree of control 
as the Mauryas, the ideal of the Arlhafastra did not \Vholly disappear. 
Not only did the govemn1ent regulate the econo1nic life of the 
country, but it also took an intportant part in it. All ntines, which 
ter1n included, for the ancient Indian. pearl fisheries and salt pans, 
were O\vned by the state, and \vere either worked directly with the 
labour of crin1inals or serfs. or let out to entrepreneurs, from whom 
the king claimed a percentage of their output as royalty. The pro
duce of the forests. fro1n elephants to firewood, was the property 
of the state. There \\·ere large state farnts, cultivated either by direct 
labour or on a share<rof'ping basis, the products of which went to 
the state granaries. 1·he state o\vned manufactories for spiMing and 
weaving. '"hich were staffed hy indigent women. rather like the 
houses of industry under the Elizabethan poor-law. Munitions of 
war were made in state arsenals, and ships \Vere built in state ship
yards, to be let out to fishermen and merchants. In fact there was no 
question of laissetz-Jairt in ancient India. 
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This highly organized bureaucracy was much tied up with "red 
tape". The Artha!astra80 suggests that departn:ents should be 
headed by 1nore than one chief, to prevent excessive peculation, and 

• 

to ensure that no one individual grew too powerful; .the text adds 
that officials should be transferred frequently and states that no 
government servant should be allowed to take any decision wid1out 
reference to his superior, except in en1ergency. 

The ArthaJaslra envisages the payment.of the n1any officials of the 
state in cash, and gives a lengthy tariff of salaries. si This is very 
obscure, however, since bare figures are quoted, without specifying 
the type of coin or the period of payment. The period was probably 
a n1onth, and the coins were pnt~as, but these n1ight be either silver 
or copper. Whatever they were, the list n1akes it clear that the 
crown servant of ancient India, like the Indian civil servant of n1odern 
tin1es, enjoyed a standard of life n1uch above that of his less fortunate 
fellows. l .. he chief councilJor, the purohita, the heir apparent, the 
chief queen, the queen-mother, the king"s preceptor, and the chief 
sacrificial priest of the palace received 48,000 paJ)as n1onthly, while 
at the lower end of the scale even palace '"·orkn1en, attendants, and 
bodyguards received sixty. In contrast to these a labourer on the 
crown lands received only one and a quarter pa"Qa and provisions.a2 
The last figure is so low that we cannot but believe that the coin 
referred to by the Arthalistrn was a silver one, otherwise a single 
copper cooking pot would cost more than the labourer's annual wage. 

These data apply to the Mauryan epoch, or to the period 
in1nu~diately foUowing it. Later it became usual for kings to re\\·ard 
their officers by grants of the revenue of a village or district, a systen1 
not unknown even in earlier tin1es, and which, as we have seen, 
helped in the developn1ent of the quasi-feudal systen1 of n1edieval 
India. 

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION 

The ancient Indian kingdon1 was divided into provinces and these 
into divisions and districts, all with very variable terrninology. In 
the Maurya and Gupta periods the provincial governor was appointed 
directly by the king, and was usually a n1en1ber of the royal family. 
In later tin1es his status was often hereditary and he approxin1ated 
to a vassal king. We can see the developn1ent of this in a series 
of inscriptions fron1 Western Bengal, issued by the governors 
of the Gupta emperors in the 5th and 6th centuries A.D. ss Here 
we read of three successive generations of governors, of \vhon1 
the first, Ciritadatta, is n1erely an upariluz, a viceroy; with the 
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decline of the central adnlinistration Wlder Budha Gupta his successors 
call themselves uparilca-mahiiriija, and are well on the way to becom
ing kings. holding office by birth rather than by appointment. 
Numerous independent dynasties did in fact arise through provincial 
governors growing too strong for their masters. 

District governors \vere not usually appointed from the centre, but 
by the provincial governors. Like the District Officers of the Indian 
Civil Service, they combined judicial and administrative functions. 
At this level, in sotne parts of India at least, the government was 
assisted by a council, for from the Gupta inscriptions already men
tioned we find that the decisions of the district officer were made after 
consultation with a body of leading residents which included the chief 
banker, the chief caravan leader, the chief craftsman, and the chief 
scribe. These members of the council were no doubt heads of guilds 
or castes, and probably held office by hereditary right. In the 
Peninsula, especially under the Co!as, sin1ilar district councils existed, 
and had even \vider powers, levying local taxes and exercising 
judicial functions with the concurrence of the representative of the 
central government. 

Cities too had their councils. Megasthenes· description of the 
government of Pataliputra by a committee of thirty members divided 
into six sukommittees is not exactly confirmed elsewhere, and some 
doubts have been cast on his accuracy. But some cities issued their 
own coinage, and tnust therefore have had considerable local auronom y. 
Councils existed in sn1all tov.·ns and large villages in various parts of 
India, especially the Co!a country, where they were very vigorous. 

In general the most itnportant element in city administration 
was the governor ( nagaralia, purapala ). His chief responsibilities 
were revenue collection, and the preservation of law and order by 
means of police, secret agents and troops, which \\'ere stationed in 
the chief to\vns under a captain ( Jo.,;uf.anayaka), who might be the 
governor hin1self. The watchn1en or police \\'ere sometimes fierce 
and oppressive, and amongst the privileges given to brihnla.J] villages 
by benevolent kings imn1unity from entry by police was one of the 
most valued. 

The system of government envisaged by the Arthafdstra involved 
a careful check on the movements and activities of all the inhabi
tants of the city through petty officials called gopa, probably often 
working in a part-time capacity, who \vere responsible for the 
collection of revenue, and the supervision of forty households each. 
These men not only kept careful note of the births, deaths, income 
and expenditure in the families under their charge, but even of the 
visitors they received and of any in1portant developments in the 
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households. The infonnation obtained by the gopa was passed on 
to the town office and pertnanently recorded, and sinlilar records ,..-ere 
kept in the villages. We cannot be sure that the systenl advocated 
by the Arthafiistra \\·as ever \vholly put into effect, but Megasthenes 
confinns that registers were maintained and the nlovenlents of 
strangers carefuJly supervised. It \Vould seenl, in fact, that condi
tions in the larger Mauryan cities approxinlated to those of a modem 
police state, with the open supervision of the gopas supplenlented by 
a vigorous secret service. 

The city governor had other, nlore positive duties. He was 
responsible for the cleanliness of the streets and the prevention of 
fire. His duties also involved the prevention or alleviation of such 
disasters as fanline, flood and plague. Thus the last record we 
have of the Gimar danl tells how it burst, and \vas reconstructed 
by the local city governor, Cakrapilita, in 455, during the reign of 
Skanda Gupta. 34 Cakrapalita, the son of the provincial governor 
Parl}adatta, is praised in the inscription conlmen•orating the rebuild
ing of the dam in tenns \vhich are evidently fonnal panegyric, but 
certain passages are quite unexpected, and depict the city governor 
as a popular figure on the most friendly ternls with the citizens. In 
any case, these verses show us the ideal set before the local official in 
Gupta tilnes, and are therefore very significant. 

·-He caused distress to no man in the city, 
but he chastised the lvicked. 

Even in tl1is mean age 
he did not fail tl1e trust of tl1e people. 

He cherished the citizens as his O\vn children 
and he put down crime. 

He delighted the inhabitants 
\Vith gifts and honours and smiling conversation, 

and he increased their love 
with informal visits and friendly reception.s.#ll 

VILLAC.£ A DM I N ISTRATION 

At all times the village was the unit of govemnlent. In the South, 
and occasionally in the North~ districts were classified according to 
the number of villages they \vere supposed to contain, for instance 
the Gangavadi 96,000 or the Nitlgtlndige 1 ~- The nu1nbcr of villages 
supposed to exist in the larger units is evidently exaggerated, but it 
nlust be remembered that alnlost any settlement, even a tiny group of 
buts in a jungle clearing, qualified for the name of grama; but a 
grima nlight also contain as rnany as 1 ,000 fa1nilies, and there '~as 
no clear dividing-line between a village and a to\vn. 
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t'"rom pre-Mauryan times collectors were appointed over groups of 
villages, and in the villages themselves two elements, which survive 
to the present day, represented the last link in the chain of govern
mental control. These were the village headman and the village 
council. 

The headman·s was normally a hereditary position, though he was 
frequently looked on as the king's representative, to be replaced at 
his pleasure. He \vas usually one of the \vealthier peasants, and was 
remunerated \Yith tax-free land, dues in kind, or both. In the larger 
villages he was a very important functionary, with a small staff 
of village officials, such as an accountant, a watchman and a 
toll-collector. These offices too were often passed from father 
to son. and were remunerated in the saJne way as that of the 
headman. 

In some sources the headman seems an oppressive local tyrant. 
The giirrtabl1ojaka, \vho appears in numerous Pili Jataka stories, is 
not so much the representative of his people and one of their number 
as a squire, \vith \Yide po,vers over the villagers, fining them for 
n1inor offences and expelling them for serious ones. In more than 
one passage in this source \ve read of villagers appealing to the 
king for protection against \Yickcd headn1en. Usually, however, 
the headman appears rather as the champion of the villagers. 
He \Yas responsible for the defence of the village, and in the 
South, \Yhere the village council received greater recognition, this 
\Vas his most important function. Villages v;ere liable to raids 
frotn neighbouring kingdo1ns, or by the wild tribesmen of hill and 
jungle. In less settled times bandits roa1ned the country in large 
gangs, and Aryans and Dravidians alike had a very ancient tradition 
of cattle-raiding. When the central government was weak, village 
feuds and cattle-raids rnight lead to pitched battles. All over the 
Deccan are to be found "hero-stones" ( viragal) recording the death 
of a village warrior, often the headman,·· while defending the cattle''. 
The pseudo-Sukra, 'vriting in the late Middle Ages, speaks of the 
headman as the mother and father of the village, protecting it from 
robbers. fro an the king· s enemies, and from the oppressions of the 
king· s officers. S6 By this time the headman seems often to have been 
incorporated into the quasi-feudal system. The merchant Udaya
mana (p. 95f), for instance, though dignified by the title of raja, 
was in fact little more than a village headman. 

The village council is rarely referred to in most sources, though it 
certainly existed all over India. In most kingdoms it was not 
recognized as part of the state machine. One )awbook gives it a 
brief mention, ae and states that its po\Yers derive frorn the king, but 
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this is certainly a false interpretation. There is no evidence that the 
rights of the village council ever deJ)ended on the delegation of royal 
power. It \vas independent of the govemn1ent and continued to 
function, whatever dynasty \Vas ruling the district. Southern l'ings, 
however, seetn increasingly to have given it recognition, and hence 
in the CoJa etnpire it played an important part in administration. 

We have no record of the cotnposition of the village council in the 
No .. th, \vhere in later tilnes it traditionally consisted of five of the ... 
Jnost respected villagers, including the head1nan. The Southern 
councils had constitutions that differed according :o local custotn. In 
sotne villages of the \Vesten1 Deccan all householders attended the 
village tneeting, although they tnay have had chiefs v.~ho fonned an 
inner council. Else\vhere villages \vere governed by cotntnittees, 
often chosen by lot. At Uttaratnerur, in the Co!a kingdotn, a large 
villa.ge inhabited by brahtnat}S ( ag1·ahara), a number of inscriptions 
frotn the lOth century on\vards thro\v tnuch light on local politics. 
The village was divided into thirty \vards or sections, each of \vhich 
had a representative on the colmcil, chosen a~u1ually by lot. The 
council \vas divided into five sub-.cotntnittees, the first three of which 
were responsible for gardens and orchards, tanks and irrigation, and 
the settletnent of disputes respectively, \vhile the functions of the Jast 
two are uncertain. ]\,fetnbers \\:ere unpaid, and could be retnoved 
front office for 1nisconduct. The right to sit on the council \Vas 

litnited by a property qualification of a house and a sn1all plot of land. 
Metnbership \vas confined to Jnen benveen the ages of thirty-five and 
seventy, and those v.rho had served for a year \vere ineligible for re
appointtnent for another three years. 

The two latter features of the Uttaratnerur constitution arc also 
found in the constitutions of other villages of v.~hich records have 
survived. All seetn to have closed their councils both to youth and 
old age, and in so1ne the tninitnutn age was as high as forty. Most 
had checks on the reappointrnent of retiring men1bcrs, no doubt to 
avoid corruption and to pre\'ent any individual fron1 gro\\·ing too 
influential. In one case even close relatives of a retiring tnember 
were debarred frotn tnetnbership for five years, and in another the 
retiring tnetnber could not be reappointed for ten years. 

These Southern coun(:ils not only arbitrated disputes and tnanaged 
social affairs outside the jurisdiction of the governtncnt, but \vere 
responsible for revenue collection, assessing individual contributions 
and negotiating the village·s collective assesstnent with the king·s 
representative. They had virtual o\vnership of the village's \vaste 
land, \\rith right of sale, and they \vere active in irrigation, road-build
ing, and other public works. Their transactions, recorded on the 
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walls of village temples, show a vigorous community life, and are a 
permanent memorial to the best side of early Indian politics. 

PUBLIC FINANCE 

All ancient Indian authorities on statecraft stress the importance 
of a full treasury for successful govcmn1ent, and India had evolved a 
regular system of taxation before the Mauryan period. At all times 
the basic t~x was the tax on land, usually called bhaga or .. share ••, 
which was a fixed proportion of the crop. 1'"he figure generally given 
in the Smrti literature is one sixth, but Megasthenes gives it as one 
quarter, ~·hile the Artlta!iistra. suggests one quarter or even one third 
for fertile lands; there is some reason to believe that one quarter was 
the proportion generally levied even in the mild reign of Moka. 
The tax was usually paid in kind, and the Jatakas refer to the royal 
<lfficers measuring out grain on the threshing floor for conveyance to 
the king~'s granary; but in the n1iddle ages, especially in the South, 
tnany villages had commuted their land tax for a regular annual cash 
payn1ent. 

Numerous exen1ptions and remissions ~·ere granted; thus land 
brought ne,vly under the plough was not taxed fully for five years, 
'"hile the tax n1ight be wholly or partially ren1itted in tilnes of bad 
harvest. H.e1nissions n1ight also be given to a village e1nbarking on 
a collective irrigation project or so1ne other enterprise in the public 
interest. Generally the tax '"·as levied on the gross yield, but son1e
ti1nes an allo\vance \Vas 1nade to cover the requiren1ents for consump
tion and seed until the next harvest, and son1e n1edievallndian assess
ments seen1 to have been levied on the net yield only. 

According to the Sacred Law \VOJnen, chi Jdren, students, learned 
brahmat:ts and ascetics should not be taxed in any form, and many 
grants of tax-free land \Vt~re made to briihnlal)s and temples; but 
in practice even religious establishn1ents often paid tax, though at a 
lo~ver rate than the ordinary peasant. At the other extreme. classes 
which society in general disliked often had to pay extra taxes, 
especially in the South: these included those who followed objection
able trades, such as leather workers, and followers of heterodox 
faiths, such as M uslin•s and Ajivikas ( p. 294ft'). 

As well as the hasic land tax several other taxes fell upon the culti
vator, such as fixed annual cash payn1entsJ and dues for the use of 
water from a tank or canal owned by the king. Taxes '"'ere paid on 
cattle and other livestock, and on all kinds of agricultural and dairy 
produce. Peasants in South India often paid house taxes, and taxes 
were also levied on shops and necessary industrial equipment such 
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as looms, potters" wheels and oil presses. Many of these lesser 
taxes were the perquisites of the local council, and were devoted to 
the needs of the village. 

According to the Artlta!istra merchants travelling from place to 
place paid small road tolls which were collected by an officer called 
ontopiilo, who \vas responsible for the upkeep of the road and its 
safety. If we are to believe the text these taxes fonned a sort of 
insurance, for the antapala \vas expected to make good any loss 
suffered by dte merchants frotn thieves. It is doubtful whether this 
system , .. ,as regularly adopted in later times, \vhen kingdoms were less 
\Yell organized, but something like it must have prevailed in the 
Mauryan period. Tolls were also levied at the city gates on incom
ing merchandise, on a varying ad valorem tariff. The Artkaiiistra 
suggests that essential goods such as grain, oil, sugar, pots and cheap 
textiles should be taxed at one-twentieth of their value, and other 
goods at rates varying from one fifteenth to one fifth. Various mar
ket dues were also levied, but the ten per cent sales tax recorded by 
Megasthenes is nowhere n1entioned in an Indian source. 

All craftsmen were expected to devote one or two days' work per 
month to the king, but this tax was probably often commuted to a 
sort of income tax on average daily earnings. There was also 
liability to forced labour (villi), though this does not seem always 
to have fallen very heavily upon the masses. Services in labour and 
gifts of provisions were expected by the king and his officers when 
on tour, and this might put small rural communities into serious 
difficulties ( p. 95). Such obligations of forced labour and service 
prevailed in some Indian states until very recent times. 

So complex a systent of taxation could not be maintained without 
surveying and accountancy. The Jataka stories refer to local officers 
as .,. holders of the [surveyor's J cord " ( rajjugBhaka), and the officers 
called in the A'okan inscriptions rajjUka may have been the same; 
Megasthenes records that the land was thoroughly surveyed. Land 
was only transferred to a new owner after reference to the local land 
records, and this fact, with the name of the re<;ord keepers who had 
certified its transferability, was often noted in the copper-plate title 
deeds. The better organized kingdoms evidently kept full and up-t<r 
date records of land o\vnership corresponding to the English Domes
day Book. Unfortunately they were written on perishable materials, 
and all have long since vanished. 

Taxation was burdenson1e, especially in times of bad harvest or 
Wlder rapacious kings. There are numerous references in Jitaka 
stories to the harsh exactions of local officers, and to peasants emi
grating en masse from their villages to escape crushing taxation. In 
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later South Indian inscriptions \Ve read of something like the rent
strikes of later times, and of a whole village council being imprisoned 
for failure to pay tax. One inscription records an appeal to tlte Cola 
e1nperor Rajaraja I, in protest against the looting of a village in 
punishment of tax default; in this case the king upheld the action of 
his local officers. A defaulting taxpayer was liable to eviction, 
though he might be given a year's grace or more in case of real need. 

The textbooks on statecraft invariably stress the danger of unduly 
heavy taxation. Nobody can hold honey in his mouth without tast
ing some of it, and it is to be expected that local officers will claim 
n1ore tax than their due, but really extortionate collectors are a great 
danger to the king· s safety. Certain admirable general principles 
are laid down in our sources taxation should never act as a check 
on trade and industry: the king should tax as a bee sucks honey, 
'"ithout hurting the flower: taxes should be fixed so as always to 
allow a profit to the taxpayer; articles of connnerce should not be 
taxed more than once; increases in taxation should not be imposed 
without due warning. No doubt the better monarchs tried to •nain
tain these principles in their fiscal policy. 

"I''axation was theoretically justified as a return for the protection 
granted by the king. In the story of the primeval king, Manu 
(p. 86), it is said that when Brahana first appointed him he 
denlurred, fearing that he would be responsible for the sins of the 
people; but the people were so direly in need of government that 
they prontised that their sins would be upon their O\vn heads, and 
undertook to give Manu a share of their crops and herds if he would 
protect then1. The Huddhist story of the first king (p. 82) records 
a similar pron1ise as part of the contract. Generally it is stated that 
the king is only entitled to tax his people if he protects them, and that 
he obtains in addition a share of the religious merit acquired by them, 
especially by his brahtn~ subjects; if he fails in his duty he has no 
moral right to receive tax, and reaps a share of all the demerit 
accruiug to his subjects. 
. On the other hand tnore than one source speaks of the king as the 

owner of all the land and water in his kingdom; the corollary of this 
proposition \\·ould be that the tax on crops and the other products of 
the earth was a sort of rent in return for tenancy. That this idea, 
as well as the doctrine of taxation in return for protection, underlay 
ancient Indian practice, is evident from the fact that the king had the 
right to e\·ict defaulting peasants. that he claimed the reversion of 
the property of those dying without heirs, that he sometimes de
manded a fee comparable to the medieval European heriot before a 
holding was transferred to the heirs of a dead householder. and that 
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he was the owner of treasure trove. Manu speaks of the king as 
ultimate lord (adhipati) of the land,87 and therefore entitled to his 
share of treasure and minerals. Bhattasvimin, the medieval com
mentator on the Arthoiastra, declares bluntly that the king is lord 
of land and water, but that other things are the propeny of individual 
householders. aB Ilis statement is borne out by several other sources. 
and by the record of Megasthenes. More than one legend tells of 
kings giving away or trying to give away their kingdoms, as though 
they were personal property. 

A few sources, however, reject the idea of the king's ultimate 
ownership of the land. Thus in a jataka story a king tells his 
mistress that he cannot give her his kingdom, for he is not its owner. 
When a legendary king, Vi~vakarman Bhauvana, gave land to the 
priests, the goddess of earth rose up in person and rebuked him, say
ing that he had no right to give her away. A Jnedieval commentator, 
probably basing his stateJnent on this old story, says that kings can
not give away land, because it is owned in common.3• The 16th
century jurist Nilakal}~ha states that land is the property of its owner, 
and kings have only the right to tax it; he adds that a gift of land 
does not imply a gift of the soil itself, but only of the right to make 
use of it.•o 

The attempts of sorne scholars to prove that the idea of the royal 
ownership of land never existed in ancient India see1ns to have 
sprung from the implicit presupposition, perhaps derived from the 
lDJ'Jse%-faire social philosophy of Herbert Spencer, that there was 
something primitive and shameful in such a conception. It is note
worthy that those authorities who denied royal ownership most 
forcibly were also those who overstressed the democratic element in 
the ancient Indian way of life. Such patriotic scholars as Dr. K. P. 
Jiyaswil, writing when India's independence had not been achieved, 
did much to give her people faith in themselves, and therefore may 
have served a practical purpose. Now, with a free India, there can 
be no excuse for attempting to force the interpretation of texts whose 
meaning is perfectly obvious, in order to try to prove that the king 
laid no claim to ownership of the land and water of his domains. On 
this question, as on many others, ancient Indian opinion differed,41 
but our sources show that the majority of thinkers on the subject 
favoured the doctrine of royal ownership. 

Whatever the theory, we n1ay assume that in practice the royal 
ownership weighed lightly on the peasant who paid his taxes regu
larly; but the Arthalistra suggests that not only tax defaulters but 
also peasants who failed to cultivate their holdings efficiently should 
be evicted, though we have no evidence that this was regularly done. 
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The system \vhich we have outlined was followed with many varia
tions in norrnal times throughout pre-Muslim India; but in emer
gencies whips might be changed for scorpions. According to the 
theorists a king in serious financial straits was justified in adopting 
the most drastic and ·oppressive n1easures, rather than lose his 
throne. He n1ight raise taxes indefinitely, levy forced loans and 
benevolences from wealthy people, resume grants and immunities 
promised in perpetuity, confiscate the hoarded wealth of goldsmiths 
and even rob religious establishments, especially those of heterodox 
sects. There is good evidence from the Kashmir chronicle and else
where that kings did sometimes go to these extreme lengths. In 
fairness, ho\vever, it must be pointed out that the theorists give as 
justifiable motives for such extortion not only danger from external 
and internal enemies, but the hunger of the poor through famine, 
flood or plague. 

We know much about the income of the Indian king, but compara
tively little about his expenditure. Much of the income of the state 
\vas stored, and the wealth of even small kingdoms is attested by 
foreign travellers and by the records of the booty obtained by Muslim 
invaders. The late textbook on polity ascribed to Sukra states that 
the total annual income of an emperor might amount to 500 m. 
luzr1as, by which term the author probably means silver coins of 
about the ~eight of the modem rupee, but with much greater pur
chasing power. Of this considerable income Sukra advises the king 
to reserve one sixth in his treasury.•2 According to accepted theory 
a well-stocked treasury was the king's chief source of strength, and 
no kingdom could function properly without it. The effect of this 
doctrine was certainly bad. The great reserves of precious metals 
and jewels, never touched except in direst emergency, were economi
cally useless, and the treasury of a king was inevitably the target of the 
greed of his neighbours. The royal treasures, the existence of 
which was reported by early Muslim travellers, were important 
factors in encouraging the invasions which ultimately destroyed 
Hindu India. 

After storing one sixth of his income in his treasury the king was 
advised by Sukra to allot one half to what is nowadays called defence 
-a euphemism \vhich many Indian kings \vould have scorned. This 
proportion of expenditure on military needs probably does not com
pare unfavourably with that of many modem states. One twelfth of 
the revenue was for the king's personal use, and one twelfth for 
charity, chiefly no doubt to religious causes. A further twelfth was 
devoted to the payment of civil servants, and the last twelfth to 
praJcrtayol). This term is very ambiguous in many contexts, since it 

. 
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may mean either ministers or subjects. In the former case it would 
overlap somewhat with the previous head of expenditure, and it 
may be that Sukra intended it to apply to \VOrks of public value, such 
as the building of roads, canals and tanks, which were certainly 
undertaken by many Indian kings, and which would not otherwise 
be covered by any head in the list . 

. 

LEGAL LITERATURE 

With the passage of time the sacrificial instructions of the Brih
mlll}as became obscure, and a new group of texts was composed to 
elucidate them. These were Srauta Sutras: the term siitra literally 
means .. thread ... , but was used with the secondary meaning of a manual 
of instruction in the form of brief aphorisms; the whole title may be 
translated •• Manuals Explaining the Scriptures''. A little later 
Grhya Sutras were co•nposed on domestic religious ceremonies. and 
finally manuals of hu1nan conduct, the Dkarrrta Sutras. A set of 
three sutras, one on each of these topics, and attributed to the .same 
legendary sage, was called a Kalpa Sutra. The Dharma Sutras are 
our earliest sources for Hindu law, the 1nost im~rtant being those 
attributed to Gautama, Baudhiyana, Vasi~~a and Apastamba. They 
were probably mainly composed benveen the 6th and the 2nd 
centuries B.c., but in some respects they look back to earlier times, 
while they contain later interpolations. The first three see•n to have 

= been written in a more westerly part of India than the early Buddhist 
scriptures, with \Vhich they are approximately contemporary, and 
the Apastamba may have been composed in the Northern Deccan. 

Later, from the early centuries of the Christian era onwards, the 
prose sutras, including several now lost to us, were expanded and 
remodelled in verse forrn. These are the Dharma Sastras ('' Instruc-

. tions in the Sacred Law"). The latter tenn is so1netimes used for 
the DharJna Sutras also, but rnost modern authorities reserve it for 
the longer versified texts of later days. There arc numerous Dharma 
Sastras, the earliest of which is that of Manu, probably composed in 
its final form in the 2nd or Srd century A.D. Other important 
Dharma Sastras after Manu are those of Yajiiavalkya, Vi~I)u and 
Nirada, which date fro•n the Gupta pe:iod and the Middle Ages, and 
there are numerous others of less importance, or preserved in a frag
mentary form. Manu is still largely concerned with human conduct 
generally, but the works of his successors approach more and more 
closely to purely legal textbooks . 
. The Sutras and Sastras taken together are known as Smrti 
("remembered "), as distinct from the earlier V edic literature, which 
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is Sruti ( ... heard,.), and which was believed to have been directly 
revealed to its authors, and therefore of greater sanctity than the later 
texts. Thus the Manava Dlulrma $astra, or lawbook of Manu, is 
often known as the Manu-Smrti. The Epics and Pura~Jas were also 
looked on as Smrti, and contain much legal lore. In fact hundreds of 
verses in Manu are also to be found in the ltfaltabharata, and were 
probably not plagiarized, but inherited from a common source. 

Many Jnedieval jurists wrote lengthy commentaries on the Smrti 
literature. Of these the most important was Vijiline~vara, who 
wrote at the court of the great Calukya emperor, Vikramaditya VI 
(c. 107.5-1127). His Mita/qara, a commentary on the lawbook of 
Yajiiavalkya, played a very important part in forming the civil la\v 
of modem India. Other important jurists of the middle ages \vcrc 
Hemadri (c. 1 soo), and Jimiitavahana { 12th century), ""rhose treatise 
on inheritance ( Diiyabhaga), part of a great compilation called 
Dhmmaratna, has also influenced the law of modern India. 

It cannot be too strongly stressed that the whole Smrti literature is 
the workofbrahma.J}s, who wrote from their own point of view. 'I'he 
Artkalastra, written from a more secular angle, differs front the 
Smrtis in many particulars. It is certain that the advice of the Smrtis 
was not regularly follovved in many ancient kingdoms, though it 
became increasingly authoritative with time. 1.1te statements of the 
Smrtis must as far as possible be checked by comparison with the 
Artha!astra and by passing references to )aw and custom in general 
literature, inscriptions, and the writings of foreign travellers. 

THE BASIS OF LAW 

Though we know very little about the legal systent of the :6g 
Vedic period it is clear that the idea of a divine cosmic order already 
existed. ]Jta, the regularity of the universal process, was perhaps 
the forerunner of the later concept of Dharma. 1."'he latter word. 
etymologically akin to the English word Ill/ form .. , is untranslatable. 
and had ntany meanings. In the Asokan inscriptions and some other 
Buddhist sources it seents to have the broad general nteaning of 
411 righteousness,.,; but in legal literature it ntay perhaps be defined as 
the divinely ordained norrn of good conduct, varying according to 
class and caste. In this context we translate it as the ~~·sacred Law''. 

As well as Dharma there are. a<X:ording to the textbooks, other 
bases of law: contract. custom and royal ordinance. The earlier 
religious lawbooks give little attention to these, but their importance 
increases with time. It was recognized that, owing to the decadence 
of the age, Dhar1na was not now known in its fullness and purity and 
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therefore supplementary sources of law were needed. Generally 
Dharn1a \vas thought to override all other bases of law, but the Artha
liislra and one other la\vbook•3 maintain that the royal ordinance 
overrides the .others, a doctrine which \Ve must ascribe to the 
totalitarianism of the Mauryas, and which few jurists would have 
supponed. 

"fhe king"s duty of protection was chiefly the protection ofDharmall' 
and as protector of Dharrna he was Dharma incan1ate. From Asoka 
onwards kings sometintes assumed the title Dhartnaraja, which was 
also one of the na1nes of Yama, the god of death and the departed. 
Both Yama and the king maintained the Sacred La\v by punishing 
evil-doers and rewarding the righteous. 

Another concept, much in evidence in some sources, was that of 
Darufa. The primary meaning of this word is'' a stick"', from which 
it..~ secondary meanings may be easily inferred. In varying contexts 
it may be translated as "military force"", "coercion"', • • punishment". 
"a fine"", or simply ., justice"". 1-Iuman nature was evil and corrupt. 
lathe benighted age in \vhich most ancient Indian \Vriters on law and 
morals believed thernselves to be living mankind could only be discip
lined to observe the Sacred Law by fear of punishment. In the stern 
\VOrds of Manu: 

,. If the king did not inflict punishment 
untiringly on evil-doers 

the stronger would roast the weaker. 
like fish upon a spit. • . . 

•· The whole world is controlled by punishment. 
for a guiltless man is hard to find. . . . 

"Where dark and red-eyed PWlishment 
walks the land, desb'oying siMers, 

the people are not harassed, 
if he who inflicts it is discenling. '"O' 

The king"s responsibility for maintaining Dhartna by means of 
DaJ)c;Ja was not taken lightly. hupartial adn1inistration of justice 
brought him the same spiritual reward as Vedic sacrifices. Kings 
failing in their duty suffered in Hell. Even delay in justice was 
visited with dire penalties, for a legendary king called Nrga was re
bonl as a lizard, because he kept two litigants ·waiting in a dispute 
over a cow. Some sources declared that it was incu1nbent upon a 
king to restore the full value of stolen articles to the plaintiff, if the 
thief could not be brought to justice. Moreover, the king was 
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believed to incur the dentcrit of crin1inals not brought to bool<, and 
to suffer in the next life accordingly, \vhile from the secular point of 
vie\v the king who perverted justice or \vas negligent in its adlninistra
tion was in danger of losing his throne. 

CRIME 

Megasthenes stleaks of the Indians as remarkably la\v-abiding, 
and states that crinte \vas very rare; sin1ilar evidence is given by 
14"a-hsien and by Jnedieval Arab travellers, though Hsilan Tsang 
gives a some\vhat less favourable picture. The impressions of 
foreign travellers are not wholly confinned by Indian sources, ho\v
ever, and a profound sense of the insecurity oflife and property under
lies muc.h of the legal literature. 

In the earlier part of the period with which we deal, a process was 
going on in some \vays comparable to that which is nO\V taking place 
in parts of Africa. Uncivi~zed or semi-civilized tribes were breaking 
up under the pressure of Aryan Culture; even as early as Mauryan 
times villages were often overpopulated; many poor folk from the 
country and the hills drifted to the to\vns, as they are doing at the 
present day, and found life even more difficult than in their old sur
roundings. So1ne of these unfortunate and uprooted people pro
_vided the submerged tenth of habitual criminals which seems to have 
existed in all ancient Indian cities. In order to suppress crime tl1e 
Artlul/astra advises the imposition of a stringent curfew from about 
t\YO and a half hours after sunset to the same time before da,vn. 
Later sources speak of castes of professional thieves who had devel
oped stealing to a fine art, and who made use of \vritten manuals on 
their profession. 

Crime "'·as equally ratnpant in the countryside, where the existence 
of large robber bands is attested from the tilne of the Buddha on
\vards. Hsuan Tsang gives the earliest account of hereditary bandits 
who robbed their victitns and n1urdered the•n as a religious duty. like 
the later thugs. Trading caravans were heavily guarded, but \vere 
nevertheless frequently plundered by highwaymen. Thus ancient 
India \vas fa(~ed 'vith a very serious critne problem, though the evi
dence of tuo.st of the foreign travellers suggests that the best ancient 
Indian kings managed to cope \Vith it. Crime was suppressed 
through the local officers and garrison com1nanders, 'vho had large 
sta([~ of polir.e and soldiers. as well as St."Cret agents \vho served as 
detectives. Watchmen kept guard through the night in city and 
village, and in some medieval kingdotns special officers ( dubsadha
siidhat~ika) were deputed to track do\vn and apprehend bandits. 

• 
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ADMJNISTRATIO~ OF JUSTICE 

In the sn1all kingdon1s to which the early Dharma Sutras refer the 
king n1ight be the sole source of justice and indeed his own execu
tioner, striking dow·n condenmed thieves with his mace; but in 
general the adn1inistration of justice was delegated, the king's court 
being reserved for appeals and serious crime against the state. In 
n1edieval kingdon1s, the councillor called PracJvivaka, the king's chief 
legal adviser, seen1s to have been responsible for justice and n1ight 
also hin1self act as a judge. 

The con1position of the courts varied with ti1ne and place, but the 
evidence indicates that ancient India preferred a bench of n1agistrates 
to a single judge. A Jataka story tells of a bench of five n1agistrates, 
all of whotn, incidentally, are corrupt, \\>·hile the Artludastra advises 
that a court \Vith a bench of three 1nagistrates be set up for every 
ten villages, \Vith higher courts in districts and provinces. Manu 
suggests a bench consisting of the PracJvivaka and three lesser judges, 
while the dran1a called .... fhe Little Clay Cart" (p. 441) contains a 
scene in a court of justice. presided over by a chief judge, here called 
adhikara'}ika, a \Veal thy n1erchant ( lre1Jilin), and a representative of 
the caste of scribes ( kiiyastlla) . 'fhe title given to the chief judge is 
deri \"ed front adhikara'}a. "'a govemntent office .. , and suggests that 
he was an official who con1bined judicial and adaninistrative functions; 
the t\Vo other rnagistrates were evidently leading citizens, who served 
on the bench as do our justices of the peace. 

Though judicial corruption is often referred to, the standards set 
for judges and 1nagistrates were very high; they \vere to be learned, 
religious, devoid of anger, and as i1npartial as humanly possible. 
To prevent bribery it is suggested that no private interviews should 
be allowed between judges and litigants until cases are settled. The 
Artl1aiiistra advises that the honesty of judges should be periodically 
tested by agents provocateurs, while the Yi§1)U Smrti prescribes 
banishn1ent and forfeiture of all property for a judge found guilty of 
corruption or injustice the n1ost severe penalty a brihn1al} could 
incur under the Sacred Law. 

False witness was generally looked on with great abhorrence, and, 
besides various tetnporal penalties, incurred a hundred unhappy 
rcbirths in the afterworld. In serious crin1inal cases evidence n1ight 
be accepted fron1 all sources, but in civilla\Y only certain \vitnesses 
were qualified; generally won1en. learned brahm~s, govennnent 
servants, n1inors, debtors. persons with crin1inal records, and persons 
suffering fron1 physical defects could not be called on to give evidence, 
while the evidence of low..caste people was not valid against persons 

• 
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of higher caste. Several tests, some very sound psychologically, are 
laid down to assess the veracity of \vitnesses. 

Where the accused \vas open to grave suspicion not an1ounting to 
cenainty he might be tortured to elicit confession. ..rhe tortures 
enumerated for this purpose are not all of the most extre1ne type. 
and include various forms of \vhipping. BrahntaJ)S, children, the 
aged, the sick, lunatics and pregnant \vomen \vere theoretically 
exempt from tonure, 'vhile only light torture was prescribed for 
wornen. 

Another 1neans of ascertaining guilt \vas the ordeal, which could 
be used in both civil and critninal cases, and in certain forrns is still 
sometimes resorted to in India to settle diSJ>Utes out of court. Ordeal 
is but little mentioned in early texts, but seems to have gro\vn more 
popular in later ti1nes. The Smrti \vriters apparently distrusted 
ordeals, and generally limited their application to cases in \vhich there 
was no concrete evidence on either side. Several ordeals are men
tioned, ho\vever, including ordeals by fire and immersion similar to 
those known in 1nedieval Europe, and possibly having a COJnJnon 
lndo-European origin in the remote past. Specially interesting is 
the ordeal of the ploughshare, in \vhich the accused man had to touch 
a red-hot iron ploughshare \vith his tongue; if it \Vas not hunted he 
\vas deemed innocent psychologically a fairly sound test of his own 
confidence in the result, since if he had a guilty conscience his salivary 
glands \vould not function properly, and his tongue \vould be burnt. 

Megasthene.s remarked that the Indian \vas not inclined to liti
gation, and he may have been correct, though the same could not be 
said of India of more recent times. In any case, though there 'vere 
many brahnJaQS learned in la'v they never constituted a class of pro
fessional pleaders, and those w·ho did not serve on the bench presunt
ably used their knowledge to settle cases out of court. There is 
el'idencc, however, that by the end of our period a class of la\vyers, 
in the n1oden1 sense, \vas beginning to develop, for son1e late text
books aU0\'1 litigants to employ proxies, ,vho are to be rewarded 
\vith a share of the n1oney involved, \vhile one source grants to any 
learned brahmal) the right to give his views on a case fron1 the body 
of the court. 46 

PUNISHMENT 

The penalties imposed for criminal offences developed from two 
very ancient customs, the \vergeld and the religious penance itnposed 
for ritual offences. The influence of both can be clear} y traced in the 
system of punishment follo\ved in later times. 
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The early Sutras laid do\vn fines for the punishrncnt of anurder~ 
1,000 CO\VS for killing a k~atriya. lOO for a vaisya, and 10 for a ~udra or 
a \VOtnan of any class; the killing of a bralunaJ) could not be expiated by 
a fine. The cattle \vere handed to the king, \Vho passed them on to the 
relatives of the slain man, a bull being added as the king's perquisite. 
Later sources lose sight of the true nature of the fines as 1neans of buy
ing off the vengeance of the faanily of the dead tnan, and lay down that 
the cattle arc expiatory gifts, to be gi\'en to the bralunai)S. But the 
\\'ergeld left its 1nark on the legal syste1u in the form of the fines, '"·hich, 
with or \Vithout other punishment, are a special feature of ancient 
Indian justice. Fines ranging fro1n a small copper coin to the confisca
tion of all property " 'ere levied .. and could atone for all but the most 
serious crinte. They \\·ere an appreciable source of inconle to the 
state, and many medieval charters, giving revenue rights over a 
village or district, specifically include the right to recei\'e the fines 
levied at the local coun. A condemned person \vho could not pay his 
fine \\'as reduced to bondage until it was paid by his labour. 

The Sn1rti writers rarely mention imprison1ncnt, but all other 
sources sho\V that it \Vas coantnon. A§oka \Vas prcud of the many 
gaol-deliveries which he had ordered in the course ofhis reign; accord
ing to a later tradition he is said to have n1aintained in his unreformed 
early years a prison in v.·hich the Jnost fiendish tortures \\'ere inflicted, 
and from \vhi<:h no prisoner ca1nc out alive . 48 Hsi.ian Tsang n1entions 
i1nprison1nent as the usual fonn of punislunent under J-lar~a. Forced 
labour in the state rnines and else\vhere is mentioned a.~ a punishn1ent 
in the Artlta/iislra, and no doubt a1nounted to iJnprisonment of a very 
severe type. 1V1utilation and torture \Vere common penalties for 
many cri1nes, and nutnerous forms are described by legal writers. 
Such punishn1ents \Vere often looked on rather as penances, and the 
idea of religious penance \\'as never co1npletely absent froan the 
thought of the pious authors of the Srnrtis, in considering the plmish
tnent of crianc. lt \\'aS generally believed that by undergoing punish
ment in this life the crianinal escapeu the evil consequences of his 
crirne in the next. 

"n1e death penalty is laid do,vn in 1nany fonns and for 1nany crimes. 
Unlike the early Sutras the ArtJzafiistra prescribes it for murder, even 
as a result of a duel or quarrel, if the injured 1nan dies within seven 
days. llanging is the penalty for spreading false rutnours, house
breaking, and stealing the king 's elephants and horses. Those who 
plot against the king, force entry into the king 's harem, aid his 
ene•nies, create disaffection in the army, 1nurder father, n1other, 
son, brother or an ascetic, or coanmit serious arson, are to be burnt 
alive. Beheading is the penalty laid do\vn by the Arthafiistra for 
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\vilful nturder or stealing a herd of cattle. 1."he n1an \\"ho deliberately 
breaks a dam is to be drow·ned in the san1c dam. Women murdering 
their husbands or children, killing others by poison, or conunitting 
arson arc to be torn apart by oxen. Civilians stealing ruilitary sup
plies are to be shot to death \Vlth arro\vs. 'l .. hese are sorne of the 
many forms of execution suggested by the A,.thasiistra. This text is 
comparatively lenient towards sexual crin1e, but Manu also prescribes 
death in various unpleasant forn1s for most types of adultery and 
sexual assault. Even the benevolent Asoka, for all his distaste 
for the taking of life, did uot abolish the death Jlenalty {p. 55) . 
The usual forrn of execution, little n1cntioned in the textbooks on 
la\v, but often referred to in general literature, was impaletnent. 

Nevertheless it is evident that so1nc opinion definitely opposed the 
death penalty, and the question is r,onsidcred fro1n both sides in a re
markable passage in the Malliibhiirala. 4'1 Here the argunlent against 
capital punishauent and heavy penalties in general is not based, as 
1night be expected, on the doctrine of non-violence, \vhich in no \vay 
forbade either capital punishment or \Var, but rests \vholly on hunlani
tarian considerations. In most cases anutilation, long imprisoruncnt 
and execution result in untold suffering for many innocent people, 
especially for the 'vife and family of the crilninal. The argument is 
quickly refuted ii1 this dark age the innocent Jnust suffer \Vith the 
guilty, in order that society may be protected, anarchy avoided. and 
men enabled to pursue the Sacred La'" in peace. 

I·Iumanitarian ideas, probably encouraged by Buddhism, \\·ere effec
tive in Gupta times in moderating the fierce punislunent of earlier 
days. Fa-hsien records that the death penalty '"as not itnposed 
in Northern India, but most crime punished by fines, and only 
serious revolt by the amputation of one hand. The Chinese traveller 
may have exaggerated, but his testimony at least suggests that execu
tions \vere rare. 1-lsOan Tsang 200 years later, reported that prison
ers \Vere not executed under Har~a, but were left to rot in dun
geons. In later tilnes there is good evidence that capital punish•nent 
\vas inflicted, and crirninals often becatne the victitn.s of hu1nan sacri
fice, but in the n1edieval period ,-.·e read of sentences \vhich, even by 
moden1 standards, scent surprisingly n1ild. Thus a Cola inscription 
records the gift of 96 sheep to endo'v a perpetual lamp in a teruple, 
the donor being a n1an \vho had stabbed an army officer to death; this 
\vas apparently the only penalty he suffered. Other South Indian in
stances ran be found of murderers being let off \vith comparatively 
stnall penances of this nature. It \vould scen1 that here the blood feud 
had by no means disappeared, and if a 1nurderer could appease the 
enmity of his victim's family the court \vould let him off lightly. 
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Killing in self-defence was justified in la'v, as was the stealing of 
sn1all quantities of food to stave off starvation. 

In later tin1es the lives of n1any animals were protected by law, 
especially that of the cow. TI1e story of the Co!a king who ordered 
the execution of his own son for the accidental killing of a calf is cer
tainly a legend, and we need not believe that Kun1arapala (c. 1148-
1172 ), the jaina king of the Caulukya dynasty of Gujarat. so strictly 
enforced non-violence that heavy fines were inflicted on people who 
killed fleas, but these stories show the clin1ate of opinion in medieval 
India. The wanton killing of a cow, in the later period, was among 
the Jnost serious of crimes. 

The legal systen1 envisaged by the S•nrtis would i1npose graduated 
punishn1ent according to class. Thus a brahnlal) slandering a k~at
riya should, according to Manu, pay a fine of fifty pal)as, but for 
slandering a vai~ya or a sudra the fines are only twenty-five and 
twelve paJ)as respectively. For n1embers of the lower orders who 
slander their betters the penalties are much ntore severe. Sirnilar 
gradations of penalty according to the class of the offender are laid 
down for n1any cri1nes, and the equality of all before the la\\' was never 
adn1itted in ancient India, and was quite contrary to n1ost Indian 
thought. If the sam.atli, which Asoka instructed his officials to employ 
in their judicial dealings, 48 means equality the case is unique: it is 
probable that the \\'ord in1plies no more than consistency, or per
haps mildness. It is hardly likely that even A~oka was bold enough 
to introduce so drastic a change in the adn1inistration of justice· one 
which no other ancient lawgiver, Indian or other\vise, would have 
agreed to. 

In the later Vedic period son1e brahmai)S clai1ned to be above the 
law altogether. At the proclamation of the king at the end of the 
royal consecration ceren1ony the chief officiating brahn1al) turned to 
the assetnbled 1nultitude and cried .. Here is your king, 0 Kurus for 
us, our king is [the godJ So1na ... At all tintes the priestly class 
claitned n1any privileges in )a\v. According to n1ost orthodox sources 
the brahn1aQs \vere exen1pt fro1n execution, torture, and corporal 
pnnishment, the worst penalty that could be in1posed on the1n being 
the hun1iliation of losing their topknot ( p. 160), followed by con
fiscation of property and banislunent. But the Stnrti of Katyayana 
allo,vs the execution of a brahmar:t for procuring abortion, the 1nurder 
of a respectable wornan, and the theft of gold, \\'hile the Arthaliistra 
adn1its it for sedition, and also sanctions the branding ofbrihtUCll)s. In 
., The Little Clay Cart" the hero, though a brahn1aQ, is threatened with 
torture and sentenced to death, and there is much other evidence that 
the brahmal}s did not always obtain the privileges \vhich theyclairned. 
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In faintess to the Hindu legal system, we 1nust note that it did not . 
always work in favour of the brihmal). Manu lays down that as the l 
penalty for theft the sudra should pay a fine equal to eight times the 
value of the stolen goods, while the vaisya, k~atriya and brihmcq~ 
should pay sixteen, thirty-two, and sixty-four times the value re
spectively. The upper classes were expected to follow higher 
standards of conduct than the lower, and their thefts were corre
spondingl y more heinous. 

As well as the royal courts there were other tribunals which could 
arbitrate disputes and deal with minor crime. These were the councils 
of villages, castes and guilds, whose validity as judicial bodies for 
their mentbers was fully recognized in the legal literature. They 
could punish offenders by fines and excommunication, the latter a 
very serious penalty indeed, and they probably played as important 
a part in the life of the community as did the king's courts. Un
fortwtately we have little knowledge of their procedure. 

THE SECRET SERVICE 

Perhaps the least pleasant feature of political life in ancient India 
\Vas the espionage system. The most detailed picture of the working 
of this secret service is given in the Artllalastra, the author of which 
devotes two chapters to its organization, and refers to it throughout 
his treatise. The text visualizes a country riddled from top to bottom 
with secret agents or spies. They were organized through .. insti
tutes of espionage'· to which they delivered information, sometilnes 
in cipher, and from which they received their orders. These institutes 
were not responsible for the whole organization of espionage, how
ever, for there were special spies, directly subordinate to the king or 
a high minister, and employed to spy on the ministers themselves. 

The spies might be recruited from any walk of life, and might be of 
either sex. Brihm~s unable to make a living by their learning, 
merchants fallen on evil days, barbers, astrologers, humble servitors, 
prostitutes, peasants all might be enrolled as secret agents. A 
special class of spy was the satr, an orphan trained from childhood 
for the work, and usually masquerading as a holy-man or a fortune
teller, two professions the members of which were specially trusted by 
the public and might gain access to inforrnation \vhich others might 
find difficulty in obtaining. A further class was that of the des
perado, recruited from professional prize-fighters, whose main duty 
was the assassination of those enemies of the king for whom a public 
trial was not expedient, but who also performed other secret deeds of 
daring and violence on behalf of his master. · .. 

. . 
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The ancient Indian secret service has incurred much criticism, some 
of which is not wholly fair. Probably no government at any time has 
been able to function without secret agents of some sort, if only 
honest detectives for the suppression of crime, and every ancient 
civilization had its spies, though perhaps not so thoroughly organized 
as in the system of the Artluz.fiistra. The ancient Indian spy system 
was not quite comparable to the secret political police of some modern 
states, since its function was by no means confined to the suppression 
of criticism and sedition, and it was looked on not as a mere macchia
vellian instrument for maintaining power, but as an integral pan of 
the state machinery. 

Certainly one of the spy's chief duties was protecting the king·s 
power. He sought out sedition, whether in the brothel or in the 
palace of the crown-prince. He served as agent provocateur, to test 
the loyalty of high ministers, generals, and judges. In the territory 
of enemies, whether potential or actual, he not only obtained in
fonnation on the strength and plans of the enemy but encouraged 
sedition, and plotted the assassination of the enemy king and his 
ministers. He also acted as a detective for the suppression of crime. 
For this purpose he frequented taverns, brothels and gambling dens 
in disguise, listened to the conversation of men in their cups. and 
carefully watched those who seemed abnormally affluent. 

But he had also other duties of a more positive character. l-Ie was 
an important means of keeping a finger on the pulse of public opinion. 
In the story ofRama (p. 412f) it is a spy who informs the king that his 
subjects suspect Sita•s chastity. The secret service. in fact, kept the 
king in touch \Vith his people. It was also a means of maintaining 
the king's popularity. One of the spy's duties was to spread stories 
favourable to the king. to praise him in public, and to argue \Yith those 
who criticized the administration. There is no reason to believe that 
mild criticism of the king or his administration was normally punished. 
The ancient Indian secret service might no doubt, in the hands of an 
unjust king, be a very evil thing, but under a just administration it 
had positive and useful functions, and was not a mere instrument of 

• repression. 

HINDU MILITARISM 

The rule of law in personal, family and class relations \vas a 
fundamental element of ancient Indian thought, but in the sphere of 
international affairs there was no real conception of its possibility. 
A few enlightened people recognized the evil effects of the warfare 
which afflicted the Indian suJ>...continent during most of its history, but 

• 
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their message was generally unheard. A'oka was possibly the only 
ancient Indian king who finally broke \vith the tradition of aggres
sion, though his spirit can perhaps be heard in certain passages 
in Buddhist texts, and many ordinary people must have echoed his 
sentiments. Nevertheless, positive condemnations of war are rare 
in Indian literature. 

In one story the Buddha hinlself is depicted as intervening in a 
tribal war between the Sakyas and their neighbours the Koliyas, and 
persuading the contestants to come to terms. In the beautiful 
Dhamn1.apada, an early collection of Buddhist verse, we read : 

Victory breeds hatred, 
for the conquered sleep in sot row; 

above victory or defeat 
the calm man dwells in pcace.49 

Buddhis•n \Vas specially popular with the n1ercantile classes, \vho stood 
to lose much frorn constant \Varfare, and the passing and rare references 
to the evils of \Var in Buddhist texts may in part represent the mild 
protest of the vai~yas against the continual can1paigning \Yhich inter
fered 'vith their trading veutures. In any case war \Vas generally 
accepted as a normal activity of the state, even by Buddhist kings. 
The doctrine of non-violence, which in Jnedieval India had become 
very influential, and had n1ade most of the respectable classes 
vegetarian, was never at this time taken to forbid war or capital 
punishn1ent. It was only in modem times that Mahat1ni Gandhi 
reinterpreted it in this sense. 

The intense 1nilitarisn1 of ancient India did not lead to the building 
of a Jlermanent enlpire ot;er the 'vhole sub-continent. In this respect 
the early history of India contrasts strikingly with that of China, 
\vhere, from the Srd century B.c., a single empire was the rule, and 
division the exception. In India the Mauryas succeeded in creating 
a unified en1pire for a century, and in the heyday of the (;uptas rnuch 
of North India \vas nnder one hand, but with these exceptions nurner
ous factors prevented the unification of the recognized cultural unit 
of Bharatavar~a, which so many ambitious monarchs desired. 

One of these factors was the 1nere size of the land, but the Chinese 
en1perors conquered equal difficulties. Another reason for the failure 
of Indian empire builders \Vas that, for an the \Vise counsel of the 
Arlllasastra, no king of India \Vas able to develop a bureaucracy 
capable of functioning \Yithout a strong guiding hand; in China the 
exarnination systent and the ethics of Confucius ensured that those 
in charge of affairs would usually be men of character and intellect, 

• . , . 
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if rather pedantic and conservative. But the main factor which pre
vented the unification of India was the ntartial tradition itself. 

For the post-Mauryan king the idea of e1npire was sotnething very 
different from that to \vhich the West is accustomed. According to 
the Arthafastra there are three types of conquest: righteous conquest, 
conquest for greed, and demoniac conquest. • The first is conquest 
in which the defeated king is forced to render homage and tribute, 
after \vhicb he or a member of his family is reinstated as a vassal. 
The second is victory in \vbich enonnous booty is demanded and 
large portions of enemy territory annexed. The third involves the 
political atmihilation of the conquered kingdom and its incorporation 
in that of the victor. l"'he two latter types are generally disapproved 
of by all sources except the ArtlzaJiistra. Thus the Mahablliirata 
declares: 

., A king should not attempt 
to gain the earth unrighteously, 

for who reveres the king 
who wins unrighteous victory 1 

Unrighteous conquest is impermanent. 
and does not lead to heaven:·•ao 

The idea of ··righteous conquest" or "'conquest according to the 
the Sacred Law,. may have developed among the Aryans soon after 
their occupation of North India, as an expression of their solidarity 
against the dark-skinned natives. It is evident, though not ex
plicitly stated, in later Vedic literature. The kings of Magadha, from 
Bimbisara on\vards, ignored it, and a.Jmexed territory without com
punction; but the doctrine that war should be \vaged for glory and 
ho1nage rather than sordid aims such as wealth and power grew in 
importance \Vith the fall of the Mauryas, and was accepted by the · 
medieval quasi-feudal order. "De1noniac conquest" still took place 
from ti1ne to tin1e, notably under the Guptas, but "righteous con
quest'' was the ideal which 1-findu kings were expected to follo\v, and 
it is evident that they usually did. War became the sport of kings
a sport which was often very profitable and always very serious. in 
'vhich the shan1e of defeat might well only be expunged by suicide, 
but a sport nevertheless. The Peninsula, inheriting a fierce Dravi
dian tradition never completely submerged by Aryan intluence, had 
a more realistic approach; here conquest with armexation was more 
cotntnon, as well as ruthlessness towards captives and non~m
batants, but even the South was not unaffected by the ideal of the 
.. righteous conquest". 

• In Sanskrit: dluJrmauijayo, lohluzvijoya. and tUuratn]aya. Moka used t11e term dluJrtrUJ. 
vijoyo, ••conquest by Rigt\teousness··. in a v~ry different sense. 
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In ntost of the texts on statecraft we read of the .. six instruments 
of policy" (latfgu'{'ya): peace, war, waiting for the enen1y to strike 
the first blow, attack, alliance, and "double policy .. or making peace 
with one enemy and continuing war \vith another. • The list is a stock 
one, and gives a further example of the delight of the Indian theorist 
in pedantic classification, but it is uevenheless significant. Peace is 
only one of the six categories; the others are aspects of war in all its 
branches. The Artllaliistra quotes an earlier authority, Vatavyadhi, 
as disagreeing with the sixfold classification, and maintaining that 
statecraft involved only two aspects, peace and war. Ill Of this vie\v 
the text strongly disapproves; pacific relations are straightforward 
and obvious, while war is complex and highly developed. It is 
significant that one of the words commonly used for enemy, para,}.las 
the simple primat·y meaning of .. other,.. 

At all times conquest was the chief ambition of the Indian king. 
Even A~oka, \vho abjured aggressive war, did not give up the hope of 
conquest (p. 6+ ). The position is succinctly put by the Arthafiistra: 
IC The king \\"ho is weaker than • the other' should keep the peace; he 
who is stronger should tnake \Yar. '"112 'fhe satne aphorism is re
peated in n1any other sources, in slightly varying fortns, but a differ
ence of attitude is apparent as we leave the Mauryan recollections of 
the Arthaiiistra for the later texts, the outlook of which reflects 
memories or the later V edic age, adapted to the often anarchic con
ditions of the period between the Mauryas and Guptas. 

For the earlier source war is a ··continuation of policy by other 
means'·. Its purpose is not glory, but wealth and po,ver, and the 
passage \Ye have quoted. defining the three types of conquest, is, we 
believe, either a sop to conventional doctrine or a later interpolation, 
for it is inconsistent with the tenor of the book. The \\·hole work is 
\'iritten for a king who aspires to bccon1e an emperor on the Mauryan 
ntodel, and such a king is not advise<) to embark on \var lightly. There 
are 1nany other ways of gaining J>ower, intrigue and assassination 
atnong them, and these should ahvays be resorted to in preference to 
war, which should only be looked on as a last resort. If a king suffers 
decisive defeat he must submit, in the hope that he will be allov.·ed to 
retain his throne as a vassal and ultin1atcly again achieve independence 
and conquer his fonner overlord. The Artluz!astra says nothing 
about fair play in battle, and evidently looks on conquest of the de
moniac variety as the most profitable and advisable. Though in one 
passage, not in keeping with the 1nain tenor of the 'vork, it suggests 
allowing the conquered king to remain as a vassal, it ends on a note 

• In Sanskrit: 1411dhi. r;-igro.htl, hm•D. ) ·onD. UI.IJIIrDyo. and dvaidhlbhava. The terms 
are somewhat differently interpreted in different sources. 
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of humanitarian imperialism. The victor must do everything in his 
power to conciliate the conquered people : if their economy has 
suffered badly from the \var, taxes must be remitted; ministers of the 
defeated king must be won round, and law and order restored as 
quickly as possible; when in the conquered country the king should 
wear local dress and follow local customs. Evidently, from the point 
of view of the Arthafastra, the Jnain motive of war is gain and the 
building up of a great empire. 

The more orthodox texts, however, take a different point of view. 
Here the major motive of war is glory, not gain. War is not merely 
a means to an end, but part of the warrior·s dharmo, and good for its 
own sake. As soon as a king has established hi1nself on the throne he 
should, as a matter of course, attack his neighbours. Rules of fair 
fighting are laid down, which are not heard of in the Arthafiislra. 
For the later sources, such as Manu, a battle was ideally a gigantic 
tournament with many rules: a warrior fighting from a chariot anight 
not strike one on foot; an enemy in flight. wounded or asking quar
ter tnight not be slain; the lives of enen1y soldiers who had lost their 
weapons were to be respected ; poisoned \veapons '"'ere not to be 
used. Homage and not annexation was the rightful fruit of victory. 

These rules \vere not always kept. The heroes of the Mahiil•ha
rata infringe them many times, even at the behest of their mentor 
Kr~IJa, and the infringements are explained and pardoned by recourse 
to casuistical arguments of expediency and necessity. The rules of 
war could only be maintained strictly by a king certain of victory or 
certain of defeat. Where chances were narrow the claims of self
preservation inevitably made thenlselves felt. But the chivalrous 
rules of \varfare, probably based on very old tradition, and codified 
in their present fonn among the martial peoples of Western India in 
post-Mauryan times, must have had some effect in rnitigating the 
harshness of \var for combatant and non-combatant alike. It is 
doubtful if any other ancient ci\'ilization set such humane ideals of 
warfare. 

rf'ogcther \Vith these rules, the later teXtS introduce the COnception 
of n1ilitary honour, \vhich is not folmd in the realistic ArthaJastra, 
except in the form of propaganda to Jnaintain the 1norale of the troops. 
Flight is the deepest of sha1nes; the soldier slain in flight incurs the 
guilt of his lord, and suffers proportionately in the after-life, but the 
soldier slain while fighting to the last passes straight to heaven. 
Such ideals culminated in the jauhar, the final holocaust which was 
the fate of many a medieval Rijput king, with his family and body
guard, the wo1nen and children burning alive in the inner chambers 
of the fort while the 1nen fought to the last on the battlements. 
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The live dog was no longer thought to be better than the dead lion, 
in so far as the spirit of the Epics permeated Hindu life. But the 
Arthaiistra was not wholly forgotten, and not every king of 1nedieval 
India was willing to sacrifice himself and his farnily when defeat 
stared him in the face. As well as kings who resisted the Muslim in
vaders to the last there were auany who tried to buy them off, and 
who retained diminished kingdoms under the suzerainty of the hated 
Mkcclza. 

In this political climate it is not surprising that inter-state relations 
were of the most macchiavellian character. The basic concept which 
governed the relations of one king with another was the doctrine of 
the .. circles" ( tnalJ4ala), which, like many other concepu, was 
pedantically elaborated by the theorists on statecraft. The king 
on whose territory the circle is centred is lmown as "he who 
desires conquest·· ( vijigi§U) . The king whose territory adjoins 
that of the would-be conqueror is ., the enemy·· ( ari) "when he is 
in trouble he must be attacked, when he has little or no help he may 
be uprooted, otherwise he must be harassed and \veakened ... G3 Be
yond the enemy lies "'the friend·· ( mitra) the natural aiJy of the con
queror. So far the system of circles is simple and obvious, but the 
theorists enlarged it further. Beyond the friend is .. the enemy's 
friend" ( arinlitra), and beyond him u the friend• s friend" ( mitra
mitra ). The opposite frontier of the conqueror"s kingdom provides 
a further series of potential foes and allies, the ., heelsiezer" (parr!ti
gralza ), who is an ally of the conqueror·s enemy and i.s liable to attack 
him in the rear, the "defender" or rearward friend (akranda ), the 
heelsiezer's ally (parrt.zigrallasara ), and the rearward friend's friend 
( akranJasara) . The main purport of this enumeration is clear a 
king·s neighbour is his natural enemy, while the king beyond his 
neighbour is his natural ally. The working of this principle can 
be seen throughout the history of Hindu India in the temporary 
alliances of two kingdonts to accomplish the encirclement and 
destruction of the kingdo1ns between them. 

In such conditions diplomatic relations were not thoroughly organ
ized, and there is no evidence of a systenl of permanent a1nbassadors. 
l{elations between one court and another were 1naintained by envoys 
(duta), who resided at the court to \vhich they were sent only \vhile 
transacting the business in hand. As in ntost civilizations, the person 
of the envoy was inviolable, and a king slaying an envoy was thought 
to be reborn in hell with all his councillors. 

Megasthcnes states that peasants would till their fields peacefully, 
even when a battle \vas raging nearby. but this is probably too opti
mistic a generalization. Devastation of the crops to weaken the 
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enemy was quite legitimate according to the textbooks, and, although 
there was a strong feeling that the live~ of non-con1batants should be 
respected, this ru)e \vas not ahvays kept. In any case, except in 
favoured times ancl localities the peasant could never feel wholly safe 
from raiders, and, though the wholesale sacking of cities was not 
comn1on in ancient India, the townsn1an could rarely feel altogether 
secure against the looting and exactions of enemy occupation. Con
ditions in Hindu India \\·ere not unlike those in 1nedieval Europe. 
where there was a broad and recognized cultural unity acco•nJlanied 
by inter-state anarchy resulting in perpetual warfare. In Europe, 
however, the well-organized. and centralized Ro1nan Church often 
acted as a pacifying element in the sin•ation; in India Hinduism, 
\Vhich had no all-e1nbracing super-national organizatioJJ, rather 
encouraged inter-state anarchy by incorporating many 1nartial 
traditions into the Sacred l...aw. 

MILITARY ORGANIZATION AND TECHNI2UE 

The ancient Indian army contained more than one type of soldier, 
and troops are so•nethnes classified into six categories: hereditary 
troops, forming the backbone of the army; mercenaries; troops pro
vided by corporations ( lrql.i) ; troops supplied by subordinate allies; 
deserters from the enemy; and w1ld tribesmen, used for guerilla fight
ing in hill and jungle. Of this list the third category is obscure. but 
it perhaps refers to the private armies, tnaintained by tnerchant guilds 
for the protection of their caravans and trading posts. which might be 
loaned to the king. In medieval Ceylon the corporation of Malabar 
merchants called Ma!'igra,z.a (p. 228), like the Honourable Company 
in 18th century India, became an important and often a decisive factor 
in the island's politic.C!J through its private army. The fierce mer
cenaries of Kera!a ( Malabar) and KarJ.lata (M ysore) found ready 
employment in the arn1ies of many Indian and Sinhalcse kings through
out the Middle Ages. 

Of the four great classes the k~atriya was the warrior par excel
lence, and no doubt most of the hereditary troops considered them
selves to belong to this class, but all classes took part in war. 
Brah1nai}S holding high military rank are ntentioned in the Epi~ and 
in many medieval inscriptions, and tbeir participation in war is ex
pressly permitted in some texts. The lower orders fought also. 
usually as auxiliaries or subordinates, but the late textbook on polity 
ascribed to Sukra lays down that the highest military posts. even to 
that of general, may be filled by §udras or outcastes.at 

In the early Vedic period all free men were no doubt liable to 
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military service by tribal custom, but, with the strengthening of caste 
ideas, the liability vanished in most parts of India. There is no evi
dence of general conscription in any major Indian kingdom from the 
Mauryas onwards, though the ArtlwJiistra mentions villages which pro
vided troops in lieu of taxes, and such villages of warriors existed in 
the quasi-feudal Middle Ages ; the martial character of the tribes of 
N.-W. India, Rajasthan, and parts of the Western Deccan, seems to 
have altered little from the earliest times, despite numerous invasions 
and changes of overlord, and survives to the present day; among such 
people most able-bodied men took part in war. 

The traditional divisions of the Indian army were four: elephants, 
cavalry, chariots, and infantry; some sources add other categories, 
such as navy, spies, pioneers, and comtnissariat, to bring the total up 
to six or eight. Of these elements the 1nost important, from the point 
of view of contemporary theory, was the first. 

Elephants trained for war are first mentioned in the Buddhist 
scriptures, where it is said that king Bimbisara of Magadha owned a 
large and efficient elephant corps. They were trained with great 
care and attention, and, marching in the van of the army, acted rather 
like tanks in tnodern warfare, breaking up the enemy's ranks and 
smashing palisades, gates, and other defences (p. 457f); a line of 
elephants might also act as a living bridge for crossing shallow rivers 
and streams. Elephants \Yere often protected by leather armour, and 
their tusks tipped with metal spikes. The Chinese traveller Sung 
Ylin, who visited the kingdom of the HW}as in the early 6th century, 
speaks of fighting elephants \Yith swords fastened to their trunks, 
with \vhich they wrought great carnage, but there is no confinnation 
of this practice in other sources. As well as the mahout the elephant 
usually carried t\YO or three soldiers, armed with bows, javelins and 
long spears, and advanced with a small detachment of infantry to de
fend it from attack. 

The great reliance placed on elephants by Indian tacticians was, 
from the practical point of view, unfortunate. Though fighting 
elephants n•ight at first strike great terror in an invading army un
used to them, they were by no means invincible. just as the Romans 
found means of defeating the elephants of Pyrrl1us and Hannibal, so 
Greeks, Turks, and other invaders soon lost their fear of the Indian 
fighting elephant. Even the best trained elephant was demoralized 
comparatively easily, especially by fire, and when overcome by panic 
would infect its fellows, until a whole squadr.on of elephants, trumpet
ing in terror, v.·ould turn from the battle, throw the riders, and trample 
the troops of its own side. The pathetic Indian faith in the elephants• 
fighting qualities was inherited by the Muslim conquerors, who, after 
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a fe\v generations in India, became almost as reliant on elephants as 
the 1-lindus, and suffered at the hands of armies without elephants in 
just the same \1\'ay. 

Cavalry, though ilnportant, wa~ not up to the standard of that of 
many other early peoples, and the weakness of their cavalry \1\'as an 
itnportant factor in the defeat of Indian armies attacked by invaders 
from the North-West; the decisive victory of Alexander over Porus in 
S26 o.c. and that of Muhammad ofGhor over Prth\'iraja in A.D. 1192 
were both largely due to superior, more mobile. cavalry. lVJounted 
archers were a special danger to Indian armies. 

The chariot as a vehicle of war disappeared soon after the com
mencenlent of the Christian era. In the Vedic period it was the 

Fig. x.- Royal \Varriors (;after a terracotta plaque from Ahicchatra. U.P. 
c. Gth century A.D.) 

major fighting ann, and it retained this importance in the Epic 
stories. The Artlza!iislra and other evidence sho\vs that in Mauryan 
tilnes it \vas still widely used in war, and early sculpture depicts a 
few fighting chariots; but by Gupta times the chariot was little more 
than a means of transport. The light two-horsed chariot of the 
Vedic period, carrying only a driver and a \varrior, developed into a 
larger and 1nore cutnbrous vehicle. Four-horsed chariots are men
tioned by classical sources, and arc depicted at Sa.nchi and clsc,vhere, 
with horses yoked abreast, and carrying four men . 

There arc several references to ships being used for tnilitary pur
poses, but little evidence that Indian kings had a real conception of the 
value of sea-power, or naval warfare. Ships \vere chiefly used for 
conveying troops, usually along the great Indian rivers; but the 
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Calukya king Pulakc~in 11 employed a navy to besiege Puri, not far 
frotn the tnodern Bombay ( p. 51 1, n), and the t'\VO great Co!a l{ings. 
Rajaraja I and Rajendra I ( p. 7 5), developed a positive •naritime 
policy and evidently had a regular navy. The Sinhalese conqueror 
Parakra1nabahu I ( p. 7 5) is said to have invaded Bunna by sea. 
Ships of '\Var '\Vere used to put do'\vn the 1nany pirates who infested the 
Indian Ocean, and Arab '\Vriters of the Middle Ages shO'\V that the 
petty chiefs of the West Coast themselves organized pirate fleets; 
but, \vith the exception of the CO!as. it is doubtful if any Indian king 
possessed a navy in the rnodern sense. 

The infantry, though little n1entioned in the texts. must at all 
ti1nes have been the real backbone of the arrny. An ~lite corps, a sort 
of l'retorian (iuard, existed in most kingdotns. In the n1edieval 
South this royal guard was pledged to defend the king's person to the 
death, and its loyalty was confirntcd by a ceremonial nteal eaten with 
the king on his accession. 1'he privilege of eating with the king con
ferred on the guards1nen a sort of nobility, and they are tueutioned by 
M arco Polo as .. Con1panions of Honour··. 

The ArthaJtislra envisages a corps of physicians to care for the 
wounded, ready in the rear \Vith drugs, bandages, and other equip
ment. The existence of such a corps, and of a staff of horse and ele
phant doctors attached to the ar1ny, is confirn1ed by other sources. 
The same text mentions the employ1nent of. wo•nen to cook for the 
troops in the rear or the battle. 

According to most theorists the basic unit of the Indian ar1ny was 
the patti, a sort of 1nixed platoon consisting of one elephant, one 
chariot, three horses, and five foot-soldiers. Three of these consti
tuted a senii·11nJ&ha, three senamukhas a gultna, and so on up to the 
... complete army" ( oJ:jaldlipi), of 21 ,870 pauis. The exagget·ated 
precision or this list is another exatnple of the pedantry '\Vhich beset 
Jnost ancient Indian \vriting on practical1natters, and there is no good 
evidence that the army was regularly divided in this '"'ay, with all 
ar1ns intennixed. Other sources speak of co1n1nands rising in units 
of ten, and the Artlu1!iistra n1entions a unit consisting of 45 chariots, 
1-5 elephants, 225 horses. and 67 5 foottnen; fi -.·e of these detachntents 
fonned a full bau le array ( S011UlvyUh.a), resembling the Rotnan legion 
in size. The Artlz(ISiistra allo'"·s \\o·ide variation in these nutnbers 
according to the availability or resources and the re(}Uiremcnts of the 
situation. 

l'he Indian army '\Vas usually a very large one. Classical accounts 
state that the forces of the last Nanda king consisted of ~0,000 
cavalry, 2.000 chariots, 200,000 footmen, and a number of elephants 
variously given as s,ooo, 4,000, or 6,000. Plutarch records that 
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Candragupta Maurya overran India with 600,000 men. HsUan Tsang 
states that Har~a had 5,000 elephants, 20,000 cavalry, and 50.000 
footmen at the beginning of his career, which '"·ere increased to 
60,000 elephants and 100,000 cavalry at the height of his po\ver. The 
9th<entury Arab traveller Al Mas·udi says that the Pratihara king 
Mahendrapala had four ar1nies of 800,000 men each. '"·hile the Co!a 
king Rajaraja I is said to have invaded the kingdom of the Calukyas 
with an army of 900,000. All this evidence is far from reliable, but 
it is noteworthy that estimates of the size of n1edieval armies are con
siderably larger than those of armies of the earlier period, and this 
may bear some relation to fact. Fully anobilized, and including 
auxiliaries and non~ombatants, it is not itnpossible that the total 
fighting force of a larger medieval kingdon1 numbered well over a 
million. 

According to Megasthcnes the Mauryan army was organized under 
a comn1ittce of thirty. divided into sub-committees which controlled 
the corps of infantry. cavalry, chariots, elephants, navy, and com
missariat. This system seems to be modelled on M egasthcnes· de
scription or the rity government of Pa!aliputra (p. lOS), and is not 
confinned by any other source. The Arthasastra describes the army 
as organized under a number of SUJ>erintcndents, with a general 
( senapoti) at the head of all military affairs. Medieval annies often 
had numerous generals. with a .. great generat•• ( m.alzasenapati) in 
supreme command. The general \vas always a very ianportant figure 
in the realm, and often a member of the royal family. He took orders 
direct from the king, who was expected to take conunand in major 
engagements, even when aged. Kings often fought in the van of the 
battle, but the cautious ArthoJiistra advises them to direct operations 
from the rear. Below the general '""ere numerous captains ( nayaka, 
da!uf.anayaka ), who, in the n1edicval period, often approximated to a 
feudal nobility. Regiments, divisions, and squadrons ,,.·ere recognized 
by distinguishing standards, and often had a definite corporate lire. 
In medieval South India WC hear of the troops or a regintent subscrib
ing to a fund for the dependants of a comrade killed in battle, and 
there are records of religious donations made by regimental sub-

• • scrapuon. 
The anns of ancient India \vere not appn .. -ciably different front those 

of other early civilizations. Efforts have been made by so1ne scholars, 
not all of them Indian, to show that firearms and even flying 
machines were kno,vn. but this is certainly not the case. The one 
clear reference to firearms occurs in Sukra, which is late n1edieval, 
and the passage in question is probably an interpolation or M ughat 
times. The mysterious and tnagical \\'eapons of the Epics, slaying 
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hundreds at a blow and dealing fire and death an around them, tnust 
be the products of the poet's imagination. If India had had firearms 
her Greek, Chinese and Arab visitors would certainly have recorded 
the existence of such wonders, and also, a fortiori, of the marvellous 
aerial pavilions described in the Ramayar.za, early Tamil texts, and 
elsewhere, the making of which was quite beyond the technical 
ability of any ancient civilization. 

In fact the Indians possessed the ancient \vorld's equipment of 
artillery ballistas (not kno\vn before Mauryan titnes ), battering 
rams and other siege engines. The inspiration for the wonderful 
weapons of the poets may have coJne from the incendiary missiles, 
fireballs, fire-arrows and the like, \vhich were a special feature 
of Indian military equiptnent, though disapproved of as unfair by 
the Smrti writers. The ArtlzaJastra especially stresses the value 
of incendiarism in war, and even suggests the use of birds and 
monkeys to carry fire to the enemy's rooftops. It gives brief for
mulre for the composition of inflammable naatcrial, which are cle~r 
enough to show that this was not gunpowder. 

The usual Indian bow in Mauryan times '\Vas sonle five or six feet 
long, and often made of batnboo: it shot long cane arrows. According 
to classical accounts it was a very powerful instrument, \vhich was 
rested on the ground and steadied with one foot, but the bows of 
the few archers sho\vn in early sculpture are raised fronl the ground. 
Poisoned aJTows \vere known and used, though condetnned in reli
gious texts. The less cumbersotne cotnposite 00\v, often made of 
horn (!ar1iga), was also known, and became tnore popular in later 
times. S\vords were of various types, the most dangerous being the 
ni1!ri'!..Sa, a long two-handed slashing s\vord. Lances and javelins 
were aJnong the usual equipment of the Indian soldier, including a 
spec-ial long lance ( to11Ulra) used in fighting from the backs of ele
phants. Iron Jnaces and battle-axes were also used. Terracotta 
slingstones have been found in the retnains of the Indus cities, and the 
sling \vas used in later times, though it does not seem to have been 
an important weapon. 

The 'varriors depicted in early sculpture (pi. XXIV) are only 
lightly defended with armour, but the use of arrnour of n1etal or 
leather developed as a result of the influx of invaders from the North
West, and in the Middle Ages coats of mail beca1ne more usual, to
gether with armour for horses and elephants. Shields of bent cane 
covered with leather, or of metal, were regularly used, sometimes 
protecting the whole body. Helmets arc not often depicted until the 
Middle Ages, and it would seem that the Indian soldier relied 1nainly 
on the thick folds of his turban to protect his head. 
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Fortification was an in1portant branch of n1ilitary science, but 
nearly all the fortresses of pre-Muslim India have been so developed 
and adapted in later tin1es that they no longer give a true picture of 
ancient Indian n1ilitary architecture. An in1portant exception is the 
long \Yall of rough-hewn stone protecting the site of the ancient 
Rajagrha, the capital of Bi1nbisara of Magadha, which probably dates 
back to the Buddha's day. Another example is Sisupalgarh in 
Orissa, where a stnall section of tlle city wall dating fronl pre-Gupta 
tin1es, has recently been excavated. It was a worknJanlike brick \Yall. 
set on an earthwork and probably surrounded by a moat. 

The ideal durga, or fortified city, as described in the Arlhaiiistra, 
v.'as circled by tl•ree very \\"ide n1oats, \~ithin which \Yas an earth\YOrk, 
co\'ered with spiny shrubs, and surn1ounted by a wall thirty-six feet 
high, with nu1uerous square to\.vers and roofed balconies for archers. 
With this may be conlJ)ared Megasthenes· description of the defences 
of Pa~aliputra, \vhich is said to have had a •nighty \YOoden \\·all, with 

Fig. xi. A Siege (from a relief at S5nchJ, ' · beginning of Christian era) 

570 to,vers and 64 gate.s. The Arthafastra advises against the use of 
\YOod for fortifications, O\\'ing to its liability to fire and rot, but arch
~ology bears out Megasthenes. for the ren1ains of some of the gigantic 
tiJnbers of the "\vall of Mauryan Pataliputra have been excavated near 
the modern Pama. 'fhe defences of Si~upalgarh \Yere certainly 
sn1aller and less elaborate ( pl. X la). 

The ntost intportant sut·viving pre-lvfuslin1 fortress is Devagiri 
(modern Daulatabad ), the capital of the Yadava kings of the Northern 
Dcccan until its ca))ture by the troops of Ala' -ud-din Khalji i11 J s 12. 
The outer fortifications have mostly been reJ)Iaced and developed by 
later Muslim rulers, but the citadel, on an almost inaccessible hill, 
( ))l. lie), still contains the corridors cut by the I Iindu kings through 
the solid rock, v.'hich \\"ere virtually the only n1eans of reaching the 
summit, and are a 1nen1orial to the engineering skill of n1edieval India. 

In sieges the attackers relied mainly on close investn1ent and the 
reduction of their enemy by starvation and thirst, but capture by 

. . 
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storn1 was not unheard of, and mining was regularly etnployed. The 
word for a 1nine or underground tunnel was suranga, borrowed 
from the Greek word o\ip1y~, which had the sarne secondary 
meaning; from this we may infer that the Indians learned something 
of siegecraft from the Greco-Bactrian kings. 

The Indian anny was slow and ponderous. The Artnafaslra de
clares that a good army can n1arch two yojanas a day, while a bad 
arn1y only march one. The yojana, like the medieval English league, 
is an uncertain measure of distance, varying from four to ten miles; 
but internal evidence shows that the author of the Arthafastra had in 
mind a yojana of about five miles. Thus a anarch of ten miles per day 
was the most that could be expected even of a well-organized and 
efficient army. This is not surprising, when we read of its complex 
and cumbrous organization. 

The arn'y dwelt in an enormous can1p which wa~, in fact, a tem
porary city, with royal quarters, quarters for the king·s harem, and 
for camp followers, merchants and prostitutes. The king and his 
chief officers took many members of their families with thenl on cam
paign. including a representative selection of their wives and con
cubines. and probably the loYler ranks did likewise. The Ra~~rakuta 
king Atnogha\'ar~a I ( 817- 877) was actually born in ca1np, while his 
father Govinda Ill was campaigning in tl1e Vindhyas. ..fhis large 
body of non-<ombatants not wholly subject to anny discipline must 
ha\'e appreciably slowed the pace of the army and impaired its 
efficiency. One theorist disapproved of \vomen in the camp,~~ but 
it seems that his advice was rarely if ever followed. 

The Artlza.{astra envisaged strict discipline in the ca1np; it was to 
be thoroughly guarded and policed, and exit and entry were to be 
controlled by a rigorous system of passes. In fact it was probably less 
well organized than this source suggests, especially in later tin1es, 
when the secret of detailed organization, which the Mauryas pos
sessed and the ArtluJJiistra reftects, was largely lost. Ba•.1a"s vivid 
description of Har~a·s army striking camp (p. 448f) does not suggest 
a very efficient quarternlaster· s departntent. 

The ArthaJO.stra gives much advice on the preliminaries of battle, 
but unfortunately says little on the actual conduct of the fighting. for 
which \Ye must tun1 to the exaggerated accounts of the r::pics and 
other sources. 

Battle was a great religious rite, the highest sacrifice of the warrior, 
and as such was not entered without proper prelin1inaries. The day 
and time of giving battle were chosen v.'ith great care by astrologers, 
whenever tl1is was possible, and purificatory rites were performed on 
its eve. Before battle the troops were harangued by brahmaJ}s, and 
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by the king himself, and were encouraged \Vith prontises of booty a11d 
glory, with the certainty of heaven for the slain. 

The ArthaJiistra advises the employn1ent of heavy inlantry in the 
centre, with light infantry, chariots, and cavalry on the y.,·ings. The 
elephants were generally concentrated in the centre, '"·hile the archers 
took up positions behind the spearmen. Descriptions of battles are 
usuaUy turgid, and overlaid with fanciful and supenlatural elen1ents; 
but it is clear that at most times great etnphasis was placed on single 
combat between picked warriors. Though the ntass fighting of the 
rank and file must often have played a decisive part in the encounter, 
it is given little notice in the literary sources on which we must de
pend. For the ordinary soldier courage and morale depended on the 
leader. Only the noble or the ~lite warrior could be relied on to fight 
to the last, and there is ntore than one account of an arany fleeing in 
panic when its chief was killed or wounded. 

The Artludastra suggests that a price should be t>ut on every 
enemy head, varying according to rank from twenty pal}as up,vards; 
this would not encourage the giving of quarter, but the massacre of 
prisoners was unusual, and it \vas very strongly deprecated in the 
Smrti texts. Captives '"·ere usually released on payment of ransom, 
and those who could not pay, and these probably included most of 
the coJnlllOn soldiers, were enslaved; but their enslavement \vas 
usually temporary, and they were released '"·hen they had paid their 
ransom by their labour. 

Fron1 these notes it will be seen that inter-state relations and war 
\vere the weakest aspects of Indian polity. The kingdoms of medieval 
Hindu India, incapable either of empire building or of firm alliances, 
and maintaining enormous unwieldy annies which were continuously 
at war, indeed produced their heroes, but they were quite incapable 
of withstanding the Turks, whose military science was not over
burdened by pedantic theory or ancient tradition. 
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SOCIETY: CLASS, FAMILY AND INDIVIDUAL 

LAWS OF CLASS AND STAGE OF LIFE 

0 FTE Nand in many contexts \\"e read of" the Dhar,za of class and 
stage of life·· ( var7J.iilra11w-dh.a1·1na), '"hich, in the golden age of the 
remote past, was self-evident and uninfringed, but which is now 
vague, tnisunderstood attd partly forgotten, and which the brahJUai)S 
interpret and the king preserves and enforces. The ilnplication of 
this phrase is that Dharnla is not the same for all. There is indeed a 
common Dharma, a general norm of conduct which all rnust follow 
equally, but there is also a dhanna appropriate to each class and to 
each stage in the life of the individual. The dharn1a ofnten of high 
birth is not that of hun1bler foil,, and the dhar1na of the student is not 
that of the old man. 

This thoroughgoing recognition that 1nen are not the saane, and 
that there is a hierarchy of classes, each \1\'ith its separate duties and dis
tinctive way of life, is one of the most striking features of ancient 
Indian sociology. Criticisnts of the pretensions of the higher classes 
were heard from tilne to titnc, and equalitarian propositions were 
occasionally put forward, but in general this concept has held its 
ground from the end of the ~g Vedic period to the present day. 

TUE FOUR GREAT CI .. ASSES 

We have seen that by the end of the ~g Vedic period the fourfold 
division of society was regarded as funda1nental, prilneval, and 
divinely ordained (p. S5) . The four varl}as of India developed out 
of very early Aryan class divisions, for some class stratification 
existed in many lndo-European contmunities, and ancient Iran had 
four piitra.s or classes, cornparablc in .some respects to those of India. 
In India class stratification grew more rigid ,~·hen, in the Vedic period, 
a situation arose rather like that prevailing in South Africa today, 
\\·ith a dominant fair tninority striving to ntaintain its purity and its 
supremacy over a darker n1ajority. Tribal class-divisions hardened, 
and the dark-skinned aboriginal found a place only in the basement of 
the Aryan social stnacture, as a serf with few rights and many dis
abilities. Soon the idea of vama had becoane so deeply embedded in 
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tl1e Indian tnind that its terminology was even used for the classifica
tion of precious commodities such as pearls. and useful materials like 
timber. Theoretically all Aryans belonged to one of the four classes, 
with the exception of children, ascetics and \Vidows, who were out
side the systen1. 

Van)a ca1ne to the Dravidian South comJ)aratively late, for the 
earliest Tamil literature shows a society divided into tribal groUJ)S 
\Vith little sense of the precedence of one over the other. Succeeding 
centuries saw the gradual hardening of class, until South Indian 
brihmans became even stricter in their ritual observances and the un-• 
touchables even more debased than in the North. 

A sharp distinction '\Vas made between the three higher classes and · 
the ~udra. 1ne former were twice-born ( dvija), once at their natural 
birth and again at their initiation, when they were invested with the 
sacred thread and received into Aryan society• (p. 16lf). The ~udra 
had no initiation, and was often not looked on as Aryan at all. The 
fourfold division \\·as in theory functional. Manullays down that the 
duty of the brahmal) is to study and teach, to sacrifice, and to give and 
receive gifts; the k~atriya must protect the people, sacrifice, and 
study; the vai~ya also sacrifices and studies, but his chief function is 
to breed cattle, to till the eartb, to ))Ursue trade and to lend money; 
the ~udra·s duty is only to serve the three higher dasses and "'it is 
better'"', Manu adds elsewhcre,2 ""to do one"'s own duty badly than 
another"s wen··. This epigrant, elaborated so beautifully in the 
Bn.agavad G ita, \Vas the leading theine of most Indian social thought; 
for each man there was a place in society and a function to fulfil, with 
its own duties and rights . 

Thls was the ideal, but though in the Middle Ages it \Vas perhaJ)S 
approached, it has never been ""·holly reached. The precepts of the 
texts which lay do\\'n the laws for the conduct of the four classes were 
rarely fully carried out in practice, and \vcre often blatantly infringed. 
The texts, which we have already discussed (p. 112f), were \Vritten 
by brahmai)S and from the brahmaJ)iC point of view, and represent 
conditions as the brihmans \vould have liked them to be. Thus it is • 
not surprising that they claim the utmost honour for the priestly class 
and exalt it above measure. 

The brahma.J} v.'as a great divinity in human form. a His spiritual 
power was such that he could instantly destroy the king and his army, 
if they attempted to infringe his rights. In law he claimed great 
privileges (p. 120 ), and in every respect he den1anded precedence, 
honour and \vorship. Even the Buddhist scriptures, though they do 

• In later texts the term .. twice-born"" was often reserved for br5hmavs, but strictly 
it applies to k~atriyas and vai~yas also if they have been initiated. 
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not admit the more extravagant brahm~ical claims and regularly 
exalt the k.§atri ya over the brahmal), recognize his greatness, if he is 
pious and sincere. 

These Buddhist sources show us two types of brihmal). There 
were learned brahmaJ}s, performing all the rites of the Aryan and re
ceiving great respect; but there \\'ere also village brahm~s, who 
made much of their living by fortune-telling and sorcery, and who 
were less honoured. For all the rigidity of the class system the 
brahmaJ)~ soon lost their racial purity, antl it has even been suggested 
that, as Aryan culture expanded, schools of aboriginal sorcerers and 
medicine 1nen managed to obtain a footing in the brahmaJ)ic order, 
just as aboriginal chiefs were certainly assimilated to the warrior 
class. Thus, it may well be, the proto-l{induism of the Harappi 
culture was ultimately assimilated to the Aryan faith. 

Of professional priests there were various types and classes in the 
earliest times live read of the semi-legendary r#s, or seers, who com
posed the Vedic hymns, while the sacrificial ritual demanded anum
ber of priests (rtvij) \Vith specialized duties invokers (hotr), cantors 
( udgatr), and priests to perform the manual operations of the cere
mony ( adhvaryu). The term brahma'!la meant originally .. one pos
sessed of brah.man .. , a mysterious magical force of the type widely 
known to modem anthropologists by the Polynesian word mana. It 
was first applied to the specially trained priest \vho superintended the 
\vhole sacrifice, and was ready to counteract \vith his magic spells any 
evil influence caused by minor errors of ritual. By the end of the 
~g Vedic period the tenn 'vas used for all members of the priestly 
class. 

There were other divisions within the order. The brahmans of the • 

later Vedic period were divided into exogamous septs (gotra), a 
system which "vas copied in part by other classes and has survived to 
the present day (p. 15Sff). Later the brihmal) class formed many 
castes, linked together by endogamy and coJnJnon practices. A 
further division was the /alchii or branch, based on the recension of the 
Vedic texts accepted as authoritative by the family in question. 

Often the brahmal) Jived under the patronage of a king or chief. 
and \vas provided for by grants of tax-free land, farmed by peasants, 
who would pay their taxes to the brahm~ instead of to the king: but 
there were also land-owning brahmcq~s, who cultivated large estates 
by hired labour or serfs. The religious brahrnar:t tnight have a 
high post at court, and the purohita's• importance in the state has 

• TI1is tenn was extended to mean a family priest, who perfonncd the many rites and 
ceremonies of Hinduism for a family or group of families. and has survived in this sense 
to the present day. 
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already been noted (p. 100). Other brihmaJ).s might earn a com
petence as teachers of the Veda, and of other branches of learning. 

At all tin1es many brahmaJJS led truly religious lives. Kalidasa's 
~akuntal4 gives a charming picture of a settlement of such pious 
brihmaJ)s, living simply but not too austerely in huts in the forest, 
where even the \Yild deer were unafraid of the gentle hermits, and the 
woodland was forever penumed with the fragrance of their sacred 
fires. Such brahmaJ) colonies were supported by the gifts of kings 
and chiefs and of the peasants of the neighbourhood. Other brah
IDaJ)S beca1ne solitary ascetics, while in the Middle Ages brihmaQ 
tnonastic orders were founded, rather on the Buddhist model. 

But the varied religious activity of ancient India did not provide a 
livelihood for more than a few of the brahmans. The Smrti literature • • 

contains special sections on "duty when in distress ·• ( apad-dharma). 
which carefully define what a man may legitimately do \vhen he can
not earn a living by the profession nor1nally fqllowed by his class, and 
by these provisions brahmaQs might pursue all manner of trad~s and 
professions. Many were employed in important government posts, 
and several royal families were of brahmaQ origin. Generally 
the lawbooks disapprove of brahmaJJs engaging in agriculture, 
because it inflicts injury on animals and insects, but this rule was 
often ignored. A brahmaQ is forbidden to trade in certain com
modities among them cattle and other animals, slaves, weapons, 
and spirituous liquor and his lending money at interest is also dis
approved of, though Manu• allows him to lend at low interest to 
.. wicked people", by whom he probably means those who do not 
maintain Aryan rites. But though he kept these rules rigidly, a 
brihma.J} '\vould find ITlany trades and professions open to him. 

Opinions differed as to whether a brahmaJJ engaged in a secular 
profession was worthy of ~he respect accorded to the practising mem
ber of his class, and no clear ruling is laid down. Manu, the most 
authoritative of the Smrtis, is uncertain on this point, and in different 
parts of tile text diametrically opposed views are given.B As far as 
can be gathered from general literature the special rights of the 
brahmaJ) were usually only granted to those who lived by sacrifice 
and teaching. Carudatta, the poor brahmaJ) hero of the play .. The 
Little Clay Cart" (p. 120 ), receives scurvy treatment at the hands of 
the court, probably because he is a brahmaJ) by birth only, and not by 
profession. 

For all his prestige, the brahlna.J) \Vas often the butt of satire. 
Even in the IJ.g Yetfa6 the croaking of frogs at the beginning of the 
rainy season is con1pared to the monotonous reciting of the priests,. 
though here no sarcasm may be intended. But there can be no other 
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explrulation of a remarkable passage in the early Cl1ii11dogya Upani
~ad, 7 which describes a vision of the sage V aka Dalbhya, wherein dogs 
Jnove round in a circle, each holding the tail of the preceding dog in 
its mouth, "just as the priests do \Yhen about to sing praises"; and 
then, repeating the very sacred syllable Om., they sing: .,Om! let us 
eat! Otn! let us drinkl Om.! 1na)r the gods VaruQa, Prajapati and 
Savitr bring us food I ., Another early reference to the gluttony of 
brahmans occurs in the Aitareya .Bra/1.'/ll.a!la,s in an interesting t>assage 
which describes the other three classes from the point of view of the 
warrior; here the brahJUaJ} is • • a receiver of gifts, a drinker of soma, 
an eater of food, to be expelled at \Yill " . 1·he 1'idiljala, the fool of 
Sanskrit drama (p. 90 ), an antiable but gluttonous figure of fun, is 
invariably a brabmaQ. 

There are, however, few frontal attacks on bralunaa~ical preten
sions, even in the literature of the Buddhists, \\·ho cante nearest to all 
anti-brahntaJ)ical point of view; but one brief Buddhist tract, the 
.. Dian1ond Needle., ( Yajrastici), ascribed to A§vagho~a. of the 1st or 
2nd century A.D., attacks the claints of the priesthood, and indirectly 
the whole class syste1n, with vigorous dialectical skill. The claints 
of the brahmaJ) we.-e, in fact, often ignored, and not wholly un
challenged. 

The second class \vas the ruling one, the members of which were in 
the Vedic period called riija1lya. and later lt~rdtriya. The theoretical 
duty of the k~atriya was • • protection'', which included fighting in war 
and governing in peace ( p. 88f) . In early tilnes he often claimed pre
cedence over d1e brah1na-:-; this claim is implicit in the Aitareya 
Bral•ma!'.a passage \Yhich \Ve have quoted, the inclusion of which in a 
brahmaQical scripture is hard to account for. According to Buddhist 
tradition, in times \Vhen the brahmaQs are the highest class Buddhas 
are bon1 in that class, while when k~atriyas are the highest they are 
born as k~atriyas. "'f'he bistorical Buddha was a k~atriya, and his 
follo,vers evidently had few doubts about class priorities. Where the 
names of the four classes are tnentioned together in the Pali scriptures 
that of the k~atriya usually con1es first. 

A strong king was ah~~t•ays a check on brahmanic pretensions, just 
as tbe bralunaiJs were a check on the pretensions of the king. Tradi
tion speaks of IDa.JlY anti-brlhmaQical kings who came to evil ends, 
ruld the legend of Para§urarna, who destroyed the whole k~atriya class 
for its impiety (p. SOS), must contain a recollection of fierce strife 
between the two classes in J>re-Buddhist times. After the Mauryan 
period the bralnnal}'s theoretical position was establisl1ed throughout 
1nost of India, but the k~atri ya was in fact still often his equal or superior. 

•• 
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The martial class of ancient India, from great emperors to petty 
chiefs, was recruited from all races and ranks, and all the invaders of 
India down to the coming of the Muslims were given a place in the 
social order in this \vay. Manu& describes the warlike peoples on the 
fringes of Aryan civilization, including the Greeks ( ravana), the 
Scyths ($aka), and the Parthians (Pahlava), as k~atriyas who had 
fallen from grace through their neglect of the Sacred La\v, but \vho 
could be received once more into the Aryan fold by adopting the 
orthodox way of life and perfonning appropriate penitential sacri
fices. This provision might be applied to abnost any conquering 
people, and the Rajputs, in later thnes the k~atriyas par excellence, 
were no doubt largely descended from such invaders. 

The k~atriyas claimed and recehred certain privileges. They con
tinued old customs not in keeping \'Yith ortbodoxy, with such per
sistence that the brihm~ic Ja,-vgivcrs were forced to give them legal 
status. Tl~us marriage by capture was permitted to the k~atriya, as were 
the clandestine liaison and the svayatp,vara, at which a girl chose her 
husband from among the assembled suitors (p. 169). Like the 
brahn1;q~s, they did not always live by fulfilling their ideal function .. 
The rules of apad-dharma applied to them also, and there arc many 
records of men of warrior stock becoming merchants and craftsmen. 

In Vcdic times the vailyQ, or mercantile class, though entitled to 
the services of the priestllood and to the sacred tl1read of initiation, 
was but a poor third to the brahmaJ}s and k~atriyas. In the Aitareya 
Brahtna!,'a passage to \vhich \ve have referred the vai~ya is described 
as "'paying tribute to another, to be lived on by anotl1er, to be op
pressed at will... Other passages in early brahm~ic literature show 
him as a \vretchcd and do\vn-trodden cultivator or petty 1nerchant, 
\vho is of no interest to his betters except as a source of profit. 

According to Manu lO the special duty of the vai~ya \vas keeping 
cattle, which were made over to his charge at the creation of the 
\vorld. The class evidently originated in the ordinary peasant tribes
man of the (lg Yeda, but long before the lawbook ascribed to Manu 
\vas composed it had many other activities. The ~udras, the humblest 
of the four classes, had by now taken to agriculture, and Manu admits 
many other legitimate vai~ya occupations besides cattle rearing and 
fartning. The ideal vaisya has expert knowledge of jewels, metals, 
cloth, threads, spices, perfumes, and all manner of merchandise he 
is, in fact, the ancient Indian business-man. 

Though the Brahm~a literature gives the vai~ya few rights and 
humble status, the Buddhist and jaina scriptures, a few centuries later 
in date and of more easterly provenance, sho\v that he \vas not always 
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oppressed in practice. They mention many wealthy merchant..c; living 
in great luxury, and powerfully organized in guilds. Here the ideal 
vai~ya is not the humble taxpaying cattle-breeder, but the asiti.lcoJt..fJi
bhava, the man possessing eight million pa'l)as. Wealthy vai~yas were 
respected by kings and enjoyed their favour and confidence. It was 
they, rather than the k~atriyas, who chiefly favoured the rising un
orthodox religions of Buddhism and jainism. They fonned by this 
time, at least in the regions of Magadha and Kosala, a true bour
geoisie, no doubt small in number, but very important. Numerous 
inscriptions from Sunga times onwards record the great donations of 
vai§ya merchants and skilled craftsmen to religious causes, especially 
to Buddhism, and sho\v that they were prosperous and influential. 

If the vai~ya, according to the Aitareya lJrahiTUlt;~a, was to be 
oppressed at will, the lot of the Judra was even more unfortunate. He 
was •• the servant of another, to be expelled at will, to be slain at will" 
-but the latter phrase may be interpreted " to be beaten at will.,, 
and the import of the whole passage seems to be satirical. 

Sudras were not ., twice-born,... For tbcan there was no initiation 
into full Aryan status, and they were not regularly considered 
Aryans, though the ArthaJiistra in its chapters on slavery11 specifi
cally Jnentions them as such. The ~udra was in fact a sccond~lass 
citizen, on the fringes of Aryan society. The word ~iidra is of doubt
ful etymology, and occurs only once in the IJ,g Yeda; it was perhaps 
originally the name of a non-Aryan tribe, which becmne subordinate 
to the conquerors, and the origin of the ~udra class 1nay be accounted 
for in this way, though it certainly included other elements. As the 
rigidity of brihmBQic observances increased, groups which refused 
to accept orthodox custom, or clung to old practices which were no 
longer respectable, fell to the rank of ~udras. There are today castes 
which themselves claim to be k~atriyas, but which are branded by the 
brihmaJ}S as ~udras because they adhere to customs which have long 
become objectionable, such as meat eating or the remarriage of 
widows. Persons born illegitimately, even when of pure high-class 
blood, were officially counted as ~udras.l2 

Sudras were of two kinds, u pure •· or ., not-excluded" ( aniravasita) 
and "excluded •• ( niravasita ). The latter were quite outside the pale 
of Hindu society, and were virtually indistinguishable from the great 
body of people later known as untouchables. The distinction was 
made on the basis of the customs of the ~udra group in question, 
and the profession followed by its members. According to the 
bribmaJ:lical textbooks the chief duty of the pure ~udra ~·as to 
wait on the other three classes. He was to eat the remnants of his 
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master·s food, wear his cast-off clothing, and use his old furniture. 
Even when he had the opportunity of becoming \vealthy he might not 
do so, •• for a §udra who makes money is distressing to the brih
maos ... •s He had few rights, and little value was set on his life in 
law. A brahma~ killing a ~udra performed the sarne penan~c as for 
killing a cat or dog. l4 The ~udra v.·as not allo\ved to hear or repeat 
the Vedas. A land where ~udras were nu1nerous would suffer great 

• m1sery. 
Thus the textbooks give sn1all hope of happiness to the \vretched 

~Odra, who could do little but serve his betters in unpleasant and 
servile tasks, and \vhose only hope was rebirth in a higher social class; 
but there is good evidence that §udras did not ahvays live the humble 
and wretched life laid down for them in the Sacred Law. There is 
mention of ~udras engaged in manufacture and commerce, and by 
Mauryan times many ~udras were free peasants.16 The ~udra had a 
place of sorts in the Hindu fold, and \Vas encouraged to imitate the 
customs of the higher classes. Though he •night not hear the Vedas, 
the Epics and Pural}as were open to him, and he had a part in the 
devotional religion wbich became more and more popular from post
Mauryan times onwards, and ultimately eclipsed the older cults; in 
the Bhogavad Gita the lortl Kr~l}a hin1self pro1nises full sah•ation to 
those §udras who turn to him. I& From the point of view of n1ost 
medieval sects, class and caste \vere affairs of the body rather than of 
the spirit, and verses expressing the funda1nental equality of all men 
are to be found in Dravidian devotional literature and in vernacular 
religious literature of later times. 1'hcorctically Buddhisn1 and Jain
ism made no class distinctions in relig ious affairs. As we have seen, 
~udra kings were not unknown, and Jnany §udras, despite the in
junctions of the lawbooks, must have been prosperous. 

UN T OUCH A .BLES 

BelO\V the sudra.s v.·crc the early representatives of the people who 
were later called untouchables, outcastes, depressed classes, or 
scheduled castes. Buddhist literature and the early Dhar1ua Siitras 

·· show that several centuries before Christ there already existed groups 
of people who, though serving the Aryans in very 111enial and dirty 
tasks, were looked on as quite outside the pale. Sometitnes they were 
called the ., fifth class" (pa1'lca,la), but most authorities rejected this 
term, as if to insist that thev '"ere excluded fron1 the Xrvan social 

"' .. 
order altogether. 

Numerous groups of these people are n1entioned, by names which -are non-Aryan in origin, and were probably those of aboriginal tribes 
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\vhich caaue wtder the S\vay of the advancing Aryans. Chief of these 
groups \vas the caruf.iila, a tern1 v.'hich came to be used loosely for 
mru:1 types of untouchable. The cal)4ila \vas not allo\ved to live in 
an Aryan to\vn or village, but had to dwell in special quarters outside 
the boundaries. Though so1ne caJ)~ilas had other means of liveli
hood, in theory their main task \vas the carrying and cremation of 
corpses, and they also served as executioners of criminals. 

According to the la\vbooks the CaJ)431a should be dressed in the 
garments of the corpses he cre1nated, should eat his food front broken 
vessels, and should \vear only iron on1aments. No man of higher 
class 1night have any but the nlost distant relations \Vith a CaJ)~ila, 
on pain of losing his religious purity and falling to the caJ)4ila·s level. 
By Gupta ti1nes Cal}~ilas had become so strictly untouchable that, like 
lepers in medieval Europe, they \vere forced to strike a wooden clapper 
on entering a town, to \van1 the Aryans of their polluting approach. 

Certain classes of outcastes or untouchables seem to have gained 
their unenviable position through the gro\vth of the senti1nent of non
violence for instance the n.i~iida, \vho was a hunter, the fishing caste 
called ka.ivarta, and the leather \vorker ( lcariivara) . The puklcwa, • 
\vho appears as a S\veeper in Buddhist literature, may have fallen in 
status bec4luse meJnbers of his class made and sold alcoholic liquor. 
More difficult to account for are such base classes as basket-maker 
( vt?la) and the chariot-maker ( rathaltiira). In early Vedic times the 
latter was a most respected craftsmen, but soon fell to the status of an 
impure ~udra or outcaste. 

By the beginning of the Christian era the outcastes themselves had 
developed a caste hierarchy, and had their O\Vn outcastes. Manu17 
n1entions the an.tyavasiiyin, a cross between a Cal).~ala and a ni~ada, 
\vho was despised even by the cal)~alas themselves. In later India 
every untouchable group imagined that some other group \vas lo\ver 
than itself, and this stratification evidently began quite early. 

Even the lot of the untouchable \vas not altogether \vithout hope. 
Though he was denied access to the ten1ples and the contforls of 
orthodox religion, Buddhist monks p1·cached to hin1, and the more 
enlightened v.•andering ascetics \vould give hinl instruction. The un
touchable dying in defence of brahJnai)S, CO\VS, \vo•nen, and children 
secured a place in heaven. Orthodox texts contain frequent warnings 
on the evils \vhich arise \vhen ~udras and outcastes grow too powerful, 
and this would seem to sho\v that a car:t<Jala might occasionall)' become 
influential. 

Another class of untouchable \vas the m.leccha, the '"·ord conunonly 
used for outer barbarians of \vhatever race or colour. As an invader 

• This is the Pali fonn: the Sanskrit is pauliasa. 
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he was loathed, but once he had come into contact with Indian ways 
ancl was less strange and forbidding his status might improve. In 
fact it was not blood which made a group untouchable, but con
duct. Generally there was no chance of an individual rising in 
the social scale, but for a group this v.·as possible, over a number of 
generations, by adopting more orthodox practices and following 
the rules of the Smrtis. Thus the Indian class systenl was always 
somewhat fluid. 

, , J J 

CON FUSION OF CJ .. ASS 

An early legend tells ofVi~vamitra, a k~atriya w·ho, by penance and 
piety, became a brahmaJ} and a seer (rli) to boot; but as time went on 
such raising of one's status became more ancl n1ore difficult, and finally 
virtually impossib]e, though convenient fictions sometimes permitted 
kings ancl chie[~ oflow status to fincllegendary k~atriya ancestors and 
advance in the class hierarchy. While it became very difficult for the 
individual to rise, it gre\v progressively more easy for him to fall. 
Every breach of the ananifold regulations of one's class entailed 
in1purity and outcasting, either permanent or tetnporary. The 
)awbooks give long lists of penances for the restoration of the unfor
tunate offender, ranging fro1n trivial ones, such as bathing, or touch
ing Ganges' water, to others so rigorous that they must usually have 
resulted in the death of the penitent. Secular literature, however. 
tells many stories of high-class people infringing the rules of purity 
without doing penance, and no doubt the more sophisticated towns
man often took his class responsibilities lightly. 

The continual injunctions to the king to ensure that ,. confusion of 
class •• ( VDT'{la....Sa'Jl.kara) did not take place indicate that such confusion 
was an ever-present danger in the mind of the orthodox brahmaJJ. 
The class system was indeed a very fragile thing. In the golden age 
the classes \Vere stable, but the legenda•·y king Vel)a (p. 87), among 
his many other crianes, had encouraged tniscegenation, and from this 
beginning confusion of class had increased, and was a special feature 
of the Kali-yuga, the last degenerate age of this reon, which was fast 
nearing its close. The good king, therefore, should spare no effort to 
maintain the purity of the classes. and 1nany dynasties took special 
pride in their efforts in this direction. 

Before the tightening of the social system in the Middle Ages con
fusion of cla.~s wa.~ con1paratively frequent, and some forms of inter
class marriage were expressly permitted. The type of marriage 
known to anthropologists as hypergan1ous, when the husband is of 
higher class than the wife, \vas by no means disapproved of; on the 
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other hand hypogamous marriage. when the wife·s status was higher 
than that of the husband, was always frowned on. The former was 
.. in accordance with the direction of tl1e hair., ( anulom.a). smooth and 
natural, while the latter \Vas .. against the hair", or •• brushing the 
wrong way .. (pratilonUJ) . This distinction is to be found in other 
societies~ for instance in Victorian England the peer who married an 
actress rarely incurred the same scorn and ostracism as the lady who 
n1arried her groom. 

The earlier legal literature permitted arzulom.a or hyperganJous 
marriage, provided that a n1an's first wife was of his own class. Gener
ally brahmaJ)s were forbidden to take sudra wives, but one )a\\·book 
allowed even this,•& and BaQa. the 7th-century poet, who was a 
brahmarJ, had a stepbrother by a ~udra 1nother. Various mixed 
class e..~, 1nany of then1 the forerunners of later castes, were said to be 
the products of 1narriages of this type, and their members were not 
looked on as in any \vay unclean, but enjoyed a position intermediate 
between that of the two parents. Of the groups thought to have de
scended from hypergamous marriage only the ni~ada, in theory a cross 
between a brahmaJ) and a sudra woman, was thought to be impure. 

1-Iypogamous or pratilotna marriage, on the other hand, produced 
offspring whose status was lower than that of either parent. Thus 
the ~c)alas were believed to have descended from Jnarriages be
tween ~udras and brahrua•.t wo1nen. The only exceptions were the 
class of charioteers, or siltas, thought to have sprung from the hypo
gamy of k~atriyas and brahnJal)s. and the bards or miigadhas. de
scended frotn vai~ya fathers and k~atriya mothers, both of v.·honJ were 
v.~en respected. The co1nplex syste1n of sub-classes low in the social 
scale, out of which the Indian caste system developed, was believed 
to be wholly the result of "confusion t&f class u. This tradition 'vas 
accepted by early lndologists, but. as we shall .see, is completely un
founded . 

CAsl· E 

Relations between classes and social groups in later 1-Iinduism were 
governed by rules of endogatny (marriage was only legitimate ~vi th
in the group), comtnensality (food \Vas only to be received fro•n and 
eaten in the presence of members of the same or a higher group), and 
craft-exclusiveness (each man \\·as to live by the trade or profession 
of his own group, and not take up that of another). M egasthenes 
noted seven endogamous and craft-exclusive classes in India philo
sophers, peasants, herdsmen, craftsmen and traders, soldiers, govern
ment officials and cowtcillors~ His sevenfold division is certainly 
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false, but he gives evidence to show that in Mauryan times class 
divisions were already hardening. Even in the Gupta period, how
ever, the regulations were by no means rigid. Hypergatnous inter
marriage " ·as recognized, the rule of craft-exclusiveness was often 
ignored, or circutn\'entcd by the convenient escape clauses of iipad
dharllltJ ( p. I 40). and in the earlier law books the bralunal) was per
•nitted to accept food fro1n any Aryan. It \\·as only in late 1nedieval 
titnes that it was finally recognized that exogatny and sharing meals 
with 1nen1bers of other classes were quite impossible for respectable 
people. These customs, and many others such as widow-retnarriage, 
were classed as ltalivatjya customs once perrnissible, but to be 
a~oided in this dark Kali age, when men are no longer naturally 
righteous. 

In the whole of this chapter we have hardly used the word \vhich in 
rnost 1ninds is tnost strongly connected with the Hindu social order. 
When the Portuguese came to India in the 16th century they found 
the Hindu com1nunity divided into •ua.ny separate groups, which they 
called castas, meaning tribes, clans or fatnilies. The name stuck, and 
became the usual word for the Ilindu social group. In attempting to 
account for the remarkable proliferation of castes in 18th- and 19th
century India, authorities credulously accepted the traditional view 
that by a process of intennarriage and subdivision the 8,000 or more 
castes of modern India had evolved from the four prilnitive classes, 
and the term ··caste·· \vas applied indiscriminately to both va:r1Ja or 
class, and jiiti or caste proper. This is a false terminology; castes 
rise and fall in the social scale, and old castes die out and new ones are 
formed, but the four great classes are stable. They are never Jnore 
or less than four, and for over 2,000 years their order of precedence 
has not altered. All ancient Indian sources make a sharp distinction 
between the t\\"O term~; var!la is much referred to, butjati very little, 
and when it does appear in literature it does not ahvays imply the 
comparatively rigid and exclusive social groups of later times. If 
caste is defined as a syste1n of groups within the class, which are 
normally endogatnous, com1nensal and craft-exclusive, we have no 
real evidence of its existence until comparatively late times. 

Caste is the de\'elopment of thousands of years, from the associa
tion of many different racial and other groups in a single cultural 
system. It is impossible to show its origin conclusively, and we can 
do little more than faintly trace its de\'elopment, since early literature 
paid scant attention to it; but it is practically certain that caste did not 
originate from the four classes. Admittedly it developed later than 
they, but this proves nothing. There were subdivisions in the four 
classes at a very early date, but the brihmaQ gotras. \vhich go back 
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to Vedic times, are not castes. since the gotras are exogatnous, and 
members of the same gotra are to be found in Jnany castes. 

Perhaps the first faint trace of caste is to be found in the careful 
cataloguing of trades and professions in later Vedic literature, as if 
their members \Vere looked on abnost as distinct species. In the 
Pali scriptures many trades and professions are described as living 
apart; thus \VC read of villages of brahmilQS, potters, hunters and 
robbers, and of separate quarters in the to\vns for different trades and 
professions. Many trades \Verc organized in guilds. in '"'·hich some 
authorities have seen the origin of the trade castes; but these trade 
groups cannot be counted as fully developed castes. A .'Sth-century 
inscription from MandasoriD sho,vs us a guild of silk-weavers emi
grating in a body from Lata (the region of the lower N annada) to 
Mandasor, and taking up Jnany other crafts and professions, fron1 
soldiering to astrology, but still Jnaintaining its guild-consciousness. 
We have no evidence that this group was endogan1ous or con1mensal, 
and it \vas certainly not craft-exclush··e; but its strong corporate sense 
is that of a caste in the Jnaking. 1-Isiian Tsang, in the 7th century, 
\Vas \Yell a\vare of the four cla..~ses, and also mentioned n1any n1ixed 
classes, no doubt accepting the orthodox vie\v of the tin1e that these 
sprang fronl the intern1arriage of the four, but he sho\vs no clear 
knowledge of the existence of caste in its modern form. 

To the present day the life of the lower orders is much more affected 
by caste than by varl)a it is not being a vaisya or a siidra, but being 
an ahir, a lciiyasth, or a son.iir which matters, and corporate feeling is 
centred around this caste group, whether based on region, race, pro
fession or religion. The satue strong corporate sense existed among 
the Mandasor silk \Veavers, and evidence of its existence at an even 
earlier date can be gathered from many sources. Indian society de
veloped a very co1nplex social structure, arising partly fron1 tribal 
atnliations and partly fron1 professional associations, \vhich was con
tinuously being elaborated by the introduction of new racial groups 
into the community, and by the devclopn1ent of nc\v crafts. In the 
Middle Ages the systcnt bccarne tnorc or less rigid, and the social 
group '"'·as now a caste in the 1nodern sense. Professor j. H. Hutton 
has interpreted the caste systen1 as an adaptation of one of the most 
primitive of social relationships, whereby a snlatl dan, living in a 
con1paratively isolated village, would hold itself aloof fro1n its neigh
bours by a con1plex system of taboos, and he has found e1nbryonic 
caste features in the social structure of son1e of the 'vild tribes of 
present-day India. The caste system n1ay well be the natural re
sponse of the 1nany Sinall and printitive peoples '~ho \vere forced to 
come to tenns \Vith a naore complex cconon1ic and social system. It 
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did not develop out of the four Aryan vari}as, and the two systems 
have never been thoroughly harmonized. 

By the end of our period many of d1e present-day caste groups were 
already in existence. Even the brahmal) c)ass was much subdivided 
into endogamous groups, often based on locality and race, with many 
different practices. The llajputs were divided into <'lans which, if 
not regularly endogan1ous, were castes of a sort, and the vai~ya..~, 
siidras, and untouchables had evolved hundreds of castes. They 
were governed by local cotnmittees of elders, usually hereditary, 
which had the power to expel members and regulate caste rules, and 
whose decisions, from the time of the ArtluJiiistra onwards, had the 
force of law. 

Mtcr the large joint family, the caste provided social security, help
ing destitute metnbers and providing for widows and orphan.~. A 
man expelled frotn his caste was also automatically expelled from his 
fatnily, unless the whole fa1nily accotnpanied him in his social ostrac
ism. He was lost to society, and could only consort with the lowest 
of d1e low. Though he anight sotnetimes retain some of his former 
wealth he was isolated, a tree tont up by the roots. Pern1anent loss 
of caste was the greatest catastrophe, short of death and the major 
chronic diseases, which could happen to a tnan. 

Early Tamilliterature gives no evidence of caste, but the gro\vth 
of Aryan influence and the developtnent of a tnore con1plex political 
and econotnic structure produced a systetn in sotnc ways more rigid 
tltan that of the North. By the Cola period an irnportant feature of 
South Indian caste structure had appeared, which has survived to the 
present day. In the Dravidian country fatnilics clahning to be 
k~atriyas \verc few. other than the ruling families, and vai~yas were 
equally rare. Nearly the whole of the population were brahma.QS, 
~udras or untouchables, and the ~udra castes, which formed the tnass 
of the people. were divided into two great caste groups, known as the 
right and left hands. The great animosity and rivalry which still 
exists between these groups is at least a thousand years old. On the 
right are the trading castes. sotne weaving castes, tnusicians, potters, 
wasbermen, barbers, and most of the cultivating and labouring castes; 
on the left are various castes of craftsmen, such as \veavers and 
leather workers, cowherds, and sotne cultivating castes. We have 
no evidence of how this strange bisection of society arose .. 

Hypcrgatny never wholly disappeared. In Malabar, where matri
linear sucx:ession has continued almost to tnodem times, tnen of the 
great bralunal} caste of Narnbudiris have regularly tnarried the 
women of the don~inant secular caste, the Nayyars. In Bengal the 
Rac)hi caste of brahtnai}S and the important and respectable castes of 
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scribes ( kayastluz) and doctors ( vaiJya) are divided into subcastes, 
which are hypergan1ous. The systen1 is known as .,kulinism", fron1 
the nan1e of the highest subcaste of the brahmaJ)S ( Jruli11a) ; it was by 
tradition in1posed by the Bengal king ValHila Scna ( 12th century), 
but is no doubt a survival from n1uch earlier tin1es. 

The organization of the castes, independent of the governn1ent, and 
with social ostracism as its n1ost severe sanction, was a powerful 
factor in the survival of Hinduisn1. The liindu, living under an alien 
political order in1posed fro1n above, retained his cultural individuality 
largely through his caste, which received n1ost of the loyalty else
where felt to\vards king, nation and city. Caste was so strong that 
all attempts at breaking it down, until recent years, have ended in 
failure. Equalitarian religious reforn1ers of the late Middle Ages, 
such as Basava, Ra1nanand, and Kabir, tried to abolish caste among 
their followers; but their sects soon took on the characteristics of 
new castes, and in son1e cases divided into castes \Vithin then1selves. 
The Sikhs, despite the outspoken sentin1ents of their gurus and the 
adoption of rites deliberately intended to break do,vn caste ])rejudice. 
such as the ritual n1cal eaten in co1nmon, did not overcon1e caste 
feeling. Even the Muslin1s, for all their equalitarian faith, fonned 
caste groups. The Syrian Christians of Malahar early di\·ided into 
sections which took on a caste character, and ,..-hen in the 16th cen
tury Ron1an Catholic anissionaries began to n1akc converts in South 
India their floC'ks brought their caste prejudices \Vith thenl, and high
caste converts held theauselves aloof frotn those of the lower orders. 

Only in the last fifty years has the caste systen1 shown real signs of 
breaking do\vn, thanks to the 1nany inventions of the West not de
signed for use in a society divided into watertight cotnpartn1ents, the 
spread of Western education. growing national sentiluent, and the 
intensive propaganda of enlightened leaders. The ])rocess is not yet 
complete, and it will be n1any years before all trace of caste f~eling is 
eradicated; but when Mahat1na Gandhi, in tnany ways socially con
servative, persuaded his followers to sweep their O\vn floors and clean 
their own latrines he sounded the death knell of the old Jiindu social 
order, which, for all its faults, has preserved the identity of Indian 
society over centuries of foreign domination. 

SLAVER V 

Megasthenes declared that there were no slaves in India. He was 
certainly wrong, but Indian slavery was ntilder than the forn1 to 
which he had been used, and slaves were 1nuch less nun1erous than in 
the civilizations of the \Vest ; hence he n1ay not have recognized the 
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dasa as a slave. l""herc \Yas no caste of slaves ; though the Artlla
liistra declares that servitude is not in the nature of the Aryan (in 
\Yhich tcrnl the huntble Sfidra is explicitly included), an individual of 
any class might in certain circumstances become a slave, although 
most slaves \verc no doubt of low caste. 

The word dasa originally meant a member of the peoples con
quered by the Aryans in their first invasions of India. Its later con
notation no doubt developed from the reduction to bondage of the 
many dasas captured in battle, and here we find the probable origin 
of Indian slavery. The Mahiibhiirata declares that it is a law of war 
that the vanquished should be the victor's slave,2o and the captive 
\Yould normally serve his captor until ransomed. But there " 'ere 
several other classes of slaves in later times. Children born of slaves 
normally beca1ue the slaves of their parents' masters. Slaves n1ight 
be bought, given away, or mortgaged. A free man might sell hirn
self and his fatnily into slavery in tintes of dire distress. He might also 
be reduced to slavery for crime or debt, but in these cases his servitude 
might be only temporary.. All these types of slavery are recognized 
in the Smrti literature and else\vhere . • 

As in other slave-o\Yning civilizations, the slave might be<-ome an 
important man, and there are even references in stories to slaves 
serving as royal counsellors. Slaves •night son1etimes perforrn work 
of (.~onomic itnportance, such as agriculture or mining, but they 
\Yere usually domestic servants or personal attendants. ~'he slave 
\Yas, in fact, a subordinate n1en1bcr of his master's household. His 
maintenance \vas his tnastcr' s rcsponsibili ty, and if he died sonlcss 
it \Yas incun1bent on the Inaster to perform funeral and comtnemora
tive rites for the \Yelfare of his soul. According to most lawbooks a 
slave's property ultintately belonged to his master, and he 1night be 
bought, sold, loaned or given a\\·ay; but masters had no rights over 
the lives of their slaves, and were not allowed to abandon them in old 
age, as '"·as done in ntany other ancient civilizations. ,. A man may 
go short himself or stint his \vife and children, but never his slave, 
v.'ho does his dirty \York for him. " 21 Sorne la\Ybooks even lin1it the 
right of a master to give corporal punishment to his slave. ,. A wife, 
a son, a slave, a servant or a younger brother tnay, ,...-hen they do 
wrong, be beaten , .. ·ith a rope or a cane, but only on the back and not 
on the head. If a man beats them other\Yise he should be punished as a 
thief ... 22 The ntanumission of a slave is commended by the text
books as a pious act, and in any case a person enslaved for debt be
came free \vhen he had paid the debt \\·ith his labour. 

The ArthaJiistra, in many ways more liberal than the religious 
}a\vbooks, lays do\\"ll regulations appreciably milder than those we 
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have outlined. 'rhe sale of children into ~la"ery is explicitly for
bidden except in dire emergency. Slaves are ent.itled to own and in
herit property, and to earn 1noney freely in their spare tin1e. Slaves 
of the upper classes cannot be forced to perfonn defiling duties. The 
chastity of slave-girls is protected the 1naster \vho rapes a slave
girl 1nust set her free and pay her compensation, and if she has a child 
by her tnaster, even \vith her o\vn consent, both 1nother and <.:hild 
becon1e free. A pro1nise •nade by a 1nan in dire necessity to sell hi•n
self and his fa1nily into slavery is not binding. 

The hurnane regulations of the Arth.aliistra, probably unique in the 
records of any ancient civilization, arc perhaps survivals of Mauryan 
laws, and it is therefore not surprising that Megasthenes declared 
that there \vas no slavery in India. India, Wllike most ancient civiliza
tions, \vas never economically dependent on slavery; the labourer, 
farm \Vorkcr, and craft.stnan alike were nortnally free n1en, and the 
lalifuntlio of the Rontan tnagnate had no counterpart in India. Slave 
tnarkets are not 111entioned in early sources. and though provision \vas 
n1ade for the sale of slaves they do not see1n at first to have been a 
regular article of (:ominerce. In the early centuries of the Christian 
era, however, there " 'as trade in slave-girls between India and the 
RonlaJl etnpire in both directions, and slave markets existed in the 
16th-century Vijayanagara empire. 

There are nun1erous references in literature to sla\·es being badl~· 
treated by their ruasters, and the slave's lot must have been often a 
very unhappy one; but he \vas probably better off in India than in 
1nost parts of the ancient \vorld. Indeed in tnany contexts it \Vould 
seetn that the v.·ord dasa in1plies rather a bondrnan or serf than a 
chattel slave. 

GOTRA AND PJIAI'ARA 

The 1-lindu social order was co1nplicated by other features ,vhich 
had no original relationship to class or caste, but \vere roughly 
harn1onized v.rith thcttl. 1"'hese arc the instin1tions of gotra and 
pravara, which \vere in existence in late Vedic times, and probably 
earlier, and arc \'cry ilnportant to the orthodox brahnJar;:t to this da)' . 

The original ancaning of gntra is .. a cowshed,., or "a herd of 
cows,. ; in the Alh.arva Yedn.,23 the word first appears \Vith the mean
ing of •• a clan.,. which it has retained \vith a special connotation. 
Some ancient lndo-European peoples, such as the Ro1nans, had exo
gamous clans, as well as generally endogantous tribes. It n1ay well 
be that. the gotra system is a survival of lndo-European origin which 
had developed specially Indian features. 

Gotra as it existed in historical tin1es \Vas pri1narily a brahn1ar:sic 
12 
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institution, adot)ted rather half-heartedly by other twice-born classes, 
and hardly affecting the lower orders. All brahmaJ)s \vere be
lieved to have descended from one or other r~i, or legendary seer, 
after whom the gotras were named. "rhe religious literature gen
erally speaks of seven or eight pri1neval gotras, those of l{asyapa, 
Vasi~~a, Bhrgu, Gautama, Bharadvaja, Atri and Vi~vamitra. The 
eighth gotra, that of Agastya, is named after the sage who is 
said to ha\'e taken the Vedic religion beyond the Vindhyas, and 
who is a sort of patron saint of the Dravidians. His natne n1ay 
have been addc~ to those of the original seven as the South became 
progressively Arya.nized. These prin1eval gotras were 1nultiplied 
in later times by the inclusion of the nan1es of many other ancient 
sages. 

Though the gotras perhaps evolved fro1n local Wlits within the 
Aryan tribe they had quite lost their tribal character by historical 
times, and brahmaJ)s from the furthest parts of India and of different 
caste groups •night have the same gotra. The chief itnportance of 
gotra was in connexion with marriage, which was forbidden to 
persons of the same gotra. 

The position was further co•nplicated by pravara. In the brah
mal}·s daily worship he mentioned not only the natne of t11e founder 
of his gotra, but also the names of certain other sages who were 
believed to be the remote ancestors of his family. The formula gener
ally contained t11ree or five names, and set up a further bar to mar
riage, for the same nan1es would occur in the pravaras of families of 
other gotras. According to the custotn of son1e gotras, rnarriage was 
impossible with a member of another gotra having one pravara name 
in comn1on .. while others barred intern1arriage only \\·hen there were 
two contmon names in the pravaras. Thus 1natrin1onial choice \\·as 
much restricted, especially when in the Middle Ages the endogamous 
caste system was fully established. 

1 .. he social prestige of the brahmal}s led to the respectable classes 
adopting a gotra system of some son. K~atriyas and vai~yas took 
the same gotra names as the brihmal}s; their gotras, however. were not 
based on the claim to descent from an ancient sage, but merely on the 
gotra of the family of brahmal)s which traditionally performed their 
domestic rituals. As itnposed on non-brahmaJ}ic fatnilies the system 
was quite artificial. Non-brah1nal} families were also expected to 
take the pravaras of their domestic priests, but this rule counted for 
little. The real gotras of the k~atriyas and vai~yas \vere secular 
( laukilta) ones, founded by legendary eponymous ancestors. Legal 
literature takes little note of these secular gotras, but numerous re
ferences in inscriptions show that the terrn was used in the sense of 

' 
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"sept" or ''clan", and that many non-brahlllaQ gotras existed \vhich 
do not occur in the lists of any of the )awbooks. 

Early lawgivers take a comparatively liberal view of breaches of 
gotra regulations. A man marrying a woman of the sa1ne gotra anust 
perform a ciindrayal}a penance, a severe fast of a month's duration, 
and henceforth maintain his wife as he would a sister;24 no stigma 
attaches to the child of such a marriage. With ruthless logic, how
ever, later jurists declare that this rule applies only to inadvertent 
marriage within the gotra; when the relationship is known the sin is 
equivalent to that of incest. 

THE FAMILY 

The Indian family was, and usually still is, a joint one that is to 
say a close link \vas maintained between brothers, uncles, cousins 
and nephews, who often lived under one roof or group of roofs, and 
who owned the immovable property of the line in cotnmon. Like 
the European and Semitic family, it was patriarchal and patri
linear. The father was head of the house and ad1ninistrator of the 
joint property, and, except in Malabar (p. 174f), the headship de
scended in the male line. 

The ancient Indian family included parents, children, grand
children, uncles and their descendants, and various collaterals on the 
male side. It •night include adopted children, and unless poor it 
would also possess a varying number of servants, domestic serfs, and 
clients; a brahmal} family anight, in addition, find room for a number 
of students, '"'ho were engaged in a lengthy course of training under 
the hP~d of the house, and were treated as members of the family. 
Thus, especially in a polygamous society where girls \vere married 
very young, it formed a very large group. 

The family, rather than the individual, was looked on as the unit of 
the social system; thus the population of a given region was generally 
estimated in families rather tban in heads. The bonds of family were 
such that relationships within the group 'vere often blurred or lost 
sight of; for instance a son might co1nmonly refer (0 all his father's 
wives indiscrintinately as his tnothers, and the distinction between 
brother and paternal cousin was not always made clearly even today 
the santc word is used for both. 

The group \Vas bound together by /riiddha, the rite of commemo
rating the ancestors, at which balls of rice called pi1Jt!a were offered 
(p. 177). Sons, grandsons and great-grandsons of the deceased 
joined together in §raddha, and three generations of the dead were 
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believed to l'articit'ate in the benefits of the ceremony. Thus the dead 
and the living \vere linked together by this rite, which, like the an
cestor \VOrship of the Chinese, was a most })Otent force in consoli
dating the family. Sraddha defined the farnily; those '"ho \\'ere entitled 
to participate in the ceremony were • • co-t'it:t4as ·' ( sapit;~cfa), members 
of the family group. The rite, \vhich is still practised, goes back to 
Vedic times. 

1."'his deep sense of farnily solidarity led, as might be expected, to 
nepotisnt and various other abuses, and today the joint family systen1 
is beginning to weigh heavily on the younger generations; but it gave 
a measure of social security to its men1bers. In distress a tnan could 
rely on his sapiQ(ias, and the ne·er..<Jo-,vell cousin or the indolent 
good-for-nothing uncle, living in a corner of the family home in com
parative comfort while adding little or nothing to the family for
tunes, was probably just as common a figure in ancient India as he is 
today. 

Though a pow·erful and awe-inspiring figure, the paterfamilias was 
not usually an arbitrary tyrant; his power, like that of the king, was 
soanewhat lin1ited by Sacred La\v and custom. The jurists differed on 
the question of his rights over the fan1ily property. In n1odern tin1es 
there are two great schools of family law, called after the legal texts 
on \vhich they are based Mitak1arii anc! Dayabhaga (p. liS); rno.st 
fatnilies of Bengal and Assam follow the rules of Da.l'abhaga, while 
the rest of India generally follo\vs Mitak~ara. According to the 
latter school sons and grandsons have a right in the fan1ily property 
even before the death of the paterfamilias, \vho is little tnore than a 
trustee and manager on behalf of tl1e fatnily, \Vithout the right to 
give property a\vay so as to in1poverish his dependents. Dayabhaga 
n1aintains that sons only obtain rights over the property on tbe death 
of the father, but even this school recognizes that he is not an outright 
owner. but onlv a steward for his descendants. Both schools existed ., 
in medieval times, and represent codifications ofntuch earlier practices. 

At a \'ery early tin1e fathers may have had absolute rights over 
their children, for certain ancient and popular stories ren1ind us of the 
Hebrew legends of Abraham and lsaac and jephthah"s daugl1ter. The 
tnost famous of these is the story of Sunal)~epa. 

l{ing Harikandra of Ayodhyi was childless, and vowed that if he had a 
son he would sacrifice him to the god VaruQa. Soon a son was born to him, 
and named Rohita; but Hariscandra was naturally disinclined to perform his 
share of the bargain. In punishment VaruQa afflicted him with dropsy. 
Mt~r some years he decided to sacrifice Rohita. who was now a youth, but 
he refused to give his life for the sake of his father"s health, and fled to 
the forest, where he lived for six years. 
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_One day Rohita met a brahmaJ.l, Ajigarta, and bought his second son 
Sunal)sepa for a hundred ~ws, a3 a substitute for himself. Varul)a agreed 
to accept the sacrifice of Sunal}~epa in place of Rohita, and the brihmar;t 
boy \vas sent to the court of Hari5candra to be prepared for sacrifice. 
Ajigarta agreed to earn another two hundred cows for binding his son to the 
sacrificial stake and slaying hin•. The sacrifice was made ready, and 
Sunal)5epa led to the slaughter; he commenced to sing hyums in praise of 
the gods, and his devotion was such that VaruiJa Wa3 1novcd to coanpassion. 
Hariscandra was cured of his disease, and Sunal)§epa lived to become a 
great and famous sage. 

Another well-kno\vn .story of the .sarne tenor is that of Naciketas, 
the interlocutor of the Kalha. UpanqaJ. 

The brihtnat~ Vija§ravasa gave away all his wealth to priests perform
ing sacrifices on his behalf, having prontised to give up all that he possessed. 
His son, Naciketas, saw that he still had one possession, and asked .. Dear 
Father, to whom will you give me?'" The father made no reply, but when 
Naciketas repeated the question a third time he said angrily." I shall give you 
to Death!,. 

Nacikcta.~ obediently went to the palace of Y anla, the god of the dead, 
but found him not at botne; only after he had \vaited for three nights did the 
god retunl. Yaana so regretted his impoliteness in keeJ>ing a guest \Vaiting 
for so long that he offered Naciketas three boons. With the first the boy 
was restored to life, and his father pacified; with the Se<;ond he learnt the 
secret of the fire sacrifice; and with the third he obtained from Yama full 
knowledge of the tnystery of life after death, which makes up the body of 
the poem. 

Certain early legal texts do allov.~ a father t.o give away, sell or 
abandon his son, 28 and the legends '~e have Jnentioned would con
firan that this '"'as done, • but. other sources positively forbid such 
action.28 The fathers right over the life of his child is nowhere ex
plicitly admitted, but the Arthaiiistra.looks on the killing of a son as 
among the most heinous forms of n1urder; on the other hand even 
parricide is permissible in self-defence. 

Left to itself, a joint fan1ily \vould tend t.o increase in size unt'il it 
became so large as to be utunanageab1e; hence the Sacred La,v made 
provision for its break-up. The partition of a large joint family was 
favoured by the la\vyers, since thus tnore dotuestie rites would be 
perforn1ed, and tl1e gods receive rnore honour and bless the land n1ore 
readily. Commonly partition took place on the death of the pater
fan'lilias, \vhen the property \Vas divided among the sons. ..£here \Vas 
no provision for \vills in ancient. India, and the eldest son received no 
special inheritance, except sometimes a very small '~eightage atnount
ing to one t\ventieth of a share. The partition of the fatnily property 

• Compare also the Duddhist legend of Vessantara (p. ~87) . 
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was not necessarily postponed until the father's death. It regularly 
occurred if he renounced the \vorld to become an ascetic, and under 
the Mitak~ara system it might take place even vv-ithout his consent, 
by agreement among the sons, if he \vas senile, incurably diseased, 
had taken to evil courses, or was otherwise incapable of managing the 
fa1nily affairs. Individual sons, like the Prodigal in the Gospel, might 
detnand their share and leave tbe farnily, though this was not wholly 
approved, and was virtually impossible under the Dayabhaga system. 

In the partition Jninute rules, varying somewhat \Vith different 
authorities, were laid down as to the shares to be received by other 
relatives when there were no sons. Most authorities rejected the 
rights of women to inherit; but Yajfiavalkya~n lays down an authori
tative list of priority in inheritance, which places the wife, followed 
by the daughters, ilnn1ediately after the sons. 'fhe right of a 
wife to inherit if no sons were living \Vas accepted by the Mitak~ara 
school, which \vas chiefly based on Yajiiavalkya. 

1"he joint family property did not ir1clude the individual possessions 
of the members; at least fro1n rnedieval times onwards personal earn
ings, gifts, and so on were generally thought to belong to the 1ne1nber 
of the family who earned thcJn. This \vas, however, probably a late 
concept. Manu28, for instance, states that the property of a son, 
wife, or slave belongs to the head of the household, and the san1e pre
cept is repeated by sonte other early lawgivers; the rights of the pater
familias, it \vould seem, tended to grow less with time. 

THE F01JR STAGES 0 F LJ FE 

We have seen that for the theorist society involved two concepts; 
one of these was class. or varl)a. while the other \\·as stage of life, or 
4/rama. This was a later idea than that of class, and was evidentlv - ~ 

more artificial. just as Arxan society was divided into four classes, 
so the life of the individual Aryan was divided into four stages: on his 
investiture '"·ith the sacred thread, when he put his childhood behind 
hitn, he became a brak1tzaciirin, leading a celibate and austere life as a 
student at the home of his teacher; next, having mastered the Vedas, 
or Jlart of the1n, he retun1ed to his parental hotne, and was married, 
be<:oming a householder (grhastl1a) ; when, well advanced in middle 
age. he had seen his children's children and had thus surely estab
lished his line, he left his home for the forest to become a hermit 
( va1laprastl1a); by Jneditation and penance he freed his soul from 
material things. until at last, a very old man, he left his hermitage, 
and became a hoJneless \~andercr { sannyiisin), \Vi th all his earthly 
ties broken. 
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This scheme, of course, represents the ideal rather than the real. 
Many young men never passed through the first stage of life in the 
form laid down, while only a few went beyond the second. Many of 
the hermits and ascetics of ancient India were evidently not old men, 
and had either shortened or omitted the stage of householder. The 
series of the four stages is evidently an idealization of the facts, and 
an anificial atte1npt to find room for the conflicting clai1ns of study, 
family life, and asceticism in a single lifetime. It is possible that the 
system of the ii/ramas \Vas evolved partly as a counterblast to the un
orthodox sects such as Buddhism and Jainism, which encouraged 
young n1en to take up asceticism, and by-pass family life altogether, 
a practice which did not receive the approval of the orthodox, though 
in later times provision was n1ade for it. Despite their artificiality, 
however. the four stages of life were an ideal which many men in 
ancient India attempted to follow, and thus they deserve our con
sideration. Moreover they serve as a framework round which we 
can model the life of the individual. 

According to the scheme of the four stages life began not with 
physical birth, but with the second birth, or investiture with the sacred 
thread. Thus the child was not a full 1nember of the Aryan com
munity, but nevertheless his existence was hedged around with re
ligious rites, which began even before his birth. Few religions can have 
marked the course of the life of their members with so n1any rites and 
ceremonies as 1-Iinduism. According to the most orthodox calcula
tions there \Verc some forty ceremonies ( saiJlSkara), v;hich covered the 
whole life of a man from his conception to his death, some of which 
were of great importance, and were perforrned by all respectable 
members of the Aryan community. 

THE CHILD 

Of the various sa.rpskiras, or personal ceremonies, in the life of the 
pious 1-lindu the first three took place before birth: these \\·ere garbh
adhana to promote conception, pu1psava.na, to procure a male child, 
and simantonnayann, to ensure the safety of the child in the womb. 
The birth ceremony (jiitako.rm.a) took place before the cutting of the 
umbilical cord, and involved the whispering of sacred spells ( ntantra) 
in the baby's ear, placing a mixture of honey and ghee in his mouth, 
and giving him a name, to be kept secret by his parents until his 
initiation. At birth the child and his parents were ritually impure, 
and therefore not entitled to take part in ordinary religious cere
monies until so1ne ten days later, when the child was given his public 
name and the period of impurity ceased. Minor rites of infancy, not 
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always looked on as particularly sacred, were the car-piercing cere
Jnony, and the ni§kra.nla?_ta, when the child \Vas tal<en out of the house, 
and shown the sun for the first tilne. 

More important was the first feeding ( an11apriila11a ) . In the child's 
sixth rnonth he was given a 1nouthful of •neat, fish, or rice (in later 
times usually the latter) 1nixed "'ith ctu·ds, honey and ghee, to the 
accon1paniment of Vedic verses and oblations of ghee poured on the 
fire. The tonsure (cutf.iikartna) tool< place in the third year, and was 
confined to boys; \vith \."arious ri~es the child's scalp \vas shaved, 
leaving only a topknot, 'vhich, in the case of a pious brahnlat), would 
never be cut throughout his life. Another ceren•ony, not looked on 
as of the first importance, \Vas carried out \vhen the child first began 
to learn the alphabet. 

Many of these cerentonies are no\\' rarely if ever practised in their 
full form, and it is doubtful if every ancient Indian family, even of the 
higher classes, perfortncd the1n regularly, especially in the case of 
girls. Their number, ho\\·ever, shO\\fS the iznportance of tl1e child in 
the life of his parents. Fron1 the earliest hy1nns of the ~lg Peda sons 
were looked on as great blessings. At )east one son '"'as almost 
essential, to perforn1 funeral rites for his father, and thus ensure his 
safe transit to the other '"'orld. .Adopted sons '"·ere but poor sub
stitutes for true sons, and their efficacy at sraddha ceremonies "'as 
dubious. Thus there \\"ere strong religious reasons for the pro
creation of children. The intense fantily feeling of J~Iindu India en
hanced the desire for sons, without \tv·hotn the line \\·ould disappear. 

Girls, on the other hand, 'vere incapable either of helping their 
parents in the other world or of perpetuating the line, for on n•ar
riage, according to orthodox practice, they became 1nen1bcrs of their 
husbands' fatnilies. 1·he necessity of pro\·iding them \Vith do\\'ries 
also lessened their desirability. 'fhere \~ere thus very practical 
reasons \\·hy girls should be unwanted, and in a civilization so heavily 
\\'eighted in favour of the male it is surprising that there is little 
evidence of the exposure or infanticide of girls. Rajput fa1nilics in 
later times certainly often destroyed their infant girls, and the san1e 
1nay \Veil have been done by the very J>oor at all periods; but no 
special reference is tnade to exposure or infanticide in the early legal 
texts. In the best Indian families daughters, though their birth may 
have been regretted, were cared for and petted just as sons. 

The general impression obtained from the literature is that in 
ancient India the child"s life \Vas a happy one. Maxims of the type of 
"spare the rod and spoil the child" are rare or non-existent. The 
small child of ancient India \\'as generally patnpered, hun1oured, and 
allo,ved a degree of freedom which few chlldren in Europe obtained 
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until 1nodem times. The loving descriptions of children in poetry 
nearly aJ\vays shO\V them as the spoilt darlings of their parents. 
Thus Kalidasa: 

•· With their teeth half~hown in causeless laughter. 
and their efforts at talking so sweetly uncertain, 

'" when children ask to sit on his lap 
a man is blessed, even by the dirt on their bodies.'"2D 

'The speaker of this verse is a great king, and it sho\vs us even the 
little children of princes playing naked in the dust, and loved \vith 
tenderness by their elders. 

But the undisciplined life of the stnall child soon came to an end. 
For the poor child there \Vas work to do almost as soon as he could 
" 'alk, and for the \a..·ealthier there \vere lessons. Normally a boy 
began to learn the alphabet in his fourth or fifth year. In the richer 
ho1nes tutors \vcre lnaintained for the children of the family, but, in 
the Middle Ages, education was also given at village schools attached 
to temples. Though won1en·s education " 'as never looked on as 
essential. girls \vere by no tneans neglected. and well-bred \Volnen 

· \\'ere usually literate . .. 
The curriculutn of the child·s early studies seetns always to have 

included reading and eletnentary ar~thmetic, but at this stage of his 
life he \vas not a full1ne1nber of the Aryan contmunity, and his formal 
schooling had not yet commenced. Only on his investiture \vith the 
sacred thread was he ready to learn the Vedas and e1nbark on a de-.. 
tailed course of study calculated to equip hhn for his ancestral calling. 

INITIATION 

The great rite of upan.ayana, the second birth, , .... hereby a boy be
can1e a full me1nber of his class and of society, \vas confined to brah-.. 
mal)s, k~atriyas, and vai§yas. The §udras and lower orders could 
not undergo it, and were never allowed to hear or learn the most 
sacred of the scriptures. The ideal age for the ceremony varied 
according to class eight for a brih1nal), eleven for a k~atriya, and 
twelve for a vaisya . .. 

It \Vas a v~ry ancient rite, going back to times before the Aryans 
divided into Indian and Iranian branches. for the Zoroastrians had a 
similar ceremony. a form of \vhich is still practised by the modern 
Parsis. The kernel of the cere1nony \vas the investing of the boy, 
clad in the garments of an ascetic and with a staff in his hand, \vith the 
sacred thread (yajiiopavita), \vhich \vas hung over his right shoulder, 
and under his left ar1n, and ,,,.hich he \vas expected to \\"ear contin
uously from that day forward. It \vas a cord of three threads, each 
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of nine twisted strands, made of cotton, he1np, or wool, for brahntaJ]S, 
k~atriyas, and vai~yas respectively, and it had great religious signifi
cance, which it still has for the orthodox. Its removal or defilement 
involved its owner in great humiliation and ritual i1npurity, which 
could only be expunged by rigorous penance. 

The cerenlony also involved the whispering of the Gayatri in the 
ear of the initiate by the officiating brahmaJ}. This is a verse from 
a hymn of the IJg Yeda, so addressed to the old solar god Savitr, 
\vhich is still looked on as the most holy passage of that most holy 
scripture. It is repeated in all religious rites and ceren1onies, and has 
a position in Hinduism rather like that of the Lord·s Prayer in 
Christianity, except that the Gayatri may only be uttered by the 
three higher classes. 

T4t Savitdr "D4reniam • • 

bkdrgo devtbya dhimahi, 
dnlyo ,,6 naft prtlCodJyat. 

Let us think on the lovely splendour 
of the god Savitr, 
that he may inspire our minds. 

Probably even before the Christian era many k~atriyas and vai
~yas had ceased to perform the initiation ceremony in the full form, 
for the term .. t\vice-bom .. , applying to all \vho had undergone the 
ceremony, became more and more looked on as a synonyJn of brah
mal). Some non-brahtnal} castes, however, maintain the ceremony 
to the present day, and it is still performed in orthodox brihmaJ) 
families. Nonnally the initiation \Vas confined to boys, though in 
Vedic times girls were a.lso sometimes initiated. 

In this initiation ceremony there was little or no trace of overt sexual 
symbolism, and it \vas never thought of, like circumcision and otl1er 
initiation ceremonies among more primitive peoples, as a rite fitting 
the initiate for sexual life. The initiated boy was still a minor. but he 
had taken tl1e status of an Aryan, and it \vas now his duty to master 
the religious lore of the Aryans in order to prepare hintself for the 
role of a householder. As a brahmacarin or religious student he had 
as yet several years of celibacy before hi1n. 

EDUCATION 

A«ording to the ideal of the sacred texts, the training of the 
brahmacarin took place at the home of a brahmaQ teacher (guru). In 
so1ne early sources the guru is depicted as a poor ascetic, and it is one 

. . 

' 
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of the student•s duties to beg food for his teacher, but this rule seems 
not to have been regularly followed . The student was, however, 
expected to treat his teacher with the utn1ost reverence, ministering 
to alllus needs, and obeying all his coJntnands implicitly. 

Among the first lessons of the student \Vas the performance of 
sandhya, the n1orning, noon, and evening de\'Otions, \vhich included 
reciting the Gayatri, restraint of the breath, sipping and SJlrinkling 
water, and pouring libations of \Vater to the sun, which was looked on 
rather as a symbol of the special deity of the worshipper, whether 
Vi~J)U or Siva, than as the Sungod himself. ~fhese rites were in
cumbent UJ>On all the twice-born, and in various forms are still per
fornled. 

The main subject of study was the Veda, and long hours were de
voted to its mastery. The teacher would instruct the few students 
seated on the ground about him by rote, and for many hours daily 
they would repeat verse after verse of the Vedas, until one or more 
was mastered. Someti1nes, to ensure corre<~tness, the hymns were 
taught in more than one way, first wit11 the words connected, then 
in their isolated fonn (padapii!lul ). and then with the words inter
woven in ab, be, cd pattern ( kram.apiitha), or in even 1nore complicated 
ways. This remarkable system of mnemonic checks and the patience 
and brilliant memories of many generations of teachers and students 
preserved the Vedas for posterity in much the san1e form as that in 
which they existed nearly a thousand years before Christ. 

The boys in the guru's ho1ne did not confine their attention wholly 
to the Vedic texts. There were other fields of study, notably the 
u Limbs of the Veda ··, or subsidiary sciences, necessary for its proper 
understanding. ·rhese six veda1igas consisted of: lcalpa, the perfor
mance of sacrifice; lik1a, correct pronunciation, or phonetics; ch.andas, 
tnetre and prosody; nirulcta, ety1nology, the interpretation of obscure 
words in the Vedic texts; vyako.rarza, gramtnar; and jyoti§a, astro
nomy, or the science of the calendar. 1\1oreover in post-Vedic times 
teachers would often instruct their students in the six schools of 
metaphysics, or in that school which they specially favoured. Those 
versed in the Sacred I...aw would expound it to their students, while 
others would teach special secular subjects, such as astronomy, 
rnathen1atics or literature. 

The writers ofS•nrti envisaged all young 1nen of the upper class as 
undergoing this training. Such was not the case in fact it is doubt
ful if more than a stnaJI proportion of young men ever went through 
a full course of Vedic education. Princes and the sons of chiefs and 
nobles were trained in arrus and in all the manifold sciences needed 
to fit them for govemrnent, while most boys of the lower orde .. s 
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probably learnt their trades from their fathers. The Buddhist scrip
tures, however, show that there was a form of apprenticeship, and the 
lawbooks lay down rules governing it. 

Certain cities became reno\vned for their learned teachers, and 
achieved a reputation comparable to that of the universitycitiesofmed
ieval Europe. Chief among these were Banaras and Tak~dila, which 
were already famous in the time of the Buddha; later, around the be
ginning of the Christian era, Kanci acquired a similar reputation in 
the South. Banaras, then usually called Ki§t, was particularly re
no\vned for its religious teachers, but Tak~a~ila, in the far North
West, laid more emphasis on secular studies. The Buddhist jataka 
tales show that young men from all over the civilized part of India 
sought education in this city, through \vhich a trickle of Iranian and 
Mesopotamian inftuence found its way to India. Among the famous 
learned n1en connected with Tak~a~ila were Pal)ini, the gram1narian 
of the 4th century n.c . (p. S88), Kautilya, the brahmaJ} minister of 
Candragupta Maurya, and traditionally the chief master of the science 
of statecraft, and Caraka, one of the t\vo great masters of lnd ian 
medical science. 

Though it was the ideal of the Smrtis that a sn1all number of students 
should study under a single teacher, it seems that veritable colleges 
existed at these "unh'ersity towns". Thus \Ve read of an establish
ment at Banaras \Yith 500 students and a nutuber of teachers, all of 
whom were maintainecl by charitable donations. Ideally, again, the 
teacher asked no fee; the students repaid him for his teaching by their 
reverent service, and only at the end of their studies "~as he presented 
with a gift, traditionally a cow. Manu, however, makes it quite clear 
that there were venal teachers \vho were \villing to teach the Vedas 
for 1noney.s1 A Jataka story tells of a teacher ofTak~a~ila who made 
his ordinary pupils wait on him all day, while those who paid fees 
were treated like his own chilclren. At Tak~asila, also, the rules of 
the Smrti \vere relaxed in another respect, for we read of ntarried 
students, "~ho did not live in their ma.c;ters" houses, but had homes of 
their own, and only visited their teachers for lectures. 

With Buddhisn1 and jainism education centred not on the teacher"s 
home, but on the monastery. Every tnonastery might give training 
to postulants, but quite early in the history of these two religions 
certain establishments acquired a special reputation as centres of 
learning. In the Middle Ages some developed into true universi
ties. The most famous of these was the Buddhist monastery of 
Nalanda in Bihar, which, founded in Gupta times, remained the most 
famous teaching centre of medieval Buddhism until it was pillaged by 
the invading Muslims. Our kno'\\'ledge of the day-to-day life of 
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Nalanda depends chiefly on 1-lsuan Tsang, who shows us the lnon
astery in the 7th century as full of intellectual activity. Under its 
aged and saintly abbot, Silabhadra, Nalanda did not confine itself to 
training novices for the Buddhist order. but also taught the Vedas, 
1-lindu philosophy, logic, gra1nmar and tnedicine. lt \YOuld seem 
that the student population was not confined to the Buddhist order. 
but that students of other faiths who succeeded in passing a strict oral 
examination were admitted. 

According to llsuan Tsang, Nalanda was supported by the revenues 
of an enormous estate of one hundred villages, and by the alms of 
ntany patrons, including the great I·Iar~a himself; it provided free 
training for no less than 10,000 students, \1\'ho had a large staff of 
servants to \Vait on thcnt. The rernains of Nalanda, however, belie 
Hsuan Tsang (pi. XII). The monastery consisted of a very large 
complex of buildings, but it could hardly have acconunodated a 
thousand monks in anything like the comfort described by the 
Chinese traveller. 

Many other Buddhist monasteries all over the country, and jaina 
monasteries in the West and South, served as centres of learning. as 
did their Christian counterparts in medieval Europe. In the Middle 
Ages a Hindu Jnonasticistn developed, and the mafkas of the Hindu 
orders also became centres of learning. 

MARRIAGE 

Ideally studcnthood lasted for twelve years, though it might be 
terminated \\·hen the student had mastered one Veda. A few very 
earnest students took vows of perpetual celibacy, and continued reli
gious studies throughout their whole li\'es. Nonnally, however, the 
young man in his early t\venties would return home, to resu1ne the 
everyday life of his class. He would take a ritual bath, and reward 
his teacher according to the means of his family. From no\Y on he 
\Yas a snataka ("one \Yho has bathed.-), and he might enjoy norrnal 
\Yorldly pleasures, cat any kind of food usuaUy eaten by his class, and 
\Year fine clothes and jewellery, \vhich he put on at a special home
coming ceremony ( samavarla1Ja). 

It was generally thought advisable for a snataka to rnarry as soon 
as possible, for unless he had taken a vow of religious celibacy mar
riage and the procreation of children were a positive duty. Marriage 
had three main purposes: the promotion of religion by the perfor
mance of household sacrifices; progeny, whereby the father and his 
ancestors were assured of a happy after-life, and the line \Yas con
tinued; and rati, or sexual pleasure. 
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The norn1al religious marriage was and still is arranged by the 
parents of the couple, after much consultation, and the study of 
omens, horoscopes, and auspicious physical characteristics. 1'"he 
couple were usually of the same class and caste, but of different 
gotras and pravaras, if they were of high class. Rules of prohibited 
degrees were very strict~ especially in Northern India, where, even 
in a caste which disregarded gotra, marriage was forbidden between 
persons with a conunon paternal ancestor \vithin seven generations 
or a maternal ancestor within five. In the Deccan, however, this rule 
was not strictly followed, and there are records of cousin-marriage 
even in ruling families. 

1"'hough in early times it was usual for girls to be fully adult before 
marriage. the Smrtis recommend that while a husband should be at 
least twenty a girl should be rnarried immediately before puberty. 
So philoprogenitive had 1-Iindu orthodoxy become that it was even 
declared that a father who did not give his daughter in marriage be
fore her first menstruation incurred the guilt of one procuring abor
tion (a very grave sin, worse than many kinds of murder) for every 
menstrual period in which she rernained unmarried. 32 The general 
view was that the ideal marriage was one in which the bride was one 
third the age of the groo1n thus a man of t\venty-four should marry 
a girl of eight.33 

The 1narriage of boys, "vhether before or just after puberty, is no
\vhere suggested, but the ideal of a rigorous period of studcntship 
before marriage is always maintained. The child-marriage of both 
parties, which became coinJnon in later tinles among well-to-do 
families, has no basis at all in sacred literature, and it is very doubtful 
\\'hether the child-ntarriage of girls was at all common until the late 
medieval period. The heroines of poetry and fiction are apparently 
full grown when they marry, and the numerous inscriptions which 
throw much light on the custonJs of the time give little or no indica
tion of child-marriage. Ancient Indian medical authorities state that 
the best children are produced from n1others over sixteen, and ap
parently recognize the practice of child-marriage as occasionally 
·occurring, but disapprove of it.S4 

The reasons for the developtnent of child-marriage cannot be given 
with certainty. Some have suggested that the fear of marauding 
Muslims encouraged Jlarents to marry their daughters in childhood 
and to confine their wives more strictlv in their hoJncs; but both these .. 
customs existed in pre-Muslim times, so this cannot be the only 
reason. It ntay in part be due to the growing religious insistence on 
the necessity of progeny, but this was strong at all times. The 
sexuality of the Indian character may have played some part in it. 
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A won1an was thought to be naturally libidinous; an u1unarried girl 
attaining puberty would proceed to find a lover, ho\vever strictly her 
parents guarded her; once she had lost her virginity she \vould be
come unntarriageable and the parents would have the choice of the 
disgrace and expense of tnaintaining an unn1arried daughter indefi
nitely, or the even greater disgrace of casting her out to become a 
beggar or a prostitute. From the point of "·iew of her parents a 
daughter was a serious econon1ic liability, and this may have en
couraged the custom. 

Religious 1narriage was solemnized by very co1nplicated cere
anonies, the expenses of which fell on the family of the bride, and, 
with the dowry, were a very heavy burden to her father and fa1nily. 
To this da_y Hindu parents \\'ill often involve the•nselves in crippling 
debts in order to 1narry their daughters. Though the rules for the 
wedding cercn1ony laid down in different textbooks vary in details, 
the rite differed little frorn rhat of the Jlresent dayJ or fro•n the mar
riage ceretnony of the IJ.g fl'eda. The bridegroon1, decked in great 
finery and attended by a train of friends and relatives, proceeded to the 
bride's hotue and ~vas received by her father y..·ith a r11.ad/zuparka, an 
auspicious cerentonial drink of honey and curds. Usually the ceretnony 
was held in a gaudy tentporary pavilion in the courtyard of the house. 
Bride and groo•n entered the pavilion separately, and sat on either 
side of a stnall curtain. 1"'o the accon1paniment of sacred verses 
n1uttered by the officiating brahn1a1.1 the curtain ''-'as removed, and the 
couple saw one another, often for the first tinte. 1"'he bride's father 
stepped forward, and forn1ally gave her to the groon1, who protnised 
that he \vould not behave falsely to her in respect of the three tradi
tional aitns of life piety, \vcalth, or pleasure. Next, offerings of 
ghee and rice \\'ere anade in the sacred fire. The groorn then grasped 
the bride's hand \vhile she offered grain in the fire. round \vhich he 
then led her, usually with their garn1ents knotted together, after which 
she trod on a tuillstone. The couple then took seven steps together, 
the bride treading on a s•nall heap of rice at each step. Then they 
were sprinkled with holy \Vater and the main part of the cerentony \vas 
co1npleted. 

As described above the rite see1ns comparatively sitnple, but it was 
cornplicated by the recitation ofn1any ,n.antras, or Vcdic and other verses 
believed to have magical and spiritual efficiency. Even at this stage 
the marriage ceretnony was not completely over. The newly married 
pair returned to the bridegrootn's house, \vhere a further sacrifice to 
the domestic fire v.·as perfonned. In the evening it was incun1bent 
upon them to look at the Pole Star, a symbol of faithfulness. For 
three nights the couple '"'ere expected to remain continent; in some 
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texts they are allowed to sleep together " 'itb a staH· bet,veen them, 
but others instruct the1n to sleep apart on the ground. On the fourth 
night the husband perfor1ned a rite to proanote conception, and the 
marriage was consumntated. • 

The length and solemnity of this cere1nony will give some idea of 
the importance and sanctity of marriage in the eyes of ancient Indian 
}a,vgivers; but the form of marriage which we have described, though 
now regular an1ong respectable Hindus, "·as not the only one kno\vn 
to ancient India, and a marriage anight be considered binding even 
when the religious ceremony had not been perfornted. The text
books enumerate eight types of Inarriage, nanted after various gods 
and supernatural beings: 

( 1) Brah111a, marriage of a duly do,vered girl to a anan of the same class 
by tl1e ceremony described above. 

(2) Daiva, when a householder gives a daughter to a sacrificial priest as 
part of his fee. 

( S) Ar§a, in \vhich, in place of the dowry, there is a token bride-price of 
a co\v and a bull. 

( 4) Prijopatya. in \vhich the father gives tl1e girl without dowry and 
without demanding bride-price. 

{ 5) Giindharoa, marriage by the consent of the two parties, which might 
be solemnized merely by plighting troth. This form of marriage was often 
clandestine. 

( 6) Asura, marriage by purchase. 
( 7) R.ak§asa, marriage by capture. 
( 8) Pailaca., which can scarcely be called marriage at all tl1e seduction 

of a girl while asleep, mentally deranged, or drunk. 

Of these eight forms the first four \Vere generally approved, and 
were permissible to brahmal)s; these were religious marriages, and 
were indissoluble. The other forms were looked on 'vith varying 
degrees of disfavour by the pious. Gandlzarva marriage, \vhich often 
1night aJnount to no n1orc than a liaison, was surprisingly respected. 
Some doubts existed as to whether it was possible to brahmal)s, 
but it ~vas certainly allowed to the \varrior class and the lo,ver orders. 
It forms the basis of 1nany romantic stories, and has gi vcn rise to 
one of the stock figures of later poetic convention the abhislirikii, 
the girl who secretly leaves her father's home by night to meet her 
lover at the appointed trysting place. 

Asura marriage, in which the bride "'as bought from her father, 
was looked on with disfavour by all the sacred texts, though the 
ArthAJaslra allows it without criticism. There is evidence that 

• The secular Kima.sutra even advises the postponement of (Onsummation for ten 
clays (below. p. 172). 
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marriage by purchase, as well as the orthodox marriage with dowry, 
existed even in Vcdic times, but it was not a true Aryan custom, and 
was only allowed as a sop to the evil propensities of man. Ralc~asa 
marriage, or marriage by capture, was practised especially by war
riors. The most famous example, according to later tradition, was 
the marriage of Prthviraja Cahamar:-a, the last great Hindu king of 
North India, with the daughter of jayaccandra of J{anyakubja, 
whom he carried off as a not unwilling captive. Epigraphy and 
tradition record several other instances. Pai!iica marriage was uni
versally reprobated. l .. he names of the last three types are derived 
from those of demons, of which the pai!aca was the lowest and most 
repulsive. This fonn of marriage, according to the lawbooks, was 
not fitted for the higher classes, and could only be allowed on suf
france to the lower orders. 

Some authorities have tried to explain away the less reputable 
fortns of marriage, and to prove that they '"·ere non-existent or very 
rare; but it is hardly likely that the la\vgivers would have adJnitted 
these forms, of which they wholeheartedly disapproved, if they had 
not had a solid basis in ineluctable social custom. It would seetn that, 
\vith surprising realis1n, they recognized a wide range of relation
ships. so that the girl seduced by her lover·s promises or carried off 
by raiders would have sorne legal claim to wifely status, and he_r child 
some degree of legitimacy. No doubt among the upper classes most 
marriages were of the first type, and any of the other forn1s •night be 
soletnnized later by religious rites and thus raised in status. 

A special fonn of the gandharva n1arriage was the svayaf!!vara or 
·• self<hoice ". The law books lay down that if a girl is not married 
by her parents soon after attaining puberty she n1ay choose her o\vn 
husband, and evidently Jnarriagc by the choice of the bride son1ctimes 
took place. Epic literature sho\vS that more than one fonn of svayarp
vara was practised. Princess Savitri toured the country in her 
ch:1riot in search of a suitable mate, until she found Satyavant, the 
woodcutter"s son. Damayanti chose her husband NaJa at a great 
ceremony, at which she passed along the asse1nbled ranks of her 
suitors until she found the man of her choice. Another form of 
svayarpvara was that by 'vhich Rama won Sita, at a great archery 
contest. We have references to the performance of svayarpvaras as 
late as the J Jth century. for Vikramaditya VI. the great king of the 
Calukyas, is said to have obtained brides by this n1ethod. The svayaiJl
vara was normally concluded by the perfortnance of the rites of 
religious marriage, and later legal commentators maintain that no 
form of marriage is con1plete 'vithout the religious ceremony, at least 
in an abridged form. 
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With the long marriage ceremony completed the householder 
might devote himself to the three ends of life, a classification com
monly found in both religious and general literature. The three are: 
dharma, gaining religious merit through following the Sacred La'v; 
artka, gaining wealth by honest means; and katna, pleasure of all 
kinds. The three were of descending order of importance, and it was 
thought that where the interests of one end conflicted with those 
of another the higher should have priority. The two latter ends 
need little explanation, but for the high class Indian the first in
volved numerous religious duties, notably the perfortnance of birth. 
marriage, funeral, and other ceremonies, and the regular carrying out 
of the ,. Five Great Sacrifices .. (paflca-mahayajna) . 

The greatness of these sacrifices lay not in their expense or com
plexity, but in their importance. They were to be perforrned daily 
and consisted of: 

( 1 ) Brohmayajila, the worship of Brahman, the \Vorld-Spirit, by reciting 
the Vedas .. 

( 2) PitrJajlla, the worship of tbc ancestors, by libations of water and 
periodical §riddhas. 

( S) Devayajlla., worship of the gods, by pouring ghee on the sacred fire. 
( +) Bhutayajlla, the worship of aU things living, by scattering grain and 

other food on the threshold for animals, birds, and spirits. 
{ 6) PunqayajRa, the worship of men, by showing thcrn hospitality. 

Ideally the five great sacrifices should be perforrned thrice a day, 
at the sandhyis, or periods of worship at sunrise, noon and sunset. 

SEXUAL RELATIONS 

Though the learned brihmaJ.ls who composed the Smrti literature 
and laid down canons of behaviour for the Indian layman were puri
tanical in many respecu, they did not disparage physical love. Of the 
three ends of life the third, pleasure, though less i1nportant than the other 
two, was a legitimate branch of human activity, for which provision 
had to be made in the scheme of existence. In its broadest sense the 
word lcama means desire of every kind and its fulfilment, but, like 
such English words as •• desire" and "'passion .. , it usually had a 
sexual cormolation. Of all legitimate pleasures sexual pleasure was 
thought to be the best. 

The literature of Hindu India, both religious and secular, is full of 
sexual allusions, sexual symbolisJn, and passages of frank eroticism. 
The preoccupation with such themes increased in the Middle Ages, 
when the process of cosmic creation was figured as the union of god 
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and goddess, and figures of closely embracing couples ( maithun.a) 
were carved on the walls of temples. Some religious sects even intro
duced ritual intercourse as part of their cult, and a potent aid to 
salvation. But the exaggerated sexual religiosity of the later Middle 
Ages was only an extlression of the vigorous sexuality which was to 
be found in Indian social life at all times. Sexual activity was indeed 
a positive religious duty-- the husband must have intercourse with 
his wife vt'ithin a period of eight days at the close of every menstruation. 

The Indian passion for classification, though it did not result in the 
emergence of experintental science, led to the developrncnt of rather 
pedantic schools on rnany aspects of hurnan activity, including sexual 
relations. On this topic a number of textbooks survive, the 1nost im
portant and earliest of which is the Ka1nasutra, attributed to the sage 
Vatsyayana, and written in the early centuries of the Christian era, 
or perhaps in the Gupta period. This remarkable work gives, as may 
be irnagined, detailed instructions on erotic technique, aphrodisiac 
recipes and charrns, and much very valuable information about the 
life of the ancient Indian. From texts such ~q this, and from many 
passages in courtly literature, we 1nay learn much about the sexual 
life of the upper classes. 

Sexuality was not looked on as a mere vent for the animal passions 
of the male, but as a refined mutual relationship for the satisfaction of 
both parties. The sophisticated townsman for \-:horn the Kiimasiitra 
was \vritten was advised to consider the satisfaction of his 1nistress as 
well as his ov:n. for she was as }lassionate as hisnself, and it was even 
said by some that her pleasure in sex \Vas greater than his. Love
play 'vas manifold and thoroughly classified; thus the Kiimasutra de
fines no less than sixteen types of kiss. There was much tenderness 
in lovemaking, though it often culminated in very violent enl
braces; it was a favourite poetic convention to describe lovers of both 
sexes, whether married or single, as displaying the tokens of their 
passion to their confidential friends, in the form of the marks of nails 
and teeth. 

The erotic preoccupations of ancient India are made very evident 
in art and literature. The ideal of feminine beauty in ancient India 
differed very greatly from the matronly type of the Greeks, or the 
slender more boyish type of Jnodern Europe and America. The 
Indian. ideal, tl1ick-thighed, broad hipped, but very slender-waisted, 
and '"rith heavy breasts, seems evidently chosen for physical satisfac
tion. "fhe poets loved to describe their heroines in terms of luxurious 
frankness. They didJ however, observe certain conventional restraints. 
The preliminaries of sexual intercourse are treated, and it is recol
lected in tranquillity in general terms, but the act itself is rarely if 

I 
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ever described in detail until a very late period. Detailed descrip
tions occur in vernacular poetry, but the poets of India· s greatness 
preferred to leave something at least unsaid. 

As an example of the better side of Indian sexual life we quote 
from the Kamasutra : 

uFor the first three days after their llWTiage husband and wife should 
sleep on the floor and abstain from intercourse .... For the next seven days 
they should bathe to the sound of music, adorn themselves, dine together, 
and pay their respects to their relatives and to the other people who attended 
their wedding .... On the evening of the tenth day the husband should 
speak gently to his ,a;ife ... to give her confidence .... Vatsyayana 
recommends that a man should at first refrain from intercourse, until he has 
\YOn over his bride and gained her confidence, for women, being gentle by 
nature, prefer to be won over gently. If a \voman is forced to submit to 
rough handling from a man whom she scarcely knows she may come to 
hate sexual intercourse, and even to hate the whole male sex ... or she 
may grow to detest her husband in particular, and will then turn to another 
man."86 

Vatsyiyana then gives a detailed example of the courtship of a 
newly married bride by her husband, which would win the approval 
of most modem psychologists. 

The erotic life of ancient India was generally heterosexual 
Homosexualism of both sexes '\vas not ,a; holly unknown; it is con
demned briefly in the lawbooks, and the Kamasiltra treats of it, 
but cursorily, and with little enthusiasm. Literature ignores it. In 
this respect ancient India was far healthier than most other ancient 
cultures. Another unpleasant feature of ancient civilizations, the 
eunuch, was also rare, though not completely unknown. Castration, 
whether of men or animals, was disapproved of, and harems were 
generally guarded by elderly men and artned women . 

. 

DIVORCE 

From the point of view of the ~cred Law a marriage was indis
soluble, once the seven steps had been taken together. Even if not 
consummated it could not be annulled, and divorce \vas quite im
possible. An errant wife lost ntost of her rights, but her husband was 
still responsible for her bare maintenance if it was demanded, and 
she was not entitled to remarry. The lawbooks vary in their attitude 
to the adulterous wife; generally if she had wilful intercourse with a 
man of base caste her lot was hard; Manuae and some other sources 
even lay down that she should be tom apart by dogs. But the 

• 
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adulteress who strayed with a n1an of higher caste was more fortunate; 
anost authorities agree that she should be anade to wear dirty clothes .. 
sleep on the ground, and eat only enough food barely to sustain life .. 
lmtil her next anenstruation; thereafter she tnight be restored to her 
husband's bed and her old position in the household . 

Though the religious la\\·books leave no room for divorce, the 
Arlkafaslra37 sho\vs that it \Vas possible in early tirnes, at least in 
marriages not solcannized by religious rites. In this case divorce was 
allowed by rnutual consent on grounds of incoanpatibility, and one 
party might obtain divorce without the consent of the other if appre
hensive of actual physical danger from his or her partner. l'he 
ArthaJastra would allow divorce even after religious anarriagc to a 
wife who has been deserted by her husband, and lays do,..,n waiting 
periods of frorn one to twelve years, which vary according to circurn
stances and class.3B 1-hese provisions, however, do not appear in 
later lawbooks. and were probably forgotten by Gupta times, when 
divorce became virtually ianpossible for people of the higher classes. 
Among anany lower castes, ho\vever, divorce is still perntitted by 
custom, and this must also have been the case in earlier days. 

POLYGAMY 

The ordinary people of India, as of every other part of the world, 
were generally monogantous, though even in the ti1ne of the IJg Pedd 
polygan1y \\'as not unknown. Kings and chiefs were almost in
variably polygamous, as were 1nany bralunaJ:Js and wealthier meanbers 
of the lo\ver orders. 

Polygaany. in ordinary circun1stances, was not encouraged by the 
earlier legal literature. One Dharn1a Sutra3D definitely forbids a man 
to take a second wife if his first is of good character and has borne him 
sons. Another later source states that a polygaanist is unfit to testify 
in a court oflaw.'o The Artha{astra41 lays down various rules which 
discourage \\·anton polygatny, including the payment of compensation 
to the first \vife. The ideal tnodels of Hindu Jnarriage are the hero 
Rima and his faithful \\·ife Sita. whose tnutual love was never broken 
by the rivalry of a eo-wife. However, polygaanous marriages are so 
frequently n1entioned that we Jnay assume that they were fairly 
common a1nong all sections of the community who could afford 
them. 

A husband \-vas told to treat his wives alike, but this was a rule 
which could hardly be enforced by la\\' and which \vas usually a psy
chological jn1possibility. Tied to her husband's home, the first wife 
often felt bitterly the happiness of her rival. 
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•• Grief of the man who loses all his wealth, 
and of him whose son is slain: 

grief of a wife who has lost her lord, 
and of him whom the king has made captive; 

grief of a childless woman. 
and of him who feels the breath of a tiger at his back; 

grief of the ,vife \vhose husband has married another woman, 
and of one convicted by witnesses in court-

these griefs are all alikc."41 

Several of the courtly dramas deal with the jealousy of the king's 
senior wife towards the latest object of her lord's affections, but they 
invariably end on a happy note, with the acceptance by the old queen 
of her younger rival. Polygamous households were not necessarily 
unhappy, and the first \vife might console herself, if she had male 
children, with the knowledge that she was the chief wife, the mis
tress of ti1e household, entitled to the first place beside her husband 
at the family rites. 

If polygamy was common, its reverse, polyandry, wa.C\ not wholly 
unknown, though it was impossible for ordinary people of respectable 
class in most parts of India. ., For brother to take the wife of 
brother,'' writes one legal text, ''is a g reat sin, though in other lands 
it is even known to marry a girl to an entire family". 43 The locus 
classicus of ancient Indian poly~dry is the Mahabll4rata, where the 
heroes, the five PaJJ(,Java brothers, shared their wife, Draupadi, in 
common . I ... awyers were hard put to it to explain this abnonnal 
matrimonial arrangement, but it is well known among the Mongolian 
hill tribes to this day. and also a.tnong certain low castes in the Deccan. 
There are a few other references to polyandry here and there in 
Indian literature. 

Among the N ayyars of Malabar a practice prevailed until com
paratively recent tilnes, no doubt a survival of remote antiquity, 
which was different from the group maJTiage of the Himilayan tribes, 
and was cormected with the local matrilinear family system. A girl 
was married, as a sop to Aryan convention, to a man hired for ti1e 
purpose; the marriage was not consummated and she might never see 
her husband again. She remained in the family home, and the fact of 
her marriage was published; when it became known, she was courted 
by the elig ible men of the neighbourhood, from whom she chose her 
true husband, often a Nambiidiri brahmal). who was accepted without 
ceremony. The children of the union took their mother's name, and 
the inheritance passed through her line, though the eldest male of the 
family acted as head of the house. The husband had no rights over 
his wife• s family at all, and might take less interest in his children 
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than did their maternal uncle. fie might be discarded by the mother 
of his children and replaced by another suitor, though real promiscuity 
on her part \vas fro\vned upon. The Malabir system of marumak
kattayam shows that the pattern of matrimonial relations had more 
variety than allowed by the legal texts. 

In his efforts to produce a son a man might \vithout slur on his 
character take a second \vife, if his first \vas barren, and so on in
definitely; indeed in these circumstances polygamy was a religious 
duty. If the husband \vas sterile or impotent he had to take further 
measures. In the last resort he \vould appoint a close relative, usually 
a brother, to produce offspring on his behalf. From several stories 
in the Epics and else\vhere it appears that holy men of special sanctity 
were also often in demand for this purpos~, and practices of this kind 
are said to take place occasionally even at the present day. 

Similarly, if the husband died without producing male issue his 
brother might act on his behalf. This practice of levirate (ni'yoga) 
\vas \veil known in many ancient societies, and references to it are 
common in early Indian legal literature. Before the begilllling of the 
Christian era, ho\vever, it began to be disapproved of, and medi
eval \vriters include it atnong the now forbidden kalivorjya customs, 
\Vhich were permitted in earlier ages. 

OLD AGE AND DEATH 

According to the letter of the Sacred La,v, when a householder's 
hair turns white, and he sees his sons' sons, he should become a hermit, 
either leaving his wife to the care of his children or taking her to the 
forest \Vith him. There, living in a little hut on the alms of villagers 
or food collected from the wilds, he should perfonn regular rites at his 
sacred fire and study the Upani~ads, in order to raise his soul above 
eard1ly things. He may add to his hardships by deliberate self
mortification. ''In summer he should sit exposed to the heat of five 
fires, in the rainy season he should live under the sky, in winter he 
should \vear \vet clothes, and so he should gradually augment his hard
ships. "44 This is the stage of life of the vanaprastha, the forest hermit. 

Before death there is yet another stage through which to pass. 
When all last attachments to \vorldly things have passed a\vay the 
hermit tnay leave his forest retreat, give up the perforn1ance of all 
ceremonies, and become a homeless \vanderer ( san11.yiisin), with 
nothing but a staff, a begging bo\vl, and a few rags of clothing: 

., He should not wish to die, 
nor hope to live, 

but await the time appointed, 
as a servant awaits his wages .. .. 
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,. He must sho\v no anger 
to one \vho is angry. 

He must bless the man who curses him ..• 
He must not utter false speech. 

" Rejoicing in the things of the spirit, cabn, 
caring for nothing, abstaining from sensual plea3ure, 

himself his only helper, 
he may live on in the \vorld, in the hope of eternal bliss ... 4 fi 

We ntust not imagine that more than a small proportion of elderly 
n1en followed these drastic 1neans of achic\'ing salvat.ion. For the 
ordinary man the status of householder was enough, and he \vas con
tent with the hope of a long period of conditioned bliss in heaven, 
followed by another happy birth on earth the fate assured _!O the 
householder who fully maintained the rites and ethics of the Aryan. 
But the number of elderly rnen who took up asceticism was consider
able, and the desire of adult and married sons to obtain control of the 
family property no doubt encouraged the asceticism of their parents. 
Even today it is not unusual for an elderly tnan to follow the course 
laid down by the ancient sages, and to end his days in asceticis1n, 
though no\vadays his hermitage may be a hut in the fatnily compound, 
or a secluded room in his old home . 

• 

As a man was born in impurity so he died in impurity. Nearly all 
ancient peoples had a horror of contact \Vith a corpse, and India was 
no exception. No doubt the idea of ritual itnpurity originated in a 
very pri1nitive belief in deanons, but it survived in the advanced 
civilization of classical India, when its basis was no longer properly 
recognized. According to the Sacred Law mourners n1ust avoid all 
close contact with outsiders for fear of carrying pollution; they must 
subn1it to rigid dietary restrictions, and sleep on the ground; they 
must 11ot shave their hair, or worship the gods. The caJ)<Jilas, who 
had the duty of laying out aJld shrouding the body and carrying it to 
the cretnation ground, were the most inauspicious of creatures, and 
the lowest of the low. 

The funeral ceremonies ( antye1Ji) were the last of the many sacra
ments which marked the stages of a man"s life. According to the 
ntost favoured Aryan custom the corpse was carried to the burning 
ground as soon as possible after death, followed by the mourners, the 
eldest leading; it was cremated, to the accompaniment of sacred texts; 
the mourners circumambulated the pyre, not in the auspicious clock
wise direction, but anti-clockwise; then they bathed in the ·nearest 
river, tank or lake, and returned home, this tin1e led by the youngest. 
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On the third day after the cren1ation the charred bones of the dead 
were gathered up and thro\vn into a river, Jlreferably the Ganges. 

For ten days after the cretnation libations of \Vater \verc poured for 
the dead, and offerings of rice-balls (pir,uJa) and vessels of rnilk \Vere 
made for him. On death a man" s soul becatne a 1niserable ghost (preta), 
unable to pass on to the World of the Fathers or to a new birth, and 
liable to do harm to the surviving relatives. With the perforntance 
of the last antye~ti rite on the tenth day it acquired a subtle body \Yith 
which to continue its journey, speeded on its \vay and nourished in the 
after-life with the pir_1cjas offered at periodical ~raddha cerernonies. 
With the tenth day, the tnoumers ceased to be irnpure. and resumed 
their norrnal lives. 

This funeral ceremony was that follo\ved by the upper classes in 
ancient India, and is no different from that of present-day llinduism. 
There were other funeral customs, however. The Harappa people 
buried their dead, while the early Aryans did not thro\v the charred 
remains into a river, but buried them. in the case of itnportant people 
under a large barrow. Srnall children, whose bodies do not carry the 
same impurity as those of their elders and who are not full me1nbers 
of the Aryan community, are still often buried, as are ascetics and 
members of some low castes in South India. These customs have prob
ably survived from very early days. In most literary references the 
/tnaJana, or cremation ground, is described as covered with putrefy
ing corpses, and haunted by dogs and vultures, rather than as the 
scene of cremation. The descriptions of such places show that 1nany 
people in ancient India did not cretnate their dead, but, like the 
Zoroastrians of Persia, 1nerely abandoned their bodies to the wild 
beasts. No doubt economic considerations played a big part in this 
practice, especially in those parts of the country \vhere timber was 
scarce; even to this day the poorer Indians must be content with an 
exiguous funeral pyre, and their corpses arc often not completely 
burnt. 

\VOMEN 

A \voman, according to n1ost authorities, was al\vays a rninor at 
law. As a girl she was under the tutelage of her parents, as an adult, 
of her husband, and as a widow, of her sons. Even under the liberal 
rules of Buddhism a nun, ho\vever advanced in the faith, \vas always 
subordinate to the youngest novice antong the brethren. Early la\v
books assess a woman·s \vergeld as equivalent to that of a ~udra, 
\\'hatever her class. 

Most schools of law allowed a \YOman some personal property 
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( stridluJna) in the form of jewellery and clothing. The Arthalastra 
allowed her also to own money up to 2,000 silver paJJas, any sum above 
this being held by her husband in trust on her behalf.41 The husband 
had certain rights over his wife·s property; he might sell it in dire 
emergency, and he might restrain her fron1 giving it away wantonly, 
but for practical purposes it was her O\Vlt, and when she died it passed 
not to her husband or to her sons, but to her daughters. l."'hus the 
property rights of \Yomen, limited though they \vere, were greater 
than in many other early civilizations. In fact women sometimes 
possessed more than was usually allow·ed to thern by the rules of 
stridllana. Jaina tradition Jnentions a potter-\\*onlan of the to\vn of 
Sravasti who owned a pottery with one hundred potter·s wheels. 
Her status is nowhere mentioned, and it may be that she was thought 
of as a widow, for \Ye have seen that some legal schools allowed a 
widow to inherit when there were no sons. 

Wo1nen could at all thnes take up a life of religion, though of 
course they could not officiate as priests. A few Vedic hymns are 
ascribed to \Vomen seers, and among the voluminous Buddhist scrip
tures is a whole collection of poems ascribed to the nuns of the early 
church, many of which are of great literary 1nerit (p. +56). The 
Brluularapyo.Aa Upan,iad46 tells of a learned lady. Gargi Vacaknavi, 
who attended the discussions of the sage Yajiiavalkya, and for a time 
so nonplussed hilu with her searching questions that he could only 
jestingly reply, "Gargi, you mustn't ask too much, or your head \vill 
drop offl '" References oreur here and there in later texts to girls 
occasionally attending the lectures of gurus, and mastering at least 
part of the Vedas. By the time of the Smrtis, however, around the 
beginning of the Christian era, Vedic knowledge was closed to 
women, although the heterodox sects still catered for them. The 
tintric sects of the Middle Ages, who worshipped feminine divinities, 
gave women an important place in their cult and instituted orders of 
female ascetics. 

In general, however, women were not encouraged to take up a life 
of religion or asceticism. Their true function wa.s marriage, and the 
care of their menfolk and children. But the better class laywomen 
seem to have been educated, and there are several references to works 
of Sanskrit poetry and drama by women authors, of which some 
fragments survive. In Tamil the early poetess Avvaiyar has left 
work of great merit, and a splendid martial ode describing the great 
victory of the early Co!a king Karikal~ at Veooi is ascribed to an un
named potter·s wife.41 The ladies of Sanskrit courtly literature are 
often described as reading, writing, and composing songs. and they 
seem to have been well versed in the arts of the time. Though from 
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medieval tilnes until very recent years the arts of music and dancing 
were looked on as quite unfit for respectable Indian girls, and were 
practised only by low-caste women and prostitutes, this was not the 
case in ancient days, when well-to-do girls were taught singing and 
dancing. as \veil as other ladylike arts such as painting and garland
making. 

In Muslim times the Hindus of Northern India adopted the system 
of parda, by which, from puberty to old age, women \vere carefully 
screened from the sight of all men but their husbands and close rela
tives. Though such a syste•n did not exist in ancient India the free
doJn accorded to married Vt'omen has been often exaggerated by 
authorities anxious to show that the rnore objectionable aspects of 
later Hindu custo1n had no place in lndia"s ancient culture. Certainly 
the {lg Yeda depicts young n1en and unmarried girls mixing freely, 
and gives no evidence that married women were in any way secluded, 
but this text belongs to a time which had long passed in the great days 
of Hindu culture. Kings, at any rate, kept their womenfolk in 
seclusion. The detailed instructions of the ArtllaJastra mal{e it quite 
clear that the anta[tpura, or royal harem, was closely guarded, and that 
its inmates vvere not allowed to leave it freely. It was certainly not 
so strictly secluded as in later l\1uslinl communities, however, for early 
Arab travellers remarked that queens ~vere often to be seen in Hindu 
courts without veils, and many other references show that, though 
screened from the general public and carefully watched, the royal 
ladies were not completely inaccessible, as in the Muslim system. 

The won1en of the upper classes Vt'ere kept at a distance from 
the opposite sex. The Artlza!iistra, 37 in many ways more liberal 
than the religious lawbooks, ·lays do~vn quite stringent rules for the 
punishn1ent of i1nmodest wives. A ~vo1nan ~vho insolently takes part 
in gatnes, or drinks, against her husband·s \vishes, is to be fined three 
pat:tas. If she leaves her home without his permission to visit another 
wo1nan she is to be fined six paQas; if she visits a man the fine 
is twelve; while if she goes on such errands by night the fine is 
doubled. If she leaves the house while her husband is asleep or drunk 
she is to be fined twelve paJ)as. If a woman and a man make gestures 
of sexual ilnport to one another, or converse facetiously in secret, the 
,von1an is to be fined t\venty-four paQaS and the man t~vice that su1n. 
If their conversation takes place in a suspicious place, lashes n1ay be 
substituted for pa.J:.las and .. in the village square a Cai)<Jala shall give 
her five lashes on each side of the body". 'fhus the husband had 
almost unlimited rights over his wife's movements. 

Elsewhere the Artha!astra gives evidence of a different kind to 
show that even in Mauryan times the freedom of high-class women 

• 
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was considerably restricted by custom. In the instructions to the 
king's Superintendent of Weaving we are told that the staff of the 
royal weaving and spinning establishments should be made up of in
digent women a n1otley collection, including wido,vs, cripples, 
orphans,. beggar-\\·omen, women who had failed to pay fines and were 
compelled to work then1 off. and broken-dO\\'n prostitutes. These 
were all of lo\Y class, and \\'orked Wlder male overseers.'e 

It might happen that sometimes a better ...class woman fell on evil days, 
and was compelled to earn a living in this way. She was catered for, 
however, in a different manner. If she could still maintain a maid, 
the maid might fetch the yam from the weaving shop, and bring it 
back in the form of cloth; but if the lady was compelled to fetch and 
deliver her own 111aterial stringent precautions were laid down so that 
her modesty should in no \vay be offended. She was to go to the 
weaving shop in the dim light of dawn, when she would not be easily 
seen. The official who received her \vork should only use a lamp to 
examine its workmanship; if he lookeC: her in the face, or spoke to her 
about anything other than her work, he incurred the fine known as 
"the first amercement · ·, frorn forty-eight to ninety pal)as. It is 
evident from these instructions that upper...class wornen, though their 
faces were unveiled, were not normally seen in public without their 
menfolk. 

There were certainly wide differences of custorn however. Girls 
of good class and marriageable age are described in story as visiting 
temples and taking part in festivals without guardian or chaperone. 
Early Tamil literature, more popular in character than that of the 
Aryan North, makes many references to the free association of young 
men and women. Early sculpture gives the same impression. At 
Bharhut and Sanchi wealthy ladies, naked to the waist, lean from their 
balconies to watch processions, and scantily dressed women in the 
company of rnen worship the Bodhi Tree, under which the Buddha 

· gained enlightenment. We may conclude that, while a woman's free
dom was generally much restricted, it was rarely completely taken 
away. 

A wife, hovvever, had little initiative. Her first duty was to wait 
on her husband. fetching and carrying for him, rubbing his feet when 
he \vas weary, rising berore him, and eating and sleeping after him • 

., She should do nothing independently 
even in her own house. 

In childhood subject to her father, 
in youtl1 to her husband, 

and when her husband is dead to her sons, 
she should never enjoy independence .... 
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"She should always be cheerful, 
and skilful in her domestic duties, 

lvith her household vessels well cleansed, 
and her hand tight on the purse-strings ..•. 

"In season and out of season 
her lord, who wed her with sacred rites, 

ever gives happiness to his wife, 
both here and in the other world . 

.. Though he be uncouth and prone to pleasure, 
though he have no good points at all, 

the virtuous wife should ever 
worship her lord as a god."f9 
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Passages of this type are frequent in literature of a religious and 
semi-religious type, and stories of obedient and faithful wives are 
nutnerous. The great Jnodels of Indian womanhood are Sita,. who 
faithfully followed her husband Rama into exile and endured great 
hardships and temptations for his sake (p. 412f), and Savitri, who, 
like the Greek Alcestis, followed her husband Satyavant when he was 
being carried away by the death-god Y a1na, and so in1pressed the god 
with her loyalty that he released her lord. A medieval tale gives an 
even more striking example of wifely fidelity: 

A woman was holding her sleeping husband· s head in her lap. as they and 
their child warmed themselves in winter before a bla:z.ing fire. Suddenly 
the child cra,vled towards the fire, but the woman made no attempt to save 
it from the flames, since thus she would wake her lord. As the baby crawled 
further into the Aames she prayed to the fire-god Agni not to hurt him. The 
god, impressed by her obedience, granted her prayer, and the child sat 
smiling and unharmed in the middle of the fire until the man awoke. ao 

Though the early Indian mind, prone to exaggeration, perhaps 
overdid the necessity of wifely obedience, her status was not without 
honour. 

.. The wife is half the man, 
the best of friends, 

tl1e root of the three ends of life, 
and of all that will help him in the other world . 

., With a wife a man does mighty deeds . . . 
With a ·wife a 1nan finds courage. 

A wife is the safest refuge . ... 
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#• A man aflame with sorrow in his soul, 
or sick with disease, finds comfort in his wife, 

as a man parc-hed with heat 
finds relief in \Vater. 

"Even a man in the grip of rage 
will not be harsh to a woman, 

remembering that on her depend 
the joys of love, happiness, and virtue. 

#• For \VOinan is the everlasting field, 
in which the Self is born. "61 

Passages like these, showing the honour and esteem in which women 
were held, are quite as numerous as those which stress their sub
servience. Everywhere it is stated that a \von•an should be lovingly 
cherished, well fed and cared for, and provided \Vith jewellery and 
luxuries to the limits of her husband's means. She should never be 
upbraided too severely, for the gods will not accept the sacrifice of the 
man who beats his wife. 'fhe ancient Indian attitude to women was 
in fact ambivalent. She was at once a goddess and a slave, a saint 
and a strumpet. 

The latter aspect of her character is frequently brought out in semi
religious and gnomic literature. Women·s lust knows no bounds: 

.. The fire has never too many logs. 
the ocean never too many rivers, 

dead1 never too many living souls, 
and fair-eyed woman never too many men.·•52 

No one man can satisfy a libidinous woman's cravings; unless con
stantly watched she will consort with every stranger, even with a 
hunchback, a d,\·arf or a cripple (p. 44S), and in the last resort will 
have recourse to Lesbian practices with members of her owu sex. 
Her deception is as all-embracing as her lust, and she is incorrigibly 
fickle. 

Moreover, women are quarrelsome and given to pique. They 
quarrel with one another, with their parents, and \vith their husbands. 
The henpecked husband, as we show clse"vhere (p. 459f), was \Veil
known in ancient India. Many verses in medieval anthologaes depict 
the emotion of nt4na, an untranslatable word implying a Jnixture of 
anger, wounded pride and jealousy. Early Tamilliterature contains 
a whole class of poems describing the efforts of the husband to cahn 
his wife's anger, roused by his attentions to a rival, usually a pros
titute. If Sita, the heroine of the RanW.ya!'a. is invariably meek and 
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cotnpliant before her lord, Draupadi of the Mohobhiirala can row1d on 
her five husbands and reproach tl1em in no w1ccrtain terms. The 
Mauryan kings were guarded by atnazons trained in the use of sword 
and bow, and the Greeks \vere i1npressecJ by the ferocity "vith 
which the wotnen of some of the Panjab tribes aided their menfolk in 
resisting Alexander. In later ti1nes won1en sometilnes took part in 
war (p. 91 ), and the tradition was continued among the Rajputs 
w1til quite recently; there are nutnerous records of 1nasterly and "var
like widows resisting the enemies of their husbands the last being 
the famous Rani of jhansi, '"'hose part in the Indian Mutiny has n1ade 
her a national heroine of modern India. 

PROSTITUTION 

Ancient India contained one class of wo1nen who were not bound 
by the rules and restrictions which limited the freedonl of the high
caste wife. These were the prostitutes ( ve/yii, ga!zikii) . There were 
certainly 1nany poor and cheap Jlrostitutes, who would end their days 
in beggary, or as menials and work-women; but the typical prostitute 
of literature \vas beautiful, accomplished. and wealthy, enjoying a 
position of fame and honour comparable to that of the Aspasias and 
Phrynes of classical Greece. 

As in Greece the higher class hetaira was an educated wonJan. 
The authorities on erotics denaand that, as well as in the art im
mediately essential to her profession, she should be thoroughly 
trained in ··the sixty-four arts". These were a stock list, which in
cluded not only music, dancing and singing, but also acting, the 
composition of poetry, itnpromptu and otl1erwise, flower-arrange
ment and garland-tnaking, the preparation of perfumes and cosmetics, 
cooking, dress-making and embroidery, sorcery, conjuring and 
sleight of hand, the co1nposition of riddles, tongue-twisters and other 
puzzles, fencing with sword and staff~ archery, g,ymnastics, carpentry 
and architecture, logic, chetnistry and 1nineralogy, gardening, train
ing fighting cocks, partridges and ran1s, teaching parrots and n1ynahs 
to talk, \Vriting in cipher, languages, n1aking artificial flowers, and 
clay modelling. 

lt is hardly likely that the prostitute did in fact study all the arts of 
this rather bizarre list, but it shows what was expected of her. If she 
mastered those arts n1ost suited to her profession a brilliant future 
awaited her. "A courtesan of a pleasant disposition, beautiful, and 
otherwise attractive, who has mastered the art.~ ... has the right to 
a seat of honour a1nong 1nen. She will be honoured by the king and 
praised by the learned, and all will seek her favours and treat her 
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with consideration.'"li3 The literature of the Middle Ages fully 
bears out this statement. 

Typical of such accomplished courtesans was Ambapali, the hetaira 
of Vaisali, famous in Buddhist legend. Much that is said of this lady 
is certainly legendary, but it gives a significant indication of the status 
of d1e better type of courtesan in ancient India. Ambapali was im
mensely wealthy, highly intelligent, and famous throughout the 
civilized portion of India. She was one of the most treasured pos
sessions of her city, and tuixed on equal terms with princes. On his 
last journey to the Hills, as he passed through Vaisali, the Buddha 
accepted her invitation to dine in preference to that of the city fathers, 
who wished to give hint a civic reception. Antbapili is said to have 
become a Duddhist nun, and one of the most beautiful poents of the 
Pili canon is attributed to her { p. 456). 

The prostitute 'vas protected and supervised by the state. The 
Artluliii.str at!J4 suggests the appointanent of a Superintendent of Pro
stitutes who should be responsible for the care and supervision of the 
palace courtesans, the inspection of brothels, and the collection of t\vo 
days· earnings front each prostitute every Jnonth, as tax to the govern
ment. 1"'eachers and trainers of prostitutes were to be given en
couragement by the state. As in all other societies, around the pros
titute congregated tnen of doubtful character, either outside the law 
or on its borderline thieves, rogues, pseudo--magicians, and con
fidence tricksters of all kinds. The texts on statecraft recommend 
that for this reason special watch should be kept on brothels and that 
prostitutes should be enlisted in the secret service. This fact was 
noted by Megasthenes, who remarked that the spies did much of their 
work with the help of prostitutes. Frotn the example of the play 
··The Little Clay Cart·~ it w·ould seetn that a prostitute might become 
an honest woman by n1arriage, for here the heroine, the high-souled 
courtesan Vasantasena, ultitnately beco1nes the second wife of the 
brahn1an hero Carudatta . 

• 

The J>Osition of the courtesan merged with that of the concubine. 
Kings and chiefs retained nllmerous prostitutes in their palaces, who 
were salaried servants. and who often had other duties to perfonn. 
such as attending on the king's J>erson. The status of these women 
is some,vhat obscure, but apparently they were not only at the service 
of the king, but also of any courtier on whom he ntight choose tem
porarily to bestow the1n, and thus they \\"ere not on a par \Vith the 
regular inhabitants of his harem. Prostitutes of this type accompanied 
the king wherever he went, and even awaited him in the rear when he 
went into battle. 

Another type of prostitute pursued her trade in an odour of 
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sanctity. In the Middle Ages tl1e god in his te1nple was treated like an 
earthly king; he had his wives, his ministers and attendants, and all 
the paraphernalia of a court including his attendant prostitutes. 
These were often the children of mothers of the same Jlrofession, born 
and reared in the temple precincts, but they •night be daughters of 
ordinary citizens, given in childhood to the god as pious offerings. 
They attended on the god's person, danced and sang before him, and, 
like the servants of an earthly king, bestowed their favours on the 
courtiers whom he favoured, in this case the anale worshippers who 
paid their fee to the temple. 

We have no evidence of temple prostitution in very early tilnes, 
though it certainly existed in other ancient civilizations, and it has been 
suggested, without valid evidence in our opinion, that it \vas kno\vn 
in the prehistoric Indus cities (p. 21 ) . The earliest record of re
ligious prostitution co1nes from a cave at Ra•ngarh, in the Vindhya 
hills some 160 miles south of Banaras, which contains two significant 
Prakrit inscriptions in a script which shows that they were written 
not long after the days of A~oka. The first of these is in verse: 

.. Poets, the leaders of lovers, 
light up the hearts which arc heavy with passion. 

She who rides on a seesaw, the object of jest and blante, 
how can she have fallen so deep in love as this?·· 

And then, in prose: 

"The excellent young man Devadinna the painter loved Sutanuka, the 
slave-girl of the god."'66 

The enamoured Sutanuka is referred to by the \vord later regularly 
used for a temple prostitute devadiisi-- and was evidently so•nething 
of the kind herself. There are no other clear references to devadi..~is 
in early sources, however, and we must assume that they were rare 
until the Middle Ages. Temple prostitution was most common in the 
South, \Yhere it survived until recent times. The wild fertility cults 
of the early Tamils involved orgiastic dancing, and their earliest 
literature shows that prostitution was common among them; thus 
religious prostitution came naturally to the Dravidian. Many in
scriptions and charters of the medieval South commemorating donations 
to temples refer specially to devadasis; for instance a general of Vikram
iditya VI Calul(ya, named Mahideva. is recorded as founding a 
temple in memory of his late mother, with quarters for the roost 
beautiful temple-prostitutes in thecountry.6& In his eyes, and in those 
of his contemporaries, there was no incongruity in such a metnorial. 

Prostitution, though in many contexts honoured and respected, 
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was much disapproved of by the S1nrti writers, whose \vorks contain 
passages of warning against the evils of prostitution rentiniscent of 
those in the Jewish Book of Proverbs. Manu and some other texts 
class the harlot and gambler \\"ith the thief and blackmai=er, and de
clare that brahmaJ]S must never consort with prostitutes, on pain of 
very heavy penances. One source even maintains that the n1urdercr 
of a prostitute commits no sin and should incur no punishtnent at 
law.ts7 But, as we have noticed in many other cases, the secular 
attitude differed very greatly fro1n the religious ideal, and here it \vas 
the secular view which prevailed. By the Middle Ages the brihmaJ}S 
who propounded the. Sacred J...,a\v might themselves be attached to 
temples with hundreds of prostitutes on their staffs. 

WIDOWS 

In general a "vidow could not remarry. By 1ncdieval tirnes this 
rule was applied so strictly in the upper classes that it included even 
girls widO\\'ed in childhood, whose Jnarriages had not been consum

. Jnated. Even the custom of Plt"yogo, "·hich gave the childless widow 
a chance to conceive a son by her brother-in-la"v ( p. 17 5), passed into 
desuetude in the early centuries of the Christian era. 

All evidence sho\vs, however, that the remarriage of widows was 
fairly common in earlier times. The Artlul!iistra adtnits its possibility. 
In the famous old story ofNala and Damayanti, the hero, who has long 
been parted from his wife, is reunited with her by the subterfuge of 
her announcement that she presumes his death and plans to hold a 
second svayaiJlVara. One or two minor authorities admit the possi
bility of a woman·s remarriage if her husband disap})ears, dies, be
comes an ascetic, is i1npotent, or loses caste ;68 but Jater com1nentators 
explain a\vay these awkward references by the easy fiction of ltaU
varjya ( p. 1 48), and all agree with Manu : • no\vhere is a second 
husband permitted to respectable ,..,o•ncn ... 69 Thus the practice of 
widow remarriage, together with rnany other healthy old custo1ns, 
gradually disappeared among the higher classes. 

In those families which adhered to the letter of the law the lot of 
the widow was very hard. She was to all intents and purposes an 
ascetic, sleeping on the ground, and eating only one simple meal a 
day, without honey, meat, 'vine or salt, wearing no ornaments or 
coloured garments, and using no perfumes. In medieval times 
widows \vere also expected to shave their hair. The wjdo,.., had to 
maintain this austere regitnen to the end of her days, in the hope of 
being remarried to her fonner husband in the next life; her time was 
spent in prayer and other religious rites on his behalf, and any breach 
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of her ascetic discipline not only made her liable to a ve•·y unhappy 
rebirth, but also endangered the welfare of the soul of her departed 
husband. who tnight suffer in the after-life for the shortcontings of 
his other half on earth. 

Moreover a widow \Vas inauspicious to everyone but her own 
children. Wherever she went her presence cast a gloom on all about 
her. She could never attend the family festivals \vhich played so big 
a part in Hindu life, for she would bring bad luck on all present. She 
\Vas still a 1nember of her husband's family, and could not retun1 to 
that of her parents. Ahvays watched by the parents and relatives of 
her lord, lest she broke her vows and imperilled the dead tnan's 
spiritual welfare, shwmed as unlucky even by the servants, her life 
must often have been miserable in the extreme. 

In these circumstances it is not surprising that woJnen often im
tnolated themselves on their husbands, funeral pyres, a practice 
noticed with much disapprobation by European travellers and only 
put down in the last century. The word sati (written suttee by older 
English writers) means .. a virtuous woman", and the word was 
erroneously applied by early officials and missionaries to the satrs 
self-immolation. 

The history of the custom takes us back to the earliest cultures. 
Many ancient peoples buried or burnt a man's widows, horses, and 
other cherished possessions with his corpse, in order that he might 
have all that he loved and needed in the other world. We know that 
such practices were followed by the kings of Ur, and also by the 
ancient Chinese and some early lndo.European peoples. One of the 
funeral hymns of the IJg Yeda shows that in the earliest for1n of the 
cren1ation rite kno\vn to us the widow lay down beside the dead man. 
and his bow was placed in his hand; the bow was removed, and the 
wife called on to return to the land of the living. eo This practice must 
look back to a time long before the composition of the hymn, when 
the wife was actually bumt \Vith her husband. 

The earliest datable notice of the self-immolation of the sati occurs 
in Greek accounts of Alexander's invasion. One or two cases are 
mentioned in the Epics, but rarely enough to show that the custom 
\vas unconnnon at the time of their cotnposition. Early Smrti litera
ture allows it, but in general does not strougly en1phasise it. 'rhe 
first metnorial of a sati is found at Eran, near Saugor in Madhya 
Pradesh, where a brief inscription engraved on a pillar in A. D. 510 
records the tragic passing of a hero and his wife in short verses of 
un-lndian simplicity, "rhich suggest the epitaphs of the Greek 
Anthology: 
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•• }lither came Bhanu Gupta, the bravest man on earth, 
a great king, a hero bold as Arjuna; 

and hither (;oparija followed him. 
as a friend follows a friend. 

"And he fought a great and a famous battle, 
and passed to heaven, a god among chieftains. 

His wife, loyal and loving, beloved and fair, 
followed close behind hitn into the flames. "'et 

It is kno,vn that the notnads of Central Asia practised this custon1, 
and it may have received sotne stimulus from their invasions. In any 
case, from this tinle onwards it became more common, and there are 
nun1erous sati-stones all over India, con1metnorating the many faith
ful \vives who followed their slain lords in death. 

CriticisnJs of the custonl \V ere not unkno,\·n. It was condentned 
by the hun1anc poet Bir)a, in the 7th century, and by the tantric seers, 
which even declared that the \VOnlan burning herself on her husband's 
pyre went straight to hell. But some medieval writers roundly de
clare that the sati, by her self-immolation, expunges both her own 
and her husband's sins, and that the two enjoy together S5 million 
years of bliss in heaven. 

'The lil'ing cremation of the sati \vas always in theory voluntary, 
but, if \Ve arc to judge front later analogy, social and fatnily pressure 
may ha\'e made it virtually obligatory on some high-caste widows, 
especially those of the warrior class. The 15th-century traveller 
Nicolo dei Conti states that as rnany as three thousand of the wives 
and concubines of the kings ofVijayanagara ~vere pledged to be burnt 
with their lord on his death. • 

The widow was, as we have seen, an inauspicious encumbrance to 
her husband"s faanily, and 1night seriously endanger the welfare of 
his soul by the least breach of her vows. In a poJygatnous household 
the objection to widows would be correspondingly Jnultiplied. The 
wido\v herself, if she had no young children, ntight well prefer even 
a painful death. in the hope of reunion with her husband, to a dreary 
life of hunger, scorn, and do1nestic servitude. It is thus not surprising 
that satis were so common in medieval Hindu society. 

• Sauth Indian kings were often accompanied in death not only by their wives. but also 
,by their ministers and palace servants. There Ell'e also numerous rccorcls of royal officen 
giving their lives in sucriticc to .l god tor the prosperity of a ki11g and his kingdom. 
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VI 

EVERYDAY LIFE: THE DAILY ROUND IN 
CITY AND VILLAGE 

THE VILLAGE 

WE have no certain tneans of assessing the population of ancient 
India, since the detailed registers which were kept in Jnany kingdoans 
have long since vanished. One authority has suggested that during 
the medieval period the total population of the Sub-continent was 
between 100 and 140 n1illions,1 a figure which see1ns reasonable, 
although based on very slender evidence. But whatever lndia·s 

Fig. xii. A village (from a relief at AmarivatJ. c. 2nd century A. D.) 
. 

population in ancient and medieval times, it was certainly tnainly 
rural. At the present day it is said that 85 per cent of India's total 
population d\vell in \'illages, and we may be sure that the prOJlOrtion 
in the past was no less, but probably more. The average man in 
ancient India \vas a countryman. 

No one who has travelled from Delhi to Calcutta by train could 
fail to be impressed by the monotony of the great Gangetic Plain. 
The shabby little villages, often very close together, are punctuated 
only by rivers and canals. They ha,·e a few trees on their outskirts, 
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and here and there a small grove divides one from another. Other
wise there is nothing to be seen between the villages but little fields 
separated by narrow footpaths and occasional rough roads. But this 
was not the case in ancient ti1nes. 

Even when the first Englishmen set up their trading stations in 
Madras, Bombay and Calcutta there were more trees in the country
side; and in the earlier period India was much better afforested. 
Hsuan Tsang's account of India sho\vs that, in the 7th century, dense 
jungle lined the banks of the Ganges for rnany miles on end. The 
countryside was wilder than it is today. The tiger, now rare except 
in certain districts. roamed the length and breadth of the land. In 
the West the lion, now almost extinct, was comnton. Herds of wild 
elephants, carefully preserved by kings, were numerous in regions 
where they are now unknown. The foothills of the Vindhyas and the 
Ghats, now in many places almost denuded of larger trees by cen
turies of woodcutting and many generations of browsing goats, \Vere 
richly forested. In fact the age-old agricultural techniques of India 
had not yet exhausted her soil, and her peasants had not yet torn up 
her forests, tl1ough in some places, notably Magadha (South Bihar) 
and parts of the Tamil country, this process was ahnost complete by 
the Middle Ages, if not before. 

The Indian village differed very little from that of the present day, 
but while most villages in the North are now open and undefended. 
in earlier times they were usually walled or stockadcd, as they are 
still in many part.~ of the Deccan. The village \Vas a cluster of huts, 
small and large, often grouped round a well or a pond, near which 
was a s1nall open space \Vith a few trees. In earlier times villages 
often had clubrooms, which served as rest-houses for travellers and 
as centres of social life; later the place of these halls was taken by 
the village te1nples. The villagers formed a self--conscious com
munity, and often had an energetic contmunal life. We quote from 
a Jataka story. 

"One day they stood in the middle of the village to transact viJlage 
business, and they. . . . [decided to] do good works; so they would get 
up betin1es, and go out \vith knives. axes and crowbars. \Vith their 
crowbars they rolled away the stones on the four high\vays; they cut down 
the trees which caught tl1e axles of their carts; they levelled the irregulari
ties [of the roads J ; they built an embankment and dug tanks; they made a 
village hall; they showed charity and kept the ( DuddhistJ commandments.'"2 

This vigorous corporate life continued into the Middle Ages. Tamil 
inscriptions sho\v tl1at the village councils (p. 106) took an active 
interest in the communal welfare, dug and renewed reservoirs, ntade 
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canals, improved the roads, and cared for the village shrines. This 
strong sense of the community was one of the chief ractors in the 
survival of liindu Culture. 

Most of the villagers were free peasants, and their land was to all 
intents and purposes their own, though the king claimed its ultimate 
ownership (p. I09f). The lot of the peasant was hard, though per
haps poverty was not so grinding as it later became, and agricultural 
indebtedness \Yas c-ertainly less heavy. Most peasant holdings \Yere 
small, and \\*ere usually worked by the owner and his family; but there 
'"ere a few large farmsteads, the owners of \Vhich cultivated their estates 
with hired labour. Kings too had large demesnes, worked by serfs 
and labourers, who in Mauryan tin1es received one and one quarter 

J."ig. xiii. Country scene (from a terracotta plaque found at Bhlta, near 
Allahibad. ? 1st century e.c.) 

pal}a per month with maintenanc-e.:. Other land was let out by the 
owners to share-croppers in return for one half of the crop. 

These landless labourers existed in the Indian village at least from 
Mauryan times, and probably earlier, their state an unhappy and des
pised one. Illness, famine, idleness, or some other cause would 
sometimes compel a peasant to sell his holding, or result in his evic
tion for non-payment of tax, and he would be reduced to shame and 
penury as a casual labourer. But this procC!ss, \vhereby land tended 
to become concentrated in the hands of a fe\v landowners, \Yas more 
than counteracted by the Indian joint fa1nily system. On the death 
of the head of the house there was usually a partition of the family 
lands, and thus a few generations might see the break-up of a large 

• 
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estate. A real class of squires or large fanners never appeared in 
Hindu India. 

To heavy taxation, forced labour, and the visitations of the king 
and his officers, were added periodical dearths and famines to afflict 
and impoverish the peasant. Though Megasthenes declared that 
famine was unknown in India, he certainly wrote in this particular 
front inadequate kno\vledge. References to fa1nine, with its atten
dant horrors, are fairly com1non in ancient Indian literature (p. 448) . 
Indeed a great famine is said to have occurred not long after Megas
thenes left India, at the end of the reign of Candragupta M aurya. 
The more energetic and conscientious kings did what they could to 
prevent and relieve famine. The Artlzasiistra even suggests that a 
king is justified in confiscating the hoarded \vealth of his subjects to 
feed the hungry. The state granaries would be opened in emergency, 
and the charity of religious establishments and private persons was 
no doubt of some help; but with such poor com1nunications famine 
was even 1nore severe than it is now. 1"here is reason to believe that 
rainfall was rather heavier than in recent years, and the pressure of 
population on the means of subsistence \Vas not as great as it has now 
become. Hence outbreaks of dearth and famine \Vere probably less 
frequent in ancient days, but when they did occur they caused even 
greater hardship and loss of life. 

Throughout our period there was a gradual expansion of cultiva
tion as a result of pressure on the land. The Arlha!iislra' suggests 
a positive policy of colonization, clearing of waste, and development 
of new villages, while the jataka stories show us groups of hardy 
peasants from overpopulated villages cuuing new settlements fron1 
the jungle, and even tell of whole villages emigrating en masse to the 
\vilds to escape the attentions of extortionate tax-collectors. 

In the flat plains the land was cut by canals running from the great 
rivers, and dotted with artificial reservoirs (usually referred to in 
Anglo-Indian jargon as u tanks"), \Vhich \Vere made by da1nming 
smaller stTeams or enlarging lakes by stopping their outlets. F ron1 
these water-supplies, whether natural or artificial, water was raised 
by counterpoised I I sweeps' I, and fed into smaller channels 'vhich 
Ylatered the fields. The .. Persian wheel'·, turned by an ox, is no
where clearly mentioned in early sources, though it may have been used. 

Irrigation works, often of enorn1ous size, \Vere undertaken by 
beneficent kings as a religious and social duty. The most fatnous of 
these resen'oirs was that of Gimar, the history of which has come 
down to us, thanks to t\VO inscriptions on the site (pp. 62, 104 ). We 
do not know '\vhen the great embankment, over 100 feet thick at the 
base, finally crumbled. Probably the largest achievement of Indian 
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irrigation until recent years was the lake at Bhojpur, near Bhopal, 
built in the rniddle of the J 1 th century by Bhoja Pararnara, the king 
of Dhari. This too has vanished; the embank1nent was breached by 
the Muslims in the 15th century, and has never been restored; but it 
is evident fro1n those traces which ren1ain that the lake originally 
covered no less than 250 square tniles. 6 In the extreme north of 
India \\'e read ofSuyya, a great engineer in the service of king Avanti
varauan of Kashmir (9th century), who ,. n1ade the streams of Indus 
and Jhelam flow according to his will, like a snake-charmer his 
snakes... In the south, at the end of our period, f>aes saw the build
ing of a mighty tank at Vijayanagara, the embankment of \vhich, he 
says, was a crossbo\v-sbot \\'ide. The first efforts at its construction 
were unsuccessful, so J\ing Kr~l)a Deva Raya ordered a great hu1nan 
sacrifice of prisoners to appease the gods, and finished the work with 
the labour of 20,000 men. 

Most of the larger irrigation works of Hindu India have now 
vanished, but in Ceylon ancient reservoirs of enorn1ous size still 
exist (pl. Ilia), though the canal systems \vhich they served have 
largely disappeared, and are only now being repaired. 1\ftet many 
centuries of neglect, recent governments, both in India and Ceylon, 
have begun to redevelop the irrigation systems without which tropical 
agriculture cannot flourish, and \vhich were antong the first concerns 
of kings of ancient times. 

AGRICULTURE AND STOCKBREEDING 

The staple corn crops of ancient India were, as they are today, 
wheat and barley in the cool north and elsewhere as winter crops, rice 
in the irrigated plains, and millet in the dryer lands, such as parts of 
the Deccan Plateau, where rice would not grow. An1ong other crops 
sugar cane was widely grown, and sugar exported to Europe, while 
leaf vegetables and gourds of various kinds were gro\vn nearly every
where, as was the sesamum, much valued for its edible oil. Numer
ous types of peas, beans and lentils \Vere gro\vn every\\'here. South 
India, especially Kera!a ( Malabar ), grew many spices, particularly 
pepper. cardamom, ginger and cinnamon, which were carried all 
over India and exported to Europe. The Jlhnalayan foothills pro
duced the precious saffron. Cotton \\·as at all times the staple 
textile crop. 

Of fruits pride of place was taken by the mango, which was grown 
in orchards and much valued. The small Indian banana, or plantain, 
was also grown in damper parts of the land. 1·he coconut was a 
comparatively late importation from S.-E. Asia. and is not tnentioned 
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in early sources, though it was known in the Middle Ages. In the 
coastal areas were grown the paln1yra and talipot palms, which provided 
India's chief writing tnareria1, and also the alcoholic drinks now 
known as toddy and arrack. Another valued paln1 was the areca, 
\\·hose hard, slightly narcotic nut, broken up. n1ixed with lin1e and 
other ingredients, and \vrapped in the leaf of the betel vine, forn1ed 
the tarnbilla, or chewing quid, which was introduced into Northen1 
India fron1 the South early in the Christian era. and has ever since 
been a most popular source of post-prandial solace to the Indian. 
The date paint was grown in the dryer regions of the W~st, but is 
little n1entioned in literature. 1''hc sour fruit of the tan1arind was 
much used to flavour curry. 1"'he grape, introduced fron1 Persia \vith 
the aln1ond and walnut, was cultivated in the Westen1 Himalayas. 
Sandal and other trees provided n1uch-prizcd fragrant woods; these 
trees n1ostly grew in the South. 

The Greek travellers were n1ost intpresscd by the fertility of 
India's soil and the energy and ability of her cultivators. The 
moden1 traveller's in1prcssions are diatnetrically opposite, but the 
Greeks judged Indian agriculture by standards lower than ours, and 
the soil was less exhausted then than now. The Greeks found it a 
great source of \vonder that India produced two crops a year. In the 
wetter parts of the land the two crops 1night even gro\v without 
irrigation. while in the plains a stnnnter crop of rice would grow 
during the n1onsoon, and a second irrigated crop in the dry season. 

Ancient India knew the use of n1anurc, and the Artkaiastra Jays 
dow·n several rules for the n1anage1nent of the king's farrns which in
dicate a well-developed agricultural technique. The Indian peasant 
of today is so conservative in his Jnethods that we n1ay assume that 
the ordinary villagers of ancient days cultivated the land n1uch as 
tbey do now, ploughing \'Vith shallow wooden ploughs drawn by 
oxen, harvesting with sickles, threshing with oxen, and \Vinnowing 
by tossing their corn in the \Vind. Iron ploughshares were certainly 
known, however, for they are n1entioncd in literature. 

The basic livestock of the peasant v.'as <'attic, used for ploughing, 
transport and food. Villages cn1ploycd a con11nunal co\vherd, who 
drove the cattle, branded 'vith their o"ncrs· n1arks, to the waste 
beyond the ploughed fields every rnon1ing, and retun1ed with thctn 
at dusk. We have no nteans of con1paring the yield of the cattle of 
ancient days with that of their scraggy moden1 counterparts, but as 
there was n1ore pasture and waste it may have been better. Milk and 
curd were important articles of diet, as \vas ghee (gltrta). made from 
n1elted butter by skin1n1ing off the solid fat, and leaving only the 
liquid butter-oil. which would keep indefinitely in a hot climate. 
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The inviolability of the co\v \vas of slow gro\vth. Though there 
seems to have been some feeling against the killing of CO\VS even in 
Vedic times, Asoka did not forbid the slaughter of cattle, and oxen, 
at a.JlY rate, were killed for food even later. But the Arlhalastra 
refers to the existence of herds of aged, diseased a.Jld sterile catde,e 
a.Jld it therefore appears that before the Christian era cattle \vere 
norntally allov.;cd to die a natural death, at least in son1e parts of the 
country. The same work suggests that those v.•ho kill cattle should 
be put to death, but from the context it is clear that this prescription 
applies only to killers of cattle stolen from the royal herds. 

As well as catde owned by cultivating peasa.Jlts there were large 
herds belonging to professional l1erdsmen, who led a semi-nomadic 
life in the \vilder parts of the country. One important tribe of these 
people, the Abhiras, \vhich dwelt in widely scattered localities of 
South Rajasthan, Malwa a.Jld Sind around the begiMing of the 
Christian era, \Vas perhaps responsible for the developn1ent of the 
cult of Kr~l)a in his pastoral aspect, a.Jld Abhira chiefs set up a 
short-lived kingdom in the N.-W. Deccan on the ruins of the 
Satavahanas. 

Other domestic animals included the buffalo, second only to the ox 
as a beast of burden, and the favourite victiJn of sacrifices to the god
dess Durga, whose cult became very popular in the Middle Ages. The 
goat was bred widely, as was the sheep in the cooler districts. The 
fine goats• wool fabric of Kashmir \Vas kno\vn a.Jld used widely in 
Northern India, and heavier sheep's and yaks" wool bla.Jlkets were 
exported in small qua.Jltities from the hills to the Northern Plains, 
1.vhere the winter nights are usually cold enough to make their com
fort pleasant. ..rhe domestic pig was also lino\vn, though it did not 
play a very important part in rural econon1y. 

Horses were bred chiefly in Sind and the North-West. 1'hey 
would not breed well in the Deccan, a.Jld were regularly in1ported by 
sea from Sind, Persia a.Jld Arabia to the ports of Western India. 
The horse \vas always a luxury ani1nal, used chiefly by the warrior class. 
For the ordinary people the chief means of conveyance \vas the ox, 
of which certain varieties could draw carts at a considerable pace. 
The kings of Vijayanagara delighted in watching races of light 
carts to which an ox and a horse were yoked. 

The elephant \Vas certainly tamed by the time of the Buddha. It 
rarely breeds in captivity, a.Jld therefore it had to be hunted and 
captured alive. Special forest tracts \vere designated as elephant pre
serves, inhabited by trackers, hunters and tamers, in the employ of 
the l\ing. Generally the o\vnership of elepha.Jlts \Vas confined to 
kings and chiefs, a.Jld peasa.Jlts living in the vicinity of elephant 
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forests must have cursed the depredations of these beasts, which 
\Yould frequently leave the jungle to raid the clearings. 

The camel is not often mentioned, but it \vas certainly known and 
used as a beast of burden in the dryer parts of the country, and 
by the Middle Ages was also found in the Deccan. Some medieval 
dynasties employed the camel in war. l"'he mule and the ass \vere 
other co•n•non beasts of burden. 

The half-wild pariah dog \Vas as co1n1non in early India as it is to
day, and dogs \Vere also used in hunting. In the hills a special breed 
of large dog, perhaps resembling the modem Tibetan m~estiff, was 
famous beyond the bounds of India. The Persian etnperor Arta
xerxes I ( 465-424 s .c . ) is said by Herodotus to have exempted the 
inhabitants of four Babylonian villages from taxation in return for 
their breeding Indian dogs for war and hunting. These dogs were 
also known in the Egypt of the Ptolemies. The dog is only once 
mentioned with respect and affection in Indian literature, and \Vas 
rarely if ever treated as a pet. The exception occurs in the Maha
bhiirata, where the five Pal)~ava brothers and their wife Draupadi 
take their dog with them on their final pilgritnage to heaven, and the 
eldest brother Yudhisthira refuses to enter without his faithful friend • 

• • 

It has been suggested that the episode shows Iranian influence, for 
\Vith the Zoroastrians the dog \Yas a sacred anitnal. The domestic cat 
is rarely mentioned. 

The hunting leopard or cheetah (citraka) is only referred to as a 
\Yild beast until the Middle Ages, and si1nilarly the ha\vk was not 
tamed in early times. Ha,vking and hunting \vith cheetahs did not 
become popular a1nong the ruling classes until the 11th century, and 
the custo•n may have been learnt from the Muslims. 

The fo,vl was known, though eggs played but a small part in the 
diet of e.arly India. The peacock, in earlier times, "~as certainly used 
as food, and was the favourite dish of the etnperor A§oka,1 until he 
adopted a vegetarian diet. We read of whole villages of peacock
rearers, who supplied their birds to kings and wealthy people, at first 
largely for food, but later chiefly for ornament. Several other 
ornamental fowl, especially the ruddy sheldrake or brahmany duck 
(calrraviika) wc.-e kept in the parks of the rich, and parrots and 
n1ynahs were very popular as J>ets, especially with ladies, who are 
referred to as devoting long hours to teaching the birds to talk. 

Silkworms were bred and reared, chiefly in Bengal and Assam. lt 
has been suggested by so1ue that silk was kno\vn even in Vedictimes, 
and silk-making 1noths were certainly indigenous to India; but it is 
probable that silk \\'as first introduced to India froan China by \vay of 
the Burma Road, in the second half of the 1st millennium s.c. The 
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earliest certain references to silk arc found in the Buddhist scriptures, 
and in the Artludastra, \vhere it is called cinapaf.f.a. *'the Chinese 
cloth". In the 2nd century B.c. the Chinese traveller Chang 1\."ien 
found that Chinese silk was imported into Hactria by way of India, 
and this suggests that even at this time the Indians had not yet fully 
mastered the art of spinning and \veaving fine silks, \Vhich they cer
tainly did later. Besides the silk\vorm another insect of co1nrnercial 
importance \vas the lac-insect, 'vhich provides both the resin used for 
shellac (and in India for articles of ornament), and also the dye 
kno\\n as • • lake-dye." 

TilE \VILD TRIBES 

In the llimalayan foothills and the remoter Jlarts of tl1e Vindhyas 
and the I)eecan \vild tribes still exist. Most of then1 are no\v partly 
civilized and Hinduized, but some, though happy folk, knit together 
by tribal custom into solid, self-supporting and selt:.suffirient coJn
munities, still preserve ·vestiges of ferocious and barbaric tradition. 
The Gonds of the Eastern Dcccan offered hutnan sacrifices at their 
fertility ceren1onies until \veil into the last century, the victitns often 
being unfortunate villagers kidnapJled front the tuore civilized settle
ments, \vhile head-hunting among the Nagas of Assam is even no\v 
not complete} y stan1ped out. 

At one thne, of course, practically the \vhole of India was in
habited by such peoples, and in ancient ancl ntedieval times they \vere 
1nore nuntcrous ancl occupied a wider area than at present. From the 
earliest invasio!•s they waged a losing battle against the advancing 
culture of the Aryans, and at all ti1nes they \Yerc a source of danger 
to the outposts of ci"'ilization in the vicinity of their lauds. "''hc brief 
statetnent of Asoka"s policy towards the forest tribes (p. 59f) throws 
a flood of light on the ruthless policy of earlier kings to\vards them. 
Many primitive peoples \vere extenninated and many more lost their 
identity in the course of the gro\\'th of 1-lindu <:i"'ilization; but some 
accepted the suzerainty of their civilized overlords, and retained their 
ancestral lands. "fhe Arthasastra mentions such people as useful in 
titne of \var. Many of these tribes came 1nore and 1nore under the 
influence of Aryan \vays, and their tribal cults were roughly assimi
lated to llinduisnt by \vandering brahnJaJ)S. Such tribes \vere un
doubtedly the ancestors of ruany lower 1-lindu castes of later tin1es. 
Some primitive tribes tnay \vell have learnt enough front the Aryans 
to becon1e po,verful. and it has been reasonably suggested that ntore 
than one important n1edieval dynasty originat(\d in such a way. 

At all tirnes, however, uncivilized tribal peoples continued to exist 
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in the outlying districts in virtual independence, perhaps occasionally 
paying tribute in kind to the representative of their overlord. The 
last great king of Hindu India, Kr~Qa Deva Haya of Vijayanagara, 
1nentioned thent in a brief textbook on govemtnent in Telugu, the 
Amul!tamalyada. \\7hen the forest folk nnlltiplied in the kingdon1, he 
wrote, they caused no little trouble to the king and his subjects; but, 
like A~oka, he advocated fair and honest treatn1ent towards then1. "If 
the king grows angry with then1, he cannot wholly destroy them, but 
if he wins their affection by kindness and charity they serve hi1n by 
invading the enen1y's territory and plundering his forts."& 

At all tilncs the wild tribestnen were a danger ~o the settled 
villagers in the outlying ))arts of the country. In tnedievalliterature, 
both in Sanskrit and the Dravidian ven1aculars, are references to these 
wild raiders pillaging crops and herds and houses, and capturing 
victims for hun1an sacrifice. The area of their operations \Vas gradu
ally pushed back, and as more and n1ore prirnitive tribes were assirni
lated to the Hindu order they becan1e gradually less dangerous; but 
throughout the period covered by this book they were a source of 
fear in n1any parts of India, the bogey tnen with which n1others 
frightened their naughty children. No doubt n1any of the character
istics of the detnons and tnalevolent spirits of Hindu n1ythology, 
Nagas, Yak!'jas, Rak~asas and the like, were acquired front the wild 
tribes (p. ~17f). 

THE TOWN 

By the tin1e of the Buddha, there were sn1all towns all over North 
India, and sotne, such as 1\a~i { Banaras) and Kausan1bi, had an antiquity 
of centuries; but even at this time large cities were few. According to 
an ancient Buddhist tradition, at the rin1e of the Buddha's 4

" Great 
Decease .. the disciple Ananda said that he regretted that his 1naster 
was to die in so stnall a town as Ku~inagara, and n1entioncd the six 
cities which he considered hnportant enough for a Buddha to die in: 
Sravasti, Ca1npa, Rajagrha, Sakcta (later generally known as Ayo
dhya), Kau~an1bi, and l{a§i. These were evidently the greatest cities 
of the 5th century n.c., but their sites are still not " ·holly excavated, 
and we have no good n1eans of judging their size, except in the case 
of one of thcn1. This is Hajagrha, the walls of which still retnain. and 
show that the fortified area had a perin1eter of twenty-five n1iles. The 
whole area was not built upon, but Rajagrha was a garden city, with 
a central core, and houses in the suburbs surrounded by extensive 
parks and fields. 

Pataliputra in the tirne of the Mauryas, according to Megasthenes, 
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was a long narrow city, stretching nine miles along the bank of the 
Ganges, and reaching only one and a half Jniles inland. It \Yas no 
doubt mainly built-up, unlike Hajagrha, which covered a larger area 
but must have had a smaller population. At the end of our period 
Paes states that Vijayanagara was larger and n1ore populous than 
Rotnc and contained 100,000 houses, fron1 \Yhich \Ve 1nay infer that 
its population \~ias at least half a n1illion, and probably tnore. 

At the time of writing several sn1all excavations have been made at 
various Indian city sites, but only one such site, and that not repre
sentative, has been excavated sufficiently to re\'eal the plan of the city. 

Fig. xiv. An ancient Indian city, c. 2nd- 1st century, a.c. (based on the 
evidence of contemporary sculpture). (Hcproduced from Percy Hrown's 
.. Indian Architecture (Buddhist and Hindu perjod}," published by D. D. 

1·araporevala Sons & Co. Ltd .• nontbay) 

This is Tak~asila, \vhere t\vo cities have been discovered, one dating 
fron1 the tin1e of the Achren1enid kings of Persia and the other from 
the Greco-Bactrian period. Both \vere built on either side of a broad 
main street, and the larger houses of both had central courtyards, in 
the n1anner traditional in India fron1 the days of the 1-Iarappa Culture; 
but in other respects the t\\'O were very different. The first city, 
known to archreologists as Bhir Mound, sho\VS no trace of to\vn plan
ning; on the irregular and crooked naain street opened a 1naze of 
narro\v aHeys. ratnifying in all directions at the " 'hiru of Jnany private 
builders. The second city, kno\vn as Sirkap, had a fine anain street 
some twenty feet \Yide, running due north and south, with lesser 
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roads running off it at right angles and at regular intervals; it \Vas 
evidently strictly planned. 

We cannot att.-ibute the regular layout of Sirkap \Yhotly to the 
orderly Greeks. T\Yo thousand years before their arrival in India the 
cities of Mohenjo Daro and Harappa had been laid out on sitnilar 
regular lines. and there is little doubt that other Indian cities \Yere 
carefully planned. It \\'aS by no tneans uncotntnon for a po\Yerful 
king to build a \Yholly ne\Y capital, and this would give tnuch scope to 
the town-J>lanner. The ArthaJiistraD gives detailed instructions for 
the establishtnent of such a new city. It advises a square gridiron 
plan, divided into 'vards or sectors by six 1nain roads, three run
ning north and south, and three cast and west. The chief ternples 
\vcrc to be lO<.:atcd in the centre, and diHerent classes of the cotn
munity were to be segregated in separate \Vards. The fortified city 
of Sisupalgarh \vas certainly built as an alntost exact square of near1y 
a n1ile on each side (pl. Xla ), hut it has not been sufficiently 
excavated to ascertain \vhether the street plan confortned to the 
Artka/iistra's schen1e.10 It is possible that the northern city of 
Ahicrhatra in Uttar Pradesh did so approximately, but here again the 
excavated portions are not sufficient to tell " 'ith certainty. 

The city had t\\iO foci, the palace and the tetnple. Of ancient Indian 
palace architecture \Ve kno"' little; the fragtnents of the highly 
polished colutnns of the Maurya.n palace at Pataliputra, and a large 
building at Tak~a.Sila \Yhich n1ay have been a palace, are all that have 
survived except frorn a very late period; but front this and other 
evidence it " 'ould scen1 that the palace \vas usually situated in or near 
the centre of the city, and that it \Yas often defended by fortifications 
as a sort of citadel. 

Ten1ples have .survived better, though \Ve have no 1-Iindu ten1ples 
frotn J>re-Gupta titnes. In the ternple the religious sentitnents of the 
people \Yere largely concentrated. Frotn the te1nple ca1nc the great 
and splendid religious processions which filled and still fill the heart 
of the ordinary J-lindu \Vith ahnost superhuman exaltation. The 
temple, especially if it w·as a great and fatnous tetnple in one of the 
sacred cities, • \Yas itself a city in miniature in the medieval period 
(fig. xv) . It \vas enortnously \Yealthy. and a source of \vealth to 
the town ti·onl the tnany pilgritns \vho visited it. Such a tetnple \Yas 
a great landO\\"J1er, \Yith tnany en1ployccs, such as priests, musicians, 
attendants, and dancing girls for the tc•nple services, a staff of scribes 
and accowttants, and tnany craftsnlen and labourers. Often the 

• These are traditionally seven: Ayodhya, :VJathurii, Maya (Hanlwar. in nortbem 
Uttar rradesh, where tlle Ganges meets the J'lain). J{aJ\cJ (Conjecveram). Ujjayinl 
(Ujjain), Ovilravatl (Dwilrka inl{athiawar), and of course K"l (Banaras); but others 
were almost equally sacred, notably Pravaga {Ailah5ba~), l\ladura1, and Purl (Orissl). 
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temple maintained schools and refuges for sick n1en and animals; it 
dispensed charity to beggars, and relieved the poorer citizens in time 
of distress and famine. Like the medieval European 1nonastery it 
Jnight grant land and privileges to its servants in princely \\lise. The 
great temple, especially in the Deccan, was a corporate body which 
often played a bigger part in the life of the ordinary citizen than the 
civil government. 'fhe larger Buddhist and jaina monasteries were 
similarly influential in their o\vn districts, though they \Vere usually 
located outside the big cities. 

From literary sources, and frorn the evidence of sculpture and paint
ing. we can get some idea of the houses of the wealthy, which prob-

Clt~T VAISHNA.V4 T!..Po\Pi,& 
A1" SAlRAN<:iAM.. ~ 
T IU CHINOPOLY • 
Ut"" '1'0 lATH CltiiT. A .D t•l"-
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Fig. XV The temple or Srirangam. JSth-18tll centuries. A.D. ( Repro
duced from Percy Hrown"s ··Indian Architecture (Huddhist and 1-Iindu 
Period)"" I published by D . n . Taraporevala Sons & Co. Ltd., Bombay) 

• 

ably did not differ greatly, except in size, froJn the palaces of kings. 
The typical larger to\vn house was one of several storeys; three
storeyed buildings seem to have been quite common, and there are 
literary references to houses of seven and even ele\'en storeys, though 
the latter at least are hardly credible. Down to Gupta times most 
houses, from palaces to s1nall cottages. \vere built ·with barrel-vaulted 
roofs, witl1 gable--ends and often ornate finials (fig. xiv). ll.oofs 
were both thatched and tiled. Later the high barrel-vaulted roof gave 
~vay to a flatter type, \vith overhanging eaves. Larger houses of 
later tin1es usually had raised terraces or flat roofs on \Vhich the 
anembers of the household slept in hot weather. In historical times 
houses were not, li~e the houses of the Indus cities, closed in by bare 
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walls, but had windows and balconies overlooking the street. In d1e 
medieval period the balconies were often screened with lattices, so 
that the ladies of the household might see without being seen, but the 
balconies of houses depicted at Bharhut and Sanchi have no such 
screens. The walls were whitewashed, and, as today, might be 
decorated with painted pictures and ornamentation, both on the flat 
and in stucco relief. The usual larger house had a square courtyard 
surrounded by a veranda, behind which were the Jiving quarters. 
Bathrooms are mentioned in literature, soJnetimes \Vith rutming 
\Vater, probably diverted frotn a nearby stream. 

The ancient Indian greatly loved flowers and trees. Megasthenes 
describes with wonder the beautiful parks surrounding the palace of 
Candragupta Maurya, and many references in Sans~it literature 
show that wealthy citizens had gardens attached to their houses, and 
often larger parks in the suburbs containing pavilions in \Yhich they 
spent much of their leisure. 'T'here are references in poetry to arti
ficial hillocks ( kritf.iilaila), which suggest that landscape gardens of 
the Japanese type were sotnetimes laid out. 

As in all hot climates an expanse of ~vater was an ahnost essential 
feature of the garden, and the parks of the \\'ealthy contained artificial 
lakes and poolsJ often with fountains, and with steps leading down to 
them for bathing. A further refinement, for cooling the air in the hot 
season, was the .,. water-machine·· ( variyanlra), which, frotn the de
scription of the poet 1\alidasa,tl sccn1s to have been a sort of revolv
ing spray, rather like that used to water lawns at the present day. 
In the bathing pools the citizens would cool themselves in the hot 
weatl1er, and literature contains many references to kings and heroes 
playing in the water \Vith their wives and concubines. We also read 
of subterranean chambers at one end of such bathing tanks,l2 cooled 
by the \Vater surrounding them on all sides, in \Yhich the tired bather 
•night rest. Another feature of the pleasure garden ·which was looked 
on as alntost indispensible was a S\ving, in which adults of both sexes 
took delight. Gardens were watered by channels which led from the 
main tank to the trees and flower beds. 

Specially loved were flo\vering trees, \Yhich are very frequently 
mentioned in poetry, especially the aJoka ( Sa:raca indica), a smallish 
tree bearing a mass of lovely scarlet or orange blossoms, which, it 
\Yas said. would only flower if kicked by a beautiful \YOman; other 
favourites were the tall pale-flowered firi§a (Albizzia spp.). the 
fragrant, orange-fiowet·ed kadantba ( AnthocephaJus cada1nba), and the 
red kitp,!uka { J~utea frotrdosa) ; the banana { kadali) \vas grown for orna
ment as well as for its fruit. Bushes and creepers were also much 
loved, especially the jasmine, of \vhich there were many varieties, and 

" 
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the white atimultta ( Hlptage m4dablota); other popular trees 'vere 
the campaka { MichLlia clzampaca), \Vith very fragrant yello\v flo,vers, 
and the hibiscus, or China rose (japa). Most beloved of all flo"·ers, 
and the subject of much religious and other syntbolism, \Vas the lotus 
or water-lily, in its many varieties. This beautiful flower the poets 
never tired of mentioning, giving it dozens of synonyms and epithets. 
The rose, common enough in North India today, was apparently un
known, and "'as probably introduced by the Muslims. 

As well as the private gardens of the rich there were public gardens 
and parks, often mentioned in story. In the vicinity of most cities 
were groves which were the favourite resorts of the townspeople. 
A§oka took pride in the fact that he had planted such groves for the 
recreation of man and beast, and some other kings are recorded as 
having followed his example. 

Of the life and homes of the city poor we are told little in literature. 
but the cottages here and there depicted in early sculpture are, like 
the larger houses, barrel-roofed, and apparently one-roon1ed. We 
must assume that the poorer folk d"·elt, as they do today, in huts 
made of wood, reed or mud brick, and thatched with straw. Many 
no doubt had no homes at all, but slept in odd corners of the city with 
their few possessions around them. 

Efforts were made by the more energetic authorities to provide 
some amenities for the poorer citizens. The Artlzalastra suggests 
that a public well should be provided for every ten families. The 
same text recommends a fixed tariff of fines for leaving rubbish in the 
streets, and stringent precautions against fires; every home was to 
keep elementary fire-fighting equipment in readiness, and on an out
break of fire all able-bodied citizens in the neighbourhood were liable 
to be called on to help put out the fla1nes. The city authorities were 
to provide drainage for surface water, and fines were to be imposed 
for blocking the drains.lS We cannot tell how far these recom
mendations "'ere put into practice, but it is hardly likely that they had 
no basis whatever in fact. 

Undoubtedly the ntost reJnarkable description of an ancient Indian 
city is contained in the early Tamil poem TM Garland of Madurai, 
said to have been written in honour of a 2nd century Pa~<Jyan king 
Nedufijeliyan, but probably a century or two later. After a long 
panegyric on the king, the poet describes the various regions of his 
kingdom, and concludes with an account of his capital city, Madurai. 
This is too long to quote, but we must at least summarize this part of 
the lovely poem, which has a realism rare in the literature of the North. 

The poet enters the city by its great gate, the posts of \Vhich are carved 
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with i1nages of the goddess Lak~mi, and \vhich is grin1y \Vith ghee, poured 
in oblation upon it to bring safety and prosperity to the city it guards. It 
is a day of festi\'al. and the city is gay with flags, some, presented by the 
king to commemorate brave deeds, flying over the homes of captains, and 
others \vaving over the shops which sell the gladdening toddy. The 
streets arc broad rivers of people, folk of every race, buying and selling in 
the market-place or singing to the music of wandering minstrels. 

A drum beats, and a royal procession passes down the street, with ele
phants leading to the sound of conchs. A refractory beast breaks his 
chain, and tosses like a sl1ip in an angry sea until he is again brought to 
order. Chariots follow, \Vith prancing horses and fierce footmen. 

Meanwhile staJl-kcepers ply their trade, selling sweet cakes, garlands of 
flowers, scented powder and betel quids. Old women go from house to 
house, selling nosegays and trinkets to the womenfolk. Noblemen drive 
through the street.~ in their chariots, their gold-sheathed swords flashing, 
wearing brightly-dyed gannents and wreaths of flowers. From balconies 
and turrets the n1any jewels of the perfumed women who watch the festival 
flash in the sw1light. 

The people •flock to the te1nples to \vorship to the sound of music, laying 
their flowers before the ianages and honouring the holy sages. Craftsmen 
work in their shops .. --men making bangles of conch shell. goldsmiths, 
cloth-dealers, coppersmiths, flower-sellers, vendors of sandal\vood. painters 
and weavers. Foodshops busily sell their wares greens, jak-fruit, man
goes, sugar candy, cooked rice and chunks of cooked meat. 

In the evening the city prostitutes entertain their patrons w~th dancing 
and singing to the sound of the lute (J•af), so that the streets are filled with 
1nusic. Drunken villagers. up for the festival. reel in the roadways, 
\vhile respectable women make evening visits to the temples with their 
children and friends, carrying lighted lamps as offerings. They dance in 
the temple courts, \vhich are clan1orous \Vith their singing and chatter. 

At last the city sleeps all but the goblins and ghosts who haunt the dark, 
and the bold housebreakers, anned with rope ladders, swords and chisels, 
to break through the walls of 111ud houses. But the \Vatchmen are also vigi
lant, a11d the city passes the night in peace. 

Morning comes with the sound of brahmat)s intoning their sacred verses. 
The wandering bards rcnc\v their singing, and the shopkeepers busy them
selves opening their booths. The toddy-sellers again ply their trade for 
thirsty mon1ing travellers. 1be drunkards reel to their feet and once 
more shout on the streets. All over the city is heard the sound of opening 
doors. Wo1nen sweep the faded flowers of the festival from their court· 
yards. Thus the busy everyday life of the city is rcsumed.l• 

The ancient Indian city \vas a source of pride to its inhabitants. 
One of the most naen1orablc records of such pride is contained in the 
5th century Mandasor inscription of the guild of silk-weavers, already 
mentioned in another connexion ( p . 149). This commemorates the 
building and subsequent repair by the guild of a splendid temple of 
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the Sun. A poem recording the event was composed "with great 
care'· by one Vatsabhani, Jlrobably a local hack-poet comtnissioned 
for the occasion, and was engraved on stone as a perpetual meruorial. 
No doubt echoing the thought of his patrons, Vatsabhatti writes in 
glowing terms of his city, 

~· Where the water-lilies are ever shaken by tremulous ripples. 
and the geese are as though shut in a cage of pollen, 

blo\\'Jl from the lotuses, lvhich shine in the lakes, 
bent by the weight of their o\\tn stamens; 

··Where the groves arc adorned lvith trees 
bowed under the burden of blossoms, 

and with bee-swanns, drunk lvith honey, 
and with women ever-singing; 

"Where lovely women dwell 
in houses a-flutter with flags, 

ntost purely white, most lofty, 
like fair hills of cloud that glitter with the vine of the lightning; 

.. Where other mansions, adon1ed with groves of swaying bananas, 
lovely as the high peak of Mount 1\aili~a, 

shine with their long roof-ridges and pavilions, 
loud with the noise of music, and gay witll pictures:· 

. 

And so the poet in fanciful language describes the beauty of the 
city, the goodness of the local king, the benevolence of the guild, and 
the splendour of the new temple, until he concludes: 

• 

··As the moon the clear heavens, 
as the lcausluhha • the breast of Vi~IJU, 

this fairest of temples adorns 
our wholly noble city:'J5 

THE MAN ABOUT TOWN 

We can learn much about the life of the Greek and J{oman bour
geoisie from literature and archceological remains; but the comparable 
literature of India \\·as less realistic, and there is no Indian counter
part of Pompeii. Nevertheless there is enough evidence to recon
struct the life of the \vcll-to-<lo young Indian in son1e detail from 
secular literature, one of our most ilnportant sources being the 
treatise on erotics, the Kam.asiitra (p. 171 ), \vhich was composed to 
instruct him in one of his chief recreations. 

llis room, we are told, 18 should contain a pleasant and soft bed, 
• A magical jewel, one of the god's insignia. 
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\vitb a pure \\'hite coverlet, a decorated canopy, and two pillows, one 
at the foot and the other at the head. It should also have a divan, at 
the head of \vhich pcrfurncd unguents, flowers, and pots of collyrium 
should be kept on a little table. On the floor nearby should be placed 
a cuspidor, to receive the red expectoration caused by betel chewing, 
and a chest for ornan1ents and clothes. On the \\'all should hang a 
lute ( vi!za), and the room should also contain a dra\\'ing table, a few 
pal1n-leaf books, a round seat and a ganting-board. Attached to the 
house should be an aviary, a garden containing S\vings, an arbour of 
clinlbing plants, and a grass bank on \vhich the owner •night Sit in the 
shade with his guests. 

Uising in the morning the n1an about town washes, cleans his teeth, 
anoints his body \vith unguents and perfu1ne, puts collyrium on his 
eyes. dyes his lips with red lac, and looks at himself in the tnirror. 
Then he chcws a betel quid to sweeten his breath. He baths every 
day, rubs his body with oil every other day, shaves his face every 
fourrh day, and his 'vhole body every fifth or tenth day. He cats 
three Jncals daily. Much of his time is spent in charnting, graceful 
idleness. He an1uscs hilnself by teaching his parrots and n1ynahs to 
talk, or by watching fighting cocks, quails or rams; he converses 
\vith the parasites who surround him. In the hotter weather he takes 
an afternoon nap. 

He had many intellectual pleasures however. He was not merely 
a patron and passive adn1irer of the arts, but was encouraged by 
society to be himself creative. lie should know something of the 
sixty-four arts (p. 183). lie might be a poet in his O'\Vn right, and 
son1e of the surviving Sanskrit poetry is not the work of professionals. 
Large gatherings \vere often held under the patronage of kings or 
wealthy men for the recitation of poetry, and smaller groups would 
often n1eet together for the same purpose, either at the home of one 
of the group, or at the house of a courtesan. ..fhese literary parties 
are mentioned in the KtinJ.astitra as among the chief pleasures of the 
educated n1an. The 1ncn1bcrs of such circles might form regular 
social clubs, and u should stand together in time of trouble as in 
prosperity, .. . and hospitably entertain newcomers to their group ''.1? 

The ancient Indian, like his modern descendant, was usually an ex
trovert, delighting in the company of his fellows. and warm~hearted 
in his friendships. The immense stress laid in sacred literature 
on the duty of hospitality encouraged and ga\'e religious sanction 
to the social propensities of the time. 

Sometitnes literary parties were held in the open air. in the gardens 
and groves about the to""'"ll, and might be diversified with cock-fight
ing and bathing. 1·he educated tnan might also be a painter; his 
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sanctunl, as we have seen, contained a painting-board or easel, and 
the KartzasUlra even suggests that he should have a ~pecial roon1 for 
sculpture. wood--carving and clay nlodelling. 

AMUSEMENTS 

The anlusenlents of the ancient Indian townsnlan were by no n1eans 
all creative or intellectual. Nunlerous festivals, participated in by 
rich and poor alike, divided the Hindu year, and were •narked by 
n1erryn1aking and processions. 'fhe nlost popular festival in early 
titnes was the Festival of Spring, in honour of Kaana, the Love-god, 
\Vho, though he played only a snlall part in the thought of the theo
logians, was evidently a very popular divinity. At this festival even 
respectable citizens forgot their caste restrictions, and paraded the 
streets scattering red po\vder over their neighbours. squirting thenl 
\vith coloured water, and playing all kinds of practical jokes. The 
festival still survives under the name Holi, though the I .ove-god now 
plays no part in it. It is clearly the survival of a primitive and bloody 
fertility cercanony; but even at its earliest appearance the grinl signi
ficance of the red powder seenls to have been lost, and it \vas a sort 
of Hindu saturnalia, a titne of universal nterryrnaking, and licence of 
all kinds. 

Though nluch rcprobated by the brahnlal) authors of the Smtri 
literature, gan1bling was popular at all tin1es and atnong all classes 
except the nlore rigidly religious people. Six-sided dice have been 
founa in the Indus cities, and the "'Gamester's I.~ament,. of the IJg 
Jl'eda testifies to the popularity of gan1bling atnong the ea.-ly Aryans 
(p. 40Sff) . 

The \VOrd a/cia in the context of gambling is generally roughly 
translated ''dice", but the okfoS in the earliest gan1bling games were 
not dice. but stnall hard nuts called vibhi1aka or vibh idalca; apparently 
players drew a handful of these fronl a bowl and scored if the nutnbcr 
was a nlultiple of four. Later, oblong dice with four scoring sides 
\Vere used; like the European ganlester the Indian employed a special 
tenninology for the throws at dice: ltrto (cater, four). treta ( trey ), 
dvopara (deuce), and kali (ace). So inlportant was gambling in the 
Indian schen1e of things that these four tern1s V\:ere applied to the 
four periods (y11ga) of the reon ( p. 821 ) . Ganlbling played a small but 
significant part in the ritual of the royal consecration cerenlony, and 
the ga1nbling hall attached to the king's 1)alace in the later Vedic 
period had sonle nlagical or religious significance, though its ilnport 
is not wholly clear. Antong the chiefnlen of the realnl, whose loyalty 
was confinoed by a special ceremony at the consecration of the king 
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(p. +i), was the ak§avapo, or thrower of nuts or dice, evidently the 
organizer of the royal gambling parties. The plot of the Maha
bhiirata hinges round a great ga1nbling tournan1ent, at which Y udhi
~thira lost his kingdon1 to his wicked cousin Duryodhana, and the 
Epic tells a similar story in the episode of Nala. The ArtllaJaslra18 
advocates the strict control of gambling, ,,.,hich it would confine en
tirely to officially-managed gambling houses, financed by a tax of five 
per cent of the stakes and a charge for the hire of dir-e to gatnblers, 
who were to be forbidden to use their o\vn. Stringent fines were laid 
down for cheating. 

With the dice were played board games, similar to our children·s 
games such as ludo, which involved a co1nbination of chance and skill. 
By the early centuries of the Christian era one of these, played on a 
board of sixty-four squares ( aJ/apada), had developed into a gan1e of 
some complexity, with a king-piece, and pieces of tour other types, cor
responding to the corps of the ancient Indian army an elephant, a 
horse, a chariot or ship, and four footmen. The original game needed 
four players, and their 1noves \vere controlled by the thro\v of the 
dice. As the game ~·as played with pieces representing 1nilitary 
forces, and its strategy suggested that of campaigning artnies, it was 
known as caturanga, or ''four corps' '. In the 6th century the gan1e 
was learnt by the J>ersians, and when Persia was conquered by the 
Arabs it quickly spread all over the Middle J::ast, under the name 
shatranj, the Persian corruption of cat.uranga. It de\'cloped into 
a ga1ne for t"·o persons, each with two _. annies .. , the king of 
one arn1y becorning the ··general'· o.~ "n1inister" of the othe1', 
and the use of dice to control the Ino\'es \vas given up. It is not 
quite certain ~·hether these improveruents \vere made in India or 
Persia, but the latter is n1ore probable. 

The game was lean1t by the crusaders from the Muslin1s, and soon 
spread over Europe. By the late Middle Ages it had almost attained 
its naodem forn1 as chess, the .. general" of the Muslim gan1e be-. 
coming the (}Ucen. ·rhus the '"·orld's 1nost intellectual gan1e is the 
product of three cultures, each of which contdbuted soanething to 
its finished form. 

Organized outdoor gan1es were not common, except an1ong chil
dren and young wo1nen, who are so1netin1es referred to as playing ball, 
like Nausicaa in the Odyssey. A to.~m of polo, introduced fron1 
Central Asia, became popular among \varriors in the Middle Ages, 
though it is little mentioned in literature, and a kind of hockey was 
also played. But, in genera). ancient India did not put such stress 
on athletics as did the Mediterranean \vorld. Chariot racing is 
mentioned as early as the IJg Yetla, and bullock racing was popular 
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in the late medieval period. Doxing and \Vrcstling are often referred 
to, but were not generally the hobbies of respectable young men, but 
the preserve of low-caste professional pugilists, who perfonned for 
the an1usemcnt of an audience. The archery contest, however, \vas 
a much-loved amusement of the warrior class, and vivid descriptions 
of such contests occur in the Epics. 

Classical sources refer to gladiatorial contests at the court of Can
dragupta Maurya, and in the medieval DC<'.can duelling becante fr(.._ 
quent. The Portuguese travelJer Nuniz writes that if t\VO nobles of 
Vijayanagara quarrelled they \\'Ould fight to the death in the presence 
of the king and his court.l9 l)espite the gro,vth of the doctrine of 
non-violence throughout our period, anilnal fights \vere ahvays very 
popular. "'fhe favourite anilnals to be pitted against each other \vere 
the fierce little Indian quail ( lavala), the cocl" and the ratn ; \\'e also 
read of fights bet\veen bulls, buffaloes and eleJ>hants (pls. LXXVII, 
LXXVIIIb) . 

One form of animal contest confined to the Dravidian South \vas the 
bullfight, of \vhich we have a vivid descri}ltion in an early Tatnil 
poem.2o ·rhis sport did not closely resetuble the Spanish bull
fight, \vhcre the scales are heavily \veightcd against the bu11, for here 
the bull appears to have had the ad\'antagc. 1'he fights 'vcrc popular 
among herdsmen. who entered the arena unartned, and _ _. c•nbraccd 
the bull" in an attempt to n1aster it, rather like the co,vpunchcrs of 
an American rodeo. They n1ade no attc1npt to l(ill the bull, and it \Vas 
not previously irritated, but the bullfight \vas evidently a sport 
of great danger, for the poen1 contains a gory description of a 
victorious bull, his honts bung '"ith the entrails of his unsuc.cessful 
opponents. 1che bullfight \Vas looked on as an ordeal to test the tnan
hood of young men, since it is stated that the girls \vho \Vatched the 
perfonnance \Vould choose their husbands from antong the suc.ccssful 
competitors in a sort of Tarnil svoya1Jl.t'art~. 'l·hough ··ramilliterature 
gives no evidence of this, the bullfight had certainly sonte ritual 
significance, and '~as connected "'·ith the fertility of the crops. A 
similar sport was practised, as part of a religious cereJnonial, by the 
ancient Cretans, and this fact, like many others, links the 'f'amils \Vith 
the earliest civilizations of the Mediterranean \vorld. Wrestling 
\Vith young steers is still a favourite pastime of some pastoral peoples 
of India. 

Many of the amusements of ancient India were provided by pro
fessional entertainers. As \veil as those \vho practised highly de
veloped arts such as drama, music and dancing, there \Vere others 
who travelled through tO\\tn and village. diverting the ordinary folk, 
who could not fully appreciate the nuances of the more developed art 
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forms. We read of nu.1sicians, bards, acrobats, jugglers, conjurors 
and snake-charn1ers, popular then as now. As well as the courtly 
theatre there was a folk-drama, occasionally referred to in literature, 
which portrayed scenes of mythology and legend in dance, song and 
mime. and from which the Sanskrit drama developed. 

CLOTIIES AND ORI\ A MENTS 

The garments 'vorn from Vedic times onwards did not funda
mentally differ from those of the modern Indian. Like 1nost ancient 
peoples living in hot clintates Indians usually wore lengths of cloth, 
draped around the body and over the shoulders, and fastened with a 
belt and pins. The lo,ver garment (paridltana, VtlStltla) was usually 
such a cloth, fastened round the waist with a belt or string { 11lekl1ala, 
roJana) ; and the upper gar1ncnt ( ultariya) was another such length, 
draped shaw}-,Yise over the shoulders. The latter garn1ent '\Vas 
often discarded in the home, or in hot weather, especially by the 
lower orders. A third gannent (priiviira) \\'as also \\'·orn, draped like 
a 1nantle or cloak, in the cold season. 

This was the general garb of both sexes. as it is today, and varied 
only in the size and pattern of the cloths and in the tnanner of wearing 
thetn. Sontctirnes the lower ganncnt \Vas of very small Jlroportions, 
or a n1crc loint~loth {pi. LXXV). but the lower garments of the rich 
often reached aln1ost to the feet. In early sculpture the lo,vcr gar
ment is depicted as elaborately pleated in front, and held '"ith a long 
girdle, the end of \vbich hw1g dO\\"n in front of the garJnent behveen 
the legs (pl. XXVIa) . In some sculptures the girdle appears to have 
been the end of the cloth itself, which Jnight also be thrown over the 
shoulders in the manner of the present day sari. Sometimes the end 
of the cloth \Yas dra,-.n between the legs and fastened at the back in 
the manner of the dl10ti. 

Though all these garments '\Vere unstitched the art of sewing \vas 
not Wlknown, and women are often depicted \vearing jackets or 
bodices ( t:olaka, lcaiicuka) (pi. LXXXI) . With the invasions of the 
Sakas and Ku~al)as from Central Asia trousers were introduced, and 
were in vogue among the ruling classes at least until Gupta times, for 
the Gupta kings arc often shown on their coins as wearing trousers 
(fig. xxiv, p. 881 ) . Ku~i.l)a kings are shown on their coins, and in the 
remarkable headless statue ofKani~ka (Jlls. XXXb. LXXXIIIe), wear
ing long quilted coats and quilted trousers and boots of typically Central 
Asian type, which must have been as uncomfortable in a tc1nperature 
of over one hundred degrees as the thick European clothing \\·orn by 
the pioneers of the East India Company. The wearing of shirts and 
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trousers see1ns to have been quite cotnmon in medieval Kashmir and 
the North-W est. In medieval South India goddesses and queens 
were often depicted as wearing what seem to be light close-fitting 
trousers. The cloth used for all these garments varied from wool, 

, worn in the Northern winters, to diaphanous silks and muslins, 
which showed the limbs of the \Vcarer. The paintings of Ajanta 
and Bagh show that they were often dyed or other\vise patterned 
with gay stripes and checks. 

In rnost parts of India footwear \vas primarily used to protect the 
feet against the scordling earth of the Indian suntmer, but in the 
Himalayas felt boots of Central Asian pattern were \VOrn. 

On their heads 1nen usually wore turbans. \vhich were fastened in 
many elaborate patten1s (pl. XXIIIe). In early times, at least on 
festive occasions, \Vomen wore large and complicated headdresses of 
a type not seen 110\'-'adays, but by the Gupta period they are usually 
depicted either bare-headed, or \Vearing head-veils or simple tiara
like headdresses. Orthodox brahmans shaved the w·hole head with • 
the exception of the topknot, which \Vas never cut, but \vith other 
classes both sexes usually allo\ved their hair to grow long. The 
most popular coiffure with '"omen was a large bun at the nape 
of the neck, often on1a1nented with a fillet or string of jewels 
(pi. LXIIe) . The pigtail, most common at the present day, though 
attested in the Harappa culture and mentioned in literature, does 
not often appear in sculpture until the medieval period. 

There is some controversy on the character of wonten·s dress 
in ancient India. Throughout our period \vomen are depicted in 
painting and sculpture as naked to the '"aist, while on the other 
hand the great physical modesty of modem Hindu womanhood is 
cosnmon kno,,_,ledge. James Fergusson, one of the first serious 
students of ancient Indian sculpture, declared categorically that, until 
the Muslim conquest, Hindu '"omen exposed their breasts in public 
without the least shame.2J 11lis conclusion has, however, been 
controverted. 22 

It is asserted that, like the Greeks and Romans, the Indian artist 
and sculptor followed a tradition of showing the female form in a 
state of semi-nakedness, when this had no counterpart in real life. 
The objection, however, is hardly valid. When portraying real life, 
rather than mythology or figure studies. the classical artist usually 
draped his '"omen. In the early sculptures of Bharhut and Sanchi, on 
the other hand, there is scarcely a woman with covered breasts, even 
among the crowds in the very realistic reliefs of Indian city life. Re
ferences to bodices in literature are numerous, and '"omen with 
covered breasts do sometintcs appear in painting and sculpture; but 
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in the Northern Plains, and the hillier parts of the Deccan, the weather 
is quite cool for several ntonths of the year, and the use of bodices 
may have been due rather to clianate than to n1odesty. In Malabar, 
where many old custotns survived long, it was quite normal until 
contparatively recent tirnes for won1en of the Nayyar caste to appear 
in public naked to the \\*aist, and the sat ne is true of the island of Bali. 
\vhich adopted J.Iindu culture early in the Christian era. In some 
literary sources there are references to ntarried women wearing veils, 
but there is no evidence that these were regularly more than head
coverings, or that they concealed the form of the wearer. It is only 
in late n1edieval literature that clear expressions of the need of 
physical, as distinct fron1 n1ental, ntodesty arc found. Women in 
ancient India were considerably restricted in their activities, and a 
high standard of mo<.lesty \Vas demanded of those of the higher classes 
( p. 179f) ; but it is clear that their ideas of propriety in dress were 
very different frorn those of their descendants. 

If clothes were sirnple and few, ornan1ents were complex and many. 
Gold, silver and precious stones of every available kind were always 
in dentand for personal adornment. Women wore jewelled orna .. 
Jnents on their foreheads, and along the partings of their hair. Ear
rings were \vom by both sexes, and the ears were stretched by heavy 
and large ornaments, as is done by wonten in the Ta•nil coWltry dis
tricts to this clay. Ornate necklaces \vere \\·orn, and wide girdles of 
linked gold with hanging ropes of pearls. Bangles and armlets were 
popular froJn the days of the Harappi Culture onwards, and anklets, 
often set with little tinkling bells, or with their hollows filled with 
rattling pebbles, were as popular then as now. Nose ornaments, 
without which Indian women of the older generation felt positively 
undressed, are nowhere mentioned or de])icted, and their use can only 
have been "·idely adopted after the Muslim conquest. The few sur
viving pieces of jewellery, and the representations of jewellery in 
sculpture and painting, show that the lndianjeweller attained very 
high standards in his art (pl LXXXIIb). It would seem that the 
early Indian, like his modem counterpart, would often save his money 
by investing it in jewellery for his wife and hitnself. Even the 
poorer JlCople, who could not afford gold or gems, loaded them
selves \vith jewellery of silver, brass, glass and painted pottery, 
and all classes adorned their hair, ears and necks with the beautiful 
flo"~ers which India provides in abundance. 

Costnetics were used by both sexes. Chief among these was a 
paste Jnade of finely ground dust of sandalwood, which was smeared 
over the whole body or applied in patterns, often coloured with lac 
and other dyes. It was believed to cool the skin in the hot season. 
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Collyrium or eye-salve (aiijana), usually made of black powdered 
antimony, was very popular, and, as well as enhancing the beauty of 
the eye, was thought to prevent ophthalmia. Vermilion (sindiira), lac 
( liik1a), and a yellow pigment called goroca1za, \Vere used to mark the 
beauty-spot on the forehead (tilaka), which might often be large and 
ornate, and which is still popular with Indian ladies. The lips. the 
tips of the fingers and toes, and the palms and soles of the feet, were 
often dyed red with lac. Though exposed parts of the body were often 
painted with cotnplicated patterns there is no clear evidence of tattoo
ing, which is popular nowadays in many parts of India. 

FOOD AND DRINK 

When Fa-hsien visited India in the early 5th century he reported 
that no respectable person ate meat, the consumption of which was 
confined to lo\v castes. He probably exaggerated, but certainly by 
this time many Hindus of the higher classes \\'ere vegetarians. The 
gro\vth of vegetarianism was of course linked with the doctrine of 
non-violence, which was already old at the time of Fa-hsien. It was 
known in the days of the Upani~ads and \Vas elaborated by Buddhisrn 
and jainism, which were largely responsible for the gradual disap
pearance of the greater Vedic sacrifices at which large numbers of 
animals were killed and eaten. The reign of Asoka is a landmark in 
the development of vegetarianism, for he encouraged it by his o\vn 
.~xample, and forbade outright the killing of many anin1als. But the 
A.rthaJastra accepts meat-eating as quite normal, and lays dov..·n rules 
for the Jnanagement of slaughterhouses and the 1naintcnance of the 
purity of meat.23 It was only with the growth of Mahayana Bud
dhism and the new Ilinduism that strict vcgctarianistn became \Vide
spread. Even then hunting and meat-eating were practised by the 
warrior class, and the tantric cults of the Middle Ages restored the 
practice of sacrifice and meat-eating in a new form. Medical texts, 
even of a late period. go so far as to recotnmend the use of both tneat 
and alcohol in moderation, and do not forbid the eating of beef. It is 
doubtful if complete vegetarianism has ever been universal in any 
part of India, though in many regions it was and still is practised by 
most high-caste lfindus. ~'ith the prohibition of 1neat-eating sotne re
ligious texts included that of eating garlic and onions, the objection 
to which arose for obvious reasons, and \Vas never given a real re
ligious basis; but it is very doubtful if this ban ever had any great effect 
until a very late period, except on pious brahmal)s. 

There are se\'eral references to the science of cookery ( supaJiistra ), 
\Yhich was not disdained even by kings. but no ancient textbook on 
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cookery has survived. Fronl passages in literature \VC kno\v that 
andt~nt Indian cookery did not differ ntuch front that of the present 
day. :vfcat and vegetables alil{e were seasoned in curries and eaten 
\Vith rice, boiled or fried. With the curry and rice flat cakes of flour, 
the ntodern chapiiti, were eaten, and water, milk, or curd were drunk. 
1 .. hc favourite cooking n1edium was ghee, in \vhich the food was fried 
and \Vhich \vas poured liberally over the dish; poorer folk often 
substituted for ghee the oil of sesamutn or mustard. Fruit and 
S\vectmeats of 1nany kinds \Vere as popular as they are today, but 
many of the Indian sweets eaten nowadays, such as the jalebi. are 
Muslim ianportations. 

In n1odern 1-linduisrn there is a strong taboo on the drinking of 
alcoholic beverages, and most of those who drink regularly are either 
very Europeanized in their \vays or of low caste. The moral objec

:_.tion to alcohol is \'ery ancient, but it \Vas long before the ban became 
·widespread, except among brahmal)s. Though A~oka discouraged 
n1eat-eating his edicts say nothing about drinking, and it is therefore 
evident that he had no strong moral objections to it, though Buddh
ism counts the dtinking of spirits as one of the five cardinal sins 
(p. 286). In A~oka"s day Buddhism \Vas apparently more lax in this 
respect than it later bccantc. The lawbooks condemned drinking, 
and Fa-hsien stated that respectable Indians did not drink. but dtink
ing and drunl(enncss arc so frequently mentioned in literature, especi
ally in that of the Tamils, that it is clear that religious precept was not 
regularly followed in this particular. Only in the 12th century do we 
find Kumarapala, the jaina king of Gujarat, forbidding the production 
and sale of liquor throughout his kingdom. 

The Arlh.a!aslra advises the nlanufacture of liquor in governtnent 
breweries and distilleries, aJtd gt\'CS several brief and cryptic recipes,24 
\vhich sho\v that there "'ere 1nany alcoholic drinks, sonte of \Vhich are 
not popular no\vadays; among these "'ere tice beer ( t'tJedaka), a sort 
of spiced beer made of flour (prasa7l1tii), wood-apple \Vine (asava), 
m.aireya, a liquor rnadc of ra"' sugar, the bark of the mein~yilga tree, 
and pepper, and rnango SJ>irit (snhakarasurii) . Wine from grapes was 
made in the Nort11-West, and eX)lOrted in small quantities to the rest 
of India. In the South, toddy, the fermented sap of the palmyra or 
coconut, \Vas the staple alcoholic liquor, and is frequently mentioned 
in carlv Tamil literature . ... 

The Artlzaiiistra, perhaps reflecting Mauryan conditions, suggests 
the a.ppointment of a·· superintendent of liquor··, not only to control 
the sale and consu1nption of alcoholic drinks but to organize their 
tnanufacture. The text advises the sttingcnt control of private brew
ing, and of taverns. Ta,·ern-keepers \Vere to be instructed to n1akc 
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their establishments well-furnished and cotnfortablc, and to prevent 
their patrons from over-indulgence; the text even suggests that they 
should indemnify then1 for any loss sustained while under the in
fluence of liquor, and pay a fine into the bargain. Unlike n1ost other 
oriental traders tavern-keepers. according to the Artha1iistra, were 
not to be allowed to build their pren1ises close together, thus dis
couraging the ancient Indian equivalent of Cl pub-crawling,.; the text 
also suggests the cotnplete prohibition of the consun1ption of alcohol 
•• o(f the prenlises ••. l"he taverns were often the haunts of criminals, 
and the king's SJ>ies were advised to keep a watchful eye on then1. 
The Arllul1ii.stra evidently recognizes drinking as an evil, which can
not be wholly forbidden, but \Vhich n1ust be strictly controlled. 

ECONOMIC LIFE 

It has often been said that ancient Indian society \vas not an acquisi
tive one. Adtnittedly the bralunal)s, who clain1ed moral and spiritual 
leadership, set then1selves ideals of dignified austerity, but these 
ideals were not always followed in practice. A brahmatJ who attained 
a good local reputation for the efficient perforn1ance of sacrifices and 
dotnestic ceretnonies rnight atnass considerable \vealth, and if patro
nized by kings might becorue a really rich n1ru1. Corporations of 
such brahJuat)S often lived on the proceeds of large agricultural estates 
( agrahara), transferred to thent by kings, and there are accounts of 
bralunal) lruldowuers living in great wealth. Other brahnlal)s, not 
sufficiently trained to teach the Vedas or to sacrifice, obtained high 
posts in government service, or even bccan1e wealthy by trade. We 
have seen ( p. 170) that, according to the doctrine of the three aims of 
life, the place of 'vealth in the Hindu sche1ne of things was well 
established. 

In most early Indian literature the world is view·ed fron1 the angle 
of the well-to-do. Poverty, it is 1nore than once .said, is living death; 
to serve another for one's keep is a dog's life, and not worthy of an 
Aryan. From the tin1e of the IJg Peda, which contains 1nany prayers 
for riches, worldly wealth was looked on as morally desirable for the 
ordinary n1an, and indeed essential to a full and civilized life. 'fhe 
ascetic, whether Buddhist or Jaina, '"'ho \Toluntaril y abandoned his 
\vealth, performed an act of renW1ciation which entitled hin1 to the 
utmost respect. Though by this renunciation he assured hi1nself of 
spiritual advancen1ent, and was well on the \vay to salvation ( tnok~a ), 
the fourth and ultimate ain1 of existence, the ascetic's life \Vas not that 
of the ordinary man, and the theoretical classification of the four 
stages of life {p. I.58f) gave an1ple scope in the second stage to the 
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householder. \vho \vas indeed encouraged to build up the family for
tunes, and to spend part of them at least on the pleasures of the senses. 
Thus the ideals of ancient India, while not perhaps the same as those 
of the acquisitive West, by no means excluded money-making. India 
had not only a class of luxury-loving and pleasure-seeking dilettanti, 
but also one of \vealth-seeking merchants and prosperous crafts
men, \vho, though less respected than the brihmal}s and \Varriors, 
\Vere honoured in society. 

Though the basis of ancient Indian industry \vas at all times the 
individual craftsman, aided chiefly by members of his own family, 
larger manufactories, worked chiefly by hired labour, \vere by no 
means unkno\vn. Not only did the Mauryan state O\Vn spinning and 
\Veaving \Vorkshops ( p. 179f), but also shops for the manufacture of 
\veapons and other Jnilitary supplies. employing salaried craftsmen. 
·rhe larger ntines were also O\vned and worked by the state. But 
though the econontic order approxi1uatcd to a sort of state socialism 
in the time of the Mauryas, it always left scope for the individual pro
ducer and disn·ibutor. We read here and there of private producers 
who had far transcended the status of the small home craftsJnan, and 
who n1anufactured on a large scale for a \vide Jnarket. Thus an early 
jaina text26 tells of a \veal thy potter named Saddalaputta \vho O\Yned 
500 potters" \Yorkshops, and a fleet of boats \Yhich distributed his 
wares throughout the Ganges valley; there are a fe\Y other references, 
\vhich confirm that large scale production for a \Vide market was not 
unknown in ancient India, though such industrialists as Saddalaputta 
\Vere no doubt co1nparatively rare. 

A foran of industrial organization on a larger scale than the indivi
dual craftsJnan, and probably tnore con1n1on than the entrepreneur. 
\vas the ""ork1nen's co--<Jperative group, perhaps cotnparable to the 
pre-revolutionary Russian arlel; such groups are mentioned in the 
Pali jataka stories and elsewhere as carrying out large scale enter
prises such as the building of temples and houses. Their existence 
tended to encourage division of labour; thus one man \vould fashion 
the shaft of an arro\v, a second \Vould fix the flights, and a third \vould 
tnake and fix the point. Rules are laid down in the la\vbooks for the 
punishment of breach of contract by such co-operatives or their in
dividual mentbers. 

Much of the \Vork of the crafts1nan \vas sold at the door of his \York
shop direct to the purchaser. Normally each craft or trade \vas con
centrated in a separate street or bazaar, \vhere the craftsman had his 
\vorkshop, stall and ho1ne. The testimony of Meg asthenes, corro
borated by the Artl1asastra, shows that in ~1auryan times prices \Yere 
regulated by nJarket officials. 1"he latter text suggests that, as a 
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. 
further effort at maintaining a just price. goven1n1ent officers should 
buy on the open market \vhen any staple co1nmodity \vas cheap and 

. plentiful, and release stocks from government stores \vhen it \vas in 
: short supply, 28 thu.s bringing do\vn the price and making a profit for 

the king into the bargain. We have no definite evidence that this 
idea \Vas ever put into effect, but it is striking that ancient Indian 
political theorists anticipated by over 2,000 years the plans put for
\Vard by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
for maintaining a stable level of prices of staple commodities on a 
\vorld-\vide scale. 

GUILDS 

As \veil as the state, another element did much to control prices and 
standards of \Vork. This \vas the guild ( Jre!J.i), a form of industrial 
and mercantile organization \vhich pia yed as big a part in the economy 
of ancient India as it did in that of any other ancient or 1nedieval 
civilization. There are faint and uncertain references to some sort of 
guild organization even in Vedic literature, but by the time of the 
composition of the Buddhist scriptures guilds certainly existed in 
every important Indian town, and embraced abnost all trades and in
dustries \Ve even read of a guild of thieves. 

The guild united both the craftsmen's co-operatives and the in
dividual work1nen of a given trade into a single corporate body. lt 
fixed rules of work and \vages, and standards and prices for the com
modities in which its members dealt, and its regulations had the force of 
law, and were upheld by the king and governtnent. Over its own 
members the guild had judicial rights, which \Yere recognized by the 
state. A guild court could, like a caste council, expel a refractory 
member, a penalty \vhich \vould virtually preclude him frotn practis
ing his ancestral trade and reduce him to beggary. We read in 
Buddhist literature of guild courts settling quarrels between meJn
bers and their \vives, and the rules of the Buddhist order lay down 
that a married \voman may not be ordained a nun \Vithout the consent 
of her husband and his guild. Thus the guild had power not only 
over the economic, but also over the social life of its members. It 
acted as guardian of their widow·s and orphans, and as their insurance 
against sickness. Its powers and functions in this respect \Vere very 
similar to those of caste councils in more recent tintes, and, though 
some authorities \vould disagree with us. 've cannot but conclude that 
the guilds played an important part in the evolution of the trade 
castes. 

The guild 'vas headed by a chief, usually called the .., Elder .. 
(jye~Jizalca, in Pili jellhala), \vho was assisted by a small council of 
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senior members. The office of Elder was usually hereditary and held 
by one of the richest members of the guild. In the Pali scriptures the 
Elder is invariably described as a very wealthy 1nan, often \Vith much 
influence at the palace, and counselling the lting himself. The guilds 
had a corporate life, symbolized, as in medieval Europe, by the pos
session of banners, and also of chauris, • the ceremonial yak's tail fly
whisks which were insignia of nobility. These and other canblems 
were sometilnes granted by royal charter, and were carried in local 
religious processions by the guilc.Jsmen. Some guilds, again like 
those of medieval Europe, had their o\vn tnilitias, \Yhich served as 
auxiliaries of the king's annics in time of need ( p. 128). 

All over India arc to be found inscriptions recording the donations 
of guilds to religious causes of all kinds. the most fantous being that 
of the Mandasor silk-weavers, to which \Ve have already referred. 
The guilds must have had considerable funds to make such large 
donations, and no doubt received regular subscriptions from their 
members, \Vhich \Yere augntented by fines levied on those who trans
gressed the guild law. rrhey sontetimes acted as bankers and trustees. 
There are references in the legal literature to guilds accepting de
posits, and lending money at interest to merchants and others. They 
,vould often act as trustees of religious enc.Jo,vments; the pious 'vould 
pay a sum of money to a guild, on condition that it would 1naintain a 
perpetual lamp in a temple, or provide new robes annually for the 
monks of a Buddhist monastery. Inscriptions recording such arts of 
benevolence arc quite numerous, and no doubt the guilds, \Yhi1e duly 
carrying out their pan of the agreement, profited from the trans
actions. 

The corporate spirit of the guild gave the better type of craftsman 
and merchant a degree of self-respect which he would not otherwise 
have found. There is more than one record of riots and affrays 
between different guilds and trade groups; this \vas specially the 
case in the tnedieval Deccan, \vherc guild and caste often over
lapped in function or were virtually synonytnous, and the strange 
division of right and left hand castes led to much friction (p. 150). 
The fact that more than one guild of the same craft is occasionally . 
recorded in the satne place suggests that guilds sometimes broke 
up. 

TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT 

At all tianes the 'vork of the Indian craftsman. ho\vever primitive 
and simple his tools, has been ad1nired for its delicacy and skill, and 
the technical achievement of ancient India was far front negligible. 

• The usual Hindi word. In Sanskrit eamoro. 
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Her spinners and \veavers could produce semi-transparent silks and 
muslins of extreme thinness, which are clearly depicted in sculpture 
(pi. XXXVIb), and which were much in detnand in the Roman 
Etnpire. Unlil<e ancient Greece and medieval China, India developed 
no true ceratnic art; indeed fron1 the resthetic point of view no 
pottery of historical times is as good as the siJnply patterned but well 
designed wares of the prehistoric North-West (fig. iv); but the 
bright hard polish of the type of pottery usually called "'northern blacl< 
polished ware·· is a very creditable technical achievement. In the 
wor'king of stone on a large scale lndia"s skill is attested by the enor
mous tnonolithic columns of M auryan titnes. Many of these bear 
A~ol<a's inscriptions, but it is not certain that they \Vere Jnade and 
erected by him; some may have existed before his time. All are made 
of sandstone, frorn the same quarry at Chunar, about twenty-five 
Jniles south-west of Banaras. Some thirty columns have been found 
in many parts of Northern India, from Sanchi in the south to the 

Fig. xvi.-Carting a Pillar (rrom an engraved sketch on the wall or the 
medieval rortress or Raichiir, Hyderabad). (Reproduced by permission 

or the Archreological Department, Government or India) 

Nepalese Tarai in the north. Their sculptured capitals are great as 
works of art, but as evidence of Indian technological achievement the 
columns are even tnore significant. Weighing as much as fifty tons, 
and measuring some forty feet, they were carved from single blocks 
of stone, given a polish of wonderful hardness and lustre, and often 
transported many hundreds of miles to their present positions. The 
process of their manufacture, polishing and transport has not yet been 
fully explained, and the secret was apparently lost soon after the 
Mauryan period, when the school of craftsn1en who worked the Chunir 
sandstone vanished. Though nJany fine examples of later stone carving 
have come down to us, some much tnore impressive artistjcaJly than 
the Mauryan columns, it is doubtful whether India ever again showed 
such complete mastery of the handling of enorrnous pieces of stone. 

The Iron Pillar of Meharauli, near Delhi, is even more remark
able, though of little artistic value and less itnrnediately impressive 
than the Mauryan columns. It is a memorial to a king called 

.. 
, 
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Candra, who was probably Candra Gupta 11 (c. 876--415), and now 
stands not far from the famous Kutb Minar, one of the greatest 
monuments of Muslin1 India, though it was originally erected on 
a hill near Amba)a. It is over twenty-three feet high, and consists 
of a single piece of iron, of a size and weight which could not have 
been produced by the best European ironfounders until about one 
hundred years ago. As with the Mauryan columns we have no 
clear evidence of how it was made, but it must have demanded 
immense care and labour, and great technical proficiency in prepar
ing and heating the n1etal. The metallurgical skill of ancient India 
is further attested by the fact that this pillar, though it has weathered 
the torrential rains of over. ~_,600 monsoons, shows no sign of rusting. 
"'fhis is not doe to the fact that the Indians had discovered some forrn of 
stainless steel alloy. for the colonut is of iron almost chetnically pure. 
The process of oxidization demands a catalyst, and it is the great 
purity of the tnetal which has preserved it so long, as another 
mernorial to India's technical skill. 

TRADE AND FINANCE 

A money economy only existed in India from the days of the Bud
dha. That coinage \\·as introduced from the west cannot be proved 
with certainty. but the earliest clear references to coined money are 
found in texts looking back to a period shortly after the foundation of 
the Achcemenid Empire in Persia, which was the first great empire to 
mint an official coinage, and which for a time controlled the Panjab. 
The Rabylonians and Assyrians managed with unstamped silver 
shekels, but the Achcen1enid emperors adopted stamped coinage from 
Lydia and the Greek cities of Asia Minor, which had already em
ployed it for a century or two. If India did not learn the use of coinage 
from the Persians she invented it independently, but the coincidence 
is too striking to make this seem probable. 

The earliest Indian coinage• consisted of flat pieces of silver or 
bronze, of irregular shape. but fairly accurate in weight. They bore 
no inscriJ>tions, but a nutnber of J'unch-Jnarks, the significance of 
which is not finally established, but which probably included the em
blems of kings who minted the coins, and control marks of local 
officials and merchants. Inscribed coins were not regularly minted in 
India until the 2nd century ILC. , and though literary evidence suggests 
that gold coinage may have existed earlier the oldest surviving gold 
coins, other than one or two very rare specimens, are those of Vima 
Kadphises of the 1st century A.D. As well as the three usual metals, 

• For funhcr information on coinage se~ Appendix, p. 60M. 
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coins of nickel were minted by some of the Greco-Bactrian kings, 
while the Satavahanas of the Dcccan made coins of lead, and various 
alloys are attested. Srnall purchases \vere regularly paid for in cowry
shells ( voriifaka ), which ren1aincd the chief currency of the poor in 
many parts of India until recent times. 

The concept of legal tender never see1ns to have taken root in 
Hindu India, and coins were often current far beyond the borders of 
the kingdoms which minted them. Son1e in1portant dynasties, such 
as the Pal as of Bengal, did not regular} y mint coins, but relied on 
those of other states. Coins circulated less rapidly than they do now
adays, and ruight be current for centuries; thus the Periplus of tlu 
Erythrean Sea, a Greek text of the end of the Ist century A.D., 

notices that the coins of Menander, who ruled in the Panjab 
at least two centuries earlier, were current in the port of Bary
gaza (Bhrgukaccha, the modern Broach, at the mouth of the Nar
madi), which \vas probably at least 500 miles from Menander's king
doln. Foreign currency circulated freely. In the North-\Vest, 
Athenian drachnls, as well as local imitations, \vere current before the 
invasion of Alexander, and Achcemcnid, Seleudd, Parthian, Roman, 
Sasanian and Islarnic coins \verc used at different periods. In the 
South, numerous hoards of Roman in1perial coins have been found . 

Though there is no evidence of a highly organized financial 
machinery of cheques, drafts and letters of credit, usury was \\'idL~ 
spread, and moneylending, except by brallnlal)s, did not incur the re- · 
probation of Hindu moralists, as it did that of medieval Christianity 
and Islam. Even in the lJg Yeda we read of indebtedness (p. 404 ), 
and the earliest Dharn1a Siitras lay down rates of interest, and re
gulations governing debts and mortgages. The just rate of interest 
is generally given as J l per cent. per month, or fifteen per cent per 
year. Later cotnntentators interpret this as applying only to secured 
loans, and in practice rates of interest were often much higher. 
Manu27 and sonte other lawgivers lay do\vn a sliding scale of interest 
for unsecured loans, according to the class of the debtor: brahmal)s 
24 per cent., k~atriyas S6 per cent., vai§yas 48 per cent., and siidras 
60 per cent. per year. 1"he ArtluJ.fastra28 gives, beside the "just 
rate .. , three other rates of interest, inadequately defined, but 
apparently applicable to short-tern1 loans for con1mercial ventures: 
the noranal cornmercial rate, 5 per cent. per n1onth; the rate for mer
chants travelling through forests {overland caravan traders), 10 per 
cent. per month; and the rate for seafaring tnerchant.s, 20 per cent. 
per 1nonth. These enormous rates of interest, 60, 120, and 240 per 
cent. per year respectively. are measures of both the profit and the 
risk of ancient Indian commerce. 
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further effort at maintaining a just price. goven1n1ent officers should 
buy on the open market \vhen any staple co1nmodity \vas cheap and 

. plentiful, and release stocks from government stores \vhen it \vas in 
: short supply, 28 thu.s bringing do\vn the price and making a profit for 

the king into the bargain. We have no definite evidence that this 
idea \Vas ever put into effect, but it is striking that ancient Indian 
political theorists anticipated by over 2,000 years the plans put for
\Vard by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
for maintaining a stable level of prices of staple commodities on a 
\vorld-\vide scale. 

GUILDS 

As \veil as the state, another element did much to control prices and 
standards of \Vork. This \vas the guild ( Jre!J.i), a form of industrial 
and mercantile organization \vhich pia yed as big a part in the economy 
of ancient India as it did in that of any other ancient or 1nedieval 
civilization. There are faint and uncertain references to some sort of 
guild organization even in Vedic literature, but by the time of the 
composition of the Buddhist scriptures guilds certainly existed in 
every important Indian town, and embraced abnost all trades and in
dustries \Ve even read of a guild of thieves. 

The guild united both the craftsmen's co-operatives and the in
dividual work1nen of a given trade into a single corporate body. lt 
fixed rules of work and \vages, and standards and prices for the com
modities in which its members dealt, and its regulations had the force of 
law, and were upheld by the king and governtnent. Over its own 
members the guild had judicial rights, which \Yere recognized by the 
state. A guild court could, like a caste council, expel a refractory 
member, a penalty \vhich \vould virtually preclude him frotn practis
ing his ancestral trade and reduce him to beggary. We read in 
Buddhist literature of guild courts settling quarrels between meJn
bers and their \vives, and the rules of the Buddhist order lay down 
that a married \voman may not be ordained a nun \Vithout the consent 
of her husband and his guild. Thus the guild had power not only 
over the economic, but also over the social life of its members. It 
acted as guardian of their widow·s and orphans, and as their insurance 
against sickness. Its powers and functions in this respect \Vere very 
similar to those of caste councils in more recent tintes, and, though 
some authorities \vould disagree with us. 've cannot but conclude that 
the guilds played an important part in the evolution of the trade 
castes. 

The guild 'vas headed by a chief, usually called the .., Elder .. 
(jye~Jizalca, in Pili jellhala), \vho was assisted by a small council of 
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senior members. The office of Elder was usually hereditary and held 
by one of the richest members of the guild. In the Pali scriptures the 
Elder is invariably described as a very wealthy 1nan, often \Vith much 
influence at the palace, and counselling the lting himself. The guilds 
had a corporate life, symbolized, as in medieval Europe, by the pos
session of banners, and also of chauris, • the ceremonial yak's tail fly
whisks which were insignia of nobility. These and other canblems 
were sometilnes granted by royal charter, and were carried in local 
religious processions by the guilc.Jsmen. Some guilds, again like 
those of medieval Europe, had their o\vn tnilitias, \Yhich served as 
auxiliaries of the king's annics in time of need ( p. 128). 

All over India arc to be found inscriptions recording the donations 
of guilds to religious causes of all kinds. the most fantous being that 
of the Mandasor silk-weavers, to which \Ve have already referred. 
The guilds must have had considerable funds to make such large 
donations, and no doubt received regular subscriptions from their 
members, \Vhich \Yere augntented by fines levied on those who trans
gressed the guild law. rrhey sontetimes acted as bankers and trustees. 
There are references in the legal literature to guilds accepting de
posits, and lending money at interest to merchants and others. They 
,vould often act as trustees of religious enc.Jo,vments; the pious 'vould 
pay a sum of money to a guild, on condition that it would 1naintain a 
perpetual lamp in a temple, or provide new robes annually for the 
monks of a Buddhist monastery. Inscriptions recording such arts of 
benevolence arc quite numerous, and no doubt the guilds, \Yhi1e duly 
carrying out their pan of the agreement, profited from the trans
actions. 

The corporate spirit of the guild gave the better type of craftsman 
and merchant a degree of self-respect which he would not otherwise 
have found. There is more than one record of riots and affrays 
between different guilds and trade groups; this \vas specially the 
case in the tnedieval Deccan, \vherc guild and caste often over
lapped in function or were virtually synonytnous, and the strange 
division of right and left hand castes led to much friction (p. 150). 
The fact that more than one guild of the same craft is occasionally . 
recorded in the satne place suggests that guilds sometimes broke 
up. 

TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT 

At all tianes the 'vork of the Indian craftsman. ho\vever primitive 
and simple his tools, has been ad1nired for its delicacy and skill, and 
the technical achievement of ancient India was far front negligible. 

• The usual Hindi word. In Sanskrit eamoro. 
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Her spinners and \veavers could produce semi-transparent silks and 
muslins of extreme thinness, which are clearly depicted in sculpture 
(pi. XXXVIb), and which were much in detnand in the Roman 
Etnpire. Unlil<e ancient Greece and medieval China, India developed 
no true ceratnic art; indeed fron1 the resthetic point of view no 
pottery of historical times is as good as the siJnply patterned but well 
designed wares of the prehistoric North-West (fig. iv); but the 
bright hard polish of the type of pottery usually called "'northern blacl< 
polished ware·· is a very creditable technical achievement. In the 
wor'king of stone on a large scale lndia"s skill is attested by the enor
mous tnonolithic columns of M auryan titnes. Many of these bear 
A~ol<a's inscriptions, but it is not certain that they \Vere Jnade and 
erected by him; some may have existed before his time. All are made 
of sandstone, frorn the same quarry at Chunar, about twenty-five 
Jniles south-west of Banaras. Some thirty columns have been found 
in many parts of Northern India, from Sanchi in the south to the 

Fig. xvi.-Carting a Pillar (rrom an engraved sketch on the wall or the 
medieval rortress or Raichiir, Hyderabad). (Reproduced by permission 

or the Archreological Department, Government or India) 

Nepalese Tarai in the north. Their sculptured capitals are great as 
works of art, but as evidence of Indian technological achievement the 
columns are even tnore significant. Weighing as much as fifty tons, 
and measuring some forty feet, they were carved from single blocks 
of stone, given a polish of wonderful hardness and lustre, and often 
transported many hundreds of miles to their present positions. The 
process of their manufacture, polishing and transport has not yet been 
fully explained, and the secret was apparently lost soon after the 
Mauryan period, when the school of craftsn1en who worked the Chunir 
sandstone vanished. Though nJany fine examples of later stone carving 
have come down to us, some much tnore impressive artistjcaJly than 
the Mauryan columns, it is doubtful whether India ever again showed 
such complete mastery of the handling of enorrnous pieces of stone. 

The Iron Pillar of Meharauli, near Delhi, is even more remark
able, though of little artistic value and less itnrnediately impressive 
than the Mauryan columns. It is a memorial to a king called 

.. 
, 
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Candra, who was probably Candra Gupta 11 (c. 876--415), and now 
stands not far from the famous Kutb Minar, one of the greatest 
monuments of Muslin1 India, though it was originally erected on 
a hill near Amba)a. It is over twenty-three feet high, and consists 
of a single piece of iron, of a size and weight which could not have 
been produced by the best European ironfounders until about one 
hundred years ago. As with the Mauryan columns we have no 
clear evidence of how it was made, but it must have demanded 
immense care and labour, and great technical proficiency in prepar
ing and heating the n1etal. The metallurgical skill of ancient India 
is further attested by the fact that this pillar, though it has weathered 
the torrential rains of over. ~_,600 monsoons, shows no sign of rusting. 
"'fhis is not doe to the fact that the Indians had discovered some forrn of 
stainless steel alloy. for the colonut is of iron almost chetnically pure. 
The process of oxidization demands a catalyst, and it is the great 
purity of the tnetal which has preserved it so long, as another 
mernorial to India's technical skill. 

TRADE AND FINANCE 

A money economy only existed in India from the days of the Bud
dha. That coinage \\·as introduced from the west cannot be proved 
with certainty. but the earliest clear references to coined money are 
found in texts looking back to a period shortly after the foundation of 
the Achcemenid Empire in Persia, which was the first great empire to 
mint an official coinage, and which for a time controlled the Panjab. 
The Rabylonians and Assyrians managed with unstamped silver 
shekels, but the Achcen1enid emperors adopted stamped coinage from 
Lydia and the Greek cities of Asia Minor, which had already em
ployed it for a century or two. If India did not learn the use of coinage 
from the Persians she invented it independently, but the coincidence 
is too striking to make this seem probable. 

The earliest Indian coinage• consisted of flat pieces of silver or 
bronze, of irregular shape. but fairly accurate in weight. They bore 
no inscriJ>tions, but a nutnber of J'unch-Jnarks, the significance of 
which is not finally established, but which probably included the em
blems of kings who minted the coins, and control marks of local 
officials and merchants. Inscribed coins were not regularly minted in 
India until the 2nd century ILC. , and though literary evidence suggests 
that gold coinage may have existed earlier the oldest surviving gold 
coins, other than one or two very rare specimens, are those of Vima 
Kadphises of the 1st century A.D. As well as the three usual metals, 

• For funhcr information on coinage se~ Appendix, p. 60M. 
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coins of nickel were minted by some of the Greco-Bactrian kings, 
while the Satavahanas of the Dcccan made coins of lead, and various 
alloys are attested. Srnall purchases \vere regularly paid for in cowry
shells ( voriifaka ), which ren1aincd the chief currency of the poor in 
many parts of India until recent times. 

The concept of legal tender never see1ns to have taken root in 
Hindu India, and coins were often current far beyond the borders of 
the kingdoms which minted them. Son1e in1portant dynasties, such 
as the Pal as of Bengal, did not regular} y mint coins, but relied on 
those of other states. Coins circulated less rapidly than they do now
adays, and ruight be current for centuries; thus the Periplus of tlu 
Erythrean Sea, a Greek text of the end of the Ist century A.D., 

notices that the coins of Menander, who ruled in the Panjab 
at least two centuries earlier, were current in the port of Bary
gaza (Bhrgukaccha, the modern Broach, at the mouth of the Nar
madi), which \vas probably at least 500 miles from Menander's king
doln. Foreign currency circulated freely. In the North-\Vest, 
Athenian drachnls, as well as local imitations, \vere current before the 
invasion of Alexander, and Achcemcnid, Seleudd, Parthian, Roman, 
Sasanian and Islarnic coins \verc used at different periods. In the 
South, numerous hoards of Roman in1perial coins have been found . 

Though there is no evidence of a highly organized financial 
machinery of cheques, drafts and letters of credit, usury was \\'idL~ 
spread, and moneylending, except by brallnlal)s, did not incur the re- · 
probation of Hindu moralists, as it did that of medieval Christianity 
and Islam. Even in the lJg Yeda we read of indebtedness (p. 404 ), 
and the earliest Dharn1a Siitras lay down rates of interest, and re
gulations governing debts and mortgages. The just rate of interest 
is generally given as J l per cent. per month, or fifteen per cent per 
year. Later cotnntentators interpret this as applying only to secured 
loans, and in practice rates of interest were often much higher. 
Manu27 and sonte other lawgivers lay do\vn a sliding scale of interest 
for unsecured loans, according to the class of the debtor: brahmal)s 
24 per cent., k~atriyas S6 per cent., vai§yas 48 per cent., and siidras 
60 per cent. per year. 1"he ArtluJ.fastra28 gives, beside the "just 
rate .. , three other rates of interest, inadequately defined, but 
apparently applicable to short-tern1 loans for con1mercial ventures: 
the noranal cornmercial rate, 5 per cent. per n1onth; the rate for mer
chants travelling through forests {overland caravan traders), 10 per 
cent. per month; and the rate for seafaring tnerchant.s, 20 per cent. 
per 1nonth. These enormous rates of interest, 60, 120, and 240 per 
cent. per year respectively. are measures of both the profit and the 
risk of ancient Indian commerce. 
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Ilutnane regulations on indebtedness are laid down in the Artha
liistra and some other legal texts. Interest payn1ents should cease 
\vhen the total interest paid equals the principal. Loans advanced on 
securities used by the creditor for his 0\\11 profit (e.g. beasts of bur
den) should be free of interest. Husbands are responsible for their 
\vives' debts, but not \Vives for those of their husbands. Hut the later 
lawbooks provide 1nany escape clauses and son1etin1es con1pletcly set 
aside these earlier injunctions. Debtors naight be in1prisoned, or en
slaved by their creditors, until they had worked off their debts. We 
read of debtors, dogged everywhere by their creditors, and at last 
conunitting suicide in desperation. 1"hc in1n1erase expense of the 
fa1nily cere1nonials of Hinduism, periodic dearth, the dowering of 
daughters, and n1any other factors, worked then as now to drive the 
less fortunate into debt, and, then as now, the Indian creditor n1ight 
be a hard 1nan. 

We have seen that trade guilds n1ight act as bankers, both receiv~ 
ing deposits and issuing loans. The king or his local officer might 
make loans to peasants to relieve dearth, or to encourage the cultiva
tion of \vaste lands and the devclop•nent of irrigation. The larger 
tetnples also someti1nes served as bankers, and in the South the village 
co1nn1unes occasionally nladc loans to peasants. There were many 
professional bankers and ntoneylenders, ho\vever, the lrt1llli1rs (in 
Pili, setJili) . • 

The ~re~thin '"·as not merely a moneylender or banker, but usually 
a merchant as well. At all tintcs until the coming of the Europeans, 
banking in India was a by-product of trading, and most ~re~~hins had 
other sources ofincon1e besides n1oneylending. "fhey appear as lead
ing me1nbers of guilds, often fabulously \vealthy. Though the crafts
man frequently sold his wares direct to the consumer the peasants' 
surplus products were largely in the hands of tniddlemen, and a class 
of large Jnerchants, as distinct front small traders and pedlars, existed 
at least front the tin1c of the Buddha. In the jataka stories we read 
of ~re~thins cornering grain, and buying at their own price the pro
ducts of craftstncn \vho were virtually their en1ployees. The term 
sre~t}lin seeJns son1etimes to have been a title ofhonour, held only by 
merchants of wealtll and consequence. In the Buddhist scriptures we 
read of chief sre~thins, honoured by kings, and with places in the royal 
councils. Under the Guptas the chief banker or §re~thin was son1e
times a men1ber of the local advisory council which aided the district 
officer in controlling local affairs ( p. l OS) . 

Though in early literature and inscriptions the ~rei} is or guilds seem 

• The word literdlly means ••chief"". It has survived in the North Indian seth and the 
Dra,,idian ch.tlli or stili. 
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to have been chiefly organizations of producers, there were also 
guilds or companies of merchants. Such 1nerchant corporations be
came very important in the medieval Deccan, and had branches in 
many cities. One such was the Piravalailjigar, freely translated" the 
Company of Gentlemen Merchants'', \vhich had members in every 
important city of the Peninsula and was controlled by a central council 
at AihoJe, in Southern Hyderabad. The company known as Ma1Ji'griima 
functioned not only in Southern India, but also in Ceylon, where it 
hired its anercenaries to the Sinhalese kings. 

Co-operative ventures both in production and distribution \vere \vell 
known in Hindu India, but they were normally catTied out by tem
porary associations of craftsmen and Jnerchants, and these merchant 
companies were in no way comparable to the modern joint stock com
pany. Their members may from time to time have undertaken cor
porate ventures, but the normal function of the mercantile companies 
was not trading itself, but protecting , furthering and reg ulating the 
activities of their members. Overland caravans, though consisting of 
carts and pack animals owned and led by individual merchants, \vould 
be organized and controlled by officers of the cornpany, and guarded 
by the company's mercenaries. They played a similar part in Jnari
time trade, and probably OWlled warehouses and ··factories .. , where 
their members might store their wares in safety. Members travelling 
to strange cities would receive help from officers of the local branch, 
and, like the craft guilds, the mercantile companies no doubt helped 
members who fell on hard times, prevented adulteration, undercutting 
and other malpractices, and represented d1eir rnembers at the king"s 
court. 

CARAVANS AND TRADE-ROUTES 

By the time of the Buddha recognized trade-routes covered most of 
Northen1 India, and by Mauryan times similar routes existed in the 
Peninsula. Among the chief of these \vas one \vhich ran frorn the 
Ganges port ofTamralipti, not far froan the modent Calcutta, up the 
river to the old city of Campa, and thence through Pa~aliputra and 
Baniras to Kau~arnbi, whence a branch went to the port of Bhrgu
kaccha on the mouth of the Narmada by way of Vidi~a and Ujjayini. 
From Kaus~iJnbi the tnain trunk road passed along the south bank of 
the jamna to Mathura, from which a branch crossed the modern 
Rajas than and the Thar Desert to the port of 1-'atala, near the Jnouth 
of the Indus. The main route passed on by the modern Delhi and 
crossed the five rivers of the Panjab by way of Sakala ( ? Sialkot) to the 
north-western city of Tak~a~ila, \vhence it continued up the Kabul 
Valley and on into Central Asia. The great cities to the north of the 
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Ganges and jamni \vere linked to the trunk route by recognized 
branch roads. Though its course has varied son1ewhat through the 
centuries this has always been the n1ain artery of Northern India. 
The Mauryan en1perors cared for this great road, which was n1arked 
with milestones, and provided with v.rells and rest-houses at regular 
intervals. 

The n1ain route to the South went fro1n Ujjayini to the city of 
Prati~!ha.na, in the N.-W. Decca.n, the capital of the Satavaha.na enl
pire around the beginning of the Christian era. Thence it passed 
across the Deccan Plateau to the lo\ver Kistna, and went on to 
the great southern cities of Kaiici (Conjeeveran1) and Madurai. A 
network of roads developed early in the Christian era fron1 this old 
route, linking all the ntore in1portant cities of the Peninsula. Con
tact between North and South by way of the east does not at first 
seen1 to have been close or frequent, but routes from Pataliputra to 
Orissa n1ust have existed before the Mauryan period. In the more 
unsettled tin1es after the Mauryas the wild uncivilized forests of 
Central India n1uch discouraged travel, and the western route was 
the anost important until at least the Gupta period. 

The larger rivers crossed en route by these roads were not bridged. 
Indian engineering, though very con1petent in n1any respects, seems 
never to have n1astered the art of bridging a large river; but regular 
ferry services, in Mauryan tin1cs regulated by the State, '"·ere main
tained at every ilnportant crossing. 

European visitors to the Mughal E1npire in the 17t11 century, \\'ere 
in1pressed by the badness of the roads, which were atrocious even by 
the low W estern standards of the tinae. As road builders the Indians 
never equalled the ItoJnans, but the references in Asoka • s inscriptions, 
the A rtlza/iistra and elsewhere, show that wtder n1ore energetic 
governn1ents roads were well ntaintained, and conditions under the 
~tughals n1ay not have been typical of earlier tin1es. The n1cdicval 
text on statecraft attributed to Su'kra tells of 1nain roads forty-five 
feet '\vide, which were can1bered, had drains at both sides, and \vere 
regularly repaired \Vith gravel. 29 

In the rainy season, roughly correSJ.lOnding to the European sun1-
n1er, t~e roads were practically in1passable; rivers in spate could not 
be ferried, and all travelling ceased; even the thousands of \vandering 
religious n1endicants, who walked the length and breadth of India 
frorn one shrine to another, '\vould settle do\.vn until the rains had 
passed, in the J>recincts of a ten1ple, the outhouse of a kindly patron, 
or a cave near a village. But at other tirnes of the year, especially in 
the cool, bright winter, when the weather of Northern India re
scnlbles a rainless late May in England, long caravans of run1bling 
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bullock carts and pack a11imals oxen, asses, mules and camels·
travelled the dusty roads. 

The roads were dangerous to the Jnerchant<aravans. Many of the 
trade routes linking centres of civilization passed through dense jungle, 
and over hills where wild tribes dwelt. There \vere whole villages of 
professional robbers, ready at all tintes to waylay the merchant. 
Other dangers were incurred fron1 wild beasts tigers, elephants and 

· snakes in particular and the remoter parts of the country were the 
reputed haunts of demons of many malevolent kinds. In these cir
cumstances merchants preferred to share their perils together, aJld we 
read of as many as 600 men travelling in caravan. Pali literature 
tells. of bands of professional caravan guards, "\vho would undertake 
to give guidance and safe conduct over a specified route, and who 
seem to have been a regular feature of the caravan trade, at least 
where the 1nerchaJ1t corporations did not provide their own guards. 
If the ArthaJiistra's instructions on the duties of the antapala (p. 108) 
have aJlY relation to facts it would seem that the Maurya11 kings did 
much to safeguard the roads, and the satne is true of many other im
portaJU dynasties; but the da11ger that beset carava11s fronl thieves is 
attested by ma11y stories, and by the enorntous rate of interest which 
the ArtlzoJllstra pennits on loaJlS to finaJ·lCe long dista11ce trading 
ventures. 

The carava1·1 leader ( sarthaviiha) was an importaJ·lt figure in the 
commercial community, a11d the Gupta copper-plates of Northern 
Bengal {p. lOS) show that the chief caravaJlleader of a locality might 
occupy aJl important place on the district council. Another figure 
associated with the caravaJl trade was the laJld-pilot (in P~ili, lhala
niyyam.aka), whose existence is attested in the Pali scriptures; he 
guided caravans through deserts and waste places, steering by the 
stars. 

The great rivers were used to can·y both goods and passengers in 
vessels large and small. Chief of these was the Ga11ges, the artery 
of the Great Plain, but the Indus and the rivers of the Deccan were 
also important as trade routes. Like the laJ·ld routes they were full 
of da11gers: river pirates were numerous, and in some rivers sand
banks~ a11d in others submerged rocks, were a peril to the navigators. 

Luxury articles formed the chief objects of long-distaJ1CC trade'
spices, SaJldal-wood, gold and gerns from the South, silks and muslins 
from Bengal aJld BaJ1aras, musk, saffron and yaks' tails from the 
Hills; but these were not the only merchandise of the caravaJlS. Many 
regions had to import metal. The chief source of iron in India \vas 
South Bihar, and control of the route from the iron producing areas 
around the modem Ranchi to the Ga11ges may well have been one of 
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the chief factors in the early rise of Magadhan po\ver. Copp~r \vas 
mined and smelted in various parts of the Deccan, in Rajasthan, and 
in the Western Himalayas. Salt, an absolute necessity in a hot 
climate, \Vas imported from the sea coast, and from various rock-salt 
deposits, notably in the Salt Range in the Panjab. Certain foodstuffs 
\vere articles of long-diBtance commerce: sugar \Vas carried to cooler 
and dryer regions \vhere the cane \vould not gro\v, and rice imported 
as a luxury food to parts of the North-West. 

SEA-TRADE AND OVERSEAS CONTACTS 

Wl1ether or not the Aryans of the ~g V edic period kne\v the sea, 
by the time of the Buddha hardy sailors had probably circumnavigated 
the sub-<ontinent, and perhaps made the first contacts \Vith Burma, 
Malaya and the islands of Indonesia. In the early centuries of the 
Christian era maritime trade became most vigorous, especially \Vith 
the West, \vhere the Roman Empire demanded the luxuries of the 
East in great quantities. With the fall of the Roman Empire the trade 
\vith the West declined some\vhat, though it \vas maintained by the 
Arabs, and improved gradually \vith the rising material standards of 
medieval Europe. Before the time of the Guptas contact \Vas made 
by sea between South India and China, and as trade \Vith the West 
declined that \Vith China increased, the Chinese demand for Indian 
spices, jewels, perfumes, and other luxury commodities continuing 
down to the present day. 

Certain over-enthusiastic Indian scholars have perhaps made too 
much of the achievements of ancient Indian seafarers, which cannot 
compare \vith those of the Vikings, or of some other early maritime 
peoples. Much of the merchandise exported from India was carried 
in foreign bottoms, and though Indian literature mentions ships 
carrying 1,000 passengers this seems certainly an exaggeration. The 
largest Indian ship kno\vn to Pliny, \vho obtained some accurate in
formation about the maritime trade of the Indian Ocean, measured 
S,OOO a.mphorae, or only seventy-five tons. In the 6th century Fa
hsien, \vho had no reason not to tell the truth in this respect, travelled 
from Ceylon to Java in a ship carrying 200 people, \vhich is the largest 
complement of passengers and cre\v attested in a reliable source relat
ing to early India. TI1e fe\v illustrations of ships surviving from this 
period give little impression of size, though one, at Ajanti, has three 
masts (fig. xvii); and the vessels so vigorously and realistically 
depicted on the friezes of the great Buddhist temple of Barabudur in 
Java, are all smaJJ, the largest containing only fifteen people. All 
have steadying outriggers, like the fishing boats of present-day 
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South India and Ceylon, and all are steered by large oars the rudder 
\Vas unknown in our period. 

Norrnally the timbers of ancient Indian ships \vere not nailed or 
riveted,. but lashed together: this \Vas done to avoid the imaginary 
danger of magnetic rocks, for the technique of nailing a ship·s timbers 
\Vas certainly kno\vn in India in the medieval period. In fact sewn or 
lashed timbers \vere more resilient than nailed ones, and could stand 
up better to the fierce storrns of the monsoon period and the many 
coral reefs of the Indian Ocean. 

An early Jitaka storyao tells of ships sailing from the port of 
Bhrgukaccha to a place called Baveru. which must be Babylon. The 
Pili Questions of Milinda, probably of the 1st century A.D., mentions 

Fig. xvii. A ship, e. 6th century, A.D. (From Cave Il Ajantl). 
(By permission of the Oxford University Press). 

the possibility of a merchant sailing to Alexandria, Burrna, Malaya 
or China. A story of the 6th or 7th century, tells of a merchant• s 
son \Vho sailed to .. the Island of the Black raJJanas.,Bl, \Vhich must 
surely be Madagascar or Zanzibar. These records indicate the limits 
of Indian seafaring. 

The chief ports of ancient India were on the West Coast Bhrgu
kaccha, already mentioned, Supira, not far from the modern Bombay, 
and Patala, on the Indus delta. Hence coastal shipping plied to the 
South and to Ceylon, and \vestwards to the Persian Gulf and the Red 
Sea until, in the 1st century A.D., seamen took to using the monsoon 
\vinds to sail straight across the Indian Ocean to the ports of South 
India. In the East the Ganges Basin \Vas served by the river port of 
Campi, from \vhich ships sailed down the Ganges and coasted to the 
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South and Ceylon. By Mauryan times, with the eastward expansion 
of Aryan culture, Tamralipti becan1e the main seaport of the Ganges 
basin, and Ca1npa lost its in1portance. From Tamralipti ships not 
only sailed to Ceylon, but, from before the beginning of the Christian 
era, to South-East Asia and Indonesia. 

The merchants and seamen of Roman Egypt knew India well, and 
there survives a ren1arkable seaman's guide, compiled in Greek by an 
anonymous author towards the end of the 1st century A.D., The Peri
plus of the Erythrean Sea. Frotn the Periplus, Ptolemy' s Geography, 
of the following century, and the early Tatnil poems which look back 
to this period, we lean1 tnuch of the trade of the Tamillands. Here 
many flourishing ports are tnentioned, the three chief being Mu~iri, 
known to the Greeks as Musiris, in the Cera country (Malabar), 
Korkai, in the land of the Pal}~yas, not far from the modern Tuti
corin, and Kavirippa!tinam, the chief port of the Co!a country, at the 
mouth of the Kaviri. 

The Tatnil kings did ntuch to develop their harbours and encourage 
sea-trade. We read of lighthouses, and wharves, \vhere u the beauti
ful great ships of the Yavanas" discharged their merchandise to be 
examined by custon•s officials, stamped \¥ith the king· s seal, and 
stored in warehouses. Kavirippattinan1, no\V a decaying fishing 
village silted up by the river mud, had an artificial harbour, built, 
according to a late Sinhalese source, by soldiers captured by the great 
King Karikalan in a raid on Ceylon. 32 

At this time Socotra had a considerable Indian colony, and the 
name of the island may be of Indian origin. • Indian merchants were 
tnet by Dion Chrysostom in Alexandria. One such merchant, cross
ing the desert from the Red Sea to the Nile on his way to Alexandria, 
left a brief inscription in a tentple at Redesiye; .. Sophon the Indian 
does homage to Pan for a good joun1ey ". 33 "' Sophon" probably re
presents some such Indian name as Subhanu, and Pan was no doubt 
identified in the merchant•s mind with Kr~J)a. who was also a god of 
flocks and herds, and played a rustic flute. It is evident that the 
author of this inscription was much Hellenized. 

As well as merchants, we read of Indian fortune-tellers, conjurors, 
and prostitutes in Ron1c, \vhile mahouts often accompanied their ele
phants to the West. There are records of several embassies from 
Indian kings to the Cresars. "'fl1e earliest of these is said by Strabo 
to have been sent by the king of the Pi!J(Jyas, and was met by 
Augustus at Athens about 20 a.c. This mission included an ascetic 
called Zarmanochegas (Skt. Sramal}acarya), \vho, growing tire_d of 

• SulhQ14TQ~4vlpa. "TI1e Most rJeasant Island''. dte landfaU for sltips crossing tlte 
Indian Ocean. 
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a life of earthly bondage, burnt himself to death at Athens. It has 
been suggested that when St. Paul wrote "though I give n1y body to 
be burned, and have not charity, it profiteth me nothing"', he had in 
mind this incident of some sixty or seventy years earlier, of which he 
had heard from his Athenian colleagues. The theory is, of course, 
fanciful, but not wholly impossible. Later entbassies are recorded as 
having been sent to Claudius (from Ceylon), Trajan, Antoninus 
Pius, Julian the Apostate and Justinian. The latter emperor of Con
stantinople had an Indian cook. 

The main requirements of the West were spices, perfumes, jewels 
and fine textiles, but lesser luxuries, such as sugar, rice and ghee 
were also exported, as well as ivory, both raw and worked. A finely 
carved ivory statuette of a goddess or )'aqi has been found in the ruins 
of Herculaneum (pl. LXXXVIIb). Indian iron was much esteemed 
for its purity and hardness, and dyestuffs such as lac and indigo were 
also in demand. Another requirement was live animals and birds; 
elephants, lions, tigers and buffaloes were exported from India in 
appreciable numbers for the wild beast shows of Roman emperors and 
provincial governors, though these larger beasts went tnainly over
land through the desert trading city of Palmyra; s1naller animals and 
birds. such as monkeys, parrots and peacoc~, found their \vay to 
Rome in even larger quantities as pets of wealthy Roman ladies. The 
Emperor Claudius even succeeded in obtaining from India a specimen 
of the fabulous phrenix, probably a golden pheasant, one of the 
loveliest of India" s birds. 

In return for her exports India wanted little but gold. Pottery and 
glassware from the West found their way to India, and many sherds 
of Arretine and other wares, mass-produced in Western factories, 
have been foWld in the remains of a trading station at Arikamedu, 
near Pondicherry.s• There was some demand for wine, and the 
Western traders also brought tin, lead, coral and slave-girls. But the 
balance of trade was very unfavourable to the West, and resulted in 
a serious drain of gold from the Roman Empire. 11lis \vas recognized 
by Pliny, who, inveighing against the degenerate habits of his day, 
computed the annual drain to the Ea.~t as 100 million sesterces, "so 
dearly do we pay for our luxury and our women"".S8 The drain of 
gold to the East \vas an important cause of the financial difficulties in 
the Roman Empire fro1n the reign ofNero on\\'ards. Not only gold, 
but coinage of all types \Vas exported to India; Roman coinage has 
been found in such quantities in many parts of the Peninsula and 
Ccylon that it must have circulated there as a regular currency. 

There is good evidence that subjects of the Roman Empire, if not 
actual Romans, settled in India. There is mention of a temple of the 
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Emperor Augustus at Mu~iri. Early Tamil literature contains 
several references to the Y avanas, who were employed as bodyguards 
by Tamil kings, or as engineers, valued for their knowledge of siege
craft and the construction of war-engines. While the terrn Yavana 
was often used very vaguely, and, from its original meaning of "a 
Greek", came to be applied to any Westerner, it is by no means im
possible that the Yavanas of South India included fugitives from the 
Roman legions in their number. 

Contacts between India and the West are testified in language. · 
Even a few Hebrew words are believed by some to be of Indian 
origin notably lcoph, "a monkey" (Skt. kapi) and tukki, :·a peacock", 
(Tamil togai). Though the details of the Book of Kings may not be 
historically accurate the statement that the navy ofTharshish brought 
to King Solomon gold and silver, ivory, apes and peacocksS& shows 
that the Hebrews received commodities from India at an early period. 
It has been suggested that the land of Ophir, from which King Hiram 
of Tyre brought gold, precious stones and "almug" trees to Solo-
mon, B'l was Supira, the ancient port near Bombay; this suggestion is 
strengthened by the fact that in the Septuagint, the Greek version of 
the Old Testament, the word occurs as ~wf&pa; the almug trees may 
have been sandal, one of the Sanskrit words for which is valguluJ, from · 
which the Hebrew word may be derived. Indian loan-words in Greek 
and Latin are nearly all of articles of trade: precious stones, such as 
a~&pay6os, emerald (Skt. maralcafa) • and (3i}pvMos, beryl (Skt. JJai-
durya) ; spices, such as ~•yyi(3Epts, ginger ( Skt. lrngavera} and nhrEp1, 
pepper ( Skt. pippali}; foodstuffs, such as aOO<xapov, sugar (Skt. 
Jarlcara) and 6pv~a rice (Tamil arili); and ~eap1raaos, cotton (Skt. 
lcarpa!a) as well as several others. Dubious is the suggested etymology 
of the word ~~~. elephant. from the Sanskrit ibluz, meaning 
elephant, with the Semitic definite article al or el prefixed. 

Greek loan-words in Sanskrit include several connected with mathe
matics and astronomy, of which some are common, and have passed 
into the vernaculars of India: hora, an hour ( &pa}, lcendra, centre 
( tdVTpov} and Jco~, angle ( yCA>vla) ; two coins, dramma ( 5pax&J~) and 
diniira (from the Latin denarius, through the Greek) ; and two words 
connected with war, suraizga, a mine (see p. IS5), and kampana, a 
camp (a rare word used in Kashmir, and borrowed from Latin through 
Greek) ; of words connected with writing me la, ink ( I!!Aav}, and 
kalilma, pen ( K6A~os) are certain borrowings, though there are 
synonyms of purely Indian origin for both these words. The de
rivation of pustalca, book, from the Greek mi~tVOS, is no longer sup-. 
ported by competent authorities. 

• These two words are perhaps borrowed rrom a common Middle Eastern source • 
. 
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The Chinese in the Middle Ages demanded many of the same cotn
Jnodities as the \Vesterners. but they had more to offer in exchange. 
Though the Indians made splendid silks and muslins of their own 
they were ready to buy the stuffs of China, and Chinese porcelain 
found a market in South India and Ceylon, as did the pottery of the 
Musliln World, numerous sherds of which have been folmd. 

'l"'hough maritime trade never ceased it bccan1e n1ore and more the 
affair of foreign merchants. Indians never \vholly abandoned the sea, 
but by the time of the Muslim invasion travel to foreign lands was 
believed to incur grave impurity for mentbers of the upper classes, 
which, according to some authorities, could never be expunged. 38 

This religious objection to sea travel was a measure of the growing 
fear of and distaste for the sea, which in some degree existed at all 
tintes. 'fhough Indian ntariuers were resourceful and by no means 
lacking in courage, sailing the sea was always depicted as hateful and 
desperately perilous. By the Middle Ages the Arabs and Chinese had 
outstripped the Indians in the art of ship construction, and it became 
more profitable for the merchant to sell his wares to foreign middle
men than to take the1n abroad hin1self. 'fhe Muslim invasions en
couraged xenophobia, and the people who had planted their colonies 
from Socotra to Borneo became, witl1 religious sanction, a nation of 
landlubbers. 
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RELIGION: CULTS, DOC1.~RINES AND 
MET A PHYSICS 

(I) TilE RELIGION OF TilE VEDAS 

God.s of the lJ,g Yeda 

T 11 E earliest civilized inhabitants of India worshipped a Mother 
Goddess and a homed fertility god; they had sacred trees and animals, 
and ritual ablutions apparently played an in1portant part in their 
religious life. Beyond this much has been said and written about 
the religion of the Harappa people, but in the absence of intelligible 
texts any efforts at further defining it aTe veTy speculative. The 
salient features of Harappa religion appeared again in a new foTm at 
a rnuch later date, and we n1ust assume that it never died, but was 
quietly practised by the huntbler people, gradually developing from 
contact ,.,·ith other doctrines and cults, until it gathered enough 
stTength to reappear, and largely to overlay the old faith of the Aryan 
rulers of India. 

We have n1uch knowledge of the religion of the early Aryans 
from the 1028 hytnns of the IJg Yeda, which is the oldest religious 
text in the world still looked on as sacred, and \\"hich was probably 
co1nposed between 1500 and 900 B.c. The lJg Yeda is a collection 
of hytnns for use at the sacrifices of the aristocratic Aryan cult. The 
three later Vedas, the Siima, Tajur and Atharva, are of somewhat 
different characteT. 1·he Siima Yeda is aln1ost useless to the 
historian, being a collection of certain verses of the IJg Yeda arranged 
for liturgical purposes. The Tajur Yeda, compiled a century or two 
later than the lJg Yeda, contains sacrificial formul& in prose and verse 
to be pronounced by the adh.varyu, or priest \Yho perfoTms the manual 
part of the sacrifice. lt exists in vaTious reccnsions (sa'fllzita), 
which are of two types, the ··Black., giving the for1nulre \Yith rubri
cated instructions, and the·· White" adding detailed instructions in a 
lengthy appendix called a Briill11la!la. The Atharoa Yeda consists 
mainly of magical spells and incantations in verse, and was certainly 
compiled after the IJ.g and Tajur. It possesses, however, an atmos
phere of sirnple animis1n and sympathetic magic on a lo,Yer cultural 
)eve~ than that of the ljg Yeda, derivin_g from the plebeian religion of 
the Aryans and containing many non-Aryan elements. The massive 
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Bralunat;_la~ which are looked on as appendices to t11e Vedas, and the 
tnystical Ara.7Jyalcas and Vpan.i§ads, which are in tum appendices to 
the BrahmaJ)as, co1nplete the literature generally known as Vcdic. 
The material in the Drallmru:aas looks back in the •nain to the period 
bet\\l·een c. 800 and 600 B.c., and the earliest Upani~ads overlap with 
the latest BrahmaJ}as, though son1e Upani~ads are certainly of much 
1nore recent date. 'f'he religion of the people "'·ho composed this 
literature was not that of later India, and ntany scholars refer to it as 
Brahmru:aism or Vedism, to distinguish it from Hinduism, to which it 
bears a relation sitnilar to that between the sacrificial judaisn1 of the 
tetnple and the later judaisnt of the synagogue. 

Much of the IJ.g Peda is huperfcctly understood; the oldest exe
getical \York on it, the Nirukta. ( Etyntology) of Yaska, perhaps dating 
from 500 D.c ., shows that at a very early Jleriod the bralunar:as had 
forgotten the true n1eaning of 1nany obsolete words. But the broad 
outlines of the religion of the IJ.g 1/eda. are clear enough. The chief 
objects of \Yorship '"·ere the devas, a word cognate with the Latin 
deus. 1·he root from which this \\"ord is derived, div, is connected 
with brightness and radiance, and the devas by connotation were ,. the 
shining ones". The early gods of the Aryans, like those of the 
the Greeks, were chiefly connected with the sky and \\!'ere predomi
nantly tnale. A few goddesses occur in the J]g 1/etl.a; for instance 
Prtlzvi, a vague and rarely •nentioned personification of the earth, 
Aditi, a mysterious and tenuous figure, the great mother of the 
gods, U1as, the goddess of the dawn. to whom a number of lovely 
hymns ·were addressed, Rtitri, the spirit of the night, who has a 
beautiful hymn to herself (p. 402), and Arar1yani, the J.,ady of the 
Forest, a nature goddess of little itnportance who is praised in one 
very late hyn1n ( p. 402f); none of these, however, played a significant 
part in the cult. 

At a remote period the ancestors of the Aryans, Iranians, Greeks, 
Rotnans, Gem1ans, Slavs and Celts had siu1ilar. if not identical, 
religions; but by the time the Aryans had entered India their 
religion had developed far fron1 the old Indo-European faith. The 
great father god of the lndo-EuroJlean peoples, who appears in Greek -as Zeu.s and in Latin as Ju-piter, was lo1own to the Aryans as Dya-us, 
the personified heavens, but his star had already set. Father }leaven 
was often mentioned as the parent of other di\'inities~ but few hymns 
were co1t1poscd in his honour, and he ,..,·as eclipsed by his children. 

Frotn the point of vie\v of the Aryan 'varrior the greatest god was 
lndra, who fulfilled the dual function of war-god and weather-god. 
Though his natne \vas different he had 1nany of the characteristics of 
the Greek Zeus and the Gennanic Thor. As lndra tonans he rode 

• 
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at the head of the Aryan host, and destroyed the fortresses of the 
Dasas; as Indra pluvius he slew the evil dragon Vrtra, who held back 
the waters, and thus brought rain to the parched land (p. 400ff) . 
lndra was associated \Vith stonn and thunder, and, like Zeus and Thor, 
his l1and bore the thunderbolt ( vajra), with which l1e destroyed his 
enen1ies. He was a rowdy an1oral deity, fond of feasting and drink
ing. One hymn, according to the usual interpretation, shows us 
the drunken Indra, bragging in his cups, though it may well represent 
the feelings of a worshipper who has drunk liberally of the sacred 
drink soma: 

" Like wild winds 
the draughts have raised me up. Have I been drinking soma? 

"The draughts have borne me up, 
as swift steeds a chariot. Have I ... l 

~·Frenzy has come upon me, 
as a cow to her dear calf. Have I . . . ? 

,.. As a carpenter bends the seat of a chariot 
I bend this frenzy round my heart. Have I ... ? 

·• Not even as a mote in my eye 
do the five tribes count with me. Have I ... ? 

., The heavens above 
do not equal one half of me. Have I . . . ? 

.,In my glory I have passed beyond the sky 
and the great earth. Have I . . . ? 

•• I lvill pick up the earth, 
and put it here or put it there. Have I ... ? ,.J 

With lndra in his course across the sky rode the brigl1t host 
of Maruts in their chariots, singing martial songs as they aided the 
war-god in his battles. They were the le~ser spirits of the storm, 
conceived on the analogy of the host ~f Aryan warriors charging 
into battle beside their leader. The Aryans evidently had many 
legends in '~hich lndra was the protagonist, but none of them can 
be reconstructed in detail from the cryptic allusions of the hymns. 
Two of his traits connect him with lndo-European mythology, for 
they were applied to various gods and heroes throughout ancient 
Europe· · lndra was a dragon-slayer, and a wild rider of the stonn. 
The former feature of his character may have been a very early 
borrowing from Mesopotamia. 

Several gods were associated with the sun. Sii:rya (the common 
\vord for sun) drove across the sky in a flaming chariot, like the Greek 
Helios. Savitr, the Stimulator, was another solar god, a beautiful 
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verse in \vhose honour is the most holy of all the verses of the Veda 
(p. J62). P~an too \vas in some measure a solar god, driving 
daily across the sky, but his main fwtction \vas that of guardian of 
roads, herdsmen and straying cattle. Jl'i§~u. a god connected in part 
\vith the sacrifice, also had solar characteristics, covering the earth in 
three paces, a trait \Yhich he retained in later Hinduism, \Yhen his 
intportance greatly increased. On the fringes of the solar pantheon 
\vas Siirya, the sun-god's daughter, \vho seems never to have been 
worshipped, but merely served to connect her t\YO husbands, the 
A fvin.s ( " 1-lorsetnen ·' also called Niisatyas), '"i th the sun ; these are 
described as driving across the sky in their three-\vheeled chariot, 
but in the hymns they are not closely associated \Yith natural pheno
Jnena. They are twins a fact which connects them \Yith the Greek 
Dioscuri and t\vin gods of pre-Christian Baltic mythology. The 
Asvins appear chiefly as helpers of 1nen; among their many good 
deeds they are said to have rescued .ship\vrecked 1nariners, provided 
artificial legs for the maimed, and found husbands for old maids. 

The fire-god, Agni ( \Yhich means simply .. fire"', and is related to 
the Latin ignis), was the object of much primitive mysticism and 
speculation. l-Ie \vas the god of the priest, who dealt with him at tl1e 
fire-sacrifice; he \Vas also the god of the home, for he d\velt in the 
domestic hearth ; he ~·as the interrnediary between gods and men, for 
he consumed the sacrifice and carried it to the gods. He d\velt in the 
waters of heaven, in the fonn of lightning, and on earth in many forms. 
He \vas hidden in the fire-sticks, \Yith \Yhich the sacrificial fire \Yas 
kindled, and which were personified as his parents. Agni. in fact, 
was here, there and everywhere. Was there only one Agni, or 
were there many Agnis? Ho'" could Agni be one and many at the 
san1e tin1e? Questions like these are asked in the lJg Yeda, and show 
the earliest signs of the tendency to\vard.s 1nonis1n, which '"as to 
bear fruit in the Upani~ads. 

Soma \Yas a divinity of special character. Soma '"as originally a 
plant, not certainly identified, from which a potent drink was pro
duced, \Yhich '"as drunk only at sacrifices, and \vhich caused the most 
invigorating effects, as "·e have seen from the hyn•n <JUOted above. 
The Zoroastrians of Persia had a similar drink, which they called 
haotna. the sa1ne word as soma in jts Iranian form; the plant identified 
\Yith l1aoma by the 1nodern Parsis is a bitter herb, \vhich has no 
specially inebriating qualities, and which cannot have been the soma 
of the Veda. The drink prepared fron1 the plant can scarcely have 
been alcoholic, for it \vas made with great ceremony in the course 
of the sacrifice, '"hen the herb was pressed bet\veen stones, mixed 
'"i th milk, strained and drunk on the same day. Sugar and honey. 
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which produce fermentation, \Vere not usually mixed with it, and the 
brief period bet'\veen its brewing and consun1ption cannot have been 
long enough for the generation of alcohol in appreciable quantity. 
The effects of soma, with vivid hallucinations, and the sense of ex
panding to enormous dimensions, are rather like those attributed to 
such drugs as hashish. Soma may well have been hemp, which 
grows ,~·ild in many parts of India. Central Asia and South Russia, 
and from which mode1n Indians produce a narcotic drink called 
bh.ang. 

Like n1any ancient peoples the Indians connected the growth of 
plants with the n1oon. with which Sonta, the king of plants, was later 
identified. So itnportant \Vas the god Soma considered by the ancient 
editors of the /Jg Yeda that they extracted all the hymns in his honour 
and placed them in a separate "book"' ( tn.a!u!ala ), the ninth of the 
ten which constitute the whole. 

Yaru!'.a. second only to lndra in itnportance, was a god of a type 
rather different fro1n the others. He is known as an Asura, a term, 
also applied to certain lesser gods, \vhich in later Hinduism came to 
mean a class of detnons, but which was in Persia adopted by the re
former Zaratl1u~tra in its local form as part of the title of the great 
god of light, Ahura Mazda. just as the shadowy Dyaus represents 
the high god of the lndo-Europcan peoples before their separation, so 
Varut)a tnay have been the high god of the (ndo-lranians before the 
two peoples divided, one to settle in N.-W. India and the other in the 
Persian highlands. The name is connected by some authorities with 
the shadowy Greek heaven-god Uranus. At the titne of the composi
tion of the Vcda, Varur_la's prestige \vas waning before that of lndra, 
but he retained sorne importance for 1nany centuries. 

Varul')a was first and fore1nost a king not a boisterous tribal war
lord, like lndra, but a mighty emperor. sitting in a great palace in 
the heavens, often \Vith associated gods around hi1n. Most impor
tant of these was Milra, a god with some solar characteristics, but 
mainly connected \Vith vo\-t~ and compacts. Mitra w·as also repre
sented in the Zoroastrian pantheon, and, under his Grcco-lranian 
naane Mithras, was widely worshipped in the H.oman Etnpire during 
early Christian centuries. Around Varul')a sat his scouts, or spies 
(spa!), who flew all over the 'vorld, and brought back reports on 
the conduct of 1nortals. 

VarUQa was the guardian of !Jta, the cos1nic order, a concept which 
was perhaps the highest flight of ~{g Vedic thought. The \vorld 
takes its regular course, day follows night and season succeeds season, 
because of ~{ta; man must live according to ~{ta; in later days Cfnon
rta"' ( anrta) became One Of the comn10nest \VOrdS for untruth and 
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sin. !Jta depended on Varul}a, who was sometimes looked on as its 
maker, and was thus a sort of creator~od. 

Of all the Aryan gods VaruJ}a was ethically the highest. He was 
ahvays aware of the deeds of men, and was omnipresent, in the 
theistic, as opposed to the pantheistic sense. Two men, even in the 
ntost secret of places, or at the ends of the earth, cannot make plans 
alone a third person, Varul}a, is always there.2 The worshipper 
approached VarUJ}a in a spirit different from that in which he prayed 
to the other gods, most of whom were lively, cheerful fellows, whom 
men need not fear if they offered regular sacrifices. Varul}a was so 
JlUre and holy that the mere performance of sacrifice would not ensure 
his favour, for he abhorred sin, or that which was not conformable 
to ~ta_ The idea of sin included many purely ritual sins and breaches 
of taboo, but it also certainly included lying, which Varu~a and Mitra 
particular I y loathed, and evil deeds prompted by anger. drink, 
gambling, and the influence of wicked men. When he sang to VarUJ}a 
the cheerful Vedic poet often put on sackcloth and ashes, and prayed 
to his deity with fear and trembling, for Varul}a was the severe 
punisher of sin. Not only did Vanll)a punish the sins of the individual 
but, like the Yahweh of the Old Testament, he visited the sins of 
his ancestors upon him, and his ubiquity ensured that there was no 
escape for the sinner. He caught and bound evil-doers in his snares, 
so that they became diseased, especially with dropsy, and when they 
died they descended to the "House of Clay .. , apparently a sort of 
gloon1y subterranean _Sheol, very different from the cheerful "World 
of the Fathers ", the Aryan heaven. 

So humble was the worshipper in VarUJ)a"s presence, so conscious 
of '\veakness, guilt and shortcoming, that on reading the hymns to 
Varul}a one is inevitably reminded of the penitential psalms of the 
Old Testament. It has even been suggested tl1at Varul}a owes much 
of his character to Semitic influence--certainly not to the Jews, for 
the penitential psalms were composed long after the hymns to 
Val'UI}a, and as f~r as we know the early Hebrews never came in 
contact with the Aryans, but perhaps to the Babylonians, who often 
approached their gods in a similar penitential spirit. We quote a 
typical hymn to VaruJ}a: it is obviously the prayer of a man afflicted 
with dropsy. 

'"Let me not go to the House of Clay, 0 Varul}al 
Forgive. 0 gracious Lord, forgive I 

When I go tottering. like a blown-up bladder, 
forgive, 0 gracious Lord, forgive! 
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,. Holy One, in want of wisdom I have opposed you. 
Forgive, 0 gracious Lord, forgive I 

Though in the midst of \vaters, thirst has seized your worshipper. 
Forgive, 0 gracious Lord, forgive I 

.. Whatever sin we mortals have committed 
against the people of the gods, 

if, foolish, we have thwarted your decrees, 
0 god, do not destroy us in your anger I "I 

Tama, lord of the dead, was a sort of Ada1n, the first man to die, 
who became guardian of the World ofthe Fathers, w_!lere the blessed 
dead, those who have performed the rites of the Aryans, feast in 
bliss forever. 

Rr1dra (perhaps meaning .. the Howler"), like Varul}a, had a 
dangerous side to his character, but, unlike VarUJ)a, was quire amoral. 
lie \vas an arcber-god, whose arrows brought disease. In this he 
resernbled the Greek Apollo. Like lndra, he was associated with 
the slorm, but he lacked lndra·s popular and genial character. l-Ie 
was a remote god, dwelling in tl1e mountains, and was generally an 
object of fear, invoked to ward off his arrows of plague and disaster. 
He had, however, a beneficent aspect, for he was guardian of healing 
herbs, and as such might give health to those whon1 he capriciously 
favoured. 

There were many other gods, such as Tva~Jr, the Vedic Vulcan, 
Aryanl.an, guardian of cornpacts and 1narriage, and Piiyu, the wind
god, ~·ho, though itnportant, cannot be described here. There 
\vere also demigods of various kinds, among them Pisvetlevas, a 
vague group of indeterminate deities, the Maruts, or storm-spirits, 
already mentioned, J3blltts, gnomes who worked in metal, Gandha1"Va.S, 
divine nuasicians, originally a single divinity but later looked on as 
ntany, and the lovely Apsarases, comparable to the nymphs of Greece, 
who might become the mistresses of gods and men. 

No Homer or IIesiod attempted to construct a definitive genealogy 
of all these gods; their relationships are usually vague, and there is 
no tidy scheme of precedence among them. Each god must have 
had his own special devotees and priests, and the l.lg Yeda is the result 
of an imperfect syncretism of many tribal beliefs and cults. Already 
in the latest stratum of the Vedic hymns gods are equated or paired 
together, and there are doubts as to which god is really the greatest. 
In one hymn" this in1portant question is asl<ed as a refrain to every 
verse " Whom, then, shall we honour with our oblations?"; later 
tl1eologians were so puzzled by this that they decided tl1at there was 
a god called Ka (Who?), to whon1 tl1e hymn was addressed. 
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Sacrifice 
The centre of the Aryan cult was sacrifice. The cult of the domes

tic hearth existed in 1nany ancient lndo-European communities, and 
sntall do1nestir sacrifices, perforn1ed by the head of the house, must 
have been as ilnportant in the days of the ljg Veda as they were in 
later HinduisnJ, but the earliest texts describing them are the Grhya 
Sutras (p. 1 12) of a n1uch n1ore recent period. The IJg Veda is 
rather concerned with great sacrifices, paid for by chiefs and wealthier 
tribesn1en. 1ney were already complex rites involving nn1ch pre
paration, the slaughter of nu1nerous animals, and the participation of 
several well-trained priests. 

The chief purpose of the sacrifice was the gratification of the gods 
in order to obtain boons from them. The gods descended to the 
sacred straw ( barllis) on the sacrificial field, drank and ate with the 
\Vorshippers, and duly rewarded then1 \Vith success in war, progeny, 
increase of cattle, and long life, on a quid pro quo basis. l."'he solemn 
VaruJ}a and the gritn and unpredictable Rudra are exceptional in the 
Vedic pantheon. Most of the gods were good natured. Guilt-offer
ings and thank-offerings, of the kind offered by the ancient Hebrews, 
arc ahnost unheard of in the V eda. 

Nevertheless the ccren1ony n1ust have had its elen1ent of awe and 
wonder. The worshippers, inebriated with son1a, saw wondrous 
visions of the gods; they experienced strange sensations of power; 
they could reach up and touch the heavens; they becan1e in1n1ortal; 
they were gods the1nselves. The priests, who alone knew the 
rituals \vhcreby the gods were brought to the sacrifice, were masters 
of a great n1ystery. With these ideas, which are explicitly stated in 
the hynu1s, went othe.-s less obvious. Often in tbe l)g Veda we read 
of a tnysterious entity called brahma7l; in son1e contexts brahman is 
the n1agical power in the sacred utterance ( ntantra ), but often it has 
a wider connotation, and in1plies a sort of supernatural electricity, 
known to students of prin1itive religion as mana. The possessor of 
brahman; by a con1n1on process of secondary word forn1ation in 
Sanskrit, becan1e known as brohma!la, • the tribal priest and n1agician. 
In later Vedic ti1nes the coJmection of brahn1an \Vith SJ>eech became 
more and n1ore pronounced, and the brahmruJ" s magic was thought 
to lie in the \Yords he uttered. 1·he \Vords and syllables of the Veda 
\vere analysed, and, though the texts were still unwritten, the letters 
of the alphabet were recognized and personified as eternal divin
ities. TI1e n1etres used in the Veda were also thought of as 
gods. Later certain syllables were believed to be particularly holy, 

• In this book usually written in its modern Cor1n briihmJJr,a to avoid confusion With tl1e 
sacred texts of the same name. 
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notably 0 M {the pra.1)ava), which contains the essence of the 
Vedas and is pregnant with the utmost power and 1nystery. 

A second conception, which is hinted at in many hymns of the {lg 
Yeda., and becomes prominent in the latest stratum, is also widely 
known in primitive religions the Jnystical identification of god, 
victim and sacrificer. From these ideas the sacrifice developed an 
even greater importance in the scheme of things than it had had in the 
earliest period of the l_lg Yeda. By the end of the period it was 
widely believed that the universe itself arose from a primeval 
sacrifice. 

Though Varul)a may have been sometimes looked on as a sort of 
creator, and there are suggestions of lndra"s having fulfilled the same 
function (p. 400 ), there is no clearly defined creator-god in the main 
body of the IJg Yeda. By the end of the IJg Vedic period, however, 
such a god had developed .. whether wholly from the speculations of 
the brihmal)s or from non-Aryan influences. This god was Prajii
pati, •• the Lord of Beings", later called Brahmii, the tnasculine form 
of the neuter brahman. Prajipati was thought of as a primeval man 
(puruJa), who existed before the foundation of the universe. The 
man was sacrificed, presumably to himself, by the gods, who appar
ently were his children. • From the body of the divine victim the 
universe was produced. The great '' Hyn1n of the Primeval Man"'· 
in which the first cosmic sacrifice is described, bristles with obscuri
ties, but its purport is quite clear . 

.,When the gods made a sacrifice 
with the Man as their victim. 

Spring was the melted butter, Sutnmer the fuel, 
and Autumn the oblation. 

"From that all-embracing sacrifice 
the clotted butter was collected. 

From it het made the animals 
of air and wood and village . 

.. From that aU-en1bracing sacrifice 
were bom the hymns and chants, 

from that the metres were born. 
fTom that the sacrificial spells were born. 

··Thence were born horses. 
and aU beings with two rows of teeth. 

Thence \Vere born cattle, 
and thence goats and sheep. 

• In tile Edda the god Wodan, in order to obtain magic power, is sacrificed by 
himself to himself. 

t Presumably .. the Man" Prajlpati himself, who survived his own dismemberment. 
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"When they divided the Man, 
into how many parts d id they divide hi1n? 

What was his mouth, what were his arms, 
what were his thighs and his feet called? 

• • "fhe brahmaJ;,t was his Jnouth. 
of his arms was made the warrior. 

his thighs became the vaisya. 
of his feet the ~iidra was bonl.,. 

,.111e moon arose from his mind. 
from his eye \Vas born the sun, 

from his mouth lndra and Agni, 
from his breath the wind \Vas bonl. 

"From his navel came the air. 
fron1 his head there came the sky, 

from his feet the earth, the four quarters from his ear, 
thus they fashioned the worlds. 

"With Sacrifk.e the gods sacrifk.ed to Sacrifk.e
these \\'ere the first of the sacred laws. 

These mighty beings reached the sky. • 
where are the eternal spirits, the gods.""5 

By this time a new attitude to the sacrifice had developed, and it 
had become a supemal mystery. By means of it the priests mystically 
repeated the primeval sacrifice, and the \vorld \vas born ane\v. 

Without regular sacrifices all cosmic processes l-vould cease, and chaos 
would come again. rlnus the order of nature \vas on ultimate analy
sis not dependent on the gods at all, but on the brah1nal'}s, \vho by the 
magic of the sacrifice maintained and compelled them. The brah
mal'} 'vas more powerful than any earthly king, or any god; by his 
accurate performance of sacrifice he n1aintained all things, and \Vas 
therefore the suprcrnc social servant; by the slightest variation of 
ritual he could tun• the sacrifice against his patrons and destroy the•n, 
and was therefore the most dangerous of ene1nies. 

This is the basic doctrine of the Rriihm.atJas, and it prevailed in -many Aryan con1mW1ities in North India fron1 about 900 B.C . on-
wards, and left its mark on llinduism in the exaltation of the brah
JllaQ. In this period many of the old goc.Js of the !Jg Yeda lost their 
greatness, and becan1e con1paratively unimportant, \vhile others rose 
in popularity, notably Vi-51)u and Rudra; the latter was a] read)' soJne
times called by the epithet Siva, u the Propitious", originally a depre
catory euphemism. 

• It i.s not dear who are the mighty beings referred to. They are not the gods them· 
selve.s, and the last verse may be a later addition. 
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New Developments of Doctrine 
As Aryan culture pressed further down the Ganges it absorbed new 

ideas about the after-life. In the lJg Yeda the fate of the dead seems 
to have been finally decided when they died they went either to the 
"World of the Fathers" or to the .. House of Clay··, where they 
remained indefinitely. But in one late hymne it is suggested in cryp
tic language that they might pass to the waters or reJnain in plants. 
This seems to be a reference to metempsychosis in the crude forrn 
believed in by many primitive peoples, according to which the souls 
of the dead pass to an anitnal, Jllant or natural object, before being 
reborn in a human body. The BraJuna!Ja literature, which had lost 
the optimism of the lJg Yeda, recognized the possibility of death even 
in heaven. 

In the Brluularartyalta Upan#ad:' the first forrn of the doctrine of 
transmigration is given. The souls of those who have lived lives of 
sacrifice, charity and austerity, after certain obscure peregrinations, 
pass to the World of the Fathers, the paradise of Yatna; thence, after 
a period of bliss, they go to the moon; froan the moon they go to 
empty space, whence they pass to the air, and descend to earth in the 
rain. "'fhere they (1(1 become food, . . . and are offered again in the 
altat· fire which is man, to be bon1 again in the fire of woman"', while 
the unrighteous are reincarnated as wonns, birds or insects. This 
doctrine,. which seems to rest on a primitive belief that conception 
occurred tllrough the eating by one of the parents of a fruit or vege
table containing the latent soul of the offspring, is put forward as a 
rare and new one, and was not univer.sally held at the time of the 
composition of the Upani~ad. Even in d1e days of the Bud~ha, trans
migration 1nay not have been believed in by everyone, but it seems to 
have gained ground very rapidly in the 7th and 6th centuries 
B.c. Thus the magnificently logical Indian doctrines of sat[LSiira, or 
transmigration, and karma, the result of the deeds of one life affecting 
the next, had humble beginnings in a soul theory of quite primitive 
type; but even at this early period they had an ethical content, and 
had attained some degree of elaboration. 

In whatev~r \vay the doctrine of transmigration was developed it 
involved belief in the repeated passage of the soul fron1 life to life, 
either for all eternity or for an inestimably long time. It linked all 
fonns of life into a single system. The gods themselves must pass 
away, and be replaced by other gods. As one lndra died, another 
was born. The souls of the departed, though now in bliss, would 
sooner or later pass to new abodes. Animals, insects, and even, 
according to some sects, plants, all lived lmd~r the same law. With 
remarkable imaginative insight some sages taught that even water, 
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dust and air were filled with minute animalculz, and that these too 
had souls which were the same, in essence, as those of men. The 
whole of life thus passed through innumerable changes. 

lt was generally, though not universally, thought that these 
changes were determined by conduct. As one behaved in the present 
life so one's status in the scale of existence would in future be exalted 
or abased, and one's lot be happy or wretched. This doctrine of karma 
(literally •• deed'') soon became fundamental to most Indian thought. 
It provided a satisfactory explanation of the ntystery of suffering, 
which has troubled many thoughtful souls all over the world, and it 
justified the manifest social inequalities of the Aryan community. 

To the ordinary man such a doctrine might not appear distasteful, 
and the fact that it quickly obtained almost universal acceptance shows 
that it met in great measure ancient India's spiritual needs. Indeed 
in many respects the idea of sa~psara, which offers infinite potentiali
ties of new experience to the soul, and which holds out hope even to 
the humblest of living things and the most evil of beings, might seem 
more attractive than the traditional static heaven and hell of the West. 
But to the greater tninds of the time the thought of transmigration 
was not pleasant. Death was ahvays terrible, and the prospect of 
having to die irmumerable times was not a happy one. Life, even 
when devoid of the tnajor sorro,vs, was drab and inadequate, while 
continual rebirth seetned monotonously boring. The growth of the 
doctrine of transmigration coincided with the development of pessi
mistic ideas. Rebirth in heaven was not enough a way had to be 
found to escape the cycle of birth and death altogether. It was found, 
to the satisfaction of tl1e best minds of the times, in knowledge, 
achieved by much meditation and asceticism. 

Asceticism 
In a late hyntn of the Ij.g Yeda.& we read of a class of holy men 

different from the brihmaJ}S, the "silent ones .. (munis), who wear 
the wind as a girdle, and who, drunk with their O\vn silence, rise on 
the wind, and fly in the J>aths of the demigods and birds. The muni 
knows all men's thoughts, for he has drunk of the magic cup ofRudra, 
which is poison to ordinary mortals. Another class, much men
tioned in the Atlulrva Yeda,• was the vratya. 1"his term, in its 
later broad meaning, i•nplied an Aryan who had fallen from the faith 
and no longer respected the Vedas; but the vritya of the A tllarva 
Yeda. was a priest of a non-Vedic fertility cult, which involved ritual 
dancing and flagellation. He travelled from place to place in a cart, 
with a woman, ,vhom he prostituted, and a musician, ,vho performed 
for him at his rites. The status and nature of the vratyas are still 
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not wholly clear, but it is evident that great efforts were made to 
convert them to the Aryan faith, and to find room for them in the 
orthodox cult. and they ''·ere probably one of the chief sourees of the 
new doctrines and practices. 

By the time of the Upani~ads asceticism had become very wide
spread, and it \Vas through the ascetics, rather than the orthodox 
sacrificial priests, that the new teachings developed and spread. Some 
ascetics were solitary psychopaths, dwelling in the depths of the forests, 
and suffering self-inflicted tortures of hunger, thirst, heat, cold and 
rain. Others d\velt in ,. penance-grounds .. , on the outskirts of towns, 
where, like some of the less reputable holy-men of later times, they 
would indulge in fantastic self-torture, sitting near blazing fires in 
the hot sun, lying on beds of thon1s or spikes, hanging for hours 
head downwards frotn the branches of trees, or holding their arms 
motionless above their heads until they atrophied. 

Most of the ne\Y developments in thought, ho\Yever, came from 
ascetics of less rigorous regimen, \Yhose chief practices were the 
mental and spiritual exercises of tneditation. Some of these d\velt 
alone on the outskirts of to\Yns and villages, while others lived in 
groups of huts, under the leadership of an elder. Others wandered, 
often in large groups, begging ahns, proclaiming their doctrines to 
all \Yho wished to listen, and disputing with their rivals. Some were 
completely naked, while others \vore simple gar~nents. 

The original motive of Indian asceticism \Vas the acquisition of 
1nagical power. The bralunal)s clain1ed this already, by virtue of 
their birth and training, but there \Vere other types of po,ver, 
obtainable by other means. By the time of the Upani~ads faith in 
the cosntic mystery of the sacrifice had perhaps begun to wane, even 
an1ong the brahma~1s themselves. Though sacrificial ntysticism did 
not imn1ediately disappear the rite once tnore caJne to be thought of 
as a means of obtaining prosperity, long life, and rebirth in heaven, 
rather than of sustaining the cosrnos. Indeed the \vealthy patrons of 
sacrifices had probably always had the forsner as their main motive. 
In the eastern parts of the Ganges Basin Brahmcu:tism was not so 
deeply entrenched as in the west, and older non-Aryan currents of 
beliefflo\ved more strongly. The sacrificial cult did not wholly meet 
the needs of these lands, ~\"here fir1nly founded kingdon1s ~vere grow
ing in po~ver, and n1aterial civilization rapidly progressing. 

The ascetic, even though his penance was of the 1nost severe 
type, rose far above the ·heights achieved by the sacrificial priest. 
Once he had inured his body to pain and privation immeasurable joys 
awaited him. The herrnit of the lo\ver type had much to look for
~vard to even on the n1aterial plane honour and respect \Yhich as an 
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ordinary man he could never hope for, and complete freedom from 
worldly cares and fears. This sense of freedom, of a great load lifted 
from one's shoulders by casting aside one's family and possessions, 
is evident in many passages of caln1 joy in the religious literature of 
India. But there were greater incentives to asceticism then these. 
As he advanced in his self-training the hennit acquired powers beyond 
those of ordinary mortals. He saw past, present and future; he 
mounted the heavens, and was graciously received at the courts of 
the gods, while divinities descended to earth and visited him in his 
hermitage. By the magical power acquired in his asceticism he could 
work miracles he could cru1nble mountains into the sea; if offended, 
he could burn up his enemies with the glance of his eye, or cause the 
crops of a whole people to fail; if respected, his magical power could 
protect a great city, increase its \Vealth, and defend it fron1 famine, pes
tilence and invasion. In fact the 1nagic potency, fortnerl y ascribed to 
the sacrifice, now began to be attributed to asceticism. In the succeed
ing age the idea that the universe was founded and maintajned 
through sacrifice slipped into the background; in its place it \vas 
widely believed that the universe depended on the penances of the 
great god Siva, meditating forever in the fastnesses of the 1-li•nalayas, 
and on the continued austerities of his butnan followers. 

If asc~tism had its charms even for the less spiritual, they were still 
greater for the questing souls who took to a life of hardship fron1 truly 
religious motives. As his Jnystical exercises developed his psychic 
faculties, tl1e ascetic obtained insight which no words could express. 
Gradually plumbing tile cosmic mystery, his soul entered realms far 
beyond the comparatively tawdry heavens where the great gods 
dwelt in light and splendour. Going .. from darkness to darkness 
deeper yet" he solved the mystery beyond all 1nysteries; he under
stood, fully and finally, the nature of the universe and of himself, 
and be reached a realm of truth and bliss, beyond birth and death, 
joy and sorro\v, good and evil. And with this transcendent kno\v
tedge came another realization he was completely, utterly, free. 
He had found ultimate salvation, the final triumph of the soul. The 
ascetic who reached the goal of his quest was a conqueror above all 
conquerors. There \Vas none greater than he in the whole universe. 

The metaphysical interpretation of the ascetic· s mystical kno\vledge 
varied from .sect to sect, but the fundamental experience was the 
same, and, as has been 1nany times pointed out, \vas not appreciably 
different from that of the Western saints and mystics, \vhether Greek, 
Jewish, Christian or Muslim. But Indian mysticism is unique in its 
elaboration of techniques for inducing ecstasy, and in the complex 
metaphysical systems built upon interpretations of that experience. 
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Where in other relig ions tnysticism is of varying i•nportance, in 
those of India it is fundan1ental. 

The great developntent of asceticistn and rnysticistn soon beca1ne 
too strong for the ntorc earthbound and ntaterialistic Bralunal)isrn to 
ignore. _ Places were found for the herrnit and the wandering ascetic 
in the Aryan social structure by the for•nula of the four stages of 
life (p. 15Sf), \vhich first appear in the Dharma Sutras. Accounts of 
the discussions and teachings of son1e of the rnore orthodox of 
the early mystics were collected and added to the Brahnlal)as as 
Ara.Qyakas and Upani~ads. A little later short treatises of mystical 
character were con1posed in verse, and also appended to the Brah
maJ}as as Upani~ads. Later still a system of mystical training, often 
known as yoga ("union") (p. S25ff), was accepted as an orthodox 
element of the 1-lindu system. Indian religion had taken a new 
direction. 

lt has been suggested that the develop1nent of ascetic and mystical 
doctrines, especially in the heterodox systems of Buddhism and lain
ism, represents a reaction of the warrior class to the pretensions of the 
brahmaJ)s and to the sterility of the sacrificial cult. This, however, 
is certainly not the whole truth. Buddha and Mahavira, the founder 
of Jainism, were k~atriyas; they proclaimed tbe futility of sacrifice, 
and more than one passage in the Buddhist scriptures may be inter
preted in an anti-brah•na.z:tic sense. But many of the teachers of the 
new doctrines were thetnselves brahmai)S. The Upani~ads, which 
represent the thought of the n1ore orthodox mystics, in no way 
op}lOse the sacrificial cult, but maintain its qualified validity; and 
passages speaking respectfully of brahma.I}s are quite as frequent in 
the Buddhist scriptures as those which disparage them. 

'fhere was certainly son1e opposition to brihmaQic pretensions, and 
dissatisfaction with the sacrificial cult; but behind tl1is, and the 
growth of pcssilnisnl. asceticism and mysticism, lay a deep psycho
logical uneasiness. The time of which \Ve speak was one of great 
social change, when old tribal units were breaking up. The feeling 
of group solidarity which the tribe gave was removed, and men stood 
face to face with the \Vorld, lVith no refuge in their kinsmen. Chief
tains were overthrown, their courts dispersed, their lands and tribes
Jncn absorbed in the greater kingdonls. A new order \Vas con1ing 
into being. " [ Great heroes and nlighty kings] have bad to give up 
their glory; we have seen the deaths of [ deanigods and de•nonsJ; the 
oceans have dried up; mountains have crun1bled; the Pole Star is 
shaken; the Earth founders; the gods perish. I am like a frog in a 
dry weir"; so speaks a king in one of the Upani~ads.l0 Despite 
the great growth of material civilization at the time the hearts of 
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many 1nen were failing them for fear of what should cotne to pass 
upon earth. It is chiefly to this deep feeling of insecurity that we 
n1ust at tribute the growth of pessin1ism and asceticism in the n1iddle 
centuries of the first millcnniun1 B.c. 

Speculation and G1zosis 
Asceticism was not merely a nteans of escape fron1 an unhappy 

and unsatisfying world; it had a positive aspect. It was in part 
inspired by a desire for know·ledge, for the \visdom which the four 
Vedas could not give. Thus the growth of asceticism is not only a 
measure of the psychological uncertainty which was felt at the time. 
but also of the thirst for knowledge. It is not \vholly just to India 
to stigmatize her ancient \visdonl as n1ere "'life-negation". 

All through the first n1illenniu1n o.c . intelligent 1ninds in India 
were striving for convincing explanations of the cosmic 1nystery. In 
the latest phase of the !Jg Peda poets began to wonder about creation, 
\vhich was not adequately explained by the cur rent mythology. As 
\Ye have seen. creation was thought of by sotne as the effect of a 
primeval sacrifice. It was also suggested that it was due to a sort of 
sexual act; 11 elsewhere the \Vorld was said to have originated in a 
.. Golden Etnbryo u ( Hzi·a!lyagarblla ), 12 the prototype of the Cosn1ic 
Egg ( p. +88) of later Hindu mythology. In one hymn the poet puts 
forward the suggestion that the world arose from \Varmth ( tapas. 
later usually n1eaning penance or asceticism), and then rather 
regretfully adn1its that he is not sure of this hypothesis, and 
suggests that perhaps e\'en the high god Prajapati does not know the 
truth. 

This wonderrul "1-1 ymn of Creation~~~, one of the oldest surviving 
records of philosophic doubt in the history of the world, marks the 
development of a high stage of abstract thinking, and it is the work of 
a very great poet , whose evocation of the mysterious chaos before 
creation, and of •nighty ineffable forces 'vorking in the depths of the 
primeval void, ren1inds us of the cosntic phantasies of Williatn Blakc. 

"'Then even nothingness \vas not, nor existence. 
There was no air then, nor the heavens beyond it. 

What covered it? Where \Vas it? In whose keeping? 
Was there then cosmic \Vater, in depths Wlfathomed? 

··Then there were neither death nor immortality, 
nor was there then the torch or night and day. 

The One breathed windlessly and self-sustaining. 
There was that One then, and there was no other. 
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., At first there was only darkness 'vraJ>ped in darkness. 
All this was only unillumined \Yater. 

That One which came to be, enclosed in nothing, 
arose at last, born of the JX>Wer of heat. 

"" In the beginning desire descended on it·-
that was the primal seed, born of the mind. 

The sages \vho have searched their hearts \vith \Yisdom 
know that which is is kin to that which is not. 

''And they have stretched their cord across the void, 
and know \vhat was above, and what belo,v. • 

Setninal powers made fertile mighty forces. 
13clow was strength, and over it \vas impulse. 

"But, after all, who knows, and who can say 
whence it all came, and how creation happened? 

The gods themselves are later than creation, 
so 'vho kno,vs truly whence it has arisen? 

"'Whence all creation had its origin, 
he, whether he fashioned it or whether be did not, 

he, who surveys it all from highest heaven, 
he knows- or maybe even he does not lmow.Ht3 

In the centuries succeeding the composition of the IJ,g Peda, ho\v
ever, speculation 'vas mainly concerned \Vith the syn1bolism of the 
sacrifice • 

.. Dawn is the head of the sacrificial horse, the sun its eye, the wind 
its breath, fire its n1outb; the year is the body of the sacrificial horse, 
heaven its back, the sky its belly, earth its chest, the four quarters its 
sides ... the seasons its limbs, the months and fortnights its joints; days 
and nights arc its feet, the stars its bones, the heavens its flesh. Its half .. 
digested food is sand, its bowels the rivers, its liver and lungs the mountains, 
its hair plants and trees. \Vhcn the sun rises it is the horse's fore-quarters, 
when it sets it is its hind-quarters. When the horse shakes itself it lightens; 
when it kicl<s, it thw1ders; when it tnakes \Vater, it rains. Sound is its 
voice ... H 

The symbolisn1 of the sacrifice was carried much further than this. 
Every \Vord or action of the ritual \Vas identified wid1 some aspect 
of the cosn1os. The intellectual ingenuity spent on this process of 
finding pratikas or symbols nuast have been considerable, but it was 
largely sterile. Yet the questing spirit of the "Hynm of Creation,. 
never wholly disappeared, and in the 6th century B. c. it bore fruit in a 

• My translation of this obscure verse is very free. 
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great wave of thought which was to alter the \vhole religious life of 
India . . 

The early Upani~ads and the scriptures of Buddhisan and Jainism. 
all of which look back to the 7th or 6th centuries B. c. (though the 
latter were much later in their final composition), sho\v that there 
existed a be\vildering variety of speculations and theories on the 
origin of the universe, the nature of the soul, and kindred problems. 
Some of these \vere accepted by one or other brahma~ic school and 
incorporated into orthodox belief. Others were the germinal bases 
of heterodox sects, t\VO of\vhich survive to this day, but most of\vhich 
have long since vanished, and are only re1nen1bered in passing refer
ences of the scriptures of their opponents. 

Among the Jnore orthodox teachings \VC find creation ascribed to 
the self-consciousness of the primeval Person (Puru~a. i.e. P.rajapati). 
\vho felt fear, loneliness, and the need of con1panionship. The Per
son divided himself, and produced a \vife. This couple, taking the 
forms of animals and men, created the \vhole universe.l6 The idea 
of creation by a cosmic sexual act \vas one \vhich played a great part 
in later religious thought. 1'he the1ne is repeated in various fornts in 
later Vedic literature, in soane of,vhich tapas the ))O\ver derived frorn 
asceticistn is an essential feature in the process of creation a 
significant shifting of emphasis from the older theory that the \vorld 
depended on a primeval sacrifice. 

Other more heterodox teachers put forward naturalistic and athe
istic cosJnogonic theories. Some believed that the world began as 
\Vater; others postulated fire, \vind, or ether ( iilta!a, p. 497) as the 
ultimate basis of the universe. For some the universe was based 
neither on a deity nor even on an i1npcrsonal f!ntity, but on a principle 
-fate (niyati), time (ltdla), nature (svabhava), or chance (sa'[l.gati). 
It was suggested that the \VOrld developed not by the intervention 
of god or forces external to it, but by a process of internal evolution or 
,.ripening,. (pari!'ama) . Sotne teachers, like the Buddha, taught 
that speculation on first causes \vas a futile waste of time. There 
were out-and-out pyrrhonists, denying the possibility of any certain 
kno\vledge at all, and materialists, \vho rejected the existence of the 
soot and any other imrnaterial entity, \vhile sonte teachers proclaimed 
that the \Vorld \Vas made of eternal atoms. ''"fhe intellectual life of 
India in the 7th and 6th centuries B. c . \vas as vigorous and pullulating 
as the jungle after rains. 

The propagators of these doctrines, even of materialism and scepti
cisJn, \vere nearly all ascetics, though the literature of the time men
tions 1nore than one king \vho took a keen interest in the ne\v ideas. 
Chief of these philosopher kings \vere Janaka of Videha and Ajita .. 
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satru of Banaras. both of whotn probably lived in the 7th century B.C. 

Tite forest hermits ( vanaprastha) seen1 to have departed less far frotn 
Vedic orthodoxy than the wanderers (parivriijaka). who tnaintained 
a bewildering variety of doctrines. It was chiefly a1nong the former 
that the literature of the Upani~ads developed. 

The terrn Upani~ad means literally .. a session,.. sitting at the feet 
of a master who imparts esoteric doctrines. There are said to be 
108 Upani~ads altogether, but many of these are late sectarian works 
of little importance. The earlier Upani~ads, like the great Brhad
iira1Jyalca and the Chiindogya, are in prose and consist of a series of 
short expositions of some aspect of the new doctrines, often in the 
form of question and answer. The Upani~ads of somewhat later 
composition, like the Kalha and the Sveta/vatora, are in verse, and 
their contents are more closely integrated. Though the speculations 
of the Upani~ads differ very considerably, their main purport is the 
same. One entity, often called Bralltnan, the term used in the {lg 
Yeda to mean tl1e magic of the sacred word ( p. 2S9), fills all space 
and time. 1.'"his is the ground beyond and below all forms and 
phenon1ena, and fron1 it the \vhole Universe, including the gods 
themselves, has emerged . 

...... he great and saving knowledge which the Upani~ads claim to 
impart lies not in the mere recognition of the existence of Brahman, 
but in continual consciousness of it. For Brahman resides in the 
human soul indeed Brahman is the human soul, is Jltman, the Self. 
When a man realizes this fact fully he is wholly freed from trans
migration. His soul becomes one with Brahman, and he transcends 
joy and sorrow, life and death. In sleep a man"s spirit is set free; it 
wanders through the uni\'erse as a bird or a god, it becomes a king 
or a brihmaJ}. Beyond dreaming is dreamless sleep, where the 
soul's experiences are such that they cannot be expressed; and beyond 
this again is Brabn1an. When he reaches Brahman, man is free. 

In their struggle to express the inexpressible the sages of the 
Upani~ads used imagery of every kind. Someti•nes the idea of tl1e 
soul is rather primitive, and it is described as a tiny manikin in the 
heart; sometimes it is said to be the breath, or a mysterious fluid 
which flows in the veins; but sometimes it is thought of as quite incor
poreal and immeasurable: 

•• • Fetch me a fruit of the banyan tree.' 
., ·Here is one. sir.' 
·"Break it: 
.. ·r have broken it, sir.· 
'"What do you see?' 
"'Very tiny seeds, sir.' 
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.. I Break one.· 

... 1 have broken it, sir.' 
·I • Now what do you see ? " 
"'• Nothing, sir.· 
~· • My son.· the father said, • what you do not perceive is the es~ence, and 

in that essence the mighty banyan tree exists. llelieve me, my son, in that 
essence is the Self of all that is. That is the True, that is the Self. And 
you are that Self, Svetaketu I I "le 

Here the soul is the inmost self of the being, in no sense n1aterial, 
though ideas of a sort of soul-stuff, a subtle n1atter of which the soul 
was con1posed, persisted, especially an1ong the jainas. The tenn 
Attn.an can1e to Jnean indiscrin1inately "soul", and .. self .. , which 
lends a certain ambiguity to tnany passages in the Hindu scriptures. 

The identity of the souls of tl1e individual and the unhrerse is 
reiterated throughout the Upani~adic literature, \Vith varying empha
sis, and with differing interpretations of the nature of the identity 
and the character of the universal soul. Tatlvam asi, "you {the indi
vidual) are that (universal essence),., the 'vords of the father to the 
son in the passage we have quoted, is the leading thenle of the 
Upani~ads. The one eternal undifferentiated essence, above good 
and evil, is in a condition of consciousness which is beyond deep sleep 
( surupti), but is yet awake and living. Though it fills the \vhole of 
space, by a n1ysterious verity which defies logic but is proved by 
experienre it d'vells in the core of the human heart. It is generally 
thought of as uniform and impersonal, and the word BrahJnan is of 
neuter gender. Thus all the multifariousness and incoherence of 
the universe is explained away, and reduced to a single entity. 

""·Put this salt in \Vater, and come to •ne in the anorning.' 
··The son did as he was told. ll1e father said: ·Fetch the salt: The 

son looked for it, but could not find it, because it had dissolved. 
"'"Taste the water from the top,' said the father. ' Ho"v does it taste? I 
"'·Of salt." the son replied. 
fl ·Taste fro1n the middle. How does it taste?' 
'"'Of salt,' the son replied. 
•• · 'faste from the bottom. I low does it taste?" 
••• Of salt,· the son replied. 
···-rhen the father said: "You don't perceive that the one Reality (sat) 

exists in your O\vn body, my son, but it is truly there. Everything which 
is has its being in that subtle essence. lnat is Heality I That is the Soul! 
And you are that, Svetaketu ! · ··n 

The Universal Essence is sometimes defined in purely negative 
terJns. "'The Self can only be described as " Not this, not this p . It 
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is incomprehensible, imperishable, ... unattached, •. . unfettered • 
• . . it does not suffer, . . . it does not fail.''l& But, despite the nega
tions of this passage, the sage Yajiiavalkya, to whom it is attributed, 
could not escape giving the Universal Essence a degree of personality, 
and in one place almost identified it \vith the High God . 

., That great unborn Self, comprised of knowledge, is ••• the ether in 
the heart. In that is the ruler and lord, the king of all things. He grows 
no greater by good deeds, nor smaller by evil deeds, but he is the lord of 
all things, the king of all things, the protector of all things.·'IG 

In the verse Upani~ads the World Spirit is described rather as a 
god than as a cosmic essence. 

"He encircles all things. radiant and body less, 
unharmed, and untouched by evil, 

All-seeing, all-wise, all-present, self-existent, 
he has made all things well for ever and ever."to 

In the Upani~ad fron1 \\'hicb this is taken the World Spirit is re
ferred to as I la, ,. the Lord··. The Kafha Upanr~ad calls the Spirit 
,. the Person.. ( P1JTU.§a), reminding us of the divine victim of the 
primeval sacrifice front which the \vorld was born. In one passage 
the World Spirit is mentioned \vith fear and dread, recalling that 
earlier felt for the god Vanu:,ta: 

.. All things \vhatever, the whole world, 
produced [from Brahman) tremble in its breath. 

It is a great terror, an upraised thunderbolt. 
1ney who know this becon1e ilnmortal . 

.. From terror [of Brah1nanJ the Fire bun1s. 
Fronl terror ( of Brahman) the Sun shines. 

Frotn fear of Brahman lndra, and the Wind, 
and Death as the fifth all run away."21 

The Svetiilvatara Upanziad, which is later than those previously 
mentioned, describes the World Spirit in completely theistic terrns. 
It is no longer an itnpersonal essence, but a creator god in fact the 
god l{udra, or Siva. Rudra may be reached not only by meditation 
and penance, but also by devotion and worship. 

··The snarer, who rules alone in his might, 
he who governs the world in his power, 

is always one and d1e same, 
though all else rise and decay . . •• 
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.,There is one, Rudra alone, ... 
who rules the world in his might. 

He stands behind all beings, he made all the worlds, 
and protects them, and rolls them up at the end or time . 

.. The Lord lives in the races or all beings. 
in their heads, in their necks. 

•re lives in the inmost heart or all, 
the all-pervading. all-present Siva ... 22 

1"his brings us very near to the religious atnlosphere of the Bhaga
vad Gita, the rnost exalted and beautiful of India's religious poeJns, 
\Vhich teaches a fully-fledged theism and is part of the Jnore recent 
Hinduism, rather than of the old Brilunat}isnl, which slowly changed 
from a religion of sacrifice to one of devotion. 

Ethies of the Upani1ads 
In general the Upani~ads proclaim salvation by knowledge or 

realization, rather than by faith or works. Their ethics are funda
mentally pragJnatic. Good and evil are resolved in the all-pervading 
Brahman, and are relative tenns only. Jt ... rom the point of view of the 
seeker after truth. that is good which leads him to the realization of 
Brahman, and evil the reverse. Thus anything \Vhich discourages 
the meditative life is ultimately bad, and among the most serious 
of these obstacles are selfish desires. In more than one context it is 
said that the universe came into existence through a primeval desire 
of the World Soul; to attain bliss the hermit must, so to speak, restore 
the state of thit:lgs before creation. The norrnal values of the world, 
sacrifice, benevolence, and even asceticism, are only good in so far as 
they lead the soul upwards. 

~·There are three branches or the Law. Sacrifice, study and charity are 
the first, austerity is the second, and to dwell in celibacy in the house of one·s 
teacher ... is the third. By all these one only reaches the worlds or the 
blessed, but the man who is fixed in Brahman finds immortality:•2s 

··The wise men or old did not want children. ·What should we do with 
children,' they said, • when \\"e have Brahman and the world besides? • And 
they conquered their desire for sons and wealth and the heavenly worlds, and 
wandered about as beggars .... He who knows ( the mystery o£ Brahman) 
becomes calm, restrained, satisfied, patient and confident, and he secs 
himself in the [Great) Self, sees all things as the Sel£. . . . Evil does not 
overcome him, but he overcomes evil. . . . t"'ree from evil, free from decay, 
free from hatred, free from thirst. he beoo1nes a ( true] brihmaa;:t ... U 

Occasionally it is suggested, especially in the later Upani~ads, that 
all desires whatever are inco•npatible with the saving knowledge. 
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" When all desires 'vhich cling to the heart 
fall away 

then the mortal becomes immortal, 
and in tl1is life finds Brahman . 

.. \Vhen all the earthly ties of the heart 
arc sundered, 

then the ntortal beco1nes immortal. 
This is the end of all instruction.· "25 

A life of ascetism was not absolutely necessary to salvation- even 
kings are said to have realized Brahn1an while still ruling; but the 
saving kno\vledge was at best very hard to obtain, and doubly diffi .. 
cult for one whose mind was full of ntaterial cares and desires. All 
pleasure was therefore suspect. 

"The good is one thing and the pleasant another. 
Both, lvith their different ends, control a man. 

Dut it is weU with him who chooses the good, 
while he lvho chooses the pleasant misses his mark. "28 

Though often rather negative, tl1e ethical attitude of the Upani
~ads is neither unn1oral, nor antinon1ian. l-Ie who has not ceased 
from evil conduct \\·ill never obtain Brahman. Here and there are 
passages of high ethical value a1nong the reiterated mystical similes 
and parables of the texts. 1·hus honesty is highly extolled . 

.., Satyakanta son of jabala said to his mother: 'Mother, I want to be a 
student. What is my family?' 

... 1 don't know your family, my dear,' she said. "I had you in my youtl1, 
when I travelled about a lot as a servant and I just don•t kno·w! My 
name is jabili, and yours is Satyakama, so say you are Satyak:Ima jabala.· • 

.., He went to Gautama Haridrumata, and said: • I want to be your student, 
sir. May I coJne?' 

" 'What is your family, my friend?' he asked. 
"'I don't lmow my family, sir,' he answered. • I asked my mother, and 

she said that she had nte in her youth, when she used to travel about a lot 
as a servant .. . . She said that as she was jabila and 1 was Satyakama I 
was to give my name as Satyak3ma jabala.' 

... ·Nobody but a true brahrnaJ) would be so honest 1' he said .... • Go 
and fetch me fuel, my friend, and I will initiate you, for you have not swerved 
from the truth.· ··27 

A further fine ethical passage occurs in the form of a legend in the 
Brhadiira'(lyalca Vpanr~~ad. We quote this passage partly because 
an allusion to it must have puzzled many readers of 1"'. S. Eliot.28 

• A patronymic, which would give tl1e impression that the boy was the son of a man 
named Jabala. 
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•• The threefold descendants of Prajlpati, gods, men and demons, were 
once .students at the feet of their father. When they had finished their train
ing the gods said: 'Sir, tell us something [good for our .souls)·. He 
uttered the syllable DA, and then asked them whether they had understood . 

• , We understood·, they answered. "You told us DAmyata (be .self
controlled).' ' Yes,· he said, • you understood indeed 1· 

.. Then the men asked him, and he uttered the same syllable DA. and then 
asked them whether they had understood. • We understood,' they an
swered. 'You told us DAtta (give),· "Yes/ he said, "you understood 
indeed I· 

.,rfhen the demons asked him, . . . and he uttered the same syllable DA, 
and then asked them \vhether they had understood. ·We understood, • 
they answered. •You told us DAyadh.vam (be merciful).' 'Yes,· he said, 
'you understood indeed! • 

,. And the blessed voice of the thunder ever repeats DA DA DA •
be self-controlled, give, be merciful. So these three should ever be taught 
-.self-<:ontrol, charity and mercy. ".29 

Perhaps the highest ethical flight of the Upani~ads occurs in the 
instructions said to have been given by Yajiiavalkya to his favourite 
wife before taking up the life of an ascetic. Remembering the double 
meaning of the word atnJ.an, "self,. or .,soul'', the passage may be read 
in t\VO ways, but the context shows that the Higher Self is intended. 
This 1-ligher Self, the \Vorld Soul, the mystic recognizes in all things, 
and loves thent for their participation \Vith himself in the unity of the 
spirit. l'he passage is too long to quote in full, but \Ve paraphrase 
• • 1ts naost unportant parts . 

.. Yijnavalkya had two 'vives, Maitreyi and Katyiyani. Maitrcyi knew 
something of the World Soul, but Katyayani only lmew what every woman 
lmows. When he '"ished to enter on another phase of life Yajnavalkya said: 
• Maitreyi, I am leaving home. Let me make a settlement on you and 
Kityayani." 

.. Maitreyi asked:· My lord, if I owned the whole earth and all its wealth, 
should I be immortal1' 

,. • No,' Yijilavalkya replied, ·your life would be the life of the wealthy, 
and there is no prospect of immortality in 'vealth.' 

•• Maitreyi .said: "Of what use to me are things which will not give me 
immortality? Give me rather your knowledge, my lord.' 

.. · J..ady,' he replied, *you are truly dear to me, and now you are even 
dcarer. So if you like I will teach you. Listen carefully I 

.. • A husband is not dear for love of the husband a husband is dear for 
love of the Self. Similarly wife, sons, \Vealth, cattle, priests and warriors, 
worlds, gods, the Vedas, everything none of them are dear in their o\m 
right, but all are dear for love of the Self. 

,.,Truly you can see and hear and perceive and lmow the Self, Maitreyi. 
• A traditional onomatopc:eic expression of the sound of thunder. 
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And when you have seen, heard, pcl'('eivcd and known the Self you will 
know all things. 

,. 'Where there seems to be a duality of self altd not-self one sees, smells, 
tastes, perceives, hears, touches and knows something other. But when all 
is the Selr there is no consciousness of anything other than Self .. . . Thus 
Maitreyi I have instructed you this is immortality! • 

"When he had said this Yijftavalkya went away . ..,ao 

(11) BUDDHISM 

Tlu Buddha 
While the doctrines of the Upani~ads found a place in the brah

maJ}ic system, there were other teachings which could not be harmon
ized with orthodoxy, but were fostered and developed by heterodox 
sects. Chief among the teachers of such doctrines was the man who 
at the end of the sixth and the beginning of the fifth century o.c. 
established a com1nunity of yellow-robed followers, and was known by 
them as the Buddha, the Enlightened or Awakened. Even if judged 
only by his posthun1ous effects on the world at large he was certainly 
the greatest man to have been born in India. 

The traditional story of tl1e Buddha, like those of most saints 
and heroes of ancient days, has suffered much at the hands of 
higher criticism. 111e story of his birth and early life appears 
only in the later books of the Buddhist Scriptures, and even some 
of tl•e references to him in those parts of the canon which purport 
to give his teachings verbatim are by no means reliable. Even 
the "Serrnon of the Turning of the Wheel of the Law .. , which is 
said to be the first sermon p.-eached after the Buddha's enlight
enment, and which is the basic teaching of all Buddhist sects. 
is of dubious authenticity, and in the form in which we have it is 
not among the earliest parts of the canon. Much doubt now 
exists as to the real doctrines of the historkal Buddha. as distinct 
from those of Buddhis1n. One eminent authority suggested that 
they differed but little fro1n the teachings of the Upani~adic sages,Sl 
while another held that he rejected the doctrine of transmigration. 
and taught merely the almost self~vident truism that one generation 
is affected by the deeds of the preceding one.s2 \\.·e here discuss, 
however, not the life of the Buddha, but what his later followers 
believed about his life, and not what he taught, but what Buddhism 
taught. 

Certain facts about the Buddha's life are reasonably certain. He 
was the son of a chief of the Sakyas, a small tribe of the Himilayan 
foothills. He became an ascetic, and propounded a ne\v doctrine . 
which gained the support of numerous disciples. After many years 
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of teaching in the kingdoms of Kosala and Magadha and in the tribal 
lands to the north of the Ganges, he died at the age of eighty at 
some time between the years 486 and 479 s.c .• probably nearer the 
fonner date than the latter. ·rhe story of his life as told by his 
followers is far more vivid and colourful than this dry outline, and it 
is infinitely more ilnportant, for it has influenced the lives of countless 
millions throughout the whole of Asia east of Afghanistan. 

One night Mahamaya, • chief queen of Suddhodhana, Icing or the Sakyas, 
dreamt that she was carried away to the divine lake Anavatapta in the 
Himalayas, ·where she \Vas bathed by the heavenly guardians of the four 
quarters of the universe. A great white elephant with a lotus flo\ver in 
his trunk approached her, and entered her side (pl. XXIIIc). Next day 
the dream was interpreted ror her by wise tnen she had conceived a wonder
rut son, who would be either a Universal Etnperor ( p. 88) or a Universal 
Teacher. The child was born in a grove or sal trees called Lumbini, near 
the capital of the Sakyas, Kapilavastu, while his mother was on the way to 
her parents• home ror her confinement. At birth he stood upright, took 
seven strides, and spolce: "This is my last birth henceforth there is no 
more birth for me. u 

The boy was named Siddhartha, at a great ceremony on the fifth day rrotn 
his birth. His gotra name was Gautama (in Jlali. Gotatna) by which he is 
commonly referred to in Buddhist literature. The soothsayers prophesied 
that he \Vould becotne a Universal En1peror, with the exception of one, who 
declared tl1at four signs would convince him of the 1nisery or tl1e world, and 
he would become a Universal Teacher. To prevent this prophecy coming 
true King Suddhodhana resolved that he should never know the sorrows of 
the world. He was reared in delightful palaces, from whose parlts every 
sign of death, disease and misery was removed. He learned all the arts 
that a prince should learn, and excelled as a student. He married his cousin 
Ya.§odhara, whom he won at a great contest at which he performed reats of 
strength and skill which put to shame all other contestants, including his 
envious cousin Devadatta. 

But for all his prosperity and success he was not in,vardly happy, and for 
all the efforrs or his father he did see tlle rour signs roretold, which were 
to decide his career, for the gods knew his destiny, and it was they who 
placed the .signs berore him. One day, as he was dri\'ing round the royal 
park \vith his faithful charioteer Channa, he saw an aged man, in the last 
stages or infirmity and decrepitude- actually a god, who had taken this 
disguise in order tlJat Siddhartha Gautama might become a Buddha. Sid
dhirtha asked Channa who this repulsive being was, and when he learned 
that all men must grow old he was even more troubled in mind. This 
was the first sign. ·me second came a little later, in the same way. in the 
fonn of a very sick man, covered with boils and shivering with fever. The 
third was even more teJTible- a corpse, being carried to the cremation-

• Tnroughout this section and generally in this bo()k we employ Sanskrit fonns of 
Buddhist names and ter.rru, for the sake of consistency. The reader who goes on to more 
detailed study may meet them in their Pili forms, as used by the Stbaviravada Huddhisu. 
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ground, followed by weeping mourners. But the fourth sign brought hope 
and consolation..,- a wandering religious beggar, clad in a simple yellow 
robe, peaceful and calm, "·ith a mien of inward joy. On seeing him Siddh
irtha realized where his destiny lay, and set his heart on becoming a 
wanderer. 

Hearing of this King Suddhodhana doubled his precautions. Siddhartha 
\vas made a virtual prisoner, though still surrounded with pleasures and 
luxuries of all kinds; his heart knew no peace, and he could never forget the 
four signs. One morning the news was brought to him that Y a§odhari 
had given birth to a son, but it gave him no pleasure. That night there \Vere 
great festivities, but when all \vere sleeping he roused Channa, who saddled 
his favourite horse Kal)thaka, and he rode off into the night, surrounded by 
rejoicing demigods, who cushioned the fall of his horse·s hoofs, so that no 
one should hear his departure (p. +5S, and pl XXXV c). 

When far fron1 the city he stripped off his jewellery and fine gamtents, 
and put on a hermit's robe, provided by an attendant demigod. With his 
sword he cut off his flowing hair, and sent it back to his father \vith his 
garments by the hand of Channa. The horse Kal)!haka dropped dead from 
grief, y..·hen he found that he was to be parted from his master, to be reborn 
in one of the heavens. Thus Siddhirtha performed his ·~Great Going 
Forth .. (Mahabhinz~tltramapa), and became a wandering ascetic, O\\'lling 
nothing but the robe he "'Ore. 

At first he begged his food as a wanderer, but he soon gave up this life 
for that of a forest hennit. From a sage named Alara Kalama he learned 
the technique of meditation, and the lore of Brahman as taught in the 
Upani~ads; but he was not convinced that ntan could obtain liberation from 
sorrow by self-discipline and knowledge, so he joined forces with five ascetics 
who were practising the most rigorous self-mortification in the hope of 
wearing away their karma and obtaining final bliss. 

, His penances became so severe that the five quickly recognized him as 
their leader. For six years he tortured himself until he was nothing but a 
walking skeleton. One day, worn out by penance and hunger, he fainted, 
and his followers believed that he was dead. But after a while he recovered 
consciousness, and realized that his fasts and penances had been useless. 
He again began to beg food, and his body regained its strength. The five 
disciples left him in disgust at his backsliding. 

One day Siddhirtha Gautama, now thirty-five years old, \"Vas seated be
neath a large pi pal tree on the outskirts of the town of Gaya, in the realm of 
Bimbisira king of Magadha. Sujata .. the daughter of a nearby farmer, 
brought liim a large bowl of rice boiled in milk After eating some of 
this he bathed, and that evening, again sitting beneath the pipal tree, he 
made a solemn vow that, though his bones wasted away and his blood dried 
up, he would not leave his seat until the riddle of suffering was solved. 

So for forty-nine days he sat beneath the tree. At first he was surrotmded 
by hosts of gods and spirits, awaiting the great moment of enlighten
ment; but they soon fled, for M! ra, the spirit of the world and of sensual 
pleasure, the Buddhist devil, approached. For days Gautama withstood 

. . 
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temptations of all kinds (pls. XXVIII. LXXV). Mara, disguised as a 
messenger, brought news that the wicked cousin Devadatta had revolted, 
thr0\\'11 Suddhodhana into prison, and seized Y a§odhar3, but Gautama was 
not moved. Mara called his demon hosts, and attacked him with whirlwind, 
tempest, flood and earthquake, but he sat firm, cross-legged beneath the 
tree. Then the tempter called on Gautama to produce evidence of his 
goodness and benevolence; he touched the ground with his hand, and the 
Earth itself spoke with a voice of thunder: .. I am his wimess ••. 

Mara then tried gentler means of shaking Gautama•s resolve. He called 
his three beautiful daughters, Desire, Pleasure and Passion, who danced 
and sang before him, and tried every means of seduction. ~fheir wiles were 
quite ineffectual. They offered him Universal Empire; but he was quite 
un1noved. 

At last the demon hosts gave up the struggle and Gauta.ma, left alone, 
sank deeper and deeper into meditation. At the dawning of the forty
ninth day he knew the truth. He had found the secret of sorrow, and under
stood at last why the world is full of suffering and unhappiness of all kinds, 
and what man must do to overcome them. He was fully enlightened a _ 
Buddha. For another seven weeks he remained under the Tree of Wisdom 
( bodhi), meditating on the great truths he had found. 
· For a titne he doubted whether he should proclaim his wisdom to the 
\vorld, as it was so recondite and difficult to express that few would under
stand it; but the god Brahma himself descended from heaven and persuaded 
him to teach the \Vorld. Leaving the Tree of Wisdom, he journeyed to the 
Deer Park near Baniras (the modern Sirnath). \Vhere his five former 
disciples had settled to continue their penances. 

To these five ascetics the Buddha preached his first sermon, or, in Buddhist 
phraseology, #I set in motion the Vlheel of the Law··. The five were so 
impressed with his new doctrine that they gave up their austerities and once 
more heca1ne his disciples. A few days later a band of sixty young ascetics 
became his followers, and he sent them out in all directions to preach the 
Buddhist Dharma. Soon his naJne \vas well known throughout the Ganges 
Jllain, and the greatest kings of the time favoured him and his followers. 
He gathered together a disciplined body of monks (called bhilrpLf, or in 
Pali bhilckh.us. literally •4 beggars··), knit together by a common garb, the 
yellow robes of the order, and a common discipline, according to tradition 
laid down in detail by the Buddha hitnself. Many stories are told of his 
long years of preaching. He returned to Kapilavastu, and converted his 
father, wife and son. Rihula, as \veil as many other members of the court, 
including his cousin Devadatta, whose heart remained full of jealousy. At 
the request of his foster-mother and aunt, Kn~a-Gauta.mi, he allowed with 
much misgiving the formation of a commWlity of nuns. Devadatta grew so 
jealous of him that once he even tried to kill the Buddha, by arranging for 
a mad elephant to be let loose in his path: but the beast, impressed by the 
Buddha"s gentleness and fearlessness, calmly bowed at his feet (pJ. XXXV a). 
He averted a war bct:\\·een the Sakyas and the neighbouring tribe of the 
Koliyas, by walking between the assembled armies and convincing them of 
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the uselessness and evil of bloodshed. lie \vent alone to the camp of a 
notorious bandit, Angulimila, and converted him and his followers from 
their evil ways. 

Though according to legend his life \Vas attended by many 'vonders, the 
earliest traditions record few miracles pcrforine<.l by the Buddha himse)f. . 
Once, indeed, he is said to have performed feats of levitation and other 
miracles at Sravasti, as a result of a challenge fro1n rival teachers, but he 
sternly forbade the monks to perform magical feats, and there is no record of 
his healing the sick by supernatural n1eans. One touching story of the 
Buddha is interesting in this connexion, since it contrasts strikingly with the 
Gospel stories o£ the n1iracles of Jesus. A woman, stricken \vith grief at 
the death of her only son, and hearing that the Buddha was in the vicinity, 
brought the chiJd•s corpse to hi•n in the hope that he would restore it to 
life. He asked her first to go to the nearby town and bring a handful of 
1nustard seed frorn a family in which no one had died. She went from house 
to house, but of course could find no such family, until at last she understood 
the inevitability of death a11d sorrow, a11d beca1ne a nun. 

For eight months of the year the Buddha and his followers \vould travel 
from place to place, preaching to all and sundry. For the four months of the 
rainy season, roughly corresponding to the English summer. they would 
stop in one of the parks given to the Buddhist order by wealthy lay followers, 
living in huts of bamboo and reed the first fornl of the great Buddhist 
monasteries of later titnes. For over forty years his reputation grew and 
the Sangllil (literally Society, the Buddhist Order) increased in numbers 
and influence. With the exception of the conspiracy of Devadatta he 
suffered no persecution, though a £e\v o£ his followers were maltreated by 
their religious opponents. 1-lis ntinistry \vas a long, cab11 and peaceful 
one, in this respect very different fron1 that of jesu.s. 

The end came at the age of eighty. He spent the last rainy season of his 
life near the city ofVaisali, and after the rains he and his follower.s journeyed 
north,vards to the hill country which had been the borne o£ his youth. On 
the \\'ay he prepared his disciples for his death. He told them that his body 
\vas now like a wonl-out cart. creaking at every joint. lie declared that he 
had made no distinction between esoteric and exoteric teaching, but had 
preached the full doctrine to the1n. • When he was gone they were to look 
for no new leader the Doctrine ( Dl1art1Ul) which he had preached \vould 
lead the1n. 'fhey must rely on llletuselves, be their own lamps, and look 
£or no refuge outside themselves. 

At the town of Piva he was entertained by a lay disciple, Cunda the smith, 
and ate a meal of pork.f Soon after this he was attacked by dysentery, but 
he insisted on tnoving on to the nearby town of 1\usinagara (Pili, Kusi
nira) . Here, on the outsl<irts of the to\vn, he lay down under a sal tree, 

• We <'..annot, of course, rely on the v~rbatim accuracy of the account of the Buddtt.a•s 
death. and this passage. wl1ich oa::ur.CJ in tlte l,ali version. •• seems to be an interpolation 
directed against Mabayana schools which c)aimed to possess secret teaching~ of tbe Buddha. + Most modern Buddhists claint that the last meal was of truiHes. and the Pili phrase 
tilJJ:Jra-tnllddar.Ja. .. sweetness of pigs ... is certainly ambiguous. u But early commen
tators took it to n1ean a cllOice cut of pork." 
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and that night he died. His last words were: •• All composite things decay. 
Strive diligently! .. This \vas his "'Final Blowing-out.. ( Parinit -oiina). 
His sorrowing disciples cremated his body. and his ashes were divided 
between the representatives of various tribal peoples and King Ajita§atru 
ofMagadha. 

The Growth of Buddhis1n 
According to tradition a great gathering of anonks met at the 

Magadhan capital ofRajagrha soon after the Buddha's death. At this 
council Upali, one of the chief disciples, recited the Yinaya P#aka, or 
rules of the Order, as he recalled having heard the Buddha give thetn. 
Another disciple, Ananda, \vho bears a position in Buddhisrn similar 
to that of St. John in Christianity, recited the Sutta Pi!aka, the great 
collection of the Buddha"s sermons on mattet·s of doctrine and ethic..q. 
Though there may have been some sort of a council, the story as it 
stands is certainly untrue, for it is quite evident that the scriptures of 
Buddhism grew by a long process of develop1nent and accretion, 
perhaps over several centuries. 

A second general council is said to have been held at Vai~ali, one 
hundred years after the Buddha's death. Here schistn raised its 
head, ostensibly over sntall points of ntonastic discipline, and the 
Order broke into t\\'O sections, that of the orthodox Stlz.aviravadins 
( Pali Tl1eraviidi) or .. Believers in the Teaching of the Elders ... , and 
that of the 1l1ahiisatiglzikas or ., Me1nbcrs of the Great Com1nunity ••. 
The tradition of the second council is as dubious as that of the first, 
but it at least records that schisan began very early. The n1inor 
points of discipline on which the Order divided were soon followed by 
doctrinal differences of ntuch greater itnportance. 

Numerous such diflercnrcs appeared at the third great council, 
held at Pa~aliputra under the patronage of A~oka, which resulted in 
the expulsion of tnany heretics and the establishment of the Srha
viravada school as orthodox. At this council it is said that the last 
section "'~as added to the Pili scriptures, the Kathavatthu of the 
Ablzidlulmma Pz'!aka, dealing \vith psychology and metaphysics. In 
fact many of the \Vorks of this part of the canon are of later com
position. and the details of the account of the council arc suspect, but 
the record shows that by this time widespread differences had de
veloped within the Order. 

Meanwhile great changes were taking place in the constitution of 
Buddhism. Some modem authorities believe that the Buddha had 
no intention of founding a new religion, and never looked on his 
d-octrine as distinct fron1 the popular cults of the time, but rather as 
transcending thetn-a sort of super-doctrine, which would help his 
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folJo,vers further along the road to salvation than BrahmaJ)ism or 
Upani~adic gnosis. This view is, in our opinion, very questionable. 
Though the traditions of Buddhism give little evidence of direct 
antagonism between Buddhists and brihmUJS at this early period 
there was much antagonisJn bet'\veen Buddhists and other heterodox 
sects, such as jainas and Ajivikas. These sects did not merely 
wrangle over doctrinal ))Oints, but carried on vigorous propaganda 
among laymen for their supj)Ort. We believe that even in the days 
of the Buddha himself the Order consciously tried to build up a 
following of layfolk, who would pay to the Buddha their chief if not 
their only homage. The enorrnous gifts which so many '\vealthy 
people are said to have made to the Order are no doubt exaggerated, 
but the tradition is more probably partly true than wholly false, and 
at least some of the wealthy merchants who so liberally supported 
the new teachings must have looked upon themselves as lay Buddhists. 

Whatever its position in the Buddha"s lifetime, 200 years later 
Buddhism was a distinct religion. A~oka classifies all the religions 
of his empire under five heads; the (Buddhist) Sailgluz, the Brah
maJ)s, the Ajivikas, the Nirgranthas (or Jainas), and .. other sects u . 

He further declares that, '\vhile he gives his chief patronage to the 
Buddhists, he honours and respects them all, and calls on his subjects 
to do likewise. au 

By A~oka's time India was covered with rJiharas, which were ~oth 
monasteries and temples. In becoming a religion Buddhism 
borrowed and adapted much from the popular beliefs of the time. Its 
simple ritual was in no way based on sacrificial BrahmaJ)ism, but on 
the cult of caityas, or sacred S))Ots. These were often small groves of 
trees, or a single sacred tree, on the outskirts of villages, and might 
also include tumuli, such as those in \vhich the ashes of chiefs were 
buried. These caityas were the abodes of earth-spirits and genii 
'\vho, to the simpler folk, were more accessible and less expensive to 
worship than the great gods of the Aryans. The Jaina scriptures 
show that unorthodox holy-men often made their homes in or near 
the caityas, no doubt in order to obtain alms from visitors; and the 
Buddha is said to have respected these local shrines, and to have 
encouraged his lay fo1lowers to revere them. 

Soon after the Buddha•s death many communities of monks gave 
up the practice of constant travel except in the rainy season, and 
settled perrnanently on the outskirts of to\vns and villages, often 
near the local caityas. With time many of these little monasteries 
grew in size and importance. 

It '\vas the cult of the caitya that Buddhism made its own. Accord
ing to tradition stiipas or tumuli '\vere built by the recipients over the 
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divided ashes of the Buddha. Other stupas, containing the remain~ 
of locally revered monks and ascetics of other denominations, rose 
up all over India in succeeding centuries. ASoka Wlearthed the ashes 
of the Buddha frotn their original resting places and divided thetn still 
further, rearing stupas for them all over India. The sacred grove 
or tree of the old popular cult became the Bodhi Tree, a pipal. planted 
near the stupa to commemorate the Buddha's enlightenment, and an 
object of great reverence. The original Bodhi Tree of Gayi, Wlder 
which the Buddha sat, became an object of pilgritnage, and cuttings 
of it were carried as far as Ceylon. One feature of the Buddhist Cult 
which has now vanished is the column, perhaps the survival of a 
phallic emblem or megalith. Such colunms existed in many ancient 
Buddhist monasteries, but their place in the cult is not clear. 
Temples proper, or shrine-rooms, do not appear to have been erected 
until the beginning of the Christian era, when the Huddha began to 
be worshipped in the form of an image. 

His simpler followers evidently raised the Huddha altnost to 
divinity even in his lifetime, and after his death he was worshipj)ed 
in his symbols the stupa, recalling his parinirvil)a, and the tree, 
recalling his enlightenment. The worship consisted of circumam
bulation in the auspicious clockwise direction, and prostrations, with 
offerings of flowers. ...fhough the more intelligent monks may have 
recognized his true status, for the ordinary believer he was the 
greatest of the gods. 'fhis is not surprising, for to this day Indians 
feel and shO\Y the utmost respect for those whom they consider holy. 
lt is rather a matter of surprise that it \Yas only 600 years afte1· the 
Buddha·s death that a theology developed which gave full recognition 
to this state of affairs. 

With the support of A~oka Buddhisnt greatly expanded, spreading 
throughout India and to Ceylon. There is some doubt as to how 
tar the doctrine had developed at this time, but at least a rudimentary 
canon existedJ though perhaps not yet contmitted to writing. The 
great Buddhist holy places the Lumbini Grove at Kapilavastu, 
where the Buddha was born, the Tree of Wisdon1 at Gayi, where he 
gained enlightenment, the Deer Park near Banaras, where he 
preached his first sern1on, and the grove near Ku~inagara, where 
be died were visited by many pilgrims, including A~oka himself. 

Though there is a tradition of cruel persecution under Pu~yamitra 
Sunga the faith continued to grow. Of all the religious remains of 
between 200 B.c. and A.D. 200 so far discovered in India those of 
Buddhism far outnumber those of Brihmcq1ism, Hinduism and 
jainism, together. The old stupas were enlarged and beautified 
witl1 carved railings, terraces and gateways. All classes of the 
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commwtity, kings, princes, Juerchants and craftsnten, made donations 
to the Order, which are recorded in numerous inscriptions. Though 
the individual monk \Vas bowtd by his VO\VS to O\Vn no property 
except bare necessities, and to touch no .silver or gold, the monasteries 
grew rich on the aln1s of the faithful. The revenues of whole villages 
\vere alienated to them by pious kings, and even the individual monks 
began to take their vows of poverty lightly, for more than one inscrip
tion records donations made to the Order by ordained Jnembers of it. 

1'hough there is little evidence of strong sectarian animus \Vithin 
the Order, sects already existed, and the scriptures had been codified 
in more than one recension. It is possible that ntuch of the Pili 
canon of the Sthaviravadins, in the form in \vhich we have it, emanates 
from the great monastery, the ren1ains of \Vhich, on a hilltop near the 
modem village of Sanchi, are among the finest relics of early 
Buddhistn. 

Another very important sect, the Saroiisliviidins, \Vas strong in the 
region of Mathura and in Kashmir. It \vas in Kashmir, according 
to a tradition, preserved in China, that a fourth great council \vas held, 
under the patronage of l{ani~ka (1st- 2nd century A. D., p. 60f), at 
\Vhich the Sarvastivadin doctrines \Verc codified in a sun1mary, the 
J.Y:ahiivibllii§ii. It \Vas chiefly anaong the Sarvastivadil)s., but also in 
the old schism of the Mahasailghika.s, that ne\V ideas developed, 
\Yhich were to forrn the basis of the division of Buddhism into the 
., Great ... and .,.l..esser Vehicles ... ( 1lfaltiiya:lla. and Hina:)'iina ). The 
brahmal)S and their lay supporters had by no\v largely tutned from 
the older gods, whom they \Vorshippcd with animal sacrifir.es, towards 
others, \vho were worshipped \Yith reverent devotion. In N.-W. India 
the rule of Greeks, Sakas and Ku~al)as in turn had thro\vn open the 
gates to the West, and ideas from Persia and beyond entered India 
in greater strength than before. In these conditions teachers of 
the early Christian centuries gave to Buddhism a wholly ne\V out
look. 1ney claimed to have found a new and great vehicle which 
would carry Jnany souls to salvation, while the Sthaviravadins and 
kindred sects had but a s1nall one. The Great Vehicle bet·ame rapidly 
popular in 1uany parts of India, for it fitted the mood of the ti1nes and 
the needs of many simple people better than did the Lesser Vehicle, 
\Vhich soon began to lose ground. In Ceylon, however, the 14esser 
Vehicle resisted all the attacks of the ne\V sects and thence it was 
taken to Burnta, Siam and other parts of South-East Asia, \Vhere it 
becan1e the national religion. 

The Great Vehicle, on the other hand, itself soon divided by various 
schisn1s, '~as carried by a succession of Indian n1onks to China and 
thence to japan. By the time of the Guptas it predominated, and 
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Hsuan Tsang, in the 7th century, fowtd the Lesser Vehicle aln1ost 
extinct in most of India, and only flourishing in a few parts of the 
West; evidently it had ceased to make a strong emotional appeal in 
the India of early Hinduism. Buddhism as a whole was already 
declining. In many places great monasteries were in ruins, and 
places of pilgrimage almost deserted. But the faith was still impor
tant, and had thousands of monks and rnany prosperous monasteries. 
Chief of these was Nalanda (p. 16~f). which, under the patronage 
of kings of the Pala line, remained a centre of Buddhist piety and 
learning until the Muslim invasion. From Nalanda the missionary 
monk Padmasambhava went forth to convert Tibet to Buddhism in 
the 8th century, while pilgrims from as far afield as Chlna and 
South-East Asia visited it to learn the pure doctrine. 

At this time the general standards of culture in North India were 
declining. From the end of the Gupta period onwards Indian reli
gion became more and more permeated with primitive ideas of sympa
thetic magic and sexual mysticism, and Buddhisn1 was much affected 
by these developments. A third vehicle, ., the Vehicle of the 
Thunderbolt'' ( J7ajraya1la), appeared in Eastern India in the 8th 
century, and gre\v rapidly in Bengal and Bihar. It was this form of 
Buddhism, modified by primitive local cults and practices, \vhich was 
finally established in 1·ibet, in the 11th century, as a result of n1issions 
sent frotn the great Vajrayina monastery of Vikrarna~ila, in Bihir. 

Anti-Buddhist persecution was not wholly unknown at this time. 
In the 6th century the 1-lilJ)a king Mihirakula destroyed lnonastet·ies 
and killed monks. A fanatical Saivite king of Bengal, $a~inka, in 
the course of an attack on Kanyakubja at the very beginning of the 
7th century, almost destroyed the Tree of Wisdonl at Gaya. There 
are other less reliable accounts of persecution, but it is certain that 
this was not the 1nain cause of the disappearance of Buddhism from 
India. A more itnportant factor was the revived and reformed 
Hinduism, which began to spread northwards from the "'famil 
country from tile 9th century onwards, when the great theologian 
Sailkara travelled the length and breadth of India disputing with the 
Buddhists. Behind him he left an organized body of Hindu monks, to 
carry on his work. The new form of devotional Hinduism Jnade a 
very vigorous appeal to the ordinary man, and the persistent tendency 
of Hinduism to assimilate, rather than to attack, was always at work. 

As early as the Gupta period Buddhist monks often took part in 
Hindu processions. The Buddhist family, which gave its chief 
support to the local monastery, would at all times rely on the services 
of bralunaJ)s at birtl1s, marriages and deaths. If for a ti1ne Buddhism 
became to all intents and purposes a separate religion, denying the 
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Vedas, the ordinary layman might not see it in that light. For him 
Buddhism was one of many cults and faiths, by no means mutually 
exclusive, all of which led to salvation. and all of which were respect
able and worthy of honour. 1"hus, in medieval North India, the 
Buddha came to be looked on as the ninth of the ten incarnations 
of the great god Vi~l)u, (p. S06f), and Buddhism gradually lost its 
individuality, becoming a special and rather unorthodox Hindu sect, 
which, like many others, did not survive. Hinduism, relying for its 
strength mainly on independent brahmaJ.lS and ascetics, and on 
domestic ceremonies, suffered from the M uslin1 invasion, but was 
not seriously weakened by it. Buddhism, by now mainly concen
trated in large monasteries, and already rapidly declining in influence, 
could not stand up to the change. In the first rush of the Muslim 
advance do\vn the Ganges Nalandi and other great monasteries of 
Bihar were sacked, libraries were burnt, and monks were put to the 
sword. The survivors fted to the mountains of Nepal and Tibet, 
and Buddhism in India was dead. 

The Lesser Vehicle 
According to Sinhalese tradition the Pali canon of the Sthaviravi

din school was committed to writing in Ceylon, in the reign of King 
Vattagimcu)i {89-77 B.c. ), after it had been finally established at 
a great council of Sinhalcse monks. If we are to believe tradition it 
had already been sifted and codified at the three cow1cils of Rajagrha, 
Vai,ili cu1d Pataliputra, cu1d had been passed down by word of mouth 
for some four centuries, by teachers who had not the strict mnemonic 
system of the Vedic schools. As late as the 5th century A.D. written 
scriptures were rare, and the pilgritn Fa-hsien was hard put to it to 
find a copy of the Yinaya P1~alca. Probably even the codification of 
the ccu1on in Ceylon did not end the process of accretion and 
interpolation. 

At the same time as the ccu1on old commentaries in Sinhalese 
Prakrit were also committed to writing. These were translated into 
Pali, and no doubt considerably altered cu1d expcu1ded, by the great 
doctor Buddhaghosa, who worked in Ceylon in the 6th century. 
The original commentaries have completely vanished, and some have 
doubted whether they ever existed, but it is at least certain that 
Buddhaghosa had access to mcu1y very early traditions not recorded 
elsewhere. 

As it stands today the Pili ccu1on of the Sthaviravidins, including 
the scriptures, commentaries and seJni-<anonical texts, would fill a 
fair-sized bookcase. It consists of three sections called •• baskets'' 
(pi/aka). from the fact that the long strips of prepared palm-leaf on 
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which the texts were written were originally stored in baskets. 
These three are known as the Piruzya ( .. Conduct .. ), Sutta • (,. Ser
mon .. } and Abllidluzmma (,.Metaphysics .. ) Pitakas. 

The Pinaya Pi/aka contains pronouncements attributed to the 
Buddha, laying down numerous rules for the conduct of the Order. 
With each rule the circumstances which led the Buddha to propound 
it are given, and thus the Piruzya contains much ea.rly traditional 
matter. 

The largest and most important of the .,. Three Baskets" is the Sutta 
PtJalul, which is divided into five .. Groups" (Nikaya): 

( 1 ) Digha (Long) Nilraya, a collection of long sennons ascribed to the 
Buddha, with accounts or the circumstances in which he preached them. 

( 2) Majjhima (Medium) Nikilya, shorter sermons. 
( s) Sa'[tyutta (Connected) Niltaya, collections of brier pronouncements 

on kindred topics. 
( +) Anguttora {Graduated) Niltaya, a collection or over 2,000 brief 

statements, arranged rather artificially in eleven sections, according to the 
number or topics treated in each statement. Thus Section Tlvo contains a 
discussion on the two things which a man should avoid; Section Three, one 
on the trinity of thought, word and deed, and so on. 

( 6) Khuddalca {Minor) Niltiiya, miscellaneous \vorks in prose and verse, 
some very ancient, but certainly added later to the canon than the four other 
Nikayas. Among the contents of the Khuddaka are the Dhammapada 
("'Verses on Virtue"), the Tkeragatka and the Tkerigiltka (uHynms of the 
Elder Monks and Nuns), which contain some oflndia"s greatest religious 
poetry, and the Jatalta, a collection of over 600 poems, briefly outlining folk
tales and other stories, \vhich were originally intended to be told in the words 
of a narrator. The tales are told in full in a prose commentary attributed 
to Buddhaghosa, which is invariably published \vith the verses. Most of 
the tales are secular, and they do not all convey a very exalted message, but 
they have all been given an odour of sanctity by being ascribed to the 
Buddha, who is said to have told thern as recollections of his previous births 
as a Bodhisattva, a being destined to become a Buddha. These racy and 
vivid stories are great as literature, and \vill be considered elsewhere in that 
aspect (p. +6Sft'). '11ley are an invaluable source of social history. 

The third Pitaka, Abhitlllamma., consists of a number of drily 
pedantic works on Buddhist psychology and metaphysics. and is of 
little interest except to the specialist. It is certainly later than the 
other two Pitakas . • 

As well as the canon and its many commentaries there are several 
semi-canonical works. Chief of these is the., Questions ofMenander'' 

• The P3li fo1 m. The Sanskrit i3 Sfitra. As the Sthavinvadins rcc...t1arly used P!ili, 
PiUi fonns of names and terms are generally employed in this section. exeept where the 
Sanskrit ronn is better known. 
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( Milit~da-paiiha), an account of the discussions of the Greco
Bactrian king and the monk Nagasena, which is ,,ritten with such 
literary and dialectical skill that it has been suggested, ,,ithout much 
evidence, that the author knc'v something of Plato. Of a different 
character are the verse chronicles \vhich tell the history of Buddhism 
in Ceylon, and give valuable information on political and social 
history also. Of these, the earliest, Dipavatp.Sa (the "Island Chron
icle,) dates from the 4th century A.D., and has no literary merit, but the 
MahiiVtl1fLSa {"'Great Chronicle,) of the follo\ving century, contains 
passages of beauty and vigour {p. 467f). lt \vas continued as the 
Ciilava1Jl.Sa (''Lesser Chronicle") by a succession of ntonks down to the 
fall of the kingdotn of Kandy to the British at the begitming of the 
19th century. 

The basic propositions of this great body ofliterature are not meta
physical, but psychological. Sorro\v, suffering, dissatisfaction, and 
all the manifold unpleasantnesses which are referred to by the word 
dulclrlta, are inherent in life as it is prdinarily lived; they can only be 
elin1inated by giving up "thirst" { t«?,Jhii), often translated "crav
ing", which includes personal ambition, desire. longing, and selfish
ness of all kinds. According to orthodox teaching the cause of this 
"thirst" is the itmate but mistaken conviction of individuality·
that there is in each living being a pertnanent core, an ego or souL 
While this doctrine \vas subscribed to at a very early period by all 
Buddhist sects some ntodern authorities deny that it was taught by 
the Buddha. and clahn that he merely taught the abandonment of 
selfhood and individualism on the lower plane of everyday life, but 
maintained the existence of an eternal soul. This proposition \Ve 
find hard to believe, despite certain apparent inconsistencies in the 
Pali scriptures. If ,,e can place any reliance at all upon the legend 
of the Buddha's life, the kno\vledge gained under the Tree of Wisdom 
was startlingly original, and not a mere rehash of the lore of the 
Upani~adic sages, witlt a comparatively slight shifting of emphasis. 

Whatever the Buddha's original doctrine, there can be no question 
about the funda1ncutal teaching of Buddhism, the kernel of \vhich is 
contained in the ,. Sermon of the Turning of the Wheel of the Law"' 
( Dhamntacakkapavattana Su.lla), which the Buddha is said to have 
preached to his first disciples at flanaras. This contains the "Four 
Noble Truths"', and the "'Noble Eightfold Path.,, which are accepted 
as basic categories by all Buddhist sects. We give it in a somewhat 
abridged forrn. 

"'Thus I have heard. Once d1e Master was at Baniras, at the deer park 
called lsipatana. There the Master addressed the five monks: 
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., 'There arc n"·o ends not to be served by a wanderer. What are those 
two? The pursuit of desires and or the J>leasure which springs from desires, 
w·hich is base, con11non, leading to rebirth, ignoble and unprofitable; and 
the pursuit of pain and hardship, whkh is grievous, ignoble and unprofitable. 
The Middle Way of the 'fathagata • avoids both these ends; it is enligh
tened, it brings clear vision, it makes for wisdom, and leads to peace, insight, 
full wisdom and Nirval)a. What is this Middle Way r .. . lt is the Noble 
Eightfold Path Right Views, Right Resolve, l{ight Speech, Right Conduct, 
Right Livelihood, Right Effort, Rjght Recollection and Right Meditation. 
This is the Middle Way . ... 

"'And this is the Noble Truth of Sorrow. Birth is sorrow, age is sorrow, 
disease is sorro·w, death is sorrow, contact with the unpleasant is sorrow, 
separation from the pleasant is sorrow, every wish unfulfilled is sorrow in 
short all the five components of individuality are sorro\v. 

•• ·And this is the Noble Truth oftlte Arising of Sorrow. [lt arises fro•nJ 
thirst, which leads to rebirth, \vhich brings delight and J>assion, and seeks 
pleasure now here, now there-the thirst for sensual pleasure, tl1e thirst 
for continued life, the thirst for pov.·er. 

,., And this is the Noble .. fruth of the Stopping of Sorrow. It is the corn
plete stopping of that thirst, so that no passion remains, leaving it, being 
emancipated from it, being released frorn ir, giving no place to it . 

... And this is the Noble 1 .. ruth of the Way which Leads to the Stopping 
of Sorrow. lt is the Noble Eightfold Path Hight Views, Hight Resolve, 
Right Speech, Right Conduct, Right J.,ivelihood, Right Effort, llight 
Rec.ollection and Right Meditation.·· ·s1 

Though there arc rnany difficulties in interpreting the finer points 
of this short sern1on its main message is quite clear sorrO\Y 
( rcmen1bering that the Pali word Juldtha covers a fa1· \vider range of 
feeling than the English ·word \vith \vhich we translate it) is inherent 
in ordinary life; it is due to craving for individual satisfaction; it can 
only be stopped by stop}>ing that craving; and this can only be done by 
taking a ntiddlc course bchtVecn self-indulgence and extrerne 
asceticism and leading a Jno.-al and \veil-ordered life. 

"'fhis very sirnple doctrine '"'as developed in various rather pedantic 
forn1s, most important of " 'hich was the ~~Chain of Dependent Origi
nation.. ( Paticca-satnuppada), a serie5 of twelve tenns, repeated in 
more than one passage of the Pali scriptures, co1nmented on again 
and again by ancient and n•odern scholars, and probably not fully 
understood by anybody. Out of Ignorance arises ln1agination. 
thence Self-<onsciousness, thence Na1nc and Forrn (i.e. corporeal 
existence), thence the Six Scnses,t thence Contact, thence Feeling 

• .. He who has thus attained ·• one of the ti.t.lcs of the Buddha. 
t The sixth being thought. 
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(or Emotion). thence Craving, thence Attachment, thence BecominJt, 
thence Rebirth, and thence all the manifold ills that flesh is heir 
to. 

The mechanics of this doctrine are indeed obscure, but it sho\vs 
that the craving which, according to the Buddha·s first serrnon, is at 
the bottom of human anisery is ultimately due to ignorance a sort of 
cosmic ignorance which leads to the delusion of selfhood. The 
ignorance primarily concerns the fundamental nature of the universe, 
which has three salient characteristics-it is full of sorrow ( dulclth.a), 
it is transient ( anicca ), and it is soulless ( anatta). 

The universe is sorrowful. Buddhists would not claim that there 
was no happiness in the world, but that in some form or other sorrow 
was inevitable in every aspect of life. .., As the ocean has only one 
flavour, the flavour of salt, .. the Buddha is purported to have said, 
,. so has my doctrine only one flavour the flavour of emancipation 
[from sorrow]."B& In ordinary existence sorrow cannot be long 
escaped. 

The universe is transient. There is no abiding entity anywhere. 
In this Buddhisna has much in common with the teaching of Heracli
tus. Every being or object, however stable and homogeneous it 
n1ay appear, is in reality transient and composite. Man, who thinks 
himself to be eternal and individualized, is actually a compound of 
five psychosomatic elements Body, Feelings, Perceptions, States of 
Mind, and Awareness. These five vary froln minute to minute 
and there is no perJnanent substratum to them. The old tnan is 
evidently not the same person as the baby in arms of seventy years 
ago, and similarly he is not the same as the tnan of a moment ago. 
At every instant the old 1nan vanishes, and a new man, caused by 
the first, co1nes into being. Buddhism knows no being, but only 
becoming. Everything is resolved into momentary configurations of 
events. • The universe is in continuous flux, and all idea of perrnanence 
is part of the basic ignorance out of which sorrow springs. 

Thus there is no imtnortal soul. The universe is soulless. In 
transmigration nothing passes over from one life to another· -only a 
new life arises as }'art of the chain of events which included the old. 
Even the gods are soulless and the WorJd Soul of the Upani~ads is 
an illusion. The Buddhism of the Lesser Vehicle is therefore a 
religion without souls and without god. No Buddhist teacher was 
rash enough to deny the existence of the gods outright, but they 
are thought of as beings in no way supernatural or different from 
man except in their greater happiness and power. In his search for 
salvation the true Huddhist by-passes them, for they can neither 

• Called dJuumOJ. the term here used in a special sense. 
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(or Emotion). thence Craving, thence Attachment, thence BecominJt, 
thence Rebirth, and thence all the manifold ills that flesh is heir 
to. 

The mechanics of this doctrine are indeed obscure, but it sho\vs 
that the craving which, according to the Buddha·s first serrnon, is at 
the bottom of human anisery is ultimately due to ignorance a sort of 
cosmic ignorance which leads to the delusion of selfhood. The 
ignorance primarily concerns the fundamental nature of the universe, 
which has three salient characteristics-it is full of sorrow ( dulclth.a), 
it is transient ( anicca ), and it is soulless ( anatta). 

The universe is sorrowful. Buddhists would not claim that there 
was no happiness in the world, but that in some form or other sorrow 
was inevitable in every aspect of life. .., As the ocean has only one 
flavour, the flavour of salt, .. the Buddha is purported to have said, 
,. so has my doctrine only one flavour the flavour of emancipation 
[from sorrow]."B& In ordinary existence sorrow cannot be long 
escaped. 

The universe is transient. There is no abiding entity anywhere. 
In this Buddhisna has much in common with the teaching of Heracli
tus. Every being or object, however stable and homogeneous it 
n1ay appear, is in reality transient and composite. Man, who thinks 
himself to be eternal and individualized, is actually a compound of 
five psychosomatic elements Body, Feelings, Perceptions, States of 
Mind, and Awareness. These five vary froln minute to minute 
and there is no perJnanent substratum to them. The old tnan is 
evidently not the same person as the baby in arms of seventy years 
ago, and similarly he is not the same as the tnan of a moment ago. 
At every instant the old 1nan vanishes, and a new man, caused by 
the first, co1nes into being. Buddhism knows no being, but only 
becoming. Everything is resolved into momentary configurations of 
events. • The universe is in continuous flux, and all idea of perrnanence 
is part of the basic ignorance out of which sorrow springs. 

Thus there is no imtnortal soul. The universe is soulless. In 
transmigration nothing passes over from one life to another· -only a 
new life arises as }'art of the chain of events which included the old. 
Even the gods are soulless and the WorJd Soul of the Upani~ads is 
an illusion. The Buddhism of the Lesser Vehicle is therefore a 
religion without souls and without god. No Buddhist teacher was 
rash enough to deny the existence of the gods outright, but they 
are thought of as beings in no way supernatural or different from 
man except in their greater happiness and power. In his search for 
salvation the true Huddhist by-passes them, for they can neither 

• Called dJuumOJ. the term here used in a special sense. 
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help nor hinder him greatly, and they will in any case do what they 
can to help him if he keeps to the Middle Way. 

On these premisses the machinery of transn1igration a doctrine 
which was taken over by Buddhism from the general beliefs of the 
time is hard to explain. If nothing passes from life to life the new
born being cannot be thought of as in any way connected with the 
being which has died, and \vhose actions have conditioned his present 
state. Yet the new being suffers as a result of the actions of the old 
one. This objection was often raised by the opponents of Buddhism. 
and was countered by the analogy of the flatne of a lamp, which 
might kindle a flame in another lamp and then be extinguished. 
If this simile \vas unconvincing, it was pointed out that the old 
man, though not the same person as the young one, suffered 
illness as a result of the excesses of his youth, and so one being 
might suffer as a result of the evil done by an earlier being who 
was part of the chain of cause and effect leading up to his present 
existence. Terms like u individual .. , H person,.., and so on were 
merely convenient labels for a series of separate mon1entary events 
which continued indefinitely, just as .., chariot" was a convenient 
label for a collection of pieces of wood and n1etal put together in a 

• certatn manner. 
The only stable entity in Sthaviravada Buddhisn1 was Niroii'!la (in 

Pili, Nibbana ), the state of bliss reached by the Buddhas and Arhants, 
or perfected beings. Nirvaf}a is difficult to understand for the 
humbler being who has not experienced it, and some early Western 
scholars believed that it implied complete annihilation. A statement 
attributed to the Buddha: ,.I have not said that the Arhant exists after . 
death, and I have not said that he does not exist . . . because . . . this 
is not edifying, neither does it tend to supren1e wisdon1 .. 31 would 
suggest that Nirvil)a was believed to be state neither of being nor 
annihilation. The Aristotelian Law of the Excluded Middle was 
never strictly applied in Indian thought, and a third state, transcend
ing both being and not-b~ing. \vould not be considered an impossi
bility. If the whole world \vas in a state of flux and Nirvar:ta was a 
state of rest this too did not present an insuperable paradox, for 
Nirvil}a was outside the universe; it underlay it, but was not part of 
• lt. 

Such a concept is not very different from that of the World Soul of 
the Upani~ads, and, far from being looked on as a state of annihila
tion, Nirvil)a was described in brilliantly colourful language ··a 
glorious city, stainless and undefiled, pure and white, unaging, death
less, secure and calm and happy"". 40 Nirvil}a has no definite loca
tion, but it may be realized any\vhere and at any time, while still in 
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the flesh. The anan who finds it never again loses it, and when he 
die!il he passes to this state forever, in his parinirva')a, his uFinal 
Blowing Out ... 

The doctrines which \Ve have described arc those of the Sthavira
vadin sect of the Lesser Vehicle, which is the only surviving sect of 
that branch of Buddhism, and is today dominant in Ceylon, Burma, 
Siam, Cambodia and Laos. Other sects of the Lesser Vehicle have 
now quite disappeared, though they survived longer in India itself 
than the Sthaviravadins. Chief among these \Vas the sect of the 
Sarviistivadins (They who say .. All is.,), who had a canon in Sanskrit, 
and who differed from the Sthaviravadins in their view that the con
stituents of phenomena ( dllarnuzs) were not wholly momentary, but 
existed forever in a latent form. Another important sect was that 
of the Sautrantilcas, who maintained that our knowledge of the outside 
world \Vas only a feasible inference, and who were well on the \vay to 
the idealism of some schools of the Great Vehicle. A fourth sect, the 
Samtnitiyas, even went so far as to reject the doctrine of soullessness 
and to postulate a sort of soul in the pudgala or person, \Vhich passed 
from life to life. These early sects of Buddhism probably gave much 
encouragement to the evolution of Indian philosophy, as distinct 
from mystical speculation. 

Though the Buddha is said to have discouraged speculation on the 
origin and end of the world, Buddhists of the Lesser Vehicle devised 
a cosmological scheme, ha_~etl largely on prevalent Indian ideas, 
\vhich accounted for the existence of the world without the inter
vention of a creator. 

As in all Indian cosmologies the universe is cyclic. Over an enor
mous period of tirne { malwltalpa) it goes through a process of evolu
tion and decline, only to evolve once more. The cycle is divided 
into four great periods (asatikhyeya). In the first man declines, and 
at last everything is destroyed except the highest heaven; the good 
go to this heaven, and the sinners to the hells of other universe~, 
which Jnay at that tilne be passing through different stages. The 
second period is one of quiescence. In the third evolution again 
begins. The gootl karrna of the beings in the highest heaven begins 
to fail, and the "World of Fonn··, a lower heaven, evolves. A 
great being dies in the highest heaven anti is reborn in the World of 
Form as the god Brahma. As he is the only living thing therein he is 
lonely. But other beings follow him frotn the highest heaven to the 
lower. As Rrahma was the first to be born in the World of :Form, 
and their birth agrees with his wishes, he imagines that he is the 
creator of the other gods, and of all the " 'orldJ which actually comes 
into existence through cosmic Jaw. Meanwhile the earth develops, 
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as '\veil as other earths. The first men are fairy-like beings, but 
gradually they degenerate and become earthbound ( p. 82). The 
fourth period is one of continuation, marked only by a regular patten1 
of comparative advance and decline, forming a series of lesser cycles 
'\vithin the greater one. This process is repeated for all eternity, 
but one great cycle is not exactly like the next. There are '"Buddha 
cycles·· and "empty cycles.,, and we are fortunate that \Ve live in a 
Buddha cycle, in '\vhich four Buddhas (Krakucchanda, Kanakamuni, 
Ka~yapa, and Sakyamuni •) have taught, and a fifth {Maitreya) is 
yet to come. 

The Evolution of the Great Vehicle 
It is never clain1ed in the Pali scriptures that the Buddha was in 

any way supernatural. His supreme insight '\vas gained by his O'\Vn 
efforts, after many ages of striving in many different births. But his 
birth, enlightenment and death \vere cosntic events of the highest 
importance, and his greatness '\vas such that even the mighty gods 
Brahma and Sakra (an epithet of lndra con1n1only used by the 
Buddhists) did him reverence, not to speak of the myriads of lesser 
deities inhabiting earth and heaven. He is reported to have said 
that '\vhoever had faith in hin1 and love for hin1 '\vas assured of a re
birth in heaven,4t a prospect '\vhich, as \Ve know from A~oka's inscrip
tions, \vas much more intelligible and desirable to the ordinary man 
than that of the rarefied and indescribable Nirvana . 

• 
When the Buddha died, according to orthodox theory, the chain 

of his existence '\Vas broken. He finally entered the Nirval)a '\vhich he 
had realized at his enlightenment, and ceased to be an individual, 
or to affect the universe in any way. Just before his death he had 
told his disciples to rely on the Doctrine for leadershiJ>. But soon 
after his death his followers evolved the ,. Three ]e'\vels **, '\vhich 
forrn the basic profession of faith of Buddhism, and which every 
Buddhist, both monastic and lay, repeats to this day: "I go for refuge 
to the Buddha; I go for refuge to the Doctrine { Dlzarma) ; I go for 
refuge to the Order ( Satigluz). •• Though the theorists rni ght 
explain aw·ay the first of the Three je'\vels, on the obvious interpreta
tion .,. going for refuge to the Buddha" implied that the 1\faster, as 
distinct front his teaching, \Vas in some way still present, and able lo 
help his followers. 

The Buddha himself probably taught that he '\vas the last of a long 
succession of earlier Buddhas, '\vho had Jived before him. Accord
ing to tradition these former Buddhas \Vere revered even in the 
historical Buddha's lifeti1ne. By Mauryan times their cult ·was 

• .. The Sage of the ~kyas,.. a title of Gautama Buddha. 
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widespread, and 'vas patronized by A~oka. In the end the orthodox 
Sthaviravadin school counted no less than twenty-five Buddhas, not 
to speak of a large number of pratyelc.a-buddhas, "vho had found the truth 
for themselves without guidance, but had not taught it to the \Vorld. 

The carvings of the stupas of Bharhut and Sanchi, executed in the 
2nd and 1st centuries B.c., depict crowds of adoring worshippers 
reverencing the symbols of the Buddha. A little later sculptors 
began to carve images of the Buddha himself, and within a few 
generations all Buddhist sects took to worshipping images. Buddh
ism kept up with the titnes, and by the Middle Ages, even in the 
shrines of the Lesser Vehicle, the Buddha was worshipped just as a 
Hindu god, with flo\Yers, incense, waving lamps, and deep devotion. 

Among the doctrines of Zoroastrianism, which has strongly 
influenced other religions both East and West, is that of the Saviour 
(Saolyant), \Vho, at the end of the \Vorld, \vill lead the forces of 
good and light against those of evil and darkness. Under the 
invading rulers of N.-W. India Zoroastrianism and Buddhism came 
in contact, and it \vas probably through this that the idea of the future 
Buddha became part of orthodox belief. If there had been Buddhas 
before Gautama there would be Buddhas after him. By the time of 
the IU Questions of Menander .. , around tbe beginning of the Christian 
era, the cult of the future Buddha, Maitreya, was \videspread among 
all Buddhist sects. 

According to the older conceptions the Buddha, in a long series of 
transmigrations as a BodhlSattva, wrought many deeds of kindness 
and mercy before achieving his final birth as the Sage of the Sakyas: 
but since Maitreya and other unnamed Buddhas after him are yet to 
come, there must be Bodhisattvas existing at present in the universe, 
who are working continuously for the \velfare of all things living. 
rChe Jataka stories show that Bodhisattvas can be incarnated as 1nen, 
or even as animals; but the more advanced Bodhisattvas, who ba\'e 
the greatest power for good, 1nust be divine beings in the heavens. 
Though neither omniscient nor almighty these divine Bodhisattvas 
might be adored and prayed to without any misgiving, for it was part 
of their mission to answer prayer. The Bodhisattva doctrine, a 
logical development from the older Buddhism, thus peopled th~ 
heavens with mighty forces of goodness, and presented Buddhism 
with a new mythology. It was this which forJned the hallmark of 
the Mahayana, the Great Vehicle. 

The Great Yehicle 
According to the older doctrine the Bodhisattva \Vorks in wisdom 

and love through many lives, so that he may become a Buddha, and 
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ordinary believers are encouraged to follow his exan1ple, and win 
Nirvil}a as quickly as possible. Yet since the Bodhisattva is a being 
of immeasurable charity and compassion, surely while one suffering 
individual remains in the toils of transmigration he will not leave him 

~ without help, and enter Nirvil)a, where he can be of no further service 
to the world? So, quite logically, the Bodhisattva was thought of in 
the schools of the Great Vehicle not as a being who was soon to 
beco1ne a Buddha, but as one who would bide his time until even the 
smallest insect had reached the highest goal. The old ideal of the 
Arhant, the " Worthy"", who achieved Nirvil)a and would be reborn 
no more, began to be looked on as rather selfish. Instead of striving 
to bccotne Arhants men should aim at becoming Bodhisattvas, and 
by the spiritual merit which they gained assist all living things on 
the way to perfection. 

The idea of transference of 1ncrit is a special feature of the teaching 
of the Great Vehicle. According to the Lesser Vehicle a man can 
only help another on the Way by example and advice. Each being 
must be a lamp unto hiJnself, and work out his own salvation. But 
the belief in transference of merit spread very widely, even sometimes 
among the sects of the Lesser Vehicle. The numerous Buddhist 
dedicatory inscriptions throughout India often contain some such 
phrase as: .. May it be for the welfare of [the donor"sJ mother and 
father and of all living beings." 

Moreover, the Bodhisattva was thought of not only as a spirit of 
co1npassion but also of suffering. In more than one source is given 
the vow or resolve of the Bodhisattva, which is sometimes expressed 
in almost Christian terms: 

.. I take upon myself . . . the deeds of all beings, even of those in the heUs, 
in other worlds, in the realms of punishment . . .. I take their suffering 
upon n1e, . . . I bear it, I do not dra\v back frotn it, I do not tremble at it, .. . 
I have no fear of it. . .. I do not lose heart .. .. I must bear the burden 
of all beings, for I have vowed to save all things living, to bring them safe 
through the forest of birth, age, disease, death and rebirth. I think not of 
my own salvation, but strive to bestow on all beings the royalty of supreme 
wisdom. So I take upon myself all the sorrows of all beings. I resolve 
to bear every tonnent in every purgatory of the universe. For it is better 
that I alone suffer than the multitude of living beings. I give myself in 
exchange. I redeem the Wliverse from the forest of purgatory. from the 
won1b of flesh, frotn the realm of death. I agree to suffer as a ransom for 
all beings, for the sake of all beings. Truly I will not abandon them. For I 
have resolved to gain supreme wisdom for the sake of all that lives, to save 
the world:•41 
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The idea of the Suffering Saviour ntay have existed in so•ne fornt 
in the Middle East before Christianity, but ideas like this are not 
attested in Buddhism until after the beginning of the Christian era. 
The Suffering Dodhisattva so closely rese1nbles the Christian con
ception of the God \Yho gives his life as a ranso•n for many that we 
carmot dismiss the possibility that the doctrine was borrowed by 
Duddhisn1 frotn Christianity, ~·hich was vigorous in Persia fro1n the 
Srd century A.D. onwards. 

The universe of the Great Vehicle contains numerous Dodhisattvas, 
chief of 'vhon1, from the earthly point of view, is Avawlcitelvora 
( · "1"he Lord who Looks DO\\'ll,), also called Pa.dn.,apii!li ( • • The 
Lotus-Bearer"") (pl. LXXII). Ilis special attribute is co1npassion, 
and his helping hand reaches even to Avici, the deepest and most 
unpleasant of the Buddhist purgatories. Another i1nportant Bodhi
sattva is MaTlju!·ri, \vhose special activity is to stimulate the under
standing, and who is depicted with a naked sword in one hand, to 
destroy error and falsehood, and a book in the other, describing the 
ten para1nitiis, or great spiritual perfections, \vhich are the cardinal 
virtues developed by Bodhisattvas. • Yajrapii!l.i, a sterner Bodhi
sattva, i.s the foe of sin and evil, and, like the god lndra, bears a 
thunderbolt in his hand. The gentle Maitreya, the future Buddha, 
is worshipped as a Bodhisattva. Also worthy of 1nention is K§ili
garblta, the guardian of the purgatories, who is thought of not as a 
fierce torturer, but rather a.s the governor of a 1nodel prison, doing 
his best to 1nake life tolerable for his charges, and hc1ping the1n to 
earn re1nission of sentence. Though the Great Vehicle agrees in 
theory \vith the Lesser that the world is full of sorrow, it is funda
tnentally OJ)tilnistic. 'T'he \Yorld contains 1nuch good as well as 
evil, and there is help for all wbo ask. Every living thing, fro1n the 
humblest \vornl up,vards, is in a sense a Dodhisattva, for 1nost schools 
of the Great Vehicle 1naintain in1plicitly or explicitly that ultitnately 
all beings \vill attain Nirval)a and become Buddha. 

The Great Vehicle \vas not content with creating this pantheon of 
noble and beneficient Dodhisattvas. Probably developing fro1n the 
old heresy of the Mahasanghika school (p. 261) the idea arose that 
Gautama Buddha had not been a 1nere tnan, but the earthly ex
pression of a mighty spiritual being. This being has three bodies; 
a Body of Essence (Dh.ar·m.altaya), a Body of Bliss (Satnblwgaluiya), 
and a Created Body (Nir1n.a~u1kiiya), and of these only the last was 

• Charity (ddlul). good conduct ( I lia). forbearance (AI4nti). cooraJe (virya), medita· 
Lion ( dhylma). insight (projilii) • .. skill in knowing wlut means to take • (to help beings to 
achieve salvation) (r~piiyal.a.uJolya). rf'solution (pro{Jid.Mno), power (bal4). and knowledge 
(ji!iina). In snme lista onl)' the first six arc mencioncd. l\1ucb mysttci~nl surrounded 
the idea of the Prajri3plranutls, especially in tile Vajraylina School. 
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seen on earth. The Body of Essence eternally penetrates and per
Jneates the universe; it is the ultimate Buddha, of which the other 
two bodies are en1anations, more or less unreal. The Dody of Bliss 
exists in the heavens, and \vill continue until the final resolution of 
all things into the Body of Essence. The Created Body was a mere 
eananation of the Body of Bliss. This reminds us of the Docetic 
heresy in Christianity, and it has been suggested that Docetism and 
the doctrine of the Three Bodies owe much to a common gnostic 
source. 

'fhe Buddha's Body of Bliss is the presiding deity of the most 
important Mahayana heaven, Sukhavati, the cc 1-lappy Land", where 
the blessed are reborn in the buds of lotuses, which rise from a lovely 
lake before the Buddha's tl1rone. This divine Buddha is usually 
called Amitiibl1a (Immeasurable Glory), or Atn.iliiyus (Immeasurable 
Age). He too shares tlte compassion of the Bodhisattva, for, though 
he enjoys endless and infinite bliss, he maintains an interest in his 
world, and <'specially in his heaven. At his touch the lotuses OJ:>en, 
to give birth to the blessed, who are nourished and gro\v through the 
food of his word. According to some Chinese and Japanese sects 
whoever calls on his name, however sinful he may have been, is 
assured of rebirth in his heaven. Amitabha is, in fact, a Father in 
Heaven. He, tl1e historical Gautan1a Buddha, and the Bodhisattva 
Avalokite~vara are closely associated, and play a bigger part in 
Mahayanist thought than do other Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, because 
they are chiefly concen1ed with this region of the universe and this 
period of cosmic tin1e, but there are many other heavenly Buddhas. 
presiding over other heavens and other universes. All are emana
tions of the prin1al Body of Essence, which is no other than the Brah
rnan, the World Soul or Absolute of the Upani~ads, in ne\v guise. 
The Body of Essence is sontetimes referred to in later Buddhist 
\VTitings as Adi Buddha, the Primeval Buddha, and is also described 
as the Void ( ~unya), the "rrue ( Tattpa), Wisdonl ( BodJ,.i), or the 
Womb of those who Attain the Goal ( Tathagatagarbha). Moreover 
it is NirvaJ)a. The final state~ which the Sthaviravadin school found 
so difficult to describe in words, was, for Jnost sects of the Great 
Vehicle, not really different from the mystical union with the absolute 
Bralunan of the Upani~ads. ,.fhe wheel turned full circle, and the 
mystical monism which early Buddhism so strongly opposed found 
its way into later Buddhism, but with a new terminology. 

Most Buddhist sects of both Vehicles had their own versions of 
the Pi!akas, but, with the exception of the Pali Pitakas of the Stha
viravadins, these have not survived in entirety, and in most of the 
schools of the Great Vehicle their place was largely taken by later 
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texts, 1nostly composed in the early centuries of the Christian era. 
These are in Sanskrit, \vhich became the official language of the 
Great Vehicle in India, though in other parts of Asia it tended to 
prefer the local vernacular. Many of these texts are ostensibly 
ser1nons of the Buddha, but of much greater length than those of the 
Sutta Pitaka; hence they \vere known as Yaipulya Sii.tros (""Ex
panded Sermons ··). 

Among the earliest Mahayana texts is the Lalitavislara, a 
flowery narrative of the life of the Buddha, containing much 1nore of 
the supernatural and the marvellous than the Pali account; this text 
was utilized by Sir Edwin Amold for The Light of Asia, a lengthy 
poent on the Buddha·s life \vhich enjoyed much popularity at the end 
of the last century, and is still readable, though its style has some\vhat 
dated. Other important scriptures are the Saddllarmapu'l}cf.arilca 
("The Lotus of the Good l.,a,v.,), a long series of dialogues of con
siderable literary merit; the Pajracchedilca ( .. Diamond Cutter"), 
containing ianportant lnetaphysical "vriting; the Suldziivativyuha, 
describing the glories of An1itibha and his paradise; the Kara!'tJavyiJza, 
glorifying Avalokite~vara; and the A§!asahasrikaprajniipiiranzitii, a 
\vorkdescribing the spiritual perfections of the Bodhisattvas (p. 276, n) . 
Literature on this latter subject \vas considerable. As \veil as 
these sacred texts the Great Vehicle produced much religiou9 poetry 
and a great deal of sectarian philosophical literature, some of very 
high merit. 

The Sthaviravadin commentators \Vere perhaps hampered by the 
Buddha's injunctions against w1necessary speculation, and, though 
they could on occasion argue very logically, they produced fe\v \Vorks 
of systcnlatic philosophy. The Great Vehicle, on the other hand, 
produced anaJ•Y· It had two chief philosophical schools, the 
Miidhyatnilca and the rogacara. 

The Madltyanu1ca ("Intermediate· •) School, so called because it took 
a line rnidway bet\veen the uncoanpromising realisnt of the Sarvisti
vadins and the idealisan of the Yogacara, looked back to one of India's 
greatest philosophers, Nagarjuna, \vho, according to tradition, \Vas 
a conte1nporary of Kani~ka, and \vhose Miidhyamika Kiirika formed 
the basic text of the schoo1. We ha\'e seen that, in almost all 
Buddhist sects, the universe \Vas believed to be a flux of momentary 
but interdependent events ( dharma). Nagarjuna showed by very 
subtle arguments that on final analysis the cosanic flux \vas unreal, 
as \vas the consciousness "'·hich perceived it, and "'·hich \vas itself part 
of the flux. Therefore Sarpsira, the immeasurably long process of 
transmigration, did not really exist. If the \vorld of change was 
unreal, its contrary, Nirval)a, \vas also unreal. There \vas therefore 

" .. • 
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no difference between SaJ!lsara and Nirvfu}a, which were one and the 
same in their co1nmon nonentity. In fact if all things were equally 
unreal, they were on ultilnate analysis one and the same. The 
One Thing which alone had real existence could have no predicate 
it was therefore called by Nagarjuna ""Emptiness", or u the Void,. 
( Silnyatii). 

This philosophical nihilism did not lead N igarjuna and his 
followers to scepticism or agnosticism. Though nothing but the 
Void \vas wholly real, the world and all that it contained, from Ami
tabha do\vnwards, had a qualified practical reality; and the great 
Void underlying all the universe was, in fact, the Body of Essence 
itself, the Primeval Huddha, Nirvil}a. Final immeasurable bliss was 
here and now for all \vho would perceive it -not something remote 
and cold, but the very breath of life, nearer and more real than one·s 
own heart. • • "'rhe life of the world is the same as Nirv~a . . . , ,. 
said the Midhyamikas, ··and reaJly there is no difference between 
them at all··. 43 

1ne Togacara (,.Way of Union ... ) or Pijniinaviidin School com
pletely rejected the realism of the Lesser Vehicle, and maintained a 
thorough-going idealism, not even allowing the qualified realism of 
the Madhyamikas. The world was built by the consciousness, and 
had no ntore reality than a drean1. The only reality \Vas "-Suchness ... 
( Tatl1iila), also called Dluumadhalu (freely translated ""the Raw 
Material of Phenomena,.,), which was equivalent to Nagarjuna·s 
Void. The Y ogacara school, though perhaps less influential than 
the Madhyan1ika, produced many i1nportant philosophers and logi
cians. Chief of these \Vere Asailga, a monk of Peshawar of the 4th 
or 6th century, whose Sutriilanla·ara is the earliest text of the school, 
Vasubandhu, the younger brother of Asailga, and the great logicians 
Dignaga and DharJnakirti. Among the most important writings of 
Y ogacara is the La1ikavalara Siitra, a lengthy text of great subtlety. 

The Ye/tiel~ of llze Thunderbolt 
Quite early in the history of the Great Vehicle fe1ninine divinities 

fow1d their way into the pantheon. One such was Prajiliparan1ita, 
the Perfection of Insight, the personification of the qualities of the 
Bodbisattva. Later, the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, \vho were 
thougl\t of as male, were, like the gods of Hinduism, endowed with 
wives, who were the active aspect, the "force"' or ""potency"' 
( sakti) of their husbands. The god was thought of as transcendent 
and aloof, while the goddess was active in the world; thus the god 
might be best approached through the goddess. The productive 
activity of the divine was thought of in terms of sexual union, an 

. .. 
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. 
idea as old as the l)g Yeda. With the spread of these ideas sexual 
symbolisn1, and even sexual intercourse as a religious rite, were 
incorporated into the teachings of son1e schools of both l--linduisn1 and 
Buddhism. 

With these ideas was co1nbined a new magical mysticisn1. ..The 
Lesser Vehicle taught that release was obtained by the gradual loss 
of individuality through self-discipline and Jneditation; the Great 
Vehicle added that the grace and help of the heavenly Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas assisted the process. The followers of the new teach
ings taught that it could be best attained by acquiring n1agical power, 
\vhich they called vajra (thunderbolt, or diamond). Hence the new 
school ofBuddhisn1 \vas called Yajrayana, the Vehicle of the Thundet·bolt. 

Even the Sthaviravadins taught that the 1nonk who reached a high 
stage of detachment and ntental training acquired supernatural po"vers. 
At all times there "vere free-lance Buddhist ntonks, "vho did not live 
regularly in ntonasteries under orthodox disciJ)line, and who 
attetnpted feats of sorcery and necro1nancy, such as the Buddha is 
said to have conde1nned. It was perhaps among these free-lances 
that the ideas of the new Vehicle developed, to be codified and given 
dignity lmder the Pila kings of Bengal and Bihar. Even in the 7th 
century Hsilan Tsang found certain monasteries pern1eated with 
magical practices. 

The chief divinities of the new sect were the ""Saviouresses .. 
( TarQ.s ), the spouses of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. "'fhere were 
also a host of lesser divinities, 1nany called by the names of den1ons, 
such as "outcaste women" ( n'lD.tailgis), demonesses (piJacis), 
sorceresses (yogin is), and she-ghouls ( f}akinis) . The Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas with their Taras \vere approxin1ated to the less an1iablc 
n1en1bers of the 1-lindu pantheon, and were often depicted with tnany 
anns in ferocious poses. 

As in the days of the Briilnna~zas. it was thought that these deities 
should be contpelled rather than })Crsuadcd. The textbooks out
lining the Jneans of doing this ( sadhatza) were called Ta11lras, and 
hence the new cult is often referred to as tantric. By pronouncing 
the right formula ( 1nanll"a) in the correct manner, or by drawing the 
correct magical syn1bol (yalltra), one n1ight force the gods to bestow 
n1agical po,ver on the "vorshipper and lead hin1 to the highest bliss. 
Antong the 1nany forn1ulre of tantric Buddhism one is specially 
famous the ., Six Syllables" ( ~atfaA·jara), 01n 11Ul!~i padtne lzu1n, stilJ 
written and repeated thousands of tinJes daily in 1."'ibet. 'fhis 
phrase: •• Ah! the je"'el is indeed in the lotus 1 ... , 1nay be sexual in 
significance, mystically re1)eating the divine coitus of the heavenly 
Buddha and Prajiiaparamita, and of Avalokitesvara and his Tara. 

I 
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Tantric Buddhism did not neglect the techniques of mental training 
which were part of all the chief religions of India, but their direction 
was altered. Their primary purpose was to obtain supernormal 
power. The meditations of the Vajrayana were often positively 
psychopathic. The practitioner of the system might so hypnotize 
himself as to imagine that he was reborn from the womb of a Tara, 
to kill his father the Buddha and take his place. In sexual union with 
a female devotee he and his partner would become Buddha and Tara, 
or he himself might become Tara. In the sexual rites of tantric 
Buddhism all taboos were lifted. Even incest was permitted, for 
what was sin to the ignorant was virtue to the initiate. Drinking of 
alcohol, meat-eating, killing of animals, and sometimes even of 
human beings every imaginable sin were practised at the tantric 
covens. These things were, however, done under strict control, 
and only by initiates at sacred ceremonies. Like the Bengali 
tantricist of later times the Vajrayana initiate might in his ordinary 
life be a normal man, whose occasional religious debauchery served 
as a catharsis to his evil psychological propensities and was of real 
help to him in leading the good life as he understood it. 

The Buddhist Ortkr 
Membership of the Buddhist Order was not restricted by caste, 

but slaves, soldiers, debtors, and other persons under obligation or in 
tutelage might not enter it without the tlermission of their superior. 

-Novices might be admitted frotn the age of eight upwards, but they 
could only qualify for full membership of the Order after a long 
course of study, at the 1ninitnum age of twenty. The rites of 
admission were simple, involving putting on the three yellow or 
orange robes of the Order, ceremonially shaving the head, and pro
nouncing the Three Jewels (p. 27S) and the ··Ten Precepts••. The 
latter form a sort of Buddhist decalogue: 

( 1) "I accept the precept to refrain from harming living beings. 
( 2) '* I accept the precept to refrain from taking what is not given. 
( s) u • • • from evil behaviour in passion. 
( 4-) .. .. . from false speech. 
( 5) "' . . . from sura, rndiJ]IJ and majja (alcoholic drinks). \vhich cause 

carelessness. 
( 6) .. ... from eating at forbidden times (i.e. after midday). 
( 7) .. . . . from dancing, singing, music and dramatic performances. 
( 8) ·• ... from the use of garlands, perfumes, unguents and jewellery. 
( 9) •• . . . from the use of a high or broad bed. 

( 1 o) • · . . . from receiving gold and silver."' 
20 
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These precepts were not lifelong vows, but earnest resolves. 
They were repeated regularly, and if any monk felt that he could no 
longer honestly Jnaintain them he n1ight leave the Order quite freely, 
though public opinion tended to frown on the backslider. The vows 
were often taken for a definite duration only, as is still done in Burma, 
\vhere boys on leaving school often spend some months in a monastery 
in preparation for adult life. In this the Buddhist Order sharply 
contrasts with Christian monasticism. 

Of the ten vows the first did not originally involve complete vege
tarianism, though it came to do so in many Buddhist communities. 
A monk might cat meat if the animal providing it was not specially 
killed for his benefit. 'fhe third vow, for the monk, meant absolute 
celibacy. The fifth was generally taken to mean abstention from all 
intoxicants. By the sixth, a monk might eat no solid food after 
midday; this, in a warm climate and for a man not engaged in strenu
ous work, was no very great hardship" especially as the monk might 
take sweetened beverages at any time. In colder climates, such as 
that of Tibet, monks often take an evening meal, which is looked on 
as medicine. The seventh rule was not taken to include singing 
and music for liturgical or other religious purposes. The tenth was 
interpreted very liberally in many monasteries. Strictly a monk 
might O\vn only eight .. requisites,.. three robes, a waist .cloth, an 
alms-bo\vl, a razor. a needle, and a cloth to strain his drinking-water 
in order to save the lives of any animalculre it might contain. In 
fact he often O\vned n1uch more than this by the convenient fiction, 
not unknown in son1e Christian religious communities, that his 
property belonged to the Order, froJn which he had it on loan. 

The monk had to beg his food from door to door every morning. 
taking it back to his monastery for his midday meal. As the monas
teries became \vealthy, however, the begging round \\·as often reduced 
to a mere forJnality, or dropped altogether. 

While the Buddhist monk resembled his Christian counterpart in 
his vows of chastity and JlOverty, he took no vow of obedience. Each 
novice or junior monk had his preceptor, and was expected to treat 
him \vith great respect, but the monk was essentially a free Jnember 
of a community of free men. "'Chere was no central authority to regu
late the many ntonasteries and enforce uniformity; each was a law 
unto itself, guided only by the precepts of the Master as it had 
received thetn, and as it interpreted them. The constitution of the 
monastery had elements of democracy about it. The chief monk, 
or abbot, was not appointed from above or nominated by his prede
cessor, but held office by the suffrage of all the monks in the monastic 
parish. The day-to-day business of the monastery was managed by 
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a committee of elder monks, and important decisions, such as the 
admission or expulsion of Jnembers, could only be made by the 
committee and not by the chief. Important business \vas discussed 
at meetings of the \vhole n1onastery in chapter ( p. 97). 

The monks assembled every fortnight on the evenings of the full 
and ne\v moons for upavosatha (in Pili, uposatha), an act of general 
confession. The long list of n1onastic rules ( Pratimo~a. in Pali 
Patimoldtha) from the Yin11ya Pifa/ca was read, and each monk con
fessed any breaches which he had committed during the preceding 
fortnight. If his fauJt was serious his case \Vas referred to a com
mittee of elders, \Vhich might impose penance or expel him from the 
Order. The ceremony concluded \vith the preaching of ser1nons, to 
\vhich the pious layfolk of the vicinity listened. 

The daily life of the monk \vas chiefly spent in study and religious 
exercises, but he \Vas expected to take his share in the \Vork of the 
monastery, cleaning his cell, and S\veeping the courtyard and the 
monastic buildings, \vhile the elder monks devoted much of their 
time to teaching the novices. Among the most important of the 
monk's spiritual exercises \Vere the Four Sublime Moods ( Brahma
vihua). in \vhich. sitting quietly cross-legged, he endeavoured to 
fill his tnind \vith the four cardinal virtues of Buddhism love, pity, 
joy, and serenity and to consider all living beings in the light of 
these virtues. A fifth mood \Vas that of impurity, in \vhich he con
sidered all the vileness and horror of the \Vorld and of the life of the 
flesh. For those more advanced in sanctity there \vere more ad
vanced meditations, \vhich brought the monk very near to the 
realization of Nirvana . • 

One aspect of the Inonk"s mental discipline \vhich deserves mention 
is the seventh element of the "Noble Eightfold Path .. (p. 269)
.. Right Recollection··4 He \Vas taught to train himself to be con
tinually aware of \vhat he was doing, observing himself, as it were, 
all the time. Every act must be fully conscious, and distraction, 
carelessness, and lack of consideration \vere serious faults. When 
he ate, the monk should be a\vare of the nature of the act, its purpose, 
and the transience of the body \vhich he fed, and similarly \Vith every 
act throughout the day. No doubt fe\v but the most advanced monks 
were able to ltcep up this state of" Right Recollection·· continuously. 

At one time India possessed numerous Buddhist nunneries, though 
now monastic life in Buddhism is confined to men, except in Tibet. 
The nWlS \vore yello\v robes and shaved their heads like the monks, 
and their discipline \vas very sin1ilar. Though strict rules \Vere laid 
down for preserving the respectability of the t\VO branches of the 
Order, \vhich often d\velt in adjoining establishments, accusations of 
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imnlorality were sometimes levelled against them by their religious 
opponents, and these accusations may have had some foundation. 
The sexual activity of tantric Buddhism, of course, did not constitute 
a breach of the VO\vs, when perfonned in accordance with the rites of 
the sect. 

Buddhist Ethics and Morality 
Buddhism inculcates a high system of ethics. The Noble Eightfold 

Path. whereby a man attains Nirv3J;la, is not merely a matter of 
belief or knowledge. but also of conduct, and the Four Cardinal 
Virtues of Buddhis•n (p. 28S) are more positive in character than the 
non-violence and abstinence of the Upani~ads. 

The chief of these virtues. love (Pili. metta, Sanskrit, m-aitri), 
is some\vhat less tinged with emotion than the comparable virtue 
in Christianity. The term is derived from the word mitra, .. a 
friend''· and might be translated "friendliness", "good will .... or 
··benevolence··. Nevertheless the Buddhist scriptures contain pas
sages which describe metta with a passion which recalls the famous 
\vords of St. Paul on the virtue of charity . 

... May every living being, weak or strong, large or small, seen or unseen, 
near or far. born or yet unborn-may every living thing be full of joy . 

.. May none deceive anotherJ' or think ill of him in any way whatever, or in 
anger or ill-\Yill desire evil for another . 

., just as a mother, as long as she lives, cares for her only child, so should 
a man feel all-embracing love to all living beings . 

... }le should feel boundless love for all the world, above below and across, 
unrestrained, without enmity. Standing. walking, sitting or lying 
do,vn, . .. he should be firm in the mindfulness of love. For this is what 
men call the Sublime Mood."" 

In this connexion the following extract is interesting, for it recalls 
a well-known verse of the Sennon on the Mount. 

'" A man buries a treasure in a deep pit, thinking: • lt will be useful in 
time of need, or if the king is displea..c;ed with me, or if I am robbed. or fall 
into debt, or if food is scarce, or bad luck befalls me.' 

•• But all this treasure may not profit the owner at all, for he may forget 
where he hid it, or goblins may steal it, or his enemies or even his kinsmen 
may take it when he is not on his guard. 

""But by charity, goodness, restraint and self-control man and woman 
alike can store up a well-hidden treasure a treasure which cannot be given 
to others, • and which robbers cannot steal. A wise 1nan should do good
that is the treasure \vhich will not leave him."'t6 

• The doctrine or the Sthaviravldin School. In the Great Vehicle merit can be trans
ferred (p. 276). 
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Though the passages quoted above cannot be dated with precision 
they are certainly pre-Christian, and there is no possibility of 
Christian influence. 

The vo\-v of the Bodhisattva, \vhich we have already quoted 
( p. 27 5), gives sufficient indication of the ethics of the Great Vehicle, 
which teaches an ilnpassioned al~ruism scarcely to be found elsewhere 
in the literature of the non-Christian world. 

Though the Buddhist virtue of metta seems often rather a state of 
mind than a spur to benevolent action, the view that faith without 
works is dead is sometimes expressed, notably in the story of the 
Buddha and the sick monk. As the Master \vas going on a round of 
inspection, visiting the monks in their cells, he found one who was 
sick with dysentery, and who had fallen froln his bed and lay in his 
own ordure. With his own hands the Buddha \vashed the sick nuu1 
from head to foot, laid hiln con1fortably on his bed, and gave a new 
rule to the Order: 

.. Brethren, you have no mother or father to care for you. If you do 
not care for one another who else will do so? Brethren, he who would care 
for me should care for the sick."'ce 

Though this precept applies primarily to the Order of monks, it 
was no doubt under the influence of such teachings that A§oka 
established free hospitals, and that Buddhist monks have at all times 
studied medical lore, and treated laymen as well as their own fellows. 

The Buddhist scriptures \vere chiefly written for and addressed to 
the tnonks and nuns of the order, but a number of passages gave 
special instruction to the la)'Jnan, and the first five of the .. l .. en 
Precepts .. (p. 281 ) were binding on the lay comntunity. According 
to the first of these no Buddhist could follow the profession of hunter 
or butcher. 1·he vow not to take life was not generally interpreted as 
forbidding lawful warfare or the sentencing of crhninals to death, and 
did not preclude Buddhists fro1n eating meat, if provided by non
Buddhist butchers. But Buddhisnt tended to encourage Jnildness in 
justice and vegetarianism, and somewhat discouraged the ntilitarism 
which prevailed at 1nost periods in ancient India (p. 129). The 
second precept. not to take what is not given, included absten
tion not only from theft, but also from sharp practice in business. 

For the laymen the third precept did not, of course, involve 
absolute celibacy, but pennitted lawful ntarriage. It was usually 
interpreted as forbidding unnatural sexuality and extra-tnarital rela
tions. Buddhism laid down no hard and fast rules on the questions 
of marriage and divorce, and at the present day in Buddhist countries 
marital laws are largely influenced by local custom. The fourth 
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prt.x:ept, forbidding false speech, was taken to include lying, perjury 
and slander, while the fifth forbade alcoholic drinks. Modem 
Buddhists often put a rather liberal interpretation on this rule, and 
the san1e n1ay have been done in ancient days, for in one sermon the 
Buddha is said to have classed only the first four sins as "vices of 
action", and to have included drinking among the six less reprehen
sible ··openings for the swallo\ving up of wealth~·, the others being 
roan1ing the streets at unseasonable hours, frequenting festivals, 
gaJnbling, l{eeping bad company and idling. 

This sennon, the 1uost important Buddhist text on lay morality, is 
the'' Address to Sigala ··,o~1 in which the Buddha gives instruction to a 
young layman on his relations with his fellow men, and on the duties 
of parents and children, teachers and pupils, busbands and wives, and 
friends. It breathes a spirit of warm affection and fellowship, not 
raised to an exalted spiritual level, but of an everyday practical type. 
The text is too long to quote, and we can only summarize some of 
its instructions. 

Husbands should respect their \vives, and comply as far as possible with 
their requests. 111ey should not commit adultery. 'fhey should give their 
wives full charge of the home, and supply tl1em with fine clothes and 
jewellery as far as their means permit. Wives should be thorough in 
their duties, gentle and kind to the whole household, chaste, and careful in 
housekeeping, and should ~rry out their \vork with skill and enthusiasm. 

A man should be generous to his friends, speak kindly of thetn, act in 
their interest in every way possible, treat them as his equals. and keep his 
\VOrd to them. They in turn should \vatch over his interests and property, 
take ~re of him \vhen he is •• off his guard~· (i.e. intoxicated, infatuated. or 
otherwise liable to commit rash and careless actions), stand by him and 
help him in time of trouble, and respect other members of his family. 

Employers should treat their servants and workpeople decently. They 
should not be given tasks beyond their strength. They should receive 
adequate food and wages, be cared for in tinte of sickness and infirmity, and 
be given regular holidays and bonuses in times of prosperity. They 
should rise early and go to bed late in the service of their master, be 
content with their just wages, work thoroughly, and maintain their master·s 
reputation. 

Precepts such as these, which are implicit in the teaching of other 
religions, are nowhere else so clearly and unequivocally expressed. 
Specially noteworthy are the duties of husbands to wives and of masters 
to servants, which seem to anticipate t'ventieth century ideas on the 
rights of women and employees. 

Among the most important vehicles of Buddhist ethical teaching 
are the Jataka stories. These are mostly of secular origin. and many 
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merely inculcate shrewdness and caution in everyday life, as do 
lEsop's fables (e.g. that given in full on p. 454£). Others teach 
generosity and self-abnegation in Jnorbidly exaggerated fonns, for 
instance the tale of King Si vi {known also in Hinduism), who ran
somed a pigeon from a famished hawk with flesh cut from his own 
thigh. Many European readers tnight \vell find the very popular 
story of Prince Vi~vantara ( Pali, Vessantara) distasteful. "fhis 
prince gave away so much of his royal father"s treasure that he was 
banished with his wife and children in a carriage drawn by four 
horses. As he left, he gave away the carriage and horses for the 
asking, and settled in a hut in the forest with his fatnily. Soon he 
gave his children to a wandering ascetic who needed them to do his 
begging for hiln, and finally he disposed of his wife in similar manner. 
But all ended happily, for those who had asked him for his most 
precious possessions were gods in disguise, who had decided to test 
his generosity, and he was at last restored to his family and his 
patrimony (pl. XXVIII). But many of these old Buddhist stories 
are of the highest ethical quality, such as that of the monkey who 
saved the lives of his fellows fron1 the king"s archers at the risk of 
his own by making himself a living bridge over the Ganges, or that 
of the noble parrot, \vho laid down his life for his friends, in a futile 
attempt to quench a forest fire by drops of water scattered frotn his 

• wings. 

( JJI) JAINISM AND OTHER UNORTHODOX SECTS 

Jainisn" 
Among the many unorthodox teachers \vho were contemporary 

\vith the Buddha was Vardhatnana, WlO\vn to his followers as Maha
vira C' the Great Hero"") . jainism, the uH.eligion of the Con
querors~~~~ (ji11as), \vhich he founded, had a very different history from 
that of Buddhism. It succeeded in establishing itself firn1ly, and in 
some places became very influential, but it neve•· spread beyond India. 
lJnlike Buddhism, there \Vere no fnndamental changes and develop
ments in jaina doctrine. But though the history of jainisn1 is less in
teresting than that of Buddhism, and though it was never so impor
tant, it survived in the land of its birth, \vl1ere it still has son1c two 
million adherents, n1ostly well-to-do merchants. 

The legends ofVardhamana Mahavira are less attractive than those 
of the Buddha and are even more formalized and unreliable, but as he 
is referred to in the Buddhist scriptures as one of the Buddha·s chief 
opponents, his historicity is beyond doubt. He was born about 
640 s.c. and was the son ofSiddhartha, a chief of the clan of Jiiatrikas, 
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the associates of the Licchavis of Vai~ali; his tnother, Tri~aHi, was the 
sister of the J...,icchavi chief Cetaka, and thus, like the Buddha, he was 

• 
wholly the product of the oligarchic rnartial clans which \Yere a 
powerful political force at the time. Though he was educated as a 
prince, and married and had a daughter, his real interest lay in the quest 
for salvation. At the age of thirty, \vhen his parents were dead, he 
left his home for a life of asceticisnJ. At first he followed tl1e practices 
of an ascetic group called the Nirgrantl1as C"Free from Bonds .. ), 
which had been founded some 200 years earlier by a certain Par~va. 
The ternl Nirgrantha \vas later used for the 1nembers of the order 
\vhich Mahavira founded, and Par~va was rementbered as the twenty
third of the twenty-four great teachers or Tirtluritkartu ( • I Ford
makers ••) of the jaina faith. 

For over tw·elve years Vardhamana wandered front place to place, 
begging his bread, meditating, disputing, and subjecting his body to 
austerities of all kinds. At first he \YOre a single garment, which he 
never changed, but after thirteen tnonths he laid this encumbrance 
aside, and the rest of his life \Yas spent in complete nudity. For some 
six years his hardships were shared by another ascetic, Go~ala 
Maskariputra, but ultin1ately the two quarrelled, and Gosala left 
Vardhamana to found the sect of Ajivikas. 

In the thirteenth year of his asceticis1n Vardhatnana found full en
lightenJnent and Nirvat)a; he becan1e a .,Worthy., (Arhant), a ,.Con
queror •• ( Jina}, a ·I F ord-rnakcr ••. He soon gained a great reputation 
and a large band of follo\vers, and for thirty years he taught in the 
Gangetic kingdoms, patronized by the very kings who also patron
ized the Buddha. He survived the death of his chief rival, Gosala, 
and probably also that of the Buddha, and died of self-starvation at 
the age of se\'enty-two, in the little to\vn of Pava, near the Magadhan 
capital Rajagrha. There are conflicting traditions about the date of 
his death. \vhich was probably in 1•68 B.c. 

For some two centuries the jainas retnained a s1nall community of 
monks and Jay foJio\vers, less important than the rival sect of the 
Ajivikas. According to a strongly held jaina tradition Candragupta 
Maurya joined the order as a monk on his abdication, and it seems 
certain that there v.·as an accession of strength in Maurya times. A 
serious fan1ine at the end ofCandragupta's reign led to a great exodus 
of jaina monks frotn the Ganges to the Deccan, where they esta
blished important centres of their faith. 

Out of this n1igration arose the great schism of Jainism, on a point of 
monastic discipline. Bhadrabahu, the elder of the con1munity, \vho 
had led the ernigrants, had insisted on the retention of the rule of 
nudity, which Mahavira had established. Sthulabhadra, tbe leader of 
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the monks \vho had remained in the North, allowed his followers to 
wear white garments, owing to the hardships and confusions of the 
famine. Hence arose the two sects of the Jainas, the Digambaras 
(., Space~lad ..., , i.e. naked), and the Srleta,nbaras (,. White-clad ..., ) . 
The schism did not beco1ne final until the Jst century A.D., and there 
were never any fundamental doctrinal differences; later tnost monks 
of the naked sect took to wearing robes in public, but tbe division has 
persisted do'\vn to the present day. 

According to tradition an oral .sacred literature had been passed 
do\vn from tl1e days of Mahavira, but Bhadrabahu was the last person 
to know it perfectly. On his death Sthulabhadra called a great council 
at Pataliputra, and the canon was reconstructed as best possible in 
twelve Ailgas, or sections, which replaced the fourteen ... former 
texts'' ( PiirvtJS). This canon was accepted only by the Svetambaras; 
the Digatnbaras claimed that the old canon was hopelessly lost, and 
proceeded to devise new scriptures for themselves, many of which are 
still Wlpublished. The texts of the Svetimbara canon were finally 
settled and reduced to writing at a council at Valabhi in Kathiiwar in 
the 5th century A. D. By this time the texts had become very corrupt, 
and one of the Ailgas had been completely lost, while ne\v material 
had been added to tbe original canon in the forn1 of the twelve 
UpangtJS, or ntinor sections. and various lesser works. In the Middle 
Ages a great body of commentarial literature was written both in 
Prakrit and Sanskrit, and there \vere many able philosopher monks, 
who interpreted the scriptures of the sect. Sotne monks turned their 
attention to secular literature and other branches of learning, ap. 
parentl y without losing their piety. One of the last great poets in 
Sanskrit, Nayacandra, of the 14th century (p. 4Slf), was a Jaina 
Jnonk, as was Mallinitba, the author of the standard contmentary on 
the poems of Kalidasa. We owe much to the Jaina 1nonks· love of 
literature. To copy a manuscript. even a secular one. was considered 
a work of great religious merit, and thus the old jaina monasteries of 
Western India have preserved many rare and otherwise unkno\vn 
texts. some of which have still to be published, and many of which arc 
of non-jaina origin. 

In the period between the Mauryas and the Guptas Jainism can be 
traced from Orissa in the East to Matbura in the West, but in later 
tintes it was chiefly concentrated in two regions Kathiawir, Guja
rat and parts ofRajasthin, where the Svetambara sect prevailed, and 
the central part of the Peninsula, the modern Mysore and Soutl1 
Hyderabad, where the Digambaras \vcre dominant. The Ganges 
Valley, the original home of jainism, was little affected by it. 

The Svetambaras found much support a1nong the chiefs of Western 
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India, and gained a position of great protninence during the reign of 
the Caulukya king Kumarapila, who ruled Gujarat and 1\athiawar in 
the 12th century. Under the guidance of a great Jaina scholar, Hema
candra, Kurnarapala is said to have instituted a jaina reformation; 
but on his death the sect lost n1uch of its influence, and though it still 
flourished it never again became so important. Similarly in the 
South the Digambaras had great influence in the early Middle Ages, 
thanks to the patronage of many important kings, but this influence 
gradually diminished as devotional Saivism and Vai~l'}avisln grew. 
There are traditions, which some have doubted, but which we believe 
to have a basis of fact, that the Jainas were so1netimes severely per
secuted. But although Jainism declined it never disappeared. 

Though the Jaina scriptures are comparatively late in their final 
form, there is so little divergence in fundamentals bet\veen the two 
great Jaina sects that it seetns that the basic teachings of both are very 
ancient indeed, and are essentially those of Mahavira himself. jain
ism, like Buddhism, is fundamentally atheistic, in that, while not deny
ing the existence of the gods, it refuses them any inJportant part in 
the universal scheme. ~'he world, for d1e Jaina, is not created, main
tained or destroyed by a personal deity, but functions only according 
to universal law. 

The universe is eternal. Its existence is divided into an infinite 
number of cycJcs, each consisting of a period of improven1ent { utsar
Pi!li), and one of decline (avasarpi'!'i). Each period is to all intents 
and purposes like the last, containing t\venty-four Tirlhatilctuas, 
twelve Universal Emperors ( Calcravarlills), altogether sixty-three 
Great Men( $alalta-pur1J!as), who live at regular intervals in the cycle. 
At the peak period men are ofenorn1ous size and live to a tremendous 
age. ''{"hey have no need of laws or property, for wishing-trees 
(Jcalpa-vrkla) give them all they need for the asking. At present the 
world is rapidly declining. The last Tirthai1kara of this age has 
passed to final Nirval)a, and gradually true religion will be lost
Mahavira, in his omniscience, even gave his followers the name and 
address of the last Jaina of this ~on. The process of decline lvill con
tinue for 40,000 years, when men will be dwarfs in stature. with a 
life of only twenty years, and will d\vell in caves, having forgotten all 
culture, even to the use of fire. Then the tide will turn, and they will 
begin to improve again, only to decline once more, and so on for all 
eternity. Unlike the cosmology of the Buddhists and Hindus. that of 
the jainas involves no cataclysms of universal destruction. 

The universe functions through the interaction of Jiving souls 
(jivas, literally ""Jives .. ), and five categories of non-living entities 
( ajiva): u ether.. ( iilca!a), the means or condition of movement 

• 
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( dkartna), the means or condition of rest ( adhar·rrta.). • time ( kiila), 
and matter (puJgala). Souls are not only the property of animal and 
plant life, but also of entities such as stones, rocks, running water, 
and rnany other natural objects not looked on as living by other sects. 

The soul is naturally bright, all-knowing and blissful. There are an 
infinite number of souls in the universe, all fundan1ental1y equal, but 
differing o\ving to the adherence of matter in a fine atomic form. 
T'his subtle matter, quite invisible to the human eye, is karnl4, the 
immaterial entity of other .systems interpreted materialistically. The 
naturally bright soul becomes dulled and clouded over by karmic 
matter and thus acquires first a spiritual and then a material body. 
l"'he obfuscation of the soul is compared to the gradual clouding of a 
bright oily surface by motes of dust. Karma adheres to the soul as a 
result of activity. Any and every activity induces karma of sontc 
kind, but deeds of a cruel and selfish nature induce tnore and ntore 
dangerous karma than others. 111c karma already acquired leads to 
the acquisition of further karma, and thus the cycle of transJnigration 
continues indefinitely. 

On these premisses transmigration can only be escaped by dispelling 
the karma already adhering to the soul and ensuring that no more is 
acquired. This is a slow and difficult process and it is believed that 
many souls will never succeed in accomplishing it, but will continue to 
transmigrate for all eternity. The annihilation (nirjara) of karma 
comes about through penance, and the prevention ( sarf&vara) of the 
influx ( aJrava) and fixation ( banJJza )t of karma in the soul is en
sured by carefully disciplined conduct, as a result of which it does not 
enter in dangerous quantities and is dispersed imn1cdiately. When 
the soul has finaJly set itself free it rises at once to the top of the uni
verse, above the highest heaven, where it remains in inactive omni
scient bliss through all eternity. TI1is, for the jainas, is Nirvil}a. 

Though jaina philosophers developed their doctrines, and evolved 
a theory of epistemology of great subtlety ( p. 602f), these funda
mental teachings remained essentially unaltered. Mahavira and the 
twenty-three other Tirthankaras were adored in the same way as the 
Buddha and as the Hindu gods, but Jainism never compromised in its 
atheism, and there was no developmer.t in this sect comparable to the 
Great Vehicle in Buddhism. Jainism has survived for over 2,000 
years on the basis of these austere teachings alone. 

• l..ike the Buddhists tlte jainas gave to these familiar terms very special connotations, 
1he full discussion of which is beyona tht! scope of this work. DhtJrmlJ is a sort of secondary 
space which permits movement, as water pea m its a fish to swim; tJdh.arma is a tertiary 
space, which permits rest. 

t We quote these four Sanskrit tenns as, withjfw (souls), tJjlva. (the flve categories 
mentioned earlier), andsalvation (m.o.t1a). theycon.~titute thesevenfundamentalcategories 
( ttJIIVIJ) of Jainism. 
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Full salvation is not possible to the layman. In this Jainisn1 differs 
fro1n Buddhisn1 and Hinduism~ \vhich concede it in very exceptional 
cases. 1."'o attain Nirvana a man must abandon all trammels, includ-

• 
ing his clothes. Only by a long course of fasting, self-mortification. 
study and meditation, can he rid hitnself of karma, and only by the 
most rigorous discipline can he pre\·ent fresh l(arma from entering his 
soul. Hence a monastic life is essential for salvation. Very early, 
ho\vever, many jaina monks gav~ up the rule of nudity, and today fe\Y 
if any monks, even of the Digatnbara sect, practise it regularly. Both 
sects of jainas, ho\vever, would admit that it is necessary to full 
salvation. The wtive .. se is now rapidly declining, and no souls no\v 
reach Nirv~a or have any hope of reaching it in the foreseeable future, 
so in these degenerate days clothes are \vom as a concession to 
hun1an frailty. 

1ne regimen of the jaina monk was, and still is, strict in the ex
treme. At his initiation his hair \Vas not shaved, but pulled out by 
the roots. He subjected hi1nself to many hardships, such as nleditating 
in the full sunlight of the Indian sun1n1er, or maintaining an uneasy pos
ture for long periods on end, though jainism did not permit the more 
spectacular penances of some Hindu ascetics. The ntonk·s frugal 
aneals were interrupted by numerous fasts, and many monks starved 
themselves to death, following the example of Mahivira himself. 

The life of the rnonk was governed by five vo'\vS, abjuring killing, 
stealing, lying, sexual activity and the possession of property. These 
vows were interpreted quite strictly. Acts of violenc~ and killing, 
whether intentional or not, were the 1nost potent cause of the influx 
of karma, and \Vere therefore particularly to be avoided. Meat-eating 
'vas (tuitc forbidden to 1uonk and layman alike. Even insect life was 
carefully protected. Like the Buddhist monks, the Jainas strained 
their drinking-water to save the lives of ani1nalculre. jaina 1nonks 
usually carried feather dusters, to brush ants and other insects frona 
their path and save them from being trampled underfoot, and they \vore 
veils over th~ir mouths, to prevent the ntinute living things in the 
air from being inhaled and killed. No lay jaina could take up the 
profession of agriculture, since this involved not only the destruction 
of plant life, but also of n1any living things in the soil. ~rhus, in 
its insistence on ahirpsa, or non-\·iolcnce, ]ainis1n \Vent much further 
than any other Indian religion. 

It has been suggested that jainisnl survived in India, whereas 
Buddhism perished, because the fonner sect took better care of its 
layfolk. The jaina nlonks perhaps paid gr~ater attention to the lay
nten than did the Buddhists~ and in Jainism the layn1an \\·as a definite 
mentber of the Order, encouraged to undertake periodical retreats, 
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and to live as far as possible the life of the monk for specified periods. 
Like Buddhism, jainism encouraged the commercial virtues of 
l1onesty and frugality, and at a very early period the jaina lay com
munity becan1e predonlina.ntly mercantile. The splendid Jaina 
temples at such places as Mount Abu and SravaJ)a Be}go!a are testi
monies of the great wealth and piety of medieval Jaina lay1nen. 

Jainism had no special social doctrines. The domestic rites of the 
layman, such as birth, n•arriage and death, were those of the Hindus. 
At one ti1ne Jainism n1aintained a cult of stil)las, in the same way as 
Buddhism. but this has not survived, and early in the Christian era 
the Tirtha.ilkaras \Yere adored in temples in the form of icons. By 
the Middle Ages this worship approximated to that of the Hindus, 
with offerings of flowers, incense, lamps and so on. As with Bud
dhism, the chief gods of the Hindus found their way into jaina 
temples in subordinate positions, and though there \Yas no real com
promise with theism the sect easily fitted into the Hindu order, its 
men1bcrs forming distinct castes. 

jaina religious literature is generally dull, and often pedantic, and 
its ethics, though they inculcate such virtues as honesty and mercy, 
tend to be negative an~ fundamentally selfish. ·rhe virtue of non
violence in Jainism often had little of love about it, but merely in
volved vegetarianism, and precautions against tbe accidental killing 
of small animals. There are, ho\¥ever, passages in the jaina scrip
tures which show \varmtb and human ~rnpathy. Thus, discussing 
the doctrine of non-violence, the early Acaratiga Sulra writes: 

~~A wise man should be neither glad nor angry, for he should know and 
consider the happiness of all things. . . . Life is dear to the many \V)lo own 
fields and houses, who get dyed and coloured clothes and jewels and earrings, 
and grow attached to them. . . . Only those who are of controlled conduct do 
not desire these things; therefore, kno,ving birth and death, you should 
firn1ly walk the path . 

.. For nothing is inaccessible to death, and all beings are fond of themselves, 
they love pleasure and hate pain, they shun destruction and cling to life. 
They long to live. To all things life is dear. ··ce 

More typical of jaina moral teachings are the following verses, 
said to have been spoken by Mahavira to Gautama, one of his disciples 
(not, of course, to be confused with Gautarna the Buddha) . 

" As the dead leaf \vhen its tinte is up 
falls from the tree to the ground, 

so is the life of man. 
Gautama, always be watchful I 

. 

I 
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,. As the de·wdrop that sways on a blade of grass 
lasts but a moment, 

so is the life of man. 
Gautama .. always be watchful I 

••For the soul which suffers for its carelessness 
is ·whirled about in the universe. 

through good and evil karma. 
Gautama, always be watchful I 

u When the body gro\VS old and the hair tums white, 
and all the vital power-s decrease . . . 

despondency and disease befall, and the flesh \Vastes and decays. 
Gautama, always be watchful I 

··So cast a\vay all attachments. 
and be pure as a lotus .. or as water in auttunn. 

Free from every attachment .. 
Gautama, always be watr.hful l ""ttJ 

As an exatnple of Digan1bara teaching we give a fe\v verses, re
mar1<able for their conciseness, by the 4th century monk Pujyapada . 

.. Body. house, wealth and 'vife, 
sons and friends and ene•nies:

aU are different from the soul. 
Only the fool thinks them his O\vn. "' 

- . . . 
•• From all directions come the birds 

and rest together in the trees; 
but in the morning each goes his own way, 

flying in all directions.·· 
• • • • 

"Death is not for rne. \Vhy then should I fear? 
Di~ca.sc is not for me. Why then should I despair? 

I am not a child, nor a youth, nor all old man
AJI these states are only of rny body."' 

• • • • 

"Time and again in n1y foolishness I ha\'e enjoyed 
all kinds of body and have discarded them. 

Now I atn wise ' 
\Vhy should I long for rubbish r· 

• • • • 
•• The soul is one thing. matter another-

that is the quintessenre of truth. 
Whatever else ntay be said 

is merely its elaboration. "60 

Tht Ajivilcos 
A third unorthodox sect \vhich en1erge<l at the san1e time as Bud

dhisin an<l Jainism was that of the AjivikasJ a body of ascetics who 
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were under a rigorous discipline similar to that of the Jainas, which 
involved complete nudity. The doctrines of the founder of the sect, 
Go~ala Maskariputra, bear a generic likeness to those of his contem
porary and foraner friend Mahavira. Like Mahavira, he looked back 
to earlier teachers and ascetic groups, whose doctrines he refur
bished and developed. According to both Buddhist and jaina tradi
tion he was of humble birth; he died a year or so before the Buddha, 
about 484 B.c ., after a fierce altercation with Mahavira in the city of 
Sravasti. His followers seem to have combined with those of other 
teachers, such as Pura~a Ka~yapa the antinomian and Pakudha 
Katyayana the atomist, to fonn the Ajivika sect. After a period of 
prosperity in Mauryan times, when A~oka and his successor Da~a
ratha presented caves to the Ajivikas, the sect rapidly declined, and 
only retained some local importance in a sn1all region of Eastern 
Mysore and the adjacent parts of Madras, where it survived until the 
14th century, after which we hear no more of it. -·No scriptures of the Ajivikas have come down to us, and the little 
've know about them has to be reconstructed from the poletnic 
literature of Buddhisn1 and Jainism. The sect was certainly atheistic, 
and its main feature was strict detenninistn. The usual doctrine of 
karma taught that though a man·s present condition was determined 
by his past actions he could influence his destiny, in this life and the 
future, by choosing the right course of conduct. This the Ajivikas 
denied. 1.·he whole tmi verse was conditioned and determined to the 
smallest detail by an impersonal cosmic principle, Niyati, or destiny. 
It was impossible to influence the course of transmigration in any way. 

u All that have breath, all that are bom, all that have life, are without 
power, strength or virtue, but are developed by destiny. chance and nature. 
and experience joy and sorrow in the six classes [of existence]. There 
are ... 8,400,000 great reons ( ,JJhakappa ). through. which fool and \Vase 
alike must take their course and make an end of sorro\v. There is no [ques
tion of] bringing unripe karma to fruition, nor of exhausting karma already 
ripened, by virtuous conduct, by vows, by penance, or by chastity. That 
cannot be done. Sa~psara is measured as with a bushel, with its joy and 
sonow and its appointed end. It can neither be lessened nor i.ncreased, nor 
is there any excess or deficiency of it. just as a ball of string will. \vhcn 
thrown, unwind to its full length. so fool and wise alike will take their course, 
and make an end of sorrow:"61 

Though nothing that a tnan could do would in any way influence 
his future lot Ajivika monks practised severe asceticism, because the 
force of destiny compelled them to do so, although their religious 
opponents accused them of licentiousness and immorality. 

The Dravidian Ajivikas developed their doctrines in a way 
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resembling Buddhism of the Great Vehicle. Gosala became an ineffable 
divinity, like the Buddha in the Mahayana system, 'vhile the doctrine 
of destiny evolved into a Parmenidean view that all change and move
ment \\·ere illusory, and that the world \Vas in reality eternally and 
immovably at rest. This view bears a certain resen1blance to 
Nagarjuna~s doctrine of·· the Void~~~. 

Scepticism and Materialism. 
Buddha, Mahavira, Go~ala, and many lesser teachers of their period 

ignored the gods. but they were not thoroughgoing atheists and 
materialists. All admitted the existence of supernatural beings of 
strictly limited powers, and all accepted the fundamental doctrine of 
transn1igration, though they interpreted its Jnechanics individually. 
Some thinkers, however, rejected all imrnaterial categories com
pletely. and their influence n1ay have been wider than appears from 
the religious texts of the period. In the fairly early Katka Upani1ad 
the interlocutor Naciketas (p. 157) questions Yama, the god of death, 
in these terms: "There is doubt about the state of a man who is dead 
-some say he is, others, he is not... "On this point'', Yatna replies, 
"even the gods formerly had their doubts. It is not easy to under
stand."" At this titne unbelief must have been fairly widespread. 

Ajita l{esaka•nbalin (Ajita of the Hair-blanket, no doubt so called 
from the garb of his order), a contemporary of the Buddha, was the 
earliest known teacher of complete materialism. 

" Man, .. he said, .. is forrned of the four elements. When he dies earth re
turns tO the aggregate o£ earth, Water tO \Vater, fire tO fire, and air tO air, 
while his senses vanish into space. Four 1nen with the bier take up the 
corpse; they gossip [about the dead man J as Car as the burning-ground, 
\\·h~re his bones turn the colour of a dove's wing and his sacrifices end in 
ashes. 'fhcy are Cools who preach almsgiving, and those who maintain the 
existence [of immaterial categories] speak vain and lying nonsense. When 
the body dies both Cool and wise alike are cut off and perish. They do not 
~urvive aCter death:'~2 

If we are to believe the Buddhist scriptures, Ajita founded a sect of 
monks. The Buddha condemned then1 as having no good n1otive for 
their asceticism, the degree of which is nowhere made clear. It is 
possible that, like the Epicureans, they were not so much an ascetic 
order as a fraternity or men with common aims, cultivating together 
the simpler pleasures of life. In any case, an undercurrent of 
tnaterialism is traceable in Indian thought frorn this time onwards. 
Religious and philosophical literature, whether Hindu, Buddhist or 
Jaina, devotes much space to attacking the evil tenets of the CArvnlcas 
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or Lokayatas, as the materialist schools ~·ere called. Throughout the 
period which we treat these unbelievers are referred to \vith scon1 and 
disapprobation, \vhich someti1nes seems to contain an undertone of 
fear, as though the pious authors thought it really possible that the 
materialists might shake the foundations of the established order. 
Materialist and irreligious undercurrents are traceable in some secular 
literature, such as the Arlnaiastra and the Ka1nasutra. 

The general attitude of the materialist schools, according to their 
adversaries, was that all religious observance and morality were 
futile. A man should make the most of life and get what happiness he 
could out of it. The frugal virtues of Buddhism and jainisn1 were 
rejected. 

"As long as he lives a n1an should live happily 
and drink ghee, though he run into debt, 

for when the body is turned to ashes 
ho\v c1n there be any return to life?,.59 

A Jna.n must not turn back from pleasure for fear of concon1itant sor
row. l-Ie must accept occasional sorrow gladly, for the sake of the 
joy which he finds in the world, as l1e accepts the bones with the fish 
or the husk with the corn. ,. Whoever turns in fear frotn the joy that 
he sees before him is a fool, no better than an anima1:·64 

Their opponents ascribe only base ideals to the rnaterialists, and 
there is no definite evidence that they had any ethical doctrines, but 
one verse attributed to them show·s that they were not blind to the 
wanu ties of fatnily and friendship . 

.. If a man really left his body, 
and passed on to the other world, 

would he not come back once more, 
drawn by his lo\·e for his kin? .. && 

Besides numerous quotations attributed to materialists in religious 
and philosophical works one materialist philosophical text has sur
vived. This is the TatttJopaplavosirplza (freely • ·1"'he Lion Destroying 
all Religious Truth") written by a certain Jayar~i in the 8th century 
A.D. The author was an out-and-out Pyrrhonist denying the possi
bility of any certain knowledge at all, and he den1olished with able 
dialectic, to his O\YO satisfaction at any rate, all the basi(; presupposi
tions of the chief religious systems of his day. 

(1v) HIKDUJSM 

Vevelcpment and Literature 
As well as the aristocratic religion of the brihmal)s, the Buddhist 

and jaina scriptures mention popular cults, connected with earth-
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spirits (yak§as), snake-spirits (1Uigo.s), and other 1ninor deities, 
centred round sacred spots or caityas (p. 262). Very early a god 
named Vasudeva was widely worshipped, especially in Western India. 
It was to this god that the Besnagar column, to which we have 
more than once referred, was erected. The inscription on the colunm 
shows that by the end of the 2nd century s.c. the cult of Vasudeva was 
receiving the support of the ruling classes, and even of the Western 
invaders. Soon after this Visudeva was identified with the Vedic god 
Vi~I}U, if indeed the identification had not already been made, and 
further syncretisms were taking place. Niray~a, a god of obscure 
origin mentioned in the BrihmaJ}a literature, was also identified with 
Vi~l}u, whose name was by now closely connected with that of Kr~J}a, 
one of the heroes of the martial traditions 'vhich were being brought 
together at this time to form the great epic, the MaM.bMrota. 

The character of Vi~u, and of the gods associated with him, de
veloped through the centuries, as further popular divinities were in 
one way or another identified with him. Among some of the lower 
orders theriomorphic cults prevailed, especially in Eastern Milwa, 
where a divinity in the form of a boar was worshipped. By Gupta 
times the cult of the divine boar was assimilated to that of Vi~J}U. A 
pastoral flute-playing deity, popular among herdsmen and of un
certain origin, was identified with the hero Kr~Qa, by now recognized 
as an incarnation of VifJ}U. The BrihmaJ}ic hero Para.§urima was 
similarly accounted for, while in medieval times the hero of the second 
great Indian epic, Rima, was also brought into the Vai§J}avite 
pantheon. 

Simultaneously a fertility deity, whose cult may have been kept 
alive in non-brihmaJ}iC circles from the days of the Harappi culture, 
rose in prominence. This was Siva, identified with the Vedic Rudra 
and usually worshipped in the form of the phallic emblem (liliga). 
With Siva were later associated certain other popular divinities, such 
as Skanda and the elephant-headed GaJ}e§a. At the end of the Gupta 
period goddesses rose to prominence, together with magical cults, 
religious sexuality, and animal sacrifice in a new form, which in
creased in importance throughout the early Middle Ages. 

The final form of Hinduism was largely the result of influence from 
the Dravidian South. Here, on the basis of indigenous cults fertilized 
by Aryan influences, theistic schools had arisen, characterized by in
tense ecstatic piety. It was this devotional Hinduism, propagated by 
many wandering preachers and hymn-singers in the medieval period. 
which had the greatest effect on Hinduism as it exists today. 

During this period an enormous body of sacred literature was pro
duced. The Vedas, Brihmal}as and Upani~ads, theoretically still the 
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most sacred of all lndia·s religious literature, were studied only by 
those \vho had undergone the ceremony of initiation. and became 
more and more the preserve of the brihmai)S, who themselves often 
interpreted them figuratively in the light of the new doctrines. The 
real scriptures of Hinduism, as distinct from Brihmal)ism, were avail
able to all, even to men of low caste and to women. These were the 
Epics, the Purii~as, the books of Sacred Law, which we have treated 
elsewhere (p. 112f), and numerous hymns and religious poems. For 
the learned there was a voluminous literature of commentaries, and 
many treatises on various aspects of theology and philosophy. 

The two great Epics were originally secular, and in their literary 
aspect will be treated later (p. 407f). Very early, probably before the 
Christian era, the Mahiiblz4rata began to receive religious inter
polations, and was soon looked on as a sacred text. The most sacred 
of these interpolations is the famous Bhagavad Gitii, itself a compila
tion of material from various sources, to \\'hich we shall often refer in 
the course of this chapter; but much literature on the Sacred Law, as 
well as religious legends of many kinds, has fowtd its way into 
the Epic whicll, as it exists at present, for1ns an encyclopedia of 
early Hinduism. An important appendix to the MaAabharata is 
the Harivarpsa, giving the legend of the god Kr~l)a in a developed 
fonn. The second epic. the Riimaya!la, was also secular in its earliest 
fonn, but at a comparatively late period, probably after the age of 
the Guptas, an introductory and a final canto were added, together 
with other interpolations, which raised the text to the status of a sacred 
scripture. 

The Puril}as ('·Ancient Stories·') are compendia of legends and 
religious instructions. There are eighteen chief Pural)as of 'vhich 
perhaps the most important are the Yiyu, Yinzu, Agni, Blzavzjya and 
Blzdgavata Purii!las. In their present forJn they are not very ancient, 
none going back earlier than the Gupta period and all containing 
interpolations, but much of their legendary material is very old 
indeed. 

Much later religious poetry is of small literary value, and has little 
more sanctity than have ,. H yanns Ancient and Modern"' in the Church 
of England. Certain poems, however, are looked on by modem sects 
as very sacred, especially the Gita Govinda. a collection ofinterlinked 
religious songs by the 12th~entury Dengali poet Jayadeva (p. 428f). 
Some medieval stotras or bytnns of praise, notably those attributed 
to the theologian Sankara. have considerable literary merit, and are 
looked on with great respect. 

The Peninsula produced much vernacular sacred poetry during our 
period, some of whicll is of great value, and is considered to be very holy. 
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A beautiful collection of moral aphorisms in Tamil verse, the Tiruldcural 
( .. Sacred Couplets"), attributed to TiruvaJ!uvar, perhaps dates from 
the 4th or 5th centuries A.D., though some authorities would put it 
much earlier. Later, from the ith to the lOth centuries, \Vere com
posed the eleven sacred books ( Tirumurai) of the Tamil Saivites, 
anthologies of hymns by the sixty-three Naya!}ars. or Teachers. 
Chief of tl1esc eleven works are the Tiviiram, containing songs by the 
three poets A ppar. f:l inasamba.ndar. and SundaraJnfirti, and the Ti'ru
f)a/agam of MaQikka Va~agar_ The Tamil Vai~Qavites at about the 
same period produced the NalO.yiram {"Four Thousand"), a collec
tion of stanzas attributed to the t'\velve Alvars or saints of the sect. -
Sitnilar collections of devotional poetry" still looked on locally as very 
sacred, were composed at the end of our period in Canarese and 
Telu_gu. At a later time much devotional literature was \Yritten in 
the Aryan vernaculars. but none survives from the period before the 
Mu~lim invasions, except perhaps the works of some of the Marathi 
Vai~l'}aVite hymn singers, jiiane~var, Namdev and a few others, who, 
according to tradition" lived at the end of the 15th century. 

We cannot here catalogue the great mass of religio-philosophical 
literature of Hinduism, son1c of which will be mentioned in the follow-
• ang pages. 

Yisnu •• 

To the Vai~l'}avitc, or the devotee of Vi~Qu. this god is the source 
of the universe and of all things. According to the most famous 
cosmic myth of Hinduism he sleeps in the primeval ocean. on the 
thousand-headed snake Se~a. In his sleep a lotus grows from his 
navel, and in the lotus is born the dc1niurge Brah1ni, • who creates 
the world. Once the world is created Vi~QU a'\vakes, to reign in the 
highest heaven, Vaikul}t)la. He is usually depicted as a four-armed 
man of dark blue colour, crowned and seated on his throne, bearing 
in his hands his emblems, the conch, discus, mace and lotus, wearing 
the holy jewel called Kaustubh.a round his neck, and with a tuft of 
curly hair ( Srivatsa) on his chest. He rides the great eagle GarucJa. 
generally shown with a half-human face, who is perhaps the survival 
of an ancient thcriomorphic cult, and who was already associated with 
Vasudeva, one of Vi~~:tu's early forn1s, when Heliodorus erected his 
colu1nn at Besnagar. Vi.pJu's spouse. Lak~mi, is an important god
dess in her own right. 

Vi~l)u's status as the Universal God, of who1n all other gods are 
aspects or emanations, appears as early as the Bkagavad Gilii. 

• Not to be conrused with the impersonal Brahman ( p. 250) of the Upani~ads. 
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•• Now I will tell the chief of my holy powers .... 
though there is no end to my fullness. 
1 am the self in the inmost hean of all that are bon1 • . . .. 
I am their beginning, their middle and their end .... 
I am the begi1ming, the middle, the end. of all creation, 
the science of the soul among sciences, 
of speakers I am the speech. 
of letters I am A. • 

., I am Wlending ti_me, 
I am the ordainer \vho faces all ways, 
1 am destroying death. 
I am the source of a11 that is to be . ... 
I am the dice-play of the gamester, 
I ana the glory of the glorious, 
I am victory, I am courage, 
I am the goodness of the virtuous. . . . 
I am the force of those who goven1, 
I am the statecraft of those \vho seelc to conquer, 
I am the silence of what is secret, 
I am the kno,vledge of those who know, 
and I am the seed of aU that is bom. • • • 

... There is nothing that can exist without me. 
There is no end to 1ny holy po\vers. . . . 
And whatever is mighty or fortunate or strong 
springs from a portion of my glory ... oe 

Though his counterpart Siva has a rather ferocious and dangerous 
side to his character, Vi~I}U is generally thought of as wholly bene
volent. The god works continuously for the welfare of the world, 
and with this in view has from time to time incarnated himself, wholly 
or partially. The earliest version of this doctrine is contained in 
the Bhngavad Gili, wherein Kr~na reveals himself as the ever-active 
godhead incarnate. 

u In essence I am never bon1, I never alter. 
I am the lord of all beings 
and the full master of my own nature, 
yet of my own po\vcr I come to be. 

• ·Whenever the Sacred Law fails. and evil raises its head, 
I take embodied birth. 
To guard the righteous and root out the sinners, 
and to establish the Sacred La\v, 
I am born from age to age .... 67 

• A is the first leucr of the Sanskrit alphabet. lt is also implicit in all the other 
letters, ir they are not modified by special marks ( p. S96). 
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The Ava.tiiras (··descents"') or incan1ations of Vi~J)U are, according 
to the most popular classification, ten. The divinities and heroes 
composing the list were adopted by Vai~~avism at different times, but 
all were incorporated by the 11th century. It may be that the Vair 
J)avite doctrine of incan1ation owes something to the Buddhist and 
jaina doctrines of forn1er Buddhas and Tirthailkaras, which are cer
tainly attested earlier. An incarnation might be total or partial
for ··whatever is mighty or fortunate or strong springs from a portion 
of my glory."" In this sense every good or great man was thought 
of as a partial incarnation of Vi~I)U. The ten chief incan1ations, how
ever, are or a more special type, for in them the god is believed to 
have taken flesh to save the \vorld from imminent danger of total de
struction. They are as follows: 

( 1) The }ish ( Matsya). When the earth was overwhelmed by a 
universal flood Vi~~u took the form of a fish, who first warned Manu 
{the Hindu A dam) of the impending danger, and then carried him, 
his family, and the seven great sages (rlis) in a ship, fastened to 
a horn on his head. He also saved the Vedas from the flood. The 
fish legend first appears in the Brahm.u:,tas, and the Noah"s Ark theme 
suggests Semitic influence. The Fish incarnation was never widely 
worshipped. 

{2) rfl1e Tortoise (KiirnJ.a). Many divine treasures were lost in 
tl1e flood, including the ambrosia (antrta ), • ""'ith ""·hich the gods pre
served their youth. Vi~~u became a great tortoise, and dived to the 
bottom of tl1e cosmic ocean. On his back the gods placed Mount 
Mandara, and, twining the divine snake Vasuki around the mountain, 
churned the ocean in the manner in \vhich an Indian dairyman churns 
butter, twirling the mountain by pulling the snake. From the chun1ed 
ocean emerged the an1brosia, and various other treasures, including 
the goddess l..al<~mi. The story is probably a piece of very early 
folklore, but the identification of the tortoise with Vi~~u is compara
tively late, and, though frequently mentioned in literature, this in
carnation had little real importance. 

(s) The Boar (Yaral1a). A demon, Hir3.J}ya~a, cast the earth 
once n1ore into the depths of the cosmic ocean. Vi~J}U took the forn1 
of an enormous boar, killed the demon, and raised the earth on his 
tusk (pl. XXXVIIc). The legend looks back to the BrahlnaJ)as, but 
probably developed through a primitive non-Aryan cult of a sacred 
pig. The cult of the Boar incan1ation \vas in)portant in some parts of 
India in Gupta times. 

( +) The Man-Lion ( Narasitp}ul). Another demon, Hir.u:,tya-

• The words ambrosia and Dmr/11 are probably t'.Onnccted i but arnrta was a drinlc, and 
sl1ould therefore perhaps be translated .. nectar-• ._ 
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ka§ipu. had obtained a boon from Braluna ensuring that he could not 
be killed either by day or night by god, tnan or beast. Thus safe
guarded he persecuted both gods and men, including his pious son 
PrahHida. When Prahlada called on Vi~u for help the god burst 
from a pillar of the demon·s palace at sunset, when it was neither 
night nor day, in a form half man and half lion, and slew Hiral}ya
kasipu. N arasirpha was \Vorshipped as their special divinity ( illade
vata) by a small sect, and was often depicted in sculpture. 

( 5) The Dwarf ( Panutna ). A demon named Bali gained control 
of the \Vorld, and commenced a course of asceticism, by which his 
supernatural JlO\ver so increased that he menaced even the gods. 
Vi~I)U appeared before hiln in the foran of a dwarf, and asked as a boon 
as much land as he could cover in three strides. When the boon was 
granted the god became a giant, and in three strides covered earth, 
heaven and the middle air, leaving only the infernal regions to the 
demon. The three steps ofVi~t:lU are as old a.~ the IJg Yeda, but other 
popular elements were incorporated into the story. 

( 6) Para§urama ( Rama with the Axe) . Vi~I)U took human form 
as the son of a brihm~ Jamadagni. When his father was robbed by 
the wicked King Kartavirya, Parasuran1a killed the latter. Jamadagni 
\Vas in turn killed by the sons of Kartavirya, after which the enraged 
Parasurama destroyed all the males of the k~atriya class twenty-one 
times in succession. Though Parasurama is frequently referred to in 
literature, he seems rarely to have been specially \Vorshipped. 

( 7) Rama, Prince of Ayodhya and hero of the Ramaya?J.a. Vi$1)U 
incarnated hitnselfin this form to save the world from the oppressions 
of the demon Raval)a. T o the European his story is ratber a 1natter of 
literature than of religion and \vill be told in a later chapter { p. + 12ff). 
Rima may have been a chief\vbo lived in the 8th or 7th century s.c., 
and in the earliest forn1 of the story he has no divine attributes. 
Though he \vas believed to be an earlier incarnation than Kr~l}a, his 
cult developed later than Kr~~·s, and does not appear to have been very 
important until the end of our period. Rama is usually depicted as of 
dark hue, often bearing a bow and arrow. He is attended by his faith
ful wife Sita, the personification of wifely devotion, and often also by 
his three loyal brothers. Lak~mal)a, Bharata and Satrughna, and by his 
friend and helper, the monkey-god Hanumant. To his devotees Rima 
combines the ideals of the gentle, faithful husband, the leader brave 
in hardship, and the just and benevolent king. lt is perhaps significant 
that his cult only became really popular after the Musliln invasion. 

( 8) Kr~t:la was undoubtedly the most in1portant of the incarnations 
of Vi~J}U. His legend in its final fom1 is very long and can only be 
outlined briefly here . 

• 
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Kr~l)a \vas born at Mathuri. of the tribe of the Yadavas. His father was 
Vasudeva, and his mother was Devaki, the aw1t of the ruling King 1\atpsa. 
lt was prophesied that Karpsa would be killed by Dcvaki's eighth son, so he 
set out to destroy all her children. But Kr~l)a and his elder brother Bala
rama were saved, and were brought up as the children of the cowherd Nanda 
and his wife Ya§oda. Katpsa, hearing that the boys had escaped his clutches, 
ordered the slaughter of all the male children in his kingdotn, but Nanda 
smuggled the boys away, first to Vraja and then to Vrndavana, districts not 
far from Milthura which are still very sacred to Kr~t::la. 

In his childhood the incamate god perform«.-d n•any ntiracles, killing 
demons, and sheltering the co\vherds from a stonn by holding Mount 
Govardltana over their heads \Vith his finger; he also played nun1erous 
childish pranks, such as stealing Yasoda's butter. In his adolescence he had 
many anaours with the wives and daughters of the cowherds (gopis), and 
accompanied their dances on his f-lute. His favourite was the beautiful 
Radha. 

J3ut his youthful days soon ended. Karpsa traced hitn and made further 
attempts on his life. .1\r~l)a then gave up his idyllic pastoral life, and turned 
on his \Vickcdcousin. He slew Karpsa, and seiz«.-d the kingdom of Mathura, 
but, pressed bet\veen Karpsa·s father-in-law, Jarasandha king of Magadha .. 
and an unnamed Yavana king of the North-West, he was forced to 
leave his kingdom, and with his followers founded a new capital at 
Dvaraka in Kathid:war. Here he made Rukmi~Ji, daughter of the king of 
Vidarbha (modem Bcrar ), his chief queen, and ama~sed a total of over 16,000 
wives and 180,000 sons. His adventures at this stage of his career include 
the destruction of wicked kings and demons all over India. Throughout the 
story of the Mahabharata he appears as the constant friend and advisor of 
the five PaQ~avas, and he preached the great sermon of the Blzagavad Gita 
to Arjuna before the battle ''vhich is the centre of the epic story. 

After seeing the Piil)4avas safely installed in the Kuru land, Kr~•.,a re
turned to Dvaraka. Here ominous portents beset the city, as the Yadava 
chiefs quarrelled among themselves. l{r~l]a banned strong drink, in the hope 
of staving off the evil day, but, on the occasion of a festival, he relaxed the 
ban. The Yadava chiefs began to brawl, and the whole city was soon in up
roar. Kr~l)a, for all his divinity, could do nothing to quell the feud, whicl1 in
volved the ·whole people. His son Pradyumna was killed before his eyes, 
and his faithful brother Balarima \\'ounded to death; nearly all the chiefs of 
the Yadavas were slain. l{f§l)a dejectedly wandered in a forest near the 
city; there, as he sat nn•sing on the loss of his friends and family, a hunter 
spied him through the undergrowth and mistook him for a deer. An arro\v 
pierced his heel, \vhich, like that of Achilles, was his one vulnerable spot, 
and he died. The city of D\'araki was then swallo,ved by the sea. 

Of the many elements which have gone to the making of this story 
that of Kr~t}a as hero "vas the earliest to have been given a place in 
orthodox tradition. A Kr~l}a son of Devaki is n1entioned as early 
as the Upani~adsCS8 as studying the new doctrines of the soul, and it 
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seems certain that there is some historical basis for the legend of 
the hero-god; but evidently tales of1nany heroes from many ages and 
many parts of India have been fused together in the Kr~Qa myth, 
including some which seem rather inconsistent \Vith the general char
acter of the conquering hero, such as that of his some,vhat igno
minious retreat from Mathura. Other elernents in the story, such as 
the destruction of the Yadavas and the death of the god, are quite 
un-Indian in their tragic character. The the1nes of the drunken bra,vl 
leading to general slaughter, of the hero slain by an arrow piercing 
his one vulnerable spot, and of the great city engulfed by the sea, are 
\Vell known in European epic literature. but do not oocur else,vhere 
in that of India, and are not hinted at in the Vedas. The concept of 
the dying god, so 'videspread in the ancient Near East, is fowtd 
nowhere else in Indian mythology. Karpsa, the \Vicked cousin, seems 
to echo Herod, and perhaps also Acrisius, the cruel grandfather of 
Perseus. Sotne parts of the story n1ay be derived fron1 very ancient 
stories, handed down and developed by Aryan \Varriors from the days 
before they entered India; others are of indigenous origin; and yet 
others arc possibly inspired by garbled versions of tales from the 
West. 

Kr~l)a in his pastoral and erotic asJ'ect is evidently of different 
origin frotn Kr~Qa the hero. The name means '"black"', and the god 
is usualJy depicted as of that colour. Perhaps the oldest clear re
ference to the pastoral Kr~l)a is in the early Tamil anthologies, 'vhere 
f(t the Black One" ( Miiyv?J.) plays his flute and sports \Vith milkmaids. 
He n)ay have been originally a fertility god of the Peninsula, whose 
cult \\"as carried to the North by nomadic tribes of herdsmen. A tribe 
,vhich appeared in Mahva and the Westenl Deccan early in the Chris
tian era, the Abhiras, is thought to have played a big part in the pro
pagation of the \vorship of Kr~Qa Govinda ( ((((Lord of HerdsJnan "', • 
a very common epithet of the god in this aspect). 

The young Kr~J:la's erotic exploits have been the source of 1nuch 
romantic literature v.·hich, superficially, contains but a faint religious 
element. Invariably. however. the Jove of the god for the co,vherds' 
\Vives is interpreted as symbolic of the love of God for the human 
soul. The notes of Kr~Qa's flute, calling the \Vomen to leave their 
husbands' beds and dance \Vith bi1n in the 1uoonlight, represent the 
voice of God, calling tnan to leave earthly things and tum to the joys 
of divine love. So Jew and Christian alike have interpreted the Song 
of Songs, and so many mystical poets of all religions have depicted 
their spiritual experience. Despite its luxuriant eroticism the legend 

• Guvriula is probably a Prakrit word, absorbed by Sanskrit i~ its original fonn. The 
correct Sanskrit equivalent would thus be Gupendra. On the orthodox assumption that 
the word is pure Slnskrit its tTan21lat.ion would be .. Cow-finder". 
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of the Divine Cowherd has produced great religious poetry (p. 428f). 
and inspired many pious souls. 

The third element of the Kr~J.la legend is that of the child god. 
This is definitely the latest part to be assirnilated, and its origin is 
quite unknown. Can it be partly inspired by tales brought by 
Christian n1erchants or Nestorian tnissionaries to the \Vest coast of 
India in the early Middle Ages? Most authorities "·ould deny this, but 
we do not reject the possibility out of hand. In any case" the story 
of the child Kr~~Ja, often depicted in later sculpture as a plutnp infant 
crawling on all fours, gave the god a rare completeness. As hero he 
met the worshipper's need of a divine father and elder brother; as the 
young cowherd, he \vas a divine lover; and as infant, a son. The 
cult of the chi)d Kr~l)a naadc a special appeal to the warm maternity of 
Indian womanhood; and even today the simpler women of India, 
while worshipping the divine child, so deligl•tfully naughty despite 
his mighty po\ver, refer to thetnsclvcs as ,. the Mother of God". 

Vasudeva, the popular god of Western India in the early centuries 
B.c., was early identified \vith Kr~l)a, and it may be that the name, 
falsely interpreted as a patronymic, .-esulted in the tradition that 
Kr~l)a"s father \1\·as called Vasudeva (with short a in the first syllable). 
Other deities, originally independent, were associated with Kr~l)a in 
one way and another. Chief of these \vas his elder brother Balarama. 
also called Halayudha {" Anned \vith a Plough··) and Sailltar~aJJa. 
Balarama, bearing a wooden plough on his shoulder, was originally 
an agricultural deity. Traditionally he was a heavy drinlter, and had 
some of the characteristics of a Silenus. Temples to hiln existed at 
one time, but his importance \vaned in the Middle Ages, as that of 
Kr~J)a increased. Less important \Vere the cults of Kr~l)a"s son Pra
dyumna" of his grandson Aniruddha, and of l1is friend Arjuna, the 
P~{lava hero. The chief feminine associate of Kr~IJa was Radha, the 
favourite mistress of his youth, \Yho was often worshipped with him 
in the late Middle Ages. Rultmil)i, his chief queen, also received 
some reverence. 

{9) Buddha, the last historical incarnation ofVi~l)u. According to 
most theologians the god became Buddha in order to delude the 
wiclted, lead them to deny the Vedas, and thus ensure their danma
tion. Jayadeva"s Gita Govinda, however, which contains one of the 
earliest lists of incarnations, states that Vi~I)U became Buddha out of 
compassion for animals,69 in order to put an end to bloody sacrifice. 
This probably gives a clue to the true background of the Buddha 
avatara. He \vas included in the list, as other deities were included, 
in order to assimilate heterodox elements into the Vai~l)avite fold: 
Until quite recently the temple of the Buddha at Gaya was in the 
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hands of Hindus, and the teacher was there worshipped by Hind~ as 
a Hindu god; but in general little attention was paid to the Buddha 
avatira. 

( 10) Kallcin, the incarnation yet to come. At the end of this dark 
age Vi~I}U will appear in the form of a man mounted on a white horse, 
with a flaming sword in his hand. He will judge the wicked, reward 
the good. and restore the age of gold. This is a late addition to 
Vai~l}avite myth, and does not play a very important part in litera
ture or iconography, though it is said that many simple Hindus have 
taken the Kalkin very seriously, and long for his arrival just as old
fashioned Christians look forward to the second coming of Christ. 
Christian parallels have been found, especially with the horseman of 
the Book of Revelation, eo but the main inspiration of the Kalkin may 
have come from Buddhism, which taught the coming of Maitreya 
Buddha long before the Vai~l)avites devised the Kalkin. Zoroastrian 
ideas may also have helped in the formation of the myth. 

Siva 
Almost as popular as the numerous forms ofVi~l}u was Siva, who 

evolved from the fierce Vedic god Rudra (p. 2S8), with whom merged 
elements of a non-.Aryan fertility deity. 1nough developed Saivite 
sects often made of their chosen divinity a wholly moral and paternal 
father in heaven. Siva's character, unlike that of Vi~I}U, is ambivalent. 
He lurks in horrible places, such as battlefields, burning-grounds and 
crossroads, which, in India as in Europe, were looked on as very in
auspicious. He wears a garland of skulls and is surrounded by ghosts, 
evil spirits and demons. He is death and time (M ahaltiila), which 
destroy all things. 

Hut he is also a great ascetic, and the patron deity of ascetics 
generally. On the high slopes of the Himilayan Mount Kaili.sa 
Siva, the great yogi, sits on a tiger skin, deep in meditation, and 
through his meditation the world is maintained. He is depicted thus 
as wearing his long matted hair (j11J4) in a topknot, in which the 
crescent moon is fixed, and from which flows the sacred river Ganges. 
In the middle of his forehead is a third eye, emblem of his superior 
wisdom and insight. His neck is black, scarred by a deadlypoison 
which was the last of the objects churned from the cosmic ocean, and 
which he drank to save the other gods from destruction. Snakes. of 
which he is the lord, encircle his neck and arms. His body is covered 
with ashes, a favourite ascetic practice. Beside him is his weapon, 
the trident, while near him are his beautiful wife Pirvati and his 
mount. the bull Nandi. 

Though in this aspect Siva is continually wrapped in meditation, he 
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can, in his divine power, divide his personality. Not only is he tl1e 
god of mystical stillness, but also the Lord of the Dance (NaJoraja) 
(pl. LXVI). This aspect of Siva is specially popular in the Tamil 
cowttry, where religious dancing was part of the earliest known Tamil 
tTadition. In his heavenly palace on Mount KaiHisa, or in his 
southern home, the temple of Cidambaram or Tillai (near the sea
coa:it about fifty miles south of Pondicherry). mystically identified 
with Kailasa, Siva dances. He has invented no less than 108 different 
dances, so1ne calm and gentle, others fierce, orgiastic and terrible. 
Of the latter the most famous is the tar'if4va, in which the angry 
god, surrounded by his drwtken attendants (g~as), beats out a 
wild rhyth1n which destroys the world at the end of the cosmic 
cycle. 

A further form in which the god is worshipped is known a3 the 
... South-facing·· ( Da/c~inamiirti) (pi. LXVIII); in this aspect he is the 
wtiversal teacher, depicted in an informal pose, with one foot on the 
ground and the other on the throne on which he sits, and with one 
hand raised in a gesture of explanation. This form of Siva perhaps 
owes something to Buddhist inspiration. 

But Siva was and still is chiefly worshipped in the fornt of the 
linga (pi. XXVIb), usually a short cylindrical pillar with rounded 
top, which is the survival of a cult older than Indian civilization itself. 
Phalli have been found in the Harappa retnains. Early Tamillitera
ture refers to tlte setting up of ritual posts, which seem to have been 
phallic etnb!ems. The cult of the lii1ga, at all ti1nes followed ·by some 
of the non-Aryan peoples, \\'as incorporated into Hinduism around the 
beginning of the Chri$tian era, though at first it was not very im
portant. As early a3 the ]Jg Peda, Rudra, the mountain god, was 
connected with plants and animals. The horned ithyphallic god of 
Mohenjo Daro, surrounded by animals, 1nay well be the prototype of 
Siva, as the patron of reproduction in men, animals and plants. In 
this form he is lolown as Palupati ("Lord of Beasts") and is often 
represented in South India as a four armed man, with one hand in an 
attitude of blessing, the second open, a3 though bestowing a boon, an 
axe in the third, and a stnall deer springing from the fingers of the 
fourth (pi. LXVIIb). 

Some Saivite sects declare that Siva has performed a series of 
avatiras, but these are pure imitations of those of Vi~I)U and have 
never played a big part in Saivite thought. The god has, however, 
manifested himself from time to time in theophanies, or taken tem
porary incarnation to destroy demons or test the virtue of warriors or 
sages. Numerous legends are told of him, some of them quite wt

complimentary. The most famous of these legends is that of his 
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marriage to Pirvati, the daughter of Himilaya, the personified 
• mountains. 

The gods were troubled by the demon :,raraka, and it was prophesied that 
he could only be destroyed by the child of Siva and the Daughter of the Moun
tains. But ~iva was continually wrapped in meditation, and the prospect of 
his producing offspring seemed to the other gods to be faint indeed. How
ever Pirvati, the beautiful daughter of Himalaya, was sent at their behest to 
wait upon ~iva, but though she made many atte1npts to win the god's atte~ 
tion he took no notice of her, and in the course of her efforts Kima, the love
god, who had done his best to help her to win him, was burnt to ashes by the 
flames from ~iva's third eye. At last Parvati decided to foJlow the god in 
his asceticism. Laying aside her ornaments she became a hernaitcss on a 
nearby peak, and in this guise ~iva noticed her and fell in love with her. 
TI1ey were married at a great ceremony at which all the gods took part, and 
soon Pl rvat1 gave birth to the war-god Skanda, 'vho, when he grew to nlan
hood, destroyed the demon Taraka. 

In South India a rather similar story is told of the marriage of Siva 
and Minak~i, daughter of a PaJ..l4Yan king of Madurai, and the event is 
commemorated by one of the most famous and .splendid of South 
Indian temples. 

The Rellztions of Yzj7JU and Siva 
From the begiMing of the Christian era, if not before, most 

educated Hindus have been either Vai~l)avites or Saivites that is to 
say they have looked on either Vi~I)U or Siva a.s the high god, or in
deed as the only God, the others being merely secondary expressions 
of the divine, holding rather the same positions as the saints and angels 
in the 1nind of the Roman Catl1olic. Thus the Vai~~avite does not 
deny the existence of Siva, but believes that he is tnerely one god 
among many, the creation or etnanation of Vi~J.lU or of his demiurge 
Brahma. In the same \Yay the Saivite looks on Vi~J.lU as an etnanation 
of Siva. Occasionally this difference of viewpoint has led to friction and 
some degree of persecution, but generally the two g reat divisions of 
Hinduism have rubbed along happily together, in the conviction that, 
on ultimate analysis, both are equally right. Hinduis1n is essentially 
tolerant, and would rather assin1ilate than rigidly exclude. So the 
wiser Vai~~avites and Saivites recognized very early that the gods 
whom they worshipped were different aspects of the satne divine 
being. "'f'he Divine is a diatnond of innumerable facets; two very 
large and bright facets are Vi~J.lU and Siva, while the others represent 
all the gods that were ever worshipped. Son1e facets seem larger, 
brighter, and better polished than others, but in fact the devotee, 
whatever his sect, \vorships the whole diamond, which is in reality 
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perfect. The more devout Hindus, even when illiterate and ignorant, 
have always been fundamentally monotheist. Thus in the Bhagavad 
Gita Kr~~a says: 

"If any worshipper do reverence with faith 
to any god whatever, 

I make his faith firm, 
and in that faith he reverenres his god, 

and gains his desirc.s, 
for it is I \Vho bestow them .... e1 

With this background of tolerance it is not surprising that atte1npts 
were made to harmonize Vai~~avism and Saivism. As early as Gupta 
times a holy trinity of Hinduism, the Trimiirti or triple form, was 
evolved, of Bral1ma the creator, Vi~~u the preserver, and Siva the 
destroyer. The doctrine of the Trimurti was occasionally popular in 
some circles, and is proclaimed in the fine hymn of Kilidasa, which 
inspired a once well-kno,vn poem of Emerson: 

•· Praise to you, 0 Trinity, 
one before creation, 

afterwards divided 
in your three qualities I . . . 

"You, the one cause 
of death and life and birth, 

in your three forms 
proclaim your own glory .•. 

"In the cycle of your day and night 
all things live and all things die. 

When you wake we live, 
when you sleep \Ve perish. . . • 

,. Hard and soft. large and small, 
heavy and light. you are all things. 

You are both .substance and form, 
ineffable in power. . . . 

.. You are the knower and the kno,vn, . 
you are the eater and the food, 

you are the priest and the oblation, 
you are the worshipper and the praycr."&2 

Early western students of Hinduism were impressed by the parallel 
between the Hindu trinity and that of Christianity. In fact the parallel 
is not very close, and the Hindu trinity, unlike the Holy Trinity of 
Christianity, never really "caught on.,. All Hindu trinitarianism 
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tended to favour one god of the three; thus, froan the context it is 
clear that Kilidisa's hymn to the "'frimurti is really addressed to 
Brahmi, here looked on as the high god. The Trimurti was in 
fact an artificial growth, and had little real influence. 

Another significant syncretism was the god Harihara ( Hari being 
a title of Vi~~u and Hara of Siva), worshipped in the form of an icon 
which combined characteristics of both gods. The cult of Harihara 
developed in the middle ages, and had some success in tile Deccan, 
where Harihara temples were patronized by Vijayanagara kings, and 
where the god is still worshipped. 

Tlu Motkn Godtkss 
Mother Goddesses were worshipped at all times in India, but 

between the days of the Harappi Culture and the Gupta period the 
cults of goddesses attracted little attention from the learned and in
fluential, and only emerged from obscurity to a position of real iln
portance in the Middle Ages, when feminine divinities, theoretically 
cormected with the gods as their spouses, were once more worshipped 
by the upper classes. 

The goddess was the Jalcti, the strength or potency of her male 
counterpart. It was thought that the god was inactive and trans
cendent, while his female element was active and immanent, and by 
the Gupta period the wives of the gods, whose existence had always 
been recognized, but who had been shadowy figures in earlier the
ology. began to be worshipped in special temples. In the early lith 
century an inscription of Western India tells of a certain Mayiiri
k~aka. 

u minister of the king. who established, to gain merit, 
this most awful temple, 

a temple filled with demonesses, ... 
sacred to the Mothers, who shout 

most loudly in the thick darlmess, 
where the l'Otu.ses are shaken 

by the fierce winds 
aroused by magic spelts ... ea 

From this time onwards the Mother Goddess increased in impor
tance, Wltil the vvave of devotional Vai~~Javisnt S\vept Northern India 
early in the Muslim period, and stopped the progress of her cult, 
which is still strong in Bengal and Assam, and is lo1own in other 
parts of India. 

The chief form of the Mother Goddess was that of the wife of Siva, 
called, in her benevolent aspect, Pirvati (,.Daughter of the Moun
tain"), M ahadevi ("the Great Goddess,.), Sati (·"the Virtuous,.), 
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Gauri ("the White One"), Annapurl)a (" Besto\vcr of Much Food"). 
or sianply "the Mother" ( Miita, Tamil Amm.ai). In her grim aspect 
she was known as Durgi ( · · Inaccessible"), Kili ("the Black One"), 
and CaJ.lcJi (,.the Fierce""). 1'he terrible Tamil 'var-goddess Kor
ravai, who danced among the slain on the battlefield and ate their 
flesh, though independent in origin, was early identified with her. 

In her fierce aspect she is often depicted as a horrible hag (pl. 
LXX), frequently with many arrns bearing different weapon..q, with 
fierce carnivorous tusks, a red tongue lolling from her mouth, and a 
garland of skulls. Her mount is a lion, and she is sometimes 
shown as a stently beautiful woman, slaying a buffalo-headed demon 
in the manner of St. George and the dragon (pi. XLIIb). The 
more gentle aspect of the goddess is that of a beautiful young 
woman, often portrayed with her lord Siva. An interesting icono
graphical development is that of the Ardhan4rilvara, a figure half Siva 
and half Parvati, representing the union of the god with his ~akti. 
As Siva is worshipped in the linga or phallic e1nblem, so Durgi is 
worshipped in the female emblem, or yoni. According to legend 
Parvati, in the incarnation before that in which she became the bride 
of Siva, had been born as Sati, the daughter of the sage Dak~a, and 
had then also become the wife of the great god. When her father 
quarrelled with her divine lord she flung herself into the flames of his 
sacrificial fire, and the ashes of her yoni fell in various spots in India, 
which became the pillaas, or sacred shrines of her cult. 

Lesser Gods 
As well as Vi~l)u, Siva and Durga, 1nany other gods were wor

shipped. Unlike the gods of the Veda, the new gods of Hinduis1n 
were no longer closely tied to natural phenomena, but were thought 
of more anthropomorphically. 

Brak1na, the Prajapati of later Vedic times. had a history of slow 
decline. In the early Buddhist scriptures he and lndra "vere the 
greatest of the gods, and in the M alliiblzarata he was still very important; 
but though depicted in 1nedieval sculpture, sometimes with four faces, 
he was little worshipped after Gupta times. A single temple of 
Brahma, by the sacred lake Pu~kara near the modern Ajmer, is 
the only one known. 

The nunterous solar deities of the Vedas were merged in Hinduis1n 
into a single god, usually known as Surya ("theSun") (pi. XXXVIIa). 
In Gupta and medie\'al times there existed nutnerous temples of the 
sun, especially in Western India, which was open to Zoroastrian in
fluence, and some of his worshippers seem to have looked on him as 
the greatest god of all. 
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"He who is worshipped by the host of gods that they may live, 
and by the blessed for their welfare, 

by ascetics, who suppress their senses, intent on meditation, for their 
salvation, 

-may that shining one, cause of the world·s rise and decline. pro
tect you . 

. 

"The divine seers, wise in true knowledge, for all their efforts have 
not known him wholly, 

whose rays reach out to nourish the three worlds, 
who1n gods and demigods and men hymn together as he rises, 

who fulfils the desires or his worshippers-
homage to the Sun r .. e, 

In comparison with the sun, the Moon ( Candra or Som.a), tnascu
line in gender, had but slight religious importance, being little 
more than an emblem of Siva. He had no independent cult, but was 
worshipped as one of the nine planets ( p. 491 ) . The cult of the 
planets was popularized by the growth of astrology in medieval 
times, and representations of thetn are fairly nutnerous. 

lndra. the Vedic war-god, lost much of his prestige but gained ne\v 
attributes. Mounted on his elephant Airavata, he was guardian of the 
eastern quarter of the universe, and ruler of one of the lower heavens, 
Amaravati. Under an alternative name, Sakra, perhaps originally 
a different god, he was among the chief divinities of early Buddhisn1, 
second only to Brahma. By the Middle Ages he had few temples or 
worshippers. 

Yaru!Ja, the all-seeing god of the Vedas ( p. 2S6ff), descended from 
his heavenly palace to become a god of the waters, but he remained 
the guardian of the western quarter of the universe. The cult of 
Varul}a disappeared early, though Tatnil fishertncn long worshipped 
a marine deity, called Varul}au, in the emblem of a ··shark's horn··. 
This god, however, is clearly an indigenous Tamil divinity who had -acquired an Aryan name. 

rama, guardian of the southern quarter, the death-god of the 
Vedas, was still remembered, though rarely if ever specially wor
shipped. His role had somewhat altered, for he was no longer the 
cheerful lord of paradise, but a stem judge of the dead, ruling only 
over the purgatorics where the wicked suffered until their rebirth. 
The idea of a divine judge, theoretically unnecessary according to the 
doctrine of karma, may have been in1ported frorn the West, where it 
was known in many cults. Sometimes Ya1na, aided by his clerk 
Citragupta, is described as weighing the deeds of the souls of the dead 
in a balance, rather like the Egyptian Thoth. 

The northern quarter was ruled by the god Kubera, lord of precious 

-
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metals, n1inerals, jewels, and wealth generally. 1"'his god, w1der the 
alternative name Vai§raval)a, first appears briefly and faintly in later 
Vedic literature, and is well known in Buddhism and jainism. He 
dwells in the beautiful jewelled city of Alaka, near Mount Kailasa, 
and commands hosts of gnomes (guhyaka) and fairies (yak1a). lie is 
usually depicted as a dwarfish figure with a large paunch. He was the 
object of a cult, though not of an important one. 

These four gods, Yama, lndra, Varul}a and Kubera, were known as 
Lokapiilas, or Guardians of the Universe. In late texts four further 
guardians of the intermediate quarters were added Soma in the 
North-East, P.dyu (the wind-god) in the North-West, Agni in the 
South-East, and Surya in the South-West. Of these Agni, the fire
god, was still important at the time of the Epics, but he too lost much 
of his hold on the imagination in later times, while Vayu, the wind
god, was a vague and tenuous deity, except in the late school of 
Madhva (p. SSS). 

The war-god Skanda, also called Kumiira (uThe Prince""). Karti
keya and, in the South, Subrah11Ul1)Ja, was probably originally a non
Aryan divinity. He was the son of Siva and Parvatt and his sole 
fw1ction, according to orthodox tradition, was to slay the demon 
Taraka, which scarcely accounts for his great popularity. From the 
beginning of the Christian era the cult of Skanda was widespread in 
North India, though it declined somewhat in medieval times. In the 
South it \Vas even 1nore important, for the name and attributes of the 
god were i1nposed on the chief deity of the ancient Tamils, Murugan, 
by which name Skanda is still so1netimes lmown in the Tamil country. 
Murug~ in his original form was a mountain god, worshipped in bac
chanalian dances, at which he was impersonated by a medicine-man 
holding a spear ( vilatl ), whom the dancers identified with the god. 
He aroused passion and erotic frenzy in girls and women, and the 
dances of Murugan were evidently orgiastic. Tile Tamil Murugan 
was armed with a spear, and joined his fierce mother Korravai in her 
cannibal feasts on the battlefield; hence his identification \vith the 
Aryan Skanda is not surprising, though Murugag's original character 
as a fertility god is evident even today. Skanda is usually depicted as 
a handsome young man, often with six faces, mounted on a peacock. 

Gatula or Ga'!lapati pi. LXIV c), .. Chief of the Garzas,. (a class of 
demigod attendant on iva), is the second son ofSiva and Parvati, and 
is one of the best known Indian divinities in the West. He has an ele
phant's head with one broken tusk and a fat paunch, and heridesonarat. 
Among the latest of the gods of the Hindu pantheon. he is not attested 
before the 5th century A.D. , and was of little importance before the 
Middle Ages. Evidently he is the survival of a primitive non-.Aryan 
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elephant god, but in Hinduism he has become mild and cultured. He 
is the ··Lord of Obstacles'' ( YighneJvara), and is worshipped at the 
beginning of all undertakings to remove snags and hindrances. He 
is particularly interested in literary and educational activities, and is 
the patron of grammarians; manuscripts and printed books often be
gin with the auspicious formula Sri-Ga!'tlaya namab, .. Reverence to 
Lord Gal}e~a ". The cheerful and benevolent elephant-god was, and 
still is, revered by nearly every Hindu, whether Vai~avite or Saivite. 
A small medieval sect looked on him as their chief god, but his status 
has generally been comparatively humble, though important. 

HanuTTUlnt, the monkey god, the son of Vayu and the friend and 
servant of Rama, was no doubt a popular deity long before his in
corporation in the pantheon. He is still an i1nportant village god, 
worshipped in many shrines in the for1n of a Jnonkey with more or less 
human body. He is a beneficent guardian spirit, and in his honour 
monkeys are generally looked on as sacred. 

Ka1na ( .. Desire"), known by many other names and epithets, was 
the Indian love-god. Like his European counterpart he is depicted 
as a handsome youth, anned with a bow and arro"·, but the Indian 
Eros has a bow of sugar-cane strung with a row of bees, and his 
arrows are flowers, He is attended by a troop of nymphs (apsarases), 
one of whom carries his standard, which bears a sea-monster. Kama 
is referred to in the .. Hymn of Creation·'(p. 248) and in certain 
other Vedic passages as being the firstborn of the primeval chaos, 
but this kiima is certainly not the Hindu love-god, but vaguely per
sonified cosmic desire. On the strength of these early references it 
was generally believed by the theologians of Hinduism that Kama 
had no parents, but emerged spontaneously at the bcgiru1ing of time 
to act as a catalyst in the universal process. His flowery arrows 
affect gods and men alike, and have only once been known to fail in 
their purpose when Kitna attempted to rouse the passion of the 
great god Siva, and was burnt to ashes for his pains ( p. 509), to be 
restored to life through the entreaties of his favourite wife, the god
dess Rati (.,Pleasure"). He is frequently referred to in literature 
and was evidently a popular deity among young people of both sexes, 
honoured at a great annual festival (p. 207) . The Buddhist Mara 
( .. the Smiter.,), was son1etimes identified with Kama but had sinister 
attributes, and was a sort of Satan, the personification of the world, 
the flesh and the devil. His temptation of the Buddha is one of the 
most fatnous episodes of Buddhist legend. 

All the gods ha\'e cotnplementary goddesses, their wives, but most 
of these are pale reflexions of their lords, bearing the same names 
with feminine tenninations (e.g. Indril!'i, Bralzma!li, etc. ). They 

• 
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were often worshipped in a group, usually of seven, to which the gods 
Kirtikeya and Gal}e§a were sonletimes added, and portrayals of these 
goddesses (Matrka, Anzbika, •'the Little Mothers'·) are fairly com
mon in medieval sculpture (pi. LXIVc). As well as Durga, who 
must rank as one of the three chief deities of Hinduism, other god
desses were ilnportant, however. 

Lalqmi (.,Fortune ""), the \Yife of Vi~I}U, also often called Sri, was 
the goddess of good luck and temporal blessing. .In some legends 
she is said to be coexistent \Yith Vi~I}U, but areording to others she 
appeared in her full beauty, like Aphrodite, at the churning of the 
primeval ocean (p. S02) . She is usually portrayed as a \Yoman of 
mature beauty, seated on a lotus and often with a lotus in her hand, 
attended by two elephants, who sprinkle water on her from their 
trunks. Though never an object of a special cult, her icons are nume
rous, and she was much worshipped as a subsidiary deity. She was 
believed to incarnate herself as the wife of the incarnation of Vi~I}U, 
and thus she \Yas \\"orshipped as Sita, the spouse of Rima, as Ruk
mil)i, the chief queen of 1\r~l}a, or as Radhi, the favourite of his youth. 

Sarasvati (pl. Lb), the wife of Brahn1i, had an autonomous role as 
the patron of art, music and letters. In the IJg YeJa she was a sacred 
river, but in later Vedic literature was identified with a hypostatic 
goddess of te1nporary importance, Vie (''Speech,.). She was depicted 
as a beautiful fair young wotnan, often with a TJipa, or Indian lute, and a 
book in her hand, and attended by a s\Yan. • Traditionally she was 
the inventor of the Sanskrit language and the Devanagari script. 
Sarasvatl has always been worshipped by students, writers and 
musicians, and her cult is still1naintained. 

Demigods and Spirits 
As well as these greater gods there were an infinite number of 

lesser ones. Every village had its local god or goddess (gram.ade
vata), often a rude image or fetish, set up under a sacred tree. Some 
of these village fertility deities, through a process of assimilation, 
attained widespread popularity. Local goddesses were often vaguely 
identified \vith Durga, but were never thoroughly incorporated into 
the mythological scheme, or provided with husbands, and they main
tained an autonomous existence on the fringes of the orthodox pan
theon. Chief of such goddesses was Sitala (·~the Coot••), called in 
the Tan1il country Mariyammai ("Mother Death"'), the goddess of 
smallpox, \Yorshipped for prevention and cure, especially by mothers 
on behalf of their children. Similarly the snake-goddess Manasa 

• Hat[UD, strictly o type of goose : but, owinJ 10 the connotation of the word .. goose .. 
in English, hiJtfUD Is usuaDy translated ·· swan· in this and other works on ancient India. 
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(pi. XLVb) protected from snakebite. A male deity of this type, 
widely popular in the Tatnil countryside fron1 ancient days, was 
Aiya~ar, a beneficent guardian deity tnuch revered by peasants, and 
sotnetitues thought of as a son of Siva. The cities of ancient India, 
like those of the classical world, had their guardian deities, who might 
be ilnporrant tnernbcrs of the pantheon, but were often of only local 
significance. Besides these local gods the \vorld was full of den•igods 
and spirits, good and evil. 

The snake-spirits (Naga) (J)l. XLI b), half-hutnan, but with a serpent's 
tail, were very ancient objects of \\iOrshiJl. They dwelt in the beautiful 
underground city of Hhogavati, and guarded great treasures, some of 
which they occasionally bestowed on mortals whom they favoured. 
They could take wholly hu1nan foran, and tnore than one dynasty of 
ancient India clailned descent frotn the union of a hunlan hero and a 
niigin.i. Probably the prototypes of the nagas were the dark primitive 
tribes, nlct by the Aryans in their expansion over India, for a prilni
tive people called I\ a gas exists in Assam to this day; but the cult of 
serpents is so widesJlread in India that the nagas tnust certainly owe 
much to aboriginal snake cults. 

The Takias, especially associated with the god Kubera, were a sort 
of gno1ne or fairy, worshipped by cow'ltry people. Before the 
Christian era their cult was \\"idespread, but. they lost their significance 
as the great gods of Hinduistu becatne 1nore widely worshipped. 
They were generally looked on as friendly to n1en, but their wotnen
folk •night sometimes be tnalevolent, and ate little children. 

The Gandllaroas survived fro1n Vedic titues as servants of lndra 
and heavenly musicians. Associated with thetn, and sotnetitnes 
thought of as a subdivision of their order, were the K£nnaras, also 
heavenly tnusicians, who had lnnnan heads and horses' bodies, and 
thus resembled the classical centaurs, with who•n they may be con
nected. 

The (7andharva.s were all male. Their female counterparts were 
the Apsarases, in Vedic titnes connected with \Vater, but later trans
lated to heaven. They were beautiful and libidinous, and specially 
delighted in tempting ascetics in their tneditations. Thus Menaki 
the apsaras seduced the great sage Visvatnitra, and conceived Sakun
tala, the heroine of Ka1idasa's fa•nous dra1na (Jl- 1-S5ff). 1\nother 
apsaras famous in story was Urva~i. the heroine of another drama of 
Kalidisa, the story of whose love for the mortal king Pururavas 
(p.4c06 ff) is as old a~ the f.lg Peda. Sometimes the apsarases appear 
in the role of valkyries, raising slain heroes from the battlefield and 
bearing thetn to heaven to be their lovers. 

A further group of de1nigods was that of the Yidyadllaras or 

• 
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heavenly naagicians, 1nysterious beings who lived in magic cities in 
the high Himalayas. J ... ilte the Vcdic munis (p. ~4!) they could fly 
through the air and transform themselves at will. and they were 
generally favourable to men. 

The IJ.~is ("sages .. or more literally ., seers"), were the composers 
of the Vedic hynms, and other legendary wise men of olden times, 
who had been translated=to heaven, where they enjoyed a status com
parable to that of the gods. Chief of these were the "Seven ~~is", 
identified ~vith the stars of the Great Bear Marici, Atri, Angiras, 
Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu and Vasi~tha. Other important r~is were 
Ka~yapa and Dak~a. said in so1ne stories to have been the progenitors 
of gods and 1nen; Narada, who invented the vil}i and was a sort of 
patron saint of music; Vi~vamitra, a k~atriya who by his piety and 
asceticism raised himself to brahana.J.l status. and who is heard of in 
many legends; Brhaspati, the preceptor of gods and demons, \Yho 
began his career in Vedic times as a god, but whose status fell to that 
of a r~i, who \Vas also identified with the planet Jupiter (pi. Llllb), 
and who is said to have founded the materialist syste1n of philosophy 
and the science of statecraft; and Agastya, who taught the Southerners 
religion and culture. SoJne\vhat less exalted than the r~is 1.vere the 
Siddhas, a large class of saints who had won a place for themselves in 
heaven by their piety. 

Chief among evil spirits were the Asuros, or detnons. The word 
aswa 1.vas in Vedic times applied to certain gods (p. ~S6), but in 
Hinduism it is used for a group of heavenly S)lirits who are continu
ally at war with the gods, whose power they someti1nes shake, but 
never conquer. More immediately dangerous to men were the 
various classes of goblin, such as the Riik§asas, most famous of whom 
was Raval}a the ten-headed demon king of Lanka ( Ceylon), whom 
Raana defeated and killed. Few rak~asas had the same power as 
RavaJ)a, but all \\·ere frightful and dangerous, taking terrible forms 
and lurking in dark places at night, to kill and eat men and otherwise 
distress them. Some\\·hat less terrible were the PiJacas, who, like 
the nagas, tnay have had a n1aterial basis in a wild tribe, since a very 
base dialect of Prakrit was attributed to them. Both these classes of 
demon haunted battlefields, charnel grounds, and places of violent 
death, as did a special class of demon, the Yetiila, or vampire, which 
took up its abode in corpses. Finally the night was haWlted by 
ghosts (preta., bltuta ), the naked spirits of those who had died violent 
deaths, and for whom ~raddha had not been performed. These 
miserable beings were very dangerous to men, particularly to their 
own surviving relatives. 

Hindu worship was not confined to the propitiation of gods and 
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demigods, for the whole of nature was in some sense divine. Great 
and holy men were reverenced, both during their lives and for long 
after their deaths, for they contained a portion of godhead. _:rhus the 
sixty-three NiyaQars of Tamil Saivism and the twelve A!vars of 
Tamil Vai~l}avism still enjoy the status of demigods, as do other great 
religious teachers among their followers. 

Not only men, but animals and plants were and still are holy, 
notably, of course, the co\v. According to one legend the cow 
Surabhi, the mother of all cows, was one of the treasures churned from 
the cosmic ocean. The "five products of the CO\V '' (pallcagavya )
milk, curd, butter. urine and dung were all of great purifying potency, 
especially when combined in a single mixture. Despite her sanctity, 
there was no cow-goddess, and Surabhi and the various .. 'wishing
co,vs" of legend, by milking which all desires were fulfilled, had no 
temples in their honour. The living bea.«it was revered, not as re
presentative of any deity, but in her own right. The bull, on the 
other hand, received honour largely a.s the mount of Siva; the image 
of Nandi is found in most Saivite temples and honoured with occa
sional offerings. 

After the cow the snake was perhaps the most revered animal of 
ancient India. Legendary serpents, such as Se~a ( p. SOO) and 
Vasuki (p. S02 ), gave the snake prestige, but the cult no doubt sprang 
from very priJnitive levels, since the deadly snake is revered all over 
the world by uncivilized peoples as an e1nblem of both death and fer
tility. An offering to snakes, made at the beginning of the rainy 
season, was part of the regular domestic ritual of Hinduis1n. Ant
hills were respected as the home of snakes. Other animals, though 
associated with various divinities, played little part in Hindu cults. 
1 .. he monkey, now ntuch revered by peasant.~ and simple folk in 1nany 
parts of India, is not referred to as specially sacred in early Hindu texts. 

Tree cut ts, common the \Vorld over among ancient Jleoples, were 
widespread in India, where each village had its sacred tree or grove. 
Specially sacred \Vere the pippala or a!vallha (pipal, Ficus religiosa), 
the sanctity of which spread to Buddhis1n, and the vafa or nyagrodlla, 
the banyan ( Ficus indica), the secondary roots of which, reaching 
down from its branches, formed the basis of much religious S}'ln
boli.sm. Many other trees were more or less sacred, notably the 
aJoka ( p. 202), to which women prayed for children. There were also 
sacred plants, such as the tulasi, a type of basil, which was sacred to 
Vi~l)u, and which is still grown in the courtyard ofn1any Hindu hon1es 
and tended with great care. Two types of grass, kufa and darbka, 
were also sacred from Vedic times onwards. The Vedic soma plant, 
however, was forgotten. 
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Every hill or mountain had son1e degree of sanctity, especially the 
Hin1ilayas, wl1ich were the foothills of Mount Meru, the centre of the 
world. Around Meru, on mountains \vhich reached to the hea\'ens, 
dwelt the gods. Vaiku.Qtha, the hon1e of Vi~QU, was never satis
factorily identified, but Kailasa, the n1ountain of Siva, was recognized 
as a certain peak in the Central llimalayas which has long been a 
place of pilgrimage. Nutnerous other n1ountains and hills in many 
parts of India were fa1nous for their sanctity. Even rocks often had a 
religious sig'!lificance, especially if upright and vaguely resembling 
the linga of Siva. The an1n1onite ( !iilagriima), a fossilized shellfish, 
was recognized as one of the syn1bols of Vi~ttu . 

Rivers \vere also sacred, especially, of course, the Ganges ( Ga1lgii), 
which sprang from the foot of Vi~l)u, flowed over the sky in the fonn 
of the milky way ( Mandaki,i ), and then fell to earth fron1 the n1atted 
locks of Siva. Gailga was often personified as a goddess in her own 
right, lil'e her great tributary Y amuna, the Jamna. Other rivers 
held specially sacred were the Sarasvati, which \vas believed to flow 
underground cu1d join the Ganges at her confluence with the Jamna 
at Prayaga (Allahabad), the Nam1ada, the Godivari, the Kr~l)a 
(n1odem l{istna) and the l{a,·iri. Certain lakes, notably Manasa in 
the high Hin1alayas near Mount Kailasa, and Pu~kara, near Ajn1er, 
were also sacred, and even cities were divine (p. 200, n ) . 

Cosn1ogo1ly 
1-lindu cosmology was slow in evolving, and in its final forn1 was 

perhaps later than the cosrnology of the Buddhists and jainas. Ac
cording to this systen1 the co~anos )>asses through cycles within cycles 
for all eternity. The basic cycle is the ka.lpa, a ~~clay of Brahn1a .. , or 
4,S20 n1illion earthly years. IIis night is of equal length. 860 such 
days and nights constitute a., year of Brahn1a '' cu1d his life is 100 such 
years long. • The largest cycle is therefore Sli,040.,000 million 
years long, after which the ,vhole universe returns to the ineffable 
\Vorld-spirit, until another creator god is evolved.1 .. 

In each cos1nic day the god creates the universe and again absorbs 
it. During the cosmic night he sleeps, and the \vhole universe is 
gathered up into his body, where it re1nains as a potentiality. Within 
each kalpa are fourteen manvantaras, or secondary cycles, each lasting 
S06, 720,000 years, with long intenals between the1n. In these 
periods the world is recreated, cu1d a new Manu appears, as the pro-

• Brahma is said to be now in his fift)'-first year. 
t Though the tenns .. day" and .. year of Brahml .. are commonly used. the god whose 

lile contains the universe is. as we have seen. thought of by Vai~avites as Vi.,r)u and by 
~vites as Siva., and Brahmli is a mere demiurge, the god in his creative aspect. 
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genitor of the human race. We are now in the seventh manvantara 
of the kalpa, of \vhich the Manu is kno\vn as Manu Vaivasvata. 

Each manvantara contains seventy-one Mallayugas, or ~ns, of 
which a thousand form the kalpa. Each mahayuga is in turn divided 
into four yugas or ages, called Krta, Tretii, Dviipara and Kali (p. 207}. 
Their lengths are respectively 4,800, S,600, 2,400, and 1,200 .. years 
of the gods .. , each of which equals S60 human years. Each yuga re
presents a progressive decline in piety, morality, strength, stature, 
longevity and happiness. We are at present in the Kali-yuga, which 
began, according to tradition, in SI02 B.c., believed to be the year of 
the Mahibhirata War. 

The end of the Kali-yuga, according to many epic passages, is 
1narked by confusion of classes, the overthrow of established stand
ards, the cessation of all religious rites, and the rule of cruel and 
alien kings. Soon after this the world is destroyed by flood and fire. 
This view is propounded strongly in texts which date from about the 
beginning of the Christian era, when alien kings did in fact rule much 
of India, and established practices \/Vere shaken by heresies such as 
Buddhism and jainism. An earlier tradition \IVOuld place the Mahi
bhirata War c. 900 B. c . ( p. 39), according to \Vhich the J ,200 years of 
the Kali-yuga, if read as human years and not as .. years of the gods .. , 
would at this time be nearing their end. Evidently some pious Hindus 
thought that the dissolution of the cosmos was imminent. Perhaps it 
is to the departure of this fear in later times that we must attribute the 
devising of the ,. years of the gods .. , which made the dissolution of the 
world comfortably distant. Most medieval texts state that the cosmic 
dissolution occurs only after the last cycle of the kalpa, and that the 
transition from one zon to the next takes place rapidly and calm) y; 
the expectation of the Kalkin (p. S07), who will not destroy but re
generate the world, could not otherwise be harmonized with the 
sche1ne of the yugas. In this, its final form, the Hindu system of 
world-<ycles is clearly an imperfect synthesis of naore than one in
dependent doctrine; the manvantaras, especially, do not fit tidily into 
the scheme, and must surely be derived from a source different from 
that of the mahayugas. 

The system of the four yugas immediately brings to mind the four 
ages of ancient Greece and indeed the Indian yugas are sometimes 
named after metals gold. silver, copper and iron. A similar doc
trine of four ages existed in ancient Persia, and the three schemes may 
have been borrowed from a common source. 

The act of creation was thought of in more than one manner. The 
school called Saizkllya (p. S24f) and some lesser schools postulated the 
existence of primeval matter (pralcrti), of which the creator made use 
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to form the world, but the Yediinta school, certainly the most in
fluential in the Middle Ages, maintained that everything in the uni
verse, souls and matter alike, was produced from God"s own essence. 
'fhe motive of creation was explained by the Vedanta school as the 
··sport·· ( lilii) of the World Soul, and the creation of the cosmos was 
thought of on the analogy of the production of a work of art from the 
mind of an artist. 

The Soul, Karma and Sa1_nsara 
The doctrine of karma, elaborated in Upani~adic times and adopted 

by Buddhism and jainism, was also part and parcel of Hinduism. 
According to the Hindu definition karma (literally .. ·work,·· or ··deed··) 
was the unseen ripening of past actions, and though not in Hinduism a 
substantial category, as in jainism, it was thought of as accumulating 
and dispersing. Through karrna the body of tbe next life, divine, 
human, animal or hellish, \Vas acquired; and on previous karrna de
pended a man's character, fortune and social class, and his happiness 
and sorrow. Every good act brought its result, sooner or later, in 
happiness, and every evil act in sorrow. Some Hindu philosophies 
even thought it theoretically possible to draw up a sort of karmic 
balance sheet. 

The belief in karma does not necessarily involve fatalism. A 
fatalist strain often appeared in Hindu thought, but most teachers 
disapproved of it. Our present condition is inevitable, but only be
cause of the karma accruing from our past deeds. We cannot escape 
the law of karma any more than we can escape the law of gra.vity or the 
passage of time, but by judgement and forethought we can utilize 
karma to our own advantage. 

The process of transmigration was interpreted sotnewhat variously, 
but all schools agreed that the soul does not transmigrate in a state 
of nudity, but with a sheath or series of sheaths of subtle matter: the 
condition of the sheaths depends on the balance of previous good and 
evil karma, and the new birth is determined by the nature of the 
sheaths which surround the soul. The subtle body oftransrnigration 
is deprived of sense-organs, including mind, the sixth sense, and 
therefore the soul cannot normally remember previous births or the 
passage from one body to another. Very advanced souls, however, 
can sometimes recapture memories of previous existences, and some 
sects evolved a special technique for doing so. Souls are liable to 
transmigration throughout the life of the god Brahma, though 
at the end of each cosmic day, or kalpa, they return to his body 
as potentialities only. On the death of Brahma, at the final 
dissolution of the universe at the end of a hundred Brahma-years, 
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they are absorbed into the World Spirit and their karma is 
armihilated. 

Sarpsara, the continual passage from body to body, often compared 
to an ever-rolling wheel, is infinitely tedious, and Hinduism inherited 
the desire for release from transmigration which was almost universal 
in Indian thought. Conceptions of the state of release or salvation 
( mulcti) and the means of obtaining it differed wide) y. 

Tne Six Systems of Sal"Dation 
Early in the Christian era, if not before, there was a theoretical 

classification of the various schools of thought looked on-as orthodox, 
and the $atjdar!anll or ., Six Doctrines,. became a regular feature of 
Hinduism. The Six Schools were actually of differing origin and pur
pose, but all were brought into the scheme by being treated as equally 
valid ways of salvation. lney were divided into tlvee groups of two, 
which were thought to be related and complementary. These were: 
Nyiiya and Yai!e1ika; Si!Jichya and Toga; and Mimarpsii and YedDnta. 

Nyiiya ("Analysis") was rather a school of logic and epistemology 
than of theology. It looked back to a teacher, Ak~apada Gautama, 
the siitras or aphorisms attributed to whom are probably no earlier 
than the Christian era. Logic was forced into the scheme as a means 
of salvation by the contention that clear thinking and logical argu
ment were essential means to the highest bliss, and thus a religious 
basis was given to what was essentially a system of reasoning (p. 60lf). 

YaiJe1ilca ("the School of Individual Characteristics") was com
plementary to Nyaya. and perhaps older, and in medieval times the 
two merged into 'vhat was virtually a single school. While Nyaya 
specialized in logic, Vai§c~ika \Vas rather interested in physics than 
theology. The earliest text of the school is the siitras of the legendary 
founder, Uluka Kal}ida, which had numerous exponents and com
mentators, the greatest of whom was Prasastapida of the 6th century. 
The basic tenet of Vai§esika, held in common with Jainism and some 
schools of Buddhis1n, was that nature is atomic. The atoms are dis
tinct from the soul, of which they are the instrument. Each element 
has individual characteristics ( vile1as ), \vhich distinguish it from the 
four other non-aton1ic substances ( dravyas), which the school re
cognizes time, space, soul and mind. The atoms are eternal, but 
in the great dissolution at the end of the life of Brahmi they are 
separated one from another, and all things are destroyed. The new 
Brahmi utilizes the old atoms to create the world afresh. Vai§e~ika 
thus postulated a dualisn1 of matter and soul, and declared that 
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salvation depends on fully recognizing the atomic nature of the uni
verse, and its difference from the soul. • 

Siinlchya (I I the Cowtt '') is perhaps the oldest of the six systen1s, 
being mentioned in the Bllagavad Gitii and occurring in a primitive 
form in the Upani~ads. Its legendary founder was the ancient sage 
Kapila, but the earliest surviving text of the system is the Sonlchya
kiirikii of l~varakr~J}a, perhaps of the 4th century A.D. Siilkhya re
sembles jainism in its rigid dualism and fundamental atheism. lt 
teaches tJ1e existence of twenty-five basic principles ( tattva), of 
\vhich the first is pralcrti a tenn usually loose) y translated I ·rnatter ''. 
Creation, or rather evolution, is not due to the operation of a divinity. 
but to the inherent nature of pralq-ti. From prakrti develops ( 2) In
telligence ( buddhi, also called malult ... the Great One .. ), and hence is 
produced ( S) Self~nsciousness ( ahanltiira) . Prakrti has in fact 
evolved into an active divinity. Through self~nsciousness emerge 
the five subtle elements ( tanmatra), invisible matter in its most 
ethereal form ; the five are ( 4) u ether., ( iikii/a), ( 6) air, ( 6) light, 
(7) water and (8) earth. From the subtle elements the material 
elentents ( m.ahiibhiita) emerge ( 9-1 S) . Working on this material, 
Self~onsciousness then produces the five organs of sense (jfliinend
rrya) : (14) hearing, (15) touch, (16) sight, (17) taste and (18) 
smell, and the five of action ( kar111Cldriya): ( 19) speech, ( 20) grasp
ing, ( 21 ) walking, ( 22) evacuation and ( 2S) procreation. Each of 
these organs corresponds to an element, in respective order. Fmally 
Self~onsciousness produces the twenty-fourth of the basic con1ponents 
of the world, mind ( m.anas ), looked on as a sixth sense, which acts as 
intermediary bet\veen all the ten organs and the outside world. This 
remarkable and fantastic doctrine of cosmic evolution, interpreted in 
si1nple tenus, in1plies that bodies, and indeed tJ1e whole cos1nos, are 
products of the ego (11llankiiro), conceived as basically 1naterial 

But there is another tattva, the twenty-fifth. This is Purtl.§a, 
literally ., the Person", the soul As in jainisnt, there is an infinite 
number of souls in the universe, -all equal, eternally inactive spectators 
of the evolution of prakrti. Puru~a is not dependent on prakrti nor 
prakrti on puru~a a universe is conceivable co•npletely devoid of 
soul and yet evolving in the same way as the universe we kno,,·, for 
intelligence, personality and mind are not parts of the soul. Yet the 
souls in son1e way beconte involved in matter, and their salvation lies 
in realizing their difference from it. 

A very important feature ofSiilkhya metaphysics is the doctrine of 
the three constituent qualities (gu!Ja), causing virtue ( sattva), passion 

• For further details on Vai§e~ika atomism see P- 497 . 

. 
I 
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( raja.s) and dullness ( tatTUI.S) . In its undeveloped state cosmic matter 
contains these three in equilibrium, but as the world evolves one or 
other of the three preponderates in different objects or beings, and 
the proportions account for the values of the universe. Sattva gu!UJ, 
the quality of virtue, is present in all things tending to truth, wisdom, 
beauty and goodness; the quality of passion inheres in all that is 
fierce, violent, energetic, forceful or active; while dullness is found 
in what is dark, stupid, gloomy, wretched or unhappy. This three
fold classification affected many aspects of Indian life and thought 
and its influence reached far beyond the sailkhya school which made 
• • It ItS own. 

The dualism of soul and matter and the fundamental atheism of 
sailkhya were somewhat modified in the Middle Ages as a concession 
to the prevalent nlonism and theism. Punqa literally n1eans ··per
son·· or ''man··, and prakrli is of feminine gender. It is not surpris
ing that the latter was personified as the wife of the former. especially 
by the tantric sects. The inactive puru~a of the earlier system be
came a generator, and the cold and rather pedantic Sankhya, in a 
much modified for1n, became the common property of popular Indian 
religion of later times. 

Toga, the name of the fourth systent, is a \\'ord well known in the 
West, and is connected etymologically with the English word .. yoke ••. 
It may be freely translated u spiritual discipline" or "application ... 
The ternt is loosely used to imply all the religious exercises and acts 
of self-mortification of Indian religion, the earnest follower of such 
practices being a yogi. In this broad sense yoga has been part of the 
teaching of every Indian sect, but it was also the name of a distinct 
school, which emphasized psychic training a.s the chief tneans of 
salvation. The basic text of this school is the Toga Sutr.as of 
Pataiijali; this teacher was traditionally identified with a famous 
grammarian believed to have lived in tl1e 2nd century B.c ., but the 
siitras in their present form are probably several centuries later. 

The metaphysical ideas of the Yoga school were originally closely 
akin to those ofSiilkhya, but they differed in that they brought a deity 
into the picture. The God ( 1Jvara) of Yoga \vas not a creator, but a 
specially exalted soul, which had existed for all etentity without ever 
being enmeshed in matter. Thus the god of Yoga rese1nbled the 
Buddha of the Lesser Vehicle. or the glorified Tirthankara of Jain
ism, never cotning in contact with his worshippers, but invaluable as 
an example. l-Ie was specially symbolized in the sacred syllable OM. 
which in the Yoga school was much revered, as giving insight into 
the sublime purity of the soul and thus aiding meditation. A Yoga 
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theism soon developed, however, and the God of later Yoga texts 
differs little from that of other schools. 

The course of training of the yogi was divided into eight stages, 
reminding us of the eightfold path of Buddhism, but far less practical: 

( 1 ) Self-control (yama), the practice of the five moral rules: non-violence, 
truthfulness, not stealing, chastity, and the avoidance of greed. 

( 2.) Observance ( niya11UJ), the regular and complete observance of the 
above five rules. 

( s) Posture ( asana ), sitting in certain postures, difficult \Vithout prac
tice, lvhich are thought to be essential to meditation. The most famous of 
these is padmiisaTUl, the "Lotus Posture", in which the feet are placed on the 
opposite thighs, and in which gods and sages are commonly depicted. 

(+) Control of the Breath (prartayiinlll), lvhereby the breath is held and 
controlled and the respiration forced into unusual rhythms, lvhich are be
lieved to be of great physical and spiritual value. 

( 6) Restraint (pratyihara), lvhereby the sense organs are trained to take 
no note of their perceptions. 

(6) Steadying the Mind (dAarava), by concentration on a single object, 
such as the tip of the nose, the navel, an icon, or a sacred symbol. 

( 7) Meditation ( dhyliruJ). lvhen the object of coocentrarion fills the whole 
mind. 

( 8) Deep Meditation ( samiidhi), when the whole personality is tempor
arily dissolved. 

Yoga was sometimes developed in special and rather dubious ways, 
especially by the tantric schools of the Middle Ages. The course of 
training outlined above was known as •' Royal Yoga .. ( rajayoga), but 
other yoga systems developed, such as the "Yoga of Spells,. (man
trayoga), which taught the continual repetition of magic syllables and 
phrases as a means of dissociating the consciousness; the ,. Yoga of 
Force•• (halluJyoga), ~·hich emphasized the importance of physical 
means such as special acrobatic exercises and very difficult postures, 
and sometimes advocated sexual union as a rneans of salvation; and 
the .. Yoga of Dissolution .. ( layayoga), often identified ~·ith hatha
yoga, based on certain ancient Indian physiological notions, which 
play a big part in the form of yoga sometimes taught by Western . -pract1t1oners. 

The chief vein of the body, known as SU§·Umt;UJ, runs through the 
spinal column. Along it at different points are six" \V heels"' ( calrra ), 
or concentrations of psychic energy. At the top of the vein stqum'{Ul, 

\vi thin the skull, is sahasriira, a specially powerful psychic centre sym
bolically referred to as a lotus. In the lowest "wheel ., , behind the 
genitals, is the lcurJ.tfalitzi, the ''serpent power .. , generally in a quies
cent state. By yogic practices the kUQcJalini is awakened, rises 
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through the vein su~unu,.1a, passes through all the six " wheels " of 
psychic force, and unites with the topn1ost sahasrira. By awakening 
and raising his k~"alini the yogi gains spiritual power, and by 
uniting it with sahasrara he \vins salvation. 

The awakened k~"alini gives to the yogi superhun1an power and 
kno\Yledge, and n1any yogis have practised yoga rather for this than 
for salvation. Son1e adepts of this forn1 of yoga have developed 
powers which cannot fully be accounted for by European n1edical 
science and which cannot be explained away as subjective, but the 
physiological basis of laya- and ha!ha-yoga is certainly false; there is 
no ku1Jt!alini, SU§Ufn!'a or sahasriira. The ancient Jnystical physiology 
of India needs further study, not only by professional lndologists, 
but by open-n1inded biologists and psychologists, who n1ay reveal 
the true secret of the yogi. For whatever we n1ay think about his 
spiritual clain1s there is no doubt that the advanced yogi can hold 
his breath for very long periods '"·ithout suffering injury, can control 
the rhythn1 of his O\vn heart-beats, can withstand extre1nes of heat 
and cold, can ren1ain healthy on a 5tarvation diet, and, despite his 
austere and frugal life and his ren1arkable physical contortions, v-•hich 
would ruin the systen1 of any ordjnary tnan, can often survive to a 
very advanced age with full use of his faculties. 

Minla']lSii ( .. Enquiry"), differed in origin fron1 the other syste1ns 
in that it was not so n1uch a school of salvation as of exposition. Its 
original purpose was to explain the Vedas. and it was virtually a sur
vival of brahn1anisn1. 1·he earliest work of the school is the Sutras 

• 
of jain1ini (perhaps of the 2nd century B. c . ), \vhich set out to sho\v 
that the Vedas are eternal, self-existent, and wholly authoritative, 
and to defend their authenticity against all co1ners. 'fhis led to son1e 
development of logic, dialectics and semantics in the school. Saba
rasvarnin (? 6th century) the greatest of Minlal!lSa scholars, had anuch 
to say on law. It was only in the 7th and 8th centuries that the school 
developed a full philosophy of salvation. according to which respect 
for the Vedas and observance of their rules were essential first steps 
on the road. By the tin1e of Kun1arila (8th century) the Mi1ni111Sa 
school was beginning to n1erge with tlte Vedanta. 

Yedanta ("the End of the Vedas"), also called Uttara Mimatpsil 
r •Jater Mimarpsa •• ) ' is the nlOSt ilnportant of the si X systems, and, in its 
n1any sub-schools, it has produced the characteristic features ofn1odem 
intellectual Hinduis1n. The basic text of the systen1 is the Bralz.m.a Sutras 
of Badarayaf}a, written early in the Christian era, which have been 
con1mented on by n1any scholars of all ages, down to the present day. 
Vedanta is still a living school, and n1odem theologians and mystical 
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teachers such as Vivekina.nda and Aurobindo Ghose, and philosophers 
such as Sir S. H.adhakrishnan, are all Vedantists. The doctrines of 
Vedanta were based on the Upani~ads, and gave logical and organized 
form to their many tnystical speculations. The classical Vedanta is 
that of the great philosopher Sankara (? 788-820), a South Indian 
Saivite brahmal}, who in a short lifetime composed extensive commen
taries on the Brahma Sutras and the chief Upani~ads, travelled all over 
India preaching his doctrines, and founded an order of Hindu monks. 

Sankara was an orthodox brahlnal), for who1n all the Vedic litera
ture was sacred and unquestionably true. To hannonize its Jnany 
paradoxes he had recourse to an expedient already known in Bud
dhism (p. 279}, that of a double standard or truth. On the everyday 
level of truth the \vorld was produced by Brahma, and went through 
an evolutionary process shnilar to that taught by the Sankhya school 
frotn \P¥hich Saitkara took over the doctrine of the three gul)as. But 
on the ltighest level of truth the whole phenomenal universe, includ
ing the gods the•nselves, was unreal the \Vorld was Miiya, iUusion, 
a dream, a mirage, a figtnent of the imagination. Ultimately the only 
reality \'fas Bralztnan, the i1npersonal World Soul of the Upani~ads, 
with which the individual soul was identical. As in the Upani~ads, 
salvation was to be obtained by recognition of this identity through 
meditation. Sankara's Brahman is not really different from the 
''Void·· or the Nirval)a of Mahayana Buddhism (p. 277), a fact well 
recognized by Sankara's opponents, who called him a crypto-Buddhist .. 

Sahkara's greatness lies in his brilliant dialectic. By able use of 
logical argu•uent, and, we must adn1it, by interpreting some phrases 
very figuratively, he reduced all the apparently self-contradictory 
passages of the Upani~ads to a consistent system which, though not 
unchallenged, has remained the standard philosophy of intellectual 
Hinduisn1 to this day. The comparison of Sankara in Hinduism with 
St. Thoanas Aquinas in the l~otnan Catholic Church is a very fair one. 

The doctrine of Sankara is often known as advaita (,.allowing no 
second ... i.e. 1nonism) or kevaladvaita (strict monism) . 

Th.eiStn attd Devotion 
The sect of the Blzagavatas, \'f'Orshippers of Visudeva, identi

fied with Kr~l)a and Vi~I)U, was active at least a century before Christ .. 
A little later arose a sect of PiiJupaltls, devotees of Pdupati, or Siva .. 
We know little about the early history of these sects, but it is certain 
that they wel"e theistic, and stressed the merits of worship rather 
than of sacrifice. In the Middle Ages their doctrines were given a 
philosophy. 

A widespread Vai~l}avite school, known as the Paflca:ratra ("Five 
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Nights u, of uncertain significance), gave a cosmological basis to the 
myths of Visudeva-Kr~Qa, by identifying him and his family with 
cosmic emanations, and thus building a system of evolution similar 
to those of the more orthodox six systems. of which we have described 
the Sankhyan as a typical exatnple. From Visudeva, identified with 
Vi¥.lu, the ultintate personal godhead, developed Salikar~~a (another 
name of Kr~a·s brother Balara•na) at the beginning of time; this 
emanation was identified with prakrti, or primal matter. The two 
produced Pradyuirula ( Kr¥..1a's son) identified \Vith manos or mind; 
thence arose Aniruddha ( Kr~IJa 's grandson) who \vas self-conscious
ness (alza1ikara) . Only then did the three gW)as evolve, and with 
them Brahma the demiurge. 

In the Paiicaritra system Sankar~~a, Pradyuirula and Aniruddha are 
not merely aspects of the divine character, but gods in their own right, as 
they were with the early Bhagavatas. The gods are thus simultaneously 
one and many. There is no question here of different levels of truth, 
as in Sankara's system. but of an etental paradox. The soul is one 
with God, but at the same time it is an individual. Even in the state 
of full salvation it retains enough individuality to realize the bliss of 
union with the godhead. The Pancaratra doctrine of emanations 
( vyiiha) may have developed in Kashmir, where it is believed that the 
earliest texts of the school were written; but it found a com
plementary development in the Tamil country, where a great growth 
of devotional religion was taking place at the same time. 

The devotion ( bluVtti) of the early Bhagavatas, as exemplified in 
the Blzagavad Gita, had been somewhat restrained in its expression. 
By the less spiritually developed worshipper the god was probably 
not realized as an ever-present and indwelling spirit, but as a mighty 
and rather distant king, to be adored from afar. This is the spirit of 
the Gupta hyirul to the Sun quoted above ( p. S 1 S) and even in 
general of the Blzagavad G itii itself. When Kr~Qa reveals hiJnself as 
the supreme god and shows his transcendent form, Arjuna falls to the 
ground in terror, unable to bear the awful splendour of the theophany. 
The god admittedly states that he is in the heart of all beings, that he 
raises his worshippers from the sea of transmigration, and that they 
are very dear to him; but he is still rather God Transcendent than 
God Immanent. Arjlma compares Kr~l)a's relation to him to that of 
friend and friend, father and son, lover and beloved; but his chier 
feeling at the revelation of Kr~l')a's divinity is one of awe: 

u You are the father of the universe. of all that moves and all that moves not, 
its worshipful and worthy teacher. 

You have no equal what in the three worlds could equal you .. 
0 power beyond compare? 
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"So. reverently Jlrostrating n•y body, 
I crave your grace, 0 blessed lord. 

As father to son, as friend to friend, as lover to beloved, 
bear with me, God. 

··r rejoice that llaave seen what none has seen before, 
but my mind trembles with fear. 

Graciously show me again your earthly form, 
Lord of the Gods. Home of the World ... ,, 

Thus the early blulRti was inspired by feelings rather of respect than 
of love. Divine grace was the condescension of a mighty potentate, 
stem and functional. His glory was the glory of an emperor, which 
the ordinary mortal could hardly contemplate. 

Buddhism n1ay have influenced the new fortn of piety which ap
peared in medieval tin1es, for the concept of the Bodhisattva. looking 
down in love and pity and helping all creation, was probably earlier 
than any comparable idea in Hinduism. Hut the new fonn of devo
tion seems to have developed first in the Tamil country. One of its 
earliest expressions is a remarkable poem of the collection called 
the ··Ten Odes'', almost certainly earlier than the 7th century. This is 
the ··Guide to the Lord Murugau '', a description of the chief shrines of 
the old Tan1il god, which the worshitlper is advised to visit in turn. 
Throughout n1ost of the poem the god retains his wild and primitive 
character, with the attributes of the northern Skanda added (p. SI4); 
but at last the worshipper ntects him face to face. 

•• When you see his face, praise him lvith joy, 
\VOrship him with joined Jlalms, bow before him, 
so that his feet touch vour head .... 

• 

., Holy and mighty will be his form, 
rising to heaven, but his stemer face 
will be hidden, and he will show you 
the form of a young man, fragrant and beautiful; 
and his words will be loving and gracious-

• Don't be afraid I knew you were coming I' ••ee 

Here surely we find a new conception of godhead struggling to 
express itself. the idea of a god who feels an intense love for men, 
and to whom the worshipper can return the same love. This found 
its first full expression in the hymns of the early ·ramil devotees 
(Niya~rs and AJvars), which are among lndia•s greatest contribu
tions to the world's religious literature. 

The devotion of the Tamil hymnodists is no longer reverence for a 
transcendent deity, but ecstatic love for an immanent one. The love 
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of God, moreover, is reflected by the worshipper in love for his 
fellows. In the Tamil word a~ we have something more closely 
approaching the Christian virtue of love than any Sanskrit teran. 
Moreover the Tamil devotees often worshipped their God with a 
deep sense of sin and inadequacy, which is rarely to be found in con
temporary Aryan religious literature, and recalls the Vedic hymns to 
Varuna . 

• 

" You are father, you are mother, 
you are elder brother, 

you are all kinsmen, 
you are fair women, and abWldant riches. 

You are family, friends and home, 
fount of pure \visdom, of wisdom to p-ess on\vard. 

You are gold, you are jewel, you are pearl-
you are lord, Rider on the Hull, • you are bliss .... e7 

···o most desired, 0 king, 0 lord, eternal form, 
· ·· my fortune, supreme mysticl" Thus I sang each day. 

My gold! My hill of coral f in love of you . . . 
I have journeyed far to see the bright flower of your feet:•es 

.. A sinner, I have left the way of love and service. 
Too well I have known the meaning of sickness and pain. 

I will go now and worship. 
How foolish I have been! How long can I be parted 

from my pearl, my mighty jeweJ, my diamond, Lord of the shrine of 
Arurr·ee 

"He whom the King of Gods knows but in part, the God of Gods, 
The triple Lord, who makes, preserves and ends 

the lovely Wliverse, the Primal Fonn, 
the Ancient of Days, the Lord of Pirvati, . . . 

came in his grace and took me for hls own, 
so now I bow to none, and revere him alone. 

I am among the servants of his servants, 
and I shall bathe in joy, and dance and sing.'"7o 

•· Into my vile body of ftesh 
you came, as though it were a temple of gold, 

and soothed me wholly and saved me, 
0 Lord of Grace, 0 Gem Most Pure. 

SoJTow and birth and death and illusion 
you took from me, and set me free. 

0 Bliss I 0 Light I 1 have taken refuge in you, 
and never can I be parted from you."'71 

• An epithet of~iva. 
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This impassioned devotionalism gradually affected the whole re
ligious outlook of the Tamil country. The great Sankara himself. 
though he maintained the rigid Upani~adic doctrine of salvation by 
knowledge, was the reputed author of some fine devotional poems in 
Sanskrit. It was only to be expected that the new forms of worship 
should receive fonnal shape, and be hannonized with the Upani~ads. 
This was done in different fonns by a series of Dravidian theologians 
who succeeded Sailkara. 

Chief of these was Ramanuja, a brahrnaJ) who taught in the great 
temple of Srirangam. He is said to ha\'e lived from 1017 to 1 1~7. 
but the first date is in· all probability several decades too early. Like 
Sankara he taught in many parts of India, and claimed to base his 
doctrines on earlier sources, writing lengthy commentaries on the 
Brahma Sutras, the Bhagavad Gita and the Upani~ads. Ramanuja~s 
system was founded on that of the Pancaritras, but his emphasis was 
rather different. He admitted the usefulness of ritual observances. 
but only in qualified n1easure, and he also admitted Sankara's doctrine 
of salvation by knowledge, but declared that those so saved would 
find a state of bliss inferior to the highest. The best means of salva
tion was devotion, and the best yoga was bhakti-yoga, such intense 
devotion to Vi~I)U that the worshipper realized that he was but a 
fragment of God, and wholly dependent on him. Another means of 
salvation was prapatti., the abandonn1ent of self, putting one·s soul 
completely in the hands of God, trusting in his will, and waiting con
fidently for his grace. 

Ramanuja's God v.·as a personal being, full or grace and love for his 
creation. He could even override the power of kanna to draw re
pentant sinners to him. Unlike the impersonal World Soul or 
Sankara, which made the illusory universe in a sort or sport ( li/4), 
Ramanuja's God needed man, as n1an needed God. By forcing the 
sense Ramanuja interpreted the words of Kr~l)a, •• the wise man I 
deem my very self"72 to inlply that just as man cannot live without 
God, so God cannot live without n1an. The individual soul, made by 
God out of his own essence, returned to its maker and Jived forever 
in full con1munion with him, but was always distinct. It shared the 
divine nature or omniscience and bliss. and evil could not touch it, but 
it was always conscious or itself as an I, for it was eternal by virtue 
or its being a part of godhead, and if it lost self-consciousness it would 
cease to exist. It \vas one with God, but yet separate, and for this 
reason the system of Ritnanuja was called vilriJadvaita, or ··qualified 
monism .,, . Ramanuja was not as brilliant a metaphysician as 
Salikara, but Indian religion perhaps owes even more to him than to __ 
his predecessor. In the centuries immediately following his death 
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his ideas spread all over India, and were the starting-point of most 
of the devotional sects of later times. 

Many later theologians developed Ramanuja's teaching, and in the 
Tatnil country two ntain doctrinal divisions arose, analogous to the 
Arminians and Calvinists of early Protestantism. The Nortl1ern 
School taught that salvation could only be obtained ""on the analogy 
of the monkey .. ; God saved souls as the monkey carries her young to 
safety, clinging to her body so1ne effort on the part of the believer 
was needed. The Southern School taught salvation "on the analogy 
of the cat"'; just as a cat pid<s up her kittens in her teeth, so God saves 
whom he wills, \Vith no effort on their part. 

A teacher \vho developed R~hnanuja's doctrines in surprising 
directions was Madh\·a, who taught in the ISth century. -nlis 
Canarese theologian broke completely with the Upani~adic doctrine 
of the Wtity of God and the human soul, and taught dualism ( dvoita). 
He explained away as figurative all the passages of scripture which 
maintained monism, and declared that Vi~J}U, individual souls and 
matter '\vere etenlally and completely distinct. Vi~I}U has full power 
over both souls and matter, and saves the former entirely by his 
grace, which is only granted to those who live pure and moral lives. 
Evil souls are predestined to eternal damnation, which is conceived as 
infinite re1noteness from God while souls of mediocre quality will 
transmigrate eternally. 

An interesting feature of Madhva's theology is the important part 
played by the wind-god Vayu, the son of Vi~l}u, who is his agent in 
the world, and has so1ue of the features of the Holy Ghost of Christian 
theology. • The resemblances of Madhva's system to Christianity 
are so striking that influence, perhaps through the Syrian Christians 
of Malabar, is almost certain. The sharp distinction between God 
and the soul, the doctrine of eternal da1nnation, and the status of 
Vayu are obvious points of similarity. In the legends about Madhva 
there are stories of miracles which must surely have been borrowed 
from the Gospels: as a boy he successfully disputed with learned 
bralunal}s in a tetnple; \vhen he undertook asceticism a voice from 
heaven proclaimed his greatness: he fed nlultitudes with handfuls of 
food; he,valked on water: and he stilled the raging ocean with a glance. 

Saivism too developed a theology adapted to the devotional litera
ture of the hymnodists. 1."he early literature of tl1e Pa,upatas and 
other Saivite sects, called Agamos and written in Sanskrit. was su~ 
plemented, and then virtually superseded, by texts in Tamil repeating 
much of the older theology, but incorporating the devotional faith of 
the Nayagars. A series of fourteen such texts, all written by the 14th 

• In Hebrew and Syriac the word rfi!'b means equally wind, breath or spirit. 
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century, forms the bible of the Saiva.siddkanta, and is among the most 
influential religious literature of South India. 

Tamil Saivism teaches the reality of the three categories, God 
( Pati, .. Lord""), souls (paJu, literally ,. animals") and matter 
(piila, "bond'"). In salvation the soul is united, but not identified, 
with the deity. Tamil Saivism thus goes further in the direction of 
dualiBm than the qua~ified monism of the Vai~~avite Ramanuja. Its 
most striking feature is the disap~arance of all the harsh, capricious 
and amoral attributes of the old Siva. In his character as bestower 
of karrna he is pure justice, and his justice is but an aspect of his love 
for his creatures. He is ready at their call, and manifests himself to 
them in whatever form they worship him . 

.. His fortn is love, his qualities, his knowledge are love, 
his deeds are love, his hands and feet are love, all his attributes are love. 
Unfathomable godhead assumes all these for the welrare of all things 

living."'78 

., In his love the Lord punishes 
that the sinner may mend his ways 

and follow the right. 
All his acts flo\v from his love. 

•• Goodness, love, grace and gentleness, 
courtesy, friendship and modesty, 

honesty, penance and chastity, 
charity, respect, reverence and truthfulness, 

purity and setr-control, 
wisdom and worship-

all these together are perfect virtue, 
and are the word of the loving Lord. "7• 

Tamil Saivism perhaps approached nearer to thorough-going 
monotheism than any other Hindu sect. 

,. Whatever god you accept, he is that god. 
Other gods die and are born, and .suffer and sin. 

They cannot reward, 
but he will see and reward your worship!'.16 

.. We worship some god our parents for instance-
but they do not re\vard us, even when they seem to show us their grace, 

for all these gods are under the command of the Almighty, 
and through them he fulfils our prayers. 

" If ~iva alone re,vards us, loving him is the highest virtue, 
and the worship of other gods is of little use. 

Dharma is his will; he has no desires 
except to do good-so be firm in his worship ... 7e 
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In Kashmir another school of Saivis•n arose, known as Trilca or 
Triad, from the fact that the sect had three chief scriptures. This 
school, unlike the Tamil Saivasiddhinta, \vas monistic, and shared 
Sankara·s doctrine of the unreality of the phenomenal \Yorld, \Yhich, 
it declared, only existed because the soul failed to recognize its true 
nature. For the school of the Trika salvation came with an act of 
recognition or sudden enlightenment, rather like the sudden conver
sion of old-fashioned Nonconformity. 1."'he greatest name in Kashmir 
Saivism is that of Abhinava Gupta (lOth century), a brilliant theorist 
both in theology and poetics. 

A third important Saivite sect \Yas that of the Lingayats or Yira
Jaivtu, founded by Ba.sava, a minister of King Bijjala Kalacuri \Yho 
usurped the throne of the Cilukyas of Kaly~i in A.D. 1166. This 
sect is notC\Yorthy rather for its cult and social doctrines tl1an for its 
theology, \Yhich is a u qualified monism •• \Vith fe\Y striking features. 
Basava opposed image \Yorship; in his sect the only sacred symbol is 
the linga of Siva, a small specimen of which is constantly carried on 
the person of the believer. Basava completely rejected the Vedas and 
the authority of the brahm~ class, and ordained a ne\Y priesthood
the jangt11nJZS. He opposed pilgrimage and sacrifice and instituted 
complete equality among his followers, even to the equality of women, 
who were pennitted to remarry on the death of their husbands. 
Among other Aryan practices \Yhich Dasava condctnned \Yas crema
tion; and his follo\vers arc still usually buried. It is possible that he 
\Yas influenced by \\'hat he had heard of Islam. The Liitgiyats still 
retain their individuality, though they have now compromised with 
orthodoxy in some respects, and are an important sect in parts of 
Hyderibad and Mysore. Their sacred literature is mainly in Cana
rese and Telugu. 

Hindu Riles and Ceremonies 
Whereas the basic rite of tl1e Vedic religion was sacrifice (yajila), 

that of Hinduism is \vorship (pUja). In general a god is \Yorshipped 
in the forn1 of an icon (area), which has been sanctified by special 
rites, after \Yhich it is believed that the divinity has in some sense 
taken up his abode in it. Though devotees often ask for boons at the 
feet of the idol, piija is not so much an act of prayer as of homage and 
entertainment. The god is offered water for washing the feet, 
flowers and betel quids~ like an honoured guest. In the morning he 
is ceremonially awakened \Yith the sound of music, the ringing of 
bells, and the blolving of conches. He is \Yashed, dried and dressed. 
He is honoured \Yith flo\vers, garlands, incense and swinging lamps: 
he is fed, usually \Yith rice and fruit, of \Yhich he eats the subtle part, 
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leaving the gross material food for his worsl1ippers, or to be given to 
the poor. In many temples he is taken to his bedroom at night, 
where he joins his 'vife or \vives. In the larger shrines he is fanned 
by attendants and entertained by dancing girls like any ancient Indian 
king. On festival days he tours the city in a splendid car, often 
pulled by his devotees, followed by lesser gods in their cars, musicians, 
bearers ofyak•s-tail fly,vhisks (cauri), parasols and fans, and dancers. 

The temple originated as a sn1all wooden hut, enshrining a rough 
icon or fetish, and by Gupta tin1es India was probably as much a land 
of temples as she is at present. The heart of the temple was the central 
shrine. the home of the chief divinity. Usually a ., tank., or a flight 
of steps leading down to a river adjoined the te1nple, for ritual 
ablution, important at all tin1es, had by now become an essential part 
of religious observance. The temple might also contain a meeting 
hall, where the Epics, Puril}as, and other non-Vedic sacred litera
ture were recited for all who wished to listen. and a rest-house for 
pilgrims \vas also often provided, as well as 1nany other offices and 
annexes, some of which served the social needs of the people. 

Congregational worship of the Christian or lsl~ilnic type was un
known in early Hinduism, though it developed in a few n1edieval 
sects. rfl1e worshipper went to the temple either alone or in a family 
group, made his offerings, and departed. In the greater tenlples the 
acts of worship performed by regular officiants might be watched by 
a large number of people, but they \vere rather an audience than a 

• congregation. 
Though the forntal animal sacrifices of the Vcdic period gradually 

disappeared, a new type of bloody sacrifice, abnost certainly adopted 
from the non-Arya.n aboriginals, became popular in the Middle Ages. 
Such rites rarely if ever took place in Vai~l}avite sects, but some 
Saivites and nlany devotees of Durga adopted the new type of sacri
fice. The anin1als \Vere no longer l<illed with co1nplicated ritual, but 
decapitated before the sacred icon, in such a w·ay that soane of the 
blood fell on it. The ritual slaughter of anintals \vas justified by the 
doctrine that the soul of the victi1n went straight to heaven, but it was 
not approved by the best minds of the ti1nes, and its sur\'ival in Bengal 
and elsewhere is a matter of shame to most 1noden1 Ilindus. 

:F'avourite ani1nals for sacrifice were buffaloes, goats, sheep and 
cockerels. Human sacrifice \vas also practised. 1"heoretically the 
execution of every criminal was a sort of sacrifice, and his soul was 
thought to be purged of guilt. The victims of hunlan sacrifice were 
thus often crinlinals provided by the secular arrn, but victims were 
also obtained by more dubious means. We read of girls being kid
napped to serve as human sacrifices in secret rites, and of a temple of 
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Durgi at which a daily human sacrifice was offered. Voluntary 
human sacrifice, or religious suicide· in various forms, becan1e quite 
common in the Middle Ages, especially in the Deccan, \vhere numerous 
inscriptions commentorate the many pious souls \vho, in fulfilment of 
vows, or to ensure the success of their king, leapt fro1n pillars and 
broke their necks, cut their own throats, or dro\med then1selves in a 
sacred river. The last rite of the sati was, in one aspect, a human 
sacrifice. 

Another form of religious ceremony was that practised by the sects 
which worshipped feminine divinities. These sects are generally 
known as tantric (from their scriptures. called tantras). saktic (from 
their worship of the sakti, or personified energy of the god), or 
.. left-hand'· (from the fact that the goddess sits on the left of her 
lord). Their members believed that the usual Hindu rites and cere
monies, though not wholly ineffectual, were only suitable for the 
ordinary worshippers of the goddess; the adepts, who had undergone 
long rites of initiation, practised other ceren1onies of much greater 
efficiency, similar to those of the Buddhists of the ., Vehicle of the 
Thunderbolt .. (p. 280f). The tantric rites involved the breaking of 
all the usual taboos of Hinduism. Small groups of initiates ntet at 
night, often in a temple or private house, but also frequently in a 
burning-ground, among the bones of the dead. The group for1ned a 
circle, seated around the circumference or a large circular magical 
diagram (yantra, nza7J.f/ala) drawn on the ground. Though the mem
bers of the circle might include brihmal)s and outcastes, there \vas no 
class distinction at the ceremony all were equal, and no ritual pollu
tion occurred from their contact. After regular evening worship, 
the propitiation of ghost.~, and other rites, the group would indulge in 
the five Ms (paiica-makiira): m.adya (alcoholic drink), nzat]l.Sa (meat), 
mJJtsya (fish), mudra (symbolical hand gestures. known in other 
branches of Indian religion, and in dance and dranla, p. 585). and 
maithuna (sexual intercourse). 1"he rites concluded \vith the worship 
or the five elements, to \Yhich the five Ms mysteriously corresponded. 
Among some tantric groups the last of the five Ms involved protnis
cuous copulation, while the members of others brought their wives to 
the circle. With yet other groups those rites \vhich were repre
hensible to orthodoxy were perfor1ncd only symbolically. 

The remarkable "black mass" of the tantric sects, whether in 
Buddhism or Hinduism, became very popular in Eastern India in the 
late medieval period. It is still sometimes practised, but quite with
out publicity, and it is probable that \vith the growth of puritanisln 
and rationalism, the nutnher of tantric groups in India is now very 
small indeed. 
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Hindu Ethics 
At the bottom of most Hindu writing on ethics and morality lay the 

concept of the three ends of life (p. 170 ), and the full recognition that 
individuals of different classes and ages had different duties and 
standards of conduct. The ascetic should set his whole mind on un
worldly things, but the layman was encouraged to blend the claims of 
religion, profession and material pleasure into a harmonious whole. 
'fhis aspect of Hindu morality we have touched on already in other 
contexts and need not discuss further. 

To the uninitiated Westerner the usual moral attitude of Hinduism~ 
especially before the great changes of modem times, must see1n a 
strange mixture of reason and taboo. The following passage, taken 
from the Miinasollasa, a text on the duties and a.tnuse•nents of kings 
attributed to the 12th-century Deccan king Some~vara Ill Cilukya, 
illustrates perfectly this aspect of Hindu morals. 

"A king should avoid ( 1) untruth and ( 2) treachery. ( S) illicit inter
course with women, and ( +) eating what is forbidden . 

.. He should shun ( 6) envy and ( 6) contact with outcastes, he should ( 7) 
revere all the gods. and satisfy ( 8) cows and ( 9) brihmal)s • 

., ( 10) reverence his ancestors, and ( 11) feed his guests, ( 12) obey his 
preceptors, ( 13) practise penance, and ( 14) bathe in sacred waters . 

.. lie should ( 15) nourish the poor, and ( 16) the orphan and widow, 
( 17) tlte afflicted. and ( 18) his kin, and ( 19) his servants • 

.. and {2o) protect those who come to him for refuge. 
These are the twenty conditions or a successful reign.••77 

This passage sho\vs that great emphasis was placed on such virtues 
as hospitality, charity and honesty, but piety, in the sense of the per
formance of such religious acts as worship, pilgrimage, and the feed
ing of cows and brahm~s. was equally if not more important. The 
maintenance of taboos on contact with untouchables and eating for
bidden food (not only meat, but food handled by Jo,v-caste persons or 
left over from a previous meal) was not clearly distinguished from 
honesty and self-control. At all times, however, the more intelligent 
teachers realized that mere outward observance was not as meritori
ous as inner goodness. Thus in the lawbook_ of Gautama, after a 
catalogue of the forty religious rites \vhich the Aryan should practice, 
we read: 

,.There are eight virtues of the soul compassion for all beings, patience, 
contentedness. purity. earnest endeavour, good thoughts, freedom from 
greed, and freedom from envy. \Vhoever performs the sacred rites without 
possessing these eight virtues does not come to Brahmi or to his heaven; 
but if a man has perfonned only one rite and has all eight good qualities he 
comes to Brahma.·"78 
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Many other sources give lists of virtues like this, all tending to en
courage an earnest kindliness and tolerance in human relations. The 
doctrine of non-violence, qualified though it \Yas, had a real effect on 
Hindu life, going far beyond mere restrictions on the killing of 
animals. All Hindu texts teach mercy, compassion and friendliness, 
but positive benevolence, except in the form of almsgiving, is less 
prominent, though often among lists of virtues we find ··desire for 
the welfare of all beings''. A positive ethic of love and forgiveness 
is a feature of much Tamil sacred literature. We quote from the 
maxims of the early TiruJckura/: 

,. Men without love think only of self, 
but the loving strip themselves to the bone for others."' 

,.For a kindness done without expecting reward 
heaven and earth arc hardly sufficient recompense.'" 

"'The joy of the avenger lasts but a day. 
The joy of the peacemaker lasts forever."" 

,. They are great who fast and do penance, 
but they who forgive wrongs are even greater."" 

.. This, they say, is the highest lvisdom-
to return no harm to them that harm you. "79 

This exalted ethical tone is to be fowtd in much Tamilliterature, 
notably in the Nii.ltu/.iyiir, a collection of moral verses of somewhat 
later date than the Tirulckura!, and in the devotional hymns which we 
have quoted elsewhere. But it is not only in Tamil literature that 
we find the call to love and kindness. 

,.Vi~I}U is most pleased With him who doeS good tO Others, 
'vho never utters abuse, calumny or untruth, 
who never oovets another's wife or wealth, 

and who bears ill will to none, 
who neither beats nor slays any living thing, 

who is ever diligent in the service of the gods 
and of bri.hm~s and his teachers, 

who always desires the welfare of all creatures. 
as of his children and of his own soul. "80 

If the general ethical outlook of Hinduism favoured tolerance and 
kindliness, it was not equalitarian, and recognized the needs of a 
society divided into many sections and classes with varied functions. 
A man's relations with his social inferiors should naturally differ from 
his relations with his betters. His standards of conduct differed 
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according to his own social class. The virtues of the brihmal}, such 
as the recitation of the Veda, were sin to the ~udra, while the 'iidra 
might legitimately do things, such as drinking spirits, which were 
forbidden to the brahmaJ). Si1uilarly the child, the student, the house-
holder and the ascetic, had their own codes and standards. Cenain 
broad principles applied to all sections of the community, but beyond 
these no detailed code of 1norality was universally binding. Each 
group had its O\\n rules of conduct, varying widely. 

It is with this bacl<ground in view that \Ve 1nust read the most 
fa1nous ethical text of ancient India, the Bhagavad Gita. Though 
this work contains much theology, its kernel is ethical, and its teach
ing is set in the framework of an ethical problem. The hero Arjuna 
awaits in his chariot the beg inning of battle. In the ranks of the 
enemy are his old friends, relatives and teachers, men whom he has 
known and loved all his life. Though convinced of the justice of his 
cause his spirits begin to sink, and he feels that he cannot fight 
against those who are so dear to him. He turns to Kr~Qa. who is 
acting as his charioteer, and asks his advice. 1\r~J]a first explains that 
the death of the body does not involve the death of the soul and is 
comparatively unimportant: 

"' He who tl1inks this (soul J is the slayer 
and he who thinka this is the slain 

do not understand. 
lt neither slays nor is it slain. 

"lt is never born and never dies, 
nor, once it exists, does it cease to be. 

Unborn, eternal, abiwng and ancient, 
it is not slain when the body is slain . . . 

.. As a n1an puts off hi.s worn out clothes 
and puts on other new ones, 

so the embodied puts off \VOrn out bodies 
and goes to others that are new . 

... \Veapons do not cleave it, 
fire does not bum it. 

waters do not wet it, 
wind does not dry it . 

.. It cannot be cleft or burnt. 
or wetted or dried. 

It is everlasting, it dwells in all things, 
firm, unmoving, eternal. . .. 
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"To be born is certain death, 
to the dead, birth is certain. 

lt is not right that you should sorrow 
for what cannot be avoided .... 

.. If you do not fight this just battle 
you will fail in your own law 

and in your honour, 
and you \vill incur sin. "'81 

Then l{r~~a develops his teaching on the topic of human activity. 
The right course is not the inactivity of the meditating sage, for this 
attempt to put works on one side is impossible and futile. God him
self is continually active, and man also should act; but, as far as pos
sible, he should act without attachment, without personal desires or 
ambition. He must fulfil his function in the society of which he is a 
member, doing all things for the glory of God . 

.. There is nothing in the three \Vorlds which I need, 
nothing I do not own, 

nothing which I must get:...-. 
and yet I labour forever. 

•• If I did not always work unwearying ... 
men would follow my ways. 

The worlds would perish if I did not work-
1 should bring back chaos, and all beings would suffer . 

.. So, as the unwise work with attachment, 
the wise should work without attachment, 

0 son of Bharata, 
and seek to establish order in the world. . . . 

.. Cast all your acts upon me, 
with your mind on the Highest Soul. 

Have done with craving and selfhood. 
Throw off your tenor. and fight I ... 

''For there is n1ore joy in doing one·s own duty badly 
than in doing another man"s duty well. 

lt is joy to die in doing one"s duty, 
but doing another man"s duty brings dread:•et 

The teaching of the BhagarJad Gitii is summed up O.Jl the maxim 
.. your business is with the deed, and not \vith the result... In an 
organized society each individual has his special part to play, and in 
every circwnstance there ar~ actions which are intrinsically right
from the point of view of the poet who wrote the Gita they are those 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
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laid down by the Sacred Law of the Aryans and the traditions of class 
and clan. The right course 1nust be chosen according to the cir'Cum
stances, without any considerations of personal interest or sentiment. 
Thus man serves God, and in so far as he lives up to this ideal he 
draws near to God. 

The stern ethics of the Gitii are clearly intended as a defence of the 
old established order against the attacks of reformers and unbelievers. 
The virtue of the brihmaJ) is wisdom, of the warrior, valour, of the 
vai~ya, industry, of the §udra, service; by fulfilling his class function 
to the best of his ability, with devotion to God and without personal 
ambition, a man will find salvation, whatever his class. It may be 
that the author of the Gita sought merely to convey this message, 
rather barren and uninspiring when thus condensed. But behind his 
teaching was the fervour of a great religious poet, which transcended 
the narrow framework of contemporary social and religious law. 
Hence the inspiration of the Bllagavad Gitii has been widely felt in 
India from the time of the Guptas to the present day, and it has been 
commcnded by Christians and Muslims, as well as by the Hindus, 
whose most influential scripture it is. No one has so ungrudgingly 
admitted his debt to its doctrine of tireless and unselfish service as 
Mahatma Gandhi, who so strongly opposed the two features of 
ancient Indian society which the Gitii itself was in part written to 
defend militarism and the class system. 

(V) NON-I !SDI A N RELI G IO N S 

If we are to believe a very old tradition the first Christian converts 
in India were made by the Disciple Thomas himself, soon after the 
Crucifixion. The Indian king Gondophernes sent to Syria for a 
skilful architect to build him a new city, and the envoy returned 
with St. TI1o1nas, who told the king of a City not Jnade with hands, 
and converted him and n1any men1bers of his court. St. Thomas after
wards preached in other parts of India, and died a 1nartyr's death at 
the hands of a king called in Christian tradition Misdeos, who cannot 
be identified. The historicity of Gondophernes, however, is un
questioned (p. 60), and the story in its main outline is not impossible, 
for at the time contact bet\veen India and the "h. est was close, and 
an enterprising n1issionary could easily have travelled from Palestine 
to India. Roman Catholics believe that the to1nb of St. Thomas is to 
be tound in the cathedral at Mailapur, a suburb of Madras, though the 
evidence for the Saint's martyrdom there is not sufficient to satisfy 
the historian. 

Several rather unreliable references to other early missions 
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exist in church tradition, but the first certain evidence of Christian 
activity in India is found in the ~~Christian Topography., of Cosmas 
lndicopleustes, an adventurous Alexandrian monk of the 6th 
century, who left an account of his travels. He states that there 
were churches in Malabar and Ceylon, in the hands of Persian priests, 
and supervised by a Persian bishop at Kalliana (perhaps the modern 
Cochin). It is clear that the Indian Christians had embraced the 
Nestorian heresy, which was then widespread in Persia. The 
Nestorians were active missionaries, and their intrepid monks even 
crossed the wastes of Central Asia and founded successful churches in 
China. Whatever truth there may be in the legend of St. Thomas, it 
seems that these 1nissionaries. no doubt following in the wake of 
Persian merchants, were chiefly responsible for establishing the 
Christian community in South India. When, at a later date, lsUinl 
sta1nped out both Zoroastrianism and Christianity in Persia, the 
Indian Christians turned for guidance to the patriarch of Antioch, and 
has 1naintained contact with Syria to this day. 

When European travellers again visited India they noticed the 
Christian churches of the South. Marco Polo. at the end of the ISth 
century, saw the tornb of St. Thomas, and remarked on its popularity 
as a place of pilgrimage. Rut the Syrian church was corrupt. ..fhere 
is no evidence that Indian Christians ever accepted the doctrine of 
transmigration, but many Hindu custoans had been adopted, and the 
Malabir Christians, like the Buddhists and Jainas before them, were 
in the process of becoming a rather heterodox Hindu sect. Jesuit 
n1issionaries of the 16th and 17th centuries succeeded in preventing 
further decadence. One s~tion of the Syrian church in India accepted 
the authority of Ron1e. while the other, which remained true to Anti
och, refonned and purified itself. 

It is in this connexion that we find the first record of an English
man visiting India. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle states that in A.D. 

884 King Alfred, to fulfil a vow, sent an envoy to India with rich gifts 
for the tomb of St. Thomas. Florence of Worcester, writing some 
200 years later, adds that the name of the envoy was Swithelm, and 
that he returned safely. William of Malmesbury, on the other hand, 
gives his name as Bishop Sigelinus, and states that he brought back a 
rich present of jewels and spices from the locall_!ldian king, who, if the 
story is true, must have been the Cola King Aditya I or one of his 
chiefs. The Anglo-Sa.xon Chronicle is generally reliable, and it is 
reasonable to believe that Alfred sent the envoy, but" India" for 9th
century Europe was a very loose term, e1nbracing many vaguely 
known parts of Asia and Africa, and we cannot be sure that the envoy 
actually visited the tomb of St. Thomas at Mailapur, or even that it 

-• 
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was in existence at the time. The discrepancy in the na1nes given to 
the envoy by the two later chroniclers shows that the tradition was 
not vividly remembered, and adds to our suspicion. 

On the other hand we know that Christian pilgrims undertook very 
difficult journeys in order to visit holy places. At the time Islam was 
not violently anti-Christian, and the pilgrim might have found his 
way across Egypt without difficulty, and thence in an Arab merchant 
vessel to South India. It is pleasant to picture the brave English 
cleric, whatever his name, telling the Co!a king through Arab and 
Tamil interpreters of King Alfred·s battles \Vith the Danes, and King 
Alfred, several years later, listening to the envoy's account of the 
wonders of India and sampling the rare spices of the Tamilland. 
Whatever our doubts, we cannot but hope that the story of Bishop 
Sigelinus is a true one. 

As well as Christians small communities of Jews settled in Mala
bar. The earliest certain reference to this community is a J Oth
century charter by which the king of the Ceras, Bhiskara Ravivarman, 
gave lands and privileges to a Jew named Joseph Rabbin; but the 
tradition of the Jews of Malabir tells of a large settlement at Cochin 
in the 1st century A.D. In any case a small Je,vish community has 
existed in India for \Yell over a millennium. One branch has mixed 
closely with the local Malayali inhabitants and its members now have 
typical Indian complexions and features; the other branch retains its 
racial purity, and is still evidently Semitic. 

Another non-Indian religious community was that of the Zoroas
trians, now generally lmown as Parsis. Under Achzntenid and 
Sasinian emperors Zoroastrianism was certainly practised in parts of 
N.-W. India, and had some influence on Hinduism and Buddhism, 
but no very clear traces of a Zoroastrian community have survived 
there. Though Zoroastrian merchants from Persia may have settled 
on the '\vest coast of India very early, we have no record of them until 
after the Arab conquest of Persia, when Zoroastrian refugees came to 
India in appreciable numbers. According to the Pirsis' own tradi
tions one band of refugees settled first at Diu in Kithiiwar, and then 
at Thini, near Bombay, in the early 8th century. 

Yet anothercornn1unity was that of the Muslims. Arabs visited India 
long before the days of Muhammad, and there is evidence of small 
tvtuslim comn1unities in many of the coastal towns of the Peninsula 
from the 8th ce11tury onwards. The Mappili ( Moplah) community 
of Malabar is undoubtedly descended from settlers and converts of 
long before the days of Muslim invasion of India. There is, however, 
no clear evidence of any influence of Islam on Hinduism until after the 
Muslim conquest . 

• 
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Thus India, though always loyal to her indigenous cults, gave a 
welcome to those of the West. If we except the uncertain tradition 
of St . Thomas· martyrdom there is no good evidence of the persecu
tion of any of these non-Indian sects. Their members quietly pursued 
their own cults, small but significant elements in the religious life of 
the coastal cities, while the great body of Hindus were scarcely aware 
of the alien faiths, and in no way antagonistic to them. This capacity 
for toleration contributed to the characteristic resiliency of Hinduism, 
and helped to assure its survival. 



VIII 

THE ARTS: ARCHITECTURE, SCULPTURE • 
. PAINTING, MUSIC AND THE DANCE 

THE SPIRIT OF INDIAN ART 

NEARLY all the artistic remains of ancient India are of a religious 
nature, or were at least made for religious purposes. Secular art 
certainly existed, for literature shows that kings dwelt in sumptuous 
palaces, decorated with lovely wall-paintings and sculpture, though all 
these have vanished. Much has been said and written about Indian 
art since, some forty years ago, European taste began to doubt the 
established canons of the 19th century and looked to Asia and Africa 
for fresh ~sthetic experience. Since then most authorities on the 
subject, Indian and European alike, have stressed the religious and 
mystical aspect of Indian art. While admitting the realism and 
earthiness of the earliest sculpture, most critics have read the truths 
of Vedinta or Buddhism into the artistic remains of our period. 
and have interpreted them as expressions of deep religious ex
perience, sennons in stone on the oneness of all things in the 
Universal Spiri t.l 

One student at least disagrees with this interpretation. There 
are indeed a few remains \vhich seem imbued \vith an intensity of 
religious feeling rare in the art of the world, but it is the full and active 
life of the times which is chiefly reflected in the art of ancient India, 
at first directly, as at Bharhut, Sanchi and Amaravati, then with a 
gentle idealism, as at Ajanta, and finally in the multitude of figures, 
divine and human, carved on the many temples of the Middle Ages. 
In all these phases there is a horror vacui and an intense vitality which 
remind us rather of this world than the next, and suggest to us the 
warm bustle of the Indian city and the turbulent pullulation of the 
Indian forest. 

Gothic architecture and sculpture are vertical. Spire and arch 
point upward, and as the style develops the spire becomes taller 
and the arch more pointed. The Christs, saints and angels of the 
Middle Ages in Europe are often disproportionately tall, and their 
tallness is accentuated by long garments reaching to the ankles. 
Their poses are generally restful, and they rarely smile. Medieval 
European art was truly religious; its conventions seem to have been 
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deliberately designed to lead the worshipper's thoughts away from the 
world of flesh to the things of the spirit. Much of it was the work of 
pious monks, or of men \vith deep religious vocations. 

The tendency of Indian art is diametrically opposite to that of 
medieval Europe. The temple towers, though tall, are solidly based 
on earth. The ideal type is not abnormally tall, but rather short and 
stocky. Gods and demigods alike are young and handsome: their 
bodies are ronnded and well-nourished, often by European standards 
rather effeminate. Occasionally they are depicted as grim or wrath
ful, but generally they smile, and sorrow is rarely portrayed. With 
the exception of the type of the dancing Siva the sacred icon is always 
firmly grounded, either seated or with both feet flat on the ground. 
We need hardly mention that all Indian temple sculpture, Hindu, 
Buddhist and jaina alike, made full use of the female form as a 
decorative motif, always scantily dressed, and nearly always in accord
ance with Indian standards of beauty. 

Asceticism and self-denial in various forms are praised in much 
Indian religious literature, but the ascetics who appear in sculpture are 
llusuay well fed and cheerful. As an example we may cite the colossal 
rock-cut medieval image of the Jaina saint Gommatefvara (pi. LIX) 
at Srav&{la Belgo)i in Mysore. He stands bolt upright in the posture 
of meditation known as lcayotsarga, with feet firm on the earth, and 
arms held downwards but not touching the body, and he smiles 
faintly. The artist must have tried to express the soul almost set 
free from the trammels of matter, and about to leave for its final 
resting place of everlasting bliss at the top of the nniverse. What
ever the intentions of the artist, however, Gommate,vara is still an 
ordinary young man of his time, full of calm vitality. The saint is 
said to have stood for so long in meditation that creepers twined round 
his motionless legs, and these are shown in the sculpture; but, though 
intended to portray his sanctity, they do but emphasize that he is a 
creature of the earth whom the earth pulls back. 

Ancient India's religious art differs strikingly from her religious 
literature. The latter is the work of men with vocations, brih
ma.J)S, monks and ascetics. The former came chiefly from the hands 
of secular craftsmen, who, though they worked according to priestly 
instructions and increasingly rigid iconographical rules, loved the 
world they knew with an intensity which is usually to be seen behind 
the rellgious forms in which they expressed themselves. In our 
opinion the usual inspiration of Indian art is not so much a ceaseless 
quest for the Absolute as a delight in the world as the artist found it, 
a sensual vitality, and a feeling of gro\vth and movement as regular 
and organic as the growth of living things upon earth. 
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THE EARLIEST ARCHITECTURE 

Of the visual arts of ancient and medieval India Jnuch architecture 
and sculpture and a little painting have survived. As most of the 
existing sculpture \vas intended to be ancillary to architecture we deal 
with the latter first. 

The utilitarian brick buildings of the Harappa Culture, strong and 
competent though they \vere. had apparently littl~ zsthetic merit, and 
will not be mentioned here. With the exception of the \valls of 
Rajagrha (p. 198), \vhich also have no artistic value. \Ve have no 
significant architectural remains bet\veen the Harappa period and 
tbat of the Mauryas. This \vas due to the fact that fe\v if any build
ings were made of stone during this time. 

Megasthenes mentions that the palace of Candragupta Maurya, 
though very large and luxurious, \vas built of carved and gilded \vood, 
and the earliest stone buildings to have survived \vere evidently 
modelled on \vooden originals. We must not assume, from the 
complete lack of material remains, that Indian building in the 
Mauryan period, or even before. \Vas mean or primitive. The 
Mauryan monolithic colunuts prove that the craftsmen of those days 
had a thorough mastery of \Vorking in stone, and if the great cities 
of Mauryan times \vere built of \vood '\Ve must attribute this chiefly 
to the comparative scarceness of stone in the Gangetic Plain and 
the abundance of timber \vhere it is no\v scarce. There is no 
evidence of a cultural advance in the Middle Ages, \vhen building in 
stone became common, but rather of a decline. The adoption of 
stone as a building medium was due partly to foreign contacts, but 
also to the gradual disappearance of timber forests front the more 
populous and civilized regions of India. 

The \Vonderful Mauryan colunu1s \vith their finely carved capitals 
fall rather under the head of sculpture than of architecture, for most of 
those which survive had no architectural purpose. Fragments of 
sitnilar colunuts, found at Patna, supported the roof of a palace, which 
has been reasonably identified as that of A"ka. The remains of the 
Patni pillared hall are so fragmentary that the plan of the building 
cannot be accur-ately reconstructed, but it \Vas evidently a large one. 
At this ti•ne, ho\vever. stone buildings must still have been very rare. 
All the Mauryan pillars and other products of Mauryan stonen1asons 
come from the same quarry, at Chunar, not far from Banaras, and all 
bear the stamp of tl1c same school. 'l"hey are the \vork of craftsmen 
who had learnt much from Persia, and perhaps a little from Greece, 
but had given their output distinctive Indian cbaracteristics. Their 
\vorkshops \vere probably maintained by the Mauryan kings, and 
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vanished with the dynasty. Working in stone had then to rnake a 
new beginning in India. 

-t · HE s·ruPA 

The stupa began as an earthen burial mound. which was revered 
by the local population, and \ve have seen that the cult of stupas was 
taken up by Buddhism, and that Asoka raised stupas in the Buddha's 
honour all over India (p. 26S). Only one stupa, in Nepal, survives 
in the forn1 in 'vhich the great emperor left it, but excavations of exist
ing stupas have shown the character of the earlier ones. They were 
large hentispherical domes, containing a central chamber, in which 
the relics of the Buddha were placed in a small casket, often beauti
fully carved in crystal. TI1e core of the stupa was of unburnt brick, 
and the outer face of burnt brick, covered \vith a thick layer of plaster. 
The stupa was crowned by an utnbrella of wood or stone, and was 
surrounded by a wooden fence enclosing a path for the ceremonial 
clockwise circutnambulation (pradakjin.a), which was the chief form 
of reverence paid to the relics within it. • 

In the period between the Mauryas and the Guptas much wealth 
and energy were spent on Buddhist architecture, and the older stupas 
were greatly enlarged and beautified. Of these three are specially 
noteworthy those at Bhirhut in Madhya Bharat, Sinchi in the old 
Bhopal state, and Amaravati in the lower Kistna Valley. The Bhirbut 
stupa, perhaps in its present form dating from the middle of the 2nd 
century u.c., is important chiefly for its sculpture, and the stiipa itself 
has now vanished. That at Sinchi, on the other hand, is one of the 
most striking architectural remains of ancient India (pi. XIb). 

In the 2nd century B. c . the old Sinchi stupa was enlarged to twice 
its original size, becoming a hemisphere of about 120 feet in diameter. 
It was then faced with well-cut masonry laid in regular courses, and, 
besides the lower path on ground level, an upper ten aced path some 
16 feet frotn the ground was added. The old wooden railings were 
replaced by stone ones 9 feet high, tenoned and mortised in imitation 
of carpentry. Finally, towards the end of the 1st century B.c., 
iour glorious gate\vays ( tora~a) were added at the four cardinal 
points. Lesser stiipas and monastic buildings surrounded the great 
stiipa (fig. xviii). 

The Sancbi gateways (pi. XXVII) are perhaps more noteworthy 
• 1t has been suggested that the stupa. like the later Hindu temple. was thought of as 

a microcosm or the universe. TI1erc are Mesopotamian precedents for this belief, and 
the fassion for cosmic symbolism, evident in India from Vedic times. celtUnly led to the 
making of the analogy at least in respect of the temple. 1 But, though many authorities 
would di.sagr·ee with us, we do not believe that cosmic symbolism played any great part 
in the tbought of the ancient Indian architect. 
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for their carved ornamentation than their architecture. Each con
sists of two square columns, above which are three curved architraves 
supported by animals or dwarfs, the whole reaching some 8+ feet 
above ground-level. The construction of these gateways, from the 
technical point of view, is primitive, and it has been suggested that 
their design is based on the log or bamboo portcu11is of the ancient 
Indian village. a The finish, on the other hand, is ren1arkably good, 
and the carvings are among the most fresh and vigorous products of 
the Indian sculptor (pl. XXVIII). 

In respect of size few Indian stiipas greatly exceeded that of 
Sinchi, but in Ceylon the stupa reached tremendous proportions. 
The Abhayagiri Dagaba at Anuridhapura, the capital of the early 

Fig. xviii.--Stiipas and Monasteries at Sinchl. (Reproduced from Percy 
Brown's ••tndian Architecture (Buddhist and Hindu)'·, published by D. B. 

Taraporevala Sons & Co. Ltd .• Bombay) 

kings of Ceylon, was S27 feet in diameter, and larger than some of 
the pyramids of Egypt. It reached its present size, after a succession 
of enlargements, in the 2nd century A.D. 

In India stupa architecture became more and more ornate. The 
Stupa of Amarivati (fig. xix), which in its final form was completed 
c. 200 A.D., was larger than that of Sanchi, and its two promenades 
were adorned with carved panels (some of which can be seen in the 
British Museum) telling the story of the life of the Buddha. Mean
\Vhile in Northern India stupas gre\Y taller in proportion to their 
bases. They were often set on square platforms, which in Burrna and 
Indonesia were developed into stepped pyramids, the largest of which 
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is the enormous stupa of Borobodur, in Java, built in the 8th century 
A.D. Pinnacles became higher, and developed towards the spiring 
forn1s of the present-day temples of Bunna and Siam. 

Of later Indian stupas the two most famous are those of Sarnath 
and Nilanda. The tall stupa of Sarnath (pl. Xlla), near Banaras, 
the scene of the Buddha's first sermon, of which now little more 
than the inner core remains, was once a most imposing structure 
of beautifully patterned brickwork with a high cylindrical upper 
dome rising from a lower hemispherical one, and large images of the 
Buddha set in gable ends at the cardinal points. In its final form 
it dates from the Gupta period. n1e stupa at Nalanda (pi. Xllb), 
seven times successively enlarged, in its present ruined state gives the 

.c-....,.r.. etortn •o.,. -• 
, ~ ,:. t' : ... :a c• M --::-

Fig. xix. The Stupa of Amarlvati. (Reproduced from Percy Brown·.s 
.. Indian Achitecture (Buddhist and Hindu) ... published by D. B. Tarapor

evala Sons & Co. Ltd., Bombay) 

impression of a brick pyramid with steps leading up to its terraces. 
It was originally a tall stupa raised on a high base, with a smaller 
stupa at each corner, but the tnonument underwent so many 
alterations in Gupta and Pala times that it is now difficult for the 
untrained eye to recognize its original form at any one stage of its 
development. 

Around the great stupas were lesser ones, often containing the 
ashes of monks famous for their piety and learning, and a whole 
complex of buildings monasteries, shrine-rooms, preaching halls 
and resthouses for pilgrims (fig. xviii). At the greater Buddhist 
sites such as Nalanda the groups of monastic buildings were often 
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surrounded by fortress-like walls. In their present partial dilapidation 
these heavy domes sometimes seean a little forbidding. Originally the 
limewashed or plastered stilpa shone brilliantly white in the tropical 
sunlight, its pinnacle, now generally broken, rising like a golden spear 
from the ceremonial stone u1nbrella on top of the dome. Then it 
must have given a difterent impression. The great Ruvanvali Dagaba 
at Anuridhapura in Ceylon, which in recent years bas been restored 
and is once more used in Buddhist worship, rising white in the 
distance out of the plain, shows the stiipa at its best, as a worthy 
emblem of a great religion. 

CAVE TEM PJ .. ES 

Of the centuries before the Gupta period the chief architectural 
remains, other than stupas and their surrounding gateways and 
railings, are artificial caves, excavated for religious purposes. Early 

. specintens show a slavish in1itation of carpentry which proves con
clusively that the art of building in stone was still in its infancy. 
Thus two of the caves of Baribar Hill, near Gaya, dedicated by A~oka 
to Ajivika monks, are in the form of a plain rectangular outer hall, 
at one end of which is an inner chamber with a curved wall and over
hanging eaves. The caves were evidently substituted for a standardized 
religious meeting place consisting of a round thatched hut standing 
in a courtyard, and their designer could not transcend the pattern to 
which he had been used. Similar depcndcnl:e on wooden 1nodels is 
evident in many other features of design until the Gupta period. 

The caves of the Baribar and Nagarjunt Hills are quite unadorned, 
with the exception of one at NigarjWlt, near Baribar, which has a 
comparatively simple carved entrance, added during or soon after 
the Mauryan period. The inner walls of all the caves are finely 
polished, no doubt by workmen of the school which was responsible 
for the polish of the A€okan colunms. 

Later cave temples and monasteries are to be found in many parts 
of India, but it was in the Western Deccan, under the Satavihana 
Empire and its successors, that the largest and most famous artificial 
caves were excavated. The oldest Deccan cave, at Bhaji, near 
Poona, consists of a deep apsidal hall, cut in solid rock. with a row of 
plain octagonal pillars near the walls, \\'hich support curved ribs 
carved to represent the barrel vaulting of a '\\·ooden building. At the 
further end of the hall is a small stupa, also cut from solid rock, and 
the outside of the cave has a fa~de, rarved like a gable. with smaller 
ornamental gables on either side. Beside this cave, which was a 
meeting hall for Buddhist monks and lay worshippers, is a second cave 
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consisting of a broad cutting into the rock, leading to five cells, which 
\vere the dwellings of the Jnonks. 

From these beginnings the cave temples developed in size and 
splendour. The finest single example i~ the great caitya hall at 
Karli (pi. XIII), probably made about the beginning of the Chris
tian era. This is cut 124 feet deep into the rock, and is of the 
same general pattern as that at Bhaja and many other caves of the 

TYP&s OF EARLY C:APITAL9 

SA!4Ctu TIOAWA 
-.e.a.D. ••oA.o. 

--or----.L!~DIU~o.A...t 

CMV£D DAND ON 
A8ACml,.ASQCAN 
PU .. LAR aR •loDII.c. 

_.. ALLAttAIIAD 

Fig. xx. Early Capitals. (Reproduced from l'ercy Brown·s .. Indian 
Architecture (Buddhist and Hindu) ••, published by D. H. Taraporevab Sons 

& Co. Ltd., Bombay) 

Western Deccan, but much developed in size and splendour. The 
columns are no longer plain and austere, but, by a process which can 
be traced through earlier stages, they have become heavy and ornate. 
Each is set on a square stepped plinth, and rises from a bulbous 
base, which is carved to represent a large pot \vith base and rim; 
this is another survival of wooden construction, for the octagonal 
wooden pillars of earlier days were bedded in large earthenware pots 
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to protect the•n from ants and other insects. Each pillar carries a 
cotnplicated group of horses and elephants with riders to support 
the roof, which is carved in imitation of the timber rafters of barrel 
vaulting. The caitya or shrine at the end of the hall is much enlarged 
in comparison with those of other caves. 

The simple fa~ades of the earlier caves were developed into elabo
rately carved verandas, usually with a large window, the full size of 
the gable-end, which let light into the hall (pi. XIVa). The 
Karli cave has three fine entrances, and a frieze of relief sculpture 
on the lower levels, with small carved gable ends above. 

With the caitya halls the associated rock~ut monasteries or 
sangharamas also developed in size and splendour. As a cave mon
astery became too small for its inhabitants a new cave was cut nearby 
and so the complex of caves grew over the centuries. The most 
famous of these cave groups is that of Ajanti, in the north-west 
corner of Hyderabad. Here no less than twenty-seven caves, some 
going 100 feet deep into the rock, were excavated in the horseshoe 
curve of a hillside, not far from the great trade route leading from 
the North to the Deccan (pi. XIV). The earliest caves date from 
the 2nd century B.c., while others are as late as the 7th century 
A.D. The splendid sculpture and lovely paintings with which they 
are adorned make them one of the most glorious monuments of 
India·s past (p. S77f). 

Perhaps even more impressive are the later cave temples of Ellora, 
near Aurangabad, some thirty miles from Ajanta. llere are no less 
than thirty-four caves, constructed from the 5th to the 8th centuries 
A.D., most of them Hindu but some Buddhist and Jaina. The 
crowning achievement of Ellora is the great Kailisanatha Temple, 
excavated on the instructions of the Ra~trakuta emperor 1\r~l}a I 
(c. A.D. 756-77S). With this the concept of the cave temple 
was transcended, for the king was not satisfied with a mere hollow 
in the rock. The entire rock face was cut away and a splendid 
temple carved like a statue from the hillside, complete with shrine
room, hall, gateway, votive pillars, lesser shrines and cloisters, the 
whole adorned with divine figures and scenes large and small of a 
grace and strength rarely seen again in Indian art (pl. XV). The 
ground plan of Kailasanatha is of about the same size as the Parthenon, 
and it is half as high again. The labour necessary to construct it, 
however, was less than that which would be required to build a 
comparable temple of masonry, for transport created no problem, 
and the process of construction, beginning at the top of tile cliff 
and working down to the base, avoided the need of scaffolding. 
But no considerations of this kind can disparage the glory of 
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Kailisanatha, "the most stupendous single work of art executed in 
India"·' 

Kailasanatha is not the earliest temple hewn from solid rock. 
Others are to be found at Mamallapuram, on the sea.coast some thirty 
miles south of Madras, where seventeen temples, none very large in 
size, were carved from outcropping hillocks of granite under the 
patronage of 7th century Pallava kings. The most famous of these, 
the "Seven Pagodas .. , still show the influence of wood construction, 
and are of a distinctive style, possibly looking back to Dravidian 
prototypes. 

The latest cave-temples of importance are those of Elephanta, a 
beautiful little island off Bombay. These, in the same style as those 
of Ellori, are famous for their sculpture, especially for the great 
Trimiirti figure of Siva (p. 872). After these no important caves 
were excavated. Indians had long kno\vn the art of building in stone. 
The Kailasanatha Temple, carved in exact imitation of masonry, 
showed the dissatisfaction with the older cave form. The great 
period of medieval temple building had begun. 

TEMPLES 

The earliest free-standing religious building of which traces remain 
is a small round hall, probably originally containing a Buddhist stupa, 
at Bairat near Jaipur; this dates from the 8rd century B.c., and was 
made of brick and wood; little but the foundations now exist, and 
the forrn had no future. 

The next landrnark in temple architecture is the temple generally 
known, from the modern name of the site, as that of jandiil, excavated 
from one of the mounds \vhich covered the city of Tak~a~ili. This~ 
one of the important buildings of the Greek city, contained a square 
inner sanctuary, a meeting hall and a courtyard, and its outer and 
inner entrances were each flanked by two large pillars of orthodox 
Ionian pattern. The Jandial temple was probably Zoroastrian, and 
had no direct successors, but the influence of Western architecture 
is clearly to be seen in Kashmir, where columns of Hellenic type were 
used throughout the medieval period, in conjunction with distinctive 
pyramidal roofs and arches surmounted by pointed gables, which 
give the Kashmir style an almost Gothic appearance. Most famous 
of KashJnir·s early temples is the Temple of the Sun at Martand, 
dating fro1n the 8th century. There are no remains of free-standing 
Hindu temples erected before the Gupta period, though by this time 
they tnust long have been built in wood, clay and brick. From the 
Gupta period, however, several examples survive, chiefly in Western 
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India, all showing the same general pattern. Pillars were usually 
ornate, with heavy bell-shaped capitals surrnounted by animal motifs, 
and the entrances were often carved with mythological scenes and 
figures. All the Gupta temples were small, and most had flat roofs. 
Their masonry was held together without mortar, and was far larger 
and thicker than was necessary for the comparatively small buildings. 
Evidently their builders had not yet fully mastered their technique, 
and were sti11 thinking in tenns of the cave. The finest Gupta 
temple, that of Deogarh near jhansi, probably of the 6th century, 
marks a great advance. Here iron dowels were used to hold the 
masonry together, and a sn1all tower rose abo\o·e the sanctum. The 
portal veranda was continued all round the building, making a 
covered walk. 

The sta11dard type of the Hindu temple, which has persisted froan 
the 6th century to the present day, was not fundamentally different 
from that of the ancient Greeks. The heart of the temple was a 
small dark shrine-room (garbhagrh.a). containing the chief icon. 
This opened on a hall for worshippers ( tna'}t/Apa), originally a 
separate building, but usually joined to the shrine-room by a vestibule 
( a1ztaraliz). The hall was approached by a porch ( ardlzam.a!ltfapa) . 
'fhe shrine-room was generally sunnounted by a tower, while lesser 
towers rose from other parts of the building. The whole was set in 
a rectangular courtyard, 'vhich might contain lesser shrines. a11d was 
often placed on a raised platform. 

The medieval period in India \vas, like the Middle Ages in 
Europe, an age of faith. With better techniques of stone construc
tion new teanples sprang up everywhere to replace earlier wooden 
buildings, and kings and chiefs vied with one another in their 
foundation. Strict canons of design in both architecture and scul~ 
tu re were laid down in textbooks { Jilpaliistra). sorne of which 
survive.& The technique of architecture was not far advanced, 
despite the great achievements of the period. ·rhough arches occur 
in the cave ten1ples and in Kashmir. the art of making a true arch, 
dome or vault, seents to have been ignored, although corbelling
the building up of an an;h or dome by overlapping courses of brick 
or masonry was widely practised, and produced work of great 
beauty. Mortar was known, but rarely used, for the style of arch
less and domeless architecture employed made it vir~ually un
necessary. 

The temple was ornately decorated, often even to the dark shrine
rooms lighted only by flickering oil-lamps. Despite this ornateness 
the apprenticeship of his tradition in rock architecture gave the 
architect a strong sense of mass. Heavy comi<'..es, strong pillars, 
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'vide in proportion to their height, and the broad base of the /iltkara, 
or tower, give to Indian tetnple architecture a feeling of strength 
and solidity, only in part counteracted by the delicately ornate 
friezes, and the n1any figures in high or low relief which often fill 
the \vhole surface of the tetnple wall. 

Considering the size of the land, Indian temple architecture is re
markably uniform, but authorities disting uish t\vo chief styles and 
numerous schools. The Northern or lndo-Aryan style prefers a 
to,ver with rounded top and curvilinear outline, while the tower of 
the Southern or Dravidian style is usually in the shape of a rectangular 
truncated pyrarnid. The stages of stylistic development are clearer 
in the South than in the North, where many ancient temples were 
destroyed by the Muslim invaders. We therefore consider the styles 
of the Peninsula first. 

Temple building gained 1nuch from the patronage of the Pallava 
and Calukya kings in the 6th--8th centuries. lnlJ>Ortant early temples 
of the forrner dynasty are to be found at Man1allapuratn, already 
referred to (p. S55), and Kanci, while the Calukyas left temple 
retnains at their capital Hadarni, and the nearby site of Aiho}e, both in 
Hyderabad. Both styles show the g radual emancipation of the archi
tect from the techniques of carpentry and cave architecture. The 
apogee of the Pallava style was reached in the Shore Tetnple at 
Mamallapuran1 (pl. XVIa) and the l{aiHisanatlJa ·remple of l{afici, 
built early in the 8th century. 1"'he latter has a pyra1nidal tower 
formed of two courses of small barrel vaults, surn1ountcd by a solid 
cupola suggesting a Buddhist stupa. 

'l1le style of the Pallavas was developed further under the Co~a dyn
asty (10th- 12th centuries), the finest products of v.'hich are the great 
ten1ple of Siva at Tanjore, built by Rajaraja the Great (985-10 14 ), 
and the ternple built by his successor, Itajendra I, at his ne\\' capital of 
Gangaikol)4aco!apul"aJn, near Kumbakonatn. The fonner \\·as Jlrob
ably the largest temple built in India up to that ti1ne; the cotnpara
tively modest tower of the Pallava style was replaced by a great 
pyra1nid, rising fro1n a tall upright base and crowned \Vith a dotned 
finial, the \vhole being nearly 200 feet high. ..rhis set the style of 
the D•·avidian .Sikhara, which has continued \~ith soJne variation down 
to the present day. Both these ten1ples contain elaborate pilla•·ed 
halls and beautiful decoration. 

In the next phase of Dravidian architecture the etnphasis shifted 
frotn the to,ver above the chief shrine to the entrance gateway of the 
surrounding v.'all. l 'hough there are a fe\V records of the desecration 
of temples by hostile sectarians or invaders, it is difficult to find a prac
tical reason for the growing custom of surrounding South Indian 

• 
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temples with strong and high walls, unless this was done in imitation 
of the palaces of kings. with which the temples had 1nuch in common. 
From the 12th century onwards it became usual to fortify the temple, 
often with three square concentric walls, with gates on the four sides. 
The gates were surmoWlted by watch-towers or gatehouses. and 
these developed into soaring tower8 (gopurtltn). generally much 
taller than the modest sikhara over the central shrine. The entrance 
tower was usually in the form of an oblong pyramid, with its broadest 
side parallel to the wall (pl. XIXa). The new style is often 
called Pal}4yan, from the nan1e of the dynasty which supplanted the 
Co!as in the Ta1nil country, and the kings of which \Vere responsible 
for building walls and gateway towers rom1d many existing shrines. 
The style introduced more elaborate ornamentation, and the use of 
anin1al forms in pilasters and columns, including the rampant horses 
and leogryphs which give a distinctive character to late Dravidian 
architecture. 

The culn1ination of the PalJ<}yan style lies in the mighty temple 
complexes of Madurai, Sriraitgam, and elsewhere. which are strictly 
outside our period, belonging in their present form to the 17th 
century. The great temple of Madurai is the most famous and beauti
ful of these (pi. XIXb ), but the largest is the Vai~f}avite temple of 
Sriranga1n (fig. xv, p. 201 ), which is contained in an outer wall 
tncasuring 2,+75 by 2,880 feet, and hae six inner walls, all with 
gopurams, surrounding a shrine of comparatively modest proportions 
These later towers were covered with sculptured figures. 

While these developments were taking place in the Tamil COWltry, 
other styles developed in the l)eccan, under the Calukya8, Ri~tra
kiitas and Hoysalas. The earliest Calukyan temples closely resemble 
the Guptan in style. By the 8th century they had developed indi
vidual features, including the wide overhanging eaves which became 
characteristic of the medieval tetnples of the Central Deccan. The 
later Calukyas and 1-loysa}as ( 1 1 th- t 4th centuries) developed a more 
elaborate style. Their tetnples were no longer built on a rectangular 
plan, but were polygonal or stellate, raised on a tall solid platfonn 
of the same shape as the building. These temples give a strong 
feeling of flatness, for platfonns and walls alike are covered \Vith 
rather narrow carved friezes of elephants, horsen1en, geese, monsters 
(ya!i), and scenes of mythology and legend (pl. XVII). The 
grotesque mask ( lcirlimulclza) • became very common as a decorative 

• The ldrlimukluJ is found in other South Indian schools as a decorative motif. especially 
in the miJkMa-lora')a, a gateway with a large klrtimukha mask above the Jintcl connected 
by foliate designs to two ma.Uras or sea-monsters at the base of the doorposts. These 
motirs were exported to South-East Asia and became regular features of Indonesian and 
Cambodian architecture. · 

• 
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feature, and turned columns, often ornately carved, were widely used. 
The largest and most famous temples of this style, at Halebid 
( Dorasamudra, the HoysaJa capital) and Belur. have no towers, and it 
is thought that they were not completed. Some smaller temples of 
the same period have towers, notably the charming temple of Som
nathpur ( pl. XVIb), which has three lo'" dome-like ~ikharas, their 
breadth emphasized by parallel mouldings. Its profusion of piUars, 
and its abhorrence not only of blank spaces but even of plane surfaces 
and straight lines. tend to give this style an impression of wedding
cake prettiness, despite the solid proportions of its masonry and the 
brilliance of its sculptured decoration. 

The school which flourished under the Vijayanagara empire, and 
reached its apogee in the 16th century, shows both Pal)~yan and 
HoysaJa features. The florid carving of the HoysaJas was devel
oped with even greater exuberance, and new elements appeared in 
the temple complex. As well as the main shrine every important 
temple in South India was provided with a shrine for the am111a!!, the 
god·s chief wife, which was often nearly as large as the main shrine 
itself, and a marriage-hall (kalyal}ama'Jcfo.pam ), wherein the icons of 
god and goddess were ceremonially Wlited on festival days. Another 
feature of the Vijayanagara style is the profusion of strong yet 
delicate carving which adorns the pillared halls, the many colurru1s of 
which are so decorated that they become sculptures in their own right. 
Prancing horses, vigorous and energetic, leap from the stone 
(pl. XVIIIc), with leogryphs and other fantastic monsters. For 
brilliancy of decorative imagination the Vijayanagara style of archi
tecture was never surpassed in Hindu India. Its finest production is 
undoubtedly the Vi~~hala Te1nple at Hampi, the old Vijayanagara. 

In the chief cities of Northern India abnost all traces of the archi
tecture of the Hindu period have vanished. Even in holy Danaras 
all the great and famous temples are comparatively recent. One 
important exception, however, is the Buddhist temple at Gayi 
(pi. XXa) the main tower of which is probably as early as the 
6th century. This is a large pyramid of brick\vork, set on a high 
plinth; it is adorned with parallel courses of u caitya window u pattern 
and is surn1oW1ted by a lofty pinnacle which was originally a small 
stupa. Similar towers existed in other Buddhist monastic establish
ments, but have long since vanished. The Gaya tower suggests 
rather the Southern than the Northern style of ~ikhara, but other 
temples of the period either have no towers or have small curvilinear 
ones which are evidently the prototypes of the later Northern ~ikhara. 

Medieval North Indian architecture is best illustrated by three 
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schools those of Orissa, Bundelkband, and Gujarat and South 
Rajasthan. 'fhere were other local developments, as well as the 
distinctive style of Kashmir which we have already noted. but these 
three are certainly the Jnost important, and their products arc the 
best preserved. 

The Orissan school flourished from the lOth to the IStb centuries, 
and its chief monument~ lie in and around the towns of Bbubanesar 
and Puri. The finest Orissan temple is the Lingaraja at Bbubanesar 
(pl. XXb, fig. xxi), which shows the North Indian §ikhara in its final 
form-a tower which begins to curve inwards at about one third of 
its height, with rounded top crowned by a flat stone disc (amalalca} 

sECTION AND PLAN OF THE \ 
GA£AT (U~CiARAJ) TEMJ>L!; 
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Fig. xxi. Litsgaraja 1·cmplc. Hhubanesar, Orissa. (Reproduced from 
Percy Drown·s ··Indian Achitccturc (Buddhist and Hindu)", published 

by D. D. Taraporeva1a Sons & Co. Ltd .• Bombay) 

and a finial (kala/a} . The upward movement of this graooful 
curving tower is e1npbasized by deep vertical inlets, but its solidity 
and firm basis on earth are very evident. The Liilgaraja, like most 
Orissan temples, is built as a series of four balls a hall of offerings, 
a dancing hall, an assembly hall and a sanctuary. • The sanctuary 
is crowned by the great to\ver, but the other three elements of the 
temple, leading one by one to the shrine, are also roofed with charac
teristic towers of s1nallcr size. carrying the eye to the main ~ik11ara. 
The whole te•nple enclosure of the Liligaraja is filled \Vitb smaller 
shrines, built on t11e pattern of the great one. 

• Often referred to by the modern vernacular names, blwg mof}tjir, n41 mo()~ir, jag
mohan, and tkul respectively. 
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The Orissan architects \~ere lavish with their exterior decoration, 
and their sculptors produced works of great merit, but the interiors 
of their ten1ples are unadon1ed. In the larger temples the corbelled 
roofs of the halls rested on four large pilasters. but pillars were not 
generally used, and roofs w·ere often partly supported by iron girders, 
a striking technical innovation.e 

Among the most important Orissan temples are the Temple of 
Vi§QU-Jagannatha at Puri, still one of the most famous shrines of 
India, and the "Black Pagoda" of Konarak, built in the ISth century. 
The latter, a temple of Surya, the sun-god, was formerly one of the 
largest and most splendid temples of India, much larger than those 
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Fig. xxii. Temple of the Sun, Konarak, Orissa. (Reproduced from Percy 
Brown's .. Indian Architecture (Buddhist and Hindu) ... published by D. B. 

Taraporevala Sons & Co. Ltd., Bombay) 
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of Bhubanesar (fig. xxii). The to\YCr, over 200 feet high, has long 
since fallen, but the great assen1bly-hall re1nains. Unlike the other 
temples of this region that of Konarak had the two smaller outer 
halls complete) y separate from the main structure, and asseanbl y-hall 
and tower were built o.n an intposing platforn1, round 'vhich were 
carved hvelve decorated wheels, 10 feet in diameter (pl. XXIa). 
'I'he entrance is reached by a broad flight of steps, flanked on either 
side by prancing horses, the whole representing the chariot in which 
the sun-god rides across the heavens. The court of the temple was 
decorated with large free-standing sculptures of great strength and 
beauty (pls. LVII-III ). The exceptionally frank eroticism of many 
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of the Konarak sculptures has given the .. Black Pagoda·· a rather 
infa1nous reputation. Maitlzuna figures, of couples closely en1bracing 
or actually iP1. coitu, are common enough as decorative features of rnany 
Indian temples, but those ofKonirak arc cxception~lly vivid. Many 
suggestions have been made as to the true significance of these 
figures; it has been suggested that they nterely served the mundane 
purpose of advertising the charms of the devadasis, or temple prosti
tutes, 1 or that they were intended to represent the world of the flesh, 
in contrast to the bare and austere interior, "\vhich symbolized the 
things of the spirit; probably they were connected, in the minds of 
their designers, with the sexual n1ysticism which played so great a 
part in medieval Indian religious thought. B No doubt the temple of 
Konarak was a centre of a flourishing tantric cult. 9 

Under the CandeJJa kings of Bundelkhand a great school of archi
tecture flourished in the lOth and 11th centuries, the chief work of 
which is a beautiful group of temples at Khajuraho, about 100 miles 
south-east of Jhansi. These tentples are built on a rather different 
plan from those of Orissa, and are not very large the finest, a Saivite 
temple kno\vn as Kandariya-Mahideo, was built about A. D. 1000, and 
is not ntore than lOO feet high. The standard type of Khajuraho 
temple contains a shrine-room or sanctuary, an assembly-hall. and 
an entrance portico. Whereas in the Orissan temple these elernents 
were conceived rather as separate entities joined together by vesti
bules, the Khajuraho architec~q treated them as a whole, and though 
each part has i~q own roof they are not structurally separate. The 
Khaiuraho gikhara, like those of most Northern temples, is curvilinear 
(pi. XXc), but differs from the type of Orissa. It is curved for its 
whole length, and its upv.·ard thrust is acC'.entuated by miniature 
sikharas emerging frorn the central tower. The crowning discs of 
these projections break the up,vard movement, and rernind the ob
server that the divine is to be found on earth as well as in heaven. 
The eKect of the whole, despite its symmetry, is one of organic and 
natural growth. The tower, and indeed the whole temple, seems 
intimately at one with the earth, suggesting an enorrnous ant-hill, or 
a high peak surrounded by _lesser mountains. Though expressed 
in the most baroque of styles, the Kandariya-Mahadeo is a striking 
instance of a feature common in much Indian art, a feeling of unity 
with nature. 

The halls and porticoes of the Khajuriho temples are also crowned 
with smaller toY;ers, which rise progressively to lead the eye up 
to the main tower, and thus intensify the impression of a rnountain 
range. While the Orissan roof is pyra1nidal in pattern, the Kha
juriho builders employed corbelling to produce the effect of a flattish 
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dome. The mass of the buildings is broken by pillared window 
openings, which relieve the monotony of the ornately carved stone. 
A further distinctive feature of the style "'·as the introduction of small 
transepts to the assembly hall, giving the "'·hole a grolmd-plan not 
unlike that of a Gothic cathedral. 

Like all other schools of architecture, that of Khajuraho made much 
use of carving. Here, in contrast to Orissa, the temples were 
adorned with sculpture both outside and in, and the halls have 
beautifully carved dotnical ceilings. The style of Khajuraho sculp
ture lacks the solidity and vigour of the best ofOrissa, but the wonder
ful friezes of statuary contain figures of a graceful vitality, wanner and 
1nore immediately attractive- than those of the Orissan temple~ 
(pls. XLVI-VIII) . 

In Rajasthan and Gujarat are many medieval temples, some of 
much architectural merit. llere we can only mention the greatest of 
these Western schools, that "'·hich rose under the patronage ofthe 
Caulukya or SoHmki kings of Gujarat, and flourished from the 11th 
to the ISth centuries. This kingdotn was wealthy from the sea
borne trade with the Arabs and Persians, and much of the treasure of 
kings, ministers and merchants alike was expended on beautiful 
jaina and Hindu temples. 

The most famous buildings of this school are the lovely Jaina 
shrines of Mount Abii, the style of "'·hich is not very different 
fundamentally from that of Khajuriho. The temples "'·ere built on 
~igh platforms and usually consisted of a shrine and hall only, with
out an entrance portico. The ~ikhara over the shrine, like those of 
Khajuraho, was adorned "'·ith a large number of miniature towers, 
and the ceilings "'·ere in the fonn of corbelled domes. Perhaps 
through the influence of Muslim architectural styles, these ceilings 
were carved so as to give the impression of a true dome, the steps of 
the corbelling being skilfully concealed by the sculptor, and the flat 
crossbeams, supported on pillars, often being adorned with large 
brackets meeting at the centre, \vhich gave an arch-like effect, 
though the true arch "'·as never employed. The most outstanding 
feature of this style "'·as its minute and lovely decorativeness (pis. 
XXIc, XXII). The shrines of Mount Abu, made of cool white 
marble, are covered with the most delicate and ornate carving, 
especially in the interiors: it is, ho"'·ever, rather flaccid and re
petitive. In comparison "'·ith Bhubanesar, Konirak and Khajuraho 
the rich decoration of Mount Abil has a flavour of cold lifelessness. 

Remains of pre-Muslim secular buildings are few. In the Middle 
Ages kings and chiefs certainly built stone palaces, but of these only 
the base of the Vijayanagara throne-room, and some remains in 
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Ceylon, have survived. Several cities of Rajas thin and Gujarit have 
finely carved gateways from the medieval period (pi. XXIb). But, 
though secular architecture was no doubt highly developed, it is clear 
that lndia·s architects and masons devoted their greatest energies to 
temple building. Working according to strict traditions, but show
ing much ingenuity and originality within the main standardized 
pattern, they erected monuments of fantastic beauty with the simplest 
technical equipment. Many patient hands reared the ~ikharas 
above the plain, and capped them with great slabs of stone, raised on 
enormous ramps of earth, like the higher courses of the pyramids of 
Egypt. Whether or not the architects and craftsmen were conscious 
of the sy•nbolism, the temple was look.ed on by some as a microcosm 
of the world, as the open air sacrifice had been in earlier days. In 
sculpture, and often in painting also, all the gods were depicted on its 
\Yalls. every aspect of divine and human existence symbolized. Like 
Hindu civilization itself, the temple was at once voluptuous and 
austere, rooted in earth. but aspiring to heaven. 

SCULPTURE 

In architecture there is no real trace of relationship between the 
brick houses of Harappi and the stone temples of Hindu India, and the 
art of building in stone seems to have been learnt slowly from the 
time ofMauryas onwards. The earliest sculpture ofhistorical times, 
on the other hand, sbo\vs a generic likeness to that of Harappi, 
which we have already described (p. 20f). From the end of the 
Indus cities to the rise of the Mauryas over a millermium elapsed, 
with no surviving work of art to fill it. Somewhere in North India 
the art of sculpture, no doubt in perishable materials, was certainly 
kept alive. The patronage of the Mauryan emperors, the influx of 
western influence, and gro\ving material prosperity, led to its revival, 
and to the making of stone figures and reliefs \vhich have survived 
to this day. 

The capitals of A~oka• s columns, some of which \vere perhaps made 
before his reign. are the earliest important sculptures after those of 
the Indus cities. They are not characteristic of Indian sculpture, 
though they contain many native features. The famous lions of the 
Sirnith column and the less famous but more beautiful bull of the 
column ofiUmpurva (pi. XXIIIa) are the \vork of realistic sculptors, 
o\ving something to Iranian and Hellenist tradition. Yet, if \ve did 
not kno\v that the possibility of Western influence existed, we might 
suggest that the animal sculptures of the columns \vere those of a 
school directly descended from the engravers of the Indus seals, 

• • 
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\vhich also sho\v a realistic trcatanent very unusual for so early a 
civilization. The abaci of the capitals perhaps show native inftuence 
more clearly than the crowning figures, and bear animals in lively 
postures, \vheels, representing both the Buddha and the Mauryan 
World--emperor, and floral and foliate designs in \vhich typical 
Indian anotifs appear side by side with some borro,ved from the West. 
Other than the pillars there arc fc\v remains of the Mauryan school, 
\vith its high polish and fine finish. One beautiful figure, the 
.. Didarganj Yak~i·' (pi. XXVIa), bears the distinctive brilliant 
polish of the school, but the treatment of the figure suggests that it 
is post-Mauryan. The ya~i bears a ca11ri, or ceremonial yak's 
tail fly-whisk with \vhich kings and gods .\vere fanned: this sho\vs 
that the figure \vas ntade as the attendant on another figure or a 
sacred object, \vhich has no\v vanished. 

A number of figures of yak~as, somewhat larger than life-size, are 
the only other important free sculptures of the centuries immediately 
before Christ. They are strong, bull-necked and heavy, and, though 
not technically perfect, have an eJententa1 solidity rarely found in later 
sculpture. 'rhe treatment of the ample abdomens of these figures 
has been co1npared \vith that of the abdonten of the Harappa torso 
and gives further evidence of the survival of tradition over the long 
intervening period. 

The most important sculptural retnains of the post-Mauryan 
period are the carvings on the rai1s and gateways of the great 
Buddhist sites at Bharhut, Gaya and Sanchi. There is no absolute 
certainty about the dating of these remains, but the sculpture of 
Bharhut is in a less highly developed style than tl1at of Gaya and 
Sinchi, and is probably the earliest, while the gateways of Sanchi, 
carved \vith great sureness and skill, are probably the latest of the 
three. The series Bharhut-Gaya-Sanchi is to so1ne extent confirmed 
by epigraphic C\'idencc, and we naay date Bharhut c. 160 B.c. and 
Sanchi about the end of the 1st century s.c., \Yith Gaya somewhere 
between the two. The criteria arc not, ho\vever, absolutely certain, 
for it is possible that the backward and advanced schools were 
approxirnately contc1nporary. 

At Bharl1ut (pis. XXIII-V) the upright posts of the stupa railings 
are carved with yak~as and yak~is, beautifully finished and very 
decorative, like all the best Indian sculpture, but archaic and uncertain 
in treatment. Their flatness suggests that the artists \Yere trained in 
the working of ivory, and were laboriously learning to translate their 
skill into a different mediun1. 1·he medallions of the crosspieces 
(pJ. XXIIIc-e), n1ostly depicting scenes from jataka stories, have a 
similar archaic flavour. 
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The Gayi railing, enclosing not a stupa but the sacred path where 
the Buddha walked in meditation after he had obtained enlightenment, 
shows an advance on Bharhut. The figures are deeper, more vital, 
and more rounded, and the sculptors had by this time evidently 
gained greater mastery of their technique. Figures are no longer 
always carved flat on the stone, but begin to appear in three-quarter 
poses. Notable at Gayi are the medallions containing human heads, 
which have such realism that they may well be portraits. 

The crowning achievetnent of early North Indian sculpture is 
undoubtedly Sinchi. Here a smaller stiipa ( Stiipa 11) is adorned 
with carvings of very archaic character, according to some authorities 
older than those of Bhirhut. The railings of the main stiipa are 
quite unadorned, but, in sharp contrast, the great gateways are 
carved with a tnultitude of figures and reliefs. From top to bottom 
and on aU sides the massive square uprights and triple architraves are 
alive with the life of the times. Y ak~is smile as they lean in easy 
graceful poses, • or serve as brackets to the architraves (pl.XXVIIb ), 
which are supported by massive elephants or cheerfully grirming 
dwarfs. 1ne flat surfaces of the uprights and architraves are covered 
with panels depicting scenes from the life of the Buddha or from 
]itaka stories (pi. XXVIII). Cities are besieged, riders on elephants 
and horses pass in procession, men and women worship sacred 
Bhrines, elephants roam the jungle; lions, peacocks, yak~is, nagas, 
mythical animals and ornate floral designs fill the whole. Some of 
the motifs are evidently of Mesopotamian or Persian inspiration, 
but the whole is typically Indian in its complexity of pattern, its 
cheerful busy realism, and its exuberance. 

The carvings of the Sanchl gateways were not carried out according 
to any preconceived scheme. The sculptors were not commissioned 
by the monastery. but by private patrons, who wished to gain merit 
by beautifying the stiipa, and they carved what their patrons told them 
in the way they thought best. Superficially the result was lacking in 
formal unity, but was endowed with a unity transcending rule and 
pattern, the unity of a prosperous culture, pious in devotion to its 
shrines, and delighting in the world it lived in and knew. The 
visitor, standing on the hill ofSinchT on a sunny winter day, when the 
wild peacocks walk among the ruins and the great plain shilnmers in 
the hazy distance, gets the overriding impression that this is the work 
of a happy people at one with itself. 

Tel·hnically the carvings are of high excellence. The sculptors 
• The trr"Maftga, a pose in dancing and dramatk$ with one leg bent and the body slightly 

turned at the hi{_)s, was a favourite with the sculptor from the earliest timea. It con
trasts sharply wath the hieratic poses of most ancaent art other than that of the Greeks, 
and gives an impression oflife and vitality. 
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have now fully n1astered their material. Their treaunent, while not, 
of course. realistic in the nineteenth-century sense, has transcended 
the rather stiff fom1alism of Bharhut, and is free and alive. The 
sculpture of Sinchi everywhere gives a sense of certainty; the anists 
knew what they had to depict, and clearly saw in their mind·s eye 
how to do so. 

At Bharhut, Gaya and Sanchi, and indeed in all the Buddhist sculp
ture of this period, the Buddha himself is never shown, but symbolized 
by such emblems as a \vhee1, an empty throne, a pair of footprints 
or a pipal tree (pi. XXVIII). The obvious reason for this icono
graphical peculiarity is that he was so venerated that it seemed sacri
legious to portray hi1n, but we have no literary or other evidence to 
confir1n this. The aversion to depicting the Buddha ntay have been 
due to the fact that, since he had passed quite out of the universe, it 
\vas thought tnisleading to show him in human form. In any case the 
faaniliar Buddha image of later times is not to be found at these three 
early Buddhist sites. The schools of Gandhara (the lo\ver Kabul 
Valley and the upper Indus, around Peshawar) and Mathura, both 
of \vhich flourished under the Ku~a~a kings, vie for the honour of 
having produced the first images of the Buddha. Most Indian 
authorities now believe that the Buddha itnage originated at Mathura; 
most earlier Europeans supported Gandhara, but some recent experts 
are less certain. 

TI1e school of Mathura probably began at the end of the 1st century 
B.c ., though some authorities "'ould date it later. Working for 
centuries in the white-spotted red sandstone of the locality. it pro
duced \VOrks \vhich were carried far and "·ide, and had much influence 
on later sculpture. Soane of the schoors inspiration was Jaina, and 
at an early period the Mathura craftsnten \vere n1aking votive plaques 
depicting the cross-legged naked figure of a Tirtharikara in nledita
tion, which may have inspired the Buddhists to depict their O\vn 
teacher. Perhaps the most striking remains of the Mathura school 
are the yak~is from the railings of a stupa, which was probably jaina. 
(pi. XXIXa) . These richly jewelled ladies, their figures exagger
atedly broad of hip and slender of\vaist, stand in pert attitudes remini
scent of the Indus dancing-girl (pi. Vlllb), and their gay and 
frank sensuality in a context of piety and renunciation gives another 
example of the remarkable antinomy of the ancient Indian outlook 
on life, which found nothing incongruous in such a juxtaposition. 

Rather outside the main range of Mathura art arc the Ku~aiJa 
royal statues, most of \vhich were found at the nearby village of 
Mat, where the kings no doubt had a winter residence. with a chapel in 
which the memory of former anonarchs \vas revered. The figures ha,·e 
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nearly all been broken by succeeding rulers, and that of the great 
Kani~ka, the most striking of the statues, unfortunately lacks its 
head (pi. XXXa). Wearing the dress of Central Asia, a long 
coat and quilted boots, and grasping in one hand a sword and in the 
other its sheath, the king stands with legs apart, in an attitude of 
authority. This statue may be criticized technically as showing no 
sense of depth, being virtually in nvo dimensions. The sculptor was 
evidently \vorking on a theme to \vhich he was not used, but he 
succeeded in producing a work of much power, suggesting the hieratic 
royal statues of Egypt. 

The early Buddhas and Bodhisattvas of the Mathuri school are 
happy fleshy figures with little spirituality about them, but later they 
developed in grace and religious feeling (pi. XXXVIb). Though 
the Mathuri school owed much to earlier Indian tradition, it also 
borrowed from the North-West, and adopted more than one Greco
Roman n1otif. Through Mathura the style generally known as 
Gupta developed, and produced some of the greatest Indian religious 
sculpture. 

The school of Gandhara was evidently influenced by the art of the 
Roman Empire, and some of its craftsn1en may have been Westerners. 
Though often called Greco-Buddhist, the Greek kingdoms of Bactria 
and N.-W. India had long vanished \Vhen this school eanerged. It 
is not to the Greco-Bactrian heirs of Alexander, but to the trade with 
the West, encouraged by the rising prosperity of Rome and the east
wards march of her legions, that \ve must attribute this syncretistic 
school. The Greeks left only a few lovely silver articles, beautiful 
coins, and one or two other objects, perhaps imported fron1 the West. 
It was Kani~ka and his successors and their wealthy subjects who gave 
to the school of Gandhara the encourageanent and support through 
which it flourished. The new devotional Buddhism demanded iconic 
worship, and figures of the Buddha and Bodhisattvas were produced 
in large numbers, as well as small votive ))laques depicting scenes from 
the Buddha's life or Jataka stories {pl. XXXIII). 

The Mathura sculptors drew inspiration for their Buddha images 
from the burly yak~a figures of the earlier centuries on the one hand 
and from the Jneditating jaina Tirtlumkara on the other. The 
Gandhira sculptors had other n1odels in the gods of the Greco-Roman 
World. Often their inspiration seems almost wholly Western (pi. 
XXX I), and it is hard not to believe that sotne of the Gandhira masters 
were foreigners from Syria or Alexandria. The school has depreciated 
in recent years. \Vhen all art was judged by classical norms it was 
thought to be the finest sehool of Indian art, which once and once 
only produced work of grace and realism. Now the sculpture of 
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Gandhara is sometin1es described as a mere ilnitation of an imitation~ 
the \\"eak copy of a great art in decline. Neither judgement is fair. 
In an Indian context the style ofGandhara has a rather insipid flavour, 
but it is not without originality. The Buddhas of Gandhira, though 
perhaps lacking in the spirituality of those of the Gupta period, are 
gentle, graceful and compassionate, while some of the plaques are 
vivid and energetic. The school continued after the great Ku~iQas, 
though with less prosperous ti1nes it produced few \\"Orks in stone, 
but many in plaster or stucco. Its influence was felt far beyond the 
bounds of India, and can be traced even in China. 
~ile these schools were developing in the North others appeared 

in the Peninsula. Here, in the Bhaja cave ( p. S5S) and at Udaya
giri in Orissa, very ancient sculpture is to be found, possibly no later 
than that of Bharhut. The great Buddhist cave temples of the Wes
tern Deccan contain anuch sculpture of great merit, perhaps the finest 
of which are the numerous figures of donors, often carved in high 
relief on the cave walls. These are frequently in couples, their arms 
on one another's shoulders, and seem to be idealized portraits of the 
wealthy patrons of the Buddhist caves (pi. XXXIV). Such couples 
are also to be found in early tcrrac.ottas (pl. LXIIb), and no doubt 
their originals believed that by placing their effigies in shrines they 
would obtain both material and spiritual benefits. It may be that 
these are the forerunners of the maithuna couples of the medieval 
temples (p. 862), but the spirit behind the early datnpati pairs seems 
very different, for these figures have no overt sexual significanc~. The 
man usually looks not at his wife but outwards into the hall, while the 
woman glances downwards, and, quite unlike the bold yak~is of the 
North, holds her body diffidently, ahnost timidly, as if rather eJnbar
rassed at being stared at in public. We believe that these figures 
represent the ideals of ancient Indian •narried life, and are no more 
esoteric than the family 1ne•norial brasses in many English churches. 

The region between the lower valleys of the l{istna and Godavari 
became an important centre of Buddhism at least as early as the 2nd 
century B.c., and sotne very ancient sculpture in lo\v relief, intended to 
adorn the sides of stupas, is to be found there. This already shows 
the characteristic elongation of the mature style of A1naravati. In 
the late Satavahana period ( 2nd-Srd century A.D.) the great stupa 
of Amaravati was adorned with limestone reliefs depicting scenes of 
the Buddha's life and surrounded with free-standing Buddha figures. 
The relief 1nedallions are certainly among the greatest \\"Orks of 
Indian art (pl. XXXV). Beautifully balanced in composition to fit 
the circular frames, they convey an intense vitality and sense of rapid 
movement, quite unexpected in the context of the grave and calm 
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religion they illustrate. The slender, long-legged figures are por
trayed in vigorous action, often rising almost to frenzy, as in the 
famous medallion showing a host of ecstatic demigods carrying the 
Buddha·s begging-bowl to heaven. The An1aravati school had great 
influence. Its products were carried to Ceylon and South-East Asia 
and had a marked effect on local styles, while its influence on later 
South Indian sculpture is also very evident. 

Meanwhile in the North the Saka and Ku~al)a invaders had in part 
retreated and in part merged with the indigenous population, to make 
way for the great Gupta empire. From the point of view of art the 
Gupta Period is generally taken to include at least the 4th-6th centuries 
and the first half of the 7th. The plastic re1nains of this age are coJn
paratively few, but enough survive to show the achievement of the 
time. If the schools of Bhirhut, Sanchi and Mathuri are marked by 
a sensual earthiness, and that of Arnarivati by vital, excited move
ment, the Guptan sculpture suggests serenity, security and certainty. 
It was at this time that India produced some of her most truly religi
ous art, especially in the lovely Buddhas of Sirnath., Most famous 
of these is the icon of the Buddha u turning the Wheel of the Law"', 
or preaching bis first sermon {pi. XXXVIa), which, more than any 
other Indian sculpture, seems to convey the true message of Buddhism. 
Surrounded by a large and ornate halo, flanked by two small demi
gods, the Master sits majestically, his body slender and rounded, 
plastically so simplified that no trace of muscular contour can be 
seen, his delicate fingers forrning the dlzaTmacakra mudra, which 
indicates that he is preaching. His face is, as usual, that of a young 
man, with delicately modelled lips; his half~losed eyes and slight 
smile tell more graphically and vividly than any of the rather dry 
Buddhist scriptures his fundamental message, and emphasize not its 
first part, that the world is full of sorrow, death and decay, but that 
it is possible to transcend these evils, and reach a state where age and 
grief no longer affect the mind, and where earthly pleasure is trans
muted into serene inner joy. 

This great masterpiece, however, illustrates only one aspect of 
Gupta art. In the region of Gwalior and jhinsi an excellent school 
of Hindu sculptors existed, and the carvings of the temple of Deo
garh, depicting Hindu gods and mythological scenes, show ti1e 
beginnings of ti1e early medieval style. The splendid figure of the 
sun-god Siirya from Gwalior (pi. XXXVIIa) illustrates another 
aspect of the outlook of the times. Broad and sturdy, cheerfully 
smiling, the god looks straight ahead at his worshippers, his right 
hand raised in blessing the god of a good-natured. happy people. 
Equally significant of the spirit of the Gupta Period, if less perfect 
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in execution, is the charn1ing relief of a dancer, accompanied by girl
nlusicians, found at Pawaya, nearGwalior {pl. XXXVIIb). Another 
famous Guptan sculpture is the ,.Sinchi Torso .. , • the delicately but 
vigorously modelled body of a Bodhisattva, its smooth contours 
emphasized by the minutely carved jewelled collar and belt and the 
scarf of antelope skin hanging over the left shoulder {pi. XXXVIII). 

Perhaps the most immediately i•npressive of all Guptan sculpture 
is the Great Boar, carved in relief at the entrance of a cave at Udaya
giri, near Bhilsa (pi. XXXVIIc). The body of the god Vi¥.tu, who 
became a mighty boar to rescue the earth from the cosmic ocean 
( p. S02), conveys the impression of a great primeval power working 
for good against the forces of chaos and destruction, and bears a 
message of hope, strength and assurance. The greatness of the 
god in comparison with his creation is brought out by the tiny female 
figure of the personified earth, clinging to his tusk. The deep feeling 
which inspired the carving of this figure makes it perhaps the only 
theriomorphic image in the world"s art which conveys a truly religious 
message to modern man. 

Sculptures of the medieval period are so numerous that they cannot 
be discussed here in detail. By this time iconographical canons were 
fixed. Every god had his special attributes, which were regularly 
portrayed in his image; the proportions of body, limbs and features 
were laid down, and were adhered to with increasing rigidity; but 
the Indian sculptor succeeded in producing remarkable variety in his 
now almost hieratic art. 

Under the Pala and Sena kings of Bihar and Hengal (8th-12th 
centuries) both Buddhists and Hindus made fine icons, many in the 
local black stone. The special characteristic of Pila art is its fine 
finish; its figures are much decorated and well polished, an~ often 
seem rather made of metal than of stone (pi. XLV). 

The sculpture of Orissa was greater than that of the Pilas. The 
carvings of the temples of Bhubanesar and Konarak (pis. LIV-VIII) 
show a deep sensuous appreciation of the human form and an expres
siveness which gives them a characteristic beauty of their own. The 
finest Orissan sculptures are those in the courtyard of the Temple of 
the Sun at Konarak, where the forceful horses (pi. LVIII) and 
the mighty elephant crushing a malefactor in his trunk (pl. LVII) 
show a strength of treatment and a feeling for animal form rare in the 
\vorld's art, and rentiniscent of the anintal sculpture and ceramics of 
the T·ang dynasty of China. 

The Khajuraho teanples are covered with figures of divinities and 
pairs of lovers of wonderful delicacy and grace (pls. XLVI-VIII), and 

• Said by some to be an exceptional Plla production.10 
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in many other parts of North India many \vorks of beauty survive,. 
although fe,v can vie with those of Orissa. 

In the Deccan individual schools of sculpture appeared. The 
temples of AihoJe and Badami contain fine 'vork of the 5th century 
onwards (pl. XL), which sho,vs the influence of the Guptan style, 
with a tendency to elongation perhaps inherited from Amaravati. 
More important are the sculptures of Mintallapuram, adorning 
the \vonderful cotnplex of rock-temples made by the Pallava kings 
of Kinci. Most striking of these sculptures is the great relief of the 
descent of the Ganges (pl. XLI), covering a rock face over 80 
feet long and nearly SO feet high. A natural cleft in the rock has 
been utilized to represent the Sacred River, \vho is \Yatched on either 
side by gods, demigods, ascetics and elephants, as she descends from 
the head of Siva, and \vho has sinuous snake-spirits (nag as) swim
ming in her \Yaters. The artists "'·ho designed this splendid relief 
had a sardonic sense of humour, for an1ong the \vorshipping ascetics 
they carved the crafty cat, who performed penance in order to lure the 
anicc to their doom. Mamallapuram contains other fine relief 
sculpture, including an idealized portrait of the versatile king 
Mahendravikramavarman and his queens (pi. XLII), and a number 
of free-standing animal figures, which are remarkable for their 
simple strength. 

The influence of the Pallava school of sculpture was felt in Ceylon 
(pl. XLllla), and also in the Western Deccan. Here the Buddhist 
carvings of the Ajanti caves, though in1portant, are dwarfed in signifi
cance by the wonderful mural paintings. The carvings of the later 
Ellora caves, on the other hand, especially those of the Kailasanitha 
Temple (p. S54 ), are among the finest sculptures of India. They are 
chiefly in the form of deep reliefs,. giving the effect of free-standing 
sculpture, and illustrate scenes of mythology (pi. XLIII6). The 
whole series of reliefs is characterized by balanced design, and a 
grar.eful energy akin to that of Amarivati. Of the same school, but 
a century or two later, are the cave sculptures of Elephanta. The 
rock temple of Siva contains a fine series of deep reliefs, all of 
which are dwarfed in significance by the colossal Trimiirti, which is 
perhap.~ the best known of all Ancient Indian sculptures (pi. XLIIIc) . 
The three-headed bust of Siva, cahn with the calmness of eternity, 
is so impressive and so religiously inspired that it needs little com
ment. The serene god is perhaps the highest plastic expression of 
the Hindu concept of divinity. 

After Mamallapurant, Ellora and Elephanta much stone sculpture 
was produced in the Peninsula, but though often of great merit it 
lacked the depth and beauty of the 'vorlt of the earlier schools. The 

I 

I 
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splendid bronzes of the Colas and their successors are the most out
standing products of the Dravidian artists of the later Middle Ages. 

TERRACOTTAS 

While the rich delighted in figures of stone, metal or ivory, 
poorer folk contented themselves with small images and plaques of 
baked clay, no doubt originally painted in bright colours. Nearly 
every archzological site in India, from Harappa onwards, has pro
duced many of these terracotta objects. Most are religious. Crude 
clay figures of goddesses apparently early forms of Durga, wor
shipped by the lower classes before her inclusion in the orthodox 
pantheon are common, and recall the similar but even cruder 
mother-goddess figurines of Harappi (fig. ii, p. IS). Other objects 
have little if any religious significance, though they may have been 
charms or votive offerings; figures of mother and child, a type rare in 
sculpture, suggest offerings made by childless women, while the 
numerous figures of a man and a woman ( pl. LX lib), standing in 
modest poses reminiscent of the donors of the cave temple sculpture. 
may have been charms for a happy marriage. While many terra
cottas are crude, others are of fine workmanship and real beauty. 
Some faces are well characterized and divine heads are sometimes 
beautifully modelled (pl. LXIIc-d). The terracotta plaques often 
have much char1n. 

Most of the terracottas so far found date from the Mauryan to the 
Gupta period, but the art of modelling in terracotta must have 
existed earlier, and certainly continued later, for the Buddhist sites 
of Bihir have yielded many medieval votive plaques of no great 
artistic interest. 

METAL SCULPTURE AND ENGRAVING 

Several works of art in metal, very Hellenistic in style, have been 
found in the North-West, dating from the early centuries of the Chris
tian era. Some of these are quite un-lndian, and may have been im
ported, or produced by foreign craftsmen, for instance the lovely little 
golden and jewelled reliquary casket from Bimarin (pi. LXXXVIIa) . 
Further afield, in Soviet Central Asia and Northern Afghanistan. 
have been found beautiful silver cups and other objects, ornarncnted 
with motifs usually Hellenistic in inspiration and technique, but show
ing clear evidence of Indian contacts (pis. LXXXV-VI). Soviet 
archzologists believe that these are the products of the Greek kingdom 
of Bactria, and date frona the Srd and 2nd centuries B. c. Thus they are 
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in no \vay connected \vith the Gandhara sculpture of the early cen
turies of the Christian era. \\'holly Indian in style, anti dating from 
prc-Gupta titnes, is the copper vase from l{ulu, on the borders of 
1\ashnlir, engraved \Vith a gay J,rocession (fig. xxiii ). 

Frotn the Gupta period a nunlber of bronze and copper figures have 
survived, mostly Buddhist. 1'he rnost ilnpressive of these is the 
··suttanganj Buddha .. (pl. LXIII), some 7! feet high, now in 
Birminghant Museun1 a graceful figure, dressed in a diaphanous 
cloak. Like most of the \Vork of the period it conveys a feeling of 
aliveness, not by attention to realistic detail and proportion, but by 
the sense of ntovement in the slightly tilted body t the delicate fingers, 
lightly clasping the corners of the robe, and the face, impassively 

J-' ig. xxiii. Copper Vase from Kulii. c. 1st-2nd century. A.D. (By pennis
sion, Victoria and Albert Museum) 

symmetrical yet \vith a vitality imparted by the delicate moulding of 
its features. 

The use of bronze images in worship seems to have been specially 
prevalent among Buddhists. The Sultanganj Buddha was found in 
Bihar, one of the great centres of Buddhism, \vhere one of the t\VO 
great medieval schools of metal sculpture arose, under the patronage 
of the Pala kings. Pala bronzes are so numerous that there is no 
doubt that they \vere mass-produced. They \Vere exported to South
East Asia, \vhere they are still found, and to N epil and 1'ibet, \vhere 
they provided prototypes for indigenous schools. These images are 
characterized chiefly by delicacy of design and ornamental detail, and 
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deep religious inspiration is usually lacking {pl. LXIV). The 
earliest Nepal bronzes, \vhich go back to our period, are less ornate 
in design, but are gilded and set \Vith sen1i-precious stones, and 
give an impression of great brilliance and smoothness. 

Other parts of India also produced metal icons, but many of those 
\vhich have survived ha\'e no great artistic \'alue. The Tamils still 
prefer metal to stone for the images used in temple and domestic 
worship, and it was in South India, espe<.~ially in the kingdon1 of the 
Co)as, that the greatest Indian \vorks of art in metal \Vere made, by 
a school of bronze casters \vhich has not been excelled in the \Vorld. 
South Indian bronzes vary in size, but many of the finest specimens 
are very large and hea\'y, their pedestals fitted with lugs for c.arrying 
in procession. The best specimens of South Indian ntetal \Vork are 
of great grace and simplicity, for, though the statues have much 
ornamentation, this, as in most of the best Indian sculpture, is re
lieved by areas of bare smooth flesh. Physical features and the 
contours of face and limb are simplified and idealized, the pro
portions are rigidly fixed by canons laid down in iconographical 
textbooks, and every attribute of the deity portrayed is deter
mined by convention. It is surprising that, bound as they \Vere 
by these rigid rules, the Tamil craftsmen succeeded in producing 
\Vorks of such great beauty and often of considerable individuality. 
As \vell as itnages of the gods and goddesses the 1 .. amil school pro
duced Jnany figures representing the saints of devotional theism, and 
portrait figures of kings and queens, \vho, in theory, \vere themselves 
divine, and whose i1nages were often placed in temples among the 
lesser divinities surrounding the chief god. 

Of the latter class the finest figures are the life-size 16th century 
statues of King Kr~1.1a Deva Ray a and t\vo of his chief queens {pi. 
LXXI), \vhich still stand in a temple at Tirumalai. The faces 
of the queens seetn quite conventional, though very beautiful, but 
that of the great king himself is almost certainly intended to give 
so1ne idea of his actual aJ)pearance. Their hands pressed together in 
the gesture called a.iljali, to tnark their homage and respect to the 
gods, their large eyes half closed, these three dignified figures seem 
to represent all that \vas good and noble in the old Hindu ideals of 
kingship, and, looking at thetn, \Ve can understand \vhy the king 1nade 
so deep an impression on the Portuguese envoys (p. 76) . 

The greatest and most tritunphant achievements of Tamil bronze 
casting are undoubtedly the dancing Sivas, of \vhich there are Jnany 
examples dating from the 11th century on\vards (pi. LXVI). lt 
\vas as .. l...ord of the Dance" { Na!aro jo, p. SOS) that the Ta1nil 
masters spe<.~ially delighted in portraying the god a graceful young 
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man, his four arans delicately posed, often \Vith a flan1e in the open 
palm of one hand and a halo of flames encircling him, one foot firm 
on the back of a der11on, and the other raised in a posture well kno,vn 
in the Indian dance. Thus the god appears as the very essence of 
vital, ordered movement, eternal youth, and ethereal light. This is 
not the European conception of the highest godhead, but, once the 
religious bacl<ground is understood, even the European can recognize 
in the finest specimens of the dancing Siva a true religious inspiration, 
a wholly successful effort at depicting in plastic tern1s divine truth, 
beauty and joy. 

An important school of bronze casting existed in Ceylon, and pro
duced works similar in sr:yle to those of South India. The finest 
metal product of Ceylon is undoubtedly the lovely large figure 
of a goddess, generally believed to be that of a Buddhist Tara, but 
perhaps Parvati, the wife of Siva (pi. LXV). This lovely and 
delicate casting, now in the British Museum, can hold its own with 
the greatest products of the South Indian bronzesmith. 

Nearly all Indian bronzes 'vere made by the u cire perdue u process. 
The figure was first designed in \Vax, which was covered with a 
coating of clay. The whole \vas then heated, so that the wax melted 
away, leaving a Jnould to be filled with 1nolten metal. t.arger 
standing figures, such as the Sultanganj Buddha, \\·hich weighs nearly 
a ton, were often made in two parts 'vhich \V ere then \velded together. 

PAINTrNG 

Literary references alone would prove that painting \\ras a very 
highly developed art in ancient India. Palaces and the hotnes of the 
rich were adorned with beautiful•nurals, and SJnaller paintings '"·ere 
made on prepared boards. Not only '"·ere there professiona] artists, 
but 1nany men and wo1nen of the educated classes could ably handle a 
brush. 

1·hough now all in very bad condition the surviving ren1ains of 
ancient Indian painting are sufficient to show its achie\·enlent. They 
consist almost entirely of 1nurals in certain of the cave ternpJes. No 
doubt ntost te1nples were painted in some \\ray, and the statuary was 
brightlyc,oloured, as it often is in Hindu tentples today. and here and 
there more elaborate schetnes of 1nural decoration were carried out. 
A fe\v caves in outlying places contain rough painted sketches of no 
special naerit, often primitive in style. and believed by many authori
ties to be prehistoric. Some of the artificial caves dedicated to 
religious purposes, however, give us sa1nples of the work of highly 
developed schools of painting, and few would dispute that the 1nurals 
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of Ajanti are a1nong the greatest surviving paintings of any ancient 
civilization. 

The cave paintings of Ajanta (pis. LXXII-IX) are often referred to 
as frescos, but this term is incorrect, for a fresco is painted \vhile the 
plaster is still damp, and the murals of Ajanta \Vere made after it bad 
set. 1."'he \valls \vere first covered \Vith a coating of clay or co\vdung 
bound together \Vith stra\v or hair, and then finished with white 
gypsum. Considering the climate the surface has stood \veil, but in 
anany places it has flaked a\vay, and even since they \Vere first copied 
in the last century the condition of the paintings has deteriorated. 
The pigments, ori the other hand, are still remarkably fresh; in 
their original state the paintings ntust have been of great brilliance, 
and their colours are even no\v clear and \veil contrasted. The artists 
worked in the dim caves by light reflected from outside by metal 

• mtrrors. 
The paintings in Cave X have been shown v.rith fair certainty 

to date fro1n before the beginning of the Christian era, while those of 
Caves I and XVI are from perhaps as tnuch as six centul"ies later. 
The earlier paintings are 1nore sharply outlined and the later show 
more careful modelling, but there is no good evidence of a pro
gressively developing style, as in contemporary sculpture, and the 
differences 1nay be accounted for by the personal styles of the crafts
men who supervised the \Vork in the respective caves. The murals 
chiefly depict scenes from the life of the Buddha and the jataka.s. 
No fratue divides one scene from the next. but they blend one into 
the other, the minor figures and the pattern skilfully leading the eye 
to the central figures of each scene. l"hcre is no perspective, but an 
illusion of depth is given by placing the background figures some\vhat 
above those in the foreground. "fhc effect of this convention is 
rather like that of a photograph taken \vith a telescopic camera, and 
makes tbe figures stand out from the flat \vall as though coming to 
meet the observer. 

Though painted for religious purposes the murals of Ajanta bear 
rather a secular than a religious 1nessage. Here, even more vividly 
than at Sanchi, we see the 'vhole life of ancient India in panora1na. Here 
are princes in their palaces, ladies in their hare1ns, coolies \vith loads 
slung over their shoulders, beggars, peasants and ascetics, together 
with all the ntany beasts and birds and flov.rers of India, in fact the 
~-hole lite of the times, perpetuatell on the din1 " 'alls of the caves 
by the loving hands of 1nany craftsmen. Everything is gracefully 
and anasterfully dra\vn and delicately n1odelled. 

Among the many anastcrpieces of Ajanta we n1ust n1ention the 
figure of a handsome young anan, his body bent slightly in the pose 

26 
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called triblzanga, loved by Indian sculptors and artists, with a 
jewelled crown on his head, and a white lotus in his right hand. His 
smooth features betray gentle sorrow, and his eyes look downwards 
compassionately, as if at something far below him (pls. LXXII-III) . 
Around hitn are apsarases, or heavenly damsels, and divine minstrels, 
all much srnaller than the central figure, who is the Bodhisattva 
Avalokite§vara Padmapi.l)i, the Lord who Looks Down in Com
passion (p. 276). Here, once tnore, a work of deep religious feeling 
appears among the cheerfully sensuous scenes of everyday life. The 
Bodhisattva, for all his .jewels and his smooth youthfulness, has shared 
the sorrows of the world; his gentle eyes have seen countless ages of 
pain, and his delicately forrned lips have spoken words of consolation 
to countless sufferers. The artist of the Bodhisattva has conveyed 
his message the universe is not indifferent to the sorrows and striv
ings of its creatures. 

Religious feeling of a different type is found in the painting of 
the glorified Buddha, begging his daily bread from a woman and 
child believed to represent his wife Ya~odhara and his son Rahula. 
The lovely portrayal of the t\YO minor figures is scarcely noticed 
against the majesty of the Master, ·whose calm features and robed 
body convey, like the Sarnath Buddha, the serenity of self-trans
cendence (pl LXXV). 

A few other paintings are to be found elsewhere. Those on the 
walls of the veranda of a cave at Bagh, some hundred miles to the 
North of Ajanta, depict a procession of elephants, perhaps more 
impressive in composition than anything Ajanta has to offer 
(pi. LXXX), and a lovely scene of a dancer and women musicians 
{frontispiece). Traces of paintings in the Ajanti style are to be 
found in other Deccan caves, notably at Badami and Ellori. Further 
south, in the Tamil country, a Jaina cave at a place called Sitanna
vasal has yielded a fine, though much decayed, mural. 

Some of the best preserved paintings of these schools are to be 
found in Ceylon. In the centre of the island a great rock, Sigiriya, 
the "Lion Mountain~~~~, rises sharply for 600 feet above the surround
ing plain. Here, at the end of the 5th century, the parricide king 
Ka.Syapa I built a palace and a fortress. Ka§yapa, evidently a megalo
maniac, was so convinced of his own divinity that he tried to identify 
his rock-fortress with heaven, and had demigods and heavenly beings 
painted on the bare walls of the rock, to show his subjects that he 
transcended them all. Nearly all these paintings have vanished under 
the hot sun and driving monsoon rain, but half \Yay up the rock 
face, preserved by an overhanging ledge, are the figures of twenty
one apsarases immersed from their hips downwards in banks of 
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cloud. • These charming ladies, toying \Yith flowers in languid 
poses (pl. LXXXIII), are so freshly preserved that one can hardly 
believe that they were painted 1,600 years ago. 

The surviving traces of n1edieval Hindu painting, at Tanjore, 
Vijayanagara, Polonnaruva in Ceylon, and elsewhere, indicate that 
there was some technical decline after the 8th century. Outlines 
become sharper, and the delicate modelling of the earlier period is 
lacking, but the achievement is still considerable. Scarcely any
thing survives from this period in good enough preservation to make 
a satisfactory reproduction, but \Yhat can still be seen shows that 
the tradition of mural painting continued down to the Muslim 
• • anvas1on. 

After the spread of Islamic influence the Indian painter turned his 
attention mainly to miniatures and book illustration, deriving much 
inspiration from Persian models. Literary evidence shows that 
miniature painting existed long before the coming of the Muslims, 
ho\vever, and a few examples have survived from the 11th and 12th 
centuries from Bihar,Bengal and Nepal (pl. LXXXlla). These little 
pictures show great delicacy and skill, but they lack the comparative 
realis1n of Ajanta, and the figures are almost lmmodelled. They are 
the products of a fonnalized Buddhism, the religious inspiration of 
\Yhich \vas languishing, and which \Yas largely detached from contact 
with everyday life. Unlike the Ajanta murals, they are probably the 
\York of 1nonks, and not of secular craftsmen. 

The dry sands of Central Asia have preserved paintings \Vhich, 
though not strictly Indian, owe much to Indian inspiration. The 
earliest of these surround a colossal rock-cut Buddha at Bamiyan 
in Afghanistan (pi. LXXXI) and are older than most of the paintings 
at Ajanta. The many murals and paintings on boards found at 
sites in Chinese Turkistan and other parts of Central Asia are mostly 
somewhat later, and sho\Y greater deviation from Indian models, 
though their debt to India is quite evident. They date from a 
period \Yhen the trade route to China \vas \vide open, and give proof 
of the debt which Chinese art, despite its very individual character, 
O\Yes to India., 

MINOR ARTS 

The excavations at Tak~a§ila and other sites of the North-West 
have revealed fine jewellery (pi. LXXXIIb), with semi-precious 

• Until recently these flgure9 were thought to be portraits or KUyapa "s queens and 
concubines, and some of the faces seem to show individual character. Some authorities 
might still suppon the older theory, but the context of the paintings leaves little doubt 
that the above interpretation is con ect. 
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stones set in gold filigree. much in the manner of the Indian jewellery 
of the present day. The Bimarin Casket (pi. LXXXVIIa). and a few 
other objects in gold and silver, are delicately worked. as are the 
crystal relic caskets found in Buddhist sites in many parts of India. 
Engraved intaglio gems from the North-Western sites are usually of 
no great artistic merit, and nearly all these small objects of art show 
the influence of western models, while some may well have been 
i1nported. 

Though little survives, tnuch beautiful work was done in ivory. 
Guilds of ivory carvers are tnentioned in inscriptions and their profes
sion was evidently a well-patronized and honourable one. Of sur
viving ivory work the most interesting if not the most beautiful 
specimen is a small statuette of a goddess, found at Herculaneum 
(pl. LXXXVIIb). no doubt intported with spices and fine textiles via 
Egypt. More beautiful are the ivory plaques, originally fastened to 
the lids and sides of boxes, found at the Ku~al}a site of Begram. some 
fifty miles west of Kabul. Though discovered in the region most open 
to Western influence, the designs of these plaques are purely Indian in 
inspiration, and they \vere either imported from India proper or made 
by craftsmen who had learnt their trade from Indian masters (pi. 
LXXXVIIc). The figures are outlined with deep-cut lines. and, 
although only lightly modelled, give a wonderful impression of depth. 
Their delicacy and grace are unexcelled in any work of art of ancient 
India. The art of ivory carving has continued do\\'ll to the present 
day both in India and Ceylon (pl. LXXXVIII), but it has never again 
produced works as lovely as these. 

Since they delighted in minute detail and gave great care to the 
finish of their productions it is surprising that the Indians did not 
develop their coinage artistically. Ancient Indian coins are generally 
crude and ugly. Only under the Gupta emperors did they approach 
the status of works of art, and even the Gupta gold coins are but works 
of art of dle second order. They have originality and charm, how
ever. Thus Candra Gupta I lovingly gazes at his chief queen, 
Kumaradevi; Samudra Gupta, enthroned, performs on the harp; 
Candra Gupta II sl~ys a rhinoceros; and Kumara Gupta I rides on a 
splendid elephant (fig. xxive). After this, however, the standard of 
coin production deteriorated rapidly, and medieval kings who patron
ized great artists and craftsmen were satisfied with coins of tlle 
crudest type. 

Exceptional are the lovely large silver coins minted by the Greek 
kings of Bactria. which bear so•ne of the finest numismatic portraits 
in the world (pl. LXXXIVa--c); but the inspiration of these coins 
is purely Hellenistic, and they were no doubt designed by Greek 
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craftsmen. lt is wtlikely that they circulated widely in India, where 
the Greek kings issued cruder bilingual coins (pl. LXXXIVd), 
in a style followed by the later Sakas and Ku~~as (pi. LXXXIV e). 

a b c d 

e f 

Fig. xxiv.-Gupta Gold Coins. 
Q. Candra Gupta I and his queen Kumiradevl. b. Samudra Gupta playing 
the harp. r.. Candra Gupta 11 as lion-slayer. d. Kumira Gupta I slaying 
a rl•inoceros. e. Kumara Gupta I riding an elephant. f. Coin commem
orating Kumara Gupta l's horse sacrifice. (Hy permissaon of Pror. A. s. 

Altekar and the Numismatic Society or India.) 
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M V SIC 

There is some evidence to show that the Aryans kne\Y the hepta
tonic scale, and the instructions for intoning the hymns of the Siima 
Peda sho\v that the style of liturgical singing in Vedic times was 
rather like that of medieval plain chant, and has been preserved fairly 
accurately by the brahma.J}S do\\;n to the present day. Between tl1is 
and the early centuries of the Christian era "\ve have little knowledge 
of the progress of Indian music, but in tl1e latter period an anonymous 
\Yriter con1posed a textbook on drama, music and dancing, \Yhich, in 
accordance with the custom of the time, he attributed to the ancient 
sage Bharata, and which has survived to this day. The Bllarata 
Nii!yaJast1·a is our earliest Indian authority on these three arts, and 
shows that by this time India had a fully developed system of music, 
which differed little from that of present-day Indian till classical,. 
music. Anyone who has heard a performance on the vil}a by a good 
South Indian musician has probably heard music much as it was played 
over a thousand years ago. For this reason, and because of the 
highly technical nature of the subject, \Ye treat ancient Indian music 
briefly. 

The basic scale is heptatonic, its seven notes • corresponding 
approximately to tl1ose of the European major scale. They may be 
elaborated with half-tones or quarter-tones ( Jruti) . There are 
twenty-two quarter-tones in the octave, \Yhich occur in the following 
order: 

Sa • rz 
I r 

dha ., • nt 
r 

sa 
T . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

From this diagram it will be seen that the notes sa, ma and pa 
(approximately tl1e European do, fa and so) may have as many as 
three degrees of sharpness. The quarter-tones of Indian music are 
chiefly noticeable in ornamentation, \Yhen they are used with striking 
effect, but they also occur to some extent in melody, so tl1at the un
tutored \\,.estemer may well think that the singer or musician is out 
of tune. 

As \Yell as the scale based on the note sa, corresponding to the 
European major, other scales may be based on other notes of the 
seven, thus resembling the ntodes of ecclesiastical music. 

Besides the grama, which we have translated "scale"', there are 
other basic classifications of tune-types, chief of which is the rag a. A 
raga is a series of five or more notes, upon '"hich a melody is based. 
Over thirty ragas are mentioned in the BMrata Nii!ya/astra, and the 

• Called 1aljo, r~abho, g4ndMra, madhJ4nUl. poiiUJtM, dhaifX11o and nwda, nowadays 
generally abbreviated to 111, ri, 8"• mo, ptJ, 4ha and ni. 
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total has since grown considerably until now hundreds have been 
enumerated. According to orthodox theory there are six basic rigas, 
the others being ragit~is, personified as the wives of the masculine 
ragas. The six original rigas are variously given, the oldest list, 
that ofBharata, being as follows: 

Bkairll'Otl: 
Kmdilca: 
Hindo/11: 
Dipoluz: 
Srirdgtl: 
Megh11: 

C, D" E, F, G, A", B, C. 
C, E•, F, A", B~, C. 
C, E, Fl, A, B, C. 
C, D", E, Fl, A, B, C. 
C, D•, E, Fl, G, A•, B, C. 
C, D, F, G, A, C. 

The rigas are classified according to the time of day or night for 
which they are most appropriate. Thus, of the examples above, 
Bhairava is suitable for performance at da\\·n, Megha in the morning, 
Dipaka and Sriraga in the afternoon, and. Kau~ika and Hindola at 
night. Bhairava is associated \Vith a\ve and fear, Kau~ika \Vith joy 
and laughter, Hindola, Dipaka and Sriraga \\'ith love, and Megha 
with peace and calm. It is interesting that the raga most closely 
corresponding to the European major scale, P11iicama, is associated 
with the night and love in the Indian system. 

There is no harmony in Indian music, and the melody, which 
usually proceeds by conjunct intervals (i.e. adjacent notes on the 
keyboard), never suggests a harmonic basis, as do many European 
melodies. The tune is sustained by a drone note and by drumming. 
The subtle and complex cross rhythms of Indian ntusic take the place 
of harmony and counterpoint in the ear of the trained listener. Like 
the ancient Greeks the Indians delighted and still delight in unusual 
times,. such as l and l- The tal11, or rhytlunic figure is, after the 
raga, the most important element of Indian music. Bharata recog
nizes twenty-t\\"O tilas, and since then many more have been intro
duced. Talas range in complexity from simple 1 time ( aditiil.a) 
and l { ropak11, stressed as 1 ; J' : } .1 .1 J' 1) to such remarkable 
rhythms as jhampa, a 1

8° rhythm stressed: 1 J- .1 l J. .1 .1 · ~ .1 } ~ J. .r 1 
or iiJii, which has fourteen notes to the bar, thus: 

> > > > > > Wh 1 .t J' · J .t J' ~ .t J' ; .1 .1 J' ~ .1 .1 · .1 J' 1· en two or more 
of these complex rhythms. each omamented \\'ith grace notes and 
varied by syncopation, are sounded together, the result is a 
rhythmic texture nearly as difficult for a European to disentangle 
as a four-part fugue \Vould be to an Indian. 

The Indian musician was, and still is, an improviser. While a 
simple melody could be recorded in alphabetic notation India never 

, 
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devised a true ntusical notation and the 1nusic of her ancient masters 
has vanished for ever. As at the present day, every perfonnance was 
virtually a new co1nposition. The n1usician would choose his raga 
and tala and, often starting front a \\'ell-known Jnelody, "'rould 
elaborate his theme in the forn1 of free variations, \\"Orking up to a 
climax of complex and rapid ornan1entation. 

The chief 1nusical instrument \\'as the vi'!'ii. usually loosely trans
lated .,..lute". The tern1 v.·as originally a}lplied to the bov.·-harp, 
often with ten strings, of a type very sianilar to the s1nall harp used in 
ancient Egypt and the early civilizations of the ~fiddle East 
( pl. XXXV lib) . By the end of the Gupta pc•·iod this instrument had 
begun to go out of fashion, and its place was largely taken by a lute 
\Vith a pear-shaped body, played either with the fingers or \\'ith a 
plectru1n. 1:his in tun' \vas superseded in the 8th century by 
the early form of the n1odern vil}a., with long finger-board and 
small round body, often n1ade of a dried gourd. Dowed instruments 
may have been known, but scent to have been little used in 
polite circles until the co1ning of the 1\fuslims. Flutes and rced
instrun•ents of various kinds were \\'idely played, but instrurnents of 
the trumpet type were rarely used except as signals. Of these the 
most tnentioned v.·as the conch, the shell of a large n1ollusc, blown 
through its sawn-off point before battle, as an invocation to a deity, 
and on i1nportant occasions generally; its sound vvas very auspicious. 
Percussion instruments were nutnerous and varied. 1."he sJnaller 
drums. played in pairs with the fingers as at present, were looked 
on as almost essential for any anusical performance. Larger drums 
v.rere used for state occasions, and there \i\'as a wide range of cymbals, 
gongs and bells. 

The evidence of Bharata shows that, as at the present day, the 
Indian of two thousand years ago preferred the throaty, rather nasal 
type of singing, which con•cs more naturally than that which Europe 
has leantt to appreciate. The singing voice \vas often treated as a 
anusical instruJnent, the vocalist performing long impron1ptu variations 
on a simple 1nelody, sung to a single phrase, often an invocation to a 
deity. 

In the late n1edieval period nutsic became largely the preserve of 
professionals, who, though ntuch in den1and by the v.rell-to-do people 
\\J'hO eanployed them, were of lo\v caste. This was not the rase in 
India's greatest days, when a knowledge of tnusic was looked on as 
an essential attribute of a gentleman. ·~The 1nan who knov.·s nothing 
of literature, ntusic or art, .. runs an ancient Indian proverb, .. is 
nothing but a beast without the beast"s tail and horns··. 
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THE DANCE. 

Like music, Indian dancing has changed little with the centuries, 
and the best Jnodem Indian dancers, such as Uday Shankar and Ram 
Gopal, still dance according to the rules of the Bhnrota Notyafaslra. 
Dancing ( nrtyo) was close I y connected " 'ith acting ( natyo) ; in fact 
both are fonns of the same word, the latter being a Prakritism, and 
aspects of a single art, ablzi.,la)'a. the portrayal of the eight emotions 
(p. 417). The drama e1nployed chiefly word and gesture, the 
dance chiefly ntusic and gesture. As in most other civilizations there 
is little doubt that the Indian drama, which we consider in the follow
ing chapter, developed from ritual ntinJing song and dance. 

Indian dancing is not Jnerel y a thing of legs-and arms alone, but 
of the '"·hole body. Every movement of the little finger or the eye
brow is significant, and rnust be fully controlled. 1.""he poses and 
gestures are classified in detail, even as early as the Bharata Niilyo
Jastra, which mentions thirteen poses of the head, thirty-six of the 
eyes, nine of the neck, thirty-seven of the hand, and ten postures of 
the body. Later texts classify many more poses and gestures. every 
one of which depicts a specific emotion or object. With so rnany 
possible combinations the dancer can tell a \vhole story, easily com
prehensible to the observer who knows the convention. 

The most striking feature of the Indian dance is undoubtedly the 
hand-gesture (1nudra). By a beautiful and complicated code, .the 
hand alone is capable of portraying not only a '""ide range of 
entotions, but gods, animals, men, natural scenery, actions and so 
on. Some hundreds of mudras are classified in later textbooks, and 
they arc used not only in the dance, but, as we have seen, in religious 
worship and iconography. 

This highly developed dance style demanded years of training, 
and was probably always chiefly perforJned by professionals, though 
there are references in literature to princes and their ladies dancing 
in their palaces. Ancient India was rich in folk-dances, which were 
performed at festivals. In later years only low caste people would 
think of dancing in public, but there seems to have been no social taboo 
on the art in ancient times, except perhaps for practising brahJnaJ}s. 



IX 

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 

J. LANGUAGE 

Sanskrit 

J T has long been universally accepted that Sanskrit is a remote cousin 
of all the languages of Europe, with the exception of Finnish, Eston
ian, Hungarian, 1""urkish and Basque. All the other European 
tongues look back to a com1non ancestor in a group of dialects spoken 
by tribesrnen in the steppcla.nds of South Russia some 2~000 years 
n.c. The relationship of Sanskrit to the languages of the West is 
indicated by several obvious resemblances, such as pitr, "'father .. , 
and "'atr, . ., mother,, and many others \vhich are less obvious. For 
instance the Sanskrit !van, ··dog .. , is cognate '\vith the Greek t<vc:.uv, 
the Latin canis, the Gertnan Hund, and the English hound, the Ger
manic h representing an original k. The Sanskrit ca!-ra is related to 
the word '\vith the same meaning in English, wlleel, both of \Vhich 
originated from a word pronounced something like kzvelculo, which 
\vas also the ancestor of the Grcel( 1<\JKAos and the Old English 
hweogol, frotn which our word "''\vheel, is derived. Many hundreds 
of relationships of this kind, at first not obvious, have been established 
with virtual certainty. 

The reader with a slight knowledge of Latin or Greek will immedi
ately recognize the relationship bet,,·een their verbal systems and 
that of Sanskrit. Thus the present tense of the Sanskrit verb as 
., to be", is declined in singular and plural as follows: 

asm.i, "' I am .. ; smas, "'we are,; 
asi, "'thou art,: stha, ··you are,; 
asli, "'he is'"; santi, ··they are.,. 

Vedic Sanskrit is in many ways closer than any other lndo
European language to the parent tongue, and it was the discovery 
of Sanskrit which enabled Bopp, Rask, and other scholars of the first 
half of the last century to establish a clear relationship between the 
languages of the lndo-European group and to develop the science of 
comparative philology. 

The earliest surviving for1n of Sanskrit, that of the l].g Yeda, 
bears about the same relation to the classical tongue as does 
Homeric to classical Greek. At all its stages Sanskrit is a language 
of many inflexions, but the V edas contain nu•nerous fonns which 
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later \vent out of use. The verb is of a complexity rivalling the 
Greek, \Vith a be\\·ildering array of voices and moods, later much 
si1nplified. The Vedic noun, as in later Sanskrit, has eight cases, 
and both verb and noun have dual numbers. 

An important feature of Vcdic Sanskrit is the tonic accent. Every 
important \Vord had an accented syllable, which \vas not necessarily 
stressed, but on \vhich the voice rose in pitch, as in classical Greek. 
The tonic accent of a Sanskrit \vord, is, \Vith exceptions due to the 
special rules of the languages, the same as in the cognate Greek 
V\rord. 

Sanskrit, and n1ost of the languages derived from it, are character
ized by the presence of aspirated consonants. Thus k, pronounced 
\Vithout appreciable emission of breath, is, to the Indian, quite a 
different sound from the aspirated lt/1., which is pronounced \vith a 
strong breathing, rather like the first sound of the English \Vord 
conle. To the average European, the difference is hardly noticeable. 
The distinction goes back to the Indo-Europeans, and \Vas made in 
classical Greek, though in Greek the aspirate letters e, cp and x had 
lost their original pronunciation before the beginning of the Christian 
era. Another phonetic characte.-istic ofVedic Sanskrit. also surviving 
to modern times, is the series of "retroflex" or "cerebral'' conson
ants,/, lh, tj, tjh, and?%· 1. .. hese, to the Indian. are quite different from 
the lltl dentals ", t, th, etc., though the European finds them hard to dis
tinguish \Vithout practice. The retroflex sounds are not lndo-Euro
pean, and \Vere borro\ved very early from the indigenous inhabitants 
of India, either proto-Australoid or Dravidian. A further feature of 
the phonetics of Sanskrit is the predominance of the vo\vels a and a. 
Vedic is a fine language, capable of vigorous and noble expression. 
On p. 509 \ve quote t\vo verses of the Vedic hymns in the original, 
\vhich \vil1 give the reader some idea of the sound of the language. 

After the co1nposition of the ~lg Yeda Sanskrit developed consider
ably. In the early centuries of the lst millennium B.c . old inflexions 
disappeared, and the gramtnar was some\vhat simplified, though still 
remaining very complex. Ne\v \Vords, mostly borrowed from non
Aryan sources, \vere introduced, \vhile old \vords were forgotten, or 
lost their originalrneanings. In these circumstances doubts arose as 
to the true pronunciation and meaning of the o1der Vedic texts, 
though it \Vas generally thought that unless they \Vere recited \Vith 
complete accuracy they would have no magical effecti\'eness, but 
bring ruin on the reciter. Out of the need to preserve the purity 
of the Vedas India developed the sciences of phonetics and grammar. 
The oldest Indian linguistic text, Yaska's Nirukta, explaining obso
lete Vedic words, dates from the 6th century e.c., and followed 
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much earlier 'vork in the linguistic field. Pil)ini's great grammar, 
the AJJadhyayi (··Eight Chapters··) 'vas probably composed to
wards the end of the 4th century B.c. With Pi.Qini the language 
had virtually reached its classical forJn, and it developed little 
thenceforward, except in its vocabulary. 

By this time the sounds of Sanskrit had been analysed with an 
accuracy never again reached in linguistic study until the 19th century. 
One of ancient India's greatest achievements is her remarkable alpha
bet, commencing with the vowels and followed by the consonants, all 
classified very scientifically according to their mode of production, 
in sharp contrast to the haphazard and inadequate ltoman alphabet, 
which has developed organically for three millennia. It \Vas only 
on the discovery of Sanskrit by the West that a science of phonetics 
arose in Europe. 

The great gramntar of Pai}ini, 'vhich effectively stabilized tl•e 
Sanskrit language, presupposes the "'ork of many earlier gram
marians. These had succeeded in recognizing the root as the ba.c;ic 
elen1ent of a word, and had classified so1ne 2,000 1nonosyllabic roots 
which, 'vith the addition of prefixes. suffixes and inflexions, were 
thought to provide all the words of the language. Though the 
early ety1nologists were correct in principle, they made many errors 
and false derivations, and started a precedent \vhiclJ produced interest
ing results in n1any branches of Indian thought (p. 82). 

Though its fame is much restricted by its specialized nature, there 
is no doubt that PaQini's gra1n1nar is one of the greatest intellectual 
achievctncnts of any ancient civilization, and the tnost detailed and 
scientific grarnmar composed before the 19th century in any part of 
the \Vorld. The \vork consists of over 4,000 gran1matical rules. 
couched in a sort of shorthand, which entploys single letters or syl
lables for the natncs of the cases, 1noods, persons, tenses, etc. in which 
linguistic phenotnena arc classified. The great terseness of PaQini's 
system rnakes his work very difficult to follow "vithout prclianinary 
study and a suitable comtnentary. Later Indian grarnmars are 
mostly comn1entaries on Pal}ini, the chief being the ··Great Com
nlentary" ( Mahiibh.a§ya) of Patafijali {2nd century B.c.) and the 
~~ Banaras Commentary.. ( Ka/ilca Yrtti) of Jayaditya and Vimana 
(7th century A.D. ) . 

Son1e later grammarians disagreed '\vith Pal)ini on minor points, 
but his grammar was so widely accepted that no writer or speaker of 
Sanskrit in courtly or brahmaJ)ic circles dared seriously infringe it. 
With PiQini the language was fixed, and could only develop within 
the framework of his rules. It \¥as fro1n the time of Panini onwards • 
that the language began to be called Sa'flskrta., .. perfected·· or 
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• • refined ''. as opposed to tl1e Prt1krtas ( '' unrefined '' ) , the popular 
dialects \Yhich had developed naturally. 

Pat:tinian Sanskrit, though sin1pler than Vedic, is still a very compli
cated language. Every beginner finds great difficulty in surmount
ing Pat:tini's rules of euphonic contbination ( stmdlzi), the elaboration 
of tendencies present in the language even in Vedic times. Every 
\vord of a sentence is affected by its neighbours. 1'hus na-avtldnt 
("he did not say") becontes niivlldo.t, but nll-uvt1cll ( \vith the same 
meaning) becomes noviicll; Riimlls-uviicll C ~ Rama said ., ) becomes 
Rt1m.a u.vt1ca, and Ranl.as-awultlt becon1es Rii1no 'vadat, but Iforis
avtldat C' Hari said .. ) bccontes Hllrir aw1dat. There are n1any rules 
or this kind, \vhich 'vere even artificially imposed on the IJ.g Yeda. 
so that the reader 1nust often disentangle the original \vords to find 
the corrt-ct metre. 

Pit:tini, in standardizing Sanskrit, probably based his \York on the 
language as it \vas spoken in the North-West. Already the lingua 
rranca of the priestly class, it gradually became that of the governing 
class also. The Mauryas, and most Indian dynasties w1til the 
Guptas, used Prakrit for their official pronouncements. ''fhc first 
important dynasty to use Sanskrit was that of the Sakas of Ujjain, 
and the inscription of Rudradaman at Gimar ( p. 62) is the earliest 
\vritten Sanskrit document we possess, ·with the exception of a few 
inscriptions \vhich are brief and unimportant. 

As long as it is spoken and \vritten a language tends to develop, and 
its development is generally in the direction of simplicity. Owing to 
the authority of Pat:tini, Sanskrit could not develop freely in this \Yay. 
Sorne or his minor rules, such as those relating to the use of tenses 
indicating past time, \vere quietly ignored. and \vriters took to using 
imperfect, perfect and aorist indiscriminately; but Pit:tini's rules of 
inflexion had to be maintained. rfhe only way in ·which Sanskrit 
could develop a'vay frorn inflexion \vas by building up compound 
nOWlS tO take the place of the clauses of the Sentence. 

In the Vedic and Epic literature c.ompound nouns are com1non 
enough, but they are usually of only two or three rnembers, like the 
English ··houseboat..,. or u blackbird". In classical Sanskrit, on the 
other hand, they tnay have as many as twenty or thirty n1e1nbers. 
Earlier classical poets such as Kalidasa are comparatively restrained 
in their use or con1pounds, though even in poetry compounds of six 
elements are not w1common; but the earliest royal panegyrics in 
Sanskrit employ enormous compounds. For instance the etnperor 
Samudra Gupta is referred to as ~~~binding together the \vhole \vorld 
by putting forth his strength and by [accepting] acts of service [ fron1 
other kings]. such as paying personal hotnage, the presentation of 
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gifts of ntaidens, and soliciting his charter, scaled \vith the Garu~a
seal, to confirm thetn in possession of their territories.., in a single 
word of twenty components. • This remarkable use of long com
pounds may be due to the influence of Dravidian speech on the lan
guage, for early Tamil has few inflexions, and its words are put 
together in concatenations without definite indication of their relation
ship. If the co•nponents of a Sanskrit compound word are thought of 
as separate words, as in such an English phrase as ~~my top right
hand \vaistcoat pocket.,. which in Sanskrit would be treated as a single 
compound word, the new constructions of the classical period become 
intelligible. 

With the growth of long compounds Sanskrit also developed a 
taste for long sentences. The prose works of Bfu')a and Subandhu, 
\Yritten in the 7th century, and the writings of many of their succes
sors, contain single sentences covering t\vO or three pages of type. 
To add to these difficulties writers adopted every conceivable verbal 
trick, until Sanskrit literature became one of the most on1ate and 
artificial in the \Vorld. 

The interest in language \vhich India had shown front the earliest 
times continued in the medieval period. A nulnber of valuable 
''dictionaries'' survive from this tilnc; these are not cotnparable to 
the alphabetically arranged dictionaries of the West, but rather to 
such works as Roget"s Thesaurus. They contain lists of words 
of approximately the same meaning or used in silnilar contexts, 
sometimes \vith brief definitions, the whole arranged in simple verse. 
The most famous lexicographer, and the earliest whose work has 
survived, was A1narasirpha, by tradition a contemporary of Kalidasa. 
Another form of dictionary, more akin to our O\vn, \vas the list of 
hoanonyms. classifying words \Vith more than one meaning. 

Indian interest in language spread to philosophy, and there was 
considerable speculation about the relations of a word and the thing 
it represented. The Mimarpsa school (p. S27), reviving the verbal 
mysticism of the later Vedic period, rnaintained that every \vord was 
the reflexion of an eternal prototype, and that its meaning was eternal 
and inherent in it. Its opponents, esJ)ecially the logical school of 
Nyiya (p. S2S), supported the view that the relation of \vord and 
meaning \vas J)Urely conventional. Thus the controversy was similar 
to that between the Realists and Nominalists in medieval Europe. 

Classical Sanskrit was probably never spoken by the masses, but it 
was never wholly a dead language. As the official tongue of church 
and state it \vas read and spoken by the upper classes, and probably 

• Atma-niwdllllil-lt:a:ny' --cpiyaM...J4n4-gtJrutnu1J-o1lia-sva-17ilayo.-hhukli-JD.rdn4-J4clln' -iJy
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understood to some extent by many of the lower orders. It served 
as a lingua franca for the whole of India, and even today learned brah
mai)S from the opposite ends of the land, meeting at a place of pil
grimage, will converse in Sanskrit and understand each other 
perfectly. 

Prakrits and Pali 
The language of tbe l]g Yeda was alread~ rather archaic when the 

hymns were composed, and the ordinary Aryan tribesman spoke a 
simpler tongue, more closely akin to classical Sanskrit. In the Veda 
itself there is evidence of dialectal differences. By the time of the 
Buddha the masses \Vere speaking lang uages which "'ere much 
simpler than Sanskrit. These "'ere the Prah.rits, of which several 
dialects have been attested. 

The everyday speech of ancient India has been preserved for us 
largely through the unorthodox religions. "'hose earliest scriptures 
were composed in languages approxirnating to those spoken by the 
people. Most inscriptions of pre-Guptan times, notably the great 
series of A§okan edicts, are in Prakrits, and the women and hutnbler 
characters of the Sansl<.rit drama are ntade to speak in forrnalized 
Prakrit of various dialects. A few works of secular literature were 
composed in Prakrit. Thus there is 1nuch ntaterial for reconstructing 
the popular languages. 

Prakrits were much sin1pler than Sanskrit both in sound and 
gram1nar. Except for certain coanbinations \vhich were easy to 
pronounce, such as doubled consonants, or compounds of which a 
nasal letter \vas the first men1ber, groups of consonants \vere drastic
ally simplified. Consonants at the ends of \vords disappeared, and, 
in some dialects. even single consonants in the middle of words were 
omitted. The diphthongs ai and au of Sanskrit vanished, as did the 
old vowels r and /, the correct pronunciation of which was alntost 
forgotten very early. In one dialect, Migadhi, ,. regularly became 
I, giving liija for riija. The rules of euphonic co1nbination were 
practically ignored, and the dual nun1ber disappeared, \\'hile the 
inflexions of the noun and verb were much reduced. 

One very important and early Prakrit was Pali, which becarne the 
language of the Sthaviravi din Buddhists. Buddl~a probably taught 
in Magadht, but as his doctrines spread over India they were adapted 
to the local dialects. The language chosen by the Sthaviravadins 
was a Western one, probably spoken in the region of Sanchi and Ujja
yini. Pali, which is still the religiou~ language of the Buddhists of 
Ceylon, Burma and South-East Asia, seems to look back rather to 
Vedic than to classical Sanskrit. 
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Magadhi was the official language of the Mauryan court, and the 
edicts of A~oka were composed in it, though the language in which 
they are inscribed in different parts of India is evidently affected 
by local vernaculars. A later hybrid Magadhi, soJne,vhat influenced 
by the "Vestern Prakrits and usually known as Ardha-tltiigadh.i 
( "' 1-I alf M agadhi ·' ) , lx.-ca1nc the sacred language of the j ainas, and 
a large literature is \vritten in it. 

Other intportant Prakrits were Sauraseni, spoken originally in the 
western part of 1nodern Uttar Pradesh, and Mahara~tri, spoken in 
the north-\vestern Dcccan. Sauraseni was particular} y used in 
drama, for the speech of \von1en and respectable people of the lower 
orders. Mahara~tri \vas a literary language, especially popular 
for lyric song. l'here were several other Prakrits of lesser inlpor
tance. By the tinac of the Guptas the Prakrits were standardized and 
had lost their local <.:haracter. ·rhc vernaculars had already developed 
beyond them. ~~hat Pal)ini did for Sanskrit others did for the 
Pral<rits, and they began to bear little resemblance to the languages 
actually spoken. Dranlatists, employing various Prakrits by con
vention, thought first in Sanskrit, and produced their Prakrit 
passages by follo,ving nlcdlanically the rules for conversion fron1 one 
language to anoth(\r as laid down by the gratnnlar!aJls. 

Another stage in the deveiOJ>Illent of the Indo-.i\.ryan language was 
Apablzra1!tSa ("falling away""), a vernacular of \Vesteru India which 
achieved literary fonn in the Middle Ages and \vas used by jaina 
\Vriters in Gujarat and H.ajasthan for the composition of poetry. Its 
chief characteristic is the further reduction of inflexions, which are in 
part reJ)laced by postpositions, as in modern Indian vernaculars. A 
si1nilar degenerate Prakrit "vas used in Bengal by a few late Buddhist 
writers, and is the ancestor of ntodem Dengali. 

The next stage savt~ the developn1ent of the rnodent vernaculars 
of North India and is outside the scope of this \vork, although the 
earliest vcl!'acular literature is little later than the end of our period. 
One lndo-Aryan vernacular, ho\vever, had a long history behind it 
by this ti1ne this v.ras Sinhalese, the developn1ent of which can be 
traced in inscriptions and literature fi·o•u the 2nd century n.c . down 
to the ))resent day. The prakritic dialect spoken by the early settlers 
of Ceylon \vas already tar rernoved fro1n the original Sanskrit. 
Influenced by the local SJ)eech, and also by Tatnil, Sinhalese developed 
rapidly and independent!)'. Very early the aspirated letters, char
acteristic of most lndo-Aryan languages, were forgotten. Vowels 
were shortened, and the short vo,vcls l and o, absent in most lndo
Aryan languages, appeared, as well as a wholly new vowel, ii, 
rather like that in the English h11t. .tvfany words \\"ere borrowed 
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LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE S9S 

fron1 the aboriginals and the Tarnils. By the beginning of the Chris
tian era Sinhalese \vas no longer a Prakrit, but a distinct language. 
Surviving Sinhalese literature dates frotn the 9th century A.D. , but 
it is certain that there \Vas tnuch earlier \Vork \Vhich is no\IV lost. 

Dravidian l..,anguoges 
While the n1odern lndo-Aryan languages, \Vith the exception of 

Sinhalese, had not found literary expression at the time of the Musli1n 
invasion, the D.-avidian languages had been flourishing for centuries. 

Four of these tongues have distinctive scripts and \IVritten litera
tures ~J:aruil, Canarese, Telugu and Malayalanl. Of these Taruil 
is spoken in the south, fron1 Cape Comorin to Madras, Canarese in 
Mysorc and parts of llyderabad, Telugu from Madras nortlnvard to 
the borders of Orissa and Malayalatn in Mala bar. Tar nil is certainly 
the oldest of these languages, \IVith a literature going back to dae early 
centuries A.o. 

So1ne authorities believe that the Dravidian languages are rcn1otely 
affiliated to the Finno-Ugrian group, which includes Finnish and 
Iiungarian.2 If this is the case it involves interesting corollaries 
conccnting prehistoric race Jnovcntcnts, but the hypothesis is not 
absolutely certain. Dravidian is virtually an indcpertdent group of 
languages \\rith a distinctive character. Its sound systetn is rich in 
retroflex consonants, which give it a crisp flavour, and its varied 
vo,vcls (including i and o., not j)rcscnt in Sanskrit) distinguish it 
fron1 the northern languages. \\rhcre the vo\vels a and a predotninate. 
Like Sanskrit it has a conl})licated systetn of euphonic combination. 
It does not recognize the aspirated consonants of Indo-Aryan 
languages by the peculiar phonetic la\IVS of Tatuil, Sanskrit bhii,,,,; 
( u earth") becorucs in Ta1nil pumi. 

'famil is not inflected, in the sense that Sanskrit is, but the relations 
of one \Vord \vith another, and the number, person and tense of verbs, 
are sho\vn by suffixes, \vhich rnay be piled up one upon another 
indefinitely. Sanskrit began to affect the language very early, and 
by the Middle Ages the learned looked on their suffixes as nominal 
and verbal endings, on the analogy of Sanskrit. In the oldest texts, 
ho\vevcr, these suffixes are sparingly used, and related words arc 
juxtaposed in clusters, \Vith few if any indications of their relationshiJ> 
one to another a syste1n sin1ilar to the great conlpoluld \vords of 
Sanskrit, and giving 1nuch difficulty to all but the expert. 

The earliest 1."atnillitcraturc contains co1nparatively few Sanskrit 
loan-\\·ords, and those it does contain arc generally adapted to the 
Tantil phonetic systeJn. The gradual growth of Aryan influence 
resulted in the borro\ving of Jnany anore words in the Middle Ages, 

27 
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often in their correct Sanslu·it form. Telugu and Canarese, which are 
spoken further north, are naturally even more strongly influenced by 
Sanskrit. Canarese first appears in inscriptions at the end of the 6th 
century, and its earliest surviving literature goes back to the 9th. 
Telugu does not appear as a literary language until the 12th century 
and only becomes really ilnportant under the Vijayanagara Empire, 
of which it was the court language. Malayalam, very closely akin 
to Tamil, became a separate language in the 11th century. 

W·riting 
We have seen that the people of the Harappa Culture had a script, 

which cannot be deciphered. From the time of the fall of Harappa, 
perhaps about 1650 n.c., to the middle of the Srd century B.c. no 
Indian written 1naterial has survived. References to writing occur 
in the Pali scriptures of the Buddhists, and in the Sutra literature, but 
there is no clear mention of it in t11e Vedas. Dralunal)as or Upani~ads. 
This negative evidence, ho\vever, is not wholly conclusive, and some 
form of script n1ay have been used by nterchants. The A~okan 
inscriptions, which are the earliest in1p0rtant written docun1ents of 
India. are engraved in scripts almost perfectly adapted to the expres
sion of Indian sounds. It is generally thought that the scripts had 
many years, perhaps many centuries, of develop1nent before the days 
of A~oka. 

The A§okan edicts entploy two scripts. The most intportant, used 
everywhere in India except the North-West, was Briiht~ti, about the 
origin of which two theories exist. Most Indian authorities would 
now nlaintain that the script was derived from that of Harappa. 
Many Europeans and so1ne Indians believe that it was derived from a 
Sentitic script. The first theory, tentatively put forward by Sir 
Alexander Cunninghaan and elaborated by the Assyriologist Pro
fessorS. Langdon,3 has ntany difficulties. Until we kno\v the pro
nunciation of the 270 Harappa signs we cannot be sure that the dozen 
or so letters of the Brahmi script which sontewhat resemble them 
are derived from thent, and with so many Harappa signs it is unlikely 
that no resemblances at all should have been fowtd. Sintilarities 
between Brahnti and so1ne early North Semitic scripts are perhaps 
more striking, especially as the latter offer only twenty-two letters 
to choose front,4 but the resemblances are still not strong enough 
to be altogether convincing, and the whole problem needs re-

• open1ng. 
Brahmi (fig. xxv) is norrnally read from left to right, as are 

European scripts, while the Semitic scripts read fro•n right to left. 
A very defective series of A~okan inscriptions at Yerragu9i in 
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D·ltLlt A A Fig. xxv.-Brahm.J Script 
AJok.a's First Pillar Edict, Lauriya Nandangarh, c. 242 a.c. 

Transcript 
(Line J ) De-vl·n:np-pi-ye Pi-ya-d.a-si lii·ja he-vaf!l a-ha sa~u-vJ.sa-ti-va-sa-bhl-si-te-na me i•yaf!l 
(2) dharra-ma-li-pili-kha-pi-ra. Hi-da ... ta-pi·la-te du·saf!1·pa-ti-p3-da-ye ar:n-na·ta a-ga·ya dharp-ma-ka-ma-U-ya 
( S) a-g~ ... ya pa-lJ.k.ha-ya a-g:l-ya su.su-sa-ya a-ge--na bha-ye-na a-ge--na u-sa-he--na. E-sa OJ kho ma-ma 
( +) a-nUasa-chl .. ya dhaap-ma-pe--kha dha rp-ma-k!i-ma-tl ea su-ve su-ve va~hi-ta va~hi-sa-t:i ce-va. Pu-li-sa pi me 
( 6) u·ka--s:l ea ge--va-ya ea ma·j hi-rn5 ea a·nu-vi .. dhi·Y31J"-ti sal"f)apa·Ji-pa-da-yarp-ti ea a-la.rp ca-pa·larp sa-ma-<11-pa-yi .. ta-ve. 
(6) he-me-va arra·ta·ma-hB-ma-tl pi. E-sa hi vi-dhi yl i-yaqJ dhaJ11·me-na pi-la-na dhaf!l·me--na vi-GM-ne dlwp-me-na su-khJ .. ya·na 
( 7) dhaiJl·me-na g~tr ti . 

Translation. 
Thus speaks the King, Dear to the Gods, or Gracious Mien. 

When I had been consetrated twenty-six years I ordered this in
scription nf the Law (Dh.DrmtJ) ro be engraved. noth this world 
and the other are hard to reach. exr::ept by great Love or the Law, 
f;!e&t self~xamination. great obedience (to che Law), peat respect 
(ror the Law), great energy. But through my leadersh1p respect for 

the Law and love of the Law have gro'vn and will grow from day 
to day. Moreover my officers, ofl'ligh. low and medium grades, 
follow it and a~pJy it, sufficiently to make tbe wavcrer aa:cpt it; the 
officers on the frontiers do Hkewise. For this is (my) rule: gov
ernment by the Law. administration aooording to the Law, gratifi
cation (of my subjects) by tbe Law. protection by U.e Law. 

., 
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Andhra, a very early Sinhalese inscription, and an early coin from 
Eran in Madhya Pradesh~ are read from right to left,G which u·ould 
suggest that this. was the original direction of Brahmi. But this is 
no evidence of its origin, since it is believed that the Harappa script 
was also read from right to left. 

Whatever its ultimate origin Brahmi is so skilfully adapted to the 
sounds of Indian languages that its develop•nent must have been at 
least in part deliberate. In the fonn in which \\le have it, it is the 
v.rork not of merchants but of brahn1ans or other learned men who 

• 

knew sornething of the Vedic science of phonetics. lt may have 
begun as a tnercantile alphabet, suggested by the shapes of Semitic 
letters, or by vague memories of the Harappi script, but by the time 
of A~oka, though still not completely perfect, it was the most scien
tific script of the \\t'Orld. 

The words of Semitic languages, based largely on roots of three 
consonants n1odified by internal vowel changes, needed fe\v indica
tions of vowels to prevent ambiguity, and until comparatively late 
times vowels were marked only at the beginning of words, and then not 
perfectly. The Greeks, when they borro\ved the Phrenician alphabet, 
adapted it to express vowels other than a by the introduction of new 
signs. 'llte Indians, on the other hand, expressed their vowels by 
the modification of the basic letter, v.·hich was looked on as containing 
an inherent short a. Thus the Brahmi letter t is not k, but Ita. 
Other vo\vels were indicated by ticks attached to the top or bottom 
of the letter, thus: T Ita, ~ ki,.; ki, t /tu, t /tu, =t- Ice, =t= ko. T'vo 
consonants together \\t'ere expressed by placing one under the other; 
thus t lea and ~ ya combined to form ~ lcya. No word in Prakrit 
ends with a consonant, except with the final 'f', which was expressed 
by a dot, thus: t· ka.'f!l. In \VTiting Sanskrit, at a later time, a con
sonant ending a sentence or line of poetry was marked by a diagonal 
stroke thus 'If! k. 1'"he \vords of a sentence were not generally 
divided, the final letter of one being combined with the initial letter 
of the other; with some modification this is still the pracrice in the 
case of Sanskrit, though not of the vernaculars, and adds to the 
difficulties of the language for the beginner. 

Local variations of the Brahmi script are evident even at the time 
of A~oka. In the follo\\t'ing centuries these differences developed 
further, until distinct alphabets evolved. Before the beginning of 
the Christian era engravers in the north, no doubt following the 
custom of scribes. began to add little ticks (called in European print
ing terminology serifs} to the letters, and to etnploy flourishes of 
various kinds. The tendency to ornamentation increased with the 
centuries, until in the late medieval period the serifs at the tops of 
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Fig. xxvi.-Kharo~~hi Script 
From an inscribed silver leaf, Tak.$a~iUi. Jst c. A. D. 

Transcript (Reading the seript rrom right to lert) 
(Line J) Sa I 100 20 10 + 1 J A·ya·sa A·P-4a-sa m a-sa-sa di·\"3-se 10 4 I. 1-§a di-va-~e pra-di-sta-vi-ta 8ha-ga-va-to dha·tu·( o) U·ra·( sa r 
( 2) ke-'(Ul lm·ta-vhri·a·pu-tre-r,a Ba·ha·li·e-oa 1'!lo-a-ca-e r)a-gs-re va-sra-ve-na . Te-na i-me pra-di-sta-vi-ta Bha-ga-va-to dh.a-tu-o 
Dha-ma·ra· 
( S) i-e Ta·k~-4i-e ta-f)u-va·e Bo..si-sa .. tva·ga·ha-mi ma·ha-ra-ja-sa ra-ja-ri-ra-ja·sa dc-va-pu-tra--sa Khu·~·oa-sa a-ro-ga-da·k.$i-!pl-e 
( 4) sa-rva-bu-dha·J)a pu-ya-e pra-tya .. ga-bu-dha-.1)4 pu-ya-e a-rn-ha~ pu-ya-e sa-rva-sa~ pu-ya-e ma-ta·pi-tu pu-ya-e mi-tra·ma-ca-fta•ti-sa
( 6) lo-hi·n.a pu-ya·e a-tva·r)O a-ro-ga-da-k$i-r)a-c J':li·a-r.-a-e. Ho-tu a·( ya) -d c sa-ma-pa·ri-ca-go. 

1 'ranslation. 
1 n the year or Aya • 1 S6, in the rnontl• A$ad ha on the 16th day. the Son or tJ•e Gods, the Ku._~, and in reverence to all the Buddhas. 

On this day the relics or the Lord (Buddha) were deposited b~ in reverence to aJl the Pratyeka Buddhas,t in reverence to the 
Urasaka the Bactrian, the son of lrptsvhria, a citizen or tbe town or Arhants,% in reverence to all beings, in reverence to his mother and 
Noaea. These relics or the Lord were de~sited by him in his own t'ather, in reverence to his friend~, his advisers, his kinsmen, and 
Bodhisattva thapel of the Dhannarajika (StOpa) of Tak.,dlUi, for those of common blood, and for the boon of health and Nirvil.,a for 
the blessing of health (or the great King, the King over Kings, himself. May right renunciation be widespread. 

• The correct interpretstion of thi9 word is mueh disputed. t Seep. 274. l Seep. 275. 

• 
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letters were joined together in an almost continuous line, to form the 
Nagari (··City,. alphabet, also called Devanagari, "Script of the 
City of the Gods""), in which Sanskrit, Prakrit, Jiindi and Marathi . 
arc written at the present day. Local variations led to the develop
ment of individual scripts in the Pan jib, Bengal, Orissa, Gujarat and 
elsewhere. 

Meanwhile in the Deccan scripts had been growing even more 
florid. In Central India in the 5th and 6th centuries a script evolved 
which substituted square boxes for the serifs of the northern scripts, 
and introduced several other elaborations. The scripts of the South
em Deccan and Ceylon became more and n1ore circular in fonn, Wltil 
in the Middle Ages they approximated to those of the present day. 
The Tamils, on the other hand, evolved an angular script lmown as 
Grantha, which is still sometimes used in the Tamil country for writ
ing Sanskrit, and from which the modem Tamil alphabet is derived. 
Thus by the end of our period the alphabets of India differed little 
from those of today. 

It was from India, especially from the south, that the people of 
South-East Asia learnt the art of writing. The earliest surviving 
South-East Asian inscriptions, found in Borneo and Malaya, and 
dating from d1e 4th or 6th centuries, are in fairly correct Sanskrit, 
and in a script resembling that of the early Pallavas. Though super
ficially very different, every South-East Asian script, except of 
course the Arabic and Roman scripts in which Malay is written, can 
be traced back to Brihrni. Scripts of Indian type have been used as 
far eastward as the Philippine Islands. 

The origin of the other A~okan script, called Kltaro§!hi (a strange 
term, meaning "Ass-lip"') (fig. xxvi), is not in doubt. It was cer
tainly derived fro1n the Aramaic alphabet, which was widely used in 
Achsnenid Persia, and was also known in North-West India. Many 
Kharo~thi letters closely resemble Aramaic, and, like Aramaic, the 
alphabet is read from right to left. Kharo~thi was adapted to the 
sounds of Indian languages by the invention of new letters and the 
use of vowel marks, which were lacking in Aramaic. It is generally 
thought that Kharo~thi was adapted from Aramaic under the influence 
of Brahmi, but the priority of the two scripts is not absolutely certain. 
Kharo~thl was little used in India proper after the srd century A.D., 

but it survived some centuries longer in Central Asia, where many 
Prakrit documents in Kharo~thi script have been discovered. Later, 
Kharo~thi was replaced in Central Asia by a fortn of the Gupta alpha
bet, from which the present~ay script of Tibet is derived. 

'l .. he usual writing material was the leaf of the talipot palm 
( talapatra, in Tamil olai), dried, smoothed, sized and cut into strips. 
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To forn1 a book a number of such strips Wa3 held loosely together by 
a cord passed through a hole in the centre of the leaf, or, in the case 
of large books, by two cords at either end. The book wa3 usually 
strengthened by wooden covers, which were often lacquered and 
painted (pi. LXXXIIa). Palm leaves are still sometimes used as 
writing material in the outlying parts of South India. In the Hima
layan districts, where supplies of dried palm leaf were difficult to 
obtainl' it wa3 replaced by the inner bark of the birch tree, which, 
<'arefully pared and smoothed. served the purpose excellently. 
As \vell as these rnaterials, sized cotton and silk, and thin slips of 
wood or batnboo were also used, and important documents were 
engraved on copper plates (pi. LXXXIX). Paper, traditionally 
invented in China in the early .2nd century A.D., may have been 
knO\\·n in North India and it was certainly widely used in Central 
A . 6 sta. 

In tnost of India ink made from latnpblack or charcoal, applied 
with a reed pen, was the usual writing medium. In the South, how
ever, the letters were usually scratched on the palm-leaf with a stylus, 
and the leaf then nabbed over with finely po,vdered lampblack. This 
system of"vriting gave the letters a fine sharp outline and allowed the 
use of very small script; it probably encouraged the development of 
the angular forms of the Tamil alphabet. • 

11. LITERATURE 

Pedic Literature 
We have already dealt with the Four Vedas, the Brahmal}as and 

the Upani~ads in many contexts, and have given extracts from them 
(pp. 2S4--56) . In their literary a3pect many of these scriptures are 
of high merit, especially some hymns of the IJ.g Peda and some parts 
of the early Upani~ads; much, on the other hand, is dry and monoto
nous, or can only be appreciated after a considerable effort of the 
• • • amaganatton. 

The 1028 hy•nns of the JJg Peda are the work of many authors and 
show great variation of style and merit. Though their composition 
may have covered as many as five centuries, even the earliest of these 
poems is the product of a long tradition, composed according to a 
strict metrical scheme,t and a settled literary convention. 

The collection is divided into ten tltl circles"' ( marzf/ala) or books. 
Of these, books ii to vii are ascribed to individual families of seers, 
and contain the earliest hymns; books i, viii, and x are later, especially 

• For further information on tbc Indian alphabet sec Appendix. p. li061f. 
·I· For notes on the prosody of ancient lnda.an poetry see Appendix, p. 508ft'. 
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parts of x, while the ninth boo1< was compiled by extracting the 
hyn1ns to the god Soma fro1n the other parts of the lJg Yeda. The 
hymns contain Jnany repetitions and the Jnajority have a general 
santeness of outlook. 0\ving to their archaic language and the ob
scurity of their allusions n1any passages are not fully understood. 
The reader will already have obtained so1ne idea of the style of the 
~~ Yeda, as far as it can be conveyed in fairly literal translation, 
front the passages \Ye have quoted. We add here a few further trans
lations of hynuts of special literary n1erit. 

Our first translation describes lndra·s fight \Vith the cloud-dragon 
Vrtra. The hytnn evidently refers to a 'vell-kno,vn legend. which 
ha.~ since been forgotten, but which was J>robably a variant of the 
creation myth of Mesopotatuia, in 'vhich the god Man.luk slays the 
demon of chaos, Tian1at, and creates the universe. Here Indra"s 
function as a rain-n1aker is also in evidence, aud, if the story was 
originally borrowed from Mesopotarnia. it had evidently developed 
far fro1n its prototype. Interesting is the fleeting referent:e to lndra·s 
fear, fronJ which it would seem that his battle with the dragon did not 
go all his own \vay. The last verse is evidently an addition by 
another hand. 

•' Let me proclaim the valiant deeds of lndra, 
the first he did, the \vielder of the thunder, 

when he slew the dragon and let loose the water.s. 
and pierced the bellies of the 1nountains . 

.. He slew the dragon lying on the rnountain, 
for Tvastr • made hirn a heaven)\' thunderbolt. 

• • • V 

The waters suddenly, like bellowing cattle, 
descended and flowed on, do\vn to the ocean. 

, 

.. In his strength he chose rhe soma
from three cups he drank the essence. 

The Generous seized his tl1underbolt, 
and smote the firstborn of dragons. 

" \Vhen, lndra, you slew the firstborn of dragons. 
and frustrated the arts of the sorcerers, 

creating sun and heaven and dawn, 
you found no enemy to withstand you. 

,. lndra slew Vrtra. and Vya~psa, stronger dtan Vrtra, 
with his thunderbolt, with his n1ighty weapon. 

Like d1e branches of a tree felled by d1e axe 
the dragon lay stre\vn over d1e earth. 

• The Vedic Vulcan. 

• 
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"Like an enraged co,vard he called a challenge 
to the great hero .. the strong's oppressor, charging. 

But he did not escape the force of his blows-
the foe of lndra crushed the clouds together [in falling]. 

'"Footless and handless, he still gave lndra battle, 
until the thunderbolt struck him hard on his back. 

The bullock sought to be match for the bull. 
but Vrtra lay, his members scattered afar. 

"'fhe waters, flowing for man"'s good, )>ass over hin1. 
as he lies thus, broken like a reed. 

Beneath the \vaters \vhich he had encompassed 
in his great might. Vrtra the serpent lay. 

· ~ '11le strength of the mother of Vrtra was exhausted, 
and lndra bore away her weapon. 

The mother Jay above, the son below. 
Danu lay like a cow beside her calf. 

•• F alien in the midst of water-courses. 
never pausing, never resting, 

floods overwhelm the hidden corpse of Vrtra. 
In a long darkness Jay the foe of lndra. 

"Lorded by Dasas and guarded by the dragon 
the waters lay, penned in as CO\VS by a Par)i. 

When the opening of tile waters \vas closed up 
the slayer of Vrtra threw it open. 

"0 lndra, you bccan1e a \vreath of vapour, • 
when he ilnpaled you on his lance. Alone 

you won the co,vs, hero, you \\'On the soma, 
and you let loose the Seven Streams to now. 

•• Thunder and lightning availed hitn nothing, 
nor the mist he scattered abroad, nor hail. 

When lndra and the dragon fought he conquered, 
as he, the Generous. will in future conquer. 

"'And what avenger of the dragon did you see, 
lndra. as fear entered your heart when you had killed him, 

when you crossed over nine and ninety strcan1s, 
as a frightened ha\vk crosses the skies ? 

••Jndra is king of all that moves or rests, 
of tame and fierce, the wielder of the thunder. 

l-Ie is the king of mortals. ·whom he rules, 
encircling them as a wheel's ritn the spo\(('s. n; 

• 14itcrally .. a horse's tair•, probably imp1.)ring a wisp of cloud. 

4()) 
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A number of hymns sho'v deep feeling for nature. the most famous 
of these being the hymns to U~as, the goddess of dawn; but the hymns 
to U~as are perhaps less beautiful than the single hymn to Ritri, the 
personified night. 

HThe goddess Night has looked abroad 
with her eyes, everywhere drawing near. 

She has put all her glories on. 

"'fhe immortal goddess now has filled 
'\Vide space, its depths and heights. 

Her radiance drives out the dark. 

·~Approaching, the goddess has expelled 
her sister Dawn. 

Now darkness also disappears. 

''And so you have drawn near to us. 
\vho at your coming have come home. 

as birds to their nest upon the tree. 

"The clans have now gone home to rest, 
home the beasts, and home the birds, 

home even the hawks who lust for prey . 

., Guard us from the she-wolf and the wolf, 
and guard us from the thief, 0 Night, 

and so be good for us to pass . 

. 
"For darkness, blotting out, has come 

near me, black and palpable. 
0 Da"'n, dispel it like any debts . 

.. I have offered my hymn as a cow 
is offered, Daughter of Heaven. 0 Night, 

accept it. as a victor praise."'& 

Similarly sensitive to the moods of nature is the little hymn to 
Aral}yini, the elusive spirit of the forest. • 

"Lady of the Forest! Lady of the Forest! 
who seem to vanish from sight in the distance. 

why do you never come to the village~ 
Surely you are not afraid of men! 

• The exact meanings of several words and p1lrases or this l1ymn are quite uncertain. In 
translating I have given the sense which seems to me most probable, and filled out the 
elliptical Sanskrit to make the meaning clearer. 
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., When the grasshopper replies 
to the distant !owing of cattle, 

as though to the sound of tinkling bells 
the Lady of the Forest makes merry. 

40S 

''Sometimes you catch a glimpse ofher, and think it is cattle grazing, 
or a house, far away, 

and at evening you hear the Lady of the Forest 
like the distant sound of moving \vagons. 

" Her voice is as the sound of a man calling his cattle, 
or as the crash of a felled tree. 

If you stay in the forest in the evening, 
you will hear her like a far voice crying. 

"But the Lady of the Forest will not slay 
unless an ene1ny draws near. 

She eats the sweet wild fruits, 
and then she rests \vhcrever she \vilt. 

"Now I have praised the Lady of the Forest, 
who is perfumed with balm, and fragrant, 

who is well fed, although she tills not, 
the mother of all things of the wild. '"9 

A few Vedic hymns arc by our standards primarily secular. Of 
these the "Gamester"s La1nent., is the ntost famous. Probably the 
poem \vas originally a spell to ensure success in gaming, addressed 
to the viblzidaAa nuts thetnseh:es. This was converted by an anony
nlous poet into a cautionary poem, which obtained a place in the {lg 
Peda on account of its reference to the god Savitr as attempting to 
reform the gatnester. 

HThe dangling nuts, bont where the wind blows the lofty tree, 
delight me "'·ith their rolling on the board. 

The cheering vibkitklha has brought me joy, 
like a draught of soma from Mount Mujavant. 

·'She did not scold me, or lose her tetnper. 
She was kind to n1y friends and me. 

But because of a throw too high by one 
I have rejected my loving \viCe. 

"lier tnother hates me; my \vife repels m.e--e-
a man in trouble finds no one to pity him. 

They say, "rve no more use for a gambler 
than for a wont-out horse put up for sale.· 
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.. When the conquering die has got his possessions 
others embrace the gamester·s lvife. 

His father, his mother, his brothers say of him: 
• We don't kno\v him I Take him as a bond man I" 

"I think to myself: 'I \von't go with the others! 
I'll stop behind \vhen my friends go to playr· 

But then the brown ones • raise their voices, 
and off I go, like a mistress to her lover. 

f# 'fhe gan1blcr goes to the hall of assembly. 
'Shall I win?' he wonders. His body trembles. 

'11le dice run counter to his hopes. 
and give his opponent the lucky throws. 

"The dice are armed with hooks and piercing, 
they are deceptive, hot and burning. 

Like children they give and take again, they strike hack at their 
conquerors. 

They are sweetened with honey through the magic they \vork on 
the gambler. 

"They play in a troop of three times fifty. 
l .. ike the god Savitr, they are true to their la\VS. 

rfhey will not bend to the wrath of the mighty. 
and even a king bows low before them. 

•• The dice roll down, the dice leap upwards, 
unarmed they lvithstand the man lvith arms. 

They are heavenly coals, strewn over the board, 
and though they are cool they hum up the heart . 

.. The forsaken wife of the gambler sorrows, 
and the mother of the son who wanders afar. 

In debt, in fear, in need of money,1· 
he goes by night to the house of others. 

"TI1e gambler grieves when he sees a woman, 
another man"s wife, in their pleasant home. 

In the 1norning he yokes the chestnut horses. t 
In the evening he falls by the hearth, a beggar. 

• I.e. the vibhtdaka nuts. loosely translated .. dice". Seep. 207f. . 
·t- Literally "we3ltb... lt is almost certain that there was no coined money in India 

at the time of this poem's composition ( p. 220). 
I I.e. gambles with the brown nub. 
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USo to the general or your great arany, 
to him \vho is king. the chief of your host. 

I say, stretching out to him my ten fingers: 
' I risk my all I I am speaking the truth! ' 

.. Don"t play with dice, but plough your furrow! 
Delight in your property, prize it highlyf 
Look to your cattle and look to your wife, 

you gatnbler! · "fhus noble Savitr telJs tne. 

~~So tnake friend~ with us, be kind to us I 
Do not force us with your fierr.e tnagic f 

May your wrath and hatred now come to rest! 
May no man fall into the snares of the bro,vn ones! ••to 

+05 

We need say little here of later Vedic literature. The Atharva 
Yeda, in the 1nain a Jnonotonous collection of speJis, contains a few 
poems of great merit. The prose Brah1nar.1as and the various 
recensions of the rajur J7eJa are in general without any pretensions 
to literary qualities, though \vritten in si1nple straightfor\vard 
language, very diffe.-ent in style fro1n Classical Sanskrit. Here and 
there legends are told in terse nervous prose, \vhich gains in effective
ness frotn its austere econo1uy. We gi\'e the story of Pururavas 
and Urva.Si, which is told in the Satapatha Briihmll!la as part of the 
instructions for becotning a (~andharva ( p. 2S8) by 1neans of a Jnagi
cal sacrifice. The story is as old as the JJ,g Yeda, for one hy1nn•• 
consists of a dialogue bet\veen the earthly lover and his heavenly 
1nistress, frotn which the verses quoted in the Brahmal')a version are 
taken. The story was very popular in later ti1nes, and was the sub
ject of one of Kalidasa's plays . 

.. The ny•nph Urva§i loved Pururavas the son or I<Ja. When she married 
him she said: ·You nmst en• brace me three times a day, but never lie 
\vith me against my wiJl. Moreover I n1ust never sec you naked, for this 
is the proper way to behave to us wo1nen!' 

.. She lived \Vith hirn long, and she was with child by him. so long did she 
live with him. Then the Gandharvas said to one another: 'This Urva~i 
has been Jiving too long atuong men! \IVe nlust find a way to get her 
back!· 

· • She kept a ewe with two lan1bs tied to her bed, and the Gandharvas 
carried oH· one of the lambs. ' 'fhey"re taking away my baby, • she cried .. 
'as though there were no warrior and no man in the )>lace! · Then they 
took away the seconcl, and she cried out in the same way. 

H Then he thought to hirnself: • How can the place where I a an be without a 
warrior and a man?· Aud, naked as he was. he leapt up after thern, for he 
thought it would take too long to put on a garment. 
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"Then the Gandharvas produced a flash of lightning. and she saw him as 
clearly as if it were day and she vanished. . . . 

"Bitterly weeping, he wandered all over Kuruk~etra. There is a lake of 
lotuses there, called Anyatal)plak~a. He walked on its banks. and there 
were nymphs swimming in it in the forn1 of swans. 

"And she noticed hin1, and said: 'That's the man with \vhom I livedr· 
• Let us sho'v ourselves to him,· they said. ' Very weir she replied, and 
they appeared to hinJ [in their tn1e fortns ]. 

"Then he recognized her and entreated her: 
'0 my \vife, with mind ~;o cruel, 

stay, let us talk together, 
for if our secrets are untold 

we shall have no joy in days to come!" • . . 

"Then she replied: 
''What use is there in my talking to you I 

I have passed like tbe first of dawns. 
Puriiravas, go home again I 

I am like the \vind, that cannot be caught." .. . 

"Mournfully Pururavas said: 
'Today your lover wiU perish, 

he will go to the furthest distance and never come back. 
He will lie in the lap of disaster, 

and fierce wolves \Yill devour him" . . . . 

"She replied: 
'Pururavas do not die! do not go away! 

do not let the fierce '"ol"es devour you! 
Friendship is not to be found in \Vomen, 

For they have hearts like half-tamed jackals I" 

"And then she said to hin1: 
'When I dwelt in disguise in the land of morta)s 

and passed the nights of four autumns, 
I ate a little ghee once a day, 

and now I have had quite enough t • • • • 

•• But her heart pitied him, and she said: ·Come on the last evening of the 
year, then, when your son is born, you shall lie one night with me.' 

"He came on the last night of the year, and there stood a golden palace. 
They told him to enter, and brought her to hirn. 

~~she said: 'Tomorrow the Gandharvas will grant you a boon and you 
1nust make your choice'. He said: 'You choose for me 1· She answered: 
'Say, "Let me become one of you!' .. 

"In the morning the Gandharvas gave him a boon, and he asked: 'Let 
me become one of you·. 
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" • "'fhere is no fire among men, • they said, • \vhich is so holy that a man may 
become one of us by sacrificing with it.' So they put fire in a pan, and said: 
• By sacrificing with this you will become one of us.· 

,. He took it and his son, and went horneward. On the way he left the 
fire in the forest and went to a village with the boy. \Vhen he came back 
the fire had vanished. In place of the fire \\'a.~ a pi pal tree and in place of the 
pan a mimosa. So he ·went back to the Gandharva.~. 

u They said: • For a year you must cook rice enough for four [ every day] . 
t:ach time (you cook] you must put on the fire three logs of the pipal 
anointed \vith ghee ... and the fire ,.,.·hich is produced [at the end of the 
year] will be the fire [which will make you one of us J. But that is rather 
difficult,· they added, ·so you should make an upper firestick of pi pal wood 
and a lower one of mimosa \vood, and the fire you get from them will be the 
fire ( which will ntake you one of usJ . nut that too is rather difficult,• they 
added, 'so you must make both the upper and lower firestick of pipal wood, 
and the fire you get from them will be the fire.· 

"So he made an upper and a lower firestick of pi pal wood. and the fire he 
got from them was the fire [which would 1nake him one of them]. He 
sacrificed with it and became a Gandharva ... l2 

The Upani~ads rank high as literature, but their chief irnportance is 
religious and they have been sufficiently treated and quoted in that 

• 
setttng. 

Epic Literature 
The earliest Indian literature of a fundamentally secular character 

is the t\VO great epics, the Mtlhiibharata and the Rii111iiya!1a, \vhich, 
though worked over by a succession of priestly editors, give clear 
evidence of their origin as 1nartial legends. Their religious impor
tance lay at first in the royal sacrificial ritual, part of which involved 
telling stories of the heroes of the past. ..rhis put the martial ballads 
into the hands of the priesthood, \vho, in transmitting them, often 
altered their superficial character, and interpolated many long 
passages on theology, morals and statecraft. 

Of the two epics the Jlfaltiibharata is the n1ore important. It con
tains over 90,000 stanzas, usually of thirty-t\VO syllables, and is there
fore probably the longest single poem in the \Vor)d's literature. Tradi
tionally the author of the poen1 "vas the sage Vyasa, \vho is said to 
have taught it to his pupil Vai§atnpayana. The latter, according to 
tradition, recited it in public for the first tin1e at a great sacrifice held 
by King janamejaya, the great grandson of Arjuna, one of the heroes 
of the story. Stripped of its episodes and interpolations the poetn 
tells of the great civil war in the kingdom of the Kurus, in the region 
about the n1odern Delhi, then ktlo\vn as Kuruk~etra. 
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1·he throne of the Kurus, whose capital was Hastinapura, fell to Dhrta
rii~!ra. Dut he was blind and therefore, according to custom, \Vas not 
eligible to rule, so his younger brother P:'U)cJu became king. Soon Pir}Qu, 
as a result of a curse, gave up the kingdorn and retired to the Himalayas 
as a hermit, with his two wives, leaving Dhrtara~tra on the throne. When 
Pfu)cJu died, his five sons, Yudhi~t}lira, Bhima, Arjuna, Nakula and Saha
deva, were still children, and were taken back to Hastinapura to be educated 
with the hundred sons of Dhrtara~tra . W11en he catue of age Yudhi~thira 
was consecrated heir-apparent. Dut t11e sons of Dhrtaratitra, led by the 
eldest, Duryodhana, resented the PiJ)cJavas, and plotted against them, 
though they were not legally heirs to the throne, owing to their father's 
blindness and the sto~gap nature of his rule. After foiling a number of 
plots against their lives the five brothers decided to leave the country, and 
travelled front one court to another as soldiers of fortune. At the court of 
the king of the Paiicalas Arjuna won the Princess Draupadi in a svaya'fl:vara. 
and, to avoid strife, she became the joint wife of all five brothers. 1-lere they 
met their great friend and helper, l<r~rJa, the cllief of the Yadavas. Soon 
after this the blind Dhrrara~~ra recalled them, renounced the throne, and 
divided the kingdont between them and his own sons. The five brothers 
built a new capital at lndraprastha, not far from the modent Delhi. 

But the sons of Dhrtarastra were not content with this settletnent. . . . ... 
Duryodhana invited Yudhi~thira to a great gambling n1atcll. With the aid 
ofhis uncle §akuni, who knew all the secrets of the dice, he won from Yudhi· 
~thira his \vhole kingdom, including his brot1ters and their joint wife. A 
con1promisc was arranged, whereby the five brothers and D.-aupadi agreed 
to go into banishment for t11irteeu years. spending the last year incognito, 
after \vhich they 'vere to receive back their kingdom. 

At the end of the thirteent11 year they declared the1nselves, and sent to 
Duryodhana demanding their kingdom, according to his promise; but he 
returned no reply. So the brothers prepared for "var. They had many 
friends among the kings of India, and were able to gather a great army 
together. Meanwhile the l{auravas (Duryodhana and his brothers) 
marshalled their own forces. l1le kings of all India, and even the Greeks, 
Baetrians and Chinese, took sides with one or other faction, and two enor
mous armies assembled on the plain of l{uruk~etra. 

For eighteen days the battle raged, until at last no in1portant chief was 
left alive but the five brothers and I<r~~a. Yudhi~!hira was crowned king 
and for ntany years he and his brothers ruled peacefully and gloriously. At 
last Yudhi~~ira renounced the throne and installed Parik{jit, the grandson of 
Arjuna, in his place. With their joint wife the five brothers set out on foot 
for the llilnalayas.t where they climbed Mount Meru, and entered the City 
of the Gods. 

If we ignore interpolations the style of the Mahiibharata is direct 
and vivid, though it contains many often repeated cliches and stock 
epithets, which are typical of traditional epic literature everywhere. 
,.fhe chief characters are delineated in very simple outline, but 
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with an individuality which ntakes the1n real persons. ..fhe blind 
Dhrtari~tra is a \Veakling, anxious to do the right dung, but 
easily persuaded to evil. Of the five brothers the eldest, Yudhi~thira, 
is pious, righteous and gentle, but a little negati\o·e in character; 
Arjuna is the ideal knight, noble, generous aud brave; while Bhima 
is a rougher character, gluttonous and ilnmensely strong, but not 
very intelligent, and contpletely lacking in guile. Draupadi, their 
wife, is a woman of spirit, who is not afraid to upbraid her five 
husbands on oocasion.. The villain Duryodhana and his associates 
are not painted in the blackest of colours, but have elements of 
nobility and courage iri their characters. 

5<?me of the interpolated episodes are of 1nuch merit, while others 
are of no literary value. The longest is the Siinti Parvan, a disserta
tion on statecraft and ethics, recited by Bhi~ma, the elder statesman 
of the Kurus, as he lies dying on a pile of arrows after the great 
battle ( p. 80). This has been treated elsewhere and has little 
1nerit as literature. The Bltagavad Gila, the sermon of Kr~l}a to 
Arjuna before the great battle, has already been quoted (pp. SOl, S40f). 
There are many other theological and ethical passages, as well as 
many narrative episodes. Some of the latter tell legends of the gods, 
but others are Jnore or less secular. including the famous stories of 
Rima and Sita (p. 412f), Sakuntala (p. 4S5f). and Savitri (p. 181). 
rThe longest nanative episode is the story of Nala and Darnayanti, 
told to Yudhi~thira during his exile to convince him of the evils of 
gambling. It tells how King Nala \Von Princess Da1nayanti at a 
svayal}lvara, at which she chose him in preference to the gods them
sel\'es, and then lost both his queen and his kingdont at a gambling 
tournament, to regain them after many exciting adventures. This 
long story is probably as ancient as the main part of the epic, and is 
told in very simple verse. AJj a brief example of the JVakabMrata"s 
narrative style \Ve give the description of Damayantrs choice. 
Among the suitors at the svayal'}lvara are four great gods, who, 
knowing that she is detennined to choose Nala, have all taken his 
appearance, in the hope that she will choose one of the1n by mistake. 

•• Then, \vhen the right time had coanc, 
at the auspicious day and hour, 

King Bhima invited 
the lords of earth to the bride<hoice . 

.. When they heard, the lords of earth, 
all sick at heart with love. 

in haste assernbled, 
de~iJ:"ing Damayanti. 
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•• Like great lions the kings entered 
the hall, firmly founded, 

'vith its splendid porch 
and shining golden columns. 

•• There on their several thrones 
the lords of earth sat do~n 

all decked in fragrant garlands, 
with bright genls in their ears . 

.. 'fheir arn1s were thick 
as iron bars, 

shapely and srnooth 
as five-headed snakes. 

"With lovely shining locks, 
and well-fornled noses. eyes and bro\vs, 

the faces of the kings \vere bright 
as the stars in heaven . 

., Then fair-faced Dan1ayanti 
entered the hall, 

stealing with her splendour 
the eyes and thoughts of the kings. 

"When the glance of the noble 
spectators fell on her limbs 

there it was fixed, 
and never v;avered. 

"Then, while t11e names of the kings 
\vere being proclaimed, 

the daughter of Bhima sa\v 
five men of the sanle fornl. 

• • • • 

,. Whichever of thern she looked at 
she recognized as Nala. 

Wondering in her 1nind, 
the fair one was fiUed with doubt. 

"''Of all the signs of godhead 
that 1 learned froan the elders 

I see not even one 
in those who are standing here.' 

.. Thus thinking over and over, 
and pondering again and again, 

she resolved t11at the time had come 
to take refuge in the gods. 

• 
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"•t heard from the mouth of the swans 
that Nala had chosen me as his bride, 

and so, if that be true, 
may the gods show him to me! 

,. • Never in word or deed 
have I committed sin, 

and so, if that be true, 
may the god.s show him to me I 

"·The gods have ordained 
the king of Ni~adha to be my lord, 

and so, if that be true, 
may the gods show him to me I· 

• • • • 

"• May the great gods, the world-protectors 
take on their own true forrn, 

that I may recognize 
the king of men, of good fan1el' 

"When they heard Damayanti, 
mournful and piteous 

they did as she had asked, 
and put on their true forans. 

,. She saw the four gods 
sweatless, not blinking their eyelids, 

their garlands fresh and free from dust, 
not touching the ground with their feet. 

"But the king of Ni~adha had a shadow, 
his garlands were withered, 

his body bore dust and sweat, 
and he blinked his eyelids . 

.. The modest long-eyed girl 
seized the hem of his garment, 

and on his shoulder she placed 
the loveliest of garlands. 

"She chose him for her lord, 
she of the fair complexion. 

and suddenly all the kings 
together shouted and cheered. 

,. And all the gods and sages 
thereupon cried bravo. 

and shouted at the wonder, 
praising N ala the king ... IS 

+11 
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The second epic, the Ramayat~a. is rather different from the MoAii
blzirata in style and content. It is little more than one quarter of the 
size of the other epic. and of its seven books the first and the last 
are certainly later additions. The poem, like the Maltabkarata, con
tains many interpolations, but they are much briefer and are mostly 
didactic. The main body of the poem gives the impression of being 
the work of a single hand, that of a poet whose style was based on 
that of the other epic, but showed some kinship to that of classical 
Sanskrit poetry. 

Though the RAmiiya!la does not contain so many archaic features 
as the Mahabhirata, and gives the general impression of being the 
later of the two, the Mahiibharata contains as an episode the story 
of Rima, in a form \vhich suggests that the editor of the final version 
of the Mahiibharata knew the Ramaya'}o. The Mahabharata as it 
is at present is probably later than the Rlimaya!la, but its main nar
rative portions are appreciably earlier. 

The traditional author of the Ramaya~a was the sage Valmiki, a 
contemporary of its hero. In fact the legend was perhaps committed 
to verse in the form in which \Ye have it, but excluding the first and 
last books, a little before the coJnmencement of the Christian era. 
The central scene of the poem is Ayodhya. the capital of the old king
dotn of l{osala, and it evidently gre\V up in a milieu to the east of 
that of the Mohobhiirato. 

Da~aratha king of Kosala had four sons by his three wives; the sons• 
names were R.ama, Bharata, Lak~maiJa and Satrughna. The four attended 
the court of King janaka of Videha, where Rama won the hand of Janaka·s 
daughter, Sita, at a great archery contest. Rima and Sita were manied 
and for a time lived happily at the court of Dasaratha. (In this part of the 
story, contained in the first book of the epic, Rima is explicitly described 
as an incarnation of the god Vi~u. and the original text has evidently been 
much added to and altered at a late period.) 

When Da~aratha gre\v old he named Rima as his heir; but his second 
queen, Kaikeyi, reminded her lord of a boon which he had promised her long 
since. and demanded its fulfilment in the banishment of Rama and d1e instal
lation of her O\vn son, Bharata, as heir apparent. Da!aratha and Bharata 
both denturred, but Rama insisted on his father fulfilling his promise, and 
went into voluntary exile with Sita and his brother Lak~mal)a. When 
Dasaratha died Dharata took over the kingdom, but only as regent for the 
exiled Rima. 

Meanwhile Rima, Sita and La'k§imal}a dwelt as herrnits in the forest of 
DaJJ4aka, where Rima destroyed many demons who were harassing ascetics 
and villagers. Raval)a. the demon king of l.atikl (Ceylon), decided to 
avenge his fallen kinsmen, and, while Rama and Lak~maJ)a were on a hunt
ing expedition, came to their herrnitage in the guise of an ascetic, seized 
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Siti, and carried her off to Lanka in his aerial car ( vimana ). The brothers 
sought far and \vide for Sitii, and enlisted the help of Sugri,~a, the king 
of the monkeys, and his general, the brave and loyal Hanurnant~ l-lanun1ant 
went in search of Sita, and, leaping over the straits, at last found her 
in Rival)a"s palace. With the aid of a great army of monkeys and bears 
Ra1na built a cause,vay of stones across the sea to La:J1ka. After a fierce 
battle Ran1a, Lak~rnal)a and their allies slew Ravat.la and his hosts, and 
rescued Sita. 

Sita had been treated with respect by her captor, and had in no way 
yielded to his blandishments. But she had dwelt under the roof of another 
n1an, and Ran1a, in accordance with the Sacred Law, could do nothing but 
repudiate her. She threw herself on a funeral pyre, l>ut the fire-god Agni 
refused to accept her. After this proof of her innocence she \vas reunited 
with Ritna, and the two retunted to Ayodhya, where Bharata renounced the 
throne and R~hna was crowned, to rule long and righteously. 

n1e last book, certainly an addition, gives an unnecessary sequel to 
the story, which was probably added on ac.cow1t of growing prejudic.e, and 
1nisgivings about Sita•s lawful status after her unwilling residence in her 
captor· s house. The people 1nurn1ured because their queen had been forced 
to break her n1arriage VOY .. s, and suspicions as to her purity were not allayed, 
even by her ordeal by fire. "f'hough he was quite convinced of her i.rulocence 
Ranta, \vhose first duty was to .. please the people··, was regretfully forced 
to banish her, and she took refuge in Valmiki's hermitage, where she gave 
birtll to twins, Ku§a and Lava. Years later Ra111a found Sita again. and 
acknowledged her sons. As final proof of her innocence she called on her 
mother, the Eartll, • to swaJlow her up. TI1e eartl• opened. and she dis
appeared. Soon after this Ran1a returned to heaven. and resumed the forrn 
of tl1e god Vi~l.lU.t 

The style of the Riitniiya!'.a is less rugged than that of the M aka
bh.iira.ta. The latter contains occasional granuuatical and prosodical 
errors, the fonuer few if any. It is a work of greater art, but less 
vigour, though it contains many dramatic passages, and beautiful 
descriptive \vriting, \Vhich the Malliibhiirata lacks. We give a n1uch 
abridged translation of the description of the death of Raval)a, which 
is typical of the treatment of battle in both epics . 

.. "rhen ltaana, rerninded 
by the words of Matali, 

took his flan1ing arrow 
Jike a hissing snake . . . . 

• Slt4 means .. furrow"". and the heroine of the epic has some of the attributes of an 
agricultural goddess. Attording to the story she was not the nat\lral daughter of King 
Janaka, but sprang from his plougl1 while he was working in the fields. This story 
evidently looks back to a time when the tribal chieftain was ready to lend a hand witl1 
the worl< of the tribe. 

t n•is rcttl1er grim ending to the story did not sati~fy some gentler spirits. Bhava
bhilti•s Ultararomaearita, a drama of the 8th century. concludes with the full reconciliation 
of Rima and Siti. 
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.. He spoke a mantra upon it 
as the Vcdas ordain. 

1ne strong one placed in his bow 
that great and mighty arrow. . . . 

,. Enraged he fiercely bent 
his bow against RivaJ]a, 

and, intent on his mark, he shot 
the entrail-tearing arro\v. . . • 

"Bearing the death of the body 

' 

the arrow flew with great speed, 
and tore through tbe hean 

of the evil-working RavaJ]a. 

.. , .. fhen, red with his blood and rapid, 
that arrow, destroyer of bodies, 

robbing the life-breath of Rival}a, 
drove into the face of the earth .... 

··swiftly struck from his hand, 
his bow and his arro\v 

dropped, with his life-breath, 
upon the ground. 

'

4 Unbreathing, with awful speed, 
the glorious lord of the demons 

fell from his chariot to earth, 
like Vrtra struck by the thunderbolt. • 

"When they saw hi1n fallen to earth 
the remaining demons of night 

in terror, their l ord destroyed, 
fled in every direction .. .. 

.. Failing, struck down by the monkeys, 
they fled to Lanka in terror, 

their faces swimming in tears, 
piteous at the loss of their refuge. 

·• And in joy the monkeys 
roared a cheer of triumph 

and proclaimed the victory of Rima, 
and his slaying of RivaJ)a. 

• See p. 400f above. 
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., In the sky there sounded 
the lovely dru1ns of the gods, 

and there blew a pleasant wind 
bearing a heavenly fragrance . 

., A rain of flowers fell 
from heaven upon earth, 

flowers rare and lovely 
bestrewing Rama's chariot."14 

415 

The epic style and tnetre beca1ne usual for didactic literature of all 
kinds. Much of this, the Pura.,as, Dharnta Sastras, and other texts, 
has been referred to else\vhere. They contain passages of literary 
merit, but we must pass them over for the great body of courtly 
literature. 

Classical Sanskrit Poetry 
The earliest surviving Sanskrit poetry in the classical sty1e is that 

of the Buddhist poet A~vagho~a, who is believed to have Jived at the 
end of the Jst century A.D., and \vho con1posed a n1etricallife of the 
Buddha ( Buddl1.acarita) in a con1paratively simple classical style. The 
Gimar Inscription of Hudradan1an, dated A . D. 160, is the earliest sur
viving exan1ple of courtly Sanskrit prose. Thus the courtly style is 
a comparatively late developn1ent in Indian literature, although it 
anust have had a long period of evolution before the dates \vhich \Ve 
have anentioned. 

On the whole classical Sanskrit literature has not been well received 
in the West. Though the works of Kalidasa delighted Goethe, the 
literature taken as a whole has been called artificial, over-ornate, lack
ing in true feeling, or even an exarnple of "''asted and perverted in
genuity. Indians themselves are not always satisfied \Vith it. Thus 
a modem authority \Vrites: 41 As a result of the particular demand in 
the court atmosphere the natural spontaneity of the poet was at a 
discount . ... Learning and adaptation to circu1nstances were given 
more importance than the pure flow of genius . . .. As a result Sans
krit poetry not only became artificial but follo\ved a traditional scheme 
of description . . . . 1'he magic of the Sanskrit language .. . also led 
the poets astray and led them to find their amusement in verbal 
sonorousness." 16 

l'his judgement, which the author later qualifies, is in part correct. 
lt is, besides, an indication of ho\v deeply modent India has been 
affected by European resthetic standards, judged by which much In
dian classical literature is indeed artificial. It was "\Vritten mainly for 
recitation or performance at court, or for comparatively small circles 
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of litterati, all 'veil versed in the rigid canons of the literary conven
tion and highly appreciative of verbal ingenuity. In such circuJn
stances it would be futile to expect the native wood-notes of a Clare 
or the natural mysticism of a Wordsworth. The poets lived in a 
co1nparatively static society, and their lives \vere controlled in detail 
by a body of social custom which was already ancient and which had 
the sanction of religion behind it. They were never in revolt 
against the social system, and Indian Shelleys and Swinbumes are 
lacking. Most of this literature \Vas written by Jnen well integrated 
in their society and with fe,v of the complex psychological difficulties 
of the rnodem literary man; hence the spiritual anguish of a Cowper, 
the heart-searchings of a Donne, and the social pessimism of an early 
T. S. Eliot, arc almost entirely absent. l)espite its reputation for 
pessimism in the West, Hindu thought and literature is fundamen
tally optimistic, and the tragic drama, or the story with an \mhappy 
ending, was not lookec.J on \Vith favour. 

The chief raw Jnaterials of the Indian poet were love, nature, pane
gyric, ntoralizing and story telling. Religious subjects, in the sense 
of legends of the gods, are common enough, but deep religious feel
ing is co1nparatively rare in courtly literature. A few poets, such as 
Bhartrhari, wrote occasionally on religious themes with the intensity 
of deep faith, but for all its mythological trapJlings and polite invoca
tions to deities classical Sanskrit poetry is predominantly secular. 
The gods, wl1en they appear, have usually the cha•·acter of enlarged 
hun1an beings. 

Love \Vas passionately J)hysical, and 've have said something of the 
approach of the Indian poet to the subject in another chapter (p. 17If). 
As in most European literature of ancient and medieval times, nature 
\Vas usually treated in its relation to tnan, and rarely described for its 
own sake. The pheno1nena of the seasons, day and night, birds and 
beasts and flo,,·ers, are employed to frame human e1notions, or arc 
personified as counterparts of the human subjects of the poet. But 
throughout the literature a deep love of nature is i1nplicit, especially 
in l{alidasa who, for this reason among others, has a higher reputa
tion in the West than any other ancient Indian poet. Panegyrics, in 
praise of a king and his ancestors, are very numerous and forn1 one of 
the chief sources of our historical kno,vledge. The element of moral
izing is prominent in the writing of tnost -poets. Kalidasa was parti
cularly fond of including generalizations of a sententious or moral 
nature in his verses, and this practice was recognized as one of the 
lcgitin1ate ala1[lkaros ( ·~ adornments •') of Sanskrit poetry. Gnomic 
verses, often of a dry worldly-wise humour, \Vere very popular. 

The technique of poetry \\·as thorough! y studied and rules were 
. 
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laid down in numerous textbooks. The purpose of poetry is usually 
described as ernotive ; the ernotiou aroused, how·cver, is not the pity 
and terror of Aristotle, but a cahuer experience, an resthetic sensation 
based on feeling lifted to such a plane that grief is no longer felt as 
grief, and love no longer as love -according to one definition "inl
personalized and ineffable resthetic enjoyn1ent from which every trace 
of its component . . . material is obliterated" . 18 The basic rasas or 
~~flavours .... frorn \vhich this resthetic experience should arise are 
usually classified as eight love, courage, loathing, anger, mirth, 
terror, pity and surprise. Theoretically every poe1n should contain 
one or ntore of these flavours. 

l\n in1portant clement in Sanskrit poetic theory was dltva11i ( .. re
verberation , .. ), the suggestion or incantation of words and phrases. 
Words have their denotations anti their connotations, their primary 
meanings and their undertones, and it is "·ith these latter that the 
poet has to do. By carefully choosing his \Y'Ortls he can 1nakc them 
say far 1nore than their bare n1eanings and induce a whole series 
of cJnotions by a sing]e brief verse. Indian literary philosophers 
advanced far in this direction and produced theories on the psy
chology of poetic appreciation \vhich, in broad outline, ~ould not 
be inacceptable to 1nany 1nodern poets of the West. • 

Perhaps the most important tool of the poet was ala1Jil<ara, or orna
mentation, which included siJnile and 1netaphor, generalization, pun
ning. alliteration of various kinds, and so on. This branch of poetic 
teclmique was also \vorked out in great detail by the theorists, and 
the free use of ornamentation resulted in poetry of great floridity. 
This was encouraged by the enormous number of synonyms and 
homony•ns in Sanskrit, and by the very nurnerous and universally 
accepted stock epithets, such as "the mine of jewels,. ( ratnakara) for 
.. the sea.,, ., the unntoving ·· ( acala) for • • mountain u, "sky-goer ... 
(khaga) for "bird .. ,, and .. the frail .. , ( abala) for "" \voman ... The 
ancient Indian poet would have been quite at ho1ne \vith Pope·s 
"denizens of air" and I I finnv tribes". 

"' The unit of poetry is the stanza, usually gramtnatically cotnplete in 
itself. The malwkavya, loosely translated ., epic·~, often degenerated 
into a string of verses or groups of verses, linked only by a very 
slender thread of narrative. In the more ornate courtly literature 
plot and construction arc in general weak, and there is little sense of 
balance. This is not the case with purely narrative poetry, as in such 
works as the ~~ Ocean of Story ., , the author of which tells his tales 

•1lle most important and original literary theorists were UaJ)~in (p. ++2ff) (KQv;y4-
dtJr!tJ, 6-7th century). Bhamaha (KQv;yQl.a1[1l 4rtJ, ilh century), Ananda\•ardhana (Dhvan)'
lllokll,. 9th century), Mamma~a (Kiirryopro/Jiilo, early 12th century), and Vi§vanatl1a 
( SoiJtlyodarpQ'(ltJ, 1 +th century). 

-
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with econon1y and restraint (p. 429ff). And often, even in the most 
ornate ltavya, the poet will from time to time rise to the occasion with 
vivid and dramatic description, though it must be admitted that the 
longer Sanskrit poe1n is usually prolix and shapeless. 

On the other hand the individual verse is balanced and succinct. 
Single-verse poems, reminiscent of the Persian ruba' i or the Japanese 
ta11ka, were very popular, either standing alone or included in dramas 
and prose '\VOrks. Many of these are very beautiful, and make an 
immediate appeal to the Western reader, even in translation. They 
\vere collected in anthologies, of which a nun1ber survive and have 
preserved n1any lovely verses \vhich would other\\·isc have been lost. 

Metrically Sanskrit poetry was quantitative, and rigidly regulated. 
The norn1al stanza was one of four quarters, each of length varying 
from eight to twenty-one syllables, generally equal and unrhy1ned. 
The Epics usually employed the tnetre called Jloka, of eight syllables 
to the quarter, \vhich allowed son1e scope for variation; but classical 
poets preferred metres of greater complexity and rigidity, of which 
many are listed in textbooks on poetics, though only a dozen or so 
were popular. These metres aJlo\ved little or no scope for variation 
and their syllables were arranged in complicated patterns, usually of 
great beauty. • 

Owing to the structure of Sanskrit, literal translation of classical 
Indian poetry into English is quite inlpossible, and we cannot convey 

. the ~sthetic effect of a Sanskrit verse. The brief extracts here trans
lated in rhythn1ic p .. ose give but a faint in1pression of the rich and 
closely knit texture of the originals or of the wonderful sonority 
of the language, which, \vhen well handled, \Vith all the arts of prosody 
and oman1entation, surely has a splendour unsurpa.. .. sed by any other 
language in the \Vorld. Classical Indian poetry. like Indian music and 
art, developed along lines of its own and its canons are not those of 
the West, but it has its own special1nerits and beauties. 

Indian and European judges alike agree that Kalidasa was the 
greatest Sanskrit poet. l-Ie probably flourished in the reigns of the 
emperors Candra Gupta 11 and Kumara Gupta I ( S75 4·56 ), and thus 
saw ancient Indian courtly culture at its zenith. Like the 1nurals of 
Ajanti, his work seen1s to reflect that culture coJnpletely and con
vincingly. Though deeply imbued in tradition, he carried tradition 
lightly, and throughout his work his personality breaks through. A 
few legends are told of hin1 in late sources, but we have no reliable 
infonnation about his life and character. From his work he seems to 
have been a happy and gentle n1an, syn1pathetic to sorrow, deeply 
understanding the moods of women and children. and loving flo,vers 

• For further notes on Sa11skrit prosody see Appendix, p. 608ft". 
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and trees, beasts and birds, and the pomp of court ceremonial. He 
was the author of three dramas (p- 4S5), two long poems, ''The Birth 
of the War--god·· ( Kumarasambhava) and the ··Dynasty of Raghu ·' 
( Raghrcvarpla), and two shorter, the .,Cloud-messenger., ( Megha
duta) and the ""Garland of the Seasons ., ( IJlusat,.nhara). as well as of 
several other \vorks which have not survived. 

The "'Cloud Messenger, is a worl( of little over lOO verses, 
which has always been one of the most popular of Sanskrit poems. Its 
theme has been itnitated in one form or another by several later poets 
both in Sanskrit and the vernaculars. More than n1ost Indian poems 
this work has unity and balance, and gives a sense of wholeness rarely 
found elsewhere. In its small compass Kalida.~a ha.~ cro\vded so many 
lovely images and word-pictures that the poem seems to contain the 
quintessence of a whole culture. It describes a yak~a w·ho dwells in 
the divine city of Alaka, in the 1-Iilnalayas. l-Ie has offended his 
master Kubera (p. 919 f), and has been banishetl for a year to the hill 
of Rarnagiri, in the modern Madhya Pradesh. The worst aspect of 
his exile is his separation from his beautiful wife, whom he has left 
behind in the mountain city. So, at the beginning of the rainy season, 
he sees a large cloud passing north\vard to the mountains, and pours 
out his heart to it. After a verse or t\VO of introduction the rest of the 
poetn consists of the yak~a·s address to tl1e cloud. 

First he tells it the route which it ntust take to read1 the nloun
tains; here Kalidasa tlescribes the lands, rivers and cities over which 
it must pass in very beautiful verses. We <tuote two describing the 
river Narrnada and the forests on its banks. Notable in the first verse 
is the bird·s-eyc-view irnplied in the simile. 

··Stay for a while over tbc thickets, haunted by tbe girls of the hill-folk, 
then press on witb faster J>ace, having shed your load of 'Vater, 

and you"ll see the Narn1ada river. scattered in torrents, by the rugged 
rocks at tbe foot of the Vindhyas, 

looking like the plastered pattern of stripes on the flank of an elephant. • 

.. Note by the banks the flo\vers of tbe nipa trees, greenish brown, \vith 
their stamens half developed, 

and the plantains, displaying their new buds. 
Stnell the most fragrant earth of the burnt out woodlands. 

and as you release your raindrops the deer wiU show you tbe way:•17 

• The second line of the original of this verse ( .. press on witl1 faster pace, l1avin( sl1ed 
your load or water"") is skilfully alliterated on the consonant t. giving an impressaon of 
haste to the slow rnclre and suggesting the patter of raindrops: 

Stnitva tasmin vantuara-vadhil~hu!to-iuirje muhurto.rp, 
toyolsargo-drulalara-galis latpara'l}t varlm.a lir!UJla, 
nroam drolqyasl upala-Vi§Onlt Pindhya-pdde viJtr{lDtn, 
bluJJcti...ccheJair rva vir«ilatp bhiilim a~gt gaja1ya. 
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.. fhen the cloud is told to tun1 \vestward and visit the splendid city 
of Ujjayaini. Kalidasa cannot Jong resist the frizgara rnsa, the erotic 
sentiment, and this is evoked by his description of the city, 

.. where the \vind fronl the Sipra river prolongs the shrill n1elodious cry of 
the cranes, 

fragrant at early dav11n from the scent or the opening lotus, 
and, like a lover, 'vith flattering requests, 

dispels the mon1ing languor of \\·omen, and refreshes their limbs. 

· • Your body will grow rat with the srnoke or incense from open windows 
where \\·on1en dress their hair. 

You \\'ill be greeted by palace peacocks, dancing to welcome you, 
their friend. 

If your heart is v .. ·eary rronl travel you 1nay pass the night above mansions 
fragrant 'vith flowers, 

whose paven1ents are anarked with red dye from the feet or lovely 
women."t8 

Then, as the cloud nears the l-li1nalayas, it will see the 1nagic city 

., 'vhere yak~a.~ dwell \vith lovely women in white mansions, 
whose crystal terraces reHcct the stars like flowers. 

111ey drink the wine of lo\·e distilled from magic trees, 
while drums beat softly, deeper than your thunder:·ae 

Then the ya~a describes his ho1ne, and his lovely wife, \Vcak fro1n 
sorrow and longing. He gives the cloud a message to her, that his 
love is still constant and that the time of reunion is approaching. 

· · I see your body in the sinuous creeper, your gaze in the startled eyes or 
deer, 

your cheek in the moon, your hair in the plumage of peacocks, 
and in the tiny ripples or the river I see your sidelong glances, 

but alas, IJIY dearest, no"\\·here do I find your whole likeness r··2o 
··rhe Birth of the \~tar-god., tnay be described as a religious poem, 

but though all its characters are supernatural, and include Si\'a hint
self, the at1nosphere of the poen1 is esst!ntially secular. It begins with 
a flne description of the Himalayas, fron1 which we quote a few verses. 
The daring cotnparison of the chain of n1ountains to a surveyor's 
m easuring rod is w orthy of John Donne, and gives another example 
of Kalidasa's bird's-eyc-view approach. 

··1n the northern quarter is divine 1-limalaya, 
the lord of moWltairu, 

reaching rrorn Eastern to Western Oceans. 
finn as a rod to measure the earth. . . . 

, 
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,. There demigods rest in the shade of the clouds 
which spread like a girdle below the peaks, 

but when the rains disturb them 
they fly to the sunlit summits. . . . 

·"The hollow canes are filled with the wind 
that bursts fro1n tl1e chasms, 

as though to provide an ostinato 
to the songs of heavenly minstrels . ... 

"All through the night phosphOrescent herbs 
shine in the caverns with their glimmering radiance, 

and light the loves 
of hill-women and their paramours . ... 

.. And the wind forever shaking the pines 
carries the spray from the torrents of the young Ganges 

and refreshes the hunting hillman, 
blowing among his peacock plumes. ··21 

421 

The poem, which is a long one, describes the courtship and mar
riage of Siva and Parvati (p. S09), and the birth of their son, Kum
ara or Skanda, the war-god . As he grows to manhood Kumara is 
appointed general of the gods, and he leads them forth to battle with 
the terrible denton Taraka, who has long been afflicting the whole 
universe. Taraka hears of their approach, musters his forces, and 
goes out to meet them; but terrible omens greet the army of demons. 
Here Kalidasa embarks on a remarkable description, which reminds 
us of the more macabre work of Gustave Dor~. 

•• A fearful flock of evil birds, 
ready for the joy of eating the army of demons, 

flew over the host of the gods, 
and clouded the sun. 

"A wind continually fluttered their untbrcllas and banners, 
and troubled their eyes \vith clouds of whirling dust, 

so that the trembling horses and elephants 
and the great chariots could not be seen. 

"Suddenly monstrous serpents, as black as powdered soot, 
scattering poison from their upraiscd hcacJs, 

frightful in form, 
appeared in the army· s path. 

'"1ne sun put on a ghastly robe 
of great and terrible snakes. curling together. 

as if to mark his joy 
at the death of the enemy demon. 
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., And before the very disc of the sun 
jackals bayed harshly together, 

as though eager fiercely to lap the blood 
of the king of the foes of the gods, fallen in battle . 

., Lighting heaven from end to end, 
with flames flashing all around, 

with an awful crash, rending the lleart with terror, 
a thunderbolt fell from a cloudless sky . 

.,The sky poured down torrents of red-hot ashes, 
with which \verc mixed blood and human bones, 

till tl1e flaming ends of heaven were filled with smoke 
and bore the dull hue of the neck of an ass. 

•• Like the thundered threat of the angry death-god 
a great crash broke the walls of the ears, 

a shattering sound, tearing the tops of the mountains, 
and wholly filling tlle belly of heaven . 

.. The host of the foe was jostled together. 
The great elephants stumbled, the horses fell, 

and all the footmen clung together in fear, 
as the earth tre1nbled and the ocean rose to shake the mountains . 

., And, before the host of the foes of the gods, 
dogs lirted their muzzles to gaze on the sun, 

then, howling together with cries that rent the eardrums, 
they wretchedly slunk a\vay . ...,2.2 • 

The poem ends with the death of Taraka in single con1bat with 
Kutnara. 

We have no space to discuss the rest of Kalidisa"s poetry, all of 
which is of fine quality. "1 .. he Dynasty of Raghu"' especially con
tains many passages of great beauty, including a concise version of 

• 1 .. he mastery of language in the last three stanzas quoted is so remarkable that it 
must imp~ss even the reader who knows no Sanskrit. With brilliant use of assonance 
and alliteration IUiidasa has wedded sound to sense in a way rarely achieved in the litera
ture of the world. 

Nirghata-gho§o giri..Jrttga-Jattulo 
gJJano • mbtlrliJti-JruJzarodarambhari/J 

bt:Jbhiiva bhfJmni Jruti-bhitli-bhtdiJnJJ[I, 
prtlA.opi-Kal' -iirjita-garji-tarjana{a. 

S!lwlan-mambha'ft prapaJal-lurahgama'ft 
parasparillilla:iarw'Jl 1amantat6/_l. 

prilJ./Ubhyad-tJmblwdiJi-vibhlntliJ--bhOdluJriid 
bokJqt Jvilo 'bhlld auani-prakampill. 

Ordlrvlll.rtiisy4 ravi-datta--drltaytJ/.1 
umtlya san~ sura·vidviiiJ/1. purtl/.1, 

lviina!,J svare(la lravtJczijnltl-JiU•fuJ 
rnitlw rud11nla/} IJ.orur_utla niryayu/}. 
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the story of Rama, but the work is apparently incomplete. .. The 
Garland of the Seasons .. describes the six seasons of the Hindu year 
in relation to Jrtigara, the erotic sentiment, but though charming it is 
slighter and less itnpressive than the rest of Kilidasa·s \York. 

Many other poets after Kalidasa, wrote 1nahakavyas, or long 
courtly .. epics", but none so ably as he. Kumiradisa·s ··Rape ofSita"' 
(Jiinalci-hara!J.a) continues his tradition, \vhile Bharavi"s "Arjuna and 
the Kirata,. ( Kiratiirjuniya), describing an encounter of the hero 
Arjuna and the god Siva, in the guise of a Kirita or wild ntountaineer, 
is son1ewhat rnore florid. Bhatti, of the 7th century, wrote a remark
able poe1n on the story of Ranta, usually known as ·~ Bha!ti•s Poem,. 
{ BhaJJikavya), containing passages of real beauty, as an exercise 
to illustrate rules of gran1n1ar. Even n1ore ingenious was the 7th
century poet Magha, who wrote a long poem on an incident in the 
life of Kr~l)a, the ''Slaying of Sisupala" { Sifupiila-vadlla ). ..rhough 
the work contains n1any fine stanzas the story is so badly told that the 
poem as a whole has no sen1blance of unity. In the nineteenth canto, 
which describes the battle bct\•;ecn Kr~J)a and his ene1ny, Magha 
thought fit to display his ntastery of language by inserting many 
stanzas of atnazing ingenuity. We give an exa1nple of an elciilclara 
stanza, employing only one consonant throughout: 

Diidado dudda-dud-diidi 
diidiido duda-di-da-doh. • 

tllld-diidatn d4tlacle dudde 
dad• -iidada-datlo • da-dalt . • 

"'fhis stanza, using very rare and obscure \YOrds, and exceedingly 
elliptical, tnay be translated as follows: 

"'The giver of gifts, the giver of grief to his foes, 
the bcstower of purity, whose ann destroys the givers of grief, 

d1e destroyer of demons, bestower of bow1ty on generous and nliser 
alike, 

rajsed his weapon against the foe ... 2R 

The following is a drryak~ara, containing only two consonants : 

Kruriiri-kiiri kor eka
lciiral£.ah kiirilca-karalt • 

korakiikara-karakah • 

kariro./'t /carkaro 'rka-ruk . 
• 

*" TI1e destroyer of cruel foes, the only creator of the \vorld, 
bestower of \YOCs on the wicked, with hands like the buds of lotuses. 

the overthrower of elephant~, 
fierce in battle, shone like the sun."2t 
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The next stanza is called sarvatobluulra ( .. valid all ways .. ), and is 
a con1plicated mix tu re of syllabic l,alindronte and acrostic. Each 
quarter-stanza is a palindrome; the first four syllables of the first 
quarter are the sa1ne as the fi·rst syllables of each quarter, and in the 
same order; the first four syllables of the second quarter are the same 
as the second syllables of each quarter, and so on. This verse is 
positively startling in its ingenuity, and wben read in the original 
produces an itnpression resetnbling that of cotnplex polyphony. 

Salara-nan· -iira-kasa
A·aya-siUJ.a-da-sayaka 
ras· -oJurvii viiM-sara
nad4.vada-tl4-vadtJnii. 

u His army was eager for battle, 
whose arrows destroyed the bodies of the varied host.s of his brave 

• cnenues. 
Its trumpets vied with the cries 

of the splendid horses and elephants. ""2G 

Finally a stanza called gat'apratyiiga.ftl.lll (.,gone and come back"). 
It is a perfect syllabic palindron1e. 

1iup Snya ghAnaya ·,~.asla
t·ucii. siiratayii tayii 

yiitayii tarasii ciiro-
stdnaya 't~aghay· alritalll . 

.. He who was eagerly and close embraced 
by the fair-bosomed Sri, the sinless goddess, 

of never-failing beauty, and endowed 
with every excellence. ··2c 

After Migha longer poems often became Juere displays of verbal 
ingenuity. '!'he narrative becanle progressively less important, and 
the style progressively ntorc ornate. though there were important 
exceptions. The climax of the tendency came with the dvyiisraya
kivya, telling two stories si•nultaneously, by deliberately utilizing 
the ambiguity of \\'Ords and phrases. A well-known exan1ple of 
this genre is the Ratnacarita (··Deeds of R~ilna .. ) of the 12th-century 
poet Sandhyakara, which may be read as applying either to the legen
dary Rama of Ayodhya or to the historical king ltamapala of Bengal, 
who was the poet"s contemporary and patron. Achievements like 
this are not to be disparaged, but they make little appeal to the Euro
pean reader and are quite untranslatable. 
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The best things in 1nedieval poetry are to be found in the single
stanza poems, of which there are many collections, either by one or 
many hands. 1·he finest poet in this genre \Vas Dhartrhari, thought 
to have lived in the 7th century, who left no long poetns. but only 
three centuries of separate stanzas on the subjects of worldly \\*isdorn, 
love and renunciation respectively. These are nlasterpieces of con
cise expression, and, unlike nlost Sanskrit poenJs, tell us nJuch about 
the personality of the author. We quote first t\YO stan~as in an 
amusingly sententious vein . 

.. You may boldly take a gem from the jaws of a crocodile, 
you tnay swint the ocean witlt its tossing wreath of waves, 

you may wear an angry serpent like a flower in your hair, 
but you·nnever satisfy a fool who's set in his opinions! 

.. You m.ay, if you squeeze hard enough, even get oil from sand, 
thirsty, you m.ay succeed in drinking the ·waters of the mirage, 

perhaps, if you go far enough, you·n find a rabbit's horn, 
but you"ll never sati.sfy a fool who"s set in his opinions r••27 

In his erotic verses Bhartrhari often shows an undercurrent of <lis-
• 

.satisfaction, as though trying to convince himself that love is not a 
futile waste of tinle after all. In the midst of his atnours he feels the 
call of the religious life, and in one retnarkable stanza he indulges in 
striking punning to this effect. The obvious nteaning is: 

., Your hair well con1bed, your eyes reaching to your cars, • 
your mouth filled with ranks of teeth d1at are white by nature, 

your breasts charmingly adorned with a necklace of pearls, 
slirn girl .. your body, though at rest. disturbs me." 

But this might also be fancifully translated as: 

.. Your hair self-denying, your eyes Wlderstanding the whole or scripture. 
your n1outh full of groups of naturally-pure brahlnatts, 

your breasts lovely from the presence of e1nancipated souls. 
slim girl, your body, though free from passion, disturbs me:·u 

This is the sort of thing \vhich tnost c1·itics of Sanskrit poetry 
object to; but Bhartrhari might justify his punning here, for by em
ploying words \vith religious cormotations he has given expression to 
his 0\\11 divided min<l . This is very forcil>ly expressed in another 
stanza, which we <1uote. ., l "he forest·· itnplies the life of the herntit. 

• 1llis is one of tlte conventions of poetry. 1l1e eyes of a pretty girl are so long that 
their corners almosl touC'h her ear3. 

29 
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u What is the use of many idle speeches I 
Only two things are worth a man"s attention-

the youth of full-breasted women, prone to fresh pleasures, 
and tl1e forest. ".!e 

It would seem that in the end Bhartrhari gave up the love of 
women for the love of God, though the \\·ord which we here translate 
,.God"" is the intpersonal Brahman (p. 250). 

""When I was ignorant in the dark night of passion 
I thought the world completely made of women, 

but now my eyes are cleansed with the salve of wisdom, 
and my clear vision sees only God in everything ... ao 

Bhartrhari's religious experience was intense enough to produce 
the following splendid p~an. in which he addressed the five elements 
of Hindu physics. 

··Oh Earth, my mother, Air, my father, Oh Fire, tny friend, 
Water, my kinsman, Space, my brotl1er, 

here do I bow before you with folded hands! 
With your aid I have done good deeds and found clear knowledge, 

and, glorious, with all delusion past, I merge in highest godhead:·s1 

An erotic poet with none of Bhartrhari's doubts was Amaru, also 
probably of the 7th century. His stanzas on love are often voluptuous, 
but they can be humorously tender, and always show a sou!ld under
standing of feminine psychology. Amaru loved to describe a poignant 
moment in a human relationship in a single verse, in which the reader 
is given only the climax of the story, the reconstruction of the rest 
being left to his imagination . 

.. • We"ll see what comes of it,' I thought, and hardened my heart against 
her. 

' What, won•t the villain speak to me?" she thought, flying into a 
rage. 

And there we stood, sedulously refusing to look one another in the face, 
until at last I managed an unconvincing laugh, and her tears robbed 

me of my resolution .. , 

• • • • 

.. ' \Vhy are your )imbs so \veak. and why do you tremble? 
And why, my dear,· asked her lord, 'is your cheek so pale?· 

The slender girl repliedlr ·u·s just my nature 1· 
and tumed away and sighed, and let loose the tears that burdened 

her eyelids." 
• • • • 
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., 'Fool that I was, why didn"t I clasp the lord of my life to my neck? 
Why did I turn my face away when he wanted to kiss me? 

Why did I not see? Why did I not speak~· So, when love is first 
awakened, 

a girl is filled with re1norse as she thinks of her childish shyness.· .. &! 

We cannot devote much more space to the many brief poems of the 
Middle Ages, \vhich are so full of charm and skill, and \\'hich need a 
competent translator to introduce them to the West. In passing, ho\\·
ever, we \vould quote two stanzas contained in the prose work called 
.,The Deeds of 1-Iar~a ", by the 7t~Hentury writer Bal)a (p. 446ff}, 
" ·hich are sung by a bard at dawn to rouse his companions. In our 
opinion these neglected verses are a1nong the finest in Indian 
literature. Ostensibly they describe a great stallion waking from 
sleep, but it may be that the poet remen1bcred the cosmic symbolisrn 
of the horse in Vedic times (p. 248 ). and intended to speak of the 
universal in terms of the particular. BaJ)a had evidently carefully 
studied his subject, which he describes almost anatonlically, in words 
which have few overtones of meaning; but he succeeds in conveying 
his own deep delight in the horse by subtle alliterative effects, by the 
heavy metre, which he handles \vith masterly skill, and by the im
plicit contrast of the tiny piece of chaff in the last line. 

"He stretches his hind-leg, and. bending his spine, extends his body up
wards. 

Curving his neck, he rests his muzzle on his chest, and tosses his dust
grey mane. 

The steed, his nostrils ceaselessly quivering \Vith desire of fodder, 
rises fro1n his bed, gently "'hinnies, and pa,vs the earth with hls hoof. 

,. l-Ie Lends his back and turns his neck sideways, till his race touches his 
buttock, 

and then the horse, the curls matted about his ears, 
rubs with his hoof the red corner or his eye, itching from sleep, 
his eye. struck by his dewdrop-scattering mane, waving and tossing, 
his eye, to the point of whose quivering eyelash there clings a tiny 

frag•nent or chaff.' "88. 

• "Vc quote the Sanskrit. in the hope that some of lJal)a"s wonderful sound ctrecu, 
which seem so \ \ICll to fit the sense of his verses. may be recognized. 

PaJcad allghril]l prcuarya. trihz-nali-vitalal]l. draghayilvangam UCUJir, 
iifl1jyiiblwgTUJ-kDfl!ho mul ham urasi, saJa dh"-i..Jhimzro vidhii)·a. 
g/Wa-groslibhil414d o.navarata~alat-protluJ-turu!as tura1lgo. 
mandal]l labd4yamino. vilikllati, la)•aniid ullhita[l, J1mof]J lhzJrtno. 

KIJT'Vann libhugna..pr!Jho muAlul-nil.a/~rkoli/1 landhuom .il tiralc:fm 
lol.tn41um)•amtinal]l tuhina-luz(I.IJ-mu'ii c.ailcalti kt!artr.za 
ni.dril-/uJr;(lil·AQ~4yof]J la1ali. nivi4ita-lrotra-Julttir. turallgas 
l~aflgal-pa!lmjjgrt~-lugna-pratanu-busa-l.aoam l.Of}llf/J akf(ltl/.1 kllurel,la. 
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Before leaving this style of poetry we should mention the Kashmiri 
Bilhal)a, of the IIth and 12th centuries, whose ··Fifty Stanzas of the 
Thief .. ( Caurapa1lciiJika), purporting to describe the secret love of a 
bold housebreaker and a princess, are full of intense emotion 
recollected \Vithout tranquillity. Each begins with the words .. Even 
today" . 

.. Even today I can see her, her slender arms encircling my neck, 
my breast held tigl1t against her two breasts, 

l1er playful eyes l1alf-closed in ecstasy, 
her dear face drinking mine in a kiss. 

•• Even today, if this evening 
I •night see 1ny beloved, with eyes like the eyes of a fawn, 

with the bo'vls of her breasts the colour of milk, 
l"d leave the joys of kingship and heaven and final bliss ... &• 

In a class of its own is jayadeva· s .. Songs of the Cowherd., 
( Gita Govinda), written in Bengal in the J 2th century. This is a 
series of dramatic lyrics intended for singing, and describes the love 
of Kr~l}a for Radha and the rnilkntaids (p . .S04f) . The poem is stiJI 
sung at the festivals of the Bengali Vai~l}avite sects, but though it be
gins with a beautiful invocation to the ten incarnations of Vi~I}U 
its inspiration to the Western mind seems rather erotic than religious. 
Unlike almost all other classical Sanskrit poetry Jayadeva's lyrics are 
rhymed, and look for\vard to the verse forms of vernacular literature. 
Each con1mences with an introductory stanza in one of the more usual 
Sanskrit metres, and the final stanza of each introduces the poet's 
name. The verses which we translate describe Kr~l}a·s longings 
when separated from hls beloved Radha. "The foe of Madhu" (a 
demon killed by Kr~l}a) and Hari are epithets of the god. 

~·'Here I am dwelling. Go now to ltidha, 
console her with my message, and bring l1er to me.' 

Thus the foe of M adl1u comn1is.sioned l1er friend, 
who went in person, and spoke to Radl1a thus: 

"• When the breeze blows from the Southern Mountains, 
and brings the Love-god with it, 

wl1en masses of flowers burst forth 
to rend the hearts of parted lovers, 

he is grieved at separation from you. decked with l1is forest garland. 

" 'Even the cool-rayed moon inflames him, 
he is as if dead. 

Struck by the arrows of love 
he complains most wretchedly. 

He is grieved • • . 
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"' When the swar1ning bees are 1nur1nuring 
he closes fast his cars. 

His heart is clenched by parting, 
he spends his nights in fever. 

He is grieved .. .. 
•· · He dwells in the depths of the forest, 

he has left his lovely home. 
He tosses in sleep on the earth 

and n1uch he munnurs your name. 
He is grieved . ... • 

··When the poet jayadeva sings. 
through this pious description 

of the deeds of the parted lover, 
may Hari arise in hearts full of zeal. 

429 

He is grieved at separation fro1n you, decked with his forest gar
land. ··s6• 

Narrative Poetry 
As well as various s1naller collections there exists in various re

censions a large series of popular stories, the Brl1al~·atll.ii C" Great 
Story"'), boxed one within the other in the 1nanncr of UThe 
Thousand and One Nights". The Jnost fan1ous of these versions is 
So1nadeva's .. Ocean of Story" ( Katlzii-sarit-sagara), written in the 
ltth century in easy but polished verse. The stories are told with 
comparative si•nplicity and directness, and with anany touches of 
huntour aRd pathos. \Ve c1uote from the tale of the thief and the 
tnerchant's daughter. A wealthy nterchant, Ratnadatta, has no sons, 
and his only daughter, Ratnavati, n1uch loved and pa1npered by her 
father, refuses to marry, despite the pleading of her parents. Mean
while a desperate thief has been captured by the king, and is led 
through the streets to execution by in1palen1ent. 

•• To the beat of the drum the thief was led 
to the place of execution, 

and the merchant• s daughter Ratnavati 
sat on the terrace and watclled him. 

He was gravely lvounded and covered with dust. 
but as soon as she saw hin1 she 'vas smitten with love. 

• 111e rhyme scl1eme varie..~ from lyric to lyric. Here the second and fourth quarters 
end witll a rhyme of two syllables, while the first and third quarters or ~.ach stanza end 
with the same sy~Uble. '11•e first and third quarters end in e throughout the poem. The 
refrain applies equally to the love of K~Qa Jor Radha and the love of God fo_r the soul. 
We quote the last verse so that the reader nuy have some idea of the ntelldluousness 
or the original: 

llhocwti lavi..JoyodtW 
r:irolu'-tJilaJileno 

mtVUJsi robhoso-vibluroe 
Hatir udoyotu sulrteno. 

'lava virllhe vanomiill sa!hi sldal1. 
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"Then she went to ber father Ratnadatta, and said: 
•This man they are leading to his death 

I have chosen for my lord I 
Father, you must save him from the king, 

or I will die with him! ' 
And \Vhen he heard, her father said: 

• What is this you say. my child? 
You've refused the finest suitors, 

• 

the images of the Love-god I 
How can you no'" desire 

a wretched master-thiefi · 
.. But though he reproached her thus 

she was firm in her resolve, 
so he sped to the king and begged 

that the thief might be saved from the stake. 
In return he offered 

the whole of his great fortune, 
but the king would not yield the thief 

for ten million pieces or gold. 
for he had robbed the whole city, 

and was brought to the stake to repay with his life 
.. Her father came home in despair, 

and the merchant's daughter 
determined to follow 

the thief in his deatl1. 
nlough her family tried to restrain her 

she bathed, 
and mounted a litter, and went 

to tbe place of impalement, 
'vhilc her father, her mother and her people 

followed her \Veeping. 
·'The executioners placed 

the thief on the stake, 
and, as his life ebbed a·way, 

he saw her come with her people. 
He heard the onlookers speaking 

of all that had happened, 
For a moment he wept, and then, 

smiling a little, he died. 
At her order they lifted the corpse 

from the stake, and took it away, 
and with it the worthy merchant"s daughter 

mounted the pyre:·se• 
• Stories such as this puzzle the social historian. If tlte texts on the Sacred Law have 

any relation to real life it is quite incredible that a girl of good class in the 11th century 
should have been given such freedom by her parents, or sl1ould even have dtought of 
legally marrying a despised outcaste. The story probably looks baclt to a much earlier 
time, when social relations were very much freer. . 
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The modern European reader would find this a conclusive ending 
to a tale of old, unhappy, far-offthings; but to the Indian of medieval 
times such an ending would have been quite unsatisfactory, so a 
deus ex tnachina was brought in in the form of the god Siva, who 
was so impressed by the girl's love and faithfulness that he restored 
the corpse of the dead thief to life. l-Ie reformed his ways and 
became the king's general, and the two were tnarried and lived 
happily ever after. 

In the category of nan·ative poems we must include KalhaiJa's 
great chronicle of Kashn1ir .. The River of Kings'' (p. 44 ), and 
several other medieval works of comparative! y small literary value. 
Midway between the purely narrative poem and the courtly "epic" 
are a number of historical works partly descriptive, partly panegyric, 
and partly sober history. The most famous of these is ••The Deeds 
of Har~a ··,by Bfil)a, \vritten in ornate poetic prose, which is discussed 
bclo\v (p. 447ff). Of some literary merit is ,.,The Deeds ofVikram
arika .. ( Yillra11liii'zltadevacarila ). of BilhaJ}a (p. 428 ), dealing \Vith 
the life and adventures of the great Calukya eanperor Vikramiditya 
VI (c. 1 07 5-1125) . Another exan1ple of this type is the Ratnacarita, 
already mentioned. Yet another is the work of a jaina monk, Naya
candra Suri, the Ha,u,.ira-m.aniikavya, which is among the latest im
portant \YOrks of Sanskrit literature. This beautiful but little known 
poem deals with the life of Hammira, the )ast of the d)"'lasty of the 
Cahamfu}as, who was defeated and killed by the Delhi sultan Ala' -ud
din Khalji in ISO J, after a long siege of his capital RaJ}asthambhapura 
(in the vernacular, Ranthambhor) . As Hammira was slain with all 
his followers the poet was forced by his theme somewhat to flout con
vention, but he managed to retain a semblance of the happy ending 
den1a11ded by tradition by concluding his work with a description of 
the entry of Jiam1nira and his followers into heaven. Much of the 
poem, though not without beauty, is irrelevant to the main theme, 
but the·description of the king's last days is direct a11d forceful. 

Towards the end of the poem Nayacandra introduces a remarkable 
episode. We cannot say whether he consciously intended the beauti
ful dancer \vho died so tragically as a symbol of the courtly culture 
\vhich fell to the invader, but it is thus that the )lassage, occurring so 
porlcntously just before HaJntnira's death, strikes the reader. In the 
course of the siege a temporary truce has been arranged, and the 
Rajputs are making the tnost of it. On the battlements a musical en
tertainment is taking place, and IIammira's favourite dancer, Ra
dhadevi, is perfonning for the king and his courtiers. A long bowshot 
away, on the other side of the moat, sits the sultan, also watching the 
dance with interc~t. l-Ie is referred to in the poem as the Lord of the 
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Sakas, a term at this time applied to all the invaders of the North
West. The first part of our extract is exceedingly florid. and full of 
untranslatable puns, but the style suddenly becomes sitnple and terse 
when the episode moves to its climax. 

"In time the drummers beat their drums. the lutanists plucked their 
lutes, 

the flautists ble\v their flutes. 
1·heir voices in tWle with the shrill flutes, the .singers 
sang the glory and fame of the brave Hammira .... 
Then, the vine of her body entrancing her lovers, 
awakening passion with the glance of her half-closed eyes, 
to delight the hearts of the courtier.s, 
came Radhadevi the dancer, arrayed for the dance . 

., ·nle quivering buds of her fingers moved in the dance 
like tendrils of a vine, thrilling with passion ... . 
As the tips of her fingers bent, as though in a circle, 
with her grace and delicate beauty all other girls seemed her slaves. 
The moon, in the guise of the ring that trembled from the tip of her ear, 
said: ·Your face is my likeness. the delusion even of sages!" 
And as she danc-ed she stirred the hearts of the yoWlg men watching·
the hearts which lay like motes of catnphor under her feet . ... 
With her gestures the necklace trembled on the tips of her breasts 
like a lotus t\vined in the l>eak of a swan. 
When her body bent back like a bow in the dance 
like a bowstring the braid of her hair stretched down to her heel. . . . 

·' And as she danced, at every beat of the rhydnn, 
she turned her back on the Saka king l>elow. 

"Then in fury of soul the Lord of the Sakas spoke to his chamberlain: 
• Is there any bo·wntan who C'.an make her his n1ark? • 
His brother said :'Sire. there is he whom you formerly thrcv.· into prison, 
U4~~nasif!1ha he is the only man ~·ho can do it! · 
At onre the Saka king had hitn broughr, and struck off his fetters, 
and arrayed the traitor finely, with double gift of affection. 
And thus apparclled he took the bov.· '"hich none but he could draw. 
and the sinner shot her, as a hunter shoots a doe. 

#• At the stroke of the arrow she fainted and fell in the moat, 
as lightning falls from heaven. "'97 • 

Tl1.e Dra11Ul 
The origin of the Indian theatre is still obscure. It is certain, how

ever, that even in the Vedic period dramatic perfonnances of son1e kind 

• The simile is not unduly exaggerated. as the dancer was covered with jewellery. 
which glittered in the 8UJ1light. 
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were given. and Jlassing references in early sources point to the en
action at festivals of religious legends, perhaps only in dance and 
mime. Some writers have found eleauents in common between the 
Indian and the classical Greel< theatre. ''fhe curtain at the back of the 
stage was called yo:va.nikii, a diminutive forn1 of the name by which 
the Greeks were generally known in India. One play at least, .... The 
Little Clay Cart .. (p. 441 ), has a superficial resernblance to the late 
Greek coanedy of the school of Menander. We cannot wholly reject 
the hypothesis that G·rcek con1edies, acted at the courts of the Greco
Bactrian kings of N.-W. India, inspired unlotO\VJl Indian poets to 
develop their own popular stage into a courtly art form. 

The surviving Sanskrit dramas are numerous and varied, ranging 
from short one-act J>laylets to very long plays in ten acts. They 
were normally perfonned by troupes of professionals of both sexes. 
but amateur dr:unatics were not wholly unkno\vn, since we have 
occasional references to kings and the ladies of the harem perfornl
ing dramas in the palace. There was no regular theatre, though it 
has been suggested that one of the caves of Ramgarh (p. 186) was 
specially adaJ>ted for theatrical performances. Normally dramas 
were perfonned privately or senti-privately in palaces or the homes 
of the rich, or \Yere given public showing in temple courts on days of 
festival. 

A curtain (yavatzika) divided the stage (raiiga) from the back
stage ( nepathya), and through this the actors made their entrances. 
There was no curtain between stage and auditorium. The drama was 
performed without scenery and with a rnini•nunt of properties; the 
absence of both was Jnade up for by the highly developed gesture 
language of the dance, which \ve have discussed elsewhere (p. 885) . 
Every part of the body was used to help tell the story, and the well
trained audience recognized fro1n conventional movements of hands, 
limbs and features that the king 'vas riding in his chariot, or that the 
heroine was caressing her pet fawn. The splendid attire of the actors 
was regulated by convention, so that heroes, heroines, gods, detnons, 
villains, and so on were immediately n.--cognizable. 

The dra1na regularly began with an invocation to one or more of 
the gods, and a pl"ologue, in which the chief actor and stage rnanager 
( sutradltara) hu1norously discussed \\'ith his wife, the chief actress, 
the occasion of the perforanance and the nature of the play to be per
formed. • The 1nain dialogue of the play was in prose, hut this was 
freely interspersed with verses, which \Yere usually declainted or in
toned, but not sung. In this ancient Indian taste differed fro1n that of 

• This convention of lhe Indian stage was known to Goethc from Sir WilJiam Jones· 
translation of $tJAPmttJlil, anll was adapted by him for the prologue of Fafllt. 
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present-day India, which demands many songs in plays and films. 
The classical unities were not observed; years in time and a thousand 
miles in space might divide one scene from the next; but within the 
act unity of time and place "'as demanded. lf in this respect the 
Indian dra1natic convention differed from that of classical Europe, it 
agreed in forl>idding the portrayal of acts of violence on the stage, 
though this and other rules were sometimes ignored. The act \vas often 
preceded by a prelude (praveJaka). in which one or t\\'0 characters set 
the scene, and described "'hat had gone before. 

As in literature generally, so in the theatre Indian convention 
allowed no tragedy. 1."ragic and pathetic scenes were common 
enough, but endings were almost invariably happy. From the 
European point of view the insistence on the happy ending often led 
to the unnatural forcing of the plot. But if he rejected tragedy the 
ancient Indian playgoer delighted in melodrama and pathos. Though 
the entotion w·hich the Indian 'vritcr sought to arouse was theoreti
cally a sublimated one ( p. + 17), in fact the Sanskrit drama contains so 
many melodramatic scenes that the etnotional Indian audience must 
often have been moved to tears. Nol>lc heroes are led to execution 
for crimes they did not contmit, declaiming their innocence to their 
sorrO\'Ving wives and children, to be saved fro1n the stake at the last 
montent. Unhappy wives are unjustly expelled from their homes by 
their husbands. Long-lost children are reunited '"·ith their parents in 
the final act. \Vhatever the theorists, beginning with Bharata 
( p . S82.), may have said, the sentilnent of the Indian drama was 
\\'arm and living, so1netimes a little reminiscent of that of Jnore 
popular English authors of the last century. 

Like Greek and Eli1.abethan dramatists Indian writers usually 
borrowed their plots fro•n earlier sources, often adapting them freely 
in the process. Legends of the gods and ancient heroes formed an 
inexhaustible mine of dramatic tnaterial. Other plays \\'ere written 
around popular tales of a secular type. There are also dramas of 
statecraft, based very freely on stories of historical kings of the past, 
and light comedies of hare1n intrigue, wherein the hero, a king. 
succeeds in pacifying the chief queen, \vho has set her heart against 
the promotion of the heroine, a servant girl {usually a princess in 
disguise), to queenly status and her husband's bed. There are also 
allegorical dramas, in which the characters are personified virtues and 
vices, and there are a few surviving examples of farces. Plays were 
classified by the theorists according to style and length into over a 
dozen categories. 

The hero ( na)'aka) and heroine ( na)'ika) are inevitable characters 
in most types of drama, as is the vil1ain (pratiniiyaka). An interesting 
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stock character is the vidiijaka, who provides comic relief; he is an 
ugly and misshapen brihmatJ, the loyal friend of the hero, but in
variably a figure of fun. Another stock character, occurring in one 
or two extant dramas and noted by the theorists, is the vi!a, the 
cultured but rather shallow man of the world who befriends the hero, 
and somewhat resembles the parasite of classical Greek comedy. 

The earliest known dramas to have survived are fragments of plays 
by A§vagho~a ( p. 415), preserved in manuscripts found in the desert 
sands of Central Asia. The oldest complete plays arc probably those 
attributed to Bhisa, which seem to be earlier than those of Kalidasa, 
though tl1ere is no complete unanin1ity of experts on this point. 
Bhasa·s thirteen surviving plays include several works of great merit, 
notably uThe Vision of Vasavadatti •• ( Svapnavasavmlatta) and 
•• Y augandhariyaJ}a• s Vows"' ( Pratij'itiiyaugandharayapa). Bhasa also 
wrote a nwnber of short dramas based on epic stories in simple and 
vigorous style. Nowadays his plays are often the first introduction 
of the student of Sanskrit to dramatic literature. He excelled in 
portraying the heroic sentiment, and ably individualized his characters. 
More than once he broke the rules of later dramatic theory by per
mitting acts of violence on the stage. 

As in English literature so in Sanskrit, the greatest poet was also 
the greatest dramatist. Three plays of Kalidasa have survived: 
•• Malaviki and Agnimitra "', a comedy of harem intrigue, its scene 
set in -the Sunga period; ,. Urvasi Won by Valour.. ( YikramorvaJi), 
tellingtheancientstoryofthe love ofPuriiravas and Urva~i (p. 4c05ff); 
and ,.The Recognition of Sakuntali .. (AbhijiiiinaJakuntala) . At all 
times the last has been reckoned Kilidasa·s masterpiece, and merits 
special consideration. The plot is set in the days of legend, when 
gods and men were not so far apart as they later became. We give 
an almost complete translation of the fifth act, with a summary of the 
rest of the pia y. 

The play opens v.·ith King Du~yanta chasing the deer in the neighbour
hood of a forest hennitage. He alights from his chariot to pay homage to 
the chief of the hermits, the sage Kar:tva_ Ka.J)va is not at home, but the king 
meets his foster-daughter, Sakuntali., the illegitimate child of the nymph 
Menaki (p. St7), who runs on to the stage harassed by a bee, and is freed 
from its attentions by the gallant King. Narurally he falls in love with her, 
and '"ith due modesty she shows that she returns his affection. The second 
act shows Du~yanta in the throes of love. He cannot press his suit in the 
absence of Sakuntalirs foster-father., so he reanains in the neighbourhood or 
the hermitage. ostensibly to defend it from wild elephants and demons. In 
the third act Sakuntala is languid and sick 'vith love. She confesses her 
feelings to her two friends, Anasiiyi and Priya1pvadi, '"ho persuade her to 
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write a letter to the King. As she is writing, the King, 'vho has heard everJ 
thing from a nearb.Y thicket, comes on the scene, and the two friends with
draw. He gives Sakuntali a ring, and, by plighting their troth, they are 
maaried by thegiindharva rite (p. 168}. 

In the fourth act Du~yanta has been recalled to his capital by affairs of 
state, leaving Sakuntali behind. Ka!)va is still away. Meanwhile a great 
and irascible hermit. Durvisas, visits the hermitage, and, as a result of a 
fancied slight, he curses Sakuntali, saying that she will be forgotten by her 
husband until he sees the ring he gave her. Meanwhile Ka!)va returns. He 
knows already of what has happened, and decides to send the now pregnant 
Sakuntali to the King. In a scene of great pathos she takes leave of her 
foster-father and her friends, and sets out for the capital in the care of two 
herrnits and an elderly hermit-woman, Gautami. The fifth act shows us the 
court of Du~yanta. Sakuntali, veiled, is ushered in with her attendants. 
She reminds the King of their love, and the attendants testify to her words; 
but the curse of Durvisas has effaced all memory of her from the King"s 
mind, and he does not recognize her. 

GAUT AMI. Child! Put your modesty on one side a minute and take off 
your veil. 'fl1en His Majesty \vill recognize you. (She does so.) 

TJIE KING ( loolcing at Sol.:untala, aside) . 
This shape of untamished beauty is offered me. 

I ponder, whether or not I really wed her. 
I am like a bee in a jasmine wet ''*ith the da,vn dew·-

1 cannot now enjoy her, nor can I leave her. 
(He rtm4ins tkep in tlwught. ) 

TI-lE DOORKEEPER (aside). How His IVJajesty respects the Sacred Law! 
Who else \vould think twice about a beauty so easily come by~ 

'XnNGARAvA (one of the ascetics) . Your IVJajesty, why are you so silent? 

TilE KING. Hermits, I've been racking my brains, but I've no recollection 
whatever of marrying this lady. Ho'v can I accept her, . . . especially when 
she shows such obvious signs of pregnancy? 

'AKUNTALA (aside) . His Majesty doubts that we \vere ever married! 
What has become of my high-soaring hopes? 

'ARNGARAVA. So you won•t take her I 

The sage indeed deserves your scom, 
for he respects his outraged daughter. 

he gives to you the wealth you stole from him, 
and treats a robber as an honest man I 

§iRADv AT A (the other ascetic) . "lnat• s enough, &'inigarava I Sakun
tali, we"ve said all we can say, and His Majesty has spoken! Now it•s up 
to you I You must say something that will convince him. 

§AKUNTALA (aside). When his passion has sunk to such depths what's 
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the good of reminding him of it I The only thing I'm sure of is that I'm to 
be pitied' (Aloud.) Your Majesty! ( ller '(J()ict drops to iJ11 tJndertone). Even 
though you doubt your marriage to nle, this isn't the way you ought to re-
ceive me. I'm a girl who is naturally open-hearted. Is it right that you 
should 1nake promises to me at the hermitage and then deceive nle, and now 
use such harsh words to thro\v me aside? 

TilE KING (putting his han.ds lo his ears) . Heaven forbid! 

\.Vby do you try to sully your kin 
and bring me to ruin, 

as a river dashing against its banks 
suUies its water and fells the tree on the shore? 

§.AKUNTALA. All right! If you really think l"nt another 1nan"s wife I'll 
clear up your doubts by this token' 

TilE KI~O . That's a good idea! 

§AKUNTALA (foeling ller ring-:finger) . Oh dear ' Oh dear I! The ring isn't 
on my finger I ( Ske looks at Gaut11m.i in distress. ) 

GAUTAMi. The ring must have slipped off your finger while you were 
bathing. 

TnE KING (smiling). There's a well-known saying "A woman always 
has her \vits about her"! 

SAKUNTA LA. Fate"s against ane again' One thing more I want to say. 

TU£ KI NG. Very well! l"U listen! 

'AKUNTALA. One day \vben '"e were in the bower or creepers you had a 

lotus leaf filled with water in your hand. 

T}IE Klt;O. ran listening. 

SAKuNTAL.A. 'lnen my pet fawn Dirgbapanga can1e up, and you held out 
the water and tried to get hirn to come to you, and said tenderly that be 
should have the first drinl<, but he wouldn't come near your band because he 
didn"t kno\v you. So I held him, and he took the water from me, ancl you 
laughed and said, ""Everyone trusts his o\vn kind after all, you"re both 
children of the forest! " 

TH£ Kl't'G. Those arc the sort of sweet and lying phrases with which 
scheming 'vomen fool nten of tbe world f 

oAVTAMl. Goocl sir, you shouldn"t say such things. This girl was 
brought up in a hermitage, and she knO\VS nothing Of deceit. 

TilE KINC . Old woman f 

Even in birds and beasts the female needs no lessons in deceit I 
How much less she who has the power of reason I 

Cucl<oos, before they take to flight, 
make sure that other birds will rear their chicks! 
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§AKuN·r AJ,.A (angrily). You wretch I You judge me by the measure of 
your own heart! Was there ever a bigger hypocrite? You. in your cloak 
of righteousness you"re like a well covered over with grass ! 

THE KING (aside), Her anger seems quite genuine and makes me have 
second thoughts. 

She must think my soul is vile in its forgetfulness, 
and in not acknowledging our secret love. 

At the knitting of the brows of her eyes red with anger 
the bow of the Love-god is snapped in two. 

(Alowl) . Good woman. The movements of King Du~yanta are common 
knowledge, and nobody kno\vs anything about this. 

§AKUNTAL.A. So be it I Here an1 I, turned into a wanton, and all because I 
trusted the race of Piiru, and fell into the clutches of a man who had honey 
on his tongue and poison in his heart. ( Sl~e covers her face with the end of her 
robe and weeps. ) 

t.ARNGARAVA. So you have to suffer for your own folly, when you don't 
keep a check on your impulses, 

One should think hard before Jnaking love, 
especially in secret. 

Friendship to those whose hearts we know not 
soon turns to hatred. 

THE KING. \i\'hat. do you trust this lady enough to attack me with your 
censorious words? 

SARNGARAVA (scortifully) . You hear things upside down! 

The word of one who from her birth 
has lean1t no guile carries no weight at all, 

but they \vho have mastered the science of deceit 
have power to speak \vords of authority. 

TfiE KING. Honest sir, if for the sake of the argument I admit your 
accusation, tell me what good it would do me to deceive her. 

s.An.NGARAVA. You'd reap your own ruin. 

TilE KING. And surely it's unbelievable that a king of the line of Piiru 
should seek his own n•in? 

s.AnADVATA. Sarngarava, '"hat's the use of arguing with himf VVe've 
carried out the Tcachcr"s con1mand, now let's go home. (To tl~e King.) 

Here is Your Lordship"s wife-
leave her or accept her. 

It is said that the husband's power 
over the wife is all-enlbracing, 
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Gautami, let"s go f ( Tluy malce for tlu door. ) 

SAKVNTALA. Oh. how l"ve been cheated by this decehrer! You mustn"t 
leave me! ( Slu Jollor.us them. ) 

OAUTAMI. (pausing.) l~ok, Samgarava, my child Sakuntala is following 
us and crying pitifully. Oh, what will my little girl do, now that her husband 
has cast her off so crueJly? 

SARNGARAVA (turning sternly) . Wanton. you are too independent! 
( SIJ!tunlalii trembles with fear. ) 

§.ARNGARAV A. Sakuntala! 
If you are what the king says you are 

you are cast off by your family, and your father is nothing to you; 
but if you know your vow to be true 

even bondage in your husband"s home is good. 

You must stay behind, and we 1nust go I 

THE .lUNG. Hermit, why do you delude this lady? 
The moon awakens the night-flowering lotuses, 

and the sun those that flower by day. 
The \vay of the man of self-<X>ntrol 

is to have no dealings with the wife of another. 

~ARNGARA.VA. When Your Majesty ha! such a short memory for his past 
deeds he does ·well to be so fearful of sin! 

THE KING (to tl1e Clr.ief Priest). • I ask you the rights and wrongs of the 
matter. 

I wonder, am I forgetful, 
or has she told me lies? 

Shall I abandon my own wife 
or sin by touching another· s? 

THE cHIEF PRIEST ( tlwugntfully) . If you ask me, this is \V hat I thin(, should 
be done. 

THE KING . Command me, Your Honour! 

THE CHIEF PRIEsT. Let the lady stay in my home until the child is born 
If you ask why, this is 1ny reason Long ago the wise rnen told you that 
your first son would become a universal emperor. If the son of the hermit's 
daughter bear~ the tokens of such kingship you should congratulate her and 
take her into your harem-otherwise send her back to her father. 

THE KING. It shall be as my master pleases. 

TilE CHIEF PRIEST. Cru)d, follow me! 

• This stage direction is insened by u.s. All the others are 1\alidha"s. In their com
paratively full stage directions Sanskrit plays contrast strikingly witl• those of ancient 
Greece. 
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§AKUNT ALA. 0 holy Earth, open for n1c I (She slarts to go, and leaveJ 
with tM Chiif Priest. The Mrmits depart. The Kittg, his mtmory clouded by 
tlu curse, thinks about SIJ!runtala. ) sa 

Soon tl1e Chief Priest returns. As he \Vas leading Sakuntala to his home 
a heavenly shape appeared and carried her up to heaven. It was her n1other_. 
tl1e nyn1ph Menaki, 'vho had come to take her to her true parents' hon1c for 
her confine•nent. 

Act six introduces t\vo policemen and a fishermen. He has found a precious 
ring in tl1e maw of a fish, and is hauled before tl1e king under the suspicion of 
having stolen it. As soon as D~yanta sees the ring he recognizes it as tl1e 
one he gave SakuntaUi, and his memory returns. But Sakuntali has van ... 
ished. For a while the King gives himself up to grief, for he has lost his 
wife and he has no heir. Soon he assuages his sorrow in action, for 
Matali, the charioteer of lndra, brings him word that his help is needed in 
the long war between gods and demons. 

The final act takes place several years later on the lower slopes of heaven, 
at the hermitage of the divine sage Marica. Du~yanta is returning victorious 
fro1n battle, when he sees a small boy, nobly \vrestJing witl1 a tan1e lion cub. 
He stops his chariot to admire _!]1e child's courage and strengtl1, and is told 
that he is Bharata, tl1e son of Sakuntala. 'l11e lovers are reunited, and all 
ends happily. 

In many respects u SakuntaHi., is comparable to the more idyllic 
comedies of Shakespeare, and KaJ)va's hermitage is .surely not far 
from the Forest of Ardcn. '11te plot of the play, like many of 
Shakespeare's plots, depends Jnuch on happy chances and on the SUJ)Cr
natural, which, of course, was quite acceptable to the audience for 
which Kalidasa wrote. Its characters, even to the Jninor ones, are 
haj)j)ily delineated individuals. In the passage ''tc have quoted the 
t\VO her1nits, \vho play no further part in the action, arc sharply 
differentiated. Sirilgarava is a brave and upright man, fearless in his 
denunciation of 'vickedness in high places, but rather stern and hard 
in his righteousness. Saradvata, on the other hand, betrays hirnsclf 
in t'''O lines as a Jnoral weakling, anxious to escape frotn an un
pleasant situation as quickly as j)ossiblc. 1\alidasa makes no j)re
tence to realism, but his dialogue is fresh and vigorous. In fact the 
dialogue of the better Sanskrit plays generally seents based on verna
cular, and is full of idiotnatic eXJ)ressions. Indian playgoers did not 
demand the conflict of feelings and emotions which is the chief sub
stance of serious European dra1na, but Kalidasa was quite caj)able of 
portraying such conflict effectively. His beauties and merits are 
tarnished by any translation, but fe\v who can read hin1 in the original 
would doubt that, both as poet and drantatist, be \vas one of the great 
men of the \Vorld. 
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l"here were 1nany other dran1atists, of whom we can only mention 
a fc,v . Sudraka, probably l{alidasa's approximate contemporary, has 
left only one play ··The l.,ittle Clay Cart" ( MrcchalcaJi/ca ). This is 
the most realistic of Indian dra1nas, unra,'elling a complicated story, 
rich in hu•nour and pathos and cro\Yded with action, of the love of a 
poor brihinaJ), Carudatta, for the virtuous courtezan Vasantaseni; 
this story is interwoven with one of political intrigue, leading up to 
the overthrow of the wicked king Palaka, and the play contains a 
vivid trial scene, after which the hero is saved front execution at the 
last moment. It is notable for its realistic depiction of city life, and 
for its host of n1inor characters~ all of whom are drawn with skill and 
individuality. It has more than once been performed in translation on 
the European stage, and, to a Western audience, is certainly the most 
easily appreciated of Indian plays. 

Vi~akhadatta (?6th century) \Yas the drantatist of politics. His 
only coanplete surviving play, 1111 The Minister· s Signet Ring'' ( Mudrii
rakiaJa). deals with the schetnes of the wily Cat:~akya (p. 50) to 
foil the plots ofRak~asa, the 1ninister of the last of the Nandas, and to 
place Candragupta Maurya firmly on the throne. The plot is ex
ceedingly complicated, but is worked out with great skill, and the 
play is beautifully constructed to lead U)), like ""The J ... ittle Clay Cart .. , 
to a pathetic scene \Yhere one of the chief characters is saved frotn 
death by impalement at the last moment. Another play by 
Vi~akhadatta, "The Queen and Candra Gupta" ( Devicandragupta), 
purporting to tell the story of the rise to power of Candra Gupta 11 
(p. 65 ), exists only in fragments. 

Three plays are ascribed to the great king l·lar~a (p. 68f), though 
they may be the work of a"" ghost writer... They are ··Ratnavali", 
.,. Priyadar~ika .. , and ""The Joy of the Serpents" ( Naga~Zanda ). The 
first t\Yo, named after their heroines, are charming harern co1nedies, 
wbile the last is a play of religious purport, telling of prince Jimu
tavihana, who gives his own body to put a stop to the sacrifice of 
serJ>ents to the divine GarucJa (p. 800 ) . 

With Har~a we may link his royal contemporary, the Pallava king 
Mahendravikratnavarnlan, who has left a one-act play ••The Sport of 
the Drunkards .. ( Mattavildsa) . It tTeats of a drunken Saivite ascetic, 
who loses the skull which he uses as a begging bowl, and accuses a 
Buddhist monk of stealing it. After much satirical dialogue, in \Vhich 
other dissolute ascetics of various persuasions and both sexes are in
volved, it is found that the skull has been stolen by a dog. This little 
farce, though slight, thro\YS a flood of light on the life of the times 
and is full of Rabelaisian humour. 

Second only to Kalidasa in the esteem of the critics was Bhavabhuti, 
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who lived at Kanyakubja in the early 8th century. Three of his 
plays survive "Milati and Midhava·•, .. The Deeds of the Great 
Hero .. (Malzaviracarita), and "The Later Deeds of Rima., ( Uttara
rinuuarita ). The first is a love story with a pseudo-realistic back
ground, full of incident of an exciting or horrific type, in which the 
heroine is more than once rescued from death, '"hile the two latter 
plays tell the story of Rima. By Western standards as a drantatist 
Bhavabhiiti falls short of those we have mentioned earlier. 1-lis plots 
are weakly constructed and his characters lack individuality. His 
greatness rests on his deep Wlderstanding of sorrow; in his treatnlent 
of the pathetic and the terrible he perhaps excels Kilidasa. 

After Bhavabhiiti the quality of Sanskrit drama declined. Play
wrights of some merit, such as Bhatta Niriya.JJa (? 8th century), 
M urari (early 9th century), Rajasekhara (9th- I Oth centuries), and 
Krfl}ami~ra ( 11th century), continued to write dramas, but tl1eir work 
grew more and more literary, and was evidently often rather in
tended for reading than for perfonnance. We have records of the 
occasional production of Sanskrit plays until the Muslhn invasion, 
after which the Sanskrit theatrical tradition, though not forgotten, 
became a thing of the past. 

Sanskrit Prose Literature 
The earliest surviving prose stories are a few narrative episodes in 

the Brihma.J)as ( p. 405f), followed by the Pili Jitakas ( p. 454-f). In 
the Gupta period, however, there developed a style of 01nate prose 
narrative, which was very different from the simple Pili stories, and 
was classed as kavya. The chief writers in this genre \Vere DaJ}«Jin, 
Subandhu and Bal)a, all of whom lived in the late 6tb and early 7th 

• centunes. 
Da.JJ«Jin's , .. Tales of the Ten Princes., ( Dalalcumaracarita) is a 

collection of exciting and ingenious stories, held together by a fram
ing narrative and all interwoven with great skill. The prose is com
paratively simple. Long compounds are numerous, but the inordi
nate} y lengthy sentences of B~a are not to be foWld. The stories are 
secular, often humorous. and sometimes amoral, while the characters 
are well delineated. Some of the interest of the ~·Ten Princes••ties in 
its comparative realism, for in their adventures the ten heroes come 
in contact with merchants and thieves, princesses and prostitutes, 
peasants and wild hillmen. Few works of Indian literature tell us so 
much about low life. 

As examples of Dai)«Jin·s style we give two little stories which are 
contained within the larger tales, and are intended to show contrast
ing aspects of the character of the fair sex. The styles are sharply 
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differentiated to fit tl1e themes; the grisly story of Ohumini is told in 
crisp short sentences with great economy of detail, \vhile in the 
domestic idyll of Gomini Da.J}fjin lingers lovingly on his \Vords, and 
describes the charming scene in leisurely periods. 

'"There is a coWltry called Trigarta, \vhere there lived three householders, 
who had accu1nulated a great fortune. They were brothers, called Dhanaka, 
Dhanyaka and Dhanyaka. In those days lndra gave no rain for hvelve 
years. The corn withered, plants were barren, trees bore no fruit, and the 
clouds were i1npotent; water courses dried UJ>, ponds became mere mud
holes, and the springs ceased to flow. Bulbs, roots and fruit became scarce, 
folk-tales \vere forgotten, and all festive merrymaking ceased. Robber 
bands multiplied, and people ate one another's flesh. Human skulls, white 
as cranes. rolled on the gTOund. Flocks of thirsty crows flew hitl1er and 
tl1ither. Villages, cities, \vhole districts, were deserted. 

•• The three householders first ate their store of grain and then one by one 
their goats, their sheep, their buffaloes, their co,vs, their maidservants, tl1eir 
menservants, their children, and the ·wives of the eldest and the middle 
brother. Finally they decided that next day they would eat Dhumini, the 
wife of the youngest; but the youngest brother, Dhanyaka, could not bring 
himself to eat his darling, so that night he stole away with her . 

.., When she grew weary he carried her, until they came to a forest . . . 
and they \valked on through it until at last they came upon a man who \vas 
writhing on the ground. with his hands. feet, ears and nose cut off. He 
cotnpassionately support<.'<~ this man too on his shoulder, and for a long time 
the three dwelt in a hut \vhich he painstakingly built of leaves in a corner of 
the forest whid1 abotmded in edible bulbs, roots and game. }le healed the 
1nan' s wound~ with almond and sesan1um oil, and fed him with a full share 
of his O\\n meat and vegetables. 

··one day when the man had quite recovered and was restored to health, 
when Dhanyaka had gone hunting, Dhumini approached the man '"itl1 desire 
for pleasure, and though he upbraided her she compelled him to satisfy her. 
When her husband came back and asked for water she said, ·Draw it from 
the well yourself. r ve got a splitting headache,' and tossed him the bucket 
and rope. As he \vas drawing water from the well she crept up suddenly 
behind him and pushed hi1u in. 

•• Supporting tl1e cripple on her shoulder she wandered from land to land, 
and gained the reputation of a devoted wife, and was much honoured. Fin
ally she settled in Avanti, and lived in great affluence, thank.s to the genero
s~ty of the king. One day she heard that her husband had been rescued 
front the well by a band of thirsty merchants, and was now roaming 
about the land of Avanti. begging his food. So Dhilmini declared to the 
unwitting king that he was the villain who had criJ>pled her husband, and he 
condemned the good man to death by torture. 

,. As Dhanyaka was being led to execution, knowing that his appointed 
time bad not yet come, he boldly said to the officer in charge, •tf the beggar 
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l"m .supposed to have crippled is ready to condemn me I deserve my punish
•nent!' The officer thought that no harnl could come of testing (his words, 
so he sent for the cripple]. As soon as the cripple was brought and saw 
Dhanyaka his eyes filled with tears. He fell at the good ntan"s feet, and, 
being a man of noble mind, he told of Dhanyaka's kindness and the false 
Dhumint"s wickedness. The enraged king had the \vicked woman"s face 
disfigured, and made her serve as a cook in his kennels, while he bestowed 
great favour on Dhanyaka. And that is why I say that women are hard
hearted. '" 

"In the land of the Dravidians is a city called Kai'ici. Therein dwelt the 
very wealthy son of a merchant, by name ~aktikumira. When he was nearly 
eighteen he thought: • There".s no pleasure in living without a ,vife or \vith 
one of bad character. Now how can I find a really good one?" So, dubious 
of his chance of finding wedded bliss with a woman taken at the word of 
others, he became a fortune-teller, and roamed the land with a measure of 
unhusked rice tied in the skirts of his robe; and parents, taking him for an 
interpreter of birthmarks, showed their daughters to him. Whenever he 
saw a girl of his own class, whatever her birthmarks, he would say to her: 
• My dear girl, can you cook me a good meal fron1 thls measure of rice? • 
And so, ridiculed and rejected., he wandered from house to house. 

"'One day in the land of the Sibis, in a city on the banks of the Kivcri, he 
examined a girl who was sho,vn to him by her nurse. She wore little jewel
lery, for her parents had spent their fortune, and had nothing left but their 
dilapidated mansion. As soon as he set eyes on her he thought: • This girl 
is shapely and smooth in all her members. Not one limb is too fat or too 
thin, too short or too long. Her fingers are pink; her hands are marked with 
auspicious lines · the harleycom, the fish, the lotus and the vase; her ankles 
are shapely; her feet are plump and the veins are not prominent; her thighs 
curve sn•oothly; her knees can barely be seen, for they merge into her 
rounded thighs; her buttocks are dimpled and round as chariot wheels; her 
navel is small, flat and deep; her stomach is adorned with three lines; the 
nipples stand out from her large breasts, which cover her whole chest; her 
pabns are marked with signs which pro1nise corn, wealth and sons; her 
nails are smooth and polished like jewels; her fingers arc straight and taper .. 
ing and pink; her arms curve sweetly from the shoulder, and are stnoothly 
jointed; her slender neck is curved like a conch-shell; her lips are rounded 
and of even red; her pretty chin does not recede; her checks are round. full 
and firm; her eyebro\vs do not join above her nose, and are curved, dark and 
even; her nose is like a half-blo\vn sesamum flower; her \vide eyes are large 
and gentle and fJash with three colours, black, white and brown; her brow 
is fair as the new moon: her curls are lovely as a mine of sapphires; her long 
ears are adorned doubly, with earrings and charming lotuses, hanging 
limply: her abundant hair is not brown, even at the tips, • but long, smooth, 
glossy and fragrant. "'fhe character of such a girl cannot but correspond to 

• Thouch a fair complexion was much prized in ancient India a trace of brownnes.s in 
the hair. fa1rly common in the North, was tl10ught very unbeautiful and inDuspicious. 
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her appearance, and my heart is fixed upon her, so I'll test her and marry her. 
}'or one regret after another is sure to falJ on the heads of people who don't 
take precautionsl • So, looking at her aftectionately, he said,· Dear girl, can 
you cook a good aneal for me with this •neasure of rice? • 

··Then the girl glanced at her old servant, who took the measure of rice 
from his hand and seated him on the veranda, which had been well sprinkled 
and swept, giving him water to cool his feet. Meanwhile the girl bruised 
the fragrant rice, dried it a little at a time in the sun, turned it repeatedly, 
and beat it with a hollow cane on a firm flat spot. very gently, so as to sepa
rate the grain without crushing the husk. Then she said to the nurse, 
• Mother, golds1niths can tnake good use of these husks for polishing jewel
lery. "'fake them, and. with the coppers you get for them, l>uy son1e fire
wood, not too green and not too dry, a small cooking pot, and two earthen 
dishes. · • 

.. When this was done she put the grains of rice in a shallow \vide
nloutlJed, round-bellied mortar, and took a long and heavy pestle of acacia
wood, its head shod 'vith a plate of iron. . . . With skill and grace she 
exerted her ar1ns, as the grains jutnped up and down in the mortar. Re
peatedly she stirred thern and pressed them down with her fingers; then she 
shook the grains in a winnowing basket to remove the beard, rinsed them 
several times, worshipped the hearth, and placed them in water which bad 
been five times brought to tlte boil. When the rice softened, bubbled and 
S\velled, she drew the embers of d1e fire togetller, put a lid on the cooking 
pot, and strained off the gruel. Then she patted the rice with a ladle and 
scooped it out a little at a time; and when she found that it was thoroughly 
cooked she put the cooking pot on one .side, mouth do,vnward. Next she 
damped down those sticks which \vere not burnt through, and when the 
fire was quite out she sent them to the dealers to be sold as charcoal, saying, 
, With the coppers that you get for them, buy as n1uch as you can of green 
vegetables, ghee, curds, sesamum oil, myrobalans and tamarind." 

.,When this was done she offered hirn a few savouries. Next she put the 
rice-gruel in a new dish immersed in damp sand, and cooled it with the soft 
bree7..c of a palm-leaf fan. She added a little salt, and flavoured it with the 
scent of the en1bers; she ground tlte myrobalans to a smooth powder, until 
they stnelt lilte a lotus; and then, by the lips of the nurse, she invited hint to 
take a bath. This he did, and when she too had bathed she gave him oil and 
myrobalans [as an unguent]. 

"After he had bathed he sat on a bench in the paved courtyard, which bad 
been thoroughly sprinkled and S\Vept. She stirred the gruel in the two 
dishes. which she set before him on a pi<..oce of pale green plantain leaf. cut 
from a tree in the courtyard_ He drank it and felt rested and happy, re
laxed in every limb. Next she gave him two ladlefuls of the boiled rice, 
served witll a little ghee and condiments. She served the rest of the rice 

• The economics of this and the olbcr transaction rcrerrcd to arc very bard to explain. 
No doubt the rice husks, so carefully threshed, bad some commercial value, but it is 
hardly likely that it would have bought the wares mentioned. If this passage has any 
historical significance it confinns the evidence of other sources that in ordinary times the 
means of subsistence were plentiful and cheap. 

, 
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with curds, three spices [mace, cardamom and cinnamon], and fragrant 
and refreshing buttermilk and gruel. He enjoyed the meal to the last 
mouthful. 

•• When he asked for a drink she poured him water in a steady stream from 
the spout of a new pitcher it was fragrant with incense, and smelt of fresh 
trumpet-flo,vers and the perfume of full-blown 1otuses. He put tlte bowl to · 
his lips, and his eyelashes sparkled with rosy drops as cool as snow; his cars 
delighted in the soWld of the trickling water; his rough cheeks thrilled and 
tingled at its pleasant contact; his nostrils opened wide at its sweet fragrance; 
and his tongue delighted in its lovely flavour, as he drank the pure water in 
great gulps. Then, at his nod, tlte girl gave him a mouthwash in anotlter 
bowl. lne old \voman took away the remains of his meal, and he slept 
awhile in his ragged cloak, on tlte pavement plastered with fresh cowdung. 

•• Wholly pleased with the girl, he married her witl• due rites. and took 
her home. Later he neglected her a\vhile and took a mistress, but the wife 
treated her as a dear friend. She served her husband indefatigably, as she 
would a god, and never neglected her household duties; and she won the 
loyalty of her servants by her great kindness. In the end her husband \vas 
so enslaved by her goodness tltat he put the whole household in her charge, 
made her sole mistress of his life and person, and enjoyed the tltree aims of 
life -virtue, wealth and love. So 1 maintain that virtuous lvives make their 
lords happy and virtuous. '"'ae 

Subandhu, the next of the three great prose writers, is known only 
from one work, called after its heroine Pasavadattii, 'vhich tells of 
the vicissitudes of her love for the prince Kandarpaketu. Unlike 
DaJ}<jin, Subandhu was quite unable to tell a story, and had no sense 
of character. His n1erits lie in his ornate descriptions and his n1astery 
of language, and his \YOrk consists of a series of descriptive tableaux, 
linked by a thin thread of narrative, each long description told in a 
single sentence \vhich covers two or more pages of type. The \vork 
abounds in flowers of speech of aU kinds-puns, doubles enlendres, 
alliterations and assonances, and is a typical example of the Gau4a 
( Bengili) style of literary composition, as distinguished from the 
simpler Paidarbha (Berir) style, with shorter, less involved sentences, 
employed by Kilidasa and Da~c)in. It carmot be enjoyed in transla
tion and its tnerits are only apparent in the fraJncwork of its own 
standards. Of European literature perhaps Lily's Et~ph·ues and 
similar late Renaissance prose \vorks most closely approach it in style 
and spirit. 

Ba~a·s style is si1nilar to that of Subandhu, but bis work is 1nucb 
more vital and congenial to Western t~te. Not only do his elabo
rate descriptions show accurate and close observation, but throughout 
his two works, the "'Deeds of Har~a,. ( Har1acarita) and Kadam
bari, the personality of the author breaks through. In the forn1er 
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work, moreover, he gives us a fragment of autobiography unparal
leled in Sanskrit literature. Bana was born of a well-to-do brihman • • 

family, and his mother died in his early childhood. At the age of 
fourteen he lost his father also, and, after a period of mourning, he 
began to sow his wild oats. He names with evident affection the 
bosom friends of his dissolute youth, which was spent in wandering 
from city to city among the intellectual bohemians of the tirne. His 
circle was remarkably wide, including ascetics of various sects, both 
orthodox and otherwise, literary men, actors, musicians, entertainers, 
doctors, and even humble people of low caste. The list of DaQa's 
friends, mentioned in no special order, is in itself sufficient to show 
how lightly the rules of caste weighed on the educated man. The 
author gives us no details of his adventures, but it wou1d seem that in 
the course of the1n he was received at the court of Har~a, whoan he 
offended in some wav. Later he returned for a while to his home, ., 
and resumed the peaceful life of a country brahmal}: but soon a 
message came from 1-Iar~a. de1nanding his attendance at court. l-Ie 
was at first received coldly, but afterwards was restored to favour. 

Though religiously minded, Dal)a seems throughout his life to have 
transc-ended the bounds of orthodoxy and to have retained son1e of the 
unconventionality of his wild youth. l-Ie '"·as not afraid to put forward 
opinions which Inight have made him unpopular with his royal patron 
--for instance he condemned the doctrine of royal divinity as gross 
sycophancy, and attacked the Macchiavellian system of statecraft 
associated with the name of Kautilya as immoral and inhuman. I·Iere 
and there in his \Vork occur passages which show implicit sympathy 
\vith the poor and humble a sentiment rarely found in ancient Indian 
literature and he is a master of exact observation. For all the 
flo·weriness of his style BaQa's outlook has more in common \vith that 
of the 20th century than that of any other early lndian \vriter. 

Of his t\\"O works the ""Deeds of Har~a .. tells of the events leading 
up to Har~a's rise to power with general authenticity, but with some 
evident exaggeration, and with a lack of circumstantial detail which 
the historian finds irritating. The work was apparently unfinished, 
since when it concludes the hero·s destiny is still somewhat in doubt. 
Kiid11mbari is perhaps a conscious and successful attempt to im-

. prove on Suba.ndhu·s Yasavada.ttii. The story is a romance, told 
in a series of narrated episodes ,vhich link together to build up a com
plicated plot. This work also was unfinished, and \Vas completed by 
the author's son, whose prentice hand is quite evident. 

As an example of Biil)a' s style \ve give a some,vhat abridged and 
adapted version of his description of Jiar~a·s army striking camp 
to march against his enemies. In the original the ~hole consists of a 

. 

... 
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single sentence, the basis of which is the phrase ~~~the royal court was 
filled \\'ith chieftains .. near the end of the passage. The separate 
sentences or clauses of our translation are single co1npound words in the 
original. 

•• Then it was time to go. The drums rattled, the kettlcdrunls beat joy
fully, the trUJnpets blared, the horns blew, t11e conches sounded. By degrees 
the hubbub of the camp grew louder. Officers busily roused the liing's 
courtiers. The sky shook \Vith tile clin of fast-hammering mallets and drum
sticks. The generals asseanbled the ranks of the subordinate officers. The 
darkness of the night was broken by the glare of a thousand torches which 
the people lighted. 14overs were aroused by the tramping feet of the won1cn 
\.vho kept watch. The harsh shouts of the elephant-marsllals dispelled the 
slumber of their drowsy riders as awakened elephants left their stables. 

•• Squadrons of horses woke from sleep and shook their manes. The camp 
resounded loudly as spades dug up the tent-pegs, and the tethering chains of 
elephants clinked as their stakes \vere pulled up. . . As the foragers re
leased the elephants all space was filled with the clanking of their fetters. 
Leather bags full to bursting were placed on their dusty backs, which had 
been rubbed down with tufts of hay. Servants rolled up the canvasses and 
awnings of tents and pavilions, and the bundles of tent-pegs were stored 
away il1 bulging leather sacks. Store-keepers assembled their stores, and 
many elephant-drivers loaded them. The dwellings of the vassals were 
cluttered with cups and cooking utensils, which were lifted on to the backs 
of elephants, steadied by their riders. The soldiers laughed as the fat strum
pet:!i were dragged away by force. resisting vigorously with feet and hands. 
The 1nany tnighty and savage elephant., trumpeted, as tl1e girtllbands 
of their bright harness were tightened, and restricted the freedom of their 
litnbs. . . . Camels neighed in aru1oyance as sacks were loaded on their backs. 

,. Tile wives of highborn gende1nen were visited in their carriages by go
betweens sent by princes. Elephant-captains, who had forgotten that it was 
time to go, looked for their servant.~. l'hc splendid horses of the King·s 
favourites were Jed by footmen wealthy with their masters· gifts. Troops 
of handsome warriors adorned their bodies with circles of unguent, scented 
with camphor. 1·he harness of the marshals" horses '"as hung with bags of 
salted peas, little bells, and whistles. • Monkeys sat among the troops of 
horses, as the grooms straightened their tangled reins. Stablemen dragged 
sacks of 1nusty fodder for the horses· morning meal. The calls of the grass
cutters grew louder and louder. There was uproar in the stables as young 
horses strained and reared and swerved at the confusion of starting. Girls 
hurried at the call of the riders of tl1e harnessed horses with unguents 
for their faces. As the elephants and horses set out the poor folk of the 

• Cowell and Thomas ( The Htlrlocarito of Baoo, p. 200) take lavacudaU:yl as •• wooden 
figures of deer .. on tlte ha..<~is of a late commentary. Lava~a means salt. and lal.aya a type 
of pea, and we believe c.he compound to mean a bag of salted peas, the horsc"s iron rations. 
n.e translation of l.iJlkittl-ncll-sonctha as ·· bells with reeds attached.. is equally improb-
able. 111e horse's harness would be hung with bells. but 116ll. ··reed'" or ••tube .. , may 
well mean a whistle attached to the hamc3s by a c:ord. and used for signalling. 
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neighbourhood ran up to loot the re1nains of the heaped grain. Donkeys 
plodded on together, loaded with piles of clothing. The trampled roads 
weTe filled with caTts with creaking \\'heels. Oxen were loaded with equip
ment which would suddenly fall off. The strong oxen, first to be driven 
away, lagged behind, drawn by the grass which grew by the roadside. 

·"In front went the field-kitchens of the chief vassals. Standard bearers 
led the ranks. As tl1c troops left their small huts hundreds of their friends 
came out to meet then1. ll1e feet of the elephants tran1plcd the hovels by 
the roadside, and the people came out and thre\v clods at their keepers, 'vho 
called on the bystanders to witness their assaults. Poor fa1nilies ran from 
their \vrecked and ruined huts. Oxen, bearing the "'·ealth of Wlfortunate 
merchants, fled from the hubbub. Clearing a path through the crowd \vith 
the glare of their torches, runners led the way for the elephants bearing the 
wonten of the harent. Horsemen shouted to the dogs ruru1ing behind them. 
TI1c veterans praised the tall Taiigat)a horses, \vhich trotted so smoothly 
and quickly that they ntade travelling a pleasure. Unhappy Soutl1crneTs up
braided their fallen mules. 111e whole world was swallo·wed in dust. 

"'The royal court was filled with chieftains 'vho had come front every 
quarter, riding on cow-elephants, '~hose drivers bore bows adorned with 
stripes of gold-leaf. Seated within [the howdahs] their batmen carried 
their S\Vords. 'fheir betel-bearers fanned them with flY'vhisks. The soldiers 
seated in tl1c rear bore bundles of javelins in cases. '11le trappings [of the 
elephants J bristled with curved sabres and gilded arro""·s. . . . The thighs 
[of tl1e chieftains] were clothed in fine-patterned silk. but their legs \vcre 
covered witl1 mud-stained trousers .... Their tunics were decked with dark 
jewels, which glistened against their bodies. They \YOre Chinese cuirasses, 
doublets adorned with bright dusteTs of pearls . ... and scarves as bright 
as a parrot's wing. All tl1e ends of the earth \vere filled with knight.s and 
warriors, who hurried on \vith tossing shields and plu1nes. The ends of 
heaven \vere loud with the jingling golden omantents on tl1e harness of the 
prancing Kamboja steeds in tl1eir hundreds. The ear was deafened by the 
harsh boonting of hundreds of large kettlednan1s, tnercilessly beaten. The 
roll \vas called. With upturned faces the footnlen awaited the order to 
ntarch. ""to 

After BaJ)a similar prose romances y..·cre often written, as well as 
stories in ntixcd prose and verse ( caJrtpu), but none is of ntuch literary 
importance, and most are derivative, pedantic and dull. 

Another branch of prose narrative literature was the fable, which 
we meet first in the Pali jatakas. These cheerful little stories, ·whose 
characters are often talking animals, have much in comnton with the 
fables popular in ancient Greece, and there has been some discussion 
on the question of influence. Direct borrowing is unlikely, though it 
may be that some of the talcs were derived fro1n a common source in 
the ancient Middle East. Whatever the origin of these stories Indian 
folklore did influence the literature of the West, for one of the most 
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famous Indian collections of fables~ the Pa11catantra, \vas translated 
into Pahlavi, or Middle Persian, in the 6th century. Thence it was 
translated into Syriac, and thence again, in the 8th century, into 
Arabic. In various versions it appeared in Hebrew, Greek and Latin, 
and found its \vay all over Europe. The earliest English version is 
that of Sir Thomas North, called #'The Morall Philosophie of Doni'' 
after the name of the translator of the Italian version, which North 
used. This appeared in 1670~ and \vas the earliest work of Indian 
literature (much garbled by successive translations) to be pub
lished in English. The fables of La Fontaine are admittedly based 
on "Pilpay.,, the form in which Vidyapati, the title of the Indian sage 
who is said to have narrated the stories, reached Europe. As well as 
the fables of La Fontaine the stories of Reynard the Fox, popular in 
the folk literature of many parts of Europe and given finished form 
by Goethe, owe much to this source. Other Indian tales, including 
several from the Brhotlrathii (p. 429), found their way westwards. 
and the" Arabian Nights~~~ owes several of its stories and then1es to 
India, including some of the marvels met by Sindbad the Sailor. 

The Paflcatantra ("Five Treatises.,) is in theory a book of in
struction in niti, or the conduct of one" s affairs, especially intended for 
kings and statesmen. The little stories are contained· in a framing 
narr·ative which tells how a king wa...~ distressed at the evil and 
stupidity of his sons, and entrusted them to a sage '"ho reformed 
them in six months by telling them a series of fables. The book 
exists in several versions of varying length and merit, mostly 
in prose, but with many verses of a gnomic type. The nlost 
famous of these versions is Nariyal)a 's Hitopad~la (''Salutary Instruc
tion"), composed in Bengal in the 12th century. The work was in
tended as a ''reader'' for students ofSanskrit, and serves that purpose 
well down to the present day. Never was a school textbook better 
\vritten. The author was compelled by his purpose to avoid the 
euphuisms and pedantries which affected most of the literature of his 
time, and he wrote lucidly and wittily, liberally including memorably 
terse gnomic stanzas. Ethically many of the stories are dubious, for 
they encourage caution and self-interest rather than altruism. The 
two stories we quote are boxed within others. 

"'lt is said: 
He who takes a well-spoken knave 

to be a man of his own stamp 
is fooled by rogues, like the brlhm~ 

who was robbed of his goat.' 

u ·How did that happen?· asked the King. 
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.. 'In the forest of Gautama, • said MeghavaJ'I)a, ' there lived a brahmaiJ 
famous for his sacrifices. Once he \vent to a village and bought a goat for 
sacrifice, and as he was carrying it home on his shoulder he was seen by 
three rogues. • · If we could find a way to get that goat, .. they said to them
selves, "it would be a fine trick I" So they stationed themselves each under 
a tree about a kro/a apart. As the brahmaiJ passed by, the first rogue said, 
.. Why, brahmaJ.l, that's a dog you're carrying on your back r " ., It's not a 
dog ... replied the brahmaJ'), .. it"s a goat for sacrifice!·· 

·"Then the next rogue addressed hitn \vith the same words. This time 
the brahmaJ) put the goat on the ground and looked at it hard, and again 
slung it over his shoulder and went on, his mind wavering like a swing; for 

The words of rogues make even the mind of a good man \vaver. 
If he trusts them he dies like Pretty~ars. • 

.. 
11 How did that happen?· asked the King. 

·~~ ' In a forest land,' he said, ' there lived a lion natned Madotkata, \vho had 
three servants. a crow, a tiger and a jackal. Once as the three \Vere out 
walking they met a camel, and they asked him \Vhence he came, and whether 
he had fallen out of a caravan. He told them his story, and they took him 
back and handed him over to the lion, who gave him his freedom and 
security; and he took the name of Pretty~ars. 

111111 Later the lion \Vas taken ill, and there was heavy rain and they \vere 
very distressed for want of food. So they agreed so to arrange matters that 
their lord should kill Pretty~ars. 1111 Of what other use,·' they said to them
selvesJ " is that cater of thorns to us?"' .. But how can \ve manage it, Ill said 
the tiger, .. \vhen our master has given him a pledge of security and has him in 
his favour?" .. At a time like this, .. said the cro,v, •• \vhen the master is re
duced to skin and bone, he won't scruple at a sin; for 

A \VOman torn by hunger will abandon her child. 
A snake tom by hunger will eat its own eggs. 

What evil will a hungry man not do? 
Lean men are always pitiless r 

And, what is more, 

A drunkard, an imbecile, a lunatic, 
a man tired out, an angry man, a hungry man, 

a greedy man, a frightened man, a hasty man, 
or a man in love never do the right thing.·· 

" 
11 After thus deliberating they aU went to the lion. ., Have you found 

anything to eat?" the lion asked. ., We've done our best," they replied, 
,. but we haven •t found a thing I" .. Well, .. said the lion, "how are \\"e to 
keep alive now?"' .. Sire/' said the crow, ., if we don't get our natural food 
we'U all surely die." "And \vhat," asked the lion, ·• is our natural food?,. 
.. Pretty~ars! .. whispered the crow in the lion's ear. 
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.. 'The lion touched the earth and covered his ears in horror. "We've 
given him a pledge of security," he said, "and we must stand by it. How 
can we eat him? For 

Moreover 

Not gifts of Land nor gifts of gold, 
nor gifts of cattle nor gifts of food 

arc said to be the greatest gift. 
Of all gifts greatest is the gift of safety. 

The merit of the horse-sacrifice, 
the fulfilment of all desires, 

comes to the man 'vho protects 
those who take refuge \Vith hitn. •· 

.. '"'True! .. said the crow. ..Our lord must not kill hin1. But there's no 
reason why we shouldn't so arrange things that he offers his body volun
tarily."' At t11is the lion kept silence. So when a suitable occasion offered 
the crow found a pretext to bring the1n aU into the lion's presence. ..Sire/· 
he said, ··however hard we try \Ve can find no food. Your Majesty is weak 
rront days of fasting. So now make a meal of my flesh, for 

All subjects arc dependent on their lord. 
Only well-rooted trees bear fruit, 

and only when the king is strong 
do men's works prosper ... 

•·· .. I'd rather die myself than do such a thing I .. said tl1e lion. 

"• TI1cn the jackalanade the sarne offer. "Never I" the lion replied_ 

.. 'The tiger next spoke up. ''Let my lord live on my own body~" he 
said. .. Such a thing can never be right! "' the lion replied. 

·• • F"mally Pretty-cars, full of confidence, offered himself in the same way. 
And, in accordance with his offer, the lion ripped his belly open and they all 
ate him up. 

••• And that is why I say: 
The words of rogues make even the 1nind of a good man waver. 

If he trusts them he dies like Pretty~ars. 

"• Meanwhile the br;ihnlaJ) met tl1e third rogue, who spoke to him in the 
same way. This time he decided that his senses were defective. So he 
abandoned the goat, took a ritual ablution, and went home, while the rogues 
took t11e goat away and ate it. And SC' I say: 

He who takes a well-spoken knave 
to be a man of his O\vn stamp 

is fooled by rogues like the brahmcu, 
who was robbed of his goat.' "'J 

• 

• 
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Pali Literature 
The Pali language was closer to the speech of the ordinary man 

than was Sanskrit, and its style wa..~ in general sirnpler; but though 
they contain many fine passages the t>ali scriptures are largely prosaic 
and repetitive. The .same stock phrases and descriptions, often quite 
lengthy, occur again and again with a dull monotony which can only 
be circumvented by drastic abridgement. Yet the narrative portions 
of the Pali canon are frequently of much merit. Here for instance, 
somewhat abridged, is an account of the Buddha's ·~Great Going 
Forth ... , a passage of intense dramatic force. 

~~Then lovely women, decked like the damsels of the gods with every 
kind of ornament and well trained in dance and smg, began to perform. 
But the Bodhisattva had no taste for dancing, and for a \vhile sleep overcame 
him. The \.vomcn thought: "He for \vhosc sake we danced and sang has 
fallen asleep why should \Ve trouble ourselves further?· And they put up 
their instruments and lay down. 111e latnps of scented oil burned on. 

"The Bodhisattva awoke and sat cross-legged on his couch. He saw the 
\vomen with their instrutnents laid aside, fast asleep. Saliva trickled fronl 
the mouths of some; some were covered in sweat; some ground their teeth 
in sleep; sotne snored; the garments of sotne were in disarray, so that they 
repulsively showed their private parts. When he saw them thus in their 
dishevelment he \\"a~ more than ever disgusted \vith the life of passion. The 
great hall, decked like the heavenly palace of lndra, see1ned to him like a 
charnel ground full of scattered corpses. Life see1ned as fleeting as a house 
on fire. • How wretched it all is! How afflicted it all is!!· he cried, and his 
anind \\'as set even n1ore strongly on asceticism. ··roday I mu~t leave on 
the Great Going Forth,' he thought, and he ro.se from his bed and went to 
the door. 

""There Jay Channa, his head on tbe threshold. 'Today I must go forth 
on the Great Going Forth," he said, • get ready my horse· . . . . When he had 
thus sent Channa he thought' I will sec my son", and he went to the apart
n1ents of tlte Mother or Rahula, and opened the bedroorn door. A little 
lamp of scented oil burned in the inner roorn. 'rhe .Mother of Rahula \vas 
sleeping on a bed thickly strewn \vith flowers, \vith her son·s J1ead on her 
arm. lne Bodhisattva set one foot on the threshold and stood gazing at 
them. ' If I move her hand and take up nty son I shall waken the queen," he 
thought, • and then I shall not be able to go. When I am a Buddha I will 
corne back and see my son.' And he left the pala~e.''42 

As a further exan1ple of Pali prose \VC give a Jataka tale. This 
story, inculcating the fickleness of won1en, has of course no religious 
value, and its origin is certainly secular, but \\·e give its framework, 
in order that the reader Jnay see ho\v the 1nost w1promising material 
has been pressed into service for religious purposes. 1"his story is 
typical of the terse dry style of the collection, and of the tales of 

• 
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marvels \Yhich "vere very popular in India then as now. The reader 
\Yill recall that the verses arc the original, round "vhich the story itself 
is built as a sort of commentary . 

""The Master, who was living at Jeta's Grove at the time, told this story 
in connexion with a backsliding brother. lne Master asked him if he 
wanted to return to the world and regretted taking orders. • It's all because 
of the wiles of women.· the monk answered. 'Brother,' said the Master. 
• it's impossible to keep on your guard against women I Wise men of old 
couldn't guard against them, even \Yhen they dwelt in the realms of the 
$uptUrzas. • • And when the brother pressed him the Master told an old story. 

~~'In former times 1\ing Tamba ruled the kingdom ofBanaras. He had a 
chief queen named Sussondi, a woman of the utmost beauty. The Bodhi
sattva was born then as a supai"J}a. At that time there was an island of 
serpents called the Island of Serutna. In that island the Bodhisattva dwelt 
in a palace of suparJ)as. 

~''One day he went to Bani.ras in human guise, and gambled with King 
Tamba. The attendants saw how fair he was. and told Sussondi that a 
handsome man was gambling with the King. She wanted to see him, so one 
day she put on all her ornaments and came to the gambling-hall, where, 
standing among her maids, she watched him. And then he saw the Queen. 
The two fell in love with one another. The King of the Supan:tas stirred up 
a magic wind in the city, and everyone rushed from the royal palace, fearing 
that it might fall. With his magic power he created darkness, seized the 
Queen, and fle\v to his palace in the Isle of Serpents . 

... Nobody knew where Sussondi had gone .. but the Supan:ta took his 
pleasure of her and went back to play with the King. No\v the King had a 
minstrel named Sagga. Not kno\\'ing what had happened to the Queen he 
said to th~ minstrel, "Go and seek over land and sea, and find out where the 
Queen has gone ... So he took money for his journey and, starting in the 
suburbs, he sought everywhere \mtil he came to Bhrgukaccha. just then 
some merchants o£ Bhrgukaccha were .setting out by ship for the I .and of 
Gold (?Burma) . He went up to them and said, ,. rm a 1ninstrel. If you·n 
remit my fare and take me with you I ·u make music for you... They agreed, 
took him aboard, and set sail. 

"''When the ship was well under way they called him to make rnusic for 
them. •• I'd \Yillingly make music for you,.. he said, "' but if I did the fish 
\vould leap out of the water and smash your ship... ., When a mere man 
makes music the fish don"t get excited,"• they said. ••so tw1e upt•• ""Then 
don•t blame me Cor anything that may happen/' he said, and he tuned his 
lute and made music. with strings and voice in perfect unison. The fish 
heard the sound, and leapt with exciten1ent. Then a sea-tnonster ( malcara) 
leapt frotn the sea, fell on the ship, and smashed it to pieces. Sagga lay on 
a plank and drifted with the wind to the Isle of Serpents, and landed by a 
banyan tree near the palace of the l{ing of the SuparJ]as. 

• •' Now the King of the Supan:tas had gone away to play dice, and so 
• A class of large mythical bird, of whom Garu~a (p. 500) is the cluef • 

• 
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Queen Sussondi had come down from the palace and \vas walking on the 
shore: and she saw and recognized Sagga the minstrel, and asked him how he 
came. He told her all his story. She told him not to be afraid, and com
forted him, and clasped him in her arms, and had him taken to the palace, 
where she laid him on a couch. When he was revived she gave him fine 
food, bathed him in sweetly scented water, dressed him in fine clothes, 
adorned him with beautiful fragrant flowers, and &!gain made him rest on the 
fine couch. So she cared for him, and whenever the King of the Supa111as 
returned she hid hinJ; then, as soon as he went again, she took passionate 
pleasure with him. 

•· · When a month and half a month had passed, merchants from Daniras 
landed on that island at the foot of tl1e banyan tree in search of fuel and 
water. He boarded their ship, \vent back to Banaras, and saw tl1e King 
\vhile he was gambling. Then he took his lute, and, making music, sang tl1e 
first stanza: 

·'There blows tl1e scent of timira trees 
witl1 tl1e sowtding of tl1e evil sea, 

but Sussondi is far away. 
Tamba, desires torrnent me! .. 

'' · When he heard this, tl1e Supan.ta sang tl1E~ second stanza~ 
" How did you cross tl1e ocean? 

How came you to see Seruma? 
How was it, Sagga, 

tl1at she and you did meet? .. 

•· '1nen Sagga sang three stanzas: 
"From Bhrgukaccha tl1ere sailed 

traders in search of wealth. 
A monster broke tl1eir ship. 

I floated on a plank. 

u In her soft and tender lap 
ever fragrant \vi tl1 sandal 

tl1e gentle lady pillowcd me, 
as a motl1er her own son . 

.. This you should know, King Ta1nba, 
the fair-eyed lady gave me 

food witl1 her o\vn hands, 
and drink, and raiment, and a bed."" 

" • Even as tl1e minstrel sang tl1e Supar~ was filled with regret. "Though 
I dwelt in the Palace of the Supan_1as, ., he thought, ·' I could not keep her r 
What is the wanton to me?" So he brought her back, gave her to tl1e King, 
and \vent away. And he never came again.• 

.. When tl1e story was over the Master declared the Four Noble Trutl1s 
( p. 269), and identified tl1e births. . . . • Ananda ( p. 261 ) was tl1e King oa 
Ban;lras, and I was tl1e King of tl1e Supan}aS." .... 
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As examples of Pili poetry \\'e give a few verses from the "Songs 
of the Elder Monks and Nuns" ( Tlteragatlta and Tllerigatlzd), a 
collection of poems ascribed, falsely no doubt, to the great disciples 
of the Buddha in tbe early days of the Order. The style of these 
poems is simpler than that of courtly Sanskrit literature, and suggests 
the influence of popular song. The first is attributed to Ambapali, 
the beautiful courtezan of Vaisali who becan1e a Buddhist nun . 

.,. Black and glossy as a bee and curled was my hair: 
now in old age it is just like hemp or bark-cloth. 
Not otherwise is the word of the truthful. . . . 

·• My hair clustered with flowers was like a box of sweet perfume; 
now in old age it stink~ like a rabbit's pelt. 
Not othenvise is the word of the truthful . . . 

.. Once 1ny eyebrows were lovely, a.s though drawn by an artist; 
now in old age they are overhung lvith lvrinkles. 
Not otherwise is the word of the truthful. . . . 

•• Dark and long-lidded, my eyes were bright and flashing as jewels; 
no'" in old age they are dulled and dim. 
Not othenvise is the word of the truthful. . . . 

.., My voice was as sweet as the cuckoo's, who flies in the woodland 
thickets; 

now in old age it is broken and stamn1cring. 
Not otherwise is the word or the truthful. .. . 

"Once n1y hands were smooth and soft, and bright withje,vels and gold; 
now in old age they twist like roots. 
Not otherwise is the word of the truthful. . . . 

•• Once my body was lovely as polished gold; 
now in old age it is covered all over with tiny lvrinkles. 
Not otherwise is the word of the truthful ... . 

"Once my two feet were soft, as though filled with do,vn; 
now in old age they are cracked and wizened. 
Not otherwise is the word or the truthful. . . . 

•• Such was n1y body once. Now it is weary and tottering, 
the home of many ills, an old house with flaking plaster. 
Not otherwise is the \VOrd or the truthfu}. ... 44 

Few ancient Indian poe1n.s show such a deep love of nature as some 
of these verses, ascribed to pious monks of the 5th century a.c . 
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.. When the drum of the clouds thWtders in heaven. 
and all the \Vays or the bird.S are thick with rain, 

the monk sits in the hills in ecstasy 
and finds no joy greater than this . 

.. When by rivers covered with flowers. 
and gaily adorned with reeds or vcp-ied hue, 

the goodly monk sits on the bank in ecstasy 
he finds no joy greater than this . 

.. When the rain pours down at night, 
and elephants trumpet in the distant thickets, 

the monk sits in the hill.s in ecstasy, 
and finds no joy greater than this.'" t& 

•· When the crane lvith clear pale wing 
flies in fear from the black cloud, 

seeking shelter and fmding none, 
The river AjakaraJ].i gives 1ne joy. 

,. Who would not love 
the rose-apple tTees 

rair on either bank 
beside the great cavern? 

"Freed fro1n the fear of flocks of cranes 
the rrogs croak sortly now. 

This is no ti1ne to leave the hills and strea1ns! 
Safe, good and pleasant is Ajakar~i ... " 

+57 

As an example of Pali descriptive poetry we give a stirring passage 
from the Ceylon Chronicle, the Mahar-'a1psa, describing the capture of 
Vijitanagara, the capital of the ~"'a1nil invader Elira, by the Sinhalese 
national hero, King Dunhagatnal}i ( 161-JS7 s.c. ), with the aid of his 
favourite elephant, Kcu:a9ula. 

SI 

,.The city had three moats, 
and was guarded by a high 'vall. 

Its gate was covered with iron 
hard ror foes to shatter . 

.. 1ne elephant knelt on his knees 
and, battering with his tusks 

stone and mortar and brick, 
he attacked the iron gate. 
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., The Tamils from the watch-tower 
threw missiles of every kind, 

balls of red-hot iron 
and [vessels ofJ n1olten pitch . 

., Down fell the smoking pitch 
upon K&r)c.lula's back. 

In anguish of pain he fted 
and plunged in a pool of water . 

• ,.This is no drinking boutl" 
cried Gothaimbara . • 

'Go, batter the iron gate! 
Batter down the gate I I' 

.,In his pride the best of tuskers 
took heart and trumpeted loud. 

He reared up out of the water 
and stood on the bank defiant. 

•• The elephant-doctor washed away 
the pitch, and put on balm. 

The King mounted the elephant 
and rubbed his brow with his hand. 

•• • Dear K~c.Iula, I '11 make you 
the lord of all Ceylon I' 

he said, and the beast was cheered, 
and was fed \Vith the best of fodder. 

· • He was covered with a cloth, 
and he was armoured well 

with annour for his back 
of seven-fold buffalo hide. 

•· On the armour was placed 
a skin soaked in oil. 

Then, trumpering like thunder, 
he came on, fearless of danger. 

•• He pierced the door with his tusks. 
With his feet he trampled the threshold. 

And the gate and the lintel 
crashed loudly to the earth ... •1 
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Priilrrit Literature 
Space will not permit more than a brief reference to the Prakrit 

scriptures of the jainas, examples of which we have already quoted 
(p. 29Sf). In general they have little literary value. Like jainism 
itself they tend to be arid, and, like the Pali scriptures but in even 
greater measure, they repeat lengthy stock phrases and descriptions, 
which may have had some mnemonic value, but which to the modem 
reader are very irritating. Lengthy descriptions of the Tirthahkaras, 
of pious monks, mighty kings, wealthy merchants, prosperous cities 
etc. occur over and over again, in exactly the same words through
out the canon, and give it a flavour of uninspired dryness. The style 
is somewhat more ornate than that of the Pali scriptures, and closer 
to courtly Sanskrit. 

The poetry of the jainas is better than their prose. In this con
nexion we cannot refrain from quoting a remarkable poem, which is 
one of the most humorous things in ancient Indian literature, and 
which, by some lucky chance, has found its way into the jaina canon, 
among the austere pages of the Sutrakrtiinga. It is intended as a 
warning of the grim fate in store for the backsliding monk, and throws 
a most unexpected light on one aspect of Indian marriage. Our 
translation is rather free, but we have tried to keep some of the lively 
vernacular style of the original. 

,. A celibate monk shouldn't fall in love, 
and though he hankers after pleasure he should hold himself in check, 

for these arc the pleasures 
lvhich some monks enjoy. 

" If a monk breaks 'his vows, 
and faUs for a wotnan, 

she upbraids him and raises her foot to him, 
and kicks him on the head. 

"'Monk, if you won't live with me 
as husband and wife, 

I'll pull out my hair and become a nun, 
for you shall not live without me I' 

., But when she has him in her clutches 
it" s aU housev1ork and errands I 

• Fetch a lmife to cut this gourd 1• 
'Get me some fresh fruit I' 

"'We want wood to boil the greens, 
and for a fire in the evening I' 

'Now paint my feet I' 
·Come and massage my back I' . . . 

' 
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.. ' Get me my lip-salve ! · 
'Find my sunshade and slippers! · 

·1 want a knife to cut this string I' 
'Take my robe and have it dyed blue I · . . . 

•• *Fetch me my tweezers and my comb!· 
'Get me a ribbon to tie my hair! • 

• Now pass me my looking-glass I ' 
Put my toothbrush down beside me! ' . . . 

•• • Fetch the pot and the drum and the rag-ball, 
for our little boy to play with I' 

• Monk, the rains are on the way, 
patch the roof of the house and look to the stores! ' 

•' • Bring me the chair with the twine seat, 
and my wooden-soled slippers to go out walking I ' 

So r.regnant women boss their husbands, 
just as though they were household slaves. 

" When a child is born, the reward of their labours, 
she makes the father hold the baby. 

And sometimes the fathers of sons 
stagger under their burdens like camels. 

''They get up at night, as though they were nurses, 
to lull the howling child to sleep, 

and, though they are shamefaced about it, 
scrub dirty garments, just like washennen. . . . 

"So, monks, resist the wiles of women, 
avoid their friendship and company. 

The little pleasure you get from them 
will only lead you into trouble! "48 

A number of medieval "'orks of a secular nature were written in 
Prakrit, chief of which are the poems .. The Building of the Cause
way .. (Setubandha), describing Rama's invasion ofCeylon and falsely 
ascribed to Kalidasa; ''The Slaying of the King of Bengal" ( Gaut!a
vadluJ}, a long panegyric by the 8tJr.century poet Vakpati, describing 
the exploits of Ya§ovarman, king of 1'\anyakubja (p. 70}; and a 
drama named after it.s heroine, Karpurama.r1jari, by the lOtlH:entury 
dramatist Rajagekhara. These works, though not \Vithout merit, are 
indistinguishable in style and content from coanparable Sanskrit pro
ductions, and need not detain us. 
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The tnost ianportant literary work in Prakrit is the ., Seven Hun
dred" ( Saptaialaka) of 1-Hila. 1"his is a large collecti~n of self
contained stanzas of great cha.-au and beauty, in the Arya metre 
(p. 51 Jf). Their traditional author v.·as the shado\vy Satavahana king 
Hala, who ruled in the Deccan in the Jst century A.o., but in fact many 
of these verses seetn considerably later. and they must be looked on 
as anonymous. They are notable for their conciseness; like Amaru, 
their authors were able to suggest a whole story in four short lines. 
This great economy of words and rnasterly use of suggestion would 
indicate that the verses were written for a highly educated literary 
audience; but they contain sitnple and natural descriptions and re
ferences to the lives of peasants and the lower classes, which J>oint to 
popular influence. 'fhe treatnlent of the love affairs of country folk 
reminds us of early 1'anlil poetry, and suggests that ""Hala" may 
have tapped a widely diffused source in South Indian folksong . 

.. Last night ·with scorn the lady gave the wanderer 
straw for his bed. 

This morning she gathers it together, 
·weeping .. " 

• • • • 

•• 'This morning, my friend, I heard a 1nan singing, 
and his song reminded me of my lover. 

and opened all the wounds 
that the shafts of the Love-god had made in my heart.· .. 

• • • • 

•• 'Waiting for you, the first half of the night 
passed like a moment. 

The rest was like a year. 
for I was sunk in grief. • '· 

• • • • 

"When the season of rains, with its high clouds, • 
has passed like youth, 

the earliest single lt.asa flower 
comes, like a grey hair on the earth." 

• • • • 

.. • Ungrateful lover, still I see the mud 
in the village street, 

which, on a rainy night, 
I rrod for your sake, shameless one! · " tD 

Tamil Literaturt 
1"'he oldest Tan1illiterature goes back to the early centuries of the 

Christian era. Its dating is still a matter of some dispute but it 
• There is a pun here on paoluJre, which may mean either • • clouds •• or •• breasts ••. 
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seen1s ahnost certain that the earliest stratum was composed before 
the great Pallava dynasty of Kaftci became dominant in the Tamil 
I .and in the 6th century, and it is probably some centuries older than 
this. 

Tamil tradition tells of three literary academies (Ja:iigam) which 
met at Madurai. The earliest of these was attended by gods and 
legendary sages, and all its works have perished. or the second, there 
survives only the early Tamil grammar, Tolkappiyam. The poets of 
the Tbird Sangam, on the other hand, wrote the ..,Eight Anthologies~~~~ 
(Ettutogai), which are the greatest monument of ancient Tamil 
literature, as '\vell as a number of later works. Some authorities have 
doubted the tradition of the Sangams, and it is almost certain that the 
grammar Tolkappiyam, attributed to the Second Sangam, is later 
than many of the poems of the Third. But the tradition of the San
gams, which is a strongly held one, has no parallel in Northern 
legend, and \\·c may believe that the bards of the Tamill-md, who 
wandered over the country enjoying the patronage of chieftains and 
villagers alike, would meet from time to time in the city of Madurai 
for great festivals of poetry and music, and that many of the verses of 
the Anthologies \Vere recited there. 

The poetry of the "Eight Anthologies .. is little kno,vn outside the 
land of its origin, and its language is so archaic that the modern 
educated Ta1nil cannot read it without special study. The relation of . 
tl1e language of the Saitgam literature to Tamil as it is now written is 
perhaps similar to that of Piers Plowman to modem English. The 
tradition ofTamil poetry at the time of the composition of these works 
must already have been a long one, for the poetic conventions finally 
fixed in the Toluppiyam had almost reached their finished form even 
in the earliest poems of the Anthologies. Hut their style is much 
nearer that of folk literature than is the style of courtly Sanskrit. 
The life of the peasant and the scenes of the countryside, the bustle of 
the towns and tl1e ruthlessness of war, are here depicted as though 
from direct experience, and with no fortnal unrealistic idealization. 

Together the ''Eight Anthologies ··•make up a very large body of 
poetic literature, and contain well over 2,000 poerm, ascribed to more 
than 200 authors. To them must be added "The Ten Songs" (Pat
tuppattu), containing ten longer poems of similar style but some\vhat 
later date. Until the end of the last century this great collection \vas 

• Natfi1)ai: 400 shon poe11'l3 on love, each of from nine to twelve lines; IWrunlogai, 
400 love poems of from four to eight lines each; Aing1J!1111ii[u. 600 short erotic poems; 
Padirruppa/tu. a shon collection of eight (origimUy ten) poems, each of ten verses, in 
praise of the lUng of the ara country (Malabar); Panpdd~Jl, twenty-four (originally 
seventy) poeDUi in praise of tods: Kalittogai, 150 love poems; AHa1WnfJfU, 400 love
lyrics of varying length; and Pu[on41Jfi(U, 400 poems in praise of kings. 
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almost forgotten, even by the Tamils themselves; only \vi thin the 
last fifty years have the rare ntanuscripts containing it been edited 
and given to the \vorld. Much is still untranslated, and the full and 
thorough study of the Sangam literature from the critical and his
torical point of view has yet to be made. 

Very early the Tarnils developed the passion for classification \vhich 
is noticeable in many aspects of ancient Indian learning. Poetry was 
divided into two main groups: ll• internal" ( aga111- ), dealing with love, 
and .uexternat•• (puram ), dealing \vith the praise of kings. A further 
division was made according to the region of the Tan1il l.and to 
which the poem referred or was most appropriate. Conventionally 
there were five regions ( li!tai): the hills ( kuriilji), the dry lands 
(piilai), the jt..tngle and woodland (-1nullai), the cultivated plains 
( nraruda1n), and the coast { neyc14l) . Each was connected with some 
special aspect of )o\·e or war; thus the hills \vere the scene of poems 
on pre-nuptial love and cattle-raiding; the dry lands, of the long sepa
ration of lovers, and of the laying waste of the countryside; the 
jungle. of the brief parting of lovers, and of raiding expeditions; the 
valleys, of post-nuptial love or the wiles of courtezans, and of siege; 
and the seacoast, of the parting of fishermen·s \vives from their lords, 
and of pitched battle. To each region were attributed its own appro
priate flowers, animals and people. Every poent of the till Eight An
thologies" was classified in one of the five sections, but ntuch of the 
poetry was written with little regard for this formal classification. 

A unique feature ofTami) poetry is the initial rhyme or assonance. 
This does not appear in the earliest Tamilliterature, but by the end 
of the Sangam period it was quite regular. The first syllable, or 
syJlables, of each couplet must rhyme. Thus: 

I$A rr AD" ~i'Bum iyarri()T arral 
ASAirADu nirPadam arzmai; i!aijunga! 
KA]fl)A ljir11i alaikkun J:aoal an Ill!' !erppa 
P END I Rum vlilaro m.arru. • • . . - --

nThough you fail, to work and struggle. 
unwaveringly steadfast this is manliness. 

Lord of the cool and lovely shore, where the waves shake the thorny 
groves! 

Will not even women flourish in prosperity ?"60 

This initial assonance, in some poems continued through four or 
more lines, is never to be found in the poetry ofSanskritic languages, 
or as far as we know, in that of any other language. Its effect, a little 
strange at first, rapid I y becomes pleasant to the reader, and to the 
Tamil is as enjoyable as the end rhyme of European poetry. 

• 
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We give a brief anthology of short poe1ns and extracts from this 
\vonderful literature. • 

Here a mother tells of her son, who has gone to war. 

u If you lean against the pillar of 1ny little honte 
and ask the whereabouts of my son, 
I reply, • I cannot tell you ' . 
Behold, Jike a tiger's cavern of rock, 
the womb tllat bore him 1 
You will find him on the field of war.·'&2 

The three following poems are attributed to tlae poetess A-vvaiyir. 

••1 t charms not like the harp, 
it accords not with the time-beat, 
it conveys no meaning, 
but the prattling of a son 
brings bliss to his father. 
So, 0 King Ne~unl~ Aiiji, 
through the grace of your favour 
my empty words are imbued "'ith meaning. 
0 King, you have overcome the enemy's forts, 
though unscaleable were their walls. '"'68 

• • • • • • • 

••To allow the little children of the village 
to wash clean its white tusks, 
the huge elephant will lie on the river hank. 
0 great King, you favour 1ne like that! 
But to approach an elephant in rut is death, 
and you are death to your foes, 0 King! .. 6t 

1-lere Avvaiyar compares the wealth of the luxurious king of 
Tol}~ai (Kafici) with that of her own warlike chief. 

·'Bedecked with peacock-feathers. garlanded with flowers, 
fine are the Tor,:t~ai spears in the spacious artnoury, 
with their strong shafts, and sharp points bright with ghee. 
The weapons of tuy king are blunt with fighting, 
broken their points through parrying the thrusts of the foe. 
The swordsmith's forge is busy with repairs. 
My king, when rich, freely gives food away, 
when poor he 1nesses with his men. 
He is the head of the fatnily of the poor, 
yet great is he. with his sharp-pointed spear."66 

• • • • 

• 'I he first ten extracts are the work of .Mr j . R. Marr, to whom we are mudl indebted 
for permission to use them. The other translarioml are our own, some made with d1e help 
of the many literal translations of Prof. P. T . S. lyengar.•• 

I 
I 
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~·o bee, fair of wing, ever in search of flower-garlands, 
tell me not what I fain would hear, but \vhat you really saw! 
Among all tlte flowers you know is any more fragrant 
than tlte tresses of my lady of the close-set teeth? 
Graceful as tlte peacock she dwells, rich in love, with me! "66 

• • • • 

,. Ever anew aches my heart I 
Again and again I brush off the burning tears. 
My love, once peaceful at my side, grows restless. 
My heart adtes! .. 67 

• • • • 

•• In tlte gathering night 
hushed of speech all men S\veetly sleep. 
Devoid of wrath, 
cowttless people in the world are resting. 
I alone sleep not! "68 

465 

Here a mother asks an ascetic the whereabouts of her daughter, 
who has eloped with her lover. The sage offers her this consolation: 

·• Save to tlte wearer of its scent, 
of what use is tlte sandalwood tree, 
even to the mowttains amid which it was born? 
If you ponder dte matter, it is so with your daughter. 

"Except to the wearer of it 
of what avail is the highly prized white pearl. 
even to the sea in which it was reared? 
If you ponder the matter, it is so witl1 your daughter:•"• 

Here a girl speaks to her playmate: 

., What bright bracelets you have I Do listen! 
As I was playing in the road 
he kicked over my mud castle widt his foot. 
and snatched the garland from my head, 
and ran away with my striped ball. 
How he teased me. the naughty boy! 

"Another day my mother and I 
\vere together, when a voice caUed out: 
'Whoever"s at home, please give me some water!' 
Mother said to me: ' My dear, 
fill the gilded vessel, and g ive him water to drink !' 
I went out, not knowing ,vho it was. 
He caught my wrist, witl1 the bangles on, and squeezed it, 
and I was frightened, and cried out: 
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• Mother, just look what he•s done I' 
She was very upset, and hurried down, 
but I told her he'd hiccups because of the water. 
He looked at me as if he could kill me, 
but then the rogue made friends with a smile .... eo 

Here a newly married girl makes her first atteanpts at cooking: 

"Her fingers, slender as the kandaJ blossom, had been squeezing the 
new curds. 

Her clothes had not been washed since she wiped her fingers on them. 
The appetizing steam had got into her lily-like eyes. 
Yet, as she robbed them, he just said, 6 The curry you've cooked is 

delicious.' 
He of the bright brow was 1nost pleased \Vith what he was eating ... et 

Striking touches of natural description often illumine the rather 
• monotonous panegyr1cs: 

u Though the milk turn sour, though day turn to night, 
though the path of the Vedas lead men astray, 
may you stand WlShaken, long famed, with loyal 
supporters, that, in the foothills of the mountains, 
the large...eyed motlter doe with her smaU-headed fa\vn 
may sleep secure at evening by the flame of the three fires 
of herrnits \\"ho perforrn hard penances. ue2 

• • • • 

"Unfailing in the hard tasks of war, 
0 king, like death, for whom there is no cure, 
though the earth be moved from her place, your name is eternal
you, whose legs \vear golden anklets, whose broad breast 
is spread with drying sandal-paste I 
In an uninhabited land, a land of bitter hardship, 
a land without water. a land of long tracks, 
your valiant warriors fight, unerring in their archery, 
gazing afar, with their hands hung over their eyes. 
There, in the silk~tton tree, where roads diverge, 
the eagle, with trim feathers and crooked beak, 
wails over the new cairns of those who have shot their arrows. "eB 

Here a girl consoles her lovelorn friend: 

" • The toiling fishermen catch the shoals 
in their close-meshed nets, and the soft-headed pra·wn, 
thin as the cassia bud in the forest. 

" ·Like hunters who chase the deer in the woods 
young fisherrnen chase in the waste of the waters 
the saw-toothed shark, and return with meat. 

• 
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,. ·They return to the shore and unload on the sand, 
where the wind plays wild across the saltpans, 
and soon the street of the fishing village 
will ring with the wheels of your lover" s chariot." ··N 

A yoWlg man praises his sweetheart's cookery: 

.., • At every post before the house 
is tied the gentle calf of a crooked-homed buffalo .. 
There dwells my S\vcctheart, curving and lovely, 
languid of gaze, with big round earrings, 
and little rings on her tiny fingers . 

., 'She has cut the leaves of the garden plantain 
and split them in pieces do\vn the stalk 
to serve as platters for the meal. 
Her eyes are filled with tlte smoke of cooking. 
Her brow, as fair as the crescent moon, 
is covered now with drops of sweat. 
She wipes it a\vay with the hem of her garment 
and stands in the kitchen, and thinks of me . 

.. • Come in then, if you want a good meal I 
You'll see her smile and show her tiny 
shaq> teeth, whom I long to kiss.' "8G 

A village festival: 

.. The farmers who harvest rice in the hot sun 
now leap into the waves of the clear sea. 
The sailors, captains of stout t,Taft, 
drink strong liquor and dance for joy, 
as they clasp the bright-bangled hands of women 
who wear garlands of clustering Jru~rJai. • ... 

.. In the cool woods, where the bees seek flowers, 
\vomen, bright-bangled and garlanded, drink 
the juice of the palm and the pale sugar-cane, 
and the juice of the coconut which gro,vs in the sand, 
tl1en running they plunge into the sea.··ee 

A poignant description of famine : 

'• The hearth has forgotten oooking : 
It is overgrown with moss and mould. 
The woman, thin \vith hunger, 
has breasts like wrjnkled bladders. 
Their nipples are quite dry, 
but the child chews them, weeping. 
She looks down at hls face 
and tears hang on her lashes ... &7 

' ' 
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Our final quotation from the • • Eight Anthologies"' is the plaint of 
a neglected wife: 

.. My ganuent smells of ghee and frying curry, 
and is stained \vith dirt and lampblack. 

"My shoulders stink with the sweat of the child 
whom I carry upon them and feed at my breast. 

•• I cannot face my lord, who, in gay attire, 
rides in his car to the street of the harlots.''e8 

-The next stratum of Tatnilliterature shows much greater Aryan -influence.. Aryan religious ideas and practices, not unkno\vn even in 
d1e Eight Anthologies, had by now been thoroughly grafted on to the 
original 1"amil heritage, and jaina influence is prominent. ..The 
Eighteen Minor Works" ( Padi!]e~ki!lca~altku) are largely gnomic 
and moralizing in character, the n~·o most famous being the Tirulc
Jtura!. and the Nalatfiyar. The former. sometintes called the •• Bible 
of the Tantil I .and" is a series of brief metrical proverbs on many 
aspects of life and religion, and we have already quoted some of its 
aphorisms (p. SS9). We add a few otl1ers of a more secular type .. 

"Vain is the kingdom where are all good things 
but no love between ruler and ruled." 

• • • • 

"Even the hermit ceases his penance 
if the husbandman folds his arms • ., 

• • • • 

,. Earth laughs in scorn 
at those who plead poverty."" 

• • • • 

"No food is sweeter than rice-gruel, 
when you have worked for it." 

• • • • 

·~Wide as the sea is the joy of love, 
but wider stiU the sorrow of parting.'' 

• • • • 

.. Love is stronger than wine, 
for the very thought of it intoxicates." 

• • • • 

·~Sweethearts delight in a lover's quarrel 
for the greater delight of making it up. "e& 

Nalatfiy6T is more forneal and literary in style, and contains verses of 
much merit and high ethical content. 
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"Better hatred than the friendship of fools. 
Better death than chronic illness. 

Better to be killed than soul-destroying contempt. 
Better abuse than praise undeserved.'' 

• • • • 

"True housekeeping is to eat a nteal 
sharing, as far as may be, \vith friend and foe alike. 

The useless men \vho eat their food alone 
\vill never pass the gate of heaven.'" 

• • • • 

•• 'Though you feed him with care fron1 a golden dish 
a dog will always prefer carrion. 

Though you deal \vith the base as you would with the good 
their deeds will always show them up ... 

• • • • 
'' Hillmen remember their lovely hills. 

Fam1cr.s re•nember their fertile fields. 
The good re1nember another's kindness. 

'nle base recall only fancied slights.,. 
• • • 

·'As a scroll read by one who \vell understands it, 
as wealth to the man of generous spirit, 

as a sharp sword in a warrior's hand, 
is the beauty of a faithful wife ... 

• • • • 

"To those \vho once embraced their lovers 
whose broad chests \vere hung with garlands, 

\vhen their loved ones are away 
the thw1der sounds like a funeral drunt . ., 10 
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Ry the 6th century Aryan influence had J>enctrated the whole of the 
''fa1nil land, and her l<ings and chiefs worshipped and SUJ>ported the 
gods of 1-linduism, Jainism and Buddhism. The indigenous style of 
poetry \vas rapidly altering under the influence of Sanskrit, and Tamil 
poets took to \vriting long poems which they called by the Sanskrit 
name kavya. 1 .. he earliest and greatest of these is .. The jewelled 
Anklet, ( Silappadigiiratn), \vhich is still very different from Sanskrit 
poetry. rfhough written for an educated audience and in faultless 
literary style it is near to the life of the people; it is by comJ>arison 
realistic, dealing \vith the lives of two ordinary folk enmeshed in 
unhaJ>py circumstance, and, unlike the Sanskrit courtly ., epic". it 
sounds a note of true tragedy. 

The traditional author of th~ J>Oem \vas llangova4iga}, a grandson 
of the great Cola king Karikalau, \vho lived in the 1st or 2nd century 
A.D. The tradition is certainly false, and the poem is several 
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centuries later. Its author, whoever he \vas, though a great poet, was 
not a great storyteller. His tale was \veil known to his hearers, and 
he could afford to be irritatingly allusive and terse in important nar
rative passages, and linger Jovingly over interesting description. He 
successfully drew together all the themes of earlier Tamil poets and 
welded them into a whole, in the framework of the story of the luck
less Kovalag and Kal}l}agi. Rightly this poem and Kambag•s 
Ra1Mya~am are looked on as the national Epics of the Tamil people. 
We give an outline of the story, \vith a translation, considerably 
abridged, of its climax, which has a grimly baroque force and splen
dour, unparalleled elsewhere in Indian literature. It is imbued with 
both the ferocity of the early Tamils and their stem respect for justice, 
and, incidentally, thro\vs much light on the character of early Tamil 
kingship. 

Kovalau, the son of a wealthy merchant of the city of Puglr or Klviri
ppatfinam, married KaJ}I)agi, the lovely daughter of another merchant. For 
some time they lived together happily, until. at a festival at the royal court, 
Kovalan met the dancer Midavi, and fell in love with her. He bought her 
favours and in his infatuation forgot IW}r)agi and his home. Gradually he 
spent all his wealth on the dancer, even to K~agi'sje,vels. At last he was 
penniless, and returned repentantly to his uncomplaining wife. Their only 
fortune was a precious pair of anklets, which she gave to him \viUingly. 
With rhese as their capital tl•ey decided to go to tlle great city of Madurai, 
where Kovalao hoped to recoup his fortunes by trade. 

On their arrival at Madurai they foWld shelter in a cottage, and Kovalao 
\Vent to the market, to sell one of 1\aJ]J}agi's anklets. But the queen of 
Neduiijeliya~. king of the Pi{l~yas, had just been robbed of a similar anklet 
by a wicked court jeweller. The jeweller happened to see Kovalau with Karr 
~agi·s anklet, and immediately seized it and inforrned the King. Guards 
were sent to apprehend Kovala.n. \vho was cut down immediately, without 
trial. When the ne\vs was brought to Kaooagi she fainted a'vay; but she 
quickly recovered and, with her eyes ablaze with anger, she went out into 
the town, carrying the remaining anklet in her hand as proof of her husband• s 
• 1nnocence . 

., 'Chaste women of Madurai, listen to me 1 
Today my sorrows cannot be matched. 

Things which should never have happened have befallen me. 
How can I bear this injustice?' ... 

• 'All the folk of the rich city of Madurai 
saw l1er, and \\oere moved by her grief and affliction. 

In wonder and sorrow they cried: 
'Wrong tl1at carmot be undone has been done to this lady I 
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.. 'Our King's straight sceptre is bent! 
What can this mean ~ 

Lost is the glory of the King Over Kings. 
the Lord of the UmlJrella and Spear I . . . 

•• 'A new and a mighty goddess 
has come before us, 

in her hand a golden anklet! 
What can this mean? 

"'This woman afflicted and \veeping 
from her lovely dark-stained eyes 

is as though filled \vith godhead I 
What can this mean?· 

··Thus, raising loud accusing voices. 
the people of Madurai befriended and comforted her, 

and among the tumultuous throng 
some sho,vcd her her husband's body . 

.. She, the golden vine, beheld him, 
but her he could not see .. . . 

.. Then the red-rayed sun folded his fiery arms 
and hid behind the great mountain, 

and the \vide \vorld 
was veiled in darkness. 

··rn the brief twilight 
IW)I}agi cried aloud 

and the \vhole city 
echoed her wailing . 

.. (n the morning she had taken the \vreath from his neck 
and decked her hair with its flowers; · 

in the evening she saw him lying 
in a pool of his own blood. 

"But he sa\v not the agony of her grief 
as she mourned in sorrow and wrath ... . 

"• Are there \vomen here ? Are there women 
who could bear such \vrong 

done to their \vedded lords ? 
Are there women here l Are there such women? 

4-71 
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"'Are there good men here 1 Are there good men 
\vho cherish their children 

and guard them lvith care ? 
Are there men here? Are there such men? 

"'Is there a god here ? Is there a god 
in this city of Madurai, where the sword of a king 

has slain an irmocent man ? 
Is there a god here 1 Is there a god ? ' 

•• Lamenting thus she clasped her husband" s breast, 
and it seemed that he rose to his feet and said, 

·The full-moon of your face has faded, • 
and he stroked her face with his hands. 

··she fell to the ground, sobbing and crying, 
and clasped her lord's feet with her bangled hands: 

and he left behlnd his human form 
and went, surrounded by the gods. 

•' And, as he went, he said, 
'My darling, you must stay!' 

• Surely this 
was a vision,' she cried . 

.. 'I will not join my lord 
till my great wrath is appeased I 

I will see the cruel King, 
and ask for his explanation!· 

. 

''And she stood on her feet, 
her large eyes full of tears, 

and, wiping her eyes, 
she went to the gate of the palace. 

• • • • 

... I saw, alas, I sa\v in a dream 
the sceptre fall and the royal untbrella. 

l "he bell at the palace gate rang of itself. 
\vhile the whole heaven shook in confusion! 

... A darkness swallowed the sun, 
a rainbow glowed in the night, 

and a burning meteor 
crashed to the earth by day.' 

., Thus spoke the Queen, 
and took her maids and her bodyguard. 

and went to the King on the lion-throne, 
and told him l1er evil dream. 
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"Then came a cry from the gate: 
'Ho, Gatekeeper I Ho, Gatekeeper 11 

Ho, Gatekeeper of the King \Vho has lost wisdom, 
whose evil heart ha.s swerved from justice 11 

., • Tell the King that a woman with an anklet, 
an anklet from a pair of tinkling anklets, 

a woman who ha.s lost her husband, 
is waiting at the gate. • 

"And the gatekeeper \vent to the King and said: 
'A woman \vaits at the gate. 

She is not Ko!!avai, goddess of victory, 
with triumphant spear in her hand .•.. 

,.,Filled with anger, boiling with rage, 
a woman who has lost her husband, 

an anklet of gold in her hand, 
is waiting at the gate." "" 

Kaooagi wa.s then admitted to the King"s presence. 

•• ·Cruel King, this I must say .... 

"'My lord Kovalan came 
to Madurai to earn \vealth, 

and today you have slain him 
as he sold my anklet." 

" "Lady," said the King, 
'it is kingly justice 

to put to death 
an arrant thief. • "' 
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Then Kaooagi showed her anklet to the King. On comparing it very care
fully with the ren1aining anklet of the pair belonging to the Queen, he 
realized that Kovalan had been innocent. 

82 

-
., When he saw it the parasol fell from his head 

and the sceptre tretnbled in his hand. 
" · I am no king," he said, 

·who have heeded the words of the goldsmith • 

.. 'I arn the thief. For the first time 
I have failed to protect nly people. 

Now may l die I" 
[And he fell to the ground, dead.J 
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Then K~l}agi said to the Queen: 

.. •Jf I have always been true to my husband 
I will not suffer this city to flourish, 

but I will destroy it as the King is destroyed I 
Soon you will see that my words are true I' 

.. And with these words she left the palace, 
and cried out through the city, ·Men and women 

of great Madurai of the fo•rr temples, 
listen! Listen you gods in heaven I 

.. • Listen to me, you holy sages I 
I curse the capital of the King 

who so cruelly wronged 
my beloved lord I ' 

"With her own hand she tore the left breast from her body. 
Thrice she surveyed the city of Madurai, 

calling her curse in bitter agony. 
Then she flung her fair breast on the scented street .... 

•• And the burning mouth of the Fire-god opened 
as the gods who guarded the city closed their doors .... 

,. The high priest, the astrologer and the judges, 
the treasurer and the learned councillors, 

the palace servants and the maids, 
stood sil~t and still as painted pictures. 

··The elephant-riders and horsemen, 
the charioteers and the foot-soldiers 

with their terrible swords. all fled from the fire 
which raged at the gate of the royal palace. . . . 

"And the street of the sellers of grain, 
the street of the chariots, with its bright-coloured garlands, 

and the four quarters of the four classes 
\vere filled with confusion and flamed like a forest on fire ..•. 

"In the street of the singing girls 
where so often the tabor had so\Ulded 

with the S\veet gentle flute and the tremulous harp . . . 
the dancers, whose halls were destroyed, cried out: 

•• ·Whence comes this woman? Whose daughter is 6he? 
A single woman, who has lost her husband, 

has conquered the evil King with her anklet, 
and has destroyed our city with fire I'·· 71 
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At last the patron goddess of the city interceded with Kaooagi, and she 
agreed to withdraw her curse. and the fire abated. \Veak with loss of blood 
from her self-a1nputated breast, Kal)l)agi struggled to a hill outside the city, 
where, after a few days, she died, and was reunited with KovalaD in heaven. 
Meanwhile the ne,vs of her death spread throughout the Tamil l.and. She 
was deified, and teanples raised and festivals J1eld in her honour, and she 
became the patron goddess of wifely loyalty and dtastity. 

A little later than ··The je,velled Anklet·· was composed its sequel 
Ma'!'.imigalai, attributed to the poet Sattag of Madurai. Though 
by tradition it is the earlier of the two all other evidence suggests the 
opposite, for it assumes the reader's knowledge of ,.,l'he je,velled 
Anklet", to which it is a sort of Buddhistic supplement. "The 
jewelled Anklet ... , though containing Jnany religious and moral 
lessons, was primarily 'vritten to tell a story, while in Ma!limi
galai the story is a mere framework for philosophical pole1nic, and 
the atmosphere of the narrative passages has some of the other
world! y fonnality of the courtly Sanskrit kavya. ..fhe heroine, M al)i
mcgalai, is the daughter of Kovalag, the hero of , .. fl1e jewelled 
Anklet .. , by the dancer Madavi, who becan1e a Buddhist nun on hear
ing of her forrner lover, s death. The story tells of the love of Prince 
Cdayakumaran for Ma!)imegalai, and the miraculous preservation of 
her chastity. In the end she becomes a Buddhist nun like her mother, 
and most of the poem is taken up with her discussions with members 
of various sects, both 1-lindu and heterodox .. and her triumphant 
refutation of their doctrines. 

A third Ta1nil .. epic.,, Sivaga-Ji11Mma!'i, describes the exploits of 
the hero Sivaga or jivaka, a supernlan who excels in every art from 
archery to the curing of snake-bite, and who wins a new bride for his 
harc1n with every feat, only to become a jaina monk after his many 
triu1nphs. The author was a jaina, Tiruttakkadevar. His work is 
fantastic and lacking in any contact with real life; its style is elegant 
and ontate, and much influenced by courtly Sanskrit. It is definitely 
later than the other two "epic..~". 

By now Tamil poet.~ were not satisfied with their own traditions, 
and translations and adaptations of many Northern works were made, 
the most notable of which is Kamban's Ramaya1}atn, composed in the 
9th century. This great poem is still kno\vn and loved in the Tamil 
Land. and is by no means a mere translation of the original, for 
Kan1bao adapts themes as he thinks fit, and here and there adds 
episodes of his own. It is noteworthy that in Kambel!)'s hands the 
demon RivaJ_la frequently takes on the proportions of a heroic figure, 
and contrasts favourably with the rather weak and unimpressive Rama. 
Like Milton, Kamban was of the devirs party without knowing 
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it. The real glory of medieval Tamil literature, however, is un
doubtedly the hymns of the Saivite and Vai~l)avite devotional teachers, 
which are among the great religious literature of the world, and which 
we have discussed and quoted in another connexion ( p. ssoff). Other 
than these, later Tarnil literature produced little of the first order. 
The canon of the Tamil Saivites contains work-ofmerit (p. SS+), but 
the adaptations of the Puril)as and the lengthy commentaries on 
earlier literature, though not unimportant, need not be discussed 
here.• 

The early literatures of Canarese, Telugu and Malayilarn, which 
had begun to be written before the end of our period, are less im
portant than that ofTamil, and need not detain us. They originated 
at a time when Aryan influence was already thoroughly entrenched, 
and, though containing many beauties, lack the originality of early 
Tamil poetry. Thus they cannot aspire to the importance of Tamil, 
\vhich can claim one of the longest unbroken literary traditions of 
any of the world's living languages. 

Folic Poetry t 
The literatures which we have been discussing were all the work 

of literary schools with forrnal conventions and long traditions. Some 
poetry, obviously, is less fonnalized than that of classical Sanskrit, 
and here and there, notably in the verses of the Tamil anthologies 
and the Prakrit Sapta§atalta, we seem to catch echoes of folk-song and 
popular oral literature. No Indian writer, however, as far as we 
know, thought fit to record the folk-song of ancient India, which, if 
we are to judge by modern analogy, must have been plentiful and 
of high quality. But a few verses have been preserved in Chinese 
translation, which may well be the words of genuine folk-songs of 
pre-Gupta times. 

That part of the Buddhist canon called Sa~pyutta Nilcaya (p. 267) 
was first translated into Chinese about A. D. 44(), from a manuscript 
acquired in Ceylon by Fa-hsien in +11. At the end of the book occurs 
a section which is not to be found in the Pali version as it exists at 

• Perhaps the greatest liter.~ry figure in later Tamil wa~ ViramlmuJ)ivar ( 1680-17+7), 
a pseudonym of Father Costanzio Beschi, an Italian Jesuit who taught for tharty"'tiix yean 
in the Tamil country. Like many early Christian missionaries, he lived in wholly Indian 
fashion and attained a complete mastery of the Tamillanguage and literary conventions. 
lt is doubtful if any Euro~an before or since has gained so _'{)rofound a knowledge of an 
Indian language. Besch.i s long poem 77mMvar.a• tells stor1es from the OJd and New 
Testaments in ornately beautiful Tamil. His style and the treatment of his themes were 
altogether in keeping with tradition, but the influence of Tasso has been traced in his 
work. 

t The material for this section, together with the translations of the Chinese verses, 
has been provided by Dr Arthur Waley. We are much indebted to him for the honour 
or being pennitted to publish them here for the flrst time. 
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present, but which must have been included in Fa-hsien's manuscript. 
Probably the verses here quoted \Vcre sung in (ndia between the tin1e 
of the codification of the Pali canon in the 1st century B.c. (p. 266) 
and the beginning of the 5th century A.D. 

The passage in question describes a n1onk, who hears the singing 
of various secular songs, and converts then1 to Buddhist purposes by 
comparatively slight alterations. 1·hus the first verse quoted is 
capped by the 1nonk vvith a pious wish that he 1nay gently flow to 
Nirvana, and so on . 

• 

The song of a lady who got on badly with her "in-laws": 

.. 0 river Ganges, all I now want 
is to go with your waters that flow gently to the sea; 

that never again by my father- and mother-in-law 
I may at every turn be scolded and abused.'' 

The song of a melon-thief: 

.,Bright moon, I beg you not to come out. 
\Vait where you arc till I have cut these 1nelons. 

But when I have got my melons safely away, 
then come out or not, just as you please ... 

The song of a poor man: 

''So long as I own just one pig, 
and a single jar full of good wine, 

one cup to pour the wine into, 
and someone to fill my cup again and again,

so long as I O\VD just as much as that, 
there is nothing else that bothers me at all ... 

1'he song of a girl who, going to a tryst with her lover on a rainy 
night, slips and falls in the mud:, 

.. The hair of my head is all loose and astray; 
my lovely necklace has fallen in the deep mud. 

My rings and bracelets are all broken and spoiled; 
when I come to my lover, what shall I give him to wear?"" 

The song of a lover, picnicking with his n1istress: 

•• With thoughts of love, all for our ease and pleasure, 
we loiter under the shade of the green trees. 

The running stream flows swift and clear, 
the soWJd of my zither is very tWleful and sweet. 

The spring weather is just right for our jaWlt; 
what happiness could there be greater than ours, .... 
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Advice to a dove: 

.. Dove, my bird, you must lay up your etores-
sesamum-seed, rice, millet and the rest-

and take them to a tree on the very top of the hill, 
and make yourself a nest-cavern high and bright. 

"fhen when Heaven sends the rainy season 
you will be sure of lodging, food and drink. •• 



X 
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THE IMPACT OF TilE WEST 

IN or A's ancient culture did not perish before the onslaughts of the 
Muslims, as did that of Persia. Under the rule of some of the Delhi 
sultans of the Middle Ages there \vas persecution, and we read of 
temples being razed to the ground and brahmal)s put to death for 
practising their devotions in public; but in general the Muslims were 
reasonably tolerant, and at all times Hindu chiefs continued t~ rule 
in outlying parts of India, paying tribute to their Muslim overlords. 
Conversions to lslatn were numerous, though only in a few regions 
were the majority of Indians persuaded to en1brace the new faith. 
1--lindu and Muslim lived side by side and, after a few centuries, the 
llindus in those parts of India dominated by Muslims often accepted 
the situation as nonnal. ln such conditions mutual influence was in
evitable. Hindus began to learn Persian, the official language of their 
Muslim rulers, and Persian words found their way into the verna
culars. Wel1-to-do Hindu fanrilies often adopted the system of u strict 
parda., from the Muslims, and made their womenfolk veil their faces 
in public. The surviving Hindu kings borrowed new military 
techniques from the Muslims, learnt to employ cavalry with greater 
effect, and to use heavier annour and new types of \veapon. One 
great religious teacher of medieval India, Kabir ( 1440-1618), a 
poor weaver of Baniras, taught the brotherhood of Hindu and Muslim 
alike in the fatherhood of God, and opposed idolatry and caste prac
tices, declaring that God was equally to be found in temple and 
mosque. Later, Nanak ( 146'9-t 5SS ), a teacher of the Pan jab, taught 
the same doctrine with even greater force, and founded a new faith, 
that of the Sikhs, designed to incorporate all that was best of both 
Hinduism and Islam. 

Nevertheless the Muslim invasions, and the enforced contact with 
new ideas, did not have the fertilizing effect UJlOn 1-Iindu culture 
which might have been expected. Hinduism was already very con
servative when the lieutenants of Muhammad of Ghor conquered 
the Ganges Valley. In the Middle Ages, for every tolerant and 
progressive teacher there must have been hundreds of orthodox 
brahmal)s, who looked upon themselves as the preservers of the im
memorial Aryan Dharma against the barbarians who overran the holy 
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land of Bhiratavar~a. Under their influence the complex rules of the 
Hindu way of life ber.ame if anything stricter and more rigidly 
applied. 

In the 16th and I 7th centuries the M ughal e1nperors unified practi~ 
ally the whole of North India and much of the Deccan, and built up an 
empire such as had not been seen since the days of the Guptas. The 
Mughal period was one of great splendour, '"'"hich has left its mark on 
India in the forrn of many lovely buildings, wherein lslirnic and 
Hindu motifs often blended in a perfect unity. The Taj Mahal at 
Agra, the Mughal capital, is of course the most famous tnemorial of 
the times. Akbat· ( J 555- 1606), the conternporary of Queen Eliza
beth I and the first of the four great Mughal en1perors, fully realized 
that the Empire could only stand on a basis of cornplete toleration. 
All religious tests and disabilities \\·ere abolished, including the hated 
poll-tax on wtbelievers. Rajput princes and other Hindus were given 
high offices of state, without conversion to Islam, and inter-cotnnlwtal 
marriages were encouraged by the example of the Emperor himself. 
If the policy of the greatest of lndia·s Muslim rulers had been con
tinued by his successors, her history might have been very different. 

The great-grandson of Akbar, Aurangzeb ( 1669-1707), reversed 
the policy of toleration. Restrictions were placed on the free practice 
of Hindu rites and preferment at court was confined to orthodox 
Muslims: later the tax on non-Muslims was reimposed. After nearly 
a century of equality this was bitterly resented by many llindus, 
especially by the chiefs, many of '"horn had loyally served the earlier 
Mughals. The main resistance came from the Western Deccan 
where, arowtd Pooua, the Maratha chief Sivaji ( 1627-1680) laid the 
foundations of a new Hindu empire. At about the same time the 
Sikhs of the Pan jab, incensed at the new policy and the persecution of 
their leaders, rcfor1ned their faith, and were welded into a closely
knit martial brotherhood. When the aged Aurangzeb died the 
Mughal empire \vas virtually at an end. 

Politically the 18th century \vas one of Iiindu revival. TI1ough the 
Maratha successors of Sivaji could not build up a large, closely-knit 
empire their horsemen ranged far and wide over India, levying tribute 
from local chiefs, Hindu and Muslim alike. In the Panjab towards 
the end of the century the Sikhs built an in1portant kingdom, and 
almost everywhere Islam was on the defensive. But there was still 
no real cultural revival in Hinduism. Sivaji, a brilliant leader, a just 
ruler, and a statesman of consummate craft, was conservative in his 
outlook, and appeared to his conteanporaries ra.ther as a restorer of 
the old than as a builder of the new. Unlike Akbar, he had no fresh 

• 

vision of a state transcending religious differences, though he learnt 
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much fronl the Mughals in statecraft and nlilitary science and re
spected the faith of his adversaries. The Marathas did not encourage 
reforms in Hindu society, and the India of the 18th century was if 
anything nlore conservative than it had been in the days of the first 
Muslinl invasions. 

lt was through the influence of Europe that revival catne. Early in 
the 16th century the Portuguese founded the first European trading 
srations and settlen1ents. They \vcre followed by Dutch. British, 
Danes and French, and throughout the 17th century the number of 
European "factories .. increased. In the 18th century, with the break
up of the Mughal empire, the Europeans began to take greater in
terest in local politics, and by the early 19th century the British East 
India Company had virtually pushed out its rivals and don1inated 
most of the sub-continent. The £Olnparative ease "vith which the 
British established their supremacy is a measure of the political 
decadence of India at the time. By the tniddle of the 19th century 
the whole of India was either directly ruled by Britain, or governed 
indirectly through petty princes with local autono•ny. A new 
conqueror had come, a conqueror far more alien to the Hindu than the 
Musli•ns had been, with an aggressive culture and immense technical 
superiority. 

Hindu society reacted at first to the British rulers as it had done to 
the Muslims, tending to withdra\v itself even more into the closed 
circle of its ancient traditions, and there was no realization of a funda
mental break with the past. From the orthodox point of vie"v the 
British rulers of India constituted a caste, low in the social scale, which 
had succeeded in gaining political po\ver. This caste had its o'vn 
rules and customs which were not those of the Aryan, and should there
fore not be imitated. The British readily accepted this position, and, 
after the 18th century, tnade few attempts at social contact. Any real 
friendship between Englishman and Indian became more and nlore dif
ficult as the century progressed in fact the Englishman in India uncon
sciously tended to adopt the ideas of social stratification of the Indians 
whom he ruled, and to look upon his own people as members of a 
class so exalted above the Indians that any close association with them 
\vas taboo. This attitude was strengthened by the Mutiny of 1857. 

Nevertheless the presence of Europeans could not but have its 
effect. Except in certain parts of South India missionary activity in 
the 18th century was insignificant; but early in the 19th century the 
British evangelical conscience awakened to India, and missions and 
mission schools sprang up in all the larger towns. Meanwhile the 
Company felt a gro\ving need for subordinate officers and clerks 
trained in English. just as, in Muslim times, the Hindu desirous of 
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government employment was compelled to learn Persian, so now he 
had to learn English. Middle class Hindu fathers began to send their 
sons to European schools, despite the dangers of ritual impurity, and 
Western ideas began to affect tlie well-to--do educated Indian. 

The Portuguese had succeeded in uwesternizing .. many oftheir 
Indian and Sinhalese subjects, and to this day Indian blood flows in the 
veins of some old Portuguese families; a few Indians in the service of 
France came to understand and admire the culture of their conquerors; 
but perhaps the first Indian to learn enough from the West to be 
able to hold his own with the best minds of Europe, and yet still 
to love and respect his own culture, was the Bengili Ri1n Mohan 
Roy, the friend of Jere1ny Bentham. Rim Mohan Roy. who was 
born in 1772 and died in England in J8SS, advocated the frank accept
ance of all that Europe had to teach, and the sect which looked to 
him for inspiration, the Brahma San1aj. was in many ways closer to 
Christianity than to Hinduism. Never large in numbers, its influence 
was widespread. 

From the days of Rim Mohan Roy young Indians. at first very 
few, but soon in greater numbers, began to come to England for 
education. The little band of Hindus educated on western lines, first 
in Bengal and then in other parts of India, tended to go further in the 
rejection of their own culture than their descendants: they were fully 
conscious of the degeneracy which beset their land, and many see1n to 
have been rather ashamed of their Hindu background. The Mutiny, 
which was fundamentally reactionary, found no support among the 
tiny westernized intelligentsia. The Universitie.s of Calcutta, Bom
bay and Madras, founded in 1857, the year of the Mutiny, at first 
paid scant attention to the ancient culture of India, but taught a pre
dominantly Western curriculum through Western staff. 

By the end of the 19th century, however, the situation had changed. 
A new generation began to realize that Hindu culture had much of 
permanent value, and that the slavish imitation of the West could not 
solve lndia•s pa:_oblems. New organizations gave expression to thls 
outlook. The Arya Samaj claimed to reform Hinduism by purging it 
of all later degenerate features and by a return to the Vedas, very 
liberally interpreted, and had considerable success. The Indian 
National Congress. founded in 1885, became the mouthpiece of 
Indian public opinion. Newspapers in English and the vernaculars 
multiplied. 

Not only was Hindu culture largely rehabilitated in the eyes of in
telligent Hindus, but it even began to make counter-propaganda. A 
few learned Europeans and Americans had long recognized the 
nobility of much ancient Indian religious thought. Now, through the 
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Theosophical Society (which, despite its claim to represent the quin
tessence of all religions, propagates a modernized Hinduism) and the 
Ramakrishna Mission, the voice of Hinduism was heard in the West. 
Swami Vivckananda ( 1862.-1902), a splendid speaker of great 
spiritual power and personal magnetism, preached Hinduism to large 
audiences in Europe and America and found willing hearers. Here 
and there Indians abjured the West root and branch, and fanatically 
defended even those aspects of Hinduism which had completely out
lived their usefulness; but, despite these reactionaries, the new 
Hinduisn1 was very different from the old. 

Rim Mohan Roy had sounded the theme with his passionate 
advocacy of social reform; Vivekinanda repeated it with a more 
nationalist timbre,· when he declared that the highest form of service 
of the Great Mother was social service. Other great Indians, chief 
of whom was Mahatma Gandhi, developed the theme of social service 
as a religious duty, and the development continues under Gandhi's 
successors. 

Mahatma Gandhi was looked on by many, both Indian and 
European, as the epitome of Hindu tradition, but this is a false judge
ment for he was much influenced by Western ideas. Gandhi be
lieved in the fundamentals of his ancient culture, but his passionate 
love of the underdog and his antipathy to caste, though not un
precedented in ancient India, \vere unorthodox in the extreme, and 
owed tnore to European 19th--century liberalism than to anything 
Indian. His faith in non-violence was, as we have seen, by no 
means typical of Hinduism his predecessor in revolt, the able 
Maratha brahmar:t B. G. Tilak, and Gandhi's impatient lieutenant 
Subhas Chandra Bose, were far more orthodox in this respect. For 
Gandhi's pacifism we must look to the Sern1on on the Mount and to 
Tolstoy. His championing of won1en's rights is also the result of 
Western influence. In his social context he was always rather an 
innovator than a conservative. Though some of his colleagues 
thought his programme of limited social reform too slow, he succeeded 
in shifting the whole emphasis of Hindu thought towards a popular 
and equalitarian social order, in place of the hierarchy of class and 
caste. Following up the work of many less well-known 19th-<entury 
reforn1ers Gandhi and his followers of the Indian National Congress 
have given new orientation and new life to Hindu culture, after 
centuries of stagnation. 

Today there are few Indians, whatever their creed, who do not 
look back with pride on their ancient culture, and there are few in
telligent Indians who are not willing to sacrifice some of its effete 
elements that India may develop and progress. Politically and 
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economically India faces many problems of great difficulty, and no one 
can forecast her future with any certainty. But it is safe to predict 
that, whatever that future may be, the Indians of coming generations 
will not be unconvincing and self~nscious copies of Europeans, but 
will be men rooted in their own traditions, and aware of the con
tinuity of their culture. Already, after only seven years of indepen
dence, the extremes of national self..<Jenigration and fanatical cultural 
chauvinisrn are disappearing. We believe that Hindu civilization is 
in the act of performing its most spectacular feat of synthesis. In the 
past it has received, adapted and digested elements of many different 
cultures Inclo-European, Mesopotamian, Iranian, Greek, Roman, 
Scythian, Turkish, Persian and Arab. With each new influence it 
has somewhat changed. Now it is well on the way to assimilating 
the culture of the West. 

l·lindu civilization will. \\"e believe, retain its continuity. The 
Bhagavad Gitii will not cease to inspire men of action, and the Upani
~ads men of thought. The chann and graciousness of the Indian way 
of life will continue, however much affected it may be by the labour
saving devices of the West. People will still love the tales of the 
heroes of the Mababharata and the Ramiiya~a, and of the loves of 
Du~yanta and Sakuntali and Puriiravas and Urva§i. The quiet and 
gentle happiness which has at all times pervaded Indian life where 
oppression, disease and poverty have not overclouded it will surely 
not vanish before the more hectic ways of the West. 

Much that was useless in ancient Indian culture has already 
perished. The extravagant and barbarous hecatombs of the Vedic 
age have long since been forgotten, though animal sacrifice continues 
in some sects. Widows have long ceased to be burnt on their 
husbands' pyres. Girls may not by law be married in childhood. In 
buses and trains all over India brihmans rub shoulders with the lower 

• 
castes without consciousness of grave pollution, and the temples 
are open to all by law. Caste is vanishing; the process began 
long ago, but its pace is now so rapid that the ntore objectionable 
features of caste may have disappeared within a generation or so. 
The old family systent is adapting itself to present..<Jay conditions. 
In fact the whole face of India is altering, but the cultural tradition 
continues, and it will never be lost. 

THE \VORLD"s DEBT TO INDIA 

We have said much about India's debt to other cultures, but \~e 
anust make it clear that she has given as much as or more than she has 
taken. l.,et us summarize the wortd•s debt to India. 
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The lvhole of South-East Asia received most of its culture from India. 
Early in the 5th century B.c . colonists from Western India settled in 
Ceylon, which \vas finally converted to Buddhism in the reign of 
A~oka. By this tilne a few Indian merchants had probably found their 
way to Malaya, Sumatra, and other parts of South-East Asia. 
Gradually they established pcrananent settlements, often, no doubt, 
marrying native women. They were followed by brahmal}s and Bud
dhist monks, and Indian influence gradually leavened the indigenous 
culture, until, by the 4th century A.D., Sanskrit was the official 
language of the region, and there arose great civilizations, capable of 
organizing large maritime empires, and of building such wonderful 
memorials to their greatness as the Buddhist stiipa of Borobodiir in 
Java, or the Saivite temples of Angkor in Cambodia. Other cultural 
influences, from China and the Islamic world, \vere felt in South-East 
Asia, but the primary impetus to civilization came from India. 

Indian historians, proud of their country's past, often refer to this 
region as "Greater India", and speak of Indian ... colonies"'. In its 
usual modem sense the ternt "colony .. is hardly accurate, however. 
Vijaya, the legendary Aryan conqueror of Ceylon, is said to have 
gained the island by the sword, but beyond this we have no real 
evidence of any permanent Indian conquest outside the bounds of 
India. The Indian ''colonies.,, \Yere·peaceful ones, and the lndianized 
kings of the region \vere indigenous chieftains who had learnt what 
India had to teach them. 

Northwards Indian cultural influence spread through Central Asia 
to China. Faint and weak contact between China and India was 
probably n1ade in Mauryan times, if not before, but only when, some 
2,000 years ago, the Han Empire began to drive its frontiers to\vards 
the Caspian did India and China really 1neet. Unlike South-East 
Asia, China did not assimilate Indian ideas in every aspect of her 
culture, but the whole of the Far East is in India"s debt for Buddhism, 
which helped to mould the distinctive civilizations of China, Korea, 
japan and Tibet. 

As well as her special gifts to Asia, India has conferred many 
practical blessings on the v.'orld at large; notably rice, cotton, the 
sugar cane, many spices, the domestic fowl, the game of chess ( p. 208), 
and, most important of all, the decimal system of numeral notation, 
the invention of an unknown Indian mathematician early in the 
Christian era (p. +95f). The extent of the spiritual influence of India 
on the ancient West is much disputed. The heterodox Jewish sect 
of the Essenes, which probably influenced early Christianity, followed 
monastic practices in some respects similar to those of Buddhism. 
Parallels may be traced between passages in the New Testament 
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and the Pali scriptures. l Similarities between the teachings of 
\vcstcrn philosophers and mystics fron1 Pythagoras to Plotinus and 
those of the l,;pani~ads have frequently been noticed. None of these 
sin1ilarities. ho,vever, is close enough to give certainty, especially as 
\ve have no evidence that any classical writer had a deep kno\vledge 
of Indian religion. We can only say that there \\"as al\vays son1e 
contact between the Hellenic world and India, n1ediated first by the 
Ach~menid E1npire. then by that of the Seleucids, and finally, under 
the Rontans, by the traders of the Indian ocean. Christianity began 
to spread at the tin1e \vhen this contact \vas closest. We kno\v that 
Indian ascetics occa.sionallv visited the West, and that there \vas a .. 
colony of Indian merchants at Alexandria. The possibility of Indian 
influence on Neo-platonisn1 and early Christianity cannot be ruled 
out. 

Many authorities 1nay doubt that Indian thought had any effect on 
that of the ancient West, but there eau be no doubt of its direct and 
indirect influence on the thought of Europe and An1erica in the last 
century and a half, though this has not received adequate recognition. 
This influence has not come by way of organized neo-Hindu missions. 
The last eighty years have seen the foundation of the Theosophical 
Society, of various Buddhist .societies, and of societies in Europe and 
America looking for inspiration to the saintly 19th.century Hengill 
mystic, Paramahaq1sa Ran1akrishna, and his equally saintly disciple, 
Swan1i Vivekananda. Lesser organizations and groups have been 
founded in the West by other Indian mystics and their disciples, some 
ofthen1 noble, earnest and spiritual, others ofn1ore dubious character. 
Here and there Westerners themselves, son1ctin1es arn1ed \vith a 
\vorking knowledge of Sanskrit and first-hand Indian experience, have 
tried to convert the West to a strean1lined Yoga or Vedanta. We 
would in no \vay disparage these teachers or their follo\vers, 1nany of 
\vhonl are of great inteUectual and spiritual calibre; but whatever \ve 
may think of the Western propagators of Indian rnysticism, \ve cannot 
clain1 that they have had any great effect on our civilization. More 
subtle, but n1ore po,verful, has been the influence of Mahatma 
Gandhi, through the n1any friends of India in the West \vho were inl
pressed by his burning sincerity and energy, and by the ultimate 
success of his policy of non-violence in achieving lndia·s independence. 
Greater than any of these influences, ho\\·ever, has been the influence 
of ancient Indian religious literature through pl1ilosophy. 

The pioneers of the Asiatic Society of Bengal quickly gained a sn1all 
but enthusiastic following in Europe, and Goethe and many other 
writers of the early 19th century read all they could of ancient Indian 
literature in translation. We kno\v that Goethe borro\ved a device 
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of Indian dramaturgy for the prologue to "Faust" ( p. 4SSn), and who 
can say that the triumphant final chorus of the second part of that 
work was not in part inspired by the monis1n of Indian thought as he 
understood it? From Goethe onwards most of the great German 
philosophers knew something of Indian philosophy. Schopenhauer. 
whose influence on literature and psychology has been so consider
able, indeed openly admitted his debt, and his outlook was virtually that 
of Buddhism. The monisms of Fichte and Hegel might never have 
taken the forms they did if it had not been for Anquetil-Duperron"s 
translation of the Upani~ads and the work of other pioneer Indolo
gists. In the English-speaking worla the strongest Indian influence 
was felt in An1erica, where Emerson, Thoreau and other Ne'\v 
England writers avidly studied much Indian religious literature in 
translation, and exerted immense influence on their contemporaries 
and successors, notably Wait Whitanan. Through Carlyle and others 
the German philosophers in their turn made their mark on England, 
as did the Americans through many late 19th-century writers such 
as Richard Jetfries and Edward Carpenter. 

Though in the contemporary philosophical schools of Europe and 
America the monistic and idealist philosophies of the last century 
carry little weight, their influence has been considerable, and all of 
them owe something at least to ancient India. The sages who 
meditated in the jungles of the Ganges Valley six hundred years or 
more before Christ are still forces in the world. 

It is today something of an anachronism to speak of European 
civilization or Indian civilization. Until very recently cultures were 
sharply divided, but now, when India is but a thirty hours· journey 
from London, cultural divisions are beginning to disappear. If a 
modus vivendi is reached between liberal democracy and communism, 
and civilization survives, the world of the future will have a single 
culture with, it is to be hoped, many local differences and variations. 
lndia·s contribution to the wortd•s cultural stock has already been 
very large, and it will continue and grow as, in her new freedom, her 
prestige and influence increases. For this reason if for no other we 
must take account of her ancient heritage in its successes and its 
failures, for it is no longer the heritage of India alone, but of all man
kind. 

• 

• 
• 



APPENDIX I 

COSMOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 

THE universe of the Vedas was a simple affair a flat circular earth belo\v, 
a heaven above, through which sun, 1noon and stars moved, and between 
them the middle air (ant.ar'ik1a), the abode of birds, clouds and den•igods. 
'I11is picture of the \vorld was much complicated by later religious thought. 

Indian ideas on t1te origin and evolution of the universe are rather a matter 
of religion than of science and are considered elsewhere ( p. S20ff). All 
Indian religions, however, sho'v certain concepts of cosmology in common, 
which \Vere fundamental presuppositions of Indian thought, and were strik
ingly at variance \vith t11e Semitic ideas which long influenced the thinking of 
the West the universe is very old; its evolution and decline are cyclic, 
repeated ad infinitum; it is immensely large; and t11ere are other universes 
beyond our O\\'ll. 

'I11e Hindus believed that the universe \Vas shaped like an egg the Brah
mirzf!a, or Egg of Brahmi divided into twenty-one zones or regions, 
of which the earth \vas seventh from the top. Above the earth were six 
heavens (not. as with the Greeks, associated with the planets), of in. 
creasing beatitude. Below earth \vere the seven stages of Piitiila, the 
nether world, which were the abode of nagas and other 1nythical beings and 
were not thought of as in any way unpleasant. Belo'v Pitala lay Naralta, 
or purgatory, also divided into seven zones, which \Vere of increasing misery, 
and inhabited by souls in torment. 111e universe hung in empty space, and 
was virtually isolated from other universes. 

The cosmic schemes of the Buddhists and Jainas differed from this in many 
details, but in fundamentals \vere the same. All originally postulated a 
flat earth, but this \Vas recognized by Indian astronomers to be incorrect 
early in the Christian era, and, though the idea of a flat earth remained for 
religious purposes, the learned realized, perhaps through t11e influence of 
Greek astronomy, dtat it was in fact spherical. Various estimates of its 
size were made, the most popular being that of Brahmagupta (7th century 
A.D.), who gave its circumference as 6 ,000 yojanas. Assuming Brahmagupta•s 
yojana to be the short league of about 4j- miles, this figure is not far out, 
and is as accurate as any given by ancient astronomers. 

'I11e modest spherical earth of the astrononters did not satisfy the theolo
gians, however, and even later religious literature dCS<.Tibed the earth as a 
flat disc of enormous size. In its centre \vas Mount Meru, round \Vhich 
sun, moon and stars revolved. Around Meru were four continents ( dvipa). 
separated froln the central peak by oceans, and nan1ed according to the great 
trees which stood on their shores opposite Meru. The southern continent. 
on \vhich human beings dwell, had ajambu (rose-apple) as its distinctive tree, 
and it was therefore called Jambudvipa. 1ne southern zone of this continent, 
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separated from the rest by the Himalayas, was · · the Land of the Sons of 
Bharata"' ( BIUiralavar~a), or India. llharatavar~a alone was 9,000 yojanas 
across, and d1e ,..,·hole of Jambudvipa :33,000, or, according to some sources, 
100,000 yojanas. 

This fantastic geographical sche1ne was not the only one. In the 
PuraJ)as jambudvipa is described as a ring around Meru, separated from the 
next continent, Plolr1advrpa, by an ocean of salt. Plak~ad ... ·ipa in turn forms 
a concentric circle round jambud ... ·ipa, and so on to make a total of seven 
continents, each circular and di ... ·ided from its neighbour by an ocean of 
different composition starting with jaJnbudvipa's salt ocean and moving 
outwards, of treacle, wine, ghee. 1nilk, curds and fresh water respectively. 
i '"his brilliantly imaginative picture of the world, which aroused the scorn 
of Lord Macaulay, seems to have been implicitly believed in by later Hindu 
theologians, and even the astronomers could not emancipate themselves 
from it:~~ but adapted it to their spherical earth by making Meru the earth's 
axis, and the coPtinents zones on the earth's surface. 

'fhe oceans of butter and seas of treacle formed an effective harrier to the 
growth of a true science of geography. The seven continents casu1ot in any 
\vay ha ... ·c been related to actual portions of the earth's surfa('.e, though some 
modem students ha..,·e tried to identify the1n \vith parts of Asia, and, as far 
as is known, no attempt was made to collate the experience of travellers as 
practical geography. The astronomers ga ... ·e fairly accurate longitudes 
of important places in India. In the early centuries of the Christian era 
Alexandria \\·as known, and there are vague references to the city of the 
Rom.akas in astronomical works ; but the geogTaphical knowledge of the 
learned \vas of the vaguest description. Even '"·ithin India distances and 
directions, as gi ... ·en in texts, are usually very inaccurate and vague. 1l1e 
conquerors who led armies thousands of roiles on their campaigns, the 
1nerchants ·who carried their ·wares fro1n one end of India to the other, and 
the pilgrims who visited sacred places front the Hintalayas to Cape Comorin 
must have had a soWld practical knowledge of Indian geography. \\·hile that 
of the seamen ,..,·ho sailed the ocean from Socotra to Canton must have been 
even wider; but there are few echoes of this knowledge in the literature of 
the time. 

APPENDIX 11 

ASTRONOMY 

One of the subsidiary studies ( vedanga) of Vedic lore was jyoti1a, a primi
tive astronotny designed 1nainly for d1e purJ>ose of settling the dates and 
times at which periodical sacrifices were to be perfonned. The existing 
literature on this topic is comparatively late, and gi..,·es no true indication of 
lndia"s astronomical knowledge in the Vedic period, tllough it is quite clear 

ss 
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from passages in the Vedic texts themselves that it was adequate for the 
practical purposes of the time. It is probable that even at this early period 
there was some Mesopotan1ian influence on Indian astronomical ideas, but 
this cannot be established with certainty. Virtually certain. however, is 
the influence of classical European astronomy, ·which 'vas felt in the early 
centuries of the Christian era, if not before. 

Several Greek words have become common in Sanskrit and in later Indian 
vernaculars through astronomy (p. 2So), and other technical terms, not so 
widely known, are indisputably of Greek origin. Of the five astronomical 
systems ( siddhanl4) known to the 6th-century astronomer Varahamihira 
one is called the RotrUJ!a Siddhiinta and another the Paulila Siddhiinta, a title 
which can only be reasonably explained as a recollection of the name of the 
classical astronomer Paul of Alexandria. 

The ne'v astronomy \vas adopted chiefly for purposes of prognostication; 
for the establishment of dates the old luni-solar calendar, based on simpler 
observations, was quite adequate. In earlier times Indians, though no less 
interested than other ancient peoples in foretelling the future, preferred to 
do so by the interpretation of dreams and omens ( utpil4). and by physiog
nomy, birtbmarks, the shape and size of the features, and other signs \vhich 
were believed to give tokens of an individual's fate. The older systems 
of prognostication were not forgotten, but from Gupta times onwards 
they gave pride of place to astrology, which fro1n that day to this has been 
implicitly believed in by nearly alllndians. 

Until this great development of astronomical kno,vlcdge the heavens 
had been charted by means of the lunar mansions or nalt1atras, 'vhich 'vere 
apparently known even in the time of the l)g Yeda. The moon's relation 
to the fixed stars changes through a cycle of approximately 27 solar days 
and 7 f hours, and thus the heavens were divided into 27 portions, named 
according to the group of stars on the ecliptic (the apparent orbit of the sun) ····~ 
near 'vhich the anoon passes on each day of its cycle. As the sidereal month 
is in fact nearly eight hours more than 27 days a twenty-eighth intercalary 
nak~atta \vas added by later astronomers to correct the error. • 

Western astronomy brought to India the signs of the zodiac, the seven
day week, the hour, and several other ideas. Thanks to their achievements 

• The nak~atras were: ( 1) Alvinf (p and y Ariet.is). (2) Bharor;l (S6 .. S9. and 4 1 
Arietis). (S) KrttiJci (Pl€!iades). (4) Ro/Utr.t {Aidebaran). (6 ) MrgaJiro.s ()., t'• and 9 • 
Orionis), (6) ArdrO. (a Orionis), (7) PunarvasQ (a and· p Geminorum), (8) PUJyd (y. 
6, and e Cancri). {9) Alk/4 {6, •· 11. p. and o Hyd.rc2), ( 10) JV/agh4 (a, y, •· ~. 11, and 1.1 

Leonis) .. ( 11) Pfirw-jJiuJipni ( 6 and e Leonis ), ( 12) Utttlrtl-phalgunl ( p and 9S Leonis) . 
( 1 S )Ho.stli (a, p, y. 6, and • Corvi). ( 1 +) Citrd (Spica, a Virginis), ( 15) Sviill ( Arctuf'U3) . 
(16) PiJOMa (a. p, y, and • Librz). (17) Anur4.dha (P. 6, and w Scorpioni.s). (J8) 
Jye11M (a, o, and T Scorpionis), (19) JV/taii (•. '· q. e. •· ~e, A, a-, and " Scorpionis). 
( i.O) PDrvi!it/M ( 6 artd e Sagittarii ), ( 21) Uttarildf/M ' and a Sagittarii ), ( 22) ~rav4(J4 
(a, p .. and y Aquihe), (23) Dha.nijJ/14 or Sravitllui (a, p .. y. and 6 Delphinis), ( 24) 
StJtabhi1aj (y Aquarii etc. ), (25) Pfirva-bluldrapadii (a and p J>egasi), (26) Vllaro
bluulropadi ( y Pegasi and a Andromed~). and ( 27) &vall (' Piscium, etc. ). T he 
iBlh nak~tra was Abhijit (a, •· and t L)Tce) .. which was placed between Vttara;ollui 
and SravatJii. 1t will be seen from thi~ list that the ancient Indian system of constella
tions differed widely from that of rhe West. 
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in mathematics Indian astronomers made some advances on the knowledge 
of the Greeks, and passed their lore, with that of mathematics, back to 
Europe by 'vay of the Arabs. As early as the 7th century the Syrian a.stro
nomer Severus Sebokht knew of the greatness of Indian astronomy and 
mathematics ( p. vi). and the caliphs of Baghdad employed Indian astro
nomers. One word of the terminology of medieval European astronomy, 
au.x, the highest point of a planet's orbit, is certainly borrowed from the 
Sanskrit ucca through Arabic. 

Like all ancient astronomy, that of India wa.s restricted owing to ignorance 
of the telescope; but methods of observation were perfected 'vhich allowed 
very accurate measurement, and calculations were aided by the decimal 
system of numerals. We know of no remains of observatories of the Hindu 
period, but those of the 17th and 18th centuries, at Jaipur, Delhi and 
elsewhere, with their wonderfully accurate instruments, constructed on an 
enormous scale to minimize error, may well have had their ancient counter
parts. 

With the naked eye as their sole mea.Jl.S of observation the Indians knew 
only the seven planets (graha) of the ancients--S\Ul (Siirya, Ravi), Moon 
(Candra, SonuJ), Mercury (Budha), Venus (Sub-a), Mars (Mailgala), 
Jupiter ( Brhaspali) and Saturn (Sani); • to these grahaJ two more were 
added, Ro.hu and Ketu, the ascending and descending nodes of the moon. t 
At the beginning of each reon all the planets \vere believed to commence 
their revolutions in line, and to return to the same position at the end of it. 
TI1e apparently irregular course of the planets was explained on the hypo
thesis of epicycles, as in classical and medieval astronomy. Unlike the 
Greeks, the Indians believed that the planets had equal real motion, and 
that their apparently different angular motion 'vas due to their different 
distances from the earth. 

For purposes of calculation the planetary system wa.s taken as geocentric, 
though Aryabhata in the 5th century suggested that the earth revolved round 
the sun and rotated on its axis; this theory wa.s also knov.n to later astro
nomers, but it never affected astronomical practice. The precession of the 
equinoxes was known, and calculated with sonae accuracy by medieval 
astronomers, as were the lengths of the year, the lunar month, and other 
astronomical constants. These calculations were reliable for most practical 
purposes, and in many cases more accurate than those of the Greco-Roman 
world. Eclipses were forecast with accuracy and their true cause under
stood. 

• The names or the planets had Irullly synonyms. some of which were evidently 
borrowed rrom the Greek, e.g . Arn. Ares. or Mars. 

tAt the ""Chun1ing or tl1e Ocean"" (p. 502) o dernon named Rahu stole some of the 
amrta. Vi~u destroyed his body. but as he had tasted or the divine drink he had become 
immortal. His head and tail survive for ever in the heavens. as Rihu and Ketu, and the 
head causes eclipses by trying to swallow the planets. Of course the astronomers did 
not believe this myth. and some texts explicitly reject it. 
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APPENDIX Ill 

THE CALENDAR 

ln recording dates the basic unit \Yas not the solar day, but the tithi, or 
lunar day., approximately thirty of which formed a lun~r month (i.e. the 
four phases of the moon) of about 291 solar days. The month was divided 
into two halves (pa1t1a) of fifteen tithis each, begirming with the full 
(piir~imiivi.syii) and ne\Y ( am®asyii or baltuliivasyii) moons respectively. 
The forbaight beginning with the new moon was called the bright half 
( lulclapolt§a) and the other the dark half ( ltr§?lapolt!ll). According to the 
system followed in Northern India and much of the Deccan the month began 
and ended with the full moon, while in the Tamil country the month gener
ally began with the new moon. The Hindu calendar is still in use through
out India for religious purposes. 

The tithi might begin at any time of the solar day. For the practical 
purpose of recording dates that tithi current at sunrise was supposed to pre
vail for the \Yhole day and gave that day its number in the pa)Qa. If a 
tithi began just after sunrise and ended before the sunrise of the next day, 
it was expunged. and there was a break in the numerical sequence of days. 

The year normally contained twelve lunar months: 
CAitra (March-April), Yaililh4 (April-May), Jyai§!ha (May-June), 

A1iitf.luJ (Jlme-july), SriivalJa (July-August), Bhadrapada or Pra~lluJpada 
(August -September)., AJvina or AfoaYJlja (September-October), Karttika 
(October-November), Margol1r§a or Agraltayar_uJ (November-December), 
Pa~a or TaiJa (December-january), Mi.gh4 (January- February) and 
Phalguna (February-March ). • According to the usual systems of reckon
ing the year began \Yith Caitra, but it was sometimes taken as beginning 
with Klrttika or another month. 

A group of two months formed a season {rtu). The six seasons of the 
Indian year were: Yasanta (Spring, March-May), Gfi!nra (Summer, May
july), Y4rlii (The Rains, July-September), Sarad (Autumn, September
November), Hemanta (Winter, November-January) and Siiira (the Cool 
Season, January- March). 

Twelve lunar months make only about !54 days., and the problem of the 
discrepancy between the lunar and solar years was solved very early; 
sixty-two lunar months are approximately equal to sixty solar months, and 
so every thirty months an extra month \vas added to the year, as in Babylonia. 
This leap-month \Yas generally inserted after A~i(lha or griv~a and called 
second ( dvitiya) A~i<Jha or griv~a. Thus every second or third year con
tains thirteen months, and is some twenty-nine days longer than the others. 

• The names of the nlontllB in early times were as £ollows: MGdhu, Miidh.tnNJ, Sulra. 
~llti, Nabluu. Nobluuya. l1a. rlrja, Saluu. S~a. Tapas, Tapasya. The Vedic names 
are sometimes found in later poetry. 
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1ne lfindu calendar, though quite efficient, is thus rather cumbrous, and is so 
different from the solar calendar that it is impossible to reduce dates from 
one to the other without very complicated calculations or lengthy tables. 
It is even impossible to establish at a glance the month in \vhich a given 
Hindu date falls with any certainty. 

Indian dates are usually given in the order n1onth, pak~a, tithi, the abbre
viations Judi and badi being used for the bright and dark halves of the month; 
e.g. Cailra Judi 7 means the seventl• day from the new moon of the month 
Caitra. 

The solar calendar, imponed with Western astrono1ny, was also known 
from Gupta times onwards though it did not oust the old luni-solar calendar 
until recent years. Where solar dates are given in early records they are 
usually mentioned for extra accuracy, with tlle prevailing nak~atra of the 
day in question, after the regular luni-solar date. In .the solar calendar 
the 1nonths are ua1ned after the signs or the zodiac, which are literal or 
nearly exact translations or their Greek originals: Me1a (Aries), Yr~abha 
(Taurus), Mith.u~ta (Gernini), Kar~~ata (Cancer), Si1[llla (I~o),. Kanyii 
(Virgo), Tulii (Libra), Yrscika (Scorpio), Dl1on.us (Sagittarius), Malcara 
(Capricorn us), Kumbha (Aquarius) and Mina ( Pisces). '\\"'ith ·the solar 
calendar the seven-day week was also introduced, the days being named 
after their presiding planets as in the Greco-Rornan system: Rauivara 
(Sunday), Somaviira (1\tfonday), Mangaldvara (Tuesday), Budluroara 
( W ednesday), Rrha.spativiira (1.hursday), ~ulcravara (Friday) and ~anivara 
( Sarurday). 

ERA S 

Until the 1st <'..entury .a.c . there is no good evidence that India had any 
regular system of recording the year of an event by dating in a definite era 
like the A. U.C. of Rome or the Christian era or medieval and n1odern 
Europe. Early inscriptions are dated if at all in the regnal year of the ruling 
king. The idea of dating over a long period of time from a fixed year was 
almost certainly introduC'..ed into India by the invaders of tl1e North-West, 
who have left the earliest inscriptions thus dated in India. Unfortunately 
the lndians did not adopt a uniform era, and a number of systems of dating 
were in use from that time onwards, the chief of which. in order of import
anC'..e, are as follo,vs : 

TM Yikrama Era (liB .a. c . ), traditionally founded by a king called Vik
ramaditya, who drove the Sakas out of Ujjayini and founded the era to cele
brate his victory. The only king who both took the title Vikramaditya and 
drove the ~kas fron1 U.ijayini was Candra Gupta 11. who lived over 1-00 
years later than the beginning of the Vikrama era, and so the legend is 
certainly false. In the earliest inscriptions using this era, all from Western 
India, it is called simply Krta ("" established.,), or" handed down by the 
Malava tribe··. Son1e authorities believe that many inscriptions of the gakas 
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and Plhlavas of North-West India are to be read in this era, and that it \vas 
founded by Azes, one of their early kings; but this is by no n1eans certain. 
This era was n1ost popular in North (ndia. Its year began originally with 
the n1onth Karttika, but by medieval tin1es Vikrama years began in the bright 
half of Caitra in the North, and in the dark half of the same month in the 
Peninsula. 

The $o1a Era (A. o. 78) was, according to tradition, founded by a Saka 
king who oocupied Ujjayini IS7 years after Vikran1iditya. This era n1ay 
in fact have been foWlded by Kani~ka, and was certainly used early in the 
2nd century A.o. by the ''Western Satraps'', who ruled Milwa, Kithiawar 
and Gujarit. Thence the use of the era spread through the Deccan and 
was exported to South-East Asia. 

The Gupta Era (A.D. S20) was probably founded by Candra Gupta I, 
and its use was continued by the Maitraka dynasty of Gujarat for son1e 
centuries after the Gupta en1pire fell. 

The Har1a Era (A. D. 606), founded by Har~avardhana of Kanyakubja, 
was popular in Northern India for a century or two after his death. 

The Kalacuri Era (A.o. 248). perhaps foWlded by a sn1all dynasty 
called the Traikiip.ka, was current in Central India down to the Muslin1 
• • mvaston. 

Other eras of local or temporary in1portance were the LaH1mar.za Era 
of Bengal ( A.o. 1119). wrongly said to have been founded by King Lak~maQa 
Sena; the Saptllr# or La:ukilca Era, current in Kashrnir in the Middle Ages, 
and recorded in cycles of one hundred years, each cycle comn1encing seventy
six years after each Christian century; the Licchavi and Nevlir Eras of 
Nepal ( A.D. 110 and 878) ; the Kollarn Era of Malabar ( A.D. 826); and the 
Era of Yilrramaditya YI Ciilultya ( A.D. 1076 ). The Era of the Kaliyuga 
( S 102 B. c., v. p. 59 above) was often used for religious dates and rarely 
for political. In Ceylon a Buddha Era from 5+4 B.c. was in use from an 
uncertain date, when it probably replaced an earlier reckoning fron1 488 
e.c. The Jainas used an Era of MaMvira, reckoned fronl 628 B.C. nle 
two latter eras, together with the Yikrama and $oJuz Eras, are still in use for 
religious purposes, but the others are extinct. 

In reducing dates in Indian eras to the Christian era it must be re•nern
bered that the year, according to most reckonings. begins witlt the n1ontl1 of 
Caitra, which usually commences in the middle of March. Thus the 
months Migha and Philguna, and generally the second half of Pau~a, 
occur in the Christian year after that in which the Hindu year began. Dates 
were usually given in expired years; this was sornetin1es explicitly stated 
(e.g. •• when 49S years had passed from the establishrnent of the tribe of 
the Mala vas"), but n1ore often taken for granted. In n1edieval dates it is 
best to assun1e an expired year, even when this is not specified, unless there 
is special reason to believe otherwise. 

The following table will be useful for reducing Indian dates to the Chris
tian era: 
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PilcraTTUl 

Kalm:uri 

Gupta. 

current 
expired 
current 
expired 
current 
expired 
current 
expired 
current 
expired 
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First 91 months approx. 
(assuming the year to 

begin with Cajtra) 

subtract 68 
67 
77 
78 

add 
•• 

add .. 
add 

n 

add .. 

" 

247 
248 
S19 
S20 
606 
6'06 
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Second (usually dark) 
half of Pausa, and the 

• 

whole of Migha and 
Philguna 

67 
66 
78 
79 

248 
249 
820 
S21 
6'06 
607 

Through the necessity of accurately laying out the open~air site of a 
sacrifice Indians very early evolved a simple system of geometry, but 
in the sphere of practical lmowledge the world owes most to India in the 
realm of 1nathematics, which were developed in Gupta times to a stage more 
advanced than that reached by any other nation of antiquity. The success 
of Indian mathematics was mainly due to the fact that the Indians had a 
clear conception of abstract number, as distinct from numerical quantity of 
objects or spatial extension. While Greek mathematical science was largely 
based on mensuration and geometry, India transcended these conceptions 
quite early, and, with the aid of a simple numeral notation, devised a rudi
mentary algebra which allowed more complicated calculations than were 
possible to the Greeks, and led to the study of number for its own sake. 

In the earlier inscriptions of India dates and other numerals are written 
in a notation not unlike that or the Romans, Greeks and Hebrews, with 
separate symbols for the tens and hundreds. The earliest inscription 
recording the date by a system of nine digits and a zero, with place notation 
for the tens and hwtdreds, comes from Gujarat, and is dated A.D. 696. • Soon 
after this however, the new system had been heard of in Syria (p. vi),t 
and was being used as far afield as lndo-China. Evidently the system was 
in use among mathematicians some centuries before it was employed in 
inscriptions, the scribes of which tended to be conservative in their system of 

• EpigrophitJ lndiclJ, ii, 20. 
t Some earlier authorities, disinclined to give India her due. have declared that none of 

these sources gives cenain evidence of the existence of a sisn for zero. But Aryab~u· 
text implies a knowledge of it. and Scverus Sebokht's '"nme symbols" would be quite 
useless for expressing quantities over nine without a zero sign and _place notation. The 
Maya of Central Amer1ca had a vigesimal numeral system with pos1tional notation long 
before this time, but it had. of course. no effect on the world at large (S. G. Morley. 
Tht Ancient Moya, London, 1946, p. 27+). · 
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recording dates; in modern Europe the cumbrous Roman system is still 
sometimes used for the same purpose. The name of the nlathcmatician 
who devised the simplified system of writing nun1erals is unknown, but the 
earliest surviving mathematical texts the anonymous .. Bakshali J\;fanu
script .. , which is a copy of a text of the 4th century A.D. , and the terse 
AryabluJ{iya of Aryabha!a, written in A.D. 499 -presuppose it. 

For long it 'vas thought that the decimal system ofntnnerals was invented 
by the Arabs, but this is certainly not the case. The Arabs themselves 
caUcd mathematics .,the Indian (art)·· (nindisat), and there is no\v no 
doubt that the decilnal notation, with other tuathernatical lore, was learnt 
by the Muslim \vorld either through merchants trading with the west 
coast of India, or through the Arabs \vho conquered Sjnd in A.D. 7 J2. 

The debt of the W esten1 world to India in this respect cannot be over
estimated. Most of the great discoveries and inventions of which Europe 
is so proud would have been impo.~sible ·without a developed system of 
mathematics, and this in tum \vould have been impossible if Europe had 
been shaclded by the unwieldy system of ltoman numerals. 1ne unknown 
man who devised the new system was fron1 the world"s point of view, after 
the Buddha, the rnost impor·tant son of India. His achievement, though 
easily taken for granted, \vas the work of an analyticalanind of the first order, 
and he deserves much more honour than he has so far received. 

Medieval Indian mathen1aticians, such as Brahn1agupta {7th century), 
Mahivira (9th century) and llhi skara ( l i th century) , made several 
discoveries which in Europe were not kno\vn until the Henaissance or later. 
They understood the import of positive and negative quantities, evolved 
sound systetns of extracting St(uare and cube roots. and could solve quadratic 
and certain types of indeterminate equations. For 1T Aryabhata gave the 
usual modern approximate value of S· t 4 16, expressed in the form of a fraction 
tll*· l'his value of 1T, much more accurate than that of the Greeks, was 
improved to nine places of decimals by later Indian mathematicians. Some 
steps were n1ade in trigonontetry, sphe.-ical geometry and calculus. chiefly 
in connexion ,-;ith astronomy. The rnathematical implications of zero 
(Junya) and infinity, never n1ore than vaguely realized by classical authori
ties. were fully understood in medieval India. Earlier n1athematicians had 
taught that 6 =a!, but Bhi skara proved that ir was infinity. He also 
established mathematically what had been recognized in Indian theology 
at least a millenium earlier, that infinity, however divided. remains infinite., 
represented by the equation i = O>. 

APPENDIX V 

PHYSICS AND CHEMISl'"RY 

.' Ancient Indian ideas of physics were closely linl(ed with religion and 
theology. and differed somewhat from sect to sect. As early as the tin1e 
of the Buddha, if not before, the universe was classified by elements, of which 
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all schools admitted at least four earth, air, fire and water. To these 
orthodox Hindu schools and jainism added a fifth. iika!a. which is generally 
translated ,. ether". lt was recognized that air \vas not of infinite exten
sion. and the Indian mind, with its abhorrence of a vacuum, found it hard 
to conceive of empty space. The five elements were thought of as the 
mediums of sense i1npressions earth of smell, air of feeling, fire of vision. 
water of uste, and ether of sound. Buddhists and Ajivikas rejected ether. 
but the latter added life, joy and sorrow. which were thought of as in some 
way material. making a total of seven elements. 

Most schools believed that the elements other than ether were atomic. 
Indian atomism was certainly independent of Greek influence. for an atomic 
theory was taught by Pakudha Katyiyana, an older contemporary of the 
Buddha, and \vas therefore earlier than that of Democritus. The jainas 
believed that all atoms ( IJ!IU) were identical, and that differences of the 
character of the elements \vere due to the manner in which the atoms were 
combined. Most schools, however, maintained that there were as many 
types of atom as there \vere elements. 

The atom was generally thought to be eternal, but some Buddhists conceived 
of it not only as the minutest object capable of occupying space, but also as 
oocupying the minutest possible duration of time, coming into being and 
vanishing almost in an instant, only to be succ.eeded by another atom. caused 
by the first. Thus the atom of Buddhism in some measure resembles the 
quantum of Planck. The atom was quite invisible to the human eye; the 
orthodox Vai§efika school believed the single atom to be a mere point in 
space, completely without magnitude. 

A single atom had no qualities, but only potentialities, which came into 
play when the atom combined with others. The Vaise~ika school, which 
specially elaborated atomic doctrines, and \vas the school of atomism par 
tzcelknce, maintained that, before combining to form material objects, 
atoms made primary combinations of diads and triads. This doctrine of 
molecules was developed differently by Buddhists and Ajivikas, who taught 
that in nom1al conditions no atoms existed in a pure state, but only combined 
in different proponions in a molecule ( sa'flglziila. lullapa) . Every molecule 
contained at least one atom of all four types, and obtained its character from 
the predominance of a given element. This hypothesis attounted for the 
fact that matter n1ight show characterisrics of more than one element: thus 
wax might melt and also bum. because its molecules contained proportions 
of water and fire. According to the Buddhists the molecules cohered by 
virtue of the atoms of water in each. which acted as adhesive. 

Indian atomic theories were not based so much on experiment., as on 
intuition and logic. They \vere not universally held. The gTeat theologian 
Sankara ( p. Si 8) did not believe in atoms and argued strongly against their 
existence. But the atomic theories of ancient India are brilliant imaginative 
explanations of the physical structure of the world; though it is probably 
mere coincidence that they agree in part with the theories of modem physics, 
they are nevertheless much to the credit of the intellect and imagination of 
early Indian thinkers. 
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Beyond this ancient Indian physics developed little. Without knowledge 
of an all-embracing la\Y of gravity it remained in a rudimentary state, lil(e 
all the physical systems of the ancient world. It was generally believed that 
the elements of earth and \Yater tended to fall, and fire to rise, and it was 
recognized that solids and fluids alike generally expanded on heating, but 
no serious effort \Yas made to study such phenomena experjmcntally. In 
the science of acoustics, ho\vever, India made real discoveries based on 
cxperin1ent, and the ear, highly trained by the phonetic study necessary for 
the correct recitation of the Vedas. learned to distinguish musical tones far 
closer than those of other early musical systems. Before the Christian era 
the octave was divided into twenty-two Jrutis, or quarter-tones (p. S82), 
and their proportioll3 were measured \Yith great accuracy. It was recog
nized that differences of titnbre \Yere caused by overtones ( anura!Jana). 
which varied with different ill3truments. 

We know from the evidence of the Iron Pillar of Delhi (p. 219 f) and other 
sources that Indian metallurgists gained great proficiency in the extraction 
of metal from ore and in metal-casting, and their products \Yere known and 
valued in the Roman Empire and the Middle East; but their kno,vledge 
appears to have been largely pragmatic, and had no counterpart in a highly 
developed science of metallurgy. Chemistry in ancient India was the hand
maid, not of technology. but of n1edicine; her chemists did not share the 
interest of medieval Europe in transrnuti.ng base n1etal into gold, but 
apparently devoted n1ost of their attention to making medicines, drugs to 
promote longevity, aphrodisiacs, poisons, and their antidotes. These 
medical chemists did succeed in producing n1any important alkalis, acids 
and metallic salts by simple processes of calcination and distillation, and it 
has even been suggested, \Yithout good basis, that they discovered a forrn of 
gunpo\vder. 

In tltc Middle Ages Indian chemists, like their counterparts in China. the 
Muslim \Vorld and Europe, became engrossed in the study of mercury, 
perhaps through contact \Yith the Arabs. A school of alchemists arose, who 
experitnented \Yith the \YOnderful fluid metal, and decided that it was the 
specific for all diseases, the source of perpetual youth, and even the surest 
means to salvation. In this infatuation 'vith mercury Indian chemistry 
foundered, but not before it had passed many ideas on to the Arabs, who 
gave them to medieval Europe. 

APPENDIX VI 

PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE 

The Vcdas show a very prinlitive stage of medical and physiological )ore. 
but the basic textbooks of Indian medicine the compendia of Caraka 
( 1st-2nd centuries A.D.) and Su~ruta (c. 4th century A.D. )-are the products 
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of a fully evolved system \vhich resembles those of Hippoc.rateB and Galen 
in some respects, and in others has developed beyond them. We have no 
medical texts of the intervening period, but there is little doubt that two 
factors encouraged medical knowledge -the growth of interest in physiology 
through the phenomena of yoga and myBtical experience, and Buddhism. 
Lil<e the Christian missionary of later times the Buddhist monk often served 
as a doctor among the layfolk from whom he begged his food; moreover he 
was encouraged to care for his own health and that of his fellow-moni<B, and 
his creed tended towards rationalism and a distrust of the medical magic 
of earlier times. The development of medicine was also probably stianulated 
by contact with Hellenic physicians, and the resemblances between Indian 
and classical medicine suggest borrowing on botl1 sides. After Susrut~ 
Indian medicine developed little, except in the growing use of mercurial 
drugs, and of others such as opium and sarsaparilla, which were introduced 
by the Arabs. In its essentials the system practised by the oyurvedic 
physician of present day India remains the same. 

The basic conception of Indian medicine, like that of ancient and medieval 
Europe, was the humours ( do§a ). Most authorities taught that health 
was maintained through tl1e even balance of the three vital fluids of the 
body wind, gall and mucus, to which some added blood as a fourth 
humour. The three primary humours were cormected with the scheme 
of the three gtqzas, or universal qualities ( p. S24 f), and associated with virtue, 
passion and dullness respectively. 

111e bodily functions were maintained by the five ··winds" ( vayu) : ~no, 
emanating from the throat, and causing speech; prarza, in the heart, and 
responsible for breathing and the swallowing of food; samiina, fanning the 
fire in the stomach which ., coolted" or digested the food, and dividing it 
into its digestible and indigestible parts; apiina in the abdomen, and respon
sible for excretion and procreation; and tryana, a generally diffused wind, 
causing the motion of the blood and of the body generaUy. The food 
digested by the samiina became chyle, which proceeded to the heart, and 
thence to the liver, where its essence was converted into blood. TI1e blood 
in turn was in part converted into flesh and the process was continued 
through the series fat, bone, marrow and sen1en; the latter, when not 
expelled, produced energy ( ojas), which returned to the heart and was thence 
diffused over the body. This process of metabolism was believed to take 
place in thirty days. 

Ancient Indian doctors had no clear &mow ledge of the function of the brain, 
and believed \vith ntost ancient peoples that the hea.-t \vas the seat of intelli
gence. lney realized, ho,vever, the importance of the spinal cord (p. S26 f), 
and knew of the existence of the nervous ~ystetn, though it was not properly 
understood. 1ne progress of physiology and biology was impeded by 
the taboo ou contact with dead bodies, which much discouraged dissection and 
the study of anatomy. although such practices were not completely unkno~n. 

Despite their inaccurate knowledge·ofphysiology, which \vas by no means 
inferior to that of most ancient peoples, India evolved a developed empirical 
surgery. The ccesarian section was known, bone-setting reached a high 
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degree of skiU, and plastic surgery was developed far beyond anything 
known elsewhere at the time. Ancient Indian surgeons were expert at 
the repair of noses, ears and lips., lost or injured in battle or by judicial 
mutilation. In this respect Indian surgery remained ahead of European 
until the 18th century, when the surgeons of the East Indian Company were 
not ashamed to learn the art of rhinoplasty from the Indians. 

Though Indians very early conceived of the existence of microscopic forms 
of life, it was never realized that tltese might cause diseases; but i£ Indian 
surgeons had no true idea of antisepsis or asepsis they encouraged scrupu
lous cleanliness as they understood it, and recognized the therapeutic value 
of fresh air and light. "111e pharmaco_p<Pia of ancient India was very large, 
and comprised animal, vegetable and mineral products. Many Asiatic 
drugs \Vere known and used long before their introduction into Europe, 
notably the oil of the clululmugra tree, traditionally prescribed as a specific 
for leprosy, and still the basis of the modem treatment of the disease. 

The physician was a highly respected Jnember of society, and the vaidyas 
rank high in the caste hierarchy to this day. The rules of professional 
behaviour laid down in medical texts re•nind us of those of Hippocrates 
and are not unworthy of the conscientious doctor of any place or time. We 
quote part of the sermon which Caraka instructs a physician to preach to his 
pupils at a solemn religious ceremony to be perfo1n1ed on the completion 
of their apprenticeship . 

.. If you·want success in your practice, wealth and fame., and heaven after your 
death, you must pray every day on rising and going to bed for the welfare of 
all beings, especially or cows and brahma~.:~s. and you must so-ive with all your 
soul for the health of the sick. You must not betray your patients, even at 
the cost of your own lire. . . . You must not get drunk, or commit evil, or 
have evil companions. . . . You must be pleasant of speech . . . and thoughtful. 
always so-iving to improve your knowledge. 

"When you go to the home of a patient you should direct your words., mind, 
inteUcct and senses nowhere but to your patient and his treaunent. . . . 
Nothing that happens in the house of the sick man must be told outside., nor must 
the patient's condition be told to anyone who might do harm by that knowledge 
to the patient or to another.'' • 

Under the patronage of the more benevolent kings and religious founda
tions free medical aid was given to the poor. A§oka took pride in the fact 
that he had provided medicines for man and beast, and the traveller Fa-hsien, 
in the early 6th century A. D •• made special note of the free hospitals main
tained by the donations of pious citizens. Unfortunately we have no 
detailed descriptions of such establishments. 

Veterinary medicine was also practised. The doctrine of non-violence 
encouraged the endowment of animal refuges and homes for sick and aged 
animals, and such charities are stiU maintained in many cities of India. The 
horse and elephant doctors were members of skilled and respected pro
fessions, much in demand at court, an~ texts on veterinary science survive 
from the Middle Ages. ·. 

• C~JTd-41 SIJIIIIUU, m. 8, 7. 
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APPENDIX VII 

LOGIC AND EPISTEMOLOGY 

With such an intense interest in metaphysical problems and a tradition of 
lively debate and discussion it is not surprising that India developed her 
own distinctive system of logic. The basic logical text is the NyiytJ 
Sutras of Gautama, perhaps composed in the early centuries of the Christian 
era, a series of brief aphorisms much commented on by later writers, and the 
foundation-text of the Nyiya, one of the six schools of orthodox phil~ 
sophy (p. S2S). Logic was not, however, confined to this one school, but 
was utilized and adapted by Hindu, Buddhist and jaina alike. 

One of the most important topics of Indian thought in this field was the 
question of pramarztJ, which may be translated .. means of reliable know
ledge''. According to the later Nyiya sch~ls there were four pramiJ}as. 
perception (pralyalc!a), inference ( anumana), inference by analogy or com
parison ( upamana ), and "word" ( !ahda ), the pronouncement of a reliable 
authority, such as the Vedas. The Vedinta school added intuition or pre
sumption ( arthapatti) and non-perception ( anupalabdhi). the latter an 
unnecessary scholastic refinement. The six categories overlapped some
what, and the Buddhists generally included all forms of knowledge under the 
first t\vo categories, while the jainas usually allowed only three, perception, 
inference and revelation. The materialists allowed only perception, and 
their opponents made short work of their efforts at proving by inference 
that inference could not give reliable knowledge. 

lt was probably in the study of the process of inference that schools of 
true logic arose. From the necessities of metaphysical discussion false 
arguments were analysed and classified; of these logicians recognized the 
chief fallacies of classical logic, such as reductio ad absUTdum ( arthaprasanga). 
circular argument (ea/era). infinite regression ( an(lf)asthii). dilemma 
( anyonyaJraya), and ignoratio elenchi ( atma!raya). 

A correct inference was established by syllogism, of which the Indian 
form (paifcavayavtJ) was somewhat more cumbrous than the Aristotelian. 
Its five members \vere known as proposition (pralijRa), reason (httu), 
example (udiluzrar;z.a), application (upanaya) and conclusion (nigamfl·na) . 
The classical Indian example may be paraphrased as follows: 

( .J ) There is fire on the mountain, 
( 2) because there is smoke above it. 
( s) and where there is smoke there is fire. as. for instance, in a kitchen: 
(+) such is the case with the mountain. 
( 6) and therefore there is fire on it. 

The third tem1 of the Indian syllogism corresponds to the major pre
miss of that of Aristotle, the second to Aristotle's minor premiss. and the 
fir~t to his conclusion. Thus the Indian syllogism reversed the order of 
that of classical logic, the argument being stated in the first an~ second 
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clauses, ~stablished by the general rule and example in the third. and finally 
clinched by the virtual repetition of the first two clauses. The "example " 
(in the above syllogism the kitchen) \vas generally looked on as an essential 
part of the argument, and helped to strengthen its rhetorical force. Evi
dently this elaborate system of syllogism is the outcome of much practical 
experience in discussion. "'fhree-nlembered syllogisms were admitted by 
the Buddltists, \vho rightly rejected the fourth and fifth menlbers of the ortho
dox syllogism as tc'lutological. 

Tile basis of the generalization (for exanlple ,. \vhere there is smoke 
there is fire'') on which every inference rests \vas believed to be the· quality 
of universal concomitance ( vyiipti) . The nature and origin of this quality 
was much discussed, and its consideration led to theories of universals and 
particulars, which are too recondite for consideration in tlus book. 

No treatment of Indian thought is complete without a brief reference to 
the remarkable epistemological relativity of Jainism. Jaina thinkers, and 
some other heterodox teachers also, explicitly rejected what in classical 
logic is called the la\v of the excluded middle. For the Jaina there were not 
nlerely the two possiblities of existence and non-existence, but seven. Thus 
we may affirm ( 1) that an object, say a knife, exists as a knife. We may 
further say ( 2) that it is not sonlething else. say a fork. But it exists as a 
knife and does not exist as a fork, and so we may declare of it (8} that in one 
aspect it is and in another it is not. From another point of vie'v ( 4) it is 
indescribable; its ultimate essence is unknown to us and \ve cannot posit 
anything final about it it is inexpressible. By combining this fourth 
possiblity \vith the three fortner ones \Ve obtain three further possibilities of 
predication-( 5) it is, but its nature is otherwise indescribable, ( 6) it is 
not, but its nature is indescribable. and (7) it both is and is not, but its nature 
is indescribable. This system of seven aspects of predication is known as 
syiidvlida (""the doctrine of "maybe"'), or saplabh.angi r·the sevenfold 
division .. ). • 

As well as syadvida the Jainas had another sevenfold system of predication 
known as nayavada, the theory of standpoints, or \vays of approaching an ob
ject of observation or study. 11le first three of these are connected with 
the object itself ( dravyarthilca ), and the latter four with its modifications and 
the \vords used to describe it (paryayarthi.lca ). ( 1) A nlango tree n1ay be 
considered simultan~ously as an individual having a definite size and shape 
and as a member of the species u mango tree'"; ( 2) it nlay be treated merely 
as a representative of the '" universal .. mango tree, and as corresponding to 
the general concept of a mango tree, \vithout taking its individual qualities 
into aocount; or (s) it may be considered merely as an individual, \vithout 
taking note of its specific qualities. Further it may be thought of ( +) as 
it is at dte present moment, for instance as bearing ripe fruit, \Vithout any 
regard to its past as a sapling or its future as firewood. ( 6) We may think 
of it from the point of view of its name ~~mango... considering all the 

• The Sanskrit terms for the seven aspects are: ( 1) syadiuti. ( 2) syannasti, ( s) 
S)_5dastiniisti, (4) sya.daualtavya, (6) syl.tlastyavaklavya. (6) syannastyavdltwya, and 
{ 7) syiidastiniJtyavakltwyll. 
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synonyms of that name, and their implications. ..fhese synonyms tnay be 
subtly differentiated, and ( 6) we may consider their nuances and connora
tjons. Finally (7) we may consider an object in its relation to a given epi
thet; thus by referring to a hero as a "'lion .. we mentally abstract all his 
unljonlike qualities, and think of him only as a being of strength and cour
age. • Some jaina schools rejected the last three standpoints, which are 
hardly consistent with the first four, being rather setnantic in character 
than epistemological. 

Modem logicians might make short work of these rather pedantic systems 
of ontological and epi5temological relatjvity, but they have a fundamental 
quality of breadth and realism, implying a full realization that the world is 
more co1nplex and subtle than we think it, and that what is true of a thing 
in one of its aspects may at the same titne be false in another. 

APPENDIX VIII 

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

MEASURES OF W£1GIIT 

The basic weight of ancient India was the rolctika, the bright red seed of the 
guilja ( abrus precaton"us), which was conventionally reckoned at about 
1 ·8~ grains ( ·118 grams). Many sources give series of 'veights rising 
from this, \\'hich are not wholly consistent, and show that standards varied 
very widely \vith time and place. 

The goldstnith's scale given by Manu, which was probably the most 
widely followed, was: 

6 rakti/uis = I mAt a, 
16 matas = I /car1a, lolala, or SUVarrJil, 
+ luJr1as = I pala, 

10 palas = 1 dharllTJil. 

The weight of the pala was thus approxitnately ti oz., or S7·76 gms. 
Of heavier weights the chief were the prastha, usually given as of 16 paltls, 
and the drorza of 16 prastlllls. The prastlw was thus approximately 21 oz., 
and the dror'a 21 ! lb. 

MEASURES OF LENGTH 

The commonest table, omitting microscopic measurements. was: 
8 yava (barleycoms) = 1 angula (finger's breadth. f in.) 

12 oilgulas = 1 v1tasti (span, 9 ins.) 
2 vit as lis = J lulsta or IJratni ( cubit, 18 ins. ) 
+ lulstas = 1 da1)tja (rod) or dhanus (bow, 6 ft.) 
2,000 dl111nus = I kro!a (cry) or gfJrUta ( cow-<:all, 2 t miles) 
+ ltroJOJ = I yojana (stage, 9 miles app.-ox. ). 

• The ~skrit names of the seven M)'DS arc: ( 1) rwt&ama, ( ~) ltJtlgraha, ( s) rryava
hiira, {4) rJwfdra, (5) labt/4, (6) s4m4bhrr~lw. a1~d (7) roambh0/4. 
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Though most sources give the kro/a (in modem Indian languages kru) 
as of 2,000 dlz~~ the Arllzalastra gives it as of only 1,000. the yojana, \vhich 
was the co1nmonest measure of long distances in ancient India, being thus 
of only +I miles. It is therefore clear that there were at least two yojanas, 
and distances as given in texts are thus very Wlreliable. lt would seem 
that for practical purposes the shorter yojana was more often used than the 
longer, especially in earlier times. 

MEASURES OF TIME 

Ancient Indian learned men devised a detailed terminology for minute 
intervals of time, which had little relation to everyday life and must be 
looked on as a flight of fancy. l'he longer measurements in most general 
use were: 

18 nirru:ltU (winks) 
so Uqlluls 
15 ltllils 
SO l.ald.r or 2 nif/ilt6s 
SO mu.hiirtds 

= 1 /uiillui ( st secs.). 
= 1 /JaM ( I I m ins. ) 
= I nil~ilul or nali/t4 ( 2+ mins.) 
= 1 muhflrta or lt1111J.a ( +8 mins.) 
= 1 aho-ratra (day and night, 2+ hours). 

A measurement frequently used, but not consistent with this system, 
was the yama or watch, one-eighth of a day and night, or three hours. In 
some sources, however, the yam.a is given as three m.u.hiirlas, or one-tenth of 
a day and night. The hour (lwrii) \vas introduced from the West in the 
Gupta period and was used in astronomy, but was not widely employed in 
everyday life. 

For longer measures of time seep. +92ff: 

APPENDIX IX 

COINAGE• 

.EARLY PU~CH MARKED COINS 

Uninscribed punchrnarked coins were minted from the 6th century s.c. 
onwards, and were in circulation for many centuries. An1ong the earliest 
silver specimens are those in the shape of a small bent bar, the largest of 
which, the Jata1Mna, weighed 180 grains. Half, quarter and half~uarter 
latam.Qnas are attested. 

The basic silver pWlchmarked coin of the usual type was the l<ar1aparaa or 
pa!la, of 157·8 grains. The ma~a or ~ilra weighed one-sixteenth of this, or 
S·6 grains. Various intermediate weights are attested, as well as large 
silver coins of SO and 20 mQ.jas and small half-m.a1a pieces. 

Punchmarked copper coins were generally based on a different standard 
-a ~a of 9 grains and a lciir!ij>a!&ll of 1+4. Quarter-m.ii!as in copper. or 

• We a.re much indebted to Dr. A. K. Narain. Header in lndology at Banaras Hindu 
Univenity, for providing the material for this appendix. 
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AiAipis ( 2·25 grains) are attested, as well as large coins of 20, ~0 and +6 -copper miJ14S. 

Only one gold pWlchmarked coin is known, and it 1nust be assumed tl1at 
gold was very rarely minted before the beginning of the Christian era. 

INDO-GREEK COINS 

The earlier Greek kings minted coins aooording to the Attic standard, 
based on the drachm of 67·2 grains and the obol ( i drachm) of 11·2 grains. 
Silver coinage of this type ranges from he1niobols to the very large double 
decadrachms, struck by a king Amyntas. which have recently been found in 
Mgharustan. After their southward expansion the Greeks adopted a reduced 
weight, with silver coins of 162 and 88 grains. 

The Greek kings issued numerous copper coins, but their metrology is 
not clear. Gold coins must have been very rare. There exist a very 
large 20 6tater piece of the Bactrian usurper .Eucratides and rare staters 
of a few other kings. 

~aka and l'ahlava coins in silver and copper follow the reduced lndo
Greek standard. 

KUSANA COINS 
• • 

These were minted in gold and copper. The gold diniira.s or SUVIZT!J4S 

\\·ere based on the Roman denarius and were of 12+ grains. Double and 
quarter diniras were also issued. TI1e copper coins were large, of from 
26 to 28 ma§as, or 240 to 260 grains. 

PR£-GVPTAN AND GVPTAN COINS 

A large range of coins in silver and copper, of very varied weight and 
character, was issued by the indigenous kings, tribes and cities of Northen. 
India in the centuries immediately preceding and following the beginning 
of the Christian era. The Satavahanas of the Daxan also issued coins of 
lead and potin (base silver). while the Sakas of Gujarlt, Malwa and the 
Western Deccan issued a distinctive series of coins in silver. 

The gold coins of the Guptas ( diniira) originally approximated to rhe 
Kufil)a standard, but in the middle of the 6th century rose in weight to 
t++ grains, thus returning to the Indian standard of the copper kir1ipapa. 
Gupta silver coins ( riJpllM), based on those of the Sakas of Uijayinl, weighed 
52-86 grains. The metrology of Gupta copper coinage is obscure, and 
weights of from 5·8 to 101 grains are attested. 

MEDIEVAL COINS 

Gold coins (I·UVartJa, fanlta) were minted by only a few dynasties in the 
11th century. These approximated to the Greek drachm standard of 67 
grains. Silver coins ( dramm.a. lankll) also conformed to this standard, and 
coins off, land l tlramma are attested. Numerous types of copper coin 
were issued, of diverse metrology. The coinage of the medieval dynasties 
of the Peninsula 'vas very varied and a full study of its metrology is yet to 
be made. 

54-
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APPENDIX X 

THE ALPHABET AND ITS PRONUNCIATION 

Tite alphabet devised by ancient Indian phoneticians and adapted to all 
the chief Indian languages except Urdu is as follows: 

J. VOWELS 

a. (simple) 
short long 

guttural • • • {1) 4 (2) d 
palatal • • • {S) i (+)I 
labial . • • • (6) u (6) Q 

reboflex (7) r <8> r • • • 
dental . • (9) I ( 10) J· 

• 

(b) diphthongs 
palatal • • ( 11) , 

( 12) ai 
labial • • (IS) D 

( 14-) QU 

u. CONSONA~TS 

(a) 'IJisargo (b) onUSTJara 
(16) ~ (16) 1p 

(c) stopped conscman.ts 
unvoiced unvoiccd voiced voiced nasal 

aspirate aspirate 
guttural . • • (17) k ( 18) /eh (19) g (20) gh (21) ri 
palatal . • • (22)' (28) eh (24-)j (25)jh (26) iJ 
retroflex • • (27) I (28) lh (29) 4 (SO) 1/h (SI) t1 
dental • • • (82) I (SS) th (S+) d (86) dh (S6) n 
labial • • • (57) p (88) ph (89) b (4Q) bh (+I) m 

(d) semivowels 
palatal • • (42) y 
retroflex • (+3) r 
dental • • (44) l 
labial • • (46) V 

(e) ribi14nts 
palatal • • (-M) J 
retroflex • (+7) s 
dental • • (48) s 

(f) aspir4tum 
(~) h 

• nus vowel is the invention of the par.1dits, and never occurs in practice. The short 
voalic I occurs only in the root Alp and its "derivatives. 
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To these letters the Dravidian languages and Sinhalese add the short 
vowels l (between 1 and e) and I {between e and o ). Sinhalese has also the 
additional vowels /I and ll (between i and i). Tamil adds the consonants 
1. I (not the same as the vocalic I of Sanskrit), !• and ~ at the end of the 
alphabet; these letters cannot stand at the beginning of a word. The 
Tamil alphabet omits the aspirate letters and several others, and the un
voiced letters serve to express the sound of the voiced. The system of 
transliteration used for Tamil words and quotations in this book does not 
show this peculiarity. 

lt will be seen that this alphabet is methodical and scientific, its elements 
classified first into vowels and consonants, and then, within each section, 
areording to the manner in which the sound is formed. The gutturals 
are fornted by the constriction of the throat at the back of the tongue, 
the palatals by pressing the tongue flat against the palate. the retr~ 
flex by turning up the tip of the tongue to touch the hard palate, the denmls 
by touching the upper teeth with the tongue, and the labials by pursing the 
lips. 

The vowels a. i, l, u. u. e. ai, o, and QUare pronounced approximately as in 
German or Italian, e and o being., close"' sounds, as in German beten and 
bolln, but short " has the dull SOWld of the English shut. In very early 
times r and the vocalic J were pronounced approximately as are the second 
syllables of the words water and bottk by Americans, but before the Chris
tian era they were sounded as ri and lri. The Sinhalese /I and ll arc pro. 
nolmCed approximately as the vowels in the English Aat and lulir respectively. 
Areording to traditional phonetics e and o are classed as diphthongs and in 
Sanskrit are invariably long. 

Of the two first consonants ~. ocxurring only at the end of words or syl
lables, is a rough breathing. replacing an originals or r. It is a distinct emis
sion of breath, often followed by a faint continuation of the preceding vowel. 
Anusvara, or tp, written in Indian scripts as a dot, is in part a mere abbrevia
tion. representing a nasal sound before a stopped consonant. Thus sa,dhi is 
pronounced as sandni, and a'!'ga as anga. Before semi-vowels, sibilants or h 
it had the effect of nasalizing the preceding vowel, as in French or Portuguese; 
thus atpiu was pronounced very approximately as the French rm chou. By 
many modem speaker.q '!' in this position is pronounced as the English 

• ng m sang. 
The di:!!tinction between the aspirate and unaspirate consonants i:!i not 

immediately recognized by the European. but it is clear to the Indian. K, 
for instance, is pronounced without any noticeable emission of breath, and 
lc.h (written as one letter in Indian scripts) with a strong emission, as in the 
usual pronunciation of the English c in come. Thus the reader should avoid 
the temptation to pronounce th and ph as the initial sound:!! of the English 
thing and phial: they approximate to the sounds in pothook and shepherd. C 
is prono\Ulced approximately as the second consonantal sound in the English 
churdt, and eh as the fir:gt sound in the same word, i.e., with a stronger 
emission of breath. J is pronounced as in English, and not as in Gennan or 
French. A clear distinction is made between the retroflex or cerebral 
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consonants and the dental, though it is not very evident to the untrained 
English ear. The English t and d are nearer to the Indian retroflex 1 
and I) than to the Indian dentals t and d, whicl1 approximate to the corres
ponding sounds in Italian. 

Modem Indians do not generally differentiate in speaking between ! and 
1, and inscriptions show that the two sounds began to be confused at an 
early date. Both resen1bJe sh in the English shut. Originally 1 was pro
nounced, like the other retroflex consonants, with the tip of the tongue 
touching the top of the hard palate. 

Of the special1 .. amilletters l has the sound of an l "'ith the tongue turned 
as far back as possible. Many nlodern 'T'amil SJ>eakers pronounce this letter 
rather like the sin the English m-easure or the F renchj, but 1nore harshly. The 
consonantal J (which also occurs in Vedic and some Prakrits) is pronounced 
by placing the tongue on the top of the hard palate and flapping it forward; 
r at the end of a syiJahle is often pronounced as t: between two vowels it is 
approxin1ately clr, and when doubled tr, \vhilc !}! is usually pronounced as 
ntlr; though a distinction formerly existed "famil ~ is in modern speech 
indistinguishable from n. 

We have seen that Vcdic Sanskrit, like Greek, had a touic accent, but this, 
again as in Greek, disappeared very early from ordinary speech, its place 
being taken by a stress accent, as in most European languages. The stress 
is placed on the last prosodically long syllable of a word (i.e. a syllable con
taining either a long vowel or a short vowel followed by two ~onsonants) 
other than the final syllable. which never has the accent. In a word with 
no long syllables the aa.cnt is on the fi~t syJiable. E .g. s4blza. HimJiaya, 
SakUt~talii., 4vayava. The stress is not as marked as in English. 

APPENDIX XI 

PROSODY 

Like those of classical Europe the metres of Indian poetry are quantitative, 
based on the order of Jong and short syllables, and not, as in English, on 
stress. As in classical European languages a syllable was counted as long 
if it contained a long vo,vel (a, i, u, ~~ e, o. ai or au), or a short vowel 
followed by two consonants. The favourite stanza form at aU times v1as 
of four lines or "quarters" (piida), usually equal, and varying in length 
from eight to over twenty syllables each. with a full cresura between the 
the second and third quarters. Most of the metres of classical poetry were 
set in rigid patterns and not divided into feet, but broken only by one or 
two cresu~ in each quarter. The metres of the Veda. however, and the 
epic !loka metre, allowed considerable variation. 

'Though most of the Vedic hynms are in stanzas of four quarters there are 
some \vith three or five divisions. Of the former, one, called Giiyatri, is 
common, and is that of the famous GayatTi verse quoted on p. 162. lt 
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consists of three sections of eight syllables each, the first four of which 
are free, while the last four have the cadence v - v ~. 

n1e connnonest Vetlic stanza is Tri~!ulrh, consisting of four quarters of 
eleven syllables each. The quarter nor1nally has a c~sura after the fourth 
or fifth syllable, and is J>revailingly ia1nbic. lne last four syllables of each 
quat'ter have the cadence- v- ~. For cxan1ple: 

, 
lndrtJSya nu vlriii!'i prd vocam 

yani calch:ra pralllamAni vajrl. 
Ahann .AI1im., anu apas lalarda, 

pra vak~J7,.2d abhilwt parvaliinom. • 

Sitnilar to this, but with an extra syllable in each quarter, was the twelve
syllabled Jagati, with the cadence - v - v ~ . 

In the later hy1nns of the IJ.g Yeda a stanza of four eight~yUable quar
ters, called Anuf!uhh, becan•e popular. '11lis was ntucl1the same as Gayatri., 
witJ• a fourth line added, but there was considerable variation in the final 
cadence. For exan1ple: 

Saluisra-iirfii PurUfall, 
sallasriik/tfl}, sall4srap6t. 
Sd bl•imim vi'Jvato vrtvi • • 
4ly Dliflhad daJiingu/4m .. t 

# 

Froan tlae Antl!fuhh of the Vedas developed the Slo!UJ, the chief epic 1netre 
of later tin1es. This consisted of four quarters of eight syllables each, the 
first and third normally ending \vith the cadence v-- ~,and the second 
and fourth with ....., - '-" ~. Certain specified variations were allowed. 
As an exa1nple we quote the first verse of the account of Damayanti's 
svayatpvara, translated on p. 409. 

AtiUJ ltiile lubl•t priipte, 
titlltlu PUtJ.Yt ~a1.1e tatlui, 

ajullava mallij>Oliitl 
Bl1im.o riijii svaya'!lvare. 

"lne lwka ntetre ,,·as widely us~d for poetry of all kinds, especially for 
didactic and narrative verse. ·11le courtly poets, however, favoured longer 
metres, with their quantities rigidly fixed in con1plicatcd rhythmic patterns, 
son1e with regular cresurre. Textbooks describe over lOO metres of this 
kind, n1any with fanciful natnes, but only son1e twenty or thirty \vere popu
lar. Of these we mention a few of the most cotntnon. 

lndravajra (" lndra's Thunderbolt") : 
4 X 1 J:-- \:.1 --V '-1- V - ~. 

Bhiigirall•i-nirjlrara-silcarar.a4'!' 
V()(/ilii muhul) lcampita-drvtuMrril} 

yad vayur anvi#am.rgai~ lcirotair 
iisevyate bhinna-liihapi.i-barhal). I 

• The first verse or tllC hymn to lndra ( R.P. i. Si) translated on p. 400. 
t The first verse of the ··Hymn of the Primeval Man·· ( R.Y. x. 90}. in part translated 

on p. 240). 
I Ku1Mra Sambhavn, i, 15, translated on p. +it- .. And the wind forever . . :• 
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Vpetzdravajra (Secondary Jn.dravajra), a variant of the above, \vith the 
first syllable short: 

4><11: \:.1- v-- ~ ~- ~- ~-

Quarter lines of lndravajra and Upendravajra \vere often combined in 
mixed stanzas. Such stanzas of varying metres were called Upajati. 

Y amiasll1.a: 
• 

4 )( 12: \:.1 - \.1 - - '"" '"" - ':.I - '"" ~ • 

lndravatp.ia: like Yatplast,a, but with a long first syllable: 

4 )( 12: - - V - - \.1 \:.1 - V - \.1 ~. 

JTaf['!astha and lndrava1Jl!a were often combined in an Vpajati metre, 
e.g. the verses ofKalidasa quoted on p. 422, n. 

JT asantatilaka ( .. The Orna1nent of Spring · ·) : 

4 )( 14: - - V - \oil V V - V V - ... ~ - """ - -· 
Adyiipi t4m praoayini'lfJ mrgaJivaltaiqlrp 

piyij.ja-vartza-/tuca-lrumbha-yugtJ'I{J vahanttm 
paJy4my a}ullp yadi punar divasaoasane 

roargilptroarga-vara·rqjy~rsuJha'I{J tyo.jomi. • 

Milini (,.The Girl wearing a Garland ••): 

4>< J5: V~ V V V ~--I- V-- V-~. 

Kim iha bahubhir ulcttJir yuiti-lilnyai/,1 praldpairt 
Dvayam o.pi puT'U/Ot;drp sanJadi sevanfyllm

o.bllinava-mada-Uld-l4laso.rp sundMlr,uirp 
sto.ntJ-bhara-parilthinno.'I{J yallfJanatp va IJtltuli]J va. t 

Prthvi (··The Earth· •): 

4 )( J7: V - V V V - \;,I - V V V - V -- \:.1 ~. 

Lablu!ta siltat4su tail4m ll/Ji yatnoJa/J pit)o.yan 
pibtc ea mrgatr~t~iUsu salil4rp pipisiirdila{l 

luld4£id tl/Ji paryalaiJ cha.!a-vqo(Ulm 4.stidaym, 
na ~ pratinivii/IJ-miirAha-jtmtJ-<illam 4ridhayet. t 

Mandakriinti c· The Slow-stepper"): 

4 )( 17: ----I ~ ~ V V V -/- V -- \:.1 - ':::f. 

An example of this metre is given on p. 419, n. 
$itluzri~.; ( .. The Excellent Lady .. ) : 

4 )( 17: \:.1 - - - - - I \,;1 V \,;.1 'lt,V \:,1 - - \:.1 \:,1 ~ ~. 

Tad" dsid ajlliintJrp smara-limira-so.tp~Ura-jan.ita1Jt 
to.da driiD'IfJ n4rf...mayam idam aJqtJrp jagad api. 
ld4nim tum4luJrp JNllulara.JUi'Dtitmjana-Juiiirp 

samlblrilld d"lis trib/IUfJaNJm opi Brahtnll manule.§ 
• Bilha.,a, CwriJjkJRtdJil 4, %, translated on p. 428: .. Even today, if this evening • • . • • 
t Bhartrhari, Sr"&,Gr'lzlaLota. 6S. translated on p. -ti6: ""What is the use •• • l"• 
l Bhanrhari, Nltillltolta. 6: translated on p. +26: ""You nuJY if you squeeze hard 

though ..• •• 
1 .Uhartrhari. Y IJir4gyaJattJJ.a, 82, trarnlated on p. +26: ""When I was ignorant . . . "" 
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Hari!'i C"The ooe·· ): 
4o X 17: \WI ""' ""' V V -/ ----I V - V V - V ~. 

Apara-jaltJdhn Laqmltp yDJmin Purlqa Purabhit..prabht 
mtuiD-goj'a-gluJf.dluirmr niv6tp Jator~r avamrdMti 

j'ollldl1--pa!Dlani141dn)4tp ft(lf)()tptJla-metakJJtp 
j'alanidhir iva ~omo "'omrJ4 samo •IJJurrJad ambudhilJ. • 

$tJrdi1la-viltri4ita r·The Tiger•s Sport .. ): 
. 4 X 19:--- \WI V -'V -V V V - -- \WI --V -· I V 

K~/61) satpyamina~. Jrultr opi parotp paratpgat~ WciJIU, 
cintarvaAlrom opi mabhava-sucibhi~ Aln)4'!J dvijdnarp giJ!J'Ji/1, 

mu!t4n4tp satatJidhivQsa-roriTQtp valqoj'a-lumbhadvaytJ'll 
ttlllultp tanvi vapu/) pro.Jdnlam opi k lqobham laroty nJa na~.t 

Srogdllar4 (""The Girl with a Garland··): 

4X2J:----v--lv V V V V v-1-\;,/--V- ~. 

The verses of Bil)a quoted on p. 427 are in this metre. 

51 J 

In a few rather rare metres the first and third quarters differ in length 
from the second and fourth. The commonest of these was PU!}itagri: 

2 X ( 12 +IS): V V ~ \;./ V V- V -V - ~ I 
'V 

\;,/-V- V- -. 

•• AluJm iJuJ nivasami. 'rtihi ~ddluJm, 
anunayo madvacanmo c• lnayet~ •'. 

lli Madhurifnr/)6 saAJzi niyuJt6. 
nNlJilm idam elya punar j'og6da Rtfdh4m.t-

As well as metres of this type there are others, the scansion of which 
is based on the number of syllabic instants (matra) in each quarter-verse. 
The most common of these is Arya ( .. The Lady ., ) . This is divided 
into feet, each containing four instants, counting a prosodically short syl
able as one and a long syllable as two instants (i.e. - -, - """" v, v - v 
v v -, or v v v v ) . The first quarter of the Arya stanza contains 
three such feet; the second, four and a half; the third, three, and the fourth 
three and a half, with an extra short syllable after the second foot. The 
whole of Hila's Sopto.Jatalca is written in this metre; for example: 

BluJ~tjJJntia ta1)4i'!' 
sotlUtp diotlii j4i pahilusa. 
T4i euapahae 

aijd iJu/4/uli Tfl4VItl.l 

• ""Radiant u the god Siva. he besieged Purl, the rortune of the Western Sea. 
with hundreds of ships, like elephants in rut, 

the dark blue sky, scattered with hosts of heavy clouds. 
looked like the sea, and the sea looked like the Bky."" 

From a panegyric or King Pulake~in 11 CAlukya in an inscription at AiboJe. Hyderlbld, 
composed by Raviklrti and dated A.D. 6S+ ( El vi. Bff.). 

t 8hartrhari. $ntgar41aJdA, 12. translated on p. +iS: ""Your hair well combed .• .". 
I The introductory verse to the lyric of Jayadeva's Glla GwintltJ, translated on p. +28 
I SapWilWta. 319, translated on p. 461 ""Last rught with scorn ..... 
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This verse is to be scanned as follows: 

--J-vvJ--1 
--1--Jv-vfv v-J-

--J-v v /-- / 
- - I - - I '-1 I V V - I -. 

1ne metres etnployed by Jayadeva in J1is Gila Govin.da are exceptional, 
although ilnitated by later poets. 111ey are no doubt borro,ved from popu
lar song. The stanzas of the lyric quoted on p. +29, excluding the refrain, 
consist of four quarters of nine, eight, nine and ten syllables respectively. 
all of which are short except the last rhyming syllable in the first and third 
quarters and the penultilnate in the second and fourth. 

111e prosody of Tarnil poetry differs considerably from that of Sanskrit. 
Jn Tamil the basic unit is the ., metrical syllable"' ( osai), which may be a 
single syllable or a long syllable preceded by a short one. Two, three or 
four of these form a foot, of which a line of poetry may contain from two to 
six or occasionally anore. Complicated rules, \vhich cannot be discussed 
here, much restrict the order of syllables and feet in the line. 

APPENDIX XII 

Among India's many gifts to the world we must include the Gypsies, 
who, with their music and dancing, have formed a romantic and colourful 
element in European life for over five centuries. 

111e European Gypsies have no rccoJicction of their Indian origin, but 
have generally claimed to be 'Egyptians. 111e Russian Gypsies, it is said, 
even declare that their ancestors were a single soldier of the army of Pha
raoh and a young girl, who escaped drowning when Moses led the Israelites 
over the Red Sea. TI1is tradition of the Gypsies" EgyJ>tian origin was for 
long talu~n at its face value, until, in 176S, a Hungarian protestant theological 
student, Stefan Valyi, published a hrief paper pointing to the close similarity 
between the language of the Gypsies of his native plains and that of three 
Indian theological students \vhom he had n1et at the Vniversity of Leyden. 
It was long before the true significance of this fact was recognized, but it 
is now Wliversally agreed that the Gypsy language, or Romani, is an lndo
Aryan one, and that the fact can only be accounted for by postulating 
that the Gypsies came from India. 

"fhe relationship of Romani to the languages of Northern India is very 
obvious, even to those \vith no linguistic training, for many of the commonest 
words of Romani arc little different from those of India. 111us: 



Romani• 
Ek 
dui 
trin 
Jtar 
paHci 
Jo 
ifta 
oh to 
• 1nea 
deJ 
bi'J 
/tl 
manu! 
bal 
kan 
nak 
yalt 
I«Jlo 
t:llCO 
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lndo--Aryan 
Sanskrit elul. Hindl elt. 
Skt. dva, H. do 
Skt. tri, H. tin 
Skt. catoa:r, H. car 
Skt. paHca, H. pi.I'(LC 
Skt. so.s • • 
(Greek. tn·ra) 
(Greek, 6JCT~) 
(Greek. fwta) 
Skt. doJo. 
H. bis 
Skt. Jata 
Skt. t7UlniJ!Ya 
Skt. ba'UJ, H. bal 
Skt. karl)a, ti. Un 
H. niil< 
Skt. aqa 
Skt. luila 
Skt. salya, H. so.c 

English 
one 
two 
three 
four 
five 

• 
SlX 

seven 
eight 

• nme 
ten 
twenty 
hundred 
man 
hair 
ear 
nose 
eye 
black 
true, etc., etc. 

6JS 

Philologists have shown by the comparison of Romani with the Prikrits 
and modem Indian languages, that the Gypsies originated in the Ganges 
basin, which they left before the time of A§oka ( Srd century B. c.), to 
reside for several centuries in North-Western India. Probably even at 
this time they \vere wandering musicians and entertainers. In modem 
India there is a lowly caste of such people called Doms, attested since the 
early M iddlc Ages, and \vith this \vord the word Rom. by which the Gypsies 
universally designate themselves, is probably connected. In Syrian Romani 
it occurs as Dbum, very close to the Indian fonn. 
· Ao;ording to the t 1 th c. Persian poet Firdiisi. who collected many legends 

and traditions of pre-Muslim Persia in his u Book of Kings'" ( Slza.lv..n4m4lt ), 
the 6th-century Sasanian king Bahram Giir, invited ten thousand Indian 
musicians to his realm, and gave them cattle, com and asses, that they 
might settle in the land and entertain his poorer subjects, who had been 
complaining that the pleasures of music and dance were reserved for the 
rich. But the musicians refused to settle; they ate the cattle and seed~om 
which the king had given tl1em, and \\'andercd about the land like wolves or 
wild dogs. 

Though Firdusrs story Jnay not be wholly accurate, it shows that Jo,v 
caste Indian tnusidans \vere well known in the Middle East at a very early 
time. With the Arab conquest of Sind in the early 8th century further 
groups of Indian entertainers must have foWld their way westwards and 
later have moved on to Africa and Europe. Folk called Athinganoi are 
recorded as living in Constantinople in A.D. 810, and later Byzantine 
records refer to these Athinganoi or Azinganoi as magicians and conjurors. 

· • Tllcsc words are taken from Scrboianu •.s grammar and glos..<oary ofRoumanian Romani 
( Les TsigDMs, Paris, 19SO). His rather unscientific system of transliteration has been 
modified in accordance with the usuallndo-.Aryan system. 
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These were probably the forerunners of the Tsigany bands who appeared 
in Central and Western Europe in the late Middle Ages. The earliest 
record of Gypsies in Europe other than in the Balkans is from the Gerntan 
city of Hildesheim. where a passing band is recorded in 1407. A great 
horde of Gypsies passed through Basel in 1 +22, under a chief who called 
himself Michae), Prince of Egypt. Within a few decades they had ovemm 
all Europe; the earliest records show that they had all the characteristics of 
their descendants they were careless, lazy, dirty and cheerful, skilled in 
metal work and tinkering, splendid musicians and dancen, their bodies 
bedecked with bright garments and jewellery, their menfolk cunning horse
dealen, their womenfolk telling fortunes, and both sexes losing no oppor
twtity to pilfer from the unsuspecting gtn"jo. lt was not long before the 
Gypsies began to feel the fierce penecution which they were to suffer in 
most parts of Europe down to the present day, when many Gypsies perished 
in the gas-chambers of the Third Reich. 

From the many loan-words in the various dialects of Romani we may 
roughly trace the course of their migrations. All the Romani dialects of 
West and Central Europe contain many Greek and South Slavonic words, 
which prove that the ancestors of our western Gypsies dwelt long in the 
Balkans. The Spanish Gypsies appear to have arrived in their new home
land from two directions, a first immigration coming via Egypt and the 
north coast of Mrica, no doubt during the Moorish occupation of southern 
Spain, and a second, later, over the Pyrenees. 

Little but their language remains to connect the Gypsies with their origi
nal home, and ev~n their speech is full of borrowings from almost every 
tongue o( Europe and many of Asia. Though the Gypsies have always 
tended to marry their own kind, centuries of wandering have left their mark 
on the Gypsy type and there are now many fair Gypsies, though others, if 
suitably attired, would not seem out of place in a modem North Indian city. 
On analysis their music is that of the lands in which they dwell. Whether in 
Hungary, Roumania or Spain, it is based on local folk-song and dance. 
Unfortunately the English Gypsies have largely forgotten their. traditional 
art, but when they sing they sing folk-songs and music.hall ballads: in 
Ireland the tinkers sing Irish folk-songs. Yet, wherever the Gypsies go, 
their musicians tend to give their music a character of its own. A pre
dilection for ornamentation of the melody. especially with quarter-tones, a 
preference for the minor mode, a tendency to introduce progressioru by 
augmented whole tones into their melodies, and a love of complex rhythm, 
are perhaps survival.s of the Indian musical tradition which the first Romanis 
brought with them from their homeland. Some Gypsy folktales resemble 
those of India, but the same may be said of the traditional tales of every 
coWltry of Europe. A few Gypsy customs and beliefs may be genuine 
Indian survivals. Though by no means a hygienically inclined people, the 
Gypsies have ideas of ritual purity and birth and death taboos which remind 
us of those of Hinduism. Thus a woman in childbirth is impure, and must 
bear her child outside her caravan or tent for fear of polluting it. Gypsy 
midwives are impure throughout their lives, and are taboo to all res~table 
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Gypsies, like the outcast village midwives of India. Corpses are also im
pure, and dying Gypsies are carried ft•om their caravans to end their lives 
in the open air, for fear of pollution. The Gypsy taboo on horse-slaugh
terers may have an Indian origin. But all these resemblances might well 
be accounted for otherwise. 

The Gypsies have, in fact, forgotten their ancestry. In one respect, 
however, they have kept to the traditions of their homeland. Though they 
have adapted their ways to time and place, and have always been open to 
new influences, they are still governed by their own laws and their own code 
of morality. They have doggedly retained their individuality against perse
cution and persuasion alike an indepedent social group, transcending 
regional3Jld national boundaries, knit together by common customs, com
mon means of livelihood, and common blood. In this respect they are 
Indian. They are a caste, as their Indian counterparts, the Doms, are a 
caste, and even the innovations of the Twentieth Century have not been 
able to destroy their caste solidarity. 
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A NOTE .FOR THE READER WhO WISHES TO R£AD FURTHER 
This book is primarily intended for those who know no Sanskrit; hence 

editions of original texts are not generally mentioned, but reference is made 
to translations wherever possible. As many Indian readers of this book 
will have little or no knowledge of European languages, English trans
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INDEX AND GLOSSARY 

N01'E. 11le follo\\·aug abbreviations are used; arch., archreological; c., 
city; dyn., dyna~ty; 1-1., llindi; k., king; Jcg., legendary; n., proper nan•e: 
Pkt., J>rakrit; pl., place-nantc; rcg., region; Skt., Sanskrit; Tam., Ta1nil. 

A 
alzir ( 11. ), the caste of co,vherds 

and milkn•en, J49 
abdication, 92-S Ahura Maztla. 2S6 
Abhayagiri Dagaba. S50 Aihote, pl., 228, 857. 872, 511 
Abludham ma PitaJ:a, the third sec- A itare-ya Brii/Jmapa, 11· J • 11·2 

tion of tllC~ Pal i Canon. 261, 267 Ai yar-ar, god, 81 7 
~bhinava Gupta, philosopher, 8!i5 Ajanta, arch. site, 226, 846, 364, 
Abhira, tribe, 196, 305 872; murals, 877- 8, S79 
abhi!elur, royal consecration cere- AjataSatru, k., 46-7, 96:~ 261 
_ mony. 82 Ajita Kesakantbalin, materialist 
Abii, Mount, 298, 868 teacher, 296 -academics, literary, 462 Ajivika sect, 66, 107, 262, 288, 
Acariinga Sii.tra, jaina scripture, 298 29'1--6, 852, 1·97 
accent, tonic, S87; stress, 508 Akbar, e•nperor, +80 
Achretnenid dyn. of Persia, 47, 1·8. Akkadevi, n., 91 

58, 199, 220, 8+4, 898 Ak~apada, J>hilosopher. s2s 
acoustics, 498 Alaki, leg. c., 314, 1·19 
Acyuta, k., 77 ala1JlRara, "' on1amentation ... especi-
adhiriija, suzerain, 91· ally in poetry, 1· 16- 17 
aJ./,varyu, Vcdic sacrificial priest, 282 Ala' -ud-din 1\hi~ji, sultan of Delhi, 
odhJ•okla. superintendent, govern- 76, 184, 481- 2 

ment offidal, 101 alcoholic drinks and drinking, 87, 90, 
~diti, goddess, 28S 194, 204, 21+-lli, 286 
~ditya I, k., 7 5 Alexander the Great, 1·8-9, 50, 58, 
Adityasena, k., 70 180 
administration, 98-1 J 2; local, J 02- Alexandria, c., 227, 228, 868, 486 

1·; viJlage, 104-i Alfred, k., 81•8-4 
adoption, 160 almug trees, 230 
adultery. 172-S alphabet, 289, S88, 606-8 
advaita, tuonisnl, 828 Alpine, human type, 21· 
aerial cars, pavilions, 18S, 41~ A!vars, Tamil Vai~~tavite hyJnn-
Afgharustan, 72~ 878, 879 odists. soo, 819 
Agastya, r1i, lt)4, 818 AmarasiiJlha, lexicographer, S90 
agents provocateurs, 122 Amaravati, arch. site, 84c6, 849. 860, 
Agni, $'od of fire. 40. 181, 28.5, 811· 869-70, S72 
Agnim1tra, k., 58 Amaru, poet, 426-7 
agrahlira, a village or area of land Ambala. pi., 220 

granted to hrahmaJ)s, 106, 107 Ambapali, n., 184, 456 
agriculture, 86, 198--4 ambassadors, 127 
Ahicchatra. c .• 200 Amitabha, heavenly Buddha. 277 
alli1Jl.SD, non-injury to men and ani- arnmonite, 820 

anals, 61·, 120, 128, 285, 292, 889 An1oghavar~a I, k., 185 
5'il 
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amrta, the drink of immortality, 
802n, +91n 

Amultamdlytula, text on polity, 198 
amusements, 207-J 0 
Ananda, disciple of Buddha, 198, 

261, 466 
Anandapala, k., 72 
anarchy, fear of, 85-6, 88 
ancestors, ancestor worship ( lriitl
- dka), 155 6, 160, 170 
Andhra, dyn., see Satavihana 
Ailga, reg., 4c0, 46 
Angkor, tentple of, 486 
Anglo-Saxott CJ,roni'clt , 8+S 
Anguttara Nikiiya, Pili text, 267 
animalculz, 248, 292 
animals, live, trade in, 229 
Aniruddha, grandson of Kr$-:aa, 500, 

829 
Anquetil-Duperron, 5-6, 487 
antal}pura, harem, women's quarters, 

91, 17+, 179, 484 
antapala, warden of roads, 108, 225 
anthologies, Skt., 418 ; '*Eight As.'", 

Tarn., 462-8 
Antialcidas, n., 68 
Antioch, Patriarch of, 848 
Antiochus I, k., 6S 
-- 11, Theos., 5+ 
-- Ill, 68 
antye:r!i, funeral rites, J 76-7 
Anuridhapura, Ceylon, c., 76, 860, 

852 
tJnrJ.}fubh, metre, 609 
Apabhrarp§a. medieval ven1acular 

language. 892 
apad-dluurn.a, rules governing the 

legitim!te occupations and activi
ties of Aryans unable to live in the 
normal manner of their class, 140, 
142, 148 

apprenticeship, 16+ 
apsara.s, nymph, 258, 8 16, 5 17, 578 
Arabs, 70, 179, 208, 281, 8++. 491, 

496, 898, 499, 618 
Aramaic, 398 
Arar:zyaka.s, Vedic texts, 288, 246 
Aral)yani, goddess, 288, 4c02-8 
arch, 566, 868 
archzology in India, 7-8 
archery, 209, +12 
architecture, 848-6+, 480 

Ardha-magadhi, Pkt., 892 
Ardhanari~vara, form of Siva, 812 
areca nut, 194 
Arlzant, in Buddhism, one who has 

realized Nirvil)a, 27 5 
Arikamedu. arch. site, 229 
Aristotle, 601 
Arjuna, hero, 804, 506, 829, 840, 

407,4()8-9 
armour, 188 
arms, 182.-S 
army, 128-82; divisions of~ 129; 

organization, 1 8 1 ; size, 1 s 1-2 
Arnold, Sir Edwin, 278 
art, eh. viii; spirit of Indian, 546-7 
Artaxerxes I, k. of Persia, 196 
arts, Sixty-four, 188, 200 
Artha!istra, text on polity ascribed 

to Kautilya, 60, 61, 80, 81, 88, 
89,91,92,9+, Ill, 116,126,188, 
184, 186, 179, 192, J95, 215, 
225; date of A., 79; on republican 
tribes, 97 ; on ministers, 98 ; on 
government officials, 101-2; on 
city ~overnment, I OS-+, 208: on 
taxation, 107-8; on law, 114; on 
punishments, 118-19; on spies, 
121-2; on types of conquest. 124; 
on the army, 181, 182; on slavery, 
152--8, on divorce, 178; on 
women·s property. 178 : on im
modest wives, 179; on indigent 
won1en, 180; on prostitutes, 184; 
on town planning, 200; on gam
bling~ 208; on alcoholic drmks, 

• 214-15 ; on Interest rates, 221 
Arur;:ti§va, n., 70 
aryii, metre, 461, .611-12 
4rya Samaj, 482 
Aryabha!a, astronomer and mathe

matician, 491_, +95n, +96 
~ryaman, god, 288 
Aryan. invasion of As, 18: early As 

in India, 24, 28-88, 12+, 177, 197, 
282; A. influence in South, 62 ; in 
Hinduism, 1+8, 162 

Aryavarta, rcg., 2 
Asailga. Buddhist philosopher, 279 
ascetic. asceticism, 41, 46, 168-9, 

175-6, 215, 224, 24·8-7, 249. 26+, 
295, 807, 8+7, +41; women as., 
17 8 ; in jainism, 292 
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Asia, Central, 69, 188, 210, S7S, 
S79, S98, S99, 485 ; South-East, 
228,264,265, S7+, S98,485 

Asiatic Researches, 5 
aJolta, fto,vering tree, 202, S 19 
A§oka, emperor, 6S-7, 89, 101, 118, 

119, 120. 12S, 19.5, 196, 197, 21+, 
2J9, 224, 261, 262, 263, S+9, 500 

aspirated consonants, S87, 507 
iilramas, t11e four stages of life .. 158-

9, 246 
Assanl, 2, 69, 196, 197 
astrology, SIS, +90 
astronomy, _2SO, +89-91 
Asura. in the Vedas. a term applied 

to Varu!)a and certain other gods; 
in later times, a class of demon, 
2S6 .. S18 

Asura marriage, by purchase, J 68- 9 
A§vagho~a, Buddhist poet and philo

sopher, 1+1, +15, +S5 
a!vamedha, royal horse-sacrifice .. +2. 

67. 66, 70, 81- 2, 86 
A~vins, Vedic twin gods, 2S5 
At/larva Yet/a, 15S, 2S2, 2+S, 4<>5 
Athens, 228, 229 
Atrnan~ the self, the soul, identical 

with llrahman, the World-Spirit, 
250, 251, 265 ; see also soul. 
Brahman 

atoms. 249, S2S, +97 
Augustus, emperor, 228, 2SO 
Aurangzeb, emperor, +80 
A valokite~vara, BodJzisattva, 276, 

277, !177-8 
A vanti, re g., +5, +8 
Avantivarman, k., 19S 
tJvalara, incarnation of a god, especi-

ally of Vi~J)U, S02- 7, SOB 
Avvaiyar, Tarn. poetess, 178, 46+ 
axe, shaft-hole, 21, 26, 27, 29 
Ayodhya, c., 198, +12 
Azes, k.. +9-i 

B 
Babylon, Babylonia, 19, 28. 196, 

227, 2S7. See also Mesopotamia 
Bactria .. reg., +8, 58-9, 60, 66, 191, 

S7S 
Bldlmi (Vatipi), c., 7+, S57, S72, 

S78 
Badari yaJ)a, philosopher, S27 

Bagh, pi., murals of, S78 
Bahrim Gur, k. of Persia, 6 1 s 
Bairit, arch. site, S55 
Rakhshali Manuscript, 496 
Balarirna, brother of Kr~tta, SO+, 

S06 
Bali, demon, SOS 
-, island, 212 
Baluchistan, 11-IS, 18, 25, 26, 27 
Bamiyan, arch. site, S79 
lla!)a, author, 68, 86, IS5, 188, S90, 

+27, +SJ, 446-9 
banana, 19S 
Baniras, {KI~I), c ... S9 .. oM, 16+, 198, 

2l59, 26S,S59,+5+ 
Banerji, Dr. R. D., 8 
banking. 218, 222 
banyan (tree), S 19 
Barabar, caves at, S5 2 
Basava, Saivite teacher, 151. SS6 
bath, great, ofMohenjo Daro. 17-18 
bathing pools, 202 
bathrooms, 16, 202 
battle, 1 S5-6; fair play in, 125-6 
Baveru ( Babylon), 227 
beads, 21 
Begrarn, arch site, S80 
Belur, pi., temple of, S59 
IJengal, 2, 68, 70, 74, 16o-1, 196, 

265, SS6, S92,+82 
-Asiatic Society of, 6, +86 
Reschi, Father Costanzio, 476n. 
Besnagar, pi., column of, 68, 69, 298 
betel, 19+ 
Bhadrabahu, Jaina teacher, 288, 289 
bhaga, .. share • •, the basic land-tax, 

consisting of a proportion of the 
crop, 107 

Bhlgabhadra, k., 68 
BhagQTJad Gitii. Hindu religious 

text, 144, 25S, SOI-2, SJO, S29, 
SS2, S40-2, 4<>9 

BhagtJvata, Vai~l)avite sect. S28, S29 
Bhajl, cave at, S!S2-S. !J69 
blulkti, devotion to a personal god, 

77 I 2.98 S28-S6 
Bhandarkar. Sir R. G., 8 
Bharata, Aryan tribe, SO, S+ 
- brother of Rama, SOS, + 12, 41 S 
- author of Nii!yaJastra, S82-+, S85 
Bhiratavarsa, ancient name of India, 

• 

In, 489 
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Dharavi, poet, 42S 
Dharhut, arch. site, 202, 2 J 1, 271-, 

9"1-6, 81-9' ~65 
Bhartrhari, poet, 4 16, 425-6 
Jlhasa, dra1uatist, 4Sli 
Bhaskara, nlathematician. 496 
Dhaskara Ravivannan, k .• S44 
Dhaskaravarman, k., 69-70 
Rhat!asvalnin, commen~tor on 

Arthafiistra, 11 o 
Dhani, poet, 42S 
Dhavabhuti, drarnatist, 4 J s, 'J.41- 2 
blti~·k},u ( Pali), blziA§u ( Skt), a 

Buddhist monk, 269, 264, 280, 
281--4· 

Dhilna, leg. hero, 408-9 
Rhir Mound, arch. site, 199 
Bhi~ma, leg . hero, 409 
Rhoja, k., 7S, 19S 
llhojpur, lake of, 198 
Dhrgul<accha, por t, 22 J, 227, 454 
Dhubanesar, temples of, S60 , 871 
bllfila, ghost, S 18 
Bihar, reg., 70, 74, 225, 265, 266, 

S74 
Bijjala, k., SS6 
Dilhat)a, poet, 1-28, 4S 1 
Bimaran, casket of, 8 78 , 880 
Dilnhisara, k., 46, 47, 129 
Bindusara, k., 5s 
birch-bark, used as \1\oTiting anaterial, 

S99 
birth-ccrcrnony, 169 
"'llirth of the War-god"', of Kalidasa, 

419, 42Q-2 
"'Black Pagoda ' ·, at Kona ra k, .961-2 
blood-feud, 1 19 
boar, cult of, 298 ; B. Incarnat ion 

of Vi~IJU, S02, S 17 
Bodhi Tree, under which Buddha 

obtained enlightcr•ment, J 80, 268-
9, 26S, 26.5 

Bodh1~sattva, in 1-linayana Ruddhisan, 
a previous incanlation of a 
Buddha, 267, 274; in Mahayina, 
a heavenly being who voluntarily 
postpones his Buddhahood, in 
order to work for the welfare of 
the \\'Orld, 27 4-7, SSO, S71, S78 ; 
suffering D., 27 5- 6, 285 

Rodics, Three, of Buddha, 276-7 
ll<ihtlinck, Otto, 6 

Bopp, Franz, 6, 886 
Borneo, S98 
llorobodur, Java, 226, 95 1, 485 
Bose, S. C. 1-8.9 
bow, 19S 
bow-harp • .984 
boxing, 209 
Drah•na, god, 86, 240. 272, 27S, soo, 

S lO, S lJ, S J2, ~20, S22, S23 

llrahnta Satnaj, 482 
Brahma S itlrllS, of BadarayaJ)a, S27, 

328, 9S2 
bralnn.aciirin, a student of the Vedas, 

the first aJram.a, 168, 162-S, 166 
BrahJnagupta, ast.Tonoaner and 

nlathernatician, 1-88, 496 
brahtndn, in the !lg Peda, nJagical 

force or potency, especially of 
·words, 1 ~9, 2S9, 260 

Dralunan. the World-Spirit, 170, 
26o-6, 27 J, 277, .922, ~28, S92, 
426 

brahmru:a, the priestly class, S6. 120, 
1S&-H, 215, 289, 24 1, 262 ; types 
of, IS9; colonies of, 140; satire 
on, 140--1 ; opposition to, 24<6, 
SS5 

Brt'ihma!}a.s, texts on sacrificial 
ritual, S8, 11-1 • 11-2, 2SS, 242, 
405- 7 

Drahmavarta, reg., so 
Brahm.i, script, 48, 39 Jl-6 
Drahui., people, 25 ; 1-lills, J s 
breath, control of. S26 
Brlwdiira!IYaka Vpatu~ad, 178, 242, 

2.50, 254-6 
Drhaspati, leg . sage, SIB 
Brlw.tkatllii, collection of stories • 

• 
1-29, "}60 

British, in India, 48 t 
bronze, 21, S7, 42; sculpture in, 21. 

S7+ G 
Buddha, 96. 97, 123, 184, 246, 2.49, 

277; life of, 2.66-61 ; .. Great 
Retirement", 2.58, 46S ; enlight
erunent, 259, 2.6S ~ first sermon, 
256, 259 ; R. and the sick monk, 
285; last tneal, 260n. ; death, 
198, 26Q-1; deification of, 26S. 
27S-4; ll. as incarnation of Vi~l)u, 
.906-7; images of, S67, 868, S70: 
D. Era, 494 
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Buddhaghosa, Buddhist coantnen
tator, 266, 267 

Buddhas, former and future, 273-4; 
heavenly, 276-7 

Buddhism, 54-5, 57, 60- 1, 69, 70, 
12S, 266-87, 380, 499; atomic 
theory, 497; r-elations with brah
nw)s, 1 + 1, 246; cos1nology, 272-
3; councils, 261, 264; doctrine, 
260. 268-81; education, 164-6; 
growth and history, 261- 6; king
ship in, 82-S; order of monks, 97, 
21+, 260, 26+, 281-4; persecution 
of, 265 ; schisms, 261 , 26+; scrip
tures, 256, 261, 264, 266-8, 
277- 8 

Budha Gupta, k., lOS 
buffalo, 25, 195 
bull, ·worship of, 1 +, s 19 
bullfighting, 209 · 
Dundelkhaud, reg., 7S, S62 
bureaucracy, 51, 12S 
burial 177, SS6; fractional, in pots, 27 
Burma, 131, 226, 227, 2.6+, 282, 

S50; route to China, 26, 196 

c 
Caharnana, dyn., 7S, +S 1 
caitya, a sacred spot, a shrine, 262, 

298 
cakro, •• \vheel"', a concentration of 

psychic force, S26-7 
Caluapalita, city goventor, 1()4. 
cakrarJartin, universal emJ~ror, 8S, 

257,200 
calendar, 492- S 
Calukya, dyn., 69, 74, 75, 91, 92, 

95, IS2, 169, SS5, 857, S58 
camel, 196 
cantp, ar1ny, JS5, 448- 9 
Carnpa, c., 46, 198, 227, 228 
Cil)akya, see 1\autilya 
Canarese, language and literature, 

SS5, S9S, S94-, 476 
car:af)alo, an untouchable, especially 

one engaged in the carrying and 
cremation of corpses, 1+5, 176 

Candella, dyn. , 72, 7S, 99, S62 
Candra Gupta I, k., 6~, 92, S80, 494 
- 11, k., 65, 220, S80, 418, +93 
Candragupta Maurya, emperor, 5o-

2, 89, 92, 1S2, 192, 288, S48 

Caraka, medical text of, 1 6~Jc, ~Jc98. 
499,500 

caravans. 22S, 225 
Carlyle, +87 
Carpenter, Edward, +87 
caste, ss, 51, I~Jc7-51, 447, 481; 

etyn1ology, 148; origin, 148-9, 
217; expulsion frou1. 150; right 
and left hand, t50, 218 

castration. 172 
cat, 196; analogy of the c., sss; as 

false ascetic., S72 
cattle, S5, 194 5; -raiding, 105 
Cau)ukya, <lyn., 7S, 120, 290, S6S 
CaurapailcO.Jikii, of Bilha•]a, +28 
cavalry, J SO 
caves, artificial, S52-5 
cemetery. Harappa, 24, 27 
centaurs, S 17 
Cera, dyn. and rcg., 9S, S44 
cerebral consonants, 82. S87 
ceremonies, tlonlestic and personal, 
159-177; Hindu, SS5- 7 
CeyJon, 2, +4., 56, 62, 9S~ 95, 19S, 

22S, 226, 227, 228. ~SI, 26S, 261•, 
266,268,SI8,S+S.,S50,S52,36+, 
S72, S76, S78-9, 992,467-8,485 

charuberlain, 90 
Chiindogya Upa11#ad, 1 + 1, 250 
Chang K'ien, n., 197 
Chanf1u Daro, arch. site, 2.7 
chariot, S6, ISO; -rnaker, S7, 145 
ciUluri (H.), a yak's tail flywhisl<, 

218, 865 
cheetah, 196 
chenlistry, ~Jc98 
chess, 208 
Ch~z y. Uonard de, 6 
children, 169-0 1 
Ch'in Shih Huang Ti, Chinese 

emperor, 69 
China. 25, 59, 60, 70, 9S, J28, 187, 

196, 226, 227, 2SJ, 264, 266, 
4-85 

Christianity, in India, 3+2-+; Syrian 
Christians of M ala bar, 15 1, S4S ; 
influence on Indian religions, 2i6, 
277, 285. 806, 307, SSS ; Trinity 
in C. and Hinduis1n; s 10; Indian 
influence on, +85--6' 

Chronicles, l{a.shnJir, 1.-4, 99, +S 1; 
Ceylon, ++, 56, 268, 45i-8 
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Chunar, limestone quany, 219, 848 
Cidambaram, pi., 30A 
··circles'· ( map(/4la ), doctrine of, 127 
cire perdue, process of bronze-cast-

• Jng, S76 
citadels, of Indus cities, 15, 16, 26 
cities, J 98-206 : prehistoric, 14-18; 

councils, lOS; governors, 108; 
defences, 134; planning of, 199-
200; sacred, 200n: guardian dei
ties of, 204, 817 

classes, four. see var!'a; seven, in 
Megasthenes, 101, 147 

Claudius, emperor, 229 
"' Clay, House of .. , subterranean 

Sheol in l}g Ytda, 2S7, 242 
climate, of India, 2-8, 11- 18, 212 
clothes, 21o-12 
•• Cloud Messenger,., of Klilid:isa, 

+19-20 
clubs, social, 206 
Cochin, c., 84.9 
coconut, 198-4 
Coeurdoux, Father, 6 
coinage, 8 7, 48, 22o-1, 6()<J· 5 ; lndo. 

Greek, 69, sso-1, 606; Saka and 
Ku~at:ta, 60, S8 J. 605; Gupta, 68, 
880, 606; medieval. 606; punch
marked, 220, 604; Roman, 229 

Co!a. dyn. and rcg., 62, 74,76-6,91, 
100, 108, 106, 119, ISI, 1.92, 867, 
816 

collyrium, 218 
colonization, of waste land, 192; 

of Ceylon and S.-E. Asia, 486 
columns, A~ol<an, 67, 219, 848, 

86+-5; design of S!JS--4, 866, 868 
combination, euphonic, in grammar, 

889 
commcnsality, 147 
conch, 19, S84 
concomitance, universal, ( vyiipti), 

602 
concubines, 184 
confession, in Buddhism, 288 
Congress, Indian National, 482, 288 
conquest, righteous, 124 
consecration, royal, 42, 81, 207 
Conti, Nicolo dei, 76, 188 
coJltractual theory of state, 82 
cookery, 21S-14 
copper, IS, 19, 88, +2, 226 

corbelling, 866, 862-8 
Coromandel, rcg., 74 
corpses, 1 i6-7 
corruption, judicial, 1 t 6 
Cosmas lndicopleustes, n., 848 
cosmetics, 2 12-18 
cosmogony and cosmology, natural

istic, 249; Buddhist, 272-8; jaina, 
290; Hindu, s2o-2, 488 

cottages, of Harappa culture, 17 
cotton, 18, 25, 198 
council, privy, 98-100; district, lOS; 

village, 76, 106--7 
councillors, 98-100 
councils, Buddhist, 66, 261, 26+ 
court, royal, SS-4, 90; of justice, 

116, 121; guild, 217 
courtiers, 42, 90 
cow, sanctity of, 120, 19+, 819 
cowherd, J 94 
"Cowherd, Song of the", of Jaya-

deva, 299, 806, 428-9, 612 
cowries, 221 
craft...exdusiveness, 147, 148 
craftsmen, 42-8, 216, 218-20 
craving, in Buddhism, 268, 270 
creation of the world, in ~~ Yeda, 

2S7, 240-1, 247-8, 400; •n later 
Vedas, 249; in Hinduism, 321-2, 
824 

•• Creation, Hymn of ... 24·7-8, sus 
cremation, 176-7, SS6 
Cretans, 209 
crime, 115; punishment of, 117-21: 

suppression of, 116, 122 
crops, 18, 198--4 
Culava,sa, Ceylon Chronicle, 268 
Cunningham, Sir Alexander, 7, 89+ 
curfew, 116 
Cunon, Lord, 7 
cycles, cosmic. in Buddhism. 272-8; 

in jainism, 290: in Hinduism, 
82D-1 

Cyrus, emperor or Persia, 47 

D 
Dadhikrl, divine horse, 86 
Damayantl, leg. princess, 169, 186, 

409-11 
dompati, husband and wife. especially 

in art, 869 
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dance, dancing. 179, 586 ; ritual, 
i+S, S08, S14 

u Dance, Lord of the"', epithet of 
Siva, 808, S76 6 

darJf/.a, punishment, coercion, 114 
dtl!'tJanlti, the administration of 

force, art of government, 79 
DaJ)f)in, author, +42-6 
Dantidurga, k., 96 
darbdr (Persian), royal audience, 

51n., 90, 92 
Darius I, emperor of Persia, 47, 6S 
-Ill, 48 
diisa, in [lg Yetla, an aboriginal. Si, 

85; later, a slave, serf, Si, 15i 
DaJoltumaracaTita, of D~~in, +42-6 
Da~aratl1a, leg. k., S9, 41i 
- Mauryan 1<., 296 
dasyu, in ~~ Yeda. c= d4sa, Si, 86 
dates, Hindu, conversion to A.D., 

494--S 
daughters, 160 
Dayabh.aga, legal text and system of 

family law based thereon, liS, 
166, 168 

death, 176-7 
death penalty, 118-19 
debt, S8, iil-i 
Deccan, i, 74, 96, 106, 19S, 197, 

212, il8, i88, S5i; 368, S98, +80 
decrees, royal, 100 
•• Deeds of Har$a · ·, of Blr)a, 4-i 7, 

4-SI, 446-9 
.. Deeds of Vikramiilka .. , of Bil

haJ)a, 4-SI 
Deer Park, near Baniras, scene of 

Buddha·s first sermon, 269, 26S 
degrees, prohibited, in marriage, 

166 
Delhi. c., 78. 407, 408, 4-SI, 479 
Demetrius, k., 68 
democracy, 96, 98 
demons, 198, 918, 418-14, 421-i 
Deogarh, temple at, S56, S70 
Dependent Origination, Chain of, in 

Buddhism, i69-70 
desire, in Upanqads, 26S--+; in 

Buddhism, 268-70 
destiny, 296 6 
deteraninism, 296 6 
deva, a god, etymology, i99 
Deva Gupta, k., 68 

devadiJi, temple prostitute, 18+ .0 
Devadatta, Buddha"s wicked cousin, 

i67, i69 
Devagiri, fonress, 76, 184 
Deva.l(i, mother of Kr{IIJa, SO+ 
Devanigmi, script, s 16, S98 
Devinampiya Tissa, k. of Ceylon, 66 
Devapala, k., 70 
Dham.rNJpada, Pili text, liS, 267 
Dhiri, c., 199 
DlulrrNJ, in A~okan inS(.Tiptions-= 

... righteousness··. 54; in Buddh
ism= (a) ··doctrine .. , i60, i68-
8I passim., (b) a momentary con
figuration of events, i70n., i7i, 
278; in Hinduism lg •• Sacred 
Law ... , q. v.,; in jainism, 29ln.; 
•• D. of Class and Stage of Life··, 
IS7 

Dh4rma SiJtra, a Hindu text of 
versified instruction on morals 
and law, J 12-IS 

Dluuma Siltra, A Hindu text con
sisting of brief prose instructions 
on human conduct, morals and 
ethics, 1Ji, 246 

dhaTma.mtJMm4tra, 66, 101 
Dharmaplla, k., 70 
dharmavijaya, conquest without an-

nexation,9+ 
Dhrtari~Jra, leg. k., 9i, 408-9 
dlrrNJni, the suggestion of words, 417 
dice, S7, i07-8, 40S---4, 408 
dictionaries. ancient Sanskrit, S90 
Dictionary, Poona Sanskrit, 8 
DidirganJ Y a~i, S66 
Diddi, queen, 91 
Digambara, sect of jainism.. i 89, 

i90 
Digha Nilciya, Pili text, 267 
Diodorus, k., 68 
Dion Chrysostom, ii8 
Dioscuri, iS6 
Dip(lf)a'f!I-Sa, Ceylon Chronicle, 268 
.. Distress, Duty in ... , 140, 1+2, 1+8 
district administration, lOS 
divinity, royal. doctrine of, 8+-7 
divorce, 85, 17i-S 
Doab (Persian), the land lying 

between two rivers, especially 
the Ganges and ja.nmi, i 

Docetism,. i77 
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dog, S6. 196 
Dom (H.), a low caste of n1usicians 

and entertainers, 513 
•• Doni, Moral I Philosophic of" , 

460 
donors, figures of. 369 
Dora.samudra, c., 76, S59 
doubt, philosophic, 2+7 
dowry, J67 
drains, 16, 208 
drama, S85, 4S2-12 
Draupadi, leg. princess. 17+, 188, 

+08,+09 
Dra\'idian, peoples, 2, 26, J SS, 16+, 

J 85, 209; languages, 2, 25, 390, 
S9S-+, 607 

dropsy, 1 66, 287 
drugs, 500 
drunls, 38+ 
dualism, of soul and Jnatter, 32+, 

S25; of God and soul, 388 
Dudhpani, pi.. inscription of, 95-6 
duelling, 209 
Durga, goddess, 196, s J 2, s 16, s 86, 

SS7, S73 
Duryodh«tlla, n., 408-9 
Du~yanta,leg. k, i-85- '-J() 
Dunhagantar.li, k. of Ceylon, 62, 

+67-8 
D\varf lncanlation of Vi~I)U, SOS 
Dyaus,god,28S,2S6 
··Dynasty of Raghu '', of Kilidasa, 

+22- S 

earrings, 212 
earth, size and shape of, +88-9 
East India Company, 481, 500 
Easter Island, 20 
economic life, 2 15-S 1 ; govenunent" s 

part in, 101 
education, 162-5 : elementary, 16 J ; 

of \VOJnen, 178-9; westen1, i-81- 2 
Egg. Cos•nic, 21-7, 188 
Egypt, Egyptians, 26, 228, S80 
•• Eight Anthologies", Tam. clas

sics, -462-8 
··Eighteen Minor \Vorks ··, .. f am. 

classics, 1-68-9 
EJara, k. of Ceylon. 62, 457 
~lf'lnents, S2~J. 426, 496- 7 
Elcphanta, 856, 872 

elephant, 18, 36, +2, 190, 195-6; 
in war, 129-SO, +57-8; ety
mology, 2SO 

Eliot, T . S., 25+ 
Ellora, arch. site, S5+, S72, S78 
emanations, doctrine of, S29 
Entbryo. Golden ( Hir4[lyagarblla), 

2+7 
Etncrson, SIO, +87 
e1notions ( rasa ), eight, in literature, 

885, +17, 420 
endogan1y, 14 7 
ends of lite, three, 170, SS8 
English, study of, 481- 2 
Englishman, first in India, S+S-4 
entertainers, professional 209-10 
envoys, 127 
Epic Age, S8 
epics, S8, 127, 169, li5, 187, 299, 

+07-J 6 ; <".Ourtly, + 17, 42o-2+, 
4SI- 2; 'faanil, 4-69-75 

eras, 498-5 
erotics, texts on, 1 71, 188, 205 
espionage, institutes of, 121 
Esscnes, 485 
•• ether"" (aka/a), +97 
ethics, of Upaniajds, 25S-6; Bud

dhist, 284-7 ; jaina, 29S-+; 
Hindu, SS~J.2 

Eucratides, k., 58 
Eudamus, n ., 4!) 

eunuch, 172 
European factories in India, +81 

thought, Indian influence on, 
486-7 

Euthydemus, k., 68 
evolution of tllc world, S24, S28, 

929 
excluded middle, Jaw of, 271, 502 
expenditure, of king, 11 J-12 
exports. 229 

F 
fables, 449-62 
l· .. a-hsien, n., 65-6, 119, 218, 226, 

266, +76, 500 
fallacies, 60 1 

fa1nily, S5, 155-8 
fatnine, 192, 448, 467 
farn»s, 191; state. lOt, 191 
fasting, 292 
fatalisn1, S-4, 295-6, S22 
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father, right.~ over family of, 156- 7 
Fathers, World of tl1e, the Vcdic 

heaven, 237, 2.98, 2+2 
feeding, first, ceremony of infancy. 

160 
Fergusson, james, 211 
festivals, 20+. 207, .915, SS6 
feudalism, 9.9 4, 98; quasi-, 9!1- 6. 

105 
Fichte, 487 
fights, anintal, 209 
finance, public, 107- 12 
fines, 118 
Firuto-Ugrian languages, S9S 
Firdusi, Persian poet, 51 s 
fire, precautions against, 20S 
firearms, ISS 
fire-sticks, 2S5, 1()7 
Fish Incarnation of Visnu, S02 

•• 
"'flavoursu { rasa). eight, in litera-

ture, S85, 4 J 7, 420 
flood, legend of, +S, .902 
Florence of\Vorcester, S1o.S 
flowers, 202 
flux of events, in lluduhism, 270 
folk poetry, 476-8 
footwear, 211 
forest, 190; produce, 101 
Forest. Lady of the, 402-S 
forti fica t iou, 1 5, 1 S-4 
fowl, domestic, 26, 196 
funeral cerentonies, 160, J 76"- 7, 

187 
furniture, 206 

G 
GaJlaf:lavala, dyn., 72, 7S 
ga•nbling, 37, 90, 207-8, 40S- 5 
gantcs, board, 208; outdoor, 208- 9 
ga!la, group, tri.be, 1o I ; a class of 

demigod attendant on Siva, SOS, 
.914 

Gandak, river, 1() 

Gandhara, rcg., 46, 47; school of art, 
61, S67, S68- 9 

Gandhm oa marriage, by plighting 
troth, 168 

ga11dlwrvos, heavenly musicians, 
2.98, s 17 J 405- 7 

Gandhi, Mahatma, 12s, 1 61, .942, 
48S, 1o86 

GaJ)e~a. god, 298, s 14-J 5 
()angaikol)l).aco!apurarn, temple at, 

.957 
(;anges, river, 1, 2, S2, .920; plain, 

189; valley, 10, 216, 227; 
··Descent of G ." .972 

gardens, 202 
Gargi Vacaknavi, n., 178 
"Garland of the Seasons'·, of Kali

uasa, 42.9 
Garu~a, a divine eagle, mount of 

V. r. 
I~I)U, SOO, 4.74n. 

Gau~W.vodha, of Vakpati, 460 
(1augamela, battle of, 48 
()autama, gotra name of Buddha. 

257 
- Nyaya philosopher, S2S, 501 
- Lawbook of, .9.98 
Gautatniputra SatakaJ11in, k., 61 
Gaya, c .• 96, 258. S06. S65, .966; 

teuaple at, S59 
Gayatri, a verse of the .flg Yeda of 
great sanctity, addressed to the god 

Sa vi tr, 1 62, 16S ; rnetre, 608-9 
gems, engraved, .980 
general, ~+. 1 oo, 1 S2 
geography, or India. 1-4; ancient 

lndia11 knowledge of, 488- 9 
geometry, 495 
ge~ture, in dance and drama, S85 
(ihats, 2 
Ghazni, c., 72, 7.9 
ghee ( 1-1. ). clarified butter, butter-

oil, 194,214 
Ghiyas-ud-din, k., 7.9 
Ghor, c., 7S 
Chose, Aurobindo, S28 
ghosts, 1 77, s 18 
Gilgamesh, leg. Babylonian hero, 24-
girders, in architecture • .961 
girls, rnarriage of. 166"-7; freedom 

of unmarried, 180 
Gimar, dana at, 62, 99, 104, 192, S89 
Gita GovinJa, of jayadcva, 299 • .!06, 

428- !), 512 
gladiatorial contests, 209 
Goa, c., 76 
God, lii.ndu conception of, S09-IO, 

.929-.94, S41 
goddesses, of flg Yeda, 2.9.!; of 

HuddhisJn, 279-80; of 1-linduism. 
SI 1-12, S 15-16 
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gods, of Harappa Culture, 22-S, 
2S2; of Vedas, 2S2-8, 240--1; in 
Buddhism, 27o-l, 272. 27S; in 
jainism, 293 ; of Hinduism, 298, 
3Q0-16; minor gods, S 16--18; wor
ship of gods, 186, SS6-6; dying 
gods, 306 ; year~ of the gods, S21 

Goethe, 416, 4-3Sn., 450, 486--7 
gold. 42, 229, S7S 
Gommate~vara, jaina saint, 347 
Gond, tribe, 197 
Gondophemes, k., 60, 342 
gopa, petty official supervising small 

group of families, lOS 
Go pal a, k., 9S 
gopi, a co\vherd·s wife or daughrer, 

a milkmaid, especially in con
nexion with the legend and cult 
of~~~a, S04,S06,428 

gopuram, tower over the gate of a 
South Indian temple, S68 

Go~ila_ Maskariputra, founder of 
the Ajivjka sect, 288, 295, 2.96 

Gothic architecture and sculpture, 
346-7 

gotra, an exogamous sept, especially 
ofbrru1ma~s, 139, 149, 163-5, 166 

goven1or, provincial, 102 
Govinda, epithet of .Kr~IJa, S06n. 
Govinda Ill, k.. 1S6 
grace, of God, ss 1-5 
Grahavarman, k., 68 
grama, in the f.lg Yeda a sept, later 

a village, S5, 104 
gramo!J:i, chief of a sept, S4 
grammar, Skt., S86-8; Pkt. S89; 

Tarn., S9S 
granary, Harappa, 18 
Granlha, script. S98 
grape, 194 
grass, sacred, S 19 
Greco-Ractrian kings, 68-60, 221, 

S68,37S,4SS 
Greece, Greeks. 49, 60, 68-60, 142, 

194,200,219,S65,S66,36B,+3S, 
49o-l, 499 

Greek, Indian loan-words in, 2SO; 
kinship to Sanskrit, S86-7 

grhastha, householder, the second 
dirama, I 58, 170 

Grlzya SUlra, text on domestic cere
monies, 112, 2S9 

guilds, 217-18, 223 
Gujarat, reg., 67, 290, S63, 494 
gu!las, three, universal qualities, 

324-6, S28,S29,499 
Gupta, dyn. and period, 6S-7, 98, 

102-S, 104, I I 9, 210, 222, 226, 
265; S61: later Gs., 67-8; archi
tecture, S55-6; sculpture, S7o-t: 
era, 494 

Gurjara, people, 67 ; -Pratihara 
dyn., 70, 72, I S2 

guru, a teacher, especially a l>ra.h
man teacher of Vedic lore, 162-S, 

• 

178 
Gwalior, c., S70, S71 
gypsies, 612-16 

H 
hairdressing, 21 1 
Hala, k. and poet, 461 
Halebid (Dorasamudra), c., 76, 369 
Hamilton, Alexander, 6 
Hammira, k., 4SI- 2 
1-Iam mira-mahali.avya, of N ayacandra, 

4SJ-2 
Hampi, site of Vijayanagara, 369 
lul1psa, a type of goose, usually 

translated u swan .. , s 16n. 
Hanumant, monkey-god, SOS, Sl6, 

41S 
Hanxleden, Father, 4 
Harappa, arch. site, 8, 200; Culture, 

14-28, 177, 185, 207, SOB, S48, 
S64, S66, S7S, S9+ 

harem, royal, 91, 174, 179,434 
Harihara. syncretism of Vi~J)U and 

Siva, S11 
luJri~'i, metre, 611 
Hari~candra, leg. k., 166-7 
Har~a, Ha~avardhana, k., 68-9, 91, 

9S, 119, i32, 165; dramas of, 
441 ; Era of, 494 

1-Iar!oaJrita, of BaQa, 427, 4S I, 4+6-9 
flastinlpura, c., S8, S9, 42n., 408 
Hastings, Warren, 6 
headman. village, 106 
heavens, Vedic, 2S7, 2S8, 2+2; 

Buddhist, 272, 277; Hindu, soo, 
S08, 488 

Hebrew. Indian words in, 2SO 
Hebrews, 2S7, 2S9 
hedonism, 297 

• 
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Hegel, 487 
1-leliodorus, 68, 59 
Hellenic kings, 64, 56 
Hellenistic art, 356, 368-9, 878....-t 
helmets, 138 
hemp, narcotic, 236 
Hephthalites, tribe, 66 
Heras, Father H., 26 
Herculaneu•n, 229, 880 
Hermaeus, k., 60 
hermits, 158, 175, 2+4 6, 250 
Herodotus, 48. 196 
hero--stones, 105 
Himilaya, mountains, 1, 193, 197, 

809. 320.42Q-1,489 
Hinayana, the Lesser Vehicle, one 

of the three great divisions of 
Buddhism, 264, 266-73 

Hinduism, 266, 266, 297- 842; his
tory, 297-8; literature, 298-800; 
gods and demigods, 80Q-20; 
cosmogony, 820-22; systems of 
salvation, 328-8; theism, 828-85; 
rites and ceremonies, 836-7; 
ethics, 888-42; social system, eh. 
v, passim; later development of 
479-84 

Hindush, in Achremenid inscriptions, 
47 

Hiram, k. of Tyre. 280 
Hi~yak~a, demon 802 
Hiral)yaka§ipu, demon, 802-3 
history, sources of Indian, 1-4 
Hitopo.deia,of Naray~a, 46o-2 
Hittites, 29, 87 
Holi ( H. ) , festival, 207 
Holy Ghost, 888 
homosexualism, 172 
honesty, in Upo.ni1o.Js, 254 
horse, 18, 26, 27, 86-6, 196, 427; 

-sacrifice, see aJvo.~dha. 
hospitality, 170 
hospitals, 28ti, SOO 
householder, 158, 1 70 
houses, 16, 201-2 
Hoysa)a, dyn., 7li. 76, 91, 858. S69 
Hsuan Tsang. n., 67, 68, 69, J 19, 

149, 165, 190, 264, 280 
hu1nours ( do§O.). three. 499 
HOI)as, tribe, 66-7, 98, 129 
hunting, 90, 196, 218 
Hutton, j. H., 149 

hyannodists, Tarn., sso-1, 47 6 
hypergamous anarriage, 1+6- 7, 148, 

J6o-J 
hypogamous marriage, 14<>-7 

I 
ice ages, JO 
icons, .,47; worship of, in Buddhism, 

27 4: in jainism, 298; in Hinduism, 
886~ 

idealisn,, in Buddhism, 272: in 
Hinduism, .S28 

igno~ance, in Buddhism, 269-70 
Ik~vaku. leg. k., 86 
llangova~iga~. Tarn. poet, +69 
illusion, cosmic ( maya), 828 
image-worship, see icons 
imperialism, 94, 128-4, 126 
imports, 229 
imprison1nent. 118 
improvisation ( nausic). 38.,-4 
incarnations, of Vi~r.:au, 802-7, S08 
India, Arch~ological Survey of, 7-8 
Indian Ocean, 226-., 1, passim. 
Indian Sub-continent, J -8 
individuality, in Buddhisrn, 268,270, 

271 
lndo-European, peoples, 28, 158, 

187; languages, 82-3, 886, S87; 
religion, 288, 281-, 286 

lndo-Iranian.s, 286 
Indonesia, 226, 228, S50, see also 
Bali, Borneo. Java, Sumatra 
lndra, god, 82, 81, 28S-4, 278, 818, 

817, 1()()-1 
lndraprastha, c., -408 
it~dravajra, metre, ti09 
indravo.'!'!o., metre, 510 
Indus, river, 1, 48- 9, 198, 227: 

Civilization, see Harappa 
infantry, IS I, IS6 
infinity, 496 
initiation, rite of, 138, 161-2 
ink, .S99 
inscriptions, A§okan, 53-4, 99, 108, 

113, 894; Aihole, t; 1 Jn.; Dudh-• 
pani,95-6;Gimar, 104, 192; Man-
dasor, 149, 204-6; Ramgarh, 185 

Instruments of Policy, Six, 125; 
-, anusical, 884 
interest, rates of, 221 
intercourse, ritual, 281 
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Iran, 28 ; influence of. 164. 196; sec 
also Persia 

iron, 11, 87, +2, 229; source of, 225; 
-founding, 220, 498 

Iron Pillar of Mcharauli, 219, 498 
!rrigation, 18, 42, 78, 192-S, 194 
lJa Upa~tifad, 262 
Islam, 886, S4S, S44, 479-80; see 

also Muslims 
f~varakr~l)a, philosopher, S24 
ivory, 229; -carving, S8o 

J 
jagati, rnetre, 609 
Jaimini, philosopher, 827 
Jainism, 77, 2"1-6, 262, 287-9'J., S92; 

history. 287- 90; scriptures, 289-
90, 29S-4, 469-6'0; COSillOlogy, 
2..90; n1onks, 288-9 ; 1nouasticisnl, 
292; layfolk, 292-S; epistem
ology, 502-~ 

Jarnadagni, n .• SOS 
Jambudvipa, mythical <~ontinent, In., 

tJ.88- 9 

J - . Q a1nna, r•ver, -, S20 
Janaka, leg. k., 40, 249 
janamejaya, leg. k., 89, 407 
Jandial ten1plc, Tak~asila, S55 
janga·ma, I...ingayat priest, SS5 
Japan, 264 
Jiitaka, a large collection of folk-tales 

and other stories ad&lptcd to 
Buddhist purposes and incot·poa·
atcd in the Piili canon, 105, J 07. 
l JO, 164, 190, 192, 222. 227, 267, 
286- 7, 86.5, 45S- 5 

jayaccandra, k., 7S, 169 
Jayadeva, (')()Ct, 299, 428- 9, 512 
jayaditya, granln1arian, 888 
Jayapala, k., 72 
jayarasi, J>hilosopher, 2~>7 
Jayaswal, 1\. P., 110 
Jelfries, Hichard, 487 
Jesuits, S43 
Jesus, 260 
.. jewelled Anklet"'. Tarn. epic, 

469-75 
je\vellery, 212, 979- tiO 
jewels, Three, in lluddhis1n, 27:J 
Jews, 2Si, .S4 4 
Jhansi, c., S56, S6!l, s;o; Uani of, 

JS!J 

Jinlutavahana, jurist, 1 IS 
Ji1ta, conqueror, title of jaina nr-

thankaras, 287, 288 
JiUitrika, clan, 287 
jones, Sir Williant, 5 
judge, 100, 116 
jWlgle. 190 
Jupiter, gotl, 2SS ; planet, S 18 
jurists, liS 
justice, S4 . 54, 114-15; administra

tion of, 1 J6- 17 
justin, .50 

1\ 
Kabir, religious reformer, 15 J, 479 
Kiida11tbari, of Dana, 447 

• 
Kadphises, kings, 60 
Kailasa, Mt., S07, S08, S20 
1\ailasanatha 'l.etnple, Ellora~ S54-5, 

S72; }{and, S57 
Kakatiya, dyn., 75, 91 
l{alacuri, dyn., 7S; Era, "J.94 
l{alhal)a, chronicler, 447 67, 4S 1 
Kalidasa, poet and dra~natist, 65. 

140, 161, 202, SIO, SJ7, S89, 
406, ~t•J5, 416, 4t8-2S~ 4S5-40, 
442 

1\alirig;•, rcg., 48, l)!j 
~-alivarjya, a practice for1nerly legiti

Juate but later thought to be 
contrary to Sacred Law, owing to 
the e\'ils of the kali age; 148, 17.5, 
186 

Kali-yuga, the fourth age of the <eon, 
821 

Kalkin, the tenth incarnation of 
Vi~{tu, yet to come, S07, S21 

kalpa, a day of Hrahrna, .S20 
Ktrl.pa Sutra, a series of a Srauta, 

(;r11ya, and Dlzarma Sutt·a, attri
buted to the sanlc legendary 
author, 112 

kal)•ti!lamtJ!U/tlpallt, nlarriage-hal I of 
a South Indian ten1plc, :J.59 

kiima, desire, physical Jo\'e, J 70 
Kama, the god of love, 207, S09, 

SJ.5 
I<amandaka, writer on politics, 80 
Kiimasulra, text on crotics, 168n., 

171- 2, Q05 -6 
Ka1ubao, l~an1. poet, 470, •1-7 5 
J(arpsa, Jeg. le, !JO·l· 
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K~ida,philosopher,32!J 
Kanauj, c., see Kanyakubja 
Kanct, c., 7+, 16+, 367, +62 
Kandariya Mahadeo Temple, Kha-

juraho, 362 
Kandy, kingdom of, 268 
Kani~ka, k., 60, 210, 264, !J68, 494 
Kal)l:'agi, n., +io-5 
K~va, sage, 436-6 
K~va, dyn .• 61 
Kanr.akubja, c., 67, 68, 70, 72, 9!J 
Kap1lavastu, c., 9.67, 2.59 
Karikalan, k., 1 78, 228, +69 
Karli, cave at, S5S--io 
lcarm4, the effect of fonner deed.s, 

performed either in this life or in 
a previous one, on one's present 
and fulure condition, 2+2. 2+!J, 
!J22, S!J2, SS+; in jainism, 291 

Kirtavtrya, leg. k., SOS 
Kirtikeya, god, sec Skanda 
Kashmir, 67, 70, 19!J, 26+, S29, SS+; 

Chronicle, 44, 99, 4!J 1 ; archi
tecture, S66, 366 

Ki§i ( Baniras), c. and reg ., !J9, +6, 
16+, 198,259,263, !J69,4S+ 

Kassites, 28, 29 
Ka§yapa I, k. of Ceylon, S78 
Ka#UJ Vpanijad, 151, 250, 262., 

king, kingship-continued 
tion, 90; succession, 92-!J ; abdi
cation, 92-!J; election of, 9S; right 
of k. to levy tax, 109-10; k'B 
ownership of land, 109-10. 

Kings, Dook of, 2SO 
ltinnara, class of demigod, s 17 
liirt,~mul<ha, grotesque mask, !J68n. 
Koliya, tribe, 2.59 
Kollam. era of Malabar, +9+ 
Konarak, temple at, !J61- 2, S7l 
Ko!:kai, port, 228 
Korravai, goddess, s 12, s 1 + 
Kosala, reg., S9, 40, +5, +6, 257, +12 
Kr~Qa, hero and god, eighth incar-

nation of Vi~l)u, + 1, 144, 298, SO I, 
!JOs-6, S29, 408, 409, 4·2!J ; 
pastoral and erotic aspects of, 195, 
228, S05-6, +28-9; as divine 
child, !J06; preacher of Blulgavad 
Gita, S40-l 

Kr~l)a I, k., 35+ 
Kr~IJa Deva Raya, k., 76, 88, 19S, 

198, !J76 
K~ahard:ta, Saka clan, 61 
lc~atriya, the warrior class, S5, J 28, 

141-2 
K~itigarbha, BoJhisattva, 276 
Kubcra,god,SIS-1+,+19 
Kujiila Kadphises, k., 60 296 

KallzQ....sarit....sagara, of Son1adeva, kuUnism, hypergamous matrimonial 
system in Bengal, 151 42.9-SI 

Kithiawlr, reg., 290 
Katyayana, Jawbook of, 120 
Kau!imbi, c .• +1, 198 
Kautil ya, minister of Candragupta 

~aurya, 60, 79, 16+,441,447 
Kavirippaninam, port, 228, 4 70 
Javya, courtly poetry or poetic 

prose, +16-52 pa.srim, 469, 476 
kayasth (H.), the caste of clerks and 

scribes, 149 
Kera~a, reg., 62 
Khajurlho, temples at, S62-!J, !J71 
Kh~ravela. k., 61 
Kluuo!lhi, script, S98 
KAuJJalta Nilciiya, Pili text, 267 
king, kingship, Vedic, ss, + 1, 81-2 ; 

legends on origin of, 81-8S; 
divinity of, BS-6, 447; checks 
on autocracy of, 87-8: function 
of. 88-9 J, 11 +; tours of inspec
S7 

Kullt culture, IS, 1 +, 2.6 
Kulu, copper vase from, S71-
Kumira ( c::: Skanda), god, 298, !J09, 

SI+, 421 
Kumira Gupta I, k., 66, S80, +18 
Kutnaradasa, poet, +2!J 
kumaranwtya, princely rninistcr, a 

title of honour, JOO 
Kumarapila, k., 120, 21+, 290 
Kumarasambhava, of Kalidasa, 419, 

+2o-2 
Kumarila, philosopher, S27 
lctJ!l.tjolini, .. serpent-po\ver ... , vital 

force, !J26-7 
Kur.:-~avai, princess, 91 
Kuru, tribe, S+, S9. 82, 407-8 
Kuru~etra, rcg., S9, '407-8 
K~ar.:-a,dyn.,60-I,210,S67,369 
Kusinagara, pi., 198, 260, 26S 
Kutb-ud-din Aibak, k., 7!J 
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L 
La Fontaine. 460 
labour, division or, 216; forced 

(vi§#), 108 
labourers, landless, 191 
lac, 197, 21S 
lakes, ornamental, 202 
Lak~maJ)a, brother of Rlima, SOS, 

412-lS 
-Era, 49+ 
Lak~mt, goddess, S02, S 16 
Lalitiditya, k., 70 
lAlitavistara, Buddhist text, 278 
lances, ISS 
land, grants or, 96, 102 ; ownership 

of, 109-10, 191; fertility or, 194 
Langdon, S., S94 
lAnk a ( 1:;;1 Cey Ion), s 18 
law, literature on 112- 1S; bases of, 

1 JS-16; rule of, 122; family law, 
166-8 

lawful conquest { dhormavijaya), 94 
lawyers, 117 
legislation, 100 
levirate, 17.5, 186 
Licchavi, tribe, 40, 47, 6S, 96, 288; 

t>ra, 494 
life-negation, 9, 247 
.. Light of Asia,·· of Sir E. An1old, 

278 
Iilo, "sport_,, the n1otive of creation 

according to the Vedanta school, 
S22, SS2 

linga (Skt. ) lingan1 (Tarn. ), phallic 
emblem, 29, SOB, SS6 

Lingaraja, temple at Bhubanesar, 
S60 

Liilgayats, Saivite sect, SS6 
lion, 190 
.,Little Clay Cart.,, drama of Sud-

raka, 116,120,140, 184,1-SS,441 
logic, S2S, 501-2 
Lolcapaw, the gods who act as 

guardians of the ctuarters of the 
• wuvcrse, SI4 

lotus, 20S 
love, in Buddhism, 284; in Tamil 

hymns, SSI; in 1-linduism. SSB-9; 
physical, 171 

Lumbini Grove, birthplace or 
Buddha, 267, 26S 

lunar line of kings. 86 
lute. sec vina • 

M 
Madagascar, 227 
M adhva, theologian, SSS 
Madhyam.ilul, scnool or Buddhism, 

278-9 
Madras, S42; Industry (pal~Eo

lithic), 10 
Madurai, c., 16, 76, 20S-+. S09, 

S.58, 46'2, 470; .. Garland or M:· I 
Tarn. poen1, 20S-4 

Magadha, reg., 40, 45, 46, 47-8, 67, 
67, 68, 92, 124, 190, 226, 267, 
261 

Magadhi, Prakrit, S91, S92 
Magha, poet, +2S -4 
magical po\ver, 2+4, .2.46, 280; see 

also brahman 
ma~trates, J 16 
Ma -bharala, epic, 8, S9, so, 92, 

119,124,162,174,196,208,299, 
407-11; M. War, S9, S21, 408 

mah.alciivya, courtly epic. 417, 420 i, 
481- 2 

malzamilntri11, chief cow1cillor, 99 
fiU'Izamatra, a high official, 100 
Mahamaya, mother or Buddha, 267 
Mah:lpadma. k., 48 
Mahari~p-j, Prlkrit, S92 
m.ah.asamanta, great vassal. 96 
Mahasammata, leg. k., 82 
Maltasaizghilca, Buddhist sect, 261, 

264, 276 
Mahavarp.Sa, Ceylon Chronicle, ++, 

268,457-8 
Mahavira, foWlder or Jainism, 246, 

287-8, 292, 295; Era or, 494 
Mllhayana, the Great Vehicle, one 

or the three main divisions of 
Buddhism, 264-.5, 27s-9 

m11hayuga, ~on, S21 
Mahendra { Skt.), Mahinda (Pili). 

n., 56 
Mahendrap~la, k., 70, JS2 
Mahendravikramavar1nan, k., S72, 

+41 
Mahmud of Ghazni. 72 
M ailapur, pl., S+2 
mmthuna couples, S62, S69 
Maitraka, dyn., 67, 68, 494 
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Maitreya, the future Buddha, 27S, 
27+. 276, S07 

Majjhima NiAaya, Pali text, i67 
Malabar, reg., 9S, 150, 17+-5, J9S, 

il2, S+S, S+f. 
Miilava, tribe, 9S, +9S 
Malaya. 75, 2i6, 2i7, S9S, +S5 
Malayalam, language and literature, 

S9S, S94, 4-76 
Malik Kifur, n., 76 
malini, merre, 510 
Malla. tribe, 96 
Mallinatha, commentator, iS9 
Mllwi, reg., +6 
Mamallapuram, temples at, S56, 

S67, S7i 
Manasa, goddess, s 17 
Manasa, lake, SiO 
Mano.solliisa, of Some~vara Ill. SSB 
mandalcranta, metre, 610 
mat}(/ala, doctrine of, 1 i7: circular 

magical diagram, SS7 
M andasor, inscription of, I +9, 205 
man~o, 193 
Ma.J}agrlma, merchant company, 

liS, iiS 
Ma!limigalai, Tarn. epic, +76 
Maf\ju§ri, Bodhisattva, i76 
Man-lion, incarnation of Vi~l)u, 

S02- S 
mantra, a verse or phrase believed to 

have magical or religious effici
ency, 167, i80 

mantrin, councillor, 98-100 
mantri-pariJad, privy council, 98-

100 
Manu, leg. first king, SS, S6, 109, 

SOi, S20-l; lawbook of, 59, 80, 
S4-6, 110, lli, 11+, 1i0, 121, 
JSS, 140, 1+2, 1+6, 16+, 17i, 186, 
i21 

manufactories, i 16 
manure, ti, 194 
manvanlara. secondary cosmic cycle, 

S20 
Mlppill ( Moplah), Muslims of 

Mala bar, S++ 
Mlra, the Buddhist Satan, 258-9, 

Sl6 
Marlthis, 77, 99, +80-1 
Marduk, Mesopotamian god, +00 
maritime activity, 2i6-81 

Mlriyammai, goddess, S 16 
Marr, j. R., 46+ 
marriage, S6, 166-70, 17i, 4-69 i 

inter-<lass, 146-7, +son. ; child, 
166-7; cerenlonies of, 167-S; 
eight types of, 168-9; polyga
mous, 17S-5; in Buddhism, i85; 
see also Amra. Gandharva, Pai
Jiica, Ralt!ala, svaya1[Jvara 

Marshall, Sir John, 7-8, 2S 
Martand. temple at. S56 
Mtuumaldcatayam, matrilinear fan1ily 

system of Malabir, 9S, 17+-6 
Maruts. spirits of the storm, iS+ 
masonry, S56 
Mas'iidi AI, Arab traveller, 1 S2 
Mal, arch. site. S67 
materialism, 296-7, S1S, 501 
maJha, a Hindu monastery, 166 
Mathava, Videgha. chieftain, 40 
mathematics, +95-6 
Mathura ( Muttra), c., +I, 72, S04, 

S05; sculpture, S67-8 
matrilinear suoc.ession. 9S, 17+ 
ntatsya-nyaya, anarchy, S6~, S8 
Mattavilasa, farce, ++1 
matter, pri1neval, S21- i, Si+, S29 
Maues, k., 60 
Maukhari. dyn .• 67, 6S 
Maurya, dyn. and period, 60--7, ss. 

101, 102, 104, lOS, 11+, lliS, 179, 
lBS, 191, 19S, 200, 216, il9, 
ii+,i26,S+S,S6+.,S89 

maya •. cosmic iJlusion, SiB 
measures of length, 60S; of weight, 

60S : of time, 6ot 
meat-eating, i 1 S 
medicine, 21S, 286, +99-500; 

veterinary, 500 
nleditation, 2++, i8S, S25-6 
Mediterranean, human type, 2+, 25 ; 

civilizations, 209 
megaliths, 26 
Megasthenes. n., 61, 101, IOS, 104, 

107, 108, li7, IS2, lS+, 1+7, 161, 
1S+, 19i, 19S, S+S 

Meglulduta, of Kilidlsa. +19-20 
Mebarauli, near Delhi, iron pillar of, 

219, 49S 
Menakl, apsaras, Sl7 
Menander, k., 68, 69, 221, 267-8; 

see also Milinda 
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mercenaries, 128 
merchant, liS, 148, 216, 222-8; 

.companies, 228; Indian ms., in 
Alexandria, 228 

mercury, 498 
merit, religious, 170; transference 

of, 276, 284n 
Meru, leg. moWltain, 820, 4-88, 4-89 
Mesopotamia, 21, 29; contact with, 

14-, 19, 28, 48, 164-; inftuence on 
India, 28-4, 866, 400, 490 

metabolism, 499 
metal, use of, IS, S7; sculpture and 

engraving in, 87s--6 
metallurgy, -498 
metaphysics, six orthodox schools 

of, 168, 8i8-8 
metempsychosis, 242; see also trans-

migration 
metres, 2S9, 418, 609-12 
microliths, to-t 1 
Middle \Va.,, in Buddhism, i69 
Mihira Bhoja, k., 70 
Mihirakula, k., 67, 266 
"Milinda. Questions of ... , Pili text, 

69, 227. 267-8, 274-
militarism, 1i2-8 
Mimarpsa, school of philosophy, 827, 

890 
Minak~i, n., S09 
mines, 101; in siegecraft, IS6 

• • • • muuature pa1nbng, S79 
ministers, 87, 98-102 
"Minister·s Signet-ring, the"', 

drama, 60, +41 
Misdeos, k., 8+2 
missiles, incendiary, 188 
missionaries. Buddhist, 66, 264-. 265, 

+99; Christian, 4-6, t 51, S06, 
842-S, 4-81 ; Hindu, 488 

Mital1tJTa, legal text and system of 
family law, 118, 156, 168 

Mitanni, kingdom, 29 
Mithil~. c., 40 
Mithras, god, 286 
Mitra, god, 286 
Mleccluz, a non-Indian, a barbarian, 

127, 146-6 
mnemonic system. of Vedic study, 

16S 
Mohenjo Daro, arch. site, 14-, J5, iO, 

200 

molecules. 497 
monasteries, Buddhist, 164-6, 201, 

i62, 265, 266, i82-S, 861-i, 
S64; Jaina. 166, 901; Hindu, 165 

• money, see comage 
moneylending., 2i 1-i 
Mongol, Mongolian, 20, 24, 27, 89. 

40. 174-
monism, 828, 487; qualified. 882 
monkey. sanctity of, 819; analogy of, 

8S8 
monks, Buddhist, 269, 264-, i80, 

281-4; jalna, i88-9. 290, +59· 
00; Hindu, 266 

monotheism, S09-l 0, 884 
monsoon, 2i7 
months, lunar, 4-90, +.92: solar, +98 
moon, in flg Yeda, 286; worship of, 

SIS; in astronomy, 490 
Mother Goddess, IS-14-, 21, 811-

12, 816, S72 
MrccluW.lJilta, drama of Sudraka, see 

.,Little Clay Cart" 
Ms five. 887 
m:udrii, hand-gesture, in dancing, 

drama and religion. S87, S86, 488 
Mudriral11l.Sa, drama of Vi,ikha-

datta, 60, 441 
Mughal Empire, ii4-, 4-80 
Multammad ibn Bakhtiyar, n., 7S 
Muhammad ofGhor, k., 78, 180 
Muller, F. Max. 6 
muni, a class of ascetic and magician, 

24S 
murals, S76-9 
murder, punishment of, 118, 119-.20 
Murugag, Tarn. god, 814-, SSO 
music, S7. 179, Sl8, 882-+. +98. 514-
Musiri. Musiris, port, 228, 2SO 
Muslims, 107, 129, 161, 166, 179, 

198, 208, 21+. 281, 266, 8+4, 86S, 
S79, 4-79-81, 4-96; sec also Islam 

mutilation. judicial, 118 
Mutiny, Indian, J8S, 4-81, 4-82 
mynah, talking bird, 196 
Mysore, reg., 76, 886 
mysticism, 246-6: saaificial, 240-1 

N 
Naciketas. n., 167, 296 
naga, snake-spirit, 298, 817 
Niga, tribe, 197, 817 · . . 
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Nagari. script ( .:Devanagari). Sl6, 
S98 

Nagarjuna, Buddhist philosopher, 
278- 9 

Nagirjuni Hills, caves of, S52 
Nigasena, lluddhist teacher, 59, 268 
1\ allapina, k., 61 
nalt§atra, lunar mansion, 4-90 
Nal, prehistoric culture, IS 
Nala, leg. k., 169, 186, 409-11 
Nalaf/iyilr, Tan1. text, SS9, %'8-9 
Nalanda, Buddhist monastery and 

university, 161-5, 265, 266, S5 l 
Natnbudiri, brahmaJ) caste, 150, 174 
Nanak, founder of Sikhs, 479 
Nanda, dyn., 48, 50 
Nandi, ~iva"s bull, S07, Sl9 
Nandivarman, k., 9S 
Nirada, t :fi, S IB 
N araka, purgatory, 4-88 
Narasirpha. incarnation of Vi~~u. 

S02-S 
Narasiqtha Gupta, k., 67 
Narasi~phavarman, k., 74 
NiriyaJ)a, god, 298 
-,author, 450 
Narrnada. river, t , 69, 419 
Nature, in literature, 416, 456- 7 
NiiJyll!iistra, of Bharata, S82-4, S86 
navy, 75, ISo-J 
Nayacandra Suri, poet, 289, 43 J- 2 
Naya~rs, Tarn. &iivite hymnodists, 

SOO,SI9 
nayaoada, jaina theory of stand-

points, 602-S 
Nayyar, Malabar caste, 174-5, 212 
Neduiijeliy3.D, k., 20S 
Neo-platonism, 1o96 
Nepal,70,96,99,266,s+9,S74,S76 
Nestorians, S06, S4S 
night, goddess or, +02 
Nilt.iiyas, the five sections of the 

Sutta Pi!alta of the Pali canon, 267 
Nilakal}tha. jurist, 1 JO 
nirgrantha, a Jaina monk, 262. 288 
Ni'rulttll, etynlology, of Yaska, 2SS. 

S87 
Nirvarza, the state of final bliss, in 

Buddhism. 271-2, 27S, 276, 277, 
· 279; in jainism, 288, 291, 292 

n.i!lta, a gold oman1ent or coin, S7-8 
niyoga, levirate, 176, 186 

nomads, 188 
non-violence, see akirpsa 
North, Sir Thomas, ~50 
nouns, compound, in Skt, S89-90 
Nrga, leg. k., 111o 
nudity, relig ious, 288, 292 
nunu~rals, decimal system of, 486, 

4•95-6 
nuns, Buddhist, 1 77, 178, 259, 

28S-4 
Nuniz, n., 76-7, 209 
Nyaya, school of philosophy, 32S, 

S90, 501 

0 
observatories, 491 
Ocean, Churning of the, S02, SJ6, 

SJ9, 491n. 
oceans, seven mythical, 489 
•. Ocean of Story"', of Sotnadeva. 

417, 429-81 
officials, govemrnent. J oo-2 
old age, 17 5- 6 
~igarchies, ss, 96-8 
Otn, sacred syllable, 1+1, 2S9 -40 

su 
Omphis, k., 48, +9 
Ophir, pl., 2SO 
ordeal, trial by. 117 
Orissa~ rcg., 61, 74; architecture of, 

S60- 2; sculpture of, S7 J 
ornaments, personal, 2 12- 1 S 

p 
l'T, value or, 496 

Padmapatti ( ::::1 A valokite§vara), 
Bodldsattva, 276, 277, S77- 8 

Padmasambhava, Buddhist mission-
ary, 265 

Paes. n., 76- 7, 198, 199 
Pahlava, d yn., 60 
PaJ1lavi, language. 1o60 

• • pa1nt1ng, 206- 7. 876- 9 
Pai!aca, form of marriage, 168. 169 
palga, fifteen tithis, a half-month or 

fortnight, 492 
Pakudha Kityiyana, atomist teacher, 

296, 497 
Pala, dyn .• 70, 9S, 221, 265, 2so. 

571, S74 
pdaces,6l.90,i00,S48,!6S-4 
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palreolithic man, 10-11 
Pali, language, S91 ; literature, 1-52-

8 : scriptures, 218, 26+, 266-8 : 
commentaries, 266 

palindromes, +24 
Pallava, dyn., 71-, 75, 9S, S55, S57, 

S98, 462 
palm-trees, 19+; -leaves. S98-9 
Palmyra, c., 229 
Pan Ch'ao, n ., 60 
Pll!J.a, a coin of silver or copper, I 02 
Paflcala, tribe. S9, 82, 408 
Paifcaratra, Vai~l')avite sect, !128-9, 

SS2 
PaifctJtantra, collection of fables, +50 
Pa~J4avas. leg. princes, 92, 17+, 196, 

S04, 408-9 
PIQ4u. leg., k., +08 
Pil)4ya, dyn. and reg., 62, 76, i6, 

228; architecture, S58, S69 
Pil)ini, grammarian, J6+, S88 
Pai)i, people of llg Yeda, S2 
Panjab, rcg., 1, 1+, so, s+, +1, +9, 
· 68,7S,226,+79,480 
paper, ~99 
Parakramabihu I, k. of Ceylon. 7 5, 

ISI 
Paramlra, dyn., 73 
Paramardideva, k., 7S 
Parantaka I, k., 75 
Para§urama. incarnation of Vi~l)u, 

14J, 2.98, SOS 
parda (Persian), the veiling and 

seclusion of women. 179, +79 
Parik~it, k., S9, 408 
pari11irva!la, the death and final 

entry into Nirval)a of a being who 
has attained perfection, especially 
of the Buddha, J 98, 260-1, 272 

parivriijalca, a wandering ascetic, 260 
parl<s, 202, 20S 
parricide, in royal families, 92 
parrot, 196 
Parsis, 161, 2S6, SH 
Plr§va, jaina Tirtlzanlara, 288 
Parthia, Parthian, 68, 69, 60 
partition, of joint family, 167-8, 

191-2 
Pirvati. goddess, S07, S09, s J 1, +2 I 
Pasenadi ( Plli, -=Skt Prasenajit), k., 

46 
Palupata, &ivite sect, S28 

• 

Pa§upati, form of Si\'a, SOS 
Patala. port, 227 
Patala, the nether world, 488 
Pa!aliputra, c., 48, 50, 51, 58, 6S, 

10~. IS4, 198, 200; Buddhist 
council, 261; jaina council, 289 

Patafljali. g rammarian, S88 
-philosopher, S25 
paterfamilias, rights of, 156-7 
Path, Noble Eiglltfold, in Buddhism, 

268- 9 
Paticca-samuppada, in lluddhism, a 

series of twelve terms, showing 
the causal chain leading froQJ ig
norance to suffering, 269-70 

Patna, c., :J+B 
Pattuppauu, Tarn. poems, 462 
Paul, St .• 229, 28+ 
Paul of Alexandria, 490 
Pava, town in Hills, 260 
- town in Magadha, 288 
Pawayl, pl., S71 
peace and war, minister of, lOO 
peacock, 196 
peasants, 191, 194 
penance, 118, 146 
Ptriplus of the Erythrean Sea, 221, 

228 
Persia, +7, 6 J, 19+, 208, 220, 2S6 

264,276,S21,S+S,S44,S48,S66, 
Si9, +79; see also Iran 

Persian Gulf, 2i7 
Persian wheel. 192 
Peshawar, c., 72 
Peshwa, hereditary minister and de 

facto k. of M arathas, 99 
pessimism. +t. 24S, 246-7 
phallic emblem, worship of, 24, 298; 

see also li~tJ 
philosophy, Buddhist, 268-72, 278-

9; Hindu, S2.S-8 
phrenhc, 229 
phonetics, S87, S88, S96, 507-8 
physicians, 600 
physics, +96-8 
physiology, +98-9; mystical, S26-7 
pilgrimage, SS6 
pillar, see column 
pilot, land-, 226 _ 
pi!Jt/a, a ball or lump, espec1all~ of 

rice offered at lra.ddha ceremonaes, 
1.615 6, 177 

. . . . . . 
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pipal (H. ) , tree, s 19 
piracy, 75, IS I 
pi'Jaca, type of demon, 169, 818 
Pi!akas, baskets, the three sections 

of the Pili canon, 266-7 
planets, S 1 s, +91 
Platrea, battle of, 48 
Plato, 2.68 
pleasure, in Uparli!ad~~. 25+ 
Pliny, 226, 229 
Plotinus, 486 
ploughs, 194 
Plutarch, 50 
poetics, 416-17 
poetry, Vedic, S6, 2S.&J., 2S7-8, 240-

1, 2-47-8, 2n2-S, 400-5; Epic, 
85, 17S-+, 181-2, SOl, S29-30, 
S40-I, 407-15; Smrti, 84-6, 175 
....fi, 18o-1; Classical Skt, 161, 
188, 206, 294, SIO, SI I, 415-29; 
Narrative, 429-S2; Pili, 12.'1, 
456-8 ; Pkt, 29S 4, 459-61 ; 
Tamil, SSO, SS I, SS4, 339, 461-
7.6; Folk-poetry, -476-8 

poets, 206 
Pole Star, 167 
police, lOS, 116 
politics, 79, eh. iv. passim 
pollution, ritual, 66, 176 
polo, 208 
Polo, Marco, ISI, S4S 
J>ollonnaruva, Ceylon, c., 75, S79 
polyandry, 174-5 
polygamy, t7S-n, 188 
Poona, c., 480 
poor, life of, 20S 
population, of ancient India, 189 
ports, 227-8 
Portuguese, 76-7, 481, 482 
Porus, k., 49, ISO 
posture, in Yoga, 326 
pottery, IS, 21, 26, S8, 219, 2S1; 

imported, 229; workshops, 178 
poverty, 215 
Prabhikaravardltana, k., 68 
praif.viviilca, chief judge and legal 

adviser, 100, I 16 
Pradyota, k., 48 
Pradyumya, son of Kr~l')a, SM, S06 

S29 
Prahlada, n., SOS 
P.rajlipari, gad, 81, 24c(), 24 7, 266 

prajilaparamitas, ten, perfection~ or 
the BodhiSJ.,atla, 276, 278 

PrajiUiparamita, Buddhist goddess, 
279 

Prakrit, languages, S89, S91-S; 
literature, -45~1 

pralt:ti, primeval matter, S21-2, S24, 
S29 

pramQ,;ul, source of reliable know-
ledge, 501 

Prasastapada, philosopher, S23 
Prasenajit, k., 46 
J>ratihara, dyn., 70, 72, 1 S2 
prat)•tlca-lluddka, a Buddha who does 

not preach his doctrine, 274 
pra:varas, le~endary sages mentioned 

1n the dally prayers of brahm~s. 
15S, 164 

Precepts, Ten, of Buddhisan, 281-2, 
!1!85 

predestination, 33S 
prices, regulation of, 216-17 
priest, see brah1n~ 
Primeval Man (Pztr~a), Hynm of 

the. 240-1 
primogeniture, 92 
princes. 92, 16S 
Prinsep, james, 7 
prisoners of war, 1S6 
prognostication, 490 
pronunciation, of Indian languages, 

xxi, 607- 8 
prose, Skt, 405-7; 442- 52 ; Pali. 

45S-5; Pkt. +55 
prosody, -418, 508-12 
prostitution, 18S-6; temple, J8i- 6; 

palace, 184 
protection, king"s duty of, 87, 88-9, 

109, 114 
Proto-Australoid, human type, 24, 

25 
provincial administration, 102-3 
Prthvi, goddess. 2SS 
Pftllrn, metre, 5 1 o 
Prthviraja, k., 7S, ISO, 169 
psychosomatic elements in Buddh-

• 
ISm, 270 

Ptolemy, geographer, 228 
pujti, see worship 
Pujyapada, jaina author. 294 
Pulctkesin 11. k., 69, 74, JS 1, 5 J In. 
pw1ishmcnt of criJne, 117-121 
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Pura~.as, sacred texts of Hinduism, 
S8, 68 , 299 

Purar:-a Ka~yapa, antinomian teacher, 
295 

purgatory, .SI S, 488 
Puri, c. , te1nple at, S61 
puroh.ila. chief priest, S4, 90, 100, 

I.S9 
Purukutsa, k., .S4 
Punt, tribe, S4 
Pururavas, leg. k., s 1 7, 405-7 
PurustJ, u the Person ... the Pri1neval 

• 

Man, 240-1, 249, 262 
puru:ra, in Sai1khya philosophy, the 

soul, S24, .S25 
l'li~n, god, 2S6 
Pu~kara, lake, .s 12, 320 
Pu~karasarin, k., 4-7 
pu~pilagra. metre, li 11 
Pu~yamitra, k., 67- 8, 26S 
pyrrhonism, 249, 297 
Pythagoras, 486 

Q 
qualities, three universal (gurz.as), 

.S24-5, Si8, .Si9, 499 
quantum, 697 
quarter-tones, .S82, 6 14 
quasi-feudalism. 9S-6, 106 
queen, 91 
··Questions of Milinda ... Pali text, 

69,227, 267-8,274 

R 
• rac1ng, 195 , 208 

Radha, n .• S04. soo, .s 16, 428 
Radhakrishnan, SirS., 3 28 
rago, a series of notes on which a 

Jnelody is based, 3 82-.s 
R i hu and Kctu, 49Jn 
Rahula, son of Buddha, 269, 378 
rainfall, 192 
• • Ita ins, the ··, s, 224 
raja. chief, king, ss. 81, 95; tradi

tional etymology, 82; in republi
can tribes, 96, 9 7 ; sec also king 

Rajagrha, c., 46, 19 8 ; " ·ails of, I S4, 
198 ; COWICi) of, 261 

rajan'iti, the science of politics, 79 
Hajaraja I, k., 75, IS 1, 1S2, 351 
Raja!ekhara, drantatist, +42, 460 
Rfijasthan, reg., 67, 97-8, .s6S 

rojasiiya, royal consc(;rarlon cere
mony, 4 2, 81, 207 

Riijalarangi~i, J{a5hnlir Chronicle, 
4-4, 99, 4S1 

Rajcndra I, k., 75, 1S 1, S57 
Uajputs, 67, 7S, 86, 94, 12.6, 1+2, 

150, 18S, 480 
llajyapala, k., 72 
Rajyasri, queen, 68, 91 
Hajyavardhana, k ., 68 
BaA·§astJ, 1narriage by capture, 16 8, 

169 ; class of den1on, s 18 
Hatn Mohan Roy, 482, 48S 
Rama, hero, incantation of Vi~r:-u, 

S9 40, 88, 122, 169, 17.S, 18 1, 
298, SOS , S16, 4 12-5, 4 i.S , ~·2 

Rama Cupta, k., 65 
HanJa U.ftia, n ., 77, 99 
Ramm:arita, of Sandhyakara, 1-2.4-
Ramakrishna Paramabarnsa, 4-86 

• 

Ramakrishna Mission, 48.S 
Ran1anand, religious reformer, 151 
Ramanuja, philosopher and theol~ 

gian, 3 S2- S 
Ramapala, k., 424 
Riim.iiytJ!Za, epic, S9, 85--..6, so.s, 4-12-

5 
Ram.aytJ!ZtJm, Ta1n. epic, of Kamb~, 

470, 476 
Ramgarh, arch. site, 185, 4-SS 
Rampurva, pillar of, S64 
Rani Ghundai, arch. site, 14, 15, 18, 

26 
RaQastharnbl1apura, c., 4S I 
RanchilJ pl., 25, 225 
rasa.s, eight, etnotions, in poetics, 

886, 417, •}20 
Ha~~rakuta, dyn., 70, 72, 76, 96, 135, 

S54 
Hati, goddess, ! 15 
ratnins, court dignitaries, 4-2 
Ratri, goddess, 2SS, 402 
ItiivaJ}a, de1non, S 18, 4-12-+, 4-76 
Ravi, river, J 4-, S4 
!lbhus, gnomes, i .S8 
Recollection, Right, in Buddhism, 

28S 
records, official, 104; keeper of, lOO 
Red Sea, 227, 228 
Redesiye, pl., 228 
relativity. epistemolog ical, of jainas, 

602 
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religion, 22-S, eh. vii 
republics, ~s. 96-8 
reservoirs, 192-S 
retroftcx consonants, S2, S87 
revenue, S4; collector of, 1<2, 100 
revolt, justification of, 87 
fig l'tda, SO, 140, 2S2- S, 242, 21-S, 

247, SOS, S99-405 ; culture of, 
28- S8, 179, 187; gods of, 2S2-8; 
hymns of, so-1, 162, 400-5 ; 
language of, S86~7 

rhyme, 428, 42.9n. ; initial, in Tarn., 
+6S 

rhythm, in music, S8S 
rice, 26, 42, 19S 
"Righteousness, Officers of" ( dlzar-
~-~maaa),55, 101 

rivers, 1-2, 224, 225 
roads, 65, 224 
Romalca, pi., 489 
Romaka Sitldii.Qn.la, systenl of astro

nomy, 490 
Roman Empire, 219, 226, 2S6; con

tact with India, 228- SO, 498; 
Indian cn1bassies to, 22S-9 

Romani language, 512-S 
roofs, 20 1, S61 
r#, leg. sage, IS9, 154, S02, S 18; 

Seven Rs., S02, S 18 
• 

Rta, in ~g Peda, the order of nature, 
the regularity of the cosmic pro
cess, liS, 2S6-7 

Rudra, god, 2S8, 2S9, 241, 24S, 
262- S, S07 

Rudradaman, k ., 62, 99, S89, 416 
Rudramml, queen, 91 
Rukmil)i, queen of Kr~Qa, S04, S06", 

S16 
Ruvanvali Dagaba, at Anuradha

pura, S52 

s 
Sabarasvamin, philosopher, S27 
sabha and samiti, Vedic assemblies, 

ss 
Sabuktigin, k., 72 
sacraments, personal, 159-17 7 
Sacred Law ( Dllarma). 80, 92, 94, 

100, 115-14, 119, 156, 16S, 18611 

SOl, S-42 
sacrifices, 2S7, 2S9-41, 2.4-+, 21-8; 

royal, 42; five great sacrifices, 

170; human. 19S, 197, 198, S~6-7; 
of animals, in Hinduism, S06', 
S S6 ; horse-, sec a!vam£dluJ 

Sadasiva, k., 99 
sahasrara, centre or psychic energy 

in the skull, S26-7 
Sailcndra, dyn., 70 
St. Pctcrsburg Lexicon, 6 
$aivasiddhiittta, texts or 'fan1. Saiv-

ism, SSS-4 
Saivism, the L"Ult of the god Siva, 

307-11, SSo-I,SSS-5 
Sakas, ScythiatlS in India, 59--60, 

61-2, 6S-4, 11-2, 210, S89, 49S, ,. 
sec also Sa traps ; S. Era, 61 , 494 

Sakcta. c., 198 
Jalcll.a, .. branch"', brahmanical 

• 

school. IS9 
Jalcti, the active, energetic aspect of 

a god, personified as his wire, 
279, SI I, SS7 

Sakuni, n., 4()8 
Sakuntala, drama of l{alidasa and its 

heroine, 140, s 1 7, 4S5 40 
Sakya, tribe, 46, 96, 97) 12s, 256, 

257, 259 
salaries, official, I 02 
salt, 226 
salvation, in Vpani~ads, 245; in 

Buddhism, 269; in jainism, 292; 
in Hinduism, S2S- S5 

Siim.a JTeda, 232, S82 
Sammitiya, Buddhist sect, 272 
saf!tral, emperor, 94 
sarp.sara, the cycle of transmigra

tion; sec transmigration 
sa1[UAiira, personal ceremonies or 

sacraments; sec sacraments 
Samudra Gupta, k., 6S, 92, 95, SSO, 

S89-90 
So.f!!-yulta Nikaya, Pali text, 26i, 

276 
Sanchi, arch. site, 202, ill, 264, 

274,S+6, S49-50, S66, S66, S91; 
Torso, S71 

sandahvood, 194, 212 
sandhi, euphonic combination in Skt, 

S89 
siindhivigrahiAa, minister of peace 

and \var, lOO 
sandhyii, devotions at morning, noon 

and evening, 16S, 170 
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laiigams, traditional literary academ
ies of Madurai, 462 

Sang ha, the Buddhist order; see 
Buddhism, monks 

Sankara, philosopher, 265, 299, S28, 
SS2, 497 

Saiakar~al'}a c::::= llalarama, q. v. ; cosmk 
emanation. S29 

Sanlhya, school of philosophy, S21, 
S21-6, S28 

sannyasin, a wandering religious 
beggar, the fourth iilra111a, 158, 
J76 

Sanskrit, +-5, S86- 91; loan-words 
in, 2!JO: Vedic, S2-S, S86-7 ; 
literature, 178, 198, 399-462 

Santi Parvan, of Mahlibhiirata, 80, 
+09 

Saptar~i Era, +94-
Saptalatalra, of Hala, 46 J, 4 76, 611 
Sarama, n., S6 
Sarasvati, river, S2, S4, S20; god

dess, s 16 
lardUla-viltri4ita, metre, 51 J 
Sarmanochega.c;, lndjan ascetic, 228-

9 
Sarnlth, arch. site, 259, S51, S64, 

S70 
Sarvastivadin, Buddhist sect. 264·, 

272, 2i8 
Saslnian dyn. of Persia, 61, S4-4, 5l!J 
SaAanka, k., 68, 265 
Satapatha Brallma!t.a, 4-05-7 
Satavahana, dyn .• 61, 221, 224·, S62, 

461 
Sati, wife of Siva, s 12 
sati, a virtuous \VOman. especially a 

widow immolating herself on her 
husband .. s funeral pyre, 187-8, 
SS7 

Satraps, \Vestern, dyn., 61-2, 9S, 
S89, 4!)4 

Slttar-, 1"am. poet, +76 
Satyaklma, n., 254 
Satyavant, leg. prince, 169, 181 
Sauraseni Prakrit. S92 
Sautrantilta, Buddhist sect, 272 
Saviq-, god, 162, 2S+-6, 4-0S, 4-05 
Sivitri, ]eg. princess, 169, 181 
saw, 21 
scale, music.aJ, S7, .982 . . -
sceptiCISm, 296 ·7 

Schlegel, Friedrich, 6 
Schopenhauer, 487 
script, S16, S94-8; sec also writing 
sculpture, 20, 180, S61, S6S,S64-7S 
Scythians, 69, see also Sakas 
sea, 19, 226- S 1 
seals, 19, 20 
seasons, of Hindu year, +92 
Scbokht, Seven1s, vi, 491, 495n. 
secret service, 104, 121- 2 
Seleucus 'Sicator, k., 61, 68 
self, see atman; abandonment of 

(prapatti), SS2 
Sen1itic, influence on Indian religion, 

2Si, S02; scripts, S9i·, SD6 
Scna, dyn., 7S 
senapati, general, S4, JOO, IS2 
sentences, in Skt, S90 
sentiments ( rasa), in poetics, S85, 

417. 420 
Se~a, cosn1ic snake, soo 
sesatnum, 18, 19S 
Setul>andha, Prakrit poem, 460 
•• Seven Hundred ... I stanzas of H ala, 

461, 476, 611 
.. Seven Pagodas... Mimallapuram, 

S55 
~ewers, 16 
sex, in religion, 279-80, 281, 8S7, 

S62 
sexual life, 1 62, 170--2 
Shahi Tump, arch. site, 26 
Shlpur I, k. of Persia, 61 
shields, J ss 
Shihib-ud-din (M uhammad of 

Ghor ), 7S, ISO 
ships, 19, 1 SO-l, 226-8, 28 1 
shrine-room, 26S, 266 
Sian1, 264 
sick, c.are of, 286, 500 
siddha, dass of den1igod, s 18 
Siddhlrtha, personal name of 

Buddha, 257 
siege, 184-6, 2SO, 467-8; artillery, 

J • .-,s 
Sigala, Address to, serrnon of 

Buddha, 286 
Sigelinus, Bishop, S4·S 
Sigirya, Ceylon, S78- 9 
Signs, Four, in Buddhism, 267-8 
lifhara, tower of a temple. S67, S88, 

S59, 862, S64 
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sikharipi, metre, .51 o 
Si~hs. 151, 1-i9, 480 
S ilappadigaram., T an1. epic, 469-7 5 
silk. silkworn1s, 19f>"-7, 219 
silver, works of art in, S7S--4 
Sin1uka, k., 61 
sin, sense of, 2.'j7, SSJ 
Sind, 1 J, 70, 7S, 195, 4-96, 5IS 
singing, S84-
Sinhalese language, S92-S, 507 
Sirkap, arch. site, 199 200 
SiJupala-vadl~a, of Magha, -42S-4 
Sisupalg arh, arch. site, t 3"1-, 200 
Sita, wife of Ha1ua, 12 2, J69, J7S, 

181, SOS , 316, 4 12-JS 
Sitala, godc.less, S 16 
Sitannavasal, ta\te, S78 
Siva, god, 24, 24-l. 245, 262- S, 298, 

S07-11, S14, 3 15, SJ7, S l9, SS I, 
SS4-5, S7i , S75-6,42J 

Sivaga-Jinda:mapi, 1·am. epic, 476 
Sivaji, k., 99, 48~1 
Sivi, leg. k., 287 
Skanda, god, 298, S09, s 1-4, 42 1 
Skanda Gupta, k.. 66-7, 104 
slaves, slaver_y, 151- S 
.. Slaying of ~i~upala"", of Magha, 

42S-+ 
slings, JSS 
Jlolca, tnetre, 4 18, .509 
smallpox, s 16 
Smrli, .. remembered"', a class of 

• 
religious literature coauprising 
lawbooks, epics and Pural)as, 
espedalJy the first, 80 , 107, 
112- 1 ,~. 118, 140, J.ti2, J86, 187 

snake, cult of, s 19; goddess, s 16; 
spirits ( nuga), s 17 

snataln., an unmarried n1an who has 
completed his ~tudcnthood, 165 

Soan, palreolitl1ic culture, 10 
Socotra. 228 
Solanki, dyn. , .... Caulukya, 7S, 120, 

290, S6 S 
solar line of ~ings, 86 
Solomon, k., 2SO 
Soma, sacred inebriating drink of the 

Veda, personified as a god, 37, 
2S-4, 2S6-6, 2~9, 400: god of the 
1noon, S IS~ Sl'i 

Somadeva, poet, 429-S 1 
Somadeva Suri, writer on politics, 80 

Sotne~vara I, k., 92 
-Ill, k, SS8 
So1nnath, te1nple at, 72 
Somna thpur, ten1plc at, 359 
so11ar (If )., the caste of golds•nith.s, 

149 
sons. 160 
Sophon the Indian, 228 
sorrow, in fiuddh istn, 268-70, 275-6 
soul, in Upan~sads, 2.50-S ; in Buddh-

isnl, 268, 270, 272; in jainism, 
290-1; in Hinc.ll1ism, 322, 324, 
,~29 , :H<> 

soul-stuff, 25 1 
South-facing Forau, of Siva, SOB 
Sovereignty, Seven Eletnents of, 88 
speculation, 24 7- 63 
speech, n1ag ical mysticism connected 

\Vith, 239- 40 
spices, l9S 
spies, 121-2 ; of Varul)a, 2S6 
· • Sport of Drunkards" ·, farce, 441 
Spring, festival of, 207 
sradJ.ha, rite jn com•nemoration of 

anr.cstors, 155--6, 160. 170 
srogdluua, n1ctre, 511 
Sraula Sii.tra, texr on sacrificial 

ritual, 1 12 
SravaJ)a Bc,go!ll. pl., 53, 293, S47 
Sravasti, c., 198, 260 
Jre!!hin, a wealthy tnerchant or 

banker,222 
Sri ~feghava111a, k., ofCeylon, 96 
Srirangam, c., SS2, S58 
srqum.!'a. 326-7 
stage, 4SS 
stages of life, four. 158- 9, 246 
standpoints, jaina tl1eory of, 502-S 
starvation, suidde by, in j ai.nisn1, 

292 
state, eh. iv,conccivedas organism. 88 
Sthiinvisvara, c., 68 

• 

Stl1avira:vtidin, Buddhist sect, 26 J, 
264. 266-7S, 27~, 278, 280 

Stl1ulabhadra, jaina teacher. 288-9 
stone, \vorking in, 219 
Strabo, 228 
students. 158, 162-5 
sUipa, a mound co1nmemorating the 

Buddha's death, orig inally a fun
eral tumu1us, 262-S, 349-.62, S69; 
in Jainism, 29S 
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Subandhu, author, 390, +46 
.. Sublime Moods.,, four, in Buddh

isnl, 2BS 
Subrahm:u_1ya, god, """Skanda, i9B, 

S09,SI4,421 
succession, royal 92-S 
Sudas, k., s~ 
Suddhodhana, k., 96, 2!i7-9 
Jiitlra, lowest of the four classes, S6, 

IS8, 142, 14-S-4, 152, 2~1 
Sudraka, dramatist, 441 
sugar~ane, 193 
Sugriva, monkey-king, 'loJS 
suicide, relisiou.s, 292, S!J7; of kings, 

9.S; of wtdowsJI IB7-6; of Indian 
ascetic at Athens, 229 

Sukhavati, Buddhist heaven, 277 
Sukra, treatise on politics of, BO, 105 

I ll-12, 224 
Sultanganj, Buddha of, S7'lo. S76 
Sun1atra, 70. 75, 4B5 
Sumer, Sumcrians, J 9, 21, 29 
sun. Vedic gods of, 234-5; worship 

of, 16S, S 12-1 S ; temples of, 204 
-5, S~5. 561- 2 

Suna~§epa, legend of, 156-7 
Sung Yun, n .• 129 
Swiga,d)~.,67-8,61 
Supara, port, 227, 250 
supartza, mythical bird, 454-6 
Surabhi, leg. cow, Sl9 
surgery, 499- 500 
surveying, JOB 
Surya,god.2S4,SJ2-J~JIS6J.S70 
Surya, goddess, 235 
Su~ruta, medical text, 41-!JB, 4.99 
siila., royal charioteer, bard and 

herald, 90 
Sutkagcu Dor, arch. site, 26 
sutra, a brief aphorisn1, or a telet con

sisting of such, a religious text, J 12 
Siitrakrt.iillga., jaina text, 459-60 
Su.tta Pifcllta, section of Pili canon, 

261 
suttee, see sati 
Suyya, n.JI 19S 
sva)"af[tvara, nlarriagc by d1oice of 

the bride, J42, 169, 186, 408, 
109-11 

,~f)etambara, sect of Jainism, 289 
~vetaltJattrra Vpani1ad, 260, 252-S 
swords, 27, J~S 

syiiclvacla, jaina epistemological 
systenl, 602 

,. Syllables, Six", in Vajrayana 
BuddhisJn, 2BO 

syllogism, 60 1-~ 
sync.rctisn1, 2:-iB, S09-J J 
Syria, S42, S6B, 495 
systeans, six orthodox. of salvation, 

S23-35 

T 
T" ai-tsung, Chinese eJnperor. 70 
~raj M~thitl, 480 
Tak~asila, c., 47, 4B, 49, 58, 59, 

164; arch site, 199-200, S65, S79 
tala, time, in music, SBS 
.. faliko!a, lJattle of, 77, 99 
Tan1il, land, 2. 62, 77, 190, 228; 

regions in J>aetry, 463; language, 
S9S-4, 462; script, S9B, 607 ; 
}jteraturc, 62, li8, 180, IB2,209, 
228,230, 500,5S9,461-76, 612; 
people. 62, 1 SB, 185; religion, 
1B5, SOB, SIS, Sl4, S17, 55o-2, 
SSS--4, S76 

'faanralipti, port, 22S, 228 
la!ltfava, dance of ~iva, 308 
l"'an'ore, c., S57, ~79 
··tanks'', reservoirs, 192-S 
Tan.tras, scriptures of tantric sects, 

£BO 
tantric, cults anti sects worshipping 

goddesses with magical ceremon
ies, 178, JBB, ilS, 280, S25, SS7, 
S62 

tapas, ··heat··, asceticism and the 
magical power derived tlterefrom, 
2 41-7, 249 

Tarain, lJattlc of, 7S 
Taraka, demon, S09, 1·21-2 
Taras, goddesses of Vajray3na 

Duddl1isn1, 2BO, 2BJ, S76 
Tattvopaplavasi'flha, philosophical 

telet, 297 
taven1s, 214-16 
tax, land; J07; Jni.nor talees, 107-B; 

default, 109 
taxation, 107-11 
Taxila, see Tak~asila 
Telugu, language and literature, 

· 198, SS5, 59S, S94, 476 
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temples, 200-1, 204--5, SS6, S56-
64; Buddhist, 26S : cave-temples, 
S52-5, S69 

Ten Kings, Battle of the, S 4o 
.. Ten Princes, 1~ales of tlte ··, of 

Dal)"in, 442-6 
.. Ten Songs··, Ta1n. poems, 462 
terracottas, S1S 
1nanesar, c., c:. Sthir;_lvi§vara, 68 
Tharsish, 2SO 
theism, development of, 252-S ; 

devotional, 77, 298, S28-S5 
Theosophical Society, 48S, 486 
Tlzera- and Tl~erTgiithll, Pali texts, 

267, 456-7 
TlzertlfJiidi ( Pali), see Slhaviravadin 
• · Thief, Fifty Stanzas of the· 0 , ot 

Bilhana, 428 
• 

.. tl1irst ., ( ta'{Jha), in Buddhisn1, 
268 ; see also desire 

Thomas, St., 58, S+2- S 
Thoreau, 4-87 
thread, sacred, IS8, 161-2 
thugs, 69 
,. Thunder, Voice of the ··, 255 
thunderbolt ( vajra). 2S4o; Vehicle of 

the 1 ... , in lluddhism, 279-81 
Tibet, 70, 265, S74o 
tis.er, 190 
Tilak, B. G., 4-SS 
nrlhanlcaras, .. ford-makers. 0 • the 

~venty-four teachers of jainism, 
288, 290, S67, S68 

Tirukkural, Tan1. text, soo, SS9, 
- 0 

+68 
tithi, a lunar day, 492 
titles, royal, 84-
toddy, fermented palm-sap, 214-
toilet, of man about town, 206 
Tolkappiyam, Ta1n. grammar, 462 
tolls, 108 
tonsure, of boys, 160 
Toramil)a, k., 67 
Tortoise, incarnation of Vi~1_1u, S02 
torture, judicial, 66, 117 
towns, 198- 205; see also cities 
townsrnan, I 71, 206-7 
toys. 21 
trade, 22o-s ; routes, 22S- 6; by sea, 

226-S 1 ; with '\Vest, 228- 9 
trades and crafts, 4-2-S, 14-9 
transience, in Buddhism, 270 

transmigration, earliest form of 
doctrine, 242; in Buddhism, 271, 
278; in jainism, 291 ; in Hindu ism, 
S22-S,SSS, S4() 

treasurer, 4-2, 100 
treasury, 107, 111 
trees, J 90; flowering, 202- S ; sacred, 

2S-+,262, 26S, S19 
tribes, break-up of, 116, 246-7 ; 

wild, 51-5, 197- 8 
lribhanga, pose in dancing, !66n., 

S78 
Tn"ka, School of Saivism, SS5 
Trimiirti, God in three aspects, SJo-

11 ; of Elcphanta, S55, S72 
Trinity, in Hinduism, Slo-11 
trii!uhh, metre, 609 
troops, types of, 128 
trousers, 21 o-11 
truth, double standard of, 279, S28 
Truths, Four Noble, in Buddhisan, 

268- 9 
tulasi, sacred basil, S19 
turbans, 2 J 1 
T urkistfm, Chinese, S79 
Turks, 72 
Trnu.tlca, a Turk, a Muslim, 72 
Tva~tr. god, 2S8, 400 
twice-born classes, IS8, 162 

u 
Udayagiri, Orissa, S69 
- nr. Bhilsa, S71 
Udayatnana, n., 96, 105 
Ujjain (H. ), UjjayinJ (Skt.). c., 66, 

S91, 420 
UJuka Ka~ada, 11hilosopher, s 2s 
Un1adevi, queen, 91 
Universal Emperor, 8S, 267. 290 
universities. ancient, 164-6 ; mod-

em, 4-82 
untouchables, 14-3, 144 G, SS8 
upajati, metre, 610 
Upali, disciple of lluddha, 261 
upanayana, tlte ceremony of initia-

tion, JS8, 161- 2 
Vpani;ods, mystical texts, SS, 176, 

2SS, 244, 24G, 249, 250--6, 272; 
see ~so Brha~ra!'yala, Chiindo
gya, IJa, Katha, SvetoJvatara 

uparilca, viceroy, I 02 
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upavasatlza, in Buddhism, general 
confession of monks, 28S 

upendravajra, metre, 610 
uposatlza ( Pali). see upiivasatlza ( Skt. ) 
Ur, c., 187 
Uranus, 2S6 
U rvdi, apsaras, S 1 i, 4<>5-7 
U~as. goddess, 2SS, 4<>2 
usury, 140, 221-2 
Uttarameriir, pl., 106 
Uttararamacarita, of Bhavabhuti. 

+JS, 442 

V 

V~c (Speech), goddess, s 16 
Vaiku~!ha, the neaven or Vi~I)U, S20 
Vai§ali, c., +7. 18+. 260, 261, 288 
Vai§atnpayana, sage, 4Q7 
Jl' ai/eJika, school of phi)OsOtlhy, S28-

4,+97 
Vai~l)aVism, the cult or Vi~I)U, Soo-7 J 

S09-l o. S28-9 
fJaiJya. the third. ntercantile class, 

S5, 142-S, 241 
vajapeya, royal sacrifice, 42, 81 
Vajrapfil)i, Botlhisattva, 276 
Yajrasiici, of A§vagho~a. 141 
Yajrayina, V chide of the Thunder-

bolt, the third of the great divi
sions of Buddhism, 265, 279- 81 

Vaka!aka, dyn., 65, 74 
Vakpati, poet, 4<6'0 
Valabhi, c .• jaina council at, 289 
Vallala Sena, k., 161 
Valmiki. sage, 412, 41S 
vatp.Jastha, tnetre, 5 I 0 
viit~aprllStlla, a forest hermit. the 

third aJramtl, 158, 1 7 5, 250 
Varahamihira, astronomer, 490 
Vardhamina, see Mahavira 
varnas, the four classes of Hindu 

• 
society, 54-6, 82, 1S7--47, 148, 
160; and ethics, SS9-40, S42; of 
royal families, 91 ; confusion or, 
1~-7 

VaruQa,god, 166-7,2S6-8,2S9.31S 
vasa1ltatilol<a, nletre, 51 o 
vassals, 94 6, 126 
V asudeva, father of Kr~Qa, SO+, S06 
Vasudeva, god, 59, 298, soo, S28, 

S29 
- k., 61 

Vasumitra, k., 58 
Vatapi, c., ( =modem B~dami ), 7+. 

S51, S72, 378 
Vatsa, reg .• 41, 45 
Vatsabhat!i. poet, 205 
Vatsyayana. authority on erotics. 

171, 172 
VanagamaJJi, k. ofCeylon, 266 
VJyu, god, 2S8, SI+, SJ5, SSS 
vayu, winds, in physiology, +99 
Vedas,38, 16S, 282-56.S27 
Pediiilgas, studies subsidiary to that 

of the Vedas, 168, 489 
Petliinta, school of philosophy, S22, 

S27-8, 601 
vegetarianism, 66, 21S, 282 
Vehicles, ill Buddhism, sec Hi11ayiina, 

Afahayana. Jrajrayana 
Vel)a. leg. k., 87, J46 
Vei)J)i, battle of, 178 
verb, Skt, 286-7 
Vessantara ( Pili), see Vi§vantara 

(Skt) 
"Detalll. vampire, s J 8 
viblzidaJia. nut used in gambling, 

207- 8, 4QS-5 
Videha, reg., 40, 249 
Vidi~a. r<·g., 57 
Vi~Ci~abha, see Viru~haka 
vidii.!aka, court jester, the fool in 

Skt. drama. 90, 1 + J, +S5 
vidyatlhara, class of demigods, 

Sl7-18 
Vidyidhara, k.. 72 
vt1liira, monastery, especially in 

lluddhisn1; see monastery 
Vijaya. n., 485 
Vijayabahu I, k. of Ceylon, 76 
Vijayanagara. c. and empire, 76- 7. 

99, 16S, 188, 19S, 196, 198, 209, 
S59, 36S. S79, S94 

Yijilanavadit~, sr.hool of Buddhism, 
278- 9 

Vijnanesvara, jurist, ItS 
Vikrama Era. 65, 98. 49S-4o 
Vikram~ditya. leg. k., 65, 495 
- VI, Calukya. k., liS, 169, J 85, 

4~ 1 ; Era or. +94 
Yi.kramailkadevaca:rita, or Dilha\la, 

4SI 
Vikramasila, Buddhist monastery, 

265 
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villages, 189-9S: prehistoric .. 11-14; 
administration 104--7 

Vima Kadphiscs, k., 60, 220 
riina. tl1e chief Indian musical instru-

• 
n1ent, usually translated .. lute··, 
206. S 16, S 18, S82, S84 

Pinaya Pi{alca, section of the Pili 
canon, 261, 267 

Vindhya Mowttains, 2, 197 
viragaJ (Tarn.), a stone erected in 

memory of a hero killed in battle, 
105 

Virajas,leg. k., 86 
Viramamu!)ivar, Tarn. poet, 476n. 
Piravalafljigar. merchant company, 

i2S 
Virtues, Four Cardinal. of Buddhism, 

28S, 284 
Viru~haka, k., +6 
Vi~akhadatta, dramatist, 441 
Vi~QU, god, 2S5, 241, 266, 298, 

SOQ-7, S09, SS2, SSS, SS9, S71, 
+12 

vi!#, forced labour, 1 08 
Vi§vakarnJan Bhauvana, leg. k., 

I JO 
Vi~vamitra, r#, I +6, S 17, S 18 
Vi§vantara, leg. prince, 287 
vilvedevas, class of de1nigod, 2S8 
vita, parasite in dran1a, 4S5 
Vivckananda, Swami, 328, 48S 
Void, tl1e, in Buddhism, 279 
vra..!J'a, renegade or degenerate 

Aryan, 40; in the Vcda, a type 
of unorthodox ascetic, 21-S-4 

Vr.iji. tribal confederacy, 40, 47, 
96-1 

Vrtra.dragon, iS+, 400-2 
vyapti, universal concon1irance, 502 
Vylsa. sage, 407 

w 
Waley, Dr. Arthur, 476n. 
Wang Hsiian-ts'e, n ., 70 
warfare, 12i-S6; rules of, 126 
• • water-machine ••, 202 
wealtl1, acquisition of, 215-16 
weaving, superintendent of, 180 
week, days of, 49S 
weights, 60S 
wells., public, 20S 
wergeld, S+, 117-18, 177 

.· 

.. Wheel of the Law, Turning of 
tlte ··, Buddha's first sermon, 266, 
259, 268-9, S70 

Wheeler, Sir R. E . Mortirner, 8, lli, 
24, 28 

Whitman, Walt, 487 
widows, 186-8 ; remarriage, S6, 

186, SS5: inauspiciousness of, 
187 : see also sati 

Wilkins, Charles, 6 
Williarn of M almesbury, S4S 
Wilson, H. H., 5, 6 
winds ( vayu), five, in physiology, +99 
witnesses, 116-l i 
wives, subservience of, 18o-t; re-

spected status of. 181-2 ; punish
ment of immodest, 179; in Buddh
ism, 286 

women, 177-88; nature of, 167, 
182--S; ideal ph ysic.al type, 1 71, 
freedom of, 179-80, SS5; in law, 
177; right of inheritance, 158: 
property of, 177- 8; education of, 
178-9; in religion, 178; in lvar, 
91, 18S; dress of, 211-12 

wood, building in, S48, S52, S5S 
workmen, co-operative groups, 216; 

treatment of, in Buddhism, 286 
World-Soul, World-Spirit, see 

Brahman 
worship, of gods, SS5-e 
writing, S94-9; cf liarappl Culture, 

14, 1!~20, S94, S96; in Vedic 
period, SS, 4S; materials, 19+, 
198- 9; words connected with, 
2SO; scripts, S 16, S94-8 

y 

Yadava, tribe, 41, SO+ 
- dyn., 75, 1S4 
Yajriavalky~ sage, 178, 255-6; 

Dlurrma ~"iistra of, I 12, l 1 S.. 158 
Tajur Peda, 2S2 
yak§a, class of demigod, 298, s 1 7, 

S65. S68, 419. 420 
ya/gi, a femaleyak§a, S66, S66, S67 
Yama, god, 167, 181, 2S8, 296, SIS 
Yaska, etymologist, 2SS, S87 
Y a§oda, foster-mother of Kr~r:-a, SO+ 
Y a§odhara, wife of Buddha, 267, 

259. S78 
Ya,odharman, k., 67 
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Yasovarman, k., 70, 460 
Y audheya, tribe, 97- 8 
Tavana, a Greek, a westcmcr, 69, 

228, 280; Black Y s, 2~7 
yavanilca, curtain, 4SS 
Yeuagu~i, A§okan inscriptions at, 

89+ 
Toga, school of philosophy, 826-7; 

mystical traininf, 326 
Togiicara, schoo of Buddhism, 

278- 9 
yogi, a practitioner of yoga, 807, 

826-6 
yojatla, a measure of distance Yaryi.ng 

f•·om 4·1 to 9 1niles, 1 S6, 604 
Yudhi~!hira, leg. hero, 196, 208, 

408-9 

Yileh-chih, tribe, 59-60 
yugas, the four periods of the ~on, 

207, 921 
yr.trJaraja, crown prince, 92 

z 
Zanzibar, 227 
Zarathustra ( Zoroaster ), Persian 

prophet, 2S6; see also Zoroas-
• • tr1an1stn 

zero, sign of, 496, +96 
Zeus, 283 
Zhob, prehistoric culture, IS 
zodiac, 490 
Zoroastrian, Zoroastrianism, 161, 

177, 196. 286, ~86, 274, 807, 
812, 8+4, S66 


